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Transportation and Circulation


Introduction


This section analyzes the potential project-level and cumulative impacts on transportation and circulation during construction and operation of the proposed project. Transportation-related issues of concern include transit, traffic on local and regional roadways, bicycles, pedestrians, loading, emergency vehicle access, parking, and construction-related transportation activities. This section provides a summary of the Mission Bay FSEIR transportation section, an overview of existing transportation conditions, a description of the applicable transportation regulations and policies, methodologies and assumptions used in the impact analysis, and impact assessment and mitigation measures. Supporting detailed technical information is included in Appendix TR.


Summary of Mission Bay FSEIR Transportation Section


Mission Bay FSEIR Setting


The transportation and circulation setting section of the Mission Bay FSEIR provided information on the transportation facilities and system serving the Mission Bay North and South Redevelopment Plan areas at that time. The transportation network included the system of local streets, ramps and freeways, local and regional bus and rail lines, ferry service, bicycle and pedestrian facilities, parking areas, and truck loading areas, and described the freeway and local circulation patterns in 1997 as they had changed substantially in the SoMa/Mission Bay area following the 1989 Loma Prieta earthquake.


Mission Bay FSEIR Impacts and Mitigation Measures


Transportation and circulation impacts assessed in the Mission Bay FSEIR included Mission Bay Blocks 29-32 as part of numerous other blocks analyzed in the Mission Bay South Redevelopment Plan. The Mission Bay FSEIR identified 28 transportation mitigation measures that were also included in the project description and assumed in the impact analysis (FSEIR Mitigation Measures E.1 through E.28). These measures included transportation infrastructure improvements, including new or upgraded traffic signals and/or lane reconfigurations at 20 study intersections, construction of six new street segments, and rerouting of the 22 Fillmore and 30 Stockton or 45 Union-Stockton Muni routes into the Mission Bay South Plan area.


The transportation impact analysis identified significant traffic impacts at 11 of the 41 study intersections for the overall Plan area. Traffic impacts were identified as less than significant with mitigation at four intersections (Brannan/Seventh, Townsend/Seventh, Townsend/Eight, 16th/Vermont), and as significant and unavoidable traffic impacts at seven intersections adjacent to I-80 freeway ramps (Brannan/Sixth/I-280 ramps, Bryant/Second, Bryant/Fifth/I-80 Eastbound On-ramp, Harrison/First, Harrison/Second, Harrison/Fremont/I-80 Westbound Off-ramp, and Harrison/Essex). The Mission Bay FSEIR found that the impacts related to regional and local transit capacity utilization, pedestrians and bicycle circulation, loading conditions, rail, and transportation-related construction impacts to be less than significant.


The cumulative impact analysis addressed future year 2015 plus project conditions (2015 being assumed as the project build-out year), and indicated that 17 of the 41 study intersections would operate at LOS E or LOS F conditions. In addition, cumulative development would result in a lengthening of the p.m. peak commute period, and the project would contribute considerably to this cumulative impact. The additional project-related transit trips were found to result in a significant contribution to cumulative impacts on AC Transit, on the Northeast screenline of the Muni downtown screenlines, and on light rail service on King Street and on The Embarcadero. The Mission Bay FSEIR found that cumulative impacts related to pedestrian and bicycle circulation, loading conditions, rail, and transportation-related construction impacts to be less than significant.


The Mission Bay FSEIR identified 22 additional mitigation measures beyond those incorporated into the project description (i.e., FSEIR Mitigation Measures E.29 through E.50). These measures included ten additional intersection improvements and improvements on four street segments (FSEIR Mitigation Measure E.29 through E.42), encouraging increasing Bay Bridge tolls for single-occupant vehicles during commute hours (FSEIR Mitigation Measure E.43), encouraging AC Transit to expand service to downtown San Francisco (FSEIR Mitigation Measure E.44), and providing additional light rail capacity to serve the Mariposa Street stop from downtown (FSEIR Mitigation Measure E.45). In addition, five Transportation System Management measures were identified, including establishing a Transportation Management Organization (FSEIR Mitigation Measure E.46), developing and implementing a Transportation System Management Plan (FSEIR Mitigation Measure E.47), constraining parking within UCSF (FSEIR Mitigation Measure E.48), encouraging ferry service (FSEIR Mitigation Measure E.49), and providing flexible work hours/telecommuting (FSEIR Mitigation Measure E.50). The measures, current status, and applicability to the proposed project are described in Appendix TR and Appendix MIT.


At 10 of the 17 study intersections that would operate at LOS E or LOS F conditions, FSEIR Mitigation Measures E. 29 through E.42 were found to reduce the Plan-level cumulative impacts to less than significant levels. However, even with implementation of the transportation mitigation measures, the project traffic was found to contribute to significant cumulative impacts at seven intersections at or near freeway ramps ((Brannan/Sixth/I-280 ramps, Bryant/Second, Bryant/Fifth/I-80 Eastbound On-ramp, Harrison/First, Harrison/Second, Harrison/Fremont/I-80 Westbound Off-ramp, and Harrison/Essex), and on the Bay Bridge and its approaches during the p.m. peak hour. FSEIR Mitigation Measure E.44 to encourage AC Transit to expand service and FSEIR Mitigation Measure E.45 to provide additional T Third light rail to the Mariposa Street stop were found to reduce Plan-level cumulative transit impacts to less than significant levels.


Setting


Regional and Local Roadways


Regional Access


Interstate 280 (I-280) provides the primary regional access to the Mission Bay area from southwestern San Francisco, the Peninsula and the South Bay. I-280 has an interchange with U.S. 101 south of the Mission Bay. Nearby northbound and southbound on- and off-ramps are located at Mariposa Street (northbound off-ramp and southbound on-ramp) and at 18th Street (southbound off-ramp and northbound on-ramp). The northern terminus of I-280 is on King Street at Fifth Street.


Interstate 80 (I-80) and U.S. Highway 101 (U.S. 101) provide regional access to the Mission Bay area. U.S. 101 serves San Francisco and the Peninsula/South Bay, and extends north via the Golden Gate Bridge to the North Bay. Van Ness Avenue serves as U.S. 101 between Market Street and Lombard Street. I-80 connects San Francisco to the East Bay and points east via the San Francisco-Oakland Bay Bridge. U.S. 101 and I-80 merge west of the project site. Northbound access is provided via an off-ramp at Mariposa Street (at Vermont Street), on-ramps at Cesar Chavez Street, and on-ramps and off-ramps at Bryant and Harrison Streets. 


Local Access


Terry A. Francois Boulevard is a two-way, north-south roadway to the east of Third Street, extending between Third Street and Mariposa Street (at Illinois Street). The roadway generally has two travel lanes each way, with on-street parking on both sides of the street. As part of the Mission Bay Plan, Terry A. Francois Boulevard will be realigned to the west to be adjacent to the east side of Blocks 30-32, and a buffered two-way cycle track (Class II) will be provided as part of the San Francisco Bay Trail on the east side of the street. A bicycle lane (Class II facility) currently runs on each side of Terry A. Francois Boulevard between Illinois Street and Third Street. 


Bridgeview Way is a two-way, north-south private street that extends between Mission Bay Boulevard South and South Street. The roadway has one travel lane each way with on-street parking on both sides of the street. 


Illinois Street is a two-way, north-south roadway to the east of Third Street that extends between 16th Street and Cargo Way. The roadway primarily has one lane each way with on-street parking on both sides of the street. Bicycle Route 5 runs both ways along Illinois Street, with bicycle lanes between Cesar Chavez and 16th Streets (Class II). 


Third Street is the principal north-south arterial in the southeast part of San Francisco, extending from its interchange with U.S. 101 and Bayshore Boulevard, to its intersection with Market Street. In the Mission Bay area, Third Street has two travel lanes each way. In the San Francisco General Plan, Third Street is designated as a Major Arterial in the Congestion Management Program (CMP) network, a Metropolitan Transportation System (MTS) Street, a Primary Transit Preferential Street (Transit Important Street between Market and Townsend Streets, and between Mission Rock Street and Bayshore Boulevard), a Citywide Pedestrian Network Street and Trail (between 24th Street and Yosemite Avenue), and a Neighborhood Commercial Pedestrian Street. South of China Basin, the T Third light rail operates in a semi-exclusive center median right-of-way, with the exception of the segment between Kirkwood Avenue and Thomas Avenue, where the light rail runs within a mixed-flow travel lane. Third Street between China Basin and Townsend Street is also part of Bicycle Route 536 (Class III).[footnoteRef:1] [1: 	Class I bikeways are bike paths with exclusive right-of-way for use by bicyclists. Class II bikeways are bike lanes striped within the paved areas of roadways and established for the preferential use of bicycles, while Class III bikeways are signed bike routes that allow bicycles to share the travel lane with vehicles. ] 



Fourth Street is a principal north-south arterial between Market and Mariposa Streets. Between Market and King Streets, Fourth Street runs southbound and has four southbound travel lanes. From King Street to Berry Street, Fourth Street has two lanes each way. Between Berry and 16th Streets, Fourth Street is two-way and has one travel lanes each way. South of 16th Street, Fourth Street provides local access to the UCSF Medical Center; there is no through motor-vehicle access between 16th and Mariposa Streets. Fourth Street is classified as a Congestion Management Network Major Arterial and a part of the Metropolitan Transportation System. Fourth Street is designated as a Primary Transit Important Preferential Street; is a part of the Citywide Pedestrian Network from Market Street to Folsom Street; is part of the Bay Trail between King and Mission Streets; and is designated as a Neighborhood Commercial Pedestrian Street. The T Third Street light rail line runs northbound on Fourth Street within mixed-flow lanes between Channel and Berry Streets, and in a semi-exclusive center median right-of-way between Berry and King Streets. Fourth Street has bicycle lanes (Class II) both ways between Channel and 16th Streets.


Owens Street is currently a two-way north-south Local Street with one lane each way that extends between 16th Street and the Mission Bay Circle on the western edge of Mission Bay. On-street parking is prohibited on both sides of the street. Owens Street will be extended between 16th and Mariposa Streets and restriped to two lanes each way as part of the Mission Bay Plan.


Seventh Street is a north-south roadway that extends between Market and 16th Streets. In the vicinity of the Mission Bay area, Seventh Street has one lane each way; on-street parking is provided on both sides of the street between Irwin and 16th Streets. Seventh Street has Class II bike lanes (Route 23) between Brannan and 16th Streets.


Mississippi Street is a north-south roadway that runs discontinuously between 16th/Seventh and Cesar Chavez Streets. In the vicinity of the Mission Bay area, Mississippi Street has one travel lane each way and on-street parking is provided on both sides of the street. Bicycle Route 23 runs on Mississippi Street (Class II) between 16th and Mariposa Streets. 


King Street is a four-lane east-west roadway with a semi-exclusive center median for light rail operations. King Street connects the I-280 northern terminus on- and off-ramps at Fifth Street with The Embarcadero. Bicycle Route 5 (Class II and Class III) runs on King Street east of Third Street with a bicycle lane (Class II) on the north side of the street between The Embarcadero and Fourth Street, and on the south side of the street between Fourth and Fifth Streets. King Street is designated in the Transportation Element of the San Francisco General Plan as a Major Arterial in the CMP Network (between Second Street and Fourth Street), a MTS Street (between Second Street and Fourth Street), a Primary Transit Preferential Street (Transit Important Street), and a Neighborhood Pedestrian Network Connection Street. Muni lines N Judah and T Third operate along the median along King Street east of Fourth Street. Bicycle Route 5 (Class II and Class III) runs on King Street east of Third Street.


Channel Street is an east-west roadway that currently starts at Third Street and dead-ends west of Fourth Street. Channel Street has two travel lanes each way, and on-street parking is prohibited on both sides of the street between Third and Fourth Streets. West of Fourth Street, Channel Street has one lane each way and parking is permitted on both sides. The T Third Street light rail line operates in a semi-exclusive center median right-of-way on Channel Street between Third and Fourth Streets. Channel Street is planned to be extended to the Mission Bay Circle in the future as a two-lane roadway with on-street parking permitted on the north side, as part of the Mission Bay Plan.


Mission Rock Street is a two-lane east-west roadway that extends between Terry A. Francois Boulevard and Fourth Street. It has one travel lane each way; on-street parking is provided on both sides of the street. 


Mission Bay Drive is a east-west roadway that runs between Mission Bay Circle and Seventh Street (under I-280 and across the Caltrain railroad tracks). Two travel lanes and a bicycle lane (Class II) are provided each way, separated by a landscaped median. On-street parking is prohibited on both sides of the street.


South Street is an east-west roadway that runs for two blocks between Third Street and Terry A. Francois Boulevard. Two travel lanes are currently provided each way, and on-street parking is prohibited on both sides of the street. A sidewalk is not currently provided on the south side of the street (i.e., adjacent to the undeveloped project site blocks). 


Sixteenth (16th) Street is an east-west arterial that runs between Illinois and Castro Streets. In the Mission Bay area, 16th Street has two travel lanes each way, and on-street parking is prohibited on both sides of the street; dedicated left turn lanes are provided at all intersections. Sixteenth Street is classified as a Primary Transit Oriented Preferential Street between De Haro and Church Streets and a Neighborhood Commercial Pedestrian Street between Bryant and Church Streets. As part of the Mission Bay Plan, 16th Street will be extended east of Illinois Street to connect with Terry A. Francois Boulevard. Bicycle Route 40 runs between Illinois and Kansas Streets with bicycle lanes (Class II) on both sides of the street. 


Mariposa Street is an east-west roadway that runs between Illinois and Harrison Streets. The I280 northbound off-ramp and southbound on-ramp are located immediately east of the intersection of Mariposa/Pennsylvania. In the Mission Bay area, Mariposa Street currently has one to two lanes each way and on-street parking is provided on Mariposa Street west of Tennessee Street. Bicycle Routes 23 and 7 run both ways on Mariposa Street with sharrows (Class III) between Illinois and Mississippi Streets. Mariposa Street is planned to be widened in the future to a five-lane roadway (two-lanes each way with exclusive center left-turn lanes at major intersections) as part of the Mission Bay Plan.


The following roadway infrastructure improvements are being implemented by the Mission Bay Development Group (i.e., MBDG, the infrastructure master developer) as part of the opening of Phase One of the UCSF Medical Center at Mission Bay, consistent with the 1998 Mission Bay South Area Plan, and are assumed in the intersection analyses of 2015 conditions:


· Owens Street is being extended between 16th and Mariposa Streets, to connect with the I-280 on- and off-ramps and to create a new intersection at Mariposa Street. The existing signal at the intersection of Mariposa Street and the I-280 northbound off-ramp is being upgraded to accommodate the new Owens Street approach.


· Mariposa Street is being widened on the north side by approximately 15 feet, and left turn lanes striped at major intersections. The Mariposa Street Bridge over the Caltrain tracks is being restriped to provide two exclusive westbound left turn lanes for a total of three lanes, and create a new signalized intersection with Owens Street.


· The northbound I-280 off-ramp is being widened to the east to provide an additional lane and better align with Owens Street. Mariposa Street between the I-280 southbound on-ramp and Pennsylvania Avenue is being re-striped to accommodate the lane configurations described above. 


· The existing stop-controlled intersection of Mariposa Street and the I-280 southbound on-ramp (with the eastbound approach stop-controlled) is being signalized.


Intersection Operations


Existing conditions at 23 study intersections were analyzed for the following conditions:


· Weekday p.m. peak hour - generally 5:00 to 6:00 p.m. which coincides with the existing evening commute, 


· Weekday evening peak hour - generally 6:00 to 7:00 p.m. which coincides with arrivals for weekday evening events, 


· Weekday late p.m. peak hour - generally 10:00 to 11:00 p.m. which coincides with departures for weekday evening events, and


· Saturday evening peak hour – generally 7:00 to 8:00 p.m. which coincides with arrivals for Saturday evening events.


Intersection turning movement counts were collected at the study intersections on multiple midweek days (Tuesday, Wednesday, or Thursday) and on Saturdays in October, November, December 2013, June and July 2013, and May and June 2014, both with and without a concurrent San Francisco Giants (SF Giants) game at AT&T Park (on King Street, between Second and Third Streets). Existing turning movement volume summaries tables and figures are included in Appendix TR. Traffic volumes are highest during the weekday p.m. peak hour, and the weekday evening peak hour volumes are approximately 10 percent lower than the p.m. peak hour. The weekday late evening peak hour is about 40 percent of the weekday p.m. peak hour. Traffic volumes at the study intersections are about half as much on Saturdays as on weekdays. 


During 2013 and 2014, when the intersection counts were being conducted, the UCSF Medical Center Phase 1 and Public Safety Building were under construction. Both facilities opened in early 2015. The vehicular travel demand associated with these uses was added to the counts conducted in 2013 and 2014 to reflect full occupancy and operation of these facilities. The travel demand associated with these uses was based on the travel demand for the weekday p.m. peak hour identified in the UCSF 2014 LRDP EIR, as well as information on existing weekday and Saturday parking occupancy (a proxy for level of activity at UCSF facilities) at other UCSF parking facilities in order to estimate the vehicle trips for the weekday evening, weekday late evening, and Saturday evening peak hours.[footnoteRef:2] Vehicle trips associated with the Public Safety Building was based on travel demand estimates conducted as part of that project.[footnoteRef:3] [2: 	UCSF 2014 LRDP EIR Source; UCSF 2014 parking occupancy data for Parnassus and Mt Zion campus sites.]  [3: 	Mission Bay Public Safety Building Transportation Assessment-Final Report, prepared for the City and County of San Francisco Department of Public Works by Adavant Consulting January 6, 2010.] 



The roadway segments and intersection configurations for the study intersections reflect the build out of the roadway network within Mission Bay as development proceeds, such as the extension of Channel Street from the Mission Bay Circle to Fourth Street, and implementation of FSEIR mitigation measures that were included as part of the Mission Bay Plan. These include FSEIR Mitigation Measures E.1 through E.18, E.21 through E.24, and partial implementation of Mitigation Measure E.25 (Channel Street) and Mitigation Measure E.26 (North and South Mission Bay Boulevard and Mission Bay Drive). In addition, FSEIR Mitigation Measures E.29 to E.34 relate to intersections and roadways, and Mitigation Measures E.36 to E.41 have been implemented.


Traffic conditions at the study intersections were evaluated using level of service (LOS), and were evaluated using the Highway Capacity Manual 2000 (HCM 2000) methodology for signalized and unsignalized intersection conditions.[footnoteRef:4]  Level of service is a qualitative description of operating conditions ranging from LOS A (i.e., free-flow conditions with little or no delay) to LOS F (i.e., jammed conditions with excessive delays). Section 5.2.5.3, under “Approach to Impact Analysis Methodology,” presents the analysis methodology and the LOS definitions for signalized and unsignalized intersections; it defines each of the levels of service and shows the correlation between average control delay and LOS. [4: 	Transportation Research Board, National Research Council, Highway Capacity Manual, Washington D.C., 2000.] 



Existing levels of service at the study intersections are presented in Table 5.2-1 for the weekday p.m., weekday evening, weekday late evening, and the Saturday evening peak hours. Figure 5.2-1 presents the existing LOS conditions at the study intersections for the weekday p.m. peak hour, Figure 5.2-2 presents the intersection LOS conditions for the weekday evening peak hour, Figure 5.2-3 presents the intersection LOS conditions for the weekday late evening peak hour, and Figure 5.2-4 presents the intersection LOS conditions for the Saturday evening peak hour. The figures present the intersection LOS for a day without a SF Giants game at AT&T Park, and for a day with a SF Giants game at AT&T Park. A description of transportation conditions on days with a SF Giants game at AT&T Park is presented in Section 5.2.3.8.
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table 5.2-1
Intersection Level of Service 
Existing Conditions – without SF Giants Game
Weekday PM,, Evening, Late EVENING, and Saturday Evening Peak Hours


			#


			Intersection Location


			Weekday Conditions


			Saturday Eveningd





			


			


			PMa


			Eveningb


			Late Eveningc


			





			


			


			Delaye


			LOSf


			Delay


			LOS


			Delay


			LOS


			Delay


			LOS





			1


			King Street


			Third Street


			72.7


			E


			58.3


			E


			19.0


			B


			26.6


			C





			2


			King Street


			Fourth Street


			51.9


			D


			47.9


			D


			24.1


			C


			22.6


			C





			3


			King St/Fifth St


			I-280 ramps


			59.2


			E


			57.2


			E


			10.8


			B


			< 10


			A





			4


			Fifth St/Harrison St


			I-80 WB off-ramp


			48.4


			D


			49.8


			D


			22.1


			C


			29.2


			C





			5


			Fifth St/Bryant St


			I-80 EB on-ramp


			>80


			F


			>80


			F


			24.2


			C


			27.0


			C





			6


			Third Street


			Channel Street


			38.0


			D


			33.1


			C


			< 10


			A


			< 10


			A





			7


			Fourth Street


			Channel Street


			< 10


			A


			< 10


			A


			10.6


			B


			13.6


			B





			8


			Seventh Street


			Mission Bay Drive


			23.1


			C


			19.5


			B


			12.0


			B


			12.4


			B





			9


			Terry Francois Blvd


			South Streetg


			11.1 (eb)


			B


			10.5 (eb)


			B


			< 10 (eb)


			A


			< 10 (eb)


			A





			10


			Third Street


			South Street


			24.3


			C


			24.3


			C


			< 10


			A


			< 10


			A





			11


			Terry Francois Blvd


			16th Streeth


			--


			--


			--


			--


			--


			--


			--


			--





			12


			Illinois Street


			16th Streetg


			12.6 (nb)


			B


			11.1 (nb)


			B


			< 10 (nb)


			A


			< 10 (nb)


			A





			13


			Third Street


			16th Street


			29.5


			C


			27.8


			C


			10.6


			B


			10.8


			B





			14


			Fourth Street


			16th Street


			19.2


			B


			18.5


			B


			15.1


			B


			14.0


			B





			15


			Owens Street


			16th Street


			27.6


			C


			15.4


			B


			11.7


			B


			< 10


			A





			16


			Seventh/Mississippi 


			16th Street


			39.0


			D


			31.0


			C


			10.3


			B


			12.6


			B





			17


			Illinois Street


			Mariposa Street


			10.6 (eb)


			B


			< 10 (eb)


			A


			< 10 (eb)


			A


			< 10 (eb)


			A





			18


			Third Street


			Mariposa Street


			37.0


			D


			35.1


			D


			16.2


			B


			16.6


			B





			19


			Fourth Street


			Mariposa Street


			13.2


			B


			10.8


			B


			< 10


			A


			< 10


			A





			20


			Mariposa Street


			I-280 NB off-ramp


			26.0


			C


			20.0


			B


			15.9


			B


			16.1


			B





			21


			Mariposa Street


			I-280 SB on-rampi


			12.0


			B


			< 10


			A


			< 10


			A


			< 10


			A





			22


			Third Street


			Cesar Chavez St


			43.0


			D


			32.9


			C


			21.1


			C


			18.4


			B








NOTES:


a	Weekday p.m. peak hour of 4 to 6 p.m. peak period.


b	Weekday evening peak hour of 6 to 8 p.m. peak period.


c	Weekday late evening peak hour of 9 to 11 p.m. peak period.


d	Saturday evening peak hour of 6 to 9 p.m. peak period.


e	Delay presented in seconds per vehicle. For unsignalized intersections, delay and LOS presented for worst approach. Worst approach indicated in ( ).


f	Intersections operating at LOS E or LOS F conditions highlighted in bold.


g	Unsignalized.


h	Future analysis location. 16th Street not currently a through street between Illinois Street and Terry A. Francois Boulevard.


i	The intersection of Mariposa/I-280 southbound off-ramp/Owens was signalized in March 2015. [Note to reviewer: To be confirmed/revised once operational.]





SOURCE: Adavant Consulting/LCW Consulting, 2015
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Insert Figure 5.2-1	Intersection LOS – Weekday PM Peak Hour






Insert Figure 5.2-2	Intersection LOS – Weekday Evening Peak Hour






Insert Figure 5.2-3	Intersection LOS – Weekday Late Evening Peak Hour






Insert Figure 5.2-4	Intersection LOS – Saturday Evening Peak Hour






As indicated in Table 5.2-1, during the analysis hours, most study intersections currently operate at LOS D or better. The exceptions are the intersections of King/Third and King/Fifth/I-280 ramp that operate at LOS E during the weekday p.m. and weekday evening peak hours, and the intersection of Fifth/Bryant/I-80 eastbound on-ramp that operates at LOS F during the weekday p.m. and weekday evening peak hours. The poor operating conditions at these intersections are a result of high volumes destined to I-80 and I-280. 


Level of service conditions at the study intersections are generally less congested during the weekday evening peak hour than during the weekday p.m. peak hour, although intersection LOS designations are similar at the intersections at the approaches to the I-80 and I-280 ramps. During the weekday late evening and Saturday evening peak hours, traffic volumes decrease substantially from weekday p.m. peak hour conditions and all intersections operate at LOS C or better. Intersection conditions in Mission Bay are affected by traffic associated with special events and during baseball season when the SF Giants have home games at AT&T Park. Transportation impacts associated with game day conditions are most severe prior to games and after the conclusion of games. The greatest impact occurs after weekday afternoon sellout events, during the 3:30 to 4:40 p.m. period when traffic, transit, and pedestrian flows exiting the ballpark (and game-day street closures near the park) coincide with the evening commute traffic already on the transportation network. As a result, on days when the SF Giants play home games at AT&T Park, existing service levels at study intersections between the ballpark and the Bay Bridge would generally be worse than those presented in Table 5.2-1. Intersection LOS at the study intersections for conditions with a SF Giants game at AT&T Park are presented in Section 5.2.3.8.


Ramp Operations


Ramp operations were analyzed for three ramps serving I-80 and three ramps serving I-280 for the same analysis hours presented above for intersection conditions. Traffic volumes used for the ramps analyses were based on turning movement counts where the ramps touch down to the local street network, and freeway mainline volumes were obtained from Caltrans PeMS data.


Similar to intersections, the operating characteristics of freeway ramps are evaluated using the concept of LOS, and were evaluated using the HCM 2000 methodology for ramp merge and diverge conditions. Freeway ramp LOS is based on vehicle density (passenger cars per lane-mile), and in San Francisco, LOS A through D is considered acceptable; LOS E and LOS F are considered unsatisfactory service levels. Section 5.2.5.3, under “Approach to Impact Analysis Methodology,” presents the analysis methodology and the LOS definitions for the freeway ramp junctions (i.e., ramp merges and diverges). The results of the ramp analysis for the four analysis hours are presented in Table 5.2-2.


During the analysis hours, all of the ramp merge and diverge sections currently operate at LOS D or better, except for the I-80 eastbound Sterling Street on-ramp which operates at LOS E during the weekday p.m. peak hour, and the I-80 eastbound Fifth/Bryant on-ramp which operates at LOS F during all four peak hours. The LOS E and LOS F conditions at the I-80 ramps reflect the congestion 






table 5.2-2
Freeway Ramp Level of Service
Existing Conditions – without SF Giants Game
Weekday PM, Evening, Late PM, and Saturday Evening Peak Hours


			#


			Ramp Location


			Weekday Conditions


			Saturday Eveningd





			


			


			PMa


			Eveningb


			Late Eveningc


			





			


			


			Densityf


			LOS


			Density


			LOS


			Density


			LOS


			Density


			LOS





			1


			I-80 Eastbound On-ramp at Sterling


			35


			E


			32


			D


			23


			C


			24


			C





			2


			I-80 Eastbound On-ramp at Fifth/Bryant 


			--


			F


			--


			F


			--


			F


			--


			F





			3


			I-80 Westbound Off-ramp at Fifth/Harrison 


			30


			D


			28


			D


			27


			C


			25


			C





			4


			I-280 Southbound On-ramp at Pennsylvania


			35


			D


			27


			C


			15


			B


			13


			B





			5


			I-280 Northbound Off-ramp at Mariposa


			26


			C


			25


			C


			13


			B


			16


			B





			6


			I-280 Southbound On-ramp at Mariposa


			31


			D


			25


			C


			13


			B


			12


			B








NOTES:


a	Weekday p.m. peak hour.


b	Weekday evening peak hour of 6 to 8 p.m. peak period.


c	Weekday late p.m. peak hour of 9 to 11 p.m. peak period.


d	Saturday evening peak hour of 6 to 9 p.m. peak hour.


e	Density of vehicles per segment. Measures in passenger cars per mile per lane. Density value is not presented for segments where the demand volume exceeds the capacity, per 2000 Highway Capacity Manual.


f	Segments operating at LOS E or LOS F conditions highlighted in bold.





SOURCE: Adavant Consulting/LCW Consulting, 2015








associated with traffic attempting to leave downtown San Francisco that is constrained by the limited capacity of the Bay Bridge ramps onto the bridge, causing queues to form on surface streets leading to the bridge.


Transit Service


Local service in San Francisco is provided by the San Francisco Municipal Railway (Muni), the transit division of the San Francisco Municipal Transportation Agency (SFMTA). Muni bus, cable car and light rail lines can be used to access regional transit operators. Service to and from the East Bay is provided by BART, AC Transit, and Water Emergency Transportation Authority (WETA) ferries; service to and from the North Bay is provided by Golden Gate Transit buses and ferries, and WETA ferries; and service to and from the Peninsula and the South Bay is provided by Caltrain, SamTrans, BART, and WETA ferries. Figure 5.2-5 presents the existing transit route network in the project vicinity.


Insert Figure 5.2-5	Existing Transit Network






The project site is located approximately 2.0 miles southeast of the Ferry Building and the Embarcadero Muni Metro and BART station, about 1.6 miles southeast of the temporary Transbay Terminal, about 0.8 miles south of the Caltrain terminal at Fourth/King, and adjacent to the T Third UCSF/Mission Bay stop at South Street. The project site is about 1.7 miles east of the 16th Street BART stations about 1.7 miles southeast of the Powell BART/Muni Metro station.


Local Muni Service


Muni service in the project vicinity includes the T Third light rail line that runs along Third Street with the closest stop at South Street (i.e., the UCSF/Mission Bay stop), as well as the 22 Fillmore route that runs east/west along 16th Street. Table 5.2-3 presents the existing service frequency for the two routes.


Table 5.2-3
Existing Muni Routes in Project vicinity


			Line/Route


			Headways


			General Hours of Operation


			Neighborhoods Served





			


			Weekday


			Weekend


			


			





			


			PM 
(4 to 6 p.m.)


			Evening 
(6 to 10 p.m.)


			Late Evening
(After 10 p.m.)


			Evening
(6 to 8 p.m.)


			Late Evening
(After 10 p.m.)


			


			





			T Third


			9


			15


			20


			20


			20


			4:00 to 1:00 a.m.


			Downtown, Visitacion Valley





			22 Fillmore


			8


			15


			15


			15


			15


			24-hours


			Marina, Dogpatch











SOURCE: SFMTA, Adavant Consulting/Fehr & Peers/LCW Consulting, 2015.








In January 2015, the SFMTA implemented a temporary “55 16th Street” motor coach service to coincide with the opening of the Phase One Medical Center at Mission Bay between the campus site and the 16th Street BART Station until the 22 Fillmore trolley buses are extended into Mission Bay. The temporary 55 16th Street route and the extension of the 22 Fillmore into Mission Bay will be implemented as part of FSEIR Mitigation Measure E.27. The 55 16th Street route runs on 16th Street between Valencia and Third Streets, and Third Street between 16th Street and Mission Bay Boulevard North, and a turnaround loop is provided via Mission Bay Boulevard North, Fourth Street, and Mission Bay Boulevard South. The new bus stops for this service in the vicinity of the project site are on 16th Street at Fourth Street (near side stop both ways), on Third Street northbound at South Street (near side stop), on Mission Bay Boulevard South eastbound between Fourth Third Streets (line terminal), and on Third Street southbound at Gene Friend Way. 


Planned changes to transit service in the project vicinity include the Central Subway project, which is currently under construction, and the Transit Effectiveness Project.


Central Subway Project: The Central Subway Project is the second phase of the Third Street light rail line (i.e., T Third), which opened in 2007. Construction is currently underway, and the Central Subway will extend the T Third light rail line northward from its current terminus at 4th and King Streets to a surface station south of Bryant Street and go underground at a portal under U.S. 101. From there it will continue north to stations at Moscone Center, Union Square—where it will provide passenger connections to other Muni light rail lines and BART at the Powell station —and in Chinatown, where the line will terminate at Stockton and Clay Streets. Construction of the Central Subway is scheduled to be completed in 2017, and revenue service is scheduled for 2019.


Muni’s Transit Effectiveness Project (TEP): The following changes are proposed by the TEP for routes in the proposed project vicinity.


· T Third – Headways between trains will be reduced from 9 to 8 minutes.


· 10 Townsend – The 10 Townsend motor coach line will be renamed the 10 Sansome, with a new alignment within Mission Bay. Service would be rerouted off of Townsend down Fourth Street. From Fourth Street the route will extend through Mission Bay to new proposed street segments on Seventh Street between Mission Bay Boulevard and Irwin Street, on Irwin Street between Seventh and 16th Streets, on 16th Street between Irwin and Connecticut Streets, and on Connecticut Street between 16th and 17th Streets. Peak period headways will be reduced from 20 to 6 minutes. Midday headways will be reduced from 20 to 12 minutes. The 10 Townsend improvements represent and alternate improvement to extend transit service into Mission Bay, as required by FSEIR Mitigation Measure E.28.


· 22 Fillmore – The 22 Fillmore trolley bus line will be rerouted to continue along 16th Street east of Kansas Street, creating new connections to Mission Bay from the Mission neighborhood. The route change will add transit to 16th Street between Kansas and Third Streets, and to Third Street between 16th Street and Mission Bay Boulevard North. The TEP will change the a.m. peak period headway from 9 minutes to 6 minutes between buses. 


The TEP includes two alternatives for a Travel Time Reduction Proposal (TTRP) along for 16th Street (of which one or a combination of the two will be selected by the SFMTA Board prior to implementation), to make the 22 Fillmore more frequent, reliable, and effective along 16th Street. The TTRP treatments are referred to as the Moderate and Expanded Alternatives in the TEP EIR. The Moderate Alternative proposes a number of physical changes to the portion of the rerouted 22 Fillmore in the vicinity of the Mission Bay campus site including, but not limited to, new transit stops, relocated transit stops, and transit bulbs, as well as new traffic signals at Connecticut and Missouri Streets. The Expanded Alternative includes the features listed for the Moderate Alternative as well as the conversion of a lane of a mixed-flow travel lane of traffic to a transit-only lane on both sides of 16th Street between Third and Church Streets, well as the prohibition of left turns at Bryant, Potrero, Utah, San Bruno, Kansas, Rhode Island, De Haro, Carolina, Wisconsin, Arkansas, Connecticut, and Missouri Streets. 


Regional Service Providers


East Bay: Transit service to and from the East Bay is provided by BART, AC Transit, and WETA. BART operates regional rail transit service between the East Bay (from Pittsburg/Bay Point, Richmond, Dublin/Pleasanton and Fremont) and San Francisco, and between San Mateo County (Millbrae and San Francisco Airport) and San Francisco. The nearest BART stations to the project site are the 16th Street and Powell stations, both about 1.7 miles east and northwest of the project site, respectively. AC Transit is the primary bus operator for the East Bay, including Alameda and western Contra Costa Counties. AC Transit operates 37 routes between the East Bay and San Francisco, all of which terminate at the (temporary) Transbay Terminal. WETA ferries provide service to between San Francisco and Alameda and between San Francisco and Oakland from the Ferry Building.


South Bay: Transit service to and from the South Bay is provided by BART, SamTrans, Caltrain, and WETA. SamTrans provides bus service between San Mateo County and San Francisco, including 14 bus lines that serve San Francisco (12 routes serve the downtown area). In general, SamTrans service to downtown San Francisco operates along South Van Ness Avenue, Potrero Avenue, and Mission Street to the Transbay Terminal. SamTrans cannot pick up northbound passengers at San Francisco stops. Similarly, passengers boarding in San Francisco (and destined to San Mateo) may not disembark in San Francisco. SamTrans routes stop at the eastbound and westbound bus stops on Mission Street at Fifth Street. WETA ferries provide service between South San Francisco and the Ferry Building.


Caltrain provides commuter heavy-rail passenger service between Santa Clara County and San Francisco. Caltrain currently operates 38 trains each weekday, with a combination of express and local service. Two Caltrain stations are located approximately one mile from the project site, the 22nd Street station and the terminus at Fourth and King Streets; approximately 30 percent of all the weekday trains stop at the 22nd Street station.


North Bay: Transit service to and from the North Bay is provided by Golden Gate Transit buses and ferries, and WETA ferries. Between the North Bay (Marin and Sonoma Counties) and San Francisco, Golden Gate Transit operates 22 commute bus routes, nine basic bus routes and 16 ferry feeder bus routes, most of which serve the Van Ness Avenue corridor or the Financial District. In the vicinity of the project site, Golden Gate Transit bus service to downtown San Francisco operates along Mission, Howard and Folsom Streets. Golden Gate Transit routes stop at the westbound bus stop on Mission Street at Fifth Street. Golden Gate Transit also operates ferry service between the North Bay and San Francisco. During the morning and evening peak periods, ferries run between Larkspur and San Francisco and between Sausalito and San Francisco. WETA ferries provide service between Vallejo and San Francisco. 


Mission Bay TMA Shuttle Service


The Mission Bay Transportation Management Association (Mission Bay TMA) provides two shuttle bus routes between Mission Bay and the Powell Muni/BART station, one shuttle bus route to Caltrain and the temporary Transbay Terminal, and a Mission Bay loop route. The shuttle service is free of charge and available for use by all employees, residents, and visitors to the Mission Bay area and the China Basin building at 185 Berry Street. The Powell Muni/BART shuttle routes operate every 15 minutes between 7:00 and 10:00 a.m. and 3:45 and 8:15 p.m. The Caltrain Transbay route operates between 6:50 and 9:00 a.m., and 3:45 and 6:40 p.m., and runs every 20 to 30 minutes. The Mission Bay loop route runs once between 6:23 and 7:05 a.m. Figure 5.2-6 presents the existing routes serving Mission Bay. The Mission Bay TMA and shuttle service were implemented as part of FSEIR Mitigation Measures E.46 and E.47.


Local and Regional Transit Screenline Analysis


The assessments of existing and future transit conditions for proposed projects in San Francisco is typically performed through the analysis of local transit (Muni) and regional transit (BART, AC Transit, Golden Gate Transit, SamTrans, Caltrain, and ferry service) screenlines.[footnoteRef:5] Each screenline is further subdivided into major transit corridors (Muni) or service provider (regional transit). Screenline values represent service capacity, ridership and utilization at the maximum load point according to the direction of travel for each of the lines that comprises the transit corridor. [5: 	The concept of screenlines is used to describe the magnitude of travel to or from the greater downtown area, and to compare estimated transit volumes to available capacities. Screenlines are hypothetical lines that would be crossed by persons traveling between downtown and its vicinity and other parts of San Francisco and the region.] 



For the purpose of this analysis, the ridership and capacity at the three screenlines represent the peak direction of travel and patronage loads, which correspond with the evening commute in the outbound direction from downtown San Francisco to the region. As a means to determine the amount of available space for each regional transit provider, capacity utilization is also used. For all regional transit operators, the capacity is based on the number of seated passengers per vehicle. All of the regional transit operators have a one-hour load factor standard of 100 percent, which would indicate that all seats are full.


Four screenlines have been established in San Francisco to analyze potential impacts of projects on Muni service: Northeast, Northwest, Southwest, and Southeast, with subcorridors within each screenline. Three regional screenlines have been established around San Francisco to analyze potential impacts on the regional transit agencies: East Bay (BART, AC Transit, ferries), North Bay (Golden Gate Transit buses and ferries), and the South Bay (BART, Caltrain, SamTrans).


Downtown screenlines examine the overall utilization of Muni transit capacity into and out of downtown San Francisco from the Northeast, Northwest, Southeast, and Southwest of San Francisco because transit travel into downtown San Francisco in the a.m. and out of downtown in the p.m., travel across the screenlines tends to be the most congested transit flow in the City. The screenline analysis focuses on transit trips in the outbound direction, i.e., trips from downtown San Francisco to other parts of the City and the region during the p.m. peak hour. 


The transit analysis is conducted by calculating the existing capacity utilization (riders as a percentage of capacity) at the maximum load point (the point of greatest demand). Section 5.2.5.3, under “Approach to Impact Analysis Methodology,” presents the analysis methodology for the transit capacity utilization and screenline analysis.


Insert Figure 5.2-6	Existing Mission Bay TMA Shuttle Routes






Table 5.2-4 presents the Muni downtown and regional transit screenlines for weekday p.m. peak hour (outbound) conditions. Overall, all corridors are currently operating below the 85 percent capacity utilization standard, and could accommodate additional passengers. Table 5.2-4 also presents the regional transit screenline analysis for the weekday p.m. peak hour in the outbound direction.


Table 5.2-4
Muni DOWNTOWN and Regional transit Screenlines – Existing Conditions
weekday P.M. Peak Hour


			Screenline / Corridor / Transit Provider


			Ridership


			Capacity


			Capacity Utilization





			Muni Downtown Screenlines


			


			


			





			Northeast


			Kearny/Stockton 


			2,172


			3,291


			66.0%





			


			All Other Lines


			570


			1,078


			52.9%





			


			Subtotal


			2,742


			4,369


			62.8%





			Northwest


			Geary 


			1,821


			2,528


			72.0%





			


			California


			1,371


			1,686


			81.3%





			


			Sutter/Clement


			472


			630


			74.9%





			


			Fulton/Hayes


			969


			1,176


			82.4%





			


			Balboa


			640


			925


			68.8%





			


			Subtotal


			5,273


			6,949


			75.9%





			Southeast


			Third Street


			553


			714


			77.5%





			


			Mission Street


			1,539


			2,789


			55.2%





			


			San Bruno/Bayshore


			1,328


			2,134


			62.2%





			


			All Other Lines


			1,040


			1,712


			60.8%





			


			Subtotal


			4,461


			7,349


			60.7%





			Southwest


			Subway Lines


			4,766


			6,249


			75.7%





			


			Haight/Noriega


			1,109


			1,651


			67.2%





			


			All Other Lines


			277


			700


			39.6%





			


			Subtotal


			6,152


			8,645


			71.2%





			


			Total All Muni Screenlines


			18,628


			27,312


			68.2%





			Regional Transit Screenlines


			


			


			





			East Bay


			BART


			19,745


			22,050


			89.5%





			


			AC Transit


			2,275


			3,926


			57.9%





			


			Ferries


			806


			1,615


			49.9%





			


			Subtotal


			22,826


			27,591


			82.7%





			North Bay


			Golden Gate Transit Buses


			1,400


			2,817


			49.7%





			


			Ferries


			971


			1,959


			49.6%





			


			Subtotal


			2,371


			4,776


			49.6%





			South Bay


			BART


			10,732


			14,910


			72.0%





			


			SamTrans


			2,405


			3,100


			77.6%





			


			Caltrain


			146


			320


			45.6%





			


			Subtotal


			13,283


			18,330


			72.6%





			


			Total All Regional Screenlines


			38,480


			50,697


			75.9%











SOURCE: San Francisco Planning Department Memorandum, Transit Data for Transportation Impact Studies, June 2013.





Pedestrian Network


The project site is currently undeveloped, except for two surface parking lots. There currently are no sidewalks on South Street, Terry A. Francois Boulevard or 16th Street adjacent to the project. On Third Street between 16th and South Streets, a 12-foot wide sidewalk is provided. Pedestrian crosswalks and pedestrian countdown signals are provided at the intersections of Third/South and Third/16th. Pedestrian crosswalks are provided at the west and north legs of the unsignalized intersection of Terry A. Francois/South.


In the vicinity of the project site, existing pedestrian volumes are low throughout the day. Pedestrian conditions were quantitatively assessed for the crosswalks at the adjacent intersections of Third/South and Third/16th, and on the sidewalk on both sides of the street on Third Street between South and 16th Streets. Pedestrian counts were conducted in May and June 2014 (prior to the opening of the UCSF Medical Center Phase 1) for the weekday p.m., weekday evening, and Saturday evening peak hours. Due to the low pedestrian volumes in the area, weekday late evening pedestrian counts were not conducted, as they would be less than the weekday evening peak hour counts. The pedestrian volumes collected in the field were adjusted upwards to reflect the projected increase in pedestrians associated with the UCSF Medical Center Phase 1 and the Public Safety Building, similar to described above for traffic volumes. For all analysis hours, pedestrian volumes are greater at the intersection of Third/South than Third/16th due to the T Third UCSF/Mission Bay light rail stop at South Street.


Existing pedestrian conditions were evaluated using LOS. Section 5.2.5.3, under “Approach to Impact Analysis Methodology,” which presents the analysis methodology and the LOS definitions for crosswalks and sidewalks. Table 5.2-5 presents the pedestrian volumes and LOS for the crosswalk and sidewalk locations for the analysis hours. Due to the low pedestrian volumes in the project vicinity, all study locations operate satisfactorily at LOS A conditions during all analysis hours.


Bicycle Network


The majority of the Mission Bay area is flat, with minimal changes in grades, facilitating bicycling within and through the area. A number of existing bicycle routes are located in the project vicinity. These include City routes that are part of the San Francisco Bicycle Network, routes developed as part of the Mission Bay Plan, and regional routes that are part of the San Francisco Bay Trail system. Figure 5.2-7 presents the bicycle routes within the study area, as identified in the San Francisco Bike Map and Walking Guide.


Bikeways are typically classified as Class I, Class II, or Class III facilities.[footnoteRef:6] Class I bikeways are bike paths with exclusive right-of-way for use by bicyclists or pedestrians. Class II bikeways are bike lanes striped with the paved areas of roadways and established for the preferential use of bicycles, and include separate bicycle lanes. Separate bicycle lanes provide a striped, marked and  [6:  	Bicycle facilities are defined by the State of California in the California Streets and Highway Code Section, 890.4.] 



Table 5.2-5
Pedestrian level of Service 
Existing conditions – Without SF Giants Game
Weekday P.M. and Evening, and Saturday Evening Peak Hours


			Analysis Location


			Weekday Conditions


			Saturday 
Evening





			


			PM


			Evening


			





			


			Peds/ 
Hour


			MOEa


			LOS


			Peds/ 
Hour


			MOE


			LOS


			Peds/ 
Hour


			MOE


			LOS





			Crosswalks


			


			


			


			


			


			


			


			


			





			Third St/South St


			


			


			


			


			


			


			


			


			





			North 


			41


			472


			A


			5


			793


			A


			17


			1,285


			A





			South


			91


			216


			A


			63


			313


			A


			25


			875


			A





			East


			66


			1,093


			A


			31


			2,333


			A


			10


			1,909


			A





			Third St/16th Street


			


			


			


			


			


			


			


			


			





			North 


			20


			1,305


			A


			17


			1,579


			A


			9


			2,633


			A





			South


			50


			519


			A


			36


			733


			A


			23


			999


			A





			East


			12


			1,978


			A


			13


			3,320


			A


			6


			4,506


			A





			West


			79


			478


			A


			61


			626


			A


			15


			1,677


			A





			Sidewalks


			


			


			


			


			


			


			


			


			





			Third St between South & 16th Streets


			


			


			


			


			


			


			


			


			





			East


			60


			0.2


			A


			46


			0.1


			A


			15


			0.1


			A





			West


			16


			0.1


			A


			22


			0.1


			A


			12


			0.1


			A








NOTES:


a 	The measure of effectiveness for crosswalks is density – pedestrians per square foot. The measure of effectiveness for sidewalks and crosswalks is the flow rate – pedestrians per minute per foot.


SOURCE: Adavant Consulting/Fehr & Peers/LCW Consulting, 2015.








signed bicycle lane buffered from vehicle traffic. These facilities are located on roadways and reserve four to five feet of space for exclusive bicycle traffic. Class III bikeways are signed bike routes that allow bicycles to share travel lanes with vehicles. Designated bicycle routes in the project vicinity include:


Bicycle Route 5 connects to the study area from the north at King/Third and runs north and south along Third Street, Terry Francois Boulevard, and Illinois Street as a Class II bicycle facility.


Bicycle Route 7 runs on Indiana Street between Cesar Chavez and Mariposa Streets as a route with a Class II facility. Bicycle Route 7 also runs along Mariposa Street between Mississippi and Third Streets as a Class III bicycle facility.


Bicycle Route 23 runs north along Seventh Street between Townsend and 16th Streets, and along Mississippi Street between 16th and Mariposa Streets as a Class II facility. Bicycle Route 23 also runs along Mariposa Street between Mississippi and Illinois Streets as a Class III bicycle facility.


Insert Figure 5.2-7	Existing Bicycle Route Network






Bicycle Route 40 runs east-west on 16th Street between Kansas and Third Streets as a Class II bicycle facility. As part of the Mission Bay South Infrastructure Plan, Class II bicycle lanes will be implemented on 16th Street between Third Street and Terry Francois Boulevard at the time when Terry A. Francois Boulevard is realigned to the west and 16th Street is extended from Illinois Street to Terry A. Francois Boulevard.


Figure 5.2-7 also presents the San Francisco Bay Trail. The San Francisco Bay Trail is designed to create recreational pathway links to the various commercial, industrial and residential neighborhoods that surround the San Francisco Bay. In addition, the trail connects points of historic, natural and cultural interest; recreational areas such as beaches, marinas, fishing piers, boat launches, and numerous parks and wildlife preserves. At various locations, the Bay Trail consists of paved multi-use paths, dirt trails, bike lanes, sidewalks or city streets signed as bicycle routes. In the project vicinity, an improved Bay Trail path follows the shoreline of San Francisco Bay, east of Terry A. Francois Boulevard within the area that will be developed as part of the Mission Bay Plan as the Bayfront Park


Bicycle volume counts were conducted during the weekday p.m., weekday evening, and Saturday evening peak periods in May and June 2014 on Third Street and on 16th Street, and counts on Terry A. Francois Boulevard were conducted in October 2014. Table 5.2-6 presents the existing hourly bicycle volumes. The highest bicycle volumes were observed on Terry A. Francois Boulevard during the weekday p.m. and evening peak hours, although a number of bicyclists were observed traveling within the mixed-flow travel lanes on Third Street. Bicycle volumes during the Saturday evening peak hour are substantially lower than during the weekday p.m. or weekday evening peak hours. Overall, on weekdays and weekends bicycle conditions were observed to be operating acceptably, with no conflicts between bicyclists, pedestrians and vehicles.


There are no on-street bicycle racks on Third Street adjacent to the project site, however, there are bicycle racks on the sidewalk on the north side of South Street and on the east sidewalk of Terry A. Francois Boulevard north of South Street, and west of the project site within the UCSF research campus; additional bicycle racks are provided at the recently opened UCSF Medical Center campus site. The closest Bay Area Bike Share stations in the project vicinity are on Townsend Street between Seventh and Eighth Streets (accommodating eight bicycles), and at the Caltrain station at King and Fourth Streets (accommodating 42 bicycles). 


Loading Conditions


There are no on-street commercial loading spaces or passenger loading/unloading zones adjacent to, or in the vicinity of the project site. Some loading operations were observed to occur within the curb lane of South Street adjacent to the office building at 550 Terry A. Francois Boulevard (i.e., in the vicinity of its off-street loading facility).


Table 5.2-6
Bicycle Volumes – Existing conditions,
Weekday P.M. and Evening, and Saturday Evening Peak Hours


			Segment


			Weekday Conditions


			Saturday Evening
Conditions





			


			PM


			Evening


			





			Without SF Giants Game


			


			


			





			Third St between South and 16th Streetsb


			


			


			





			Northbound


			11


			9


			5





			Southbound


			39


			24


			2





			16th Street between Third and Fourth Streets


			


			


			





			Westbound


			17


			15


			1





			Eastbound


			18


			21


			6





			Terry A. Francois Blvd between South and 16th Streets


			


			


			





			Northbound


			27


			26


			12





			Southbound


			51


			49


			13





			With SF Giants Game


			


			


			





			Third St between South and 16th Streetsb


			


			


			





			Northbound


			15


			27


			7





			Southbound


			20


			32


			2





			16th Street between Third and Fourth Streets


			


			


			





			Westbound


			27


			28


			6





			Eastbound


			19


			32


			6





			Terry A. Francois Blvd between South and 16th Streets


			


			


			





			Northbound


			23


			18


			8





			Southbound


			21


			27


			10








NOTES:


a	Bicycle counts on Third and 16th Streets conducted in May and June 2014, and bicycle counts on Terry A. Francois Boulevard conducted in September and October 2014.


SOURCE: Adavant Consulting/Fehr & Peers/LCW Consulting, 2015.








Emergency Vehicle Access


The project site has frontages on four streets – South Street, Terry A. Francois Boulevard, 16th Street, and Third Street. Emergency vehicle access to the project site is primarily from Third Street, which has two travel lanes each way. The nearest fire stations to the project site are Station 8 at 36 Bluxome Street between Fourth and Fifth Streets (about one mile to the northwest of the project site), and Station 29 at 299 Vermont Street between 15th and 16th Streets (about 0.85 miles west of the project site). A new Public Safety Building located on Third Street at Mission Rock Street was completed in 2014, and became operational in early 2015. This new facility accommodates the headquarters of the San Francisco Police Department, the new Southern District police station, and a new fire station (i.e., Station 4). The fire station has access on Mission Rock Street between Third Street and Terry A. Francois Boulevard (less than half a mile north of the project site).


The UCSF Medical Center Phase 1 hospitals opened in February 2015. The Children’s Hospital Emergency room and urgent care facility is located on Fourth Street at Mariposa Street. Emergency vehicle access to this facility is via Mariposa Street.


Parking Conditions


Off-street Parking


The existing parking conditions were examined within the parking study area, which is bounded by Townsend to the north, Seventh and Mississippi Streets to the west, 18th Street to the south, and San Francisco Bay to the east (see Figure 5.2-8).


Existing off-street parking supply and utilization data were obtained from available studies conducted in Mission Bay for the UCSF LRDP EIR (with surveys conducted in March and September 2013), and supplemented with additional field surveys in March 2013 and September and October 2014. Table 5.2-7 lists the public parking facilities within the study area, indicated whether the facility is a garage or a surface parking lot, and the days and hours of operation. Figure 5.2-8 presents the location of each facility. As noted in Table 5.2-7, two surface parking lots currently operate in the west and north portions of the project site. Parking Lot E, accessed from 16th Street, contains 289 parking spaces; and Parking Lot B, accessed from South Street, contains 316 parking spaces, for a total of 605 parking spaces. 


The parking supply and demand survey data from 2013 and 2014 were adjusted to reflect changes in the parking conditions since the surveys were conducted. Specifically, the parking supply includes the new garage and surface lot associated with the recently-opened UCSF Medical Center Phase 1 (a total of 1,050 parking spaces), and the elimination of 320 spaces in the surface parking lot at 1000 Third Street (referred to as Lot D on Block 1 through Block 4), elimination of 300 spaces in the surface parking lot at Lot C South (Block 7), and reduction of 100 spaces in Lot A where development projects are pending in early 2015, and an increase in parking supply on Lot C (physically two lots located at Blocks 3E and 4E) from 160 to 320 spaces. The parking occupancy for the analysis hours for the new UCSF Medical Center Phase 1 garage and lot was based on the parking demand at full occupancy identified in the UCSF LRDP EIR as well as information on parking utilization at other UCSF parking facilities. The parking demand associated with the eliminated parking spaces was redistributed to other nearby facilities. Detailed parking supply and occupancy information for the unadjusted and adjusted conditions are included in Appendix TR. 


There are 15 off-street parking facilities that were observed for parking occupancies in the parking study area, containing a total of approximately 9,135 parking spaces, with the greatest number of spaces at the Lot A (i.e., 2,400 spaces or 26 percent of the total supply). Table 5.2-8 presents the parking occupancy for weekdays and Saturdays, for midday and evening conditions. Midday represents the period between 11:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m., and the evening represents the period between 7:00 and 8:30 p.m.






Insert Figure 5.2-8	Existing Off-Street Public Parking Facilities






Table 5.2-7
Existing Off-street parking facilities within parking study area


			Parking Facilitya
(Keyed to Figure 5.2-8)


			Facility


			Spaces


			Days/Hours of Operation





			1. 185 Berry Street


			Garage


			270


			M-F 6:30 a.m. to 7 p.m./extended during events





			2. Pier 48 Sheds A and B


			Shed


			500


			SF Giants game day only





			3. West side of TF Blvd along Lot A


			Lot


			130


			24 hours





			4. 74 Mission Rock (Lot A)b


			Lot


			2,400


			24 hours





			5. Blocks 3E & 4E (Lot C)c


			Lot


			320


			SF Giants game day only





			6. 601 TFB/Pier 52 Boat Launch


			Lot


			57


			24-hours (90 minute limit during special events)





			7. East side of TF Blvd at South St.


			Lot


			78


			24-hours





			8. 450 South Street


			Garage


			1,400


			M-F 7 a.m. to 7 p.m. (no event parking)





			9. 1670 Owens Street


			Garage


			780


			M-F 7 a.m. to 7 p.m.





			10. UCSF 1650 Third Street


			Garage


			730


			24 hours





			11. UCSF Block 23


			Lot


			220


			24 hours





			12. UCSF 1625 Owens Street


			Garage


			590


			24 hours





			13. UCSF Medical Center Phase 1d


			Garage/Lot


			1,050


			24 hours





			14b. 455 South & 1725 Third (project site)


			Lot


			610


			M-F 6 a.m. to 9 p.m./extended during events 





			Total spaces e


			


			9,135


			








NOTES:


a 	Existing parking supply. See Appendix TR for additional details related to owner/operator. 


b 	Reflects reduction in parking supply due to development associated with The Yard.


c 	Reflects closure of 1000 Third Street (Lot D) with 320 spaces, and Lot C – Block 7 with 300 spaces, and increase in capacity at Lot C Blocks 3E and 4E (increase of 160 spaces).


d	New parking facilities associated with UCSF Medical Center Phase 1 operations.


e	Assuming all facilities were open at the same time.


SOURCE: Adavant Consulting/LCW Consulting, 2015.








On weekdays without a SF Giants game at AT&T Park, off-street facilities during the weekday midday period range in occupancy between 40 percent and fully occupied, with an average of 52 percent occupancy. Parking demand in the study area is lower during the weekend midday peak period, with an average of 9 percent occupancy. Since many parking facilities in the study area serve the medical and office uses in the area, the occupancy of the off-street facilities is substantially lower during weekday evenings (about 23 percent occupied) and Saturday evenings (about 7 percent occupied). Parking occupancies on days with an evening SF Giants game at AT&T Park are presented in Section 5.2.3.8 below.


On-street Parking


Existing on-street parking conditions were qualitatively accessed during field observations, and from previously-collected information collected on streets within and in the vicinity of the UCSF Mission Bay campus as part of the UCSF LRDP EIR.


Table 5.2-8
Off-street parking Supply and Occupancy 
Existing conditions – Without SF Giants Game
Weekday and Saturday


			Parking Facilitya


			Occupancyb





			


			Weekday


			Saturday





			


			Midday


			Evening


			Midday


			Evening





			1. 185 Berry Street


			100%


			--


			--


			--





			2. Pier 48 Sheds A and B


			--


			--


			--


			--





			3. West side of TF Blvd along Lot A


			0%


			8%


			8%


			8%





			4. 74 Mission Rock (Lot A)b


			41%


			27%


			5%


			5%





			5. Blocks 3E & 4E (Lot C)c


			--


			--


			--


			--





			6. 601 TFB/Pier 52 Boat Launch


			88%


			88%


			35%


			18%





			7. East side of TF Blvd at South St.


			38%


			13%


			0%


			0%





			8. 450 South Street


			77%


			--


			--


			--





			9. 1670 Owens Street


			41%


			--


			--


			--





			10. UCSF 1650 Third Street


			97%


			48%


			21%


			18%





			11. UCSF Block 23


			95%


			68%


			59%


			45%





			12. UCSF 1625 Owens Street


			93%


			30%


			22%


			8%





			13. UCSF Medical Center Phase 1d


			90%


			54%


			18%


			18%





			14. 455 South & 1725 Third (project site)


			39%


			3%


			--


			--





			Total Supply


			8,345


			5,865


			5,255


			5,255





			Average Utilization


			65%


			36%


			16%


			12%








NOTES:


a 	Existing parking supply. See Appendix TR for additional details related to owner/operator. 


b 	Reflects reduction in parking supply due to development associated with The Yard.


c 	Reflects closure of 1000 Third Street (Lot D) with 320 spaces, and Lot C – Block 7 with 300 spaces, and increase in capacity at Lot C Blocks 3E and 4E (increase of 160 spaces).


d 	New parking facilities associated with UCSF Medical Center Phase 1 operations.


SOURCE: Adavant Consulting/LCW Consulting, 2015








Adjacent to the project site, parking is prohibited on Third Street, as the northbound travel lane runs adjacent to the curb. Adjacent to the project site, on-street parking is currently not permitted on South and 16th Streets, while on Terry A. Francois Boulevard on-street parking is permitted, and is currently unrestricted.


Elsewhere in the project vicinity, on-street parking is primarily metered one-hour, four-hour and unlimited time restricted parking spaces. Exceptions include portions of Terry A. Francois Boulevard, Mission Bay Boulevard North, Mission Bay Boulevard South, 16th Street, and Mariposa Street. Parking is prohibited on 16th Street west of Third Street. Metered parking regulations are in effect Monday through Saturday, between 9:00 a.m. and 6:00 p.m., with Port-controlled meters in effect until 10:00 p.m. The SFMTA and the Port of San Francisco have established Mission Bay as a metered district, and installation of meters is ongoing, as street construction and parcel development is completed. In February 2012, the Port Commission reconfirmed its approval for parking meters in Mission Bay. These new meters will have no time limit, thereby removing the two-hour time limited parking restrictions currently in effect in much of Mission Bay. Thus, streets with unrestricted and unmetered parking spaces, such as Terry A. Francois Boulevard, South Street, and 16th Street adjacent to the project site, will be metered.


On-street parking is well utilized during the daytime hours, with higher occupancies near completed and occupied buildings. Midday occupancy on streets within the UCSF Mission Bay campus are about 90 percent occupied, as is Terry A. Francois Boulevard. Parking utilization during the evening (about 25 percent) and overnight hours is low due to the limited evening uses in the area. On-street parking during the evening hours increase on days with an evening SF Giants game at AT&T Park (about 60 percent). See Section 5.2.3.8 for information on conditions with a SF Giants game.


RPP regulations generally restrict on-street parking to a time-limited period, but vary on the days of the week and time of day that the regulations are in effect. South of the project site, there is an Area “X” RPP regulation that restricts on-street parking Monday through Friday, to a two- or four-hour period between the hours of 8:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m. unless an RPP “X” permit is displayed, in which case there is no time limit enforced. East of I-280, Area “X” extends south of Mariposa Street between Indiana and Third Streets, and west of I-280 it extends south of 16th Street. Thus, within the parking study area, the streets between Mariposa and 18th Streets, between Indiana and Third Streets are subject to the RPP “X’ regulation.


Conditions with a SF Giants Game at AT&T Park


AT&T Park, which is home to the San Francisco Giants Major League baseball team, is located south of King Street between Second and Third Streets, approximately 0.7 miles north of the project site. AT&T Park has a capacity of approximately 42,000 attendees. San Francisco Giants baseball games regular season baseball games occur generally from April through September, and there are about 81 regular season games during the baseball season. There are typically two pre-season baseball games and up to 12 post-season games are possible. AT&T also hosts occasional non-baseball events such as concerts, soccer games, and private parties.


· AT&T Park provides a Transportation Management Center (TMC) that contains access to video cameras positioned at several key intersections north of the channel. A Parking Control Officer (PCO)[footnoteRef:7] Supervisor is stationed at the TMC, and there are two PCO supervisors in the field (one for the area north of the channel, and one for the area south of the channel) that manage the 22 to 24 other PCOs that are typically assigned to a baseball game. The PCOs are deployed and relocated based on real-time information from video cameras and radio and telephone communications with PCOs. Flashing beacons and signs can also be activated from the TMC. These beacons are designed to notify motorists when there is an event at AT&T Park and direct them to alternate routes. There are flashing beacons facing southbound traffic on The Embarcadero between Folsom and Harrison Streets, facing eastbound traffic on 16th Street east of Seventh Street, and on northbound I-280 approaching the Mariposa Street exit.[footnoteRef:8]  [7:  	In San Francisco, Parking Control Officers (PCOs), also known as Traffic Control Officers, are deployed to manage and direct vehicular, transit, bicycle, and pedestrian flows, in an effort to increase safety and reduce congestion.]  [8: 	There is an existing flashing beacon on Third Street north of Mariposa Street. The permanent changeable message sign at this location installed by the SFMTA as part of SFgo will replace the beacon and associated signage, and the beacon and signage will be removed.] 



· Eastbound King Street between Third and Second Streets is closed to vehicular traffic starting at the seventh inning, and is reopened after traffic dissipates, typically about 45 minutes to an hour following the end of the game. However, weekday games can partially overlap with the evening peak commute period, which can extend the temporary eastbound road closure on King Street and associated post-game congestion. There are about 10 weekday baseball games per year.


· The two easternmost travel lanes on Third Street between Terry A. Francois Boulevard and Berry Street are closed to vehicular traffic from approximately two hours prior to a game through about one after the end of the game to provide pedestrians additional walkway area. The three remaining lanes remain open to vehicular traffic; pre-game there are two southbound lanes and one northbound lane, while post-game there are two northbound lanes and one southbound lane.


· Fourth Street between Channel and Berry Streets is restricted to transit vehicles, taxis and bicycles only starting at the seventh inning, and is reopened after traffic dissipates.


· The northern portion of Terry A. Francois Boulevard is closed to vehicular traffic approximately two to three hours prior to a game, and is reopened when most vehicles have exited the parking lot (i.e., Lot A containing approximately 2,500 spaces).


· Vehicles exiting the parking facilities and traveling southbound on Terry A. Francois Boulevard are not permitted to turn right onto Mariposa Street westbound. Instead, drivers are directed south on Illinois Street. Tow-away regulations are in effect on game days on the west side of Illinois Street between Mariposa and 18th Streets to allow for two southbound lanes to continue on Illinois Street (i.e., Terry A. Francois Boulevard contains two southbound travel lanes, while Illinois Street contains one southbound travel lane, and without additional travel lane capacity this location would become a bottleneck). South of 18th Street one southbound travel lane is provided, as a substantial number of vehicles on Illinois Street turn right onto 18th Street westbound.


· Additional walking area for pedestrians is provided before and after games on the Lefty O’Doul (Third Street) Bridge, and on the closed portion of Terry A. Francois Boulevard. After games, pedestrians are permitted on the closed portion of King Street (i.e., the eastbound lanes) between Third and Second Streets. This area is used to stage Muni Metro riders in order to prevent the transit boarding island on King Street west of Second Street from getting overcrowded. 


· At the intersection of Third Street/King Street, pedestrians are sometimes permitted to cross diagonally during the post-game surge. Otherwise, pedestrians are directed by PCOs to stay on the sidewalks and within crosswalks, crossing on the WALK indication, or when PCOs direct pedestrians to cross, and do not shut down the intersection to transit and traffic flow and stay off of Muni Metro tracks. Some sidewalks such as the east side of Third Street between King and Townsend Streets become very congested, and, as a result, some pedestrians walk in the traffic lanes on northbound Third Street. Right turns are prohibited during the post-game periods at several locations, such as northbound Third Street at Townsend Street, where conflicts between right turning traffic and pedestrians in the east crosswalk can cause delays to traffic on northbound Third Street.


· There are currently three taxi stands for AT&T Park on game days: west side of Second Street just south of Townsend Street, west side of Second Street north of Townsend Street (post-game period only), and west side of Third Street just north of King Street. Taxi operations work well before and during games. However, during the post-game period, taxis have difficulty leaving the ballpark area without getting stuck in post-game traffic congestion. Left turns are not allowed from southbound Second Street onto eastbound King Street/The Embarcadero because of conflicts with Muni Metro operations. Post-game traffic on westbound King Street between Second and Third Streets is typically very congested due to heavy traffic and pedestrian volumes at the intersection of Third/King. The post-game only taxi stand on the west side of Second Street north of Townsend Street is designed to allow taxis on southbound Second Street to exit the area by turning either left on right from onto Townsend Street, which is generally not congested with post-game traffic. However, this zone is often occupied by limousines instead of taxis. 


· Attendees arriving by auto are directed to two parking facilities north of the channel (i.e., the Pier 30 lot and the Bayside lot at Seawall Lot 330 containing a total of about 1,300 spaces), and six surface parking lots south of the channel (Lot A, Lot B, Lot C North, Lot C South, and Lot D, as well as Pier 48, with the six lots containing a total of 4,250 parking space. Lot B is located on the project site). Parking in Lot A is mainly reserved for pre-paid and ADA parking only. Event parking is also provided in other publicly-accessible off-street parking facilities north and south of the ballpark.


· Special event pricing is in effect at on-street parking meters within the area generally bounded by Bryant Street to the north, Fifth and Seventh Streets to the west, Mariposa Street to the south, and the San Francisco Bay to the east. In addition, evening hours at meters are extended to 10:00 p.m. Monday through Sunday. Special event meter rates are generally $7 per hour north of the channel and south to Mission Bay Boulevard South, $5 per hour between Mission Bay Boulevard South and 16th Street, and $3 per hour between 16th and Mariposa Streets.[footnoteRef:9] [9: 	Parking meters also are in effect on Sundays at Fisherman’s Wharf, The Embarcadero, five off-street parking facilities, and in the Special Event Zone if there is an event. Meters on Terry A. Francois Boulevard are subject to the Special Event Zone hours.] 



· On game days, the SFMTA provides additional KT Ingleside-Third light rail service in order to increase light rail capacity. Two-car shuttle trains run continuously before and during the games between West Portal and the intersection of Fourth/King. Prior to the end of the game, the trains stage within the King Street median west of Fourth Street in order to facilitate loading of passengers and departure of trains from the ballpark area. The extra shuttle trains continue to run until all transit passengers leaving the ballpark are served. 


· Special AT&T Ballpark ferry service is provided between the ballpark and Alameda and Marin counties. The Golden Gate Bridge Highway and Transportation District provides service between AT&T Park and the Larkspur Ferry Terminal following a game. The Alameda/Oakland Ferry provides ferry service between the Oakland and Alameda ferry terminals and AT&T Park for most games. Vallejo Ferry provides service to and from the ballpark for all Saturday and Sunday games, and return service from the ballpark to Vallejo is also provided for select weeknight games Monday through Friday. Also Caltrain – JIF to add.






Intersection Operations. Table 5.2-9 presents the intersection LOS conditions at the study intersections for days with an evening SF Giants game at AT&T Park. Figure 5.2-1 through Figure 5.2-4 present a graphical comparison of the intersection LOS for the analysis hours for conditions without and with an evening SF Giants game at AT&T Park. As noted above, congestion in Mission Bay is affected by traffic associated with special events and during baseball season when the SF Giants have home games at AT&T Park. Transportation impacts associated with game day conditions are most severe prior to games and after the conclusion of games.


During the analysis hours, most study intersections currently operate at LOS D or better. The exceptions are the intersections of King/Third and King/Fifth/I-280 ramp that operate at LOS E during the weekday p.m. and weekday evening peak hours, and the intersection of Fifth/Bryant/I-80 eastbound on-ramp that operates at LOS F during the weekday p.m. and weekday evening peak hours. The poor operating conditions at these intersections are a result of high volumes destined to I-80 and I-280. 


Ramp Operations. Table 5.2-10 presents the ramp LOS conditions at the study locations for days with an evening SF Giants game at AT&T Park. During the analysis hours, all of the ramp merge and diverge sections currently operate at LOS D or better, except for the I-80 eastbound Sterling Street on-ramp which operates at LOS E during the weekday p.m. peak hour, and the I-280 eastbound Fifth/Bryant on-ramp which operates at LOS F during all four peak hours. The LOS E and LOS F conditions at the I-80 ramps reflect the congestion associated with traffic attempting to leave downtown San Francisco that is constrained by the limited capacity of the Bay Bridge ramps onto the bridge, causing queues to form on surface streets leading to the bridge.


Transit Conditions. About 44 percent of SF Giants game attendees take transit to games on weekdays, and about 48 percent take transit on weekends.[footnoteRef:10] As described above, on game days, additional KT Ingleside-Third light rail service in order to increase light rail capacity. Two-car shuttle trains run continuously before and during the games between West Portal and the intersection of Fourth/King. Prior to the end of the game, the trains stage within the King Street median west of Fourth Street in order to facilitate loading of passengers and departure of trains from the ballpark area. The extra shuttle trains continue to run until all transit passengers leaving the ballpark are served. Additional regional ferry service is provided between the ballpark and Alameda and Marin counties.  [10:  SF Giants surveys of game attendees in 2013 and 2014. Additional information provided in Appendix TR.] 



Pedestrian Conditions. Pedestrian volumes at the analysis locations on days with a SF Giants game are slightly higher, but similar to those on days without a SF Giants game. The higher pedestrian volumes in the project vicinity are associated with SF Giants game attendees parking on the existing surface lots on the project site and at other nearby UCSF parking garages. Table 5.2-11 presents the hourly pedestrian volumes and LOS conditions for the crosswalk and sidewalk analysis locations. Similar to conditions without a SF Giants game at AT&T Park, all crosswalk and sidewalk analysis locations operate at LOS A conditions.
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table 5.2-9
Intersection Level of Service
Existing Conditions – with SF Giants Game
Weekday PM, Evening, Late Evening, and Saturday Evening Peak Hours


			#


			Intersection Location


			Weekday Conditions


			Saturday Eveningd





			


			


			PMa


			Eveningb


			Late Eveningc


			





			


			


			Delaye


			LOSf


			Delay


			LOS


			Delay


			LOS


			Delay


			LOS





			1


			King Street


			Third Street


			PCO Controlled





			2


			King Street


			Fourth Street


			PCO Controlled





			3


			King St/Fifth St


			I-280 ramps


			60.7


			E


			77.1


			E


			> 80


			F


			41.1


			D





			4


			Fifth St/Harrison St


			I-80 WB off-ramp


			62.4


			E


			47.3


			D


			22.2


			C


			33.1


			C





			5


			Fifth St/Bryant St


			I-80 EB on-ramp


			>80


			F


			>80


			F


			24.9


			C


			51.7


			D





			6


			Third Street


			Channel Street


			PCO Controlled





			7


			Fourth Street


			Channel Street


			11.5


			B


			< 10


			A


			PCO Controlled


			< 10


			A





			8


			Seventh Street


			Mission Bay Drive


			26.5


			C


			21.2


			C


			12.5


			B


			15.0


			B





			9


			Terry Francois Blvd


			South Streetg


			12.1 (eb)


			B


			12.8 (eb)


			B


			13.0 (eb)


			B


			10.8 (eb)


			B





			10


			Third Street


			South Street


			24.3


			C


			21.8


			C


			11.6


			B


			< 10


			A





			11


			Terry Francois Blvd


			16th Streeth


			--


			--


			--


			--


			--


			--


			--


			--





			12


			Illinois Street


			16th Streetg


			14.1 (nb)


			B


			11.7 (nb)


			B


			< 10 (nb)


			A


			< 10 (nb)


			A





			13


			Third Street


			16th Street


			35.3


			D


			27.0


			C


			18.4


			B


			25.1


			C





			14


			Fourth Street


			16th Street


			18.2


			B


			18.1


			B


			14.7


			B


			13.5


			B





			15


			Owens Street


			16th Street


			26.0


			C


			15.7


			B


			< 10


			A


			10.7


			B





			16


			Seventh/Mississippi 


			16th Street


			51.9


			D


			34.6


			C


			13.1


			B


			19.8


			B





			17


			Illinois Street


			Mariposa Street


			18.5 (eb)


			C


			15.1 (eb)


			B


			PCO Controlled


			< 10 (eb)


			A





			18


			Third Street


			Mariposa Street


			35.8


			C


			35.2


			C


			PCO Controlled


			26.9


			C





			19


			Fourth Street


			Mariposa Street


			14.4


			B


			12.0


			B


			< 10


			A


			< 10


			A





			20


			Mariposa Street


			I-280 NB off-ramp


			21.6


			C


			20.2


			C


			17.2


			B


			16.2


			B





			21


			Mariposa Street


			I-280 SB on-rampg


			< 10


			A


			< 10


			A


			13.2


			B


			10.5


			B





			22


			Third Street


			Cesar Chavez St


			44.6


			D


			32.2


			C


			35.3


			D


			32.3


			C








NOTES:


a	Weekday p.m. peak hour of 4 to 6 p.m. peak period.


b	Weekday evening peak hour of 6 to 8 p.m. peak period.


c	Weekday late evening peak hour of 9 to 11 p.m. peak period.


d	Saturday evening peak hour of 6 to 9 p.m. peak period.


e	Delay presented in seconds per vehicle. For unsignalized intersections, delay and LOS presented for worst approach. Worst approach indicated in ( ).


f	Intersections operating at LOS E or LOS F conditions highlighted in bold.


g	Unsignalized.


h	Future analysis location. 16th Street not currently a through street between Illinois Street and Terry A. Francois Boulevard.


i	The intersection of Mariposa/I-280 southbound off-ramp/Owens was signalized in March 2015. [Note to reviewer: To be confirmed/revised once operational.]


SOURCE: Adavant Consulting/LCW Consulting, 2015












table 5.2-10
Freeway Ramp Level of Service
Existing Conditions – with SF Giants Game
Weekday PM, Evening, Late PM, and Saturday Evening Peak Hours


			#


			Ramp Location


			Weekday Conditions


			Saturday Eveningd





			


			


			PMa


			Eveningb


			Late Eveningc


			





			


			


			Densityf


			LOS


			Density


			LOS


			Density


			LOS


			Density


			LOS





			1


			I-80 Eastbound On-ramp at Sterling


			35


			E


			31


			D


			26


			C


			31


			D





			2


			I-80 Eastbound On-ramp at Fifth/Bryant 


			--


			F


			--


			F


			--


			F


			--


			F





			3


			I-80 Westbound Off-ramp at Fifth/Harrison 


			31


			D


			29


			D


			27


			C


			27


			C





			4


			I-280 Southbound On-ramp at Pennsylvania


			34


			D


			26


			C


			21


			C


			20


			B





			5


			I-280 Northbound Off-ramp at Mariposa


			29


			C


			30


			D


			11


			B


			16


			B





			6


			I-280 Southbound On-ramp at Mariposa


			30


			D


			23


			C


			18


			B


			14


			B








NOTES:


a	Weekday p.m. peak hour.


b	Weekday evening peak hour of 6 to 8 p.m. peak period.


c	Weekday late p.m. peak hour of 9 to 11 p.m. peak period.


d	Saturday evening peak hour of 6 to 9 p.m. peak hour.


e	Density of vehicles per segment. Measures in passenger cars per mile per lane. Density value is not presented for segments where the demand volume exceeds the capacity, per 2000 Highway Capacity Manual.


f	Segments operating at LOS E or LOS F conditions highlighted in bold.


SOURCE: Adavant Consulting/LCW Consulting, 2015








Table 5.2-11
Pedestrian level of Service 
Existing conditions – With SF Giants Game
Weekday P.M. and Evening, and Saturday Evening Peak Hours


			Analysis Location


			Weekday Conditions


			Saturday Evening





			


			P.M.


			Evening


			





			


			Peds/ Hour


			MOEa


			LOS


			Peds/ Hour


			MOE


			LOS


			Peds/Hour


			MOE


			LOS





			Crosswalks


			


			


			


			


			


			


			


			


			





			Third St/South St


			


			


			


			


			


			


			


			


			





			North 


			67


			294


			A


			41


			401


			A


			23


			714


			A





			South


			135


			144


			A


			108


			150


			A


			39


			421


			A





			East


			69


			1,045


			A


			66


			1,253


			A


			55


			1,502


			A





			Third St/16th Street


			


			


			


			


			


			


			


			


			





			North 


			22


			1,186


			A


			28


			947


			A


			23


			1,950


			A





			South


			60


			432


			A


			38


			693


			A


			39


			1,096


			A





			East


			22


			1,888


			A


			22


			1,929


			A


			55


			3,316


			A





			West


			97


			388


			A


			114


			331


			A


			27


			1,247


			A





			Sidewalk


			


			


			


			


			


			


			


			


			





			Third St between South and 16th Streets


			


			


			


			


			


			


			


			


			





			East


			93


			0.3


			A


			105


			0.3


			A


			17


			0.1


			A





			West


			12


			0.1


			A


			11


			0.1


			A


			22


			0.1


			A








NOTES:


a 	The measure of effectiveness for crosswalks is density – pedestrians per square foot. The measure of effectiveness for sidewalks is the flow rate – pedestrians per minute per foot.


SOURCE: Adavant Consulting/LCW Consulting, 2015
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Bicycle Conditions. Table 5.2-7 in Section 5.2.3.7 presents the hourly bicycle volumes for conditions without and with a SF Giants game at AT&T Park. Overall, bicycle volumes in the project vicinity on days with a SF Giants game are slightly higher, but similar to those on days without a SF Giants game. Overall, on weekdays and weekends bicycle conditions were observed to be operating acceptably, with no conflicts between bicyclists, pedestrians and vehicles.


Parking Conditions. Table 5.2-12 presents the parking occupancy at the study area off-street facilities for a day with an evening SF Giants game at AT&T Park. In general, on days with evening SF Giants game, weekday midday parking occupancy is lower at many facilities than on days without a SF Giants game, likely due to increase parking rates on game days at many facilities resulting in drivers destined to the area to change travel modes from auto to transit, bicycle, and/or walk modes. On SF Giants game days, a number of existing facilities open for event parking. These include 185 Berry Street (weekday evenings only), Piers 48 Sheds A and B and 1050 Third Street/Mission Rock (on both weekday and weekend evenings). Even accounting for the additional capacity provided in these facilities (1,090 spaces on weekday evenings and 830 spaces on weekend evenings), the overall parking occupancy for the study area facilities would increase from less than 40 percent on days without a SF Giants game to more than 70 percent on days with a SF Giants game. During SF Giants games, there are lower weekday midday parking occupancy rates compared to typical weekdays, since facilities managed by SF Giants (Lot A, 455 South St, 1725 Third St, etc.) would charge higher game-day rates. It should be noted that additional facilities north of King Street accommodate parking demand associated with SF Giants games, including 1,000 spaces at the Pier 30 surface lot and 300 spaces on the Bayside surface lot across from Pier 30. In addition, numerous parking garages serving commercial uses accommodate game day parking. 


Regulatory Framework


This section provides a summary of the plans and policies of the City and County of San Francisco, and regional, state and federal agencies that have policy and regulatory control over the proposed project site. 


Federal and State Regulations


There are no federal or state transportation regulations applicable to the proposed project.


Regional Regulations


Water Emergency Transportation Authority’s Water Transportation System Management Plan


WETA is a regional agency authorized by the State to operate a comprehensive San Francisco Bay Area public water transit system. In 2009, the WETA adopted the Emergency Water Transportation System Management Plan, which complements and reinforces other transportation emergency plans that will enable the Bay Area to restore mobility after a regional disaster.


Table 5.2-12
Off-street parking Supply and Occupancy 
Existing conditions – With SF Giants Game
Weekday and Saturday


			Parking Facilitya


			Occupancyb





			


			Weekday


			Saturday





			


			Midday


			Evening


			Midday


			Evening





			1. 185 Berry Street


			100%


			89%


			--


			--





			2. Pier 48 Sheds A and B


			--


			62%


			--


			98%





			3. West side of TF Blvd along Lot A


			15%


			92%


			8%


			92%





			4. 74 Mission Rock (Lot A)b


			28%


			100%


			5%


			95%





			5. Blocks 3E & 4E (Lot C)c


			--


			98%


			--


			95%





			6. 601 TFB/Pier 52 Boat Launch


			70%


			18%


			53%


			35%





			7. East side of TF Blvd at South St.


			26%


			0%


			13%


			13%





			8. 450 South Street


			71%


			--


			--


			--





			9. 1670 Owens Street


			44%


			--


			--


			--





			10. UCSF 1650 Third Street


			93%


			79%


			21%


			64%





			11. UCSF Block 23


			95%


			50%


			55%


			64%





			12. UCSF 1625 Owens Street


			79%


			29%


			27%


			15%





			13. UCSF Medical Center Phase 1d


			90%


			54%


			18%


			18%





			14. 455 South & 1725 Third (project site)


			30%


			34%


			2%


			95%





			Total Supply


			8,345


			6,955


			5,865


			6,685





			Average Occupancy


			58%


			77%


			15%


			71%








NOTES:


a 	Existing parking supply. See Appendix TR for additional details related to owner/operator. 


b 	Reflects reduction in parking supply due to development associated with The Yard.


c 	Reflects closure of 1000 Third Street (Lot D) with 320 spaces, and Lot C – Block 7 with 300 spaces, and increase in capacity at Lot C Blocks 3E and 4E (increase of 160 spaces).


d 	New parking facilities associated with UCSF Medical Center Phase 1 operations.


SOURCE: Adavant Consulting/LCW Consulting, 2015








San Francisco Bay Trail Plan


The Association of Bay Area Governments (ABAG) administers the San Francisco Bay Trail Plan (Bay Trail Plan). The Bay Trail is a multi-purpose recreational trail that, when complete, would encircle San Francisco Bay and San Pablo Bay with a continuous 400-mile network of bicycling and hiking trails; to date, 338 miles of the alignment have been completed. The 2005 Gap Analysis Study, prepared by ABAG for the entire Bay Trail area, attempted to identify the remaining gaps in the Bay Trail system; classify the gaps by phase, county, and benefit ranking; develop cost estimates for individual gap completion; identify strategies and actions to overcome gaps; and present an overall cost and timeframe for completion of the Bay Trail system.


Local Regulations and Plans


Transit First Policy


In 1998, the San Francisco voters amended the City Charter (Charter Article 8A, Section 8A.115) to include a Transit-First Policy, which was first articulated as a City priority policy by the Board of Supervisors in 1973. The Transit-First Policy is a set of principles that underscore the City’s commitment that travel by transit, bicycle, and foot be given priority over the private automobile. These principles are embodied in the policies and objectives of the Transportation Element of the San Francisco General Plan. All City boards, commissions, and departments are required, by law, to implement transit-first principles in conducting City affairs. 


San Francisco General Plan


The Transportation Element of the San Francisco General Plan is composed of objectives and policies that relate to the eight aspects of the citywide transportation system: General Regional Transportation, Congestion Management, Vehicle Circulation, Transit, Pedestrian, Bicycles, Citywide Parking, and Goods Management. The Transportation Element references San Francisco’s Transit First Policy in its introduction, and contains objectives and policies that are directly pertinent to consideration of the proposed project, including objectives related to locating development near transit investments, encouraging transit use, and traffic signal timing to emphasize transit, pedestrian, and bicycle traffic as part of a balanced multimodal transportation system. The San Francisco General Plan also emphasizes alternative transportation through positioning of building entrances, making improvements to the pedestrian environment, and providing safe bicycle parking facilities.


San Francisco Bicycle Plan


The San Francisco Bicycle Plan (Bicycle Plan) describes a City program to provide the safe and attractive environment needed to promote bicycling as a transportation mode. The San Francisco Bicycle Plan identifies the citywide bicycle route network, and establishes the level of treatment (i.e., Class I, Class II or Class III facility) on each route. The Bicycle Plan also identifies near-term improvements that could be implemented within the next five years, as well as policy goals, objectives and actions to support these improvements. It also includes long-term improvements, and minor improvements that would be implemented to facilitate bicycling in San Francisco.


Better Streets Plan


The San Francisco Better Streets Plan (Better Streets Plan) focuses on creating a positive pedestrian environment through measures such as careful streetscape design and traffic calming measures to increase pedestrian safety. The Better Streets Plan includes guidelines for the pedestrian environment, which it defines as the areas of the street where people walk, sit, shop, play, or interact. Generally speaking, the guidelines are for design of sidewalks as crosswalks; however, in some cases, the Better Streets Plan includes guidelines for certain areas of the roadway, particular at intersections.


Impacts and Mitigation Measures


Significance Thresholds


The project would have a significant impact related to transportation and circulation if the project were to:


· Conflict with an applicable plan, ordinance, or policy establishing measures of effectiveness for the performance of the circulation system, taking into account all modes of transportation, including mass transit and non‐ motorized travel and relevant components of the circulation system, including but not limited to intersections, streets, highways and freeways, pedestrian and bicycle paths, and mass transit; 


· Conflict with an applicable congestion management program, including but not limited to level of service standards and travel demand measures, established by the county congestion management agency for designated roads or highways (unless it is practical to achieve the standard through increased use of alternative transportation modes; 


· Result in a change in air traffic patterns, including either an increase in traffic levels, obstructions to flight, or a change in location, that causes substantial safety risks; 


· Substantially increase hazards due to a design feature (e.g., sharp curves or dangerous intersections) or incompatible uses; 


· Result in inadequate emergency access; or


· Conflict with adopted policies, plans, or programs supporting alternative transportation (e.g., conflict with policies promoting bus turnouts, bicycle racks, etc.) regarding public transit, bicycle, or pedestrian facilities, or otherwise decrease the performance or safety of such facilities, or cause a substantial increase in transit demand which cannot be accommodated by existing or proposed transit capacity or alternative travel modes.


Below is a list of significance criteria that the Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII), in consultation with the San Francisco Planning Department, uses to assess whether the proposed project would result in significant transportation impacts. These criteria are organized by mode to facilitate the transportation impact analysis; however, the transportation significance criteria are essentially the same as the ones presented above.


· The project would have a significant effect on the environment if it would cause a substantial increase in transit demand that could not be accommodated by adjacent transit capacity, resulting in unacceptable levels of transit service; or cause a substantial increase in delays or operating costs such that significant adverse impacts in transit service levels could result. With the Muni and regional transit screenline analyses, the project would have a significant effect on the transit provider if project‐related transit trips would cause the capacity utilization standard to be exceeded during the peak hour; 


· The operational impact on signalized intersections is considered significant when project-related traffic causes the intersection level of service to deteriorate from LOS D or better to LOS E or LOS F, or from LOS E to LOS F. The operational impacts on unsignalized intersections are considered potentially significant if project‐related traffic causes the level of service at the worst approach to deteriorate from LOS D or better to LOS E or LOS F and peak hour signal warrants[footnoteRef:11] would be met, or would cause peak hour signal warrants to be met when the worst approach is already operating at LOS E or LOS F. The project may result in significant adverse impacts at intersections that operate at LOS E or LOS F under existing conditions depending upon the magnitude of the project’s contribution to the worsening of the average delay per vehicle. In addition, the project would have a significant adverse impact if it would cause major traffic hazards or contribute considerably to cumulative traffic increases that would cause deterioration in levels of service to unacceptable levels;  [11: 	A signal warrant is a condition that an intersection must meet to justify a signal installation. There are different warrants, which examine factors such as the volume of vehicles, bicyclists, and pedestrian, the signal system, collision statistics, as well as the geometric/physical configuration of the intersection. Even if a signal warrant is not met under the strictest interpretation, the determination to signalize an intersection could be made based upon the city traffic engineer’s professional judgment of intersection operations. ] 



· The project would have a significant effect on the environment if it would result in substantial overcrowding on public sidewalks, create potentially hazardous conditions for pedestrians, or otherwise interfere with pedestrian accessibility to the site and adjoining areas; 


· The project would have a significant effect on the environment if it would create potentially hazardous conditions for bicyclists or otherwise substantially interfere with bicycle accessibility to the site and adjoining areas; 


· A project would have a significant effect on the environment if it would result in a loading demand during the peak hour of loading activities that could not be accommodated within proposed on‐site loading facilities or within convenient on‐street loading zones, and would create potentially hazardous conditions or significant delays affecting traffic, transit, bicycles, or pedestrians; or


· A project would have a significant effect on the environment if it would result in inadequate emergency access.


Construction‐related impacts generally would not be considered significant due to their temporary and limited duration.


Project Transportation Improvements Assumptions


Chapter 3, Project Description, summarizes the elements of the project description related to transportation and circulation improvements, including proposed vehicular access and on-site circulation, pedestrian and bicycle access, off-site streetscape improvements, changes to the Mission Bay shuttle service, and the Transportation Management Plan (TMP); these elements are re-iterated and expanded in this section. The TMP is included in its entirety in Appendix TR.


This section is organized as follows:


1.	Roadway Network Improvements and Curb Regulations


2.	Transit Network Improvements


3.	Pedestrian Network Improvements


4.	Bicycle Network Improvements


5.	Mission Bay TMA Shuttle Program Improvements


6.	Special Event Transit Service Plan


7.	Transportation Management Plan


1.	Roadway Network Improvements and Curb Regulations


The proposed project includes completion of the roadway network adjacent to the project site. Figure 5.2-9 presents the travel lane striping for the streets adjacent to the project site. 


· Adjacent to the project site, the number of travel lanes on Third Street and Terry A. Francois Boulevard would not change from existing conditions (i.e., two lanes each way without dedicated left-turn lanes). As part of the Mission Bay South Infrastructure Plan, Terry A. Francois Boulevard would be relocated to align with the eastern edge of Blocks 29 and 30 (i.e., to the west of its current alignment).


· South Street currently has two travel lanes each way, with no on-street parking. With implementation of the proposed project, South Street would have one lane each way and on-street parking permitted on both sides of the street. At the westbound approach to Third Street, on-street parking would be prohibited for about 225 feet to provide for an additional right-turn only lane.


· 16th Street is currently open between Third and Illinois Streets, and with implementation of the proposed project, 16th Street would be rebuilt and extended to connect with the realigned Terry A. Francois Boulevard. Between Third and Illinois Streets, 16th Street would have one eastbound lane and one left-turn only lane (80 feet in length) into the project garage. In order to accommodate the single eastbound lane on 16th Street east of Third Street, one of the two eastbound lanes on the west leg of the intersection of Third Street/16th Street would be restriped as an eastbound right-turn only lane. East of Illinois Street, 16th Street would have two eastbound lanes which would become separate left turn and right turn only lanes about 100 feet east of Terry A. Francois Boulevard. Westbound 16th Street between Terry A. Francois Boulevard and Illinois Street would have one through travel lane and one left-turn only lane (about 80 feet in length) at the intersections with Illinois and Third Streets.


In addition to the changes in travel lanes, the following intersection controls would be implemented as part of the proposed project:


· The intersection of Terry A. Francois Boulevard/South Street is currently stop-controlled at the eastbound approach to the intersection, and would be signalized.


· The intersection of Bridgeview Way/South Street is currently uncontrolled, and would be made a side-street stop-controlled intersection with southbound vehicles on Bridgeview Way required to stop. 


· The new intersection of Terry A. Francois Boulevard/16th Street would be signalized.


· The intersection of Illinois Street/16th Street is currently uncontrolled, and would be made an all-way stop-controlled intersection with northbound vehicles on Illinois Street and vehicles exiting the project garage required to stop. Conditions at this intersection would be monitored, and if determine by the SFMTA that a traffic signal is warranted, the intersection would be signalized.


Figure 5.2-9	Proposed Roadway Configuration and Curb Management






Figure 5.2-9 also presents the proposed curb regulations for the streets adjacent to the project site. Curb regulations on days with events are described in subsequent sections. 


· On South Street, a Mission Bay TMA shuttle stop approximately 60 feet in length would be provided directly east of Third Street, and a taxi zone approximately 100 feet in length would be provided east of the project garage entrance/exit. Seven commercial loading spaces would be provided directly west of Terry A. Francois Boulevard, and the remaining curb would be dedicated to 15 metered parking spaces. 


· On Terry A. Francois Boulevard, approximately eight commercial loading spaces would be provided directly south of South Street and a 60-foot wide paratransit stop would be provided midblock. The remaining curb would be dedicated to 15 metered parking spaces.


· On 16th Street, 31 metered parking spaces would be provided. On the segment of 16th Street between Illinois Street and Terry A. Francois Boulevard, the parking spaces would be located to the south of the curbside bicycle lane. The parking would be separated from the bicycle lane by a 4-foot wide buffer. On the segment between Third and Illinois Streets, the parking spaces would be adjacent to the curb, and the proposed bicycle lane would be adjacent to the curb parking lane.


· On Third Street, parking is currently prohibited at all times. As part of the proposed project, signage would be placed on the east sidewalk prohibiting stopping at all times, including passenger loading/unloading at all times.


On-street metered parking would be provided on the curbs across from the project site as part of SFMTA’s Mission Bay Parking Management plan, including those under the Port of San Francisco’s jurisdiction.[footnoteRef:12] These include installation of new metered spaces on the north side of South Street (19 spaces), on the east side of Terry A. Francois Boulevard (28 spaces), and on the south side of 16th Street (30 spaces). [12: 	SFMTA, Mission Bay Parking Management Implementation, July 2012. A copy of this report is available for review at the San Francisco Planning Department, 1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, San Francisco as part of Case File No. 2014.1441E.] 



2.	Transit Network Improvements


As part of the proposed project, the elevated northbound passenger platform at the UCSF/Mission Bay light rail stop would be extended. The existing platforms located in the median of Third Street north of South Street would be extended to the north away from South Street from 160 feet in length to 320 feet in length. This extension would allow for two two-car light rail trains to simultaneously board or alight passengers along the platform prior to or following a large event at the project site. Passenger access to the expanded platform would continue to be provided from a single point, the end of the platform closest to South Street.


In addition, crossover tracks would be constructed on Third Street near South Street within the light rail median to enable light rail vehicles to move from one set of tracks to another to reverse travel. The exact location (i.e., north and/or south of the UCSF/Mission Bay station) and the configuration of the crossover tracks (i.e., a single crossover, a double crossover, or a diamond crossover) have not been identified.


3.	Pedestrian Network Improvements


The proposed project includes construction of new sidewalks along the perimeter of the project site on South Street (12.5 feet wide), on Terry A. Francois Boulevard (12.5 feet wide), on 16th Street (10 feet wide), and widening of the existing sidewalk on Third Street from 12 to 16 feet. As required by the Mission Bay South Design for Development Guidelines, a 20-foot wide setback would be provided along the 16th Street frontage, and a 5-foot wide setback would be provided for buildings fronting South Street, Third Street, and Terry A. Francois Boulevard. The exception would be at the South Street Tower, where a setback in excess of 5 feet would be provided at grade to create a cantilever over the site’s northwest corner, and on 16th Street approximately midblock where the event center curves slightly closer to the street.


New pedestrian crosswalks, consistent with the continental design recommendations in the Better Streets Plan,[footnoteRef:13] would be installed at the following intersections: [13: 	Crosswalks with a continental design have parallel markings that are the most visible to drivers. Use of continental design for crosswalk marking also improves crosswalk detection for people with low vision and cognitive impairments. FHWA, Part Ii of II: Best Practices Design Guide, Designing Sidewalks and Trails for Access, Available online at: http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/environment/bicycle_pedestrian/publications/sidewalk2/
sidewalks208.cfm. Accessed January 30, 2015.] 



· South Street/Bridge View Way (two-way stop-controlled)


· South Street/Terry A. Francois Boulevard (signalized)


· 16th Street/Illinois Street (all-way stop-controlled)


· 16th Street/Terry A. Francois Boulevard (signalized)


In addition, the existing crosswalks at the signalized intersections of Third/South and Third/16th would be restriped with the continental design.


At the intersections of Terry A. Francois/South and Terry A. Francois/16th Street, where new traffic signals are proposed, pedestrian countdown signals would also be provided.


As part of the proposed project, a permanent barrier would be placed within the light rail median on Third Street between 16th and South Streets to discourage pedestrians from illegally crossing Third Street and the light rail tracks at midblock.


4.	Bicycle Network Improvements


With implementation of the proposed project, 16th Street between Illinois Street and Terry A. Francois Boulevard would be completed, and Class II bicycle lanes on 16th Street (i.e., Bicycle Route 40) would be extended east to Terry A. Francois Boulevard. On both sides of 16th Street between Third and Illinois Streets, a 6-foot wide bicycle lane would be located adjacent to the 8foot wide curb parking lane. On both sides of 16th Street between Illinois Street and Terry A. Francois Boulevard, a 6-foot wide bicycle lane would be provided adjacent to the curb, and a 4foot wide buffer would separate the bicycle lane from the adjacent 9-foot wide parking lane.


In addition, with relocation of Terry A. Francois Boulevard as part of the infrastructure plan, the existing bicycle lanes on both sides of the street would be replaced with a 13-foot wide two-way protected bicycle lane, known as cycle track,[footnoteRef:14] on the east side of the street. A 4-foot wide raised buffer would separate the bicycle lane from the adjacent 8-foot wide parking lane. As described in Chapter 3, the Mission Bay master developer would implement the realignment of Terry A. Francois Boulevard and associated improvements prior to occupancy of buildings at the project site.  [14: 	A cycle track is an exclusive bicycle facility that is separated from vehicle traffic and parked cars by a buffer zone. Cycle tracks offer safer and calmer cycling conditions for a much wider range of cyclists and cycling purposes, especially on street with greater traffic volumes traveling at relatively high speeds.] 



5.	Mission Bay TMA Shuttle Program Improvements


With implementation of the project, the existing Mission Bay TMA shuttle service would be expanded, and a new TMA shuttle stop would be located on South Street east of Third Street adjacent to the project site. Table 5.2-13 summarizes the headways between shuttles for the existing routes, and proposed service improvements.


Table 5.2-13
Existing Mission Bay TMA Headways and 
Proposed Revisions to Existing routes and NEw Routes


			Existing and 
Proposed Routes


			Weekday Headwaysa


			Saturday Headways 





			


			Early Morning (6 to 7 a.m.)


			AM Peak (7 to 10 a.m.)


			PM Peak
(4 to 6 p.m.)


			Evening 
(6 to 8 p.m.)


			Late Evening 
(9 to 11 p.m.)


			Evening 
(6 to 8 p.m.)


			Late Evening 
(9 to 11 p.m.)





			Existing Routesb


			


			


			


			


			


			


			





			East


			--


			10


			15


			15


			--


			--


			--





			West


			--


			15


			15


			20


			--


			--


			--





			Caltrain & Transbay


			18


			18


			40


			--


			--


			--


			--





			Mission Bay Loop


			30


			--


			--


			--


			--


			--


			--





			Revised Existing Routesc





			East


			--


			10


			12


			12


			60


			60


			--





			West


			--


			15


			15


			15


			60


			60


			--





			Mission Bay Loop


			30


			30


			30


			30


			--


			--


			--





			New Regular Routesd


			


			


			


			


			


			


			





			Caltrain 


			--


			--


			60


			--


			30


			30


			--





			16th Street BART 


			--


			--


			30


			30


			30


			30


			--





			Transbay Terminal


			--


			--


			30


			60


			--


			--


			--





			Event Express Routese





			Caltrain 


			--


			--


			20


			15


			10


			10


			--





			NOTES:


a	Headways between shuttle buses in minutes.


b	Existing Mission Bay TMA shuttle routes operate Monday through Friday, generally between 7:00 and 10:00 a.m., and 4:00 and 8:00 p.m. Mission Bay Loop operates between 6:00 and 7:00 a.m. only.


c	With the proposed project, current service on the existing Mission Bay routes would be extended to 11:00 p.m. on weekdays, and would operate between 6:00 and 8:00 p.m. on Saturdays.


d	Proposed new routes would operate on weekdays between 7:00 and 10:00 a.m., and between 4:00 and 11:00 p.m., and on Saturdays between 6:00 and 8:00 p.m. 


e	Event express routes would operate on weekday and weekend event days generally between 4 and 11 p.m. for weekday events and between 6:00 and 8:00 p.m. for weekend events.


SOURCE:	Mission Bay TMA, Golden State Warriors, 2015. 








· The existing routes would be revised to provide additional service (i.e., more frequent service), plus extended service to late evenings and on Saturdays. In addition to the expanded service hours on the East route, the route would be modified to travel on South Street and stop at the new TMA shuttle stop. The Mission Bay Loop service would be expanded from 6:00 to 7:00 a.m. to 6:00 to 10:00 a.m., and from 4:00 to 6:00 p.m.


· Three new regular routes (a Fourth/King Caltrain loop route, a 16th Street BART route, and a Transbay Terminal route) would operate throughout the day, similar to the existing shuttle service, but would have extended hours and operate on weekends.


· One Event Express route (the Fourth/King Caltrain route) with limited stops, would be provided prior to and following a peak event (i.e., events with more than 14,000 attendees). 


6.	Special Event Transit Service Plan


In addition to the existing scheduled transit service in the project vicinity, the SFMTA would provide additional service to accommodate peak evening events, including basketball games and concerts with more than 14,000 attendees, as presented in Table 5.2-14 and Figure 5.2-10. Light rail service on the T Third would be increased, and three special event shuttles would be implemented:


· Special Event 16th Street BART Shuttle would run on 16th Street between the event center and the 16th Street BART station. This shuttle would primarily serve attendees originating from and destined to the East Bay and South Bay and the Mission district. Pre-event, the bus stop for the 16th Street BART shuttle would be located on the south side of 16th Street between Third and Illinois Streets, and post-event the bus stop would be located on the east side of Illinois Street south of 16th Street.


· Special Event Van Ness Avenue Shuttle would run between the event center and Fort Mason. The shuttle would run on 16th Street, Mission Street, and Van Ness Avenue, with limited stops at key transfer locations (e.g., at Geary Boulevard to connect with the 38 Geary and 38L Geary Limited). Pre-event, the bus stop for the Van Ness Avenue shuttle would be located on the south side of 16th Street between Third and Illinois Streets, and post-event the bus stop would be located on the north side of 16th Street between Illinois Street and Terry A. Francois Boulevard.


· Special Event Transbay Terminal/Ferry Building Shuttle would loop between the event center, the new Transbay Terminal, and the Ferry Building via Fourth, King, Third, Folsom, Fremont, and Mission Streets. Pre-event, the bus stop for the Transbay Terminal/Ferry Building shuttle would be located on the south side of South Street between Third Street and Bridgeview Way, and post-event the bus stop would be located on the east side of Third Street north of South Street.


Special event shuttle service is not anticipated to be provided for daytime events.


7.	Transportation Management Plan


As part of the proposed project operations, the project sponsor prepared and would implement a Transportation Management Plan (TMP) to serve as a management and operating plan to provide multi-modal access during events at the project site. The TMP includes various management strategies designed to reduce use of single-occupant vehicles and to increase the use of rideshare, 


Table 5.2-14
Preliminary SPECIAL EVENT Transit Service Plan FOR LArge Event 


			Special Event Service


			Headwaysa





			


			Pre-Event


			Post-Event





			


			Weekday


			Weekend


			Weekday


			Weekend





			T Third/Central Subway with Special Event Shuttles


			3


			5


			4


			5





			16th Street BART Station Shuttle


			10


			10


			7-8


			7-8





			Van Ness Avenue Shuttle


			12


			15


			On demandb


			On demandb





			Ferry Building/Transbay Terminal Shuttle


			10


			8-9


			On demandb


			On demandb





			NOTES:


a	Headways between shuttle buses in minutes.


b	Post event, the bus shuttles would depart as soon as the buses are full, rather than operate on a preset headway.


SOURCE: SFMTA, 2015











transit, bicycle and walk modes for trips to and from the project site. The TMP program was developed in consultation with the SFMTA and the Planning Department. The TMP is a working document that would be expanded and refined over time by the project sponsor and City agencies involved in implementing the plan. As described below, a monitoring and refinement process is included as part of the TMP.


The TMP includes the appointment of an Event Center Transportation Coordinator to manage the transportation needs of employees and event attendees. In addition, an in-building and crowd-sourced smart phone application would be developed that would provide multi-modal travel information and real-time advisories on the status of the transportation system and provide options to event attendees, and anyone working, living or visiting Mission Bay. The Event Center Transportation Coordinator would be responsible for distributing information related to temporary travel lane and/or street closures to event center attendees, emergency service providers, UCSF, and other neighbors prior to events. The following elements of the TMP are summarized below:


· Special Event Transit Service Plan 


· Mission Bay TMA Shuttle Event Express Routes


· Event Transportation Management Strategies


· Travel Demand Management Strategies


· Communication


· Monitoring, Refinement, and Performance Standards


Special Event Transit Service Plan and Light Rail Platform and Track Improvements


As described above, in addition to the existing scheduled transit service in the project vicinity, the SFMTA would provide additional service to accommodate peak evening events for a basketball game, as presented in Table 5.2-15.


Insert Figure 5.2-10	Proposed Project Special Event Shuttles






Table 5.2-15
Summary of Transportation management Strategies by Event Type


			Management Strategy


			Event Type





			


			Convention/
Small Event
(Weekday Daytime)a


			Arena Concert
(Evening)b


			Peak Event/ NBA Game
(Evening)


			Concurrent Peak Event with AT&T Park Event





			Coordinate with SFMTA Special Events Team


			√


			√


			√


			√





			Muni Ticket Sales at Event Center Box Office


			√


			√


			√


			√





			Taxi Zone on Terry A. Francois Boulevard


			√


			√


			√


			√





			Taxi Zone on South Street


			


			√


			√


			√





			Designated Commercial loading zone (non-event hours)


			√


			√


			√


			√





			Dedicated TMA Shuttle Stop


			√


			√


			√


			√





			Dedicated Charter Bus Stop on 16th Street


			√


			√


			


			





			Dedicated Shuttle Zone for Connection to 16th BART Station


			


			√


			√


			√





			Dedicated Paratransit Stop on Terry A. Francois Blvd


			√


			√


			√


			√





			Dedicated Media Truck Zone


			


			


			√


			√





			PCO Supervisor at Event Center Command Center


			


			√


			√


			√





			PCOs positioned at key locations throughout the surrounding intersections and transportation network


			√


			√


			√


			√





			Post-Event Temporary Lane Closure: Northbound lanes on Third Street between 16th Street and Mission Bay Boulevard South


			


			√


			√


			√





			Post-Event Temporary Lane Closure: South Street between Third Street and 450 South Street garage entrance


			


			√


			√


			√





			Post-Event Temporary Lane Closure: Northbound lanes on Illinois Street between Mariposa and 16th Streets, except for local traffic and shuttle staging and loading 


			


			√


			√


			√





			Post-Event Temporary Lane Closure: Westbound lanes on 16th Street between Terry A. Francois Blvd and Illinois Street, and eastbound lanes on 16th Street between Third Street and Illinois Street, Except for Shuttle staging and loading 


			


			√


			√


			√





			Coordinate with BART, Caltrain, Muni


			


			√


			√


			√





			Coordinate with SF Giants/AT&T Park Special Events Staff


			√


			


			


			√





			NOTES:


a	The 55 family shows held each year, with an average of 5,000 attendees, are expected to require similar controls to the small event.


b	Refers to an evening concert with more than 14,000 attendees.


SOURCE: Final Transportation Management Plan for the Warriors San Francisco Event Center, December 2014.















Expansion of Mission Bay TMA Shuttle Program


As described above, with implementation of the project, the existing Mission Bay TMA shuttle service would be expanded. The revised existing routes, new regular routes, and event express would generally operate on weekday evenings between 4:00 and 11:00 p.m., and on Saturdays between 6:00 and 8:00 p.m.


Event Transportation Management Strategies


The TMP identifies the additional strategies that would be implemented to accommodate travel to and from the event center during events by all modes to enhance safety through reduction of conflicts between modes, to facilitate ingress and egress to the project site and vicinity, and to minimize traffic congestion and delays to vehicles, including transit. Table 5.2-15 presents a summary of the transportation management strategies that would be implemented during the various types of events, as presented in the TMP. The transportation management strategies for small and convention events, and for large concerts and basketball games are summarized below.


For all events, a PCO Supervisor would be located within the Event Center Command Center, and would manage the PCOs assigned to the event. The PCO Supervisor would have radio contact with the Field Supervisor and all PCOs on the street and phone contact with relevant city agencies and departments (Muni, SFMTA Signal Shop, SFPD, SFFD), transit operators (Muni, BART, Caltrans) and event center staff (security, valet attendants, etc.). The PCO Supervisor would also have authority and discretion in how PCOs are deployed, and may adjust the controls described below as conditions warrant. Transportation conditions during various-sized events would be monitored during the first year of operations to determine the appropriate number of PCOs and/or locations for the various event types.


Small Events and Convention Events. Prior to an event, up to six PCOs would be stationed at the following intersections: Third Street/South Street, Third Street/16th Street, Terry A. Francois Boulevard/South Street, Terry A. Francois Boulevard/16th Street, and Illinois Street/16th Street.


The following curb temporary curb regulations on the curb frontages adjacent to the project site would be initiated about two hours prior to the event start time, and would continue until about 1.5 hours following the end of the event. Only changes to the proposed curb regulations from conditions without an event (as described above) are noted. 


· Two taxi zones would be provided: on South Street between Bridgeview Way and Terry A. Francois Boulevard (300 feet), and on Terry A. Francois Boulevard south of South Street (200 feet).


· A passenger loading/unloading zone approximately 140 feet in length would be provided on Terry A. Francois Boulevard, as would a black car loading/unloading zone about 200 feet in length. The proposed permanent 60-foot wide paratransit stop on Terry A. Francois Boulevard would not be affected during events.


· A charter bus zone about 500 feet in length (accommodating about six buses) would be provided on 16th Street west of Terry A. Francois Boulevard.


Concert Events and Basketball Games. The transportation management strategies for concerts with about 14,000 or more attendees and basketball games (with about 18,000 attendees) would be similar, with the exception that accommodation for charter buses would be provided for concert events.


During events with more than 14,000 attendees, up to 17 PCOs would be stationed in the project vicinity, managing vehicular, transit, bicycle and pedestrian flows, as shown in Figure 5.2-11. The exact locations would be determined by the PCO Supervisor, but it is anticipated that PCOs would be stationed at the following intersections:


· Fourth Street/Channel Street


· Third Street/Channel Street


· Third Street/South Street


· Bridgeview Way/South Street


· Terry A. Francois Boulevard/South Street


· Third Street/16th Street


· Illinois Street/16th Street


· Terry A. Francois Boulevard/16th Street


· I-280 northbound ramps/Owens Street/Mariposa Street


· Third Street/Mariposa Street


· Illinois Street/Mariposa Street


PCOs would also be stationed at the light rail platforms to facilitate pedestrian crossings, and to minimize conflicts between pedestrians, light rail, and vehicular traffic. In addition, it is anticipated that there could be more roving PCOs, as necessary, to monitor general parking issues and respond to calls during the events. Passenger loading onto the light rail vehicles would be monitored by SFMTA Transit Fare Inspectors and Passenger Assistance Program Staff, who would also be stationed at the light rail platforms.


Three permanent Variable Message Signs (VMS) would be installed to provide traffic alerts, messages, and alternate driving routes for drivers traveling to the event center, to destinations in the vicinity, or through the area. These would be in addition to the existing VMS located on northbound Third Street south of 16th Street, and all four VMSs would be used during large events. The proposed locations for the new VMSs include:


· Westbound 16th Street east of I-280


· Southbound Third Street south of the Lefty O’Doul Bridge


· Eastbound Mariposa Street east of the I-280 ramps.


As shown on Figure 5.2-12 and Figure 5.2-13, the following temporary curb regulations on the curb frontages adjacent to the project site would be initiated about two hours prior to the event start time, and would continue until about 1.5 hours following the end of the event: 


· Two taxi zones would be provided: on South Street between Bridgeview Way and Terry A. Francois Boulevard (300 feet), and on Terry A. Francois Boulevard south of South Street (200 feet).


Insert Figure 5.2-11	Proposed Locations of PCOs and VMSs






Insert Figure 5.2-12	Pre-Event Controls for Large Events






Insert Figure 5.2-13	Post-Event Controls for Large Events






· A passenger loading/unloading zone approximately 140 feet in length would be provided on Terry A. Francois Boulevard, as would a black car loading/unloading zone about 200 feet in length. The proposed permanent 60-foot wide paratransit stop on Terry A. Francois Boulevard would not be affected during events.


· Media trucks would park on 16th Street adjacent to the project site, between Third Street and the entrance into the parking garage. About 150 feet of curb would be dedicated for media trucks.


· Prior to an event, the Special Event Transbay Terminal/Ferry Building Shuttle stop would be on South Street adjacent to the project site, west of the proposed Mission Bay TMA shuttle stop, while the shuttle stop for the Special Event 16th Street BART and Van Ness Avenue shuttle routes would be on the south side of 16th Street (i.e., across the street from the project site) between Third and Illinois Streets.


· Prior to the end of the event, temporary travel lane closures would be implemented on Third Street between Mariposa Street and Mission Bay Boulevard South, on South Street between Third Street and Bridgeview Way, on 16th Street between Third Street and Terry A. Francois Boulevard, and on Illinois Street between Mariposa and 16th Streets. The temporary lane closures are anticipated to be in place for approximately 30 to 45 minutes after the end of the event, or until vehicular traffic dissipates and most event attendees taking transit have boarded. Southbound traffic flow on Third Street would not be affected by these temporary northbound travel lane closures. These travel lane closures would involve the following:


· On northbound Third Street between Mariposa and 16th Streets, one of the two northbound travel lanes (i.e., the curb lane) would be temporarily closed, and all northbound traffic on this segment would be directed to turn left onto westbound 16th Street. On Third Street between 16th and South Streets, both of the northbound travel lanes would be closed to all vehicular traffic and bicycles. On Third Street between South Street and Mission Bay Boulevard South, both travel lanes would be closed to vehicular traffic, with the exception of the Special Event Transbay Terminal/Ferry Building Shuttle route, which would have a bus stop/unloading zone on Third Street north of South Street. 


· On Illinois Street between Mariposa and 16th Streets, the northbound lane would be temporarily closed, with the exception of the Special Event 16th Street BART Shuttle and local access into the buildings at 409/499 Illinois Street (a vehicle entrance to the building is located approximately midblock). As noted above, the Special Event 16th Street BART Shuttle would have a bus stop/loading zone on the east side of Illinois Street south of 16th Street. Southbound traffic flow on Illinois Street (i.e., from the project garage) would not be affected by these temporary northbound travel lane closures.


· On 16th Street, travel lanes on the segment between Illinois Street would be closed to vehicular traffic both ways, with the following exceptions: Special Event Van Ness Avenue Shuttle would have a bus stop/loading zone on the north side of 16th Street (westbound travel) adjacent to the project site; a black car loading zone would be provided on the south side of 16th Street (eastbound travel) between a driveway to the 409/499 Illinois Street building and Terry A. Francois Boulevard (about 150 feet in length); and vehicles exiting the 409/499 Illinois Street building on the south side of 16th Street would be permitted access onto eastbound 16th Street towards Terry A. Francois Boulevard. 


· Left turns would be restricted from westbound 16th Street onto Third, Owens and Mississippi Streets through signage, temporary barriers, and/or PCOs. 


· On the segment of 16th Street between Third and Illinois Streets, the eastbound travel lane would be closed to vehicular traffic except transit, while the westbound lanes would remain open to accommodate: vehicles exiting the project garage; the Special Event 16th Street BART Shuttle that would travel northbound on Illinois Street, and turn left onto 16th Street westbound to continue towards the 16th Street BART station; and the Special Event Van Ness Avenue Shuttle that would travel westbound on 16th Street after loading passengers at the north curb of 16th Street between Illinois Street and Terry A. Francois Boulevard. 


· On South Street, all travel lanes (both ways) on the segment between Third Street and the entrance/exit to the 450 South Street parking facility would be closed to vehicular traffic, except for the Mission Bay TMA shuttle routes, which would have a stop in this section of South Street. Taxis would be encouraged to arrive at the taxi zone on South Street prior to the temporary closure of South Street at Third Street, and to stage until the end of an event. Taxis arriving post-event would access this taxi zone on South Street from Bridgeview Way. 


· Tow-away regulations, similar to those implemented following a baseball game, would be implemented on the west side of Illinois Street between Mariposa and 18th Streets to allow for two southbound lanes to continue on Illinois Street. 


Garage Operations. Attendees with pre-sold parking passes for the project garage would access the garage at 16th Street from the left turn pocket on eastbound 16th Street at the approach to Illinois Street or from northbound Illinois Street to self-park. Event center staff would check parking passes before vehicles enter the garage. PCOs would be stationed at the project garage driveway to facilitate vehicle egress (office employees leaving on weekday evenings) and ingress (event attendees entering the garage), minimize conflicts with pedestrians and bicycles on 16th Street, and to coordinate with PCOs positioned at nearby intersections. PCOs stationed at the intersection of Illinois/16th Street would provide priority to the eastbound left turn movements from 16th Street into the garage to ensure that queues for the garage do not extend upstream onto Third Street. PCOs would also work with event center staff that would be checking attendees’ tickets for valid access to the garage. Drivers who attempt to access the garage without a valid parking pass would be redirected eastbound on 16th Street to Terry A. Francois Boulevard to other nearby garages or parking lots. 


Following an event, PCOs would manage alternating flows of vehicle traffic exiting the garage with pedestrian and bicycle flows along and crossing 16th Street, manage alternating flows of vehicle traffic exiting the garage with the Special Event 16th Street BART shuttles accessing 16th Street eastbound from Illinois Street northbound and with the Special Event Van Ness Avenue shuttles traveling westbound on 16th Street, and coordinate with PCOs along 16th Street that would be managing pedestrian flows across 16th Street.


Vehicles exiting the project garage on South Street, vehicles exiting the 450 South Street garage, and vehicles traveling southbound on Bridgeview Way would be directed eastbound on South Street to Terry A. Francois Boulevard.


Overlap between events at the proposed Event Center and at AT&T Park. In circumstance when events at the proposed event center partially or completely overlap with baseball games or other events at AT&T Park, additional adjustments to the transportation management plan for the proposed event center would be made, specifically:


· Because PCOs would be stationed at the same intersection where PCOs are stationed during SF Giants games, staffing would be adjusted to eliminate duplication of efforts, and to address the overlapping impacts.


· Because the Fourth Street bridge is closed to northbound travel (transit and taxis excepted) event center attendees would be directed to travel southbound on Terry A. Francois Boulevard, and then westbound on 16th Street to access locations to the north and west.


Travel Demand Management (TDM) Strategies


The TMP includes TDM strategies for employees and for event center visitors. TDM strategies for office, retail, restaurant and event center employees include:


· Participate in Commuter Check Program, a federal program that allows employees to reduce their commuting costs by up to 40 percent using tax-free dollars to pay for their commuting expenses.


· Notify employees that they are eligible to ride the Mission Bay TMA shuttles, and provide information about routes, stop locations, and schedule. 


· Promote use of the enclosed bicycle valet facility (approximately 300 bike spaces – valet operations during events only).


· Provide indoor secure bicycle parking facilities for employees in office buildings and retail uses on-site.


· Sponsor Bay Area Bike Share station(s) in the project vicinity.


· Provide shower and locker facilities for event center employee use.


· Encourage all employees and visitors to participate in public events that promote bicycling such as the annual “Bike to Work” day.


· Allow employees to work flexible schedules and telecommute, to the extent possible.


· Support Ridesharing Program – Participate in free-to-employees ride-matching program through www.511.org.


· Provide Emergency Ride Home Program – Participate in the emergency ride home program through the City of San Francisco (www.sferh.org). 


· Organize and publicize promotions such as Spare the Air days (as declared for the Bay Area region) or a Rideshare Week. 


· Encourage carpooling and vanpooling by designating/reserving some on-site garage parking spaces for employees who use those modes.


· Encourage employees to choose electric vehicles (EVs) over gas-fueled autos by designating/reserving some on-site garage parking spaces for EVs and providing charging equipment.


· Program additional on-site amenities (fitness and exercise centers, food and beverage options, automated banking resources) to encourage employees to stay on-site during the workday. 


TDM strategies for retail, restaurant and event center visitors include: 


· Reward patrons arriving via transit with implementation options that may include discounted food or beverage, team or venue merchandise, raffle entry, or access to a “fast-track” security line. Market these incentives with a robust communications strategy prior to an event day so that visitors can make choices accordingly.


· Establish a partnership to brand Clipper Cards and/or transit stops and stations near the project site to encourage patrons to associate event attendance with transit usage during attendee’s trip planning process.


· Promote transit access to the project site by: providing interactive trip-planning tool, transit maps, with recommended stops/stations for accessing site; best routes to the event center; and walking directions from transit stations/stops. Provide these on the event center web site, on websites of events taking place at the site (to be required as a standard part of event contract), and mobile app. Provide real-time transit information, including train or bus arrivals and departures, in key event center locations (exit areas, gathering areas, etc.), inside the building (on TVs and other screens) post-event. 


· Utilize TVs and other screens inside the event center building to display real time transit information and prominent comparisons between transportation choices available to employees and visitors to the event center. Emphasize transit’s lower-cost and greater sustainability as compared with private autos.


· Play recorded announcements during halftime (for games) or between opening and main acts (for concerts), and as event center attendees exit the building, to notify visitors of non-auto travel options home, including real time transit and shuttle departure times. 


· Provide additional communication of transit options and wayfinding during playoff games for non-season pass holders who may be coming from out of town by providing information to, and coordinating displays within, hotels and local businesses in the event center vicinity


· Promote use of the enclosed on-site bicycle valet facility (approximately 300 bike spaces). Reward patrons of the bike valet with implementation options that may include discounted food or beverage, team or venue merchandise, raffle entry, or access to a “fast-track” security line. Market these incentives with a robust communications strategy prior to an event day so that visitors can make choices accordingly. 


· Provide outdoor bicycle racks for visitors to the office, retail, and restaurant uses.


· Provide additional temporary outdoor bike valet parking areas in both major plazas for peak events that experience bicycle storage demands that exceed the 300 space enclosed valet facility.


· Provide a bicycle map, showing routes to the project site, on the event center web site and mobile application.


· Increase fees for parking on-site during events.


· Design a “Getting There” page for the venue website that lists multi-modal options and comparisons before showing preferred driving routes or available parking. 


· Promote transit and bicycle information on event site website, event apps, and in event literature and advertisements, when appropriate.


· Create schedules of upcoming events for display on electronic message boards, to discourage auto use and parking on-site.


· Designate priority curb areas on-site for taxis and rideshare vehicles. Explore partnership options with rideshare/carpool/TNC[footnoteRef:15] companies to offer discounts to event attendees and/or employees. [15: 	Transportation Network Company (TNC) is a company or organization that provides transportation services using an online-enabled platform to connect passengers with drivers using their personal vehicles (e.g., Lyft, SideCar, Uber).] 



Communication


The TMP includes strategies related to disseminating information on transportation management for the various modes at the event center for pre-event and post-event conditions as part of the ticket purchase process, and wayfinding signage for multi-modal access and egress. The communication strategies would discourage use of private auto, and encourage use of transit and other modes.


Monitoring, Refinement, and Performance Standards


The TMP outlines the process to monitor and refine the strategies within the TMP in conjunction with the City throughout the life of the project. Monitoring methods including field monitoring of operations during the first year and subsequent year of operations. Surveys of event attendees and event center employees would be conducted annually, and visitor surveys of Mission Bay neighbors and UCSF staff and emergency providers would be conducted in the initial years of operation. 


The TMP also identifies performance standards that the project sponsor has committed to maintaining:


· Auto Mode Share: Ensure that, on average, attendees for peak events do not exceed a 53 percent auto mode share for weekday peak event (6:00 to 8:00 p.m.) 


· Auto Mode Share: Ensure that, on average, all employees and visitors for a no-event scenario do not exceed a 48 percent auto mode share for a weekday evening (4:00 to 6:00 p.m.) 


· Vehicle Queuing on City Streets: Traffic entering the parking garage from eastbound 16th Street does not spill back to 16th Street or into to the Third Street intersection due to garage ingress.


· Vehicle Queuing on City Streets: Event traffic does not block access to the UCSF emergency room entrance for emergency vehicles or patients on Mariposa Street between I-280 and Third Street.


· Pedestrian Flows: Pedestrians do not spill out of sidewalks onto streets with moving vehicles, or out of crosswalks when crossing the street.


· Bicycle Parking: Signage is clearly visible to direct bicyclists to event valet and other bicycle parking, and ensure that adequate bicycle parking supply is provided to accommodate a typical peak event.


· Transit Mode Share: All Muni light rail and special event shuttle passengers are able to board their transit vehicle within 45 minutes following an event. 


· Good Neighbor: Mission Bay TMA shuttles continue to run and maintain capacity for simultaneous neighborhood use. 


In the event that ongoing monitoring shows at any time that the performance standards outlined above are not being met, the project sponsor would explore additional travel demand strategies, operational efforts, or design refinements to meet the goals identified in the TMP. Revisions to policy would be brought before the Mission Bay CAC, or its successor body, for approval. A representative list of possible strategies is as follows:


· Increase Warriors contribution to the Mission Bay TMA to directly fund incremental, event-only service, which may include additional shuttle bus purchases and/or expanded hours of operation.


· Designate satellite parking locations near transit stops and incentivize patrons to switch modes.


· Establish a partnership with a private shuttle provider for incremental, event-only service to and from satellite parking locations (if designated) or transit centers.


· Introduce a charter bus/private shuttle program for group ticket sales and/or suite purchases for events.


· Explore partnerships with car-sharing services (e.g., Zipcar, City CarShare) for spaces on-site to reduce car ownership amongst employees.


· In consultation with the SFMTA, remove any street furniture or landscaping obstructing pedestrian paths of travel or Muni passenger staging areas.


Approach to Analysis


This section presents the methodologies for analyzing and organizing the transportation impacts and information considered in the travel demand and impact analysis. This section is organized in the following order:


1.	Approach to impact analysis, including analysis scenarios, analysis periods, analysis years, and analysis methodology.


2.	Organization of impacts and overarching scenario assumptions. 


3.	Methodology and results of travel demand forecasts for the proposed project.


4. 	Methodology for development of 2040 cumulative traffic and transit forecasts.


1.	Approach to Impact Analysis Methodology


This section presents the methodology for analyzing transportation impacts and information considered in developing travel demand for the proposed project. The impacts of the proposed project on the surrounding transportation network were analyzed using the SF Guidelines 2002, which provides direction for analyzing transportation conditions and in identifying the transportation impacts of a proposed project.


As described in Chapter 3, Table 3-3, the event center would have approximately 221 events per year, of which about 60 would be Golden State Warriors basketball games. Other events would include about 45 small and large concert events, 55 family shows, and 61 convention/civic/other sporting events. Average and maximum attendance estimates by type of event for the proposed event center were prepared by the project sponsor and are summarized in Table 3-3 in Chapter 3. The expected attendance would vary depending on the type of event held (e.g., basketball game, concert, non-sports event), but would be expected to be similar on weekdays and on weekends. In the case of sporting events, the expected attendance would also depend on the interest in competing teams, and, in the case of concerts, on the popularity of the performing artists. 


Average visitor attendance for the proposed event center is projected to range between 5,000 attendees for a family show event, to between 17,000 and 18,000 attendees for a regular season or post season basketball home game; concert average attendance is estimated to range between 3,000 attendees for arena theater concerts to 12,500 attendees for the typical end-stage full arena configuration, and average convention attendance is estimated at 9,000 attendees. Conservatively, it is estimated that there would be up to 225 event days in any given year. 


For purposes of the transportation analysis three analysis scenarios were analyzed as representative of the range of project impacts, depending on the type of activity at the event center. 


· No Event – The No Event scenario reflects conditions associated with the 605,00 gsf of office uses, the 62,500 gsf of retail uses, and 62,500 gsf of restaurant uses on days when there are no events scheduled at the event center.


· Convention Event – The Convention Event scenario reflects conditions for a convention-type event with an average attendance of about 9,000 attendees. For convention/corporate events, a 9,000-attendee event was analyzed, as this attendance level represents the average attendance (i.e., the average attendance for events would be 9,000) for about 50 percent of the events that would occur at the proposed event center (i.e., the convention events, family shows, and other sporting events).[footnoteRef:16] This scenario assesses the impacts of a daytime event at the project site. [16: 	The event center is expected to typically serve as a satellite venue for conventions/conferences held primarily at the Moscone Center, with an attendance of 9,000 people. The maximum attendance of 18,500 shown in Table 2 represents the maximum number of conference attendees that could be accommodated in a 360‐degree center stage configuration, which would be infrequent.] 



· Basketball Game – The Basketball Game scenario reflects sell-out conditions for a Golden State Warriors evening basketball game, as it would be the most conservative approach that assumes that the event center would be filled to capacity (i.e., 18,064 attendees). It also represents conditions for a sold-out evening concert.


Four analysis hours were selected for analysis of transportation impacts, three analysis periods, in addition to the weekday p.m. peak hour, were selected to address impacts of the event center (i.e., per the SF Guidelines, the weekday p.m. peak hour is the standard analysis period for development projects in San Francisco). Each project scenario was evaluated for the particular time periods during which the specific conditions would occur. For example, convention events are not anticipated to occur in the weekday evening and late evening peak hours or on weekends, and therefore, analysis of convention events during these time periods was not conducted. Table 5.2-16 summarizes the time periods analyzed for each scenario.


· The weekday p.m. peak period (from 4:00 to 6:00 p.m.) was selected because it represents the period during which weekday background traffic volumes and transit demand are the greatest. The weekday p.m. peak hour was analyzed for the No Event, Convention Event, and Basketball Game scenarios.


· The weekday evening peak period (from 6:00 to 8:00 p.m.) was analyzed only for the Basketball Game scenario because basketball games typically start at 7:30 p.m. and therefore, a higher percentage of inbound event attendees would travel to the event center during the 6:00 to 8:00 p.m. period than during the 4:00 to 6:00 p.m. commute peak period. 


· The weekday late evening period (from 9:00 to 11:00 p.m.) was analyzed only for the Basketball Game scenarios. For the Basketball Game scenario, it represents the period during which the highest outbound event trips would occur after a basketball game or concert event. 


· The Saturday evening period (from 7:00 to 9:00 p.m.) was analyzed for the No Event and Basketball Game scenarios. For the Basketball Game scenario it represents the period during which the highest inbound event trips would occur. Approximately 68 percent of attendees are projected to arrive at the event center during the 7:00 to 8:00 p.m. peak hour.


Table 5.2-16
Analysis hours for Proposed Project scenarios


			Proposed Project Scenario


			Weekday


			Saturday





			


			PM 
Peak Hour 


			Evening 
Peak Hour 


			Late Evening 
Peak Hour 


			Evening 
Peak Hour 





			No Event


			X


			--


			--


			X





			Convention Event


			X


			--


			--


			--





			Basketball Game


			X


			X


			X


			X











Analysis of weekday a.m. peak hour conditions was not conducted because travel demand associated with the proposed project would be greater during the p.m. peak hour than during the a.m. peak hour. For example, the retail and restaurant uses would generate substantially fewer trips in the a.m. peak hour than during the p.m. peak hour, as most would not be open during the a.m. Most events, including family shoes, would not overlap with the a.m. peak hour, and daytime convention events would generate fewer trips in the a.m. peak hour than during the p.m. peak hour. Furthermore, comparison of a.m. and p.m. peak hour LOS conditions at intersections in the vicinity of the project site, as presented in the UCSF 2014 LRDP EIR, indicate that intersections operate similarly during both peak hours. Therefore, because the proposed project would generate more trips in the p.m. peak hour than in the a.m. peak hour, analysis of potential traffic impacts would be adequately addressed in the p.m. peak hour analysis. 


The travel demand for concerts, family shows and other sporting events was not estimated quantitatively because, as shown in Table 3-3 in Chapter 3, these types of events are expected to attract a lower attendance and require fewer employees than a basketball game. In addition, arrival and departure travel patterns for these types of events would also be expected to be similar to those of basketball game. As such, the transportation infrastructure (roadways, transit vehicles, stations, sidewalks, etc.) would be expected to operate similar to or better before and after concerts than before or after a sold-out basketball game.


The analysis of the proposed project was conducted for existing and 2040 cumulative conditions. “Existing plus Project” conditions assess the near-term impacts of the proposed project, while “2040 Cumulative plus Project” conditions assess the long-term impacts of the proposed project in combination with other reasonably foreseeable development. Year 2040 was selected as the future analysis year because 2040 is the latest year for which travel demand forecasts were available from the San Francisco County Transportation Authority (SFCTA) travel demand forecasting model. 


As discussed in Section 5.2.3 above, the data collected in 2013/2014 for the quantitative existing conditions analysis was adjusted upwards to reflect the opening of the UCSF Medical Center Phase 1 and Public Safety Building in early 2015. The travel demand associated with these two projects was determined from previous studies conducted by UCSF and the SF Department of Public Works, respectively.


Construction Analysis Methodology


Potential short-term construction impacts were assessed based on preliminary construction information for the proposed project. The construction impact evaluation addresses the staging and duration of construction activity, truck routings, estimated daily truck volumes, roadway and/or sidewalk closures, and evaluates the effect of construction activities on sidewalks, bicycle lanes, or travel lanes.


Vehicular Traffic Analysis Methodology


The traffic impact assessment for the proposed project was conducted for 23 study intersections and six freeway ramp locations in the vicinity of the project site. The study intersections were evaluated using the 2000 Highway Capacity Manual (2000 HCM 200)0 methodology.[footnoteRef:17] For signalized intersections, this methodology uses various intersection characteristics (e.g., traffic volumes, lane geometry, and signal phasing and timing) to estimate the capacity for each lane group approaching the intersection, and to calculate the average control delay experienced by motorists traveling through the intersection. The level of service (LOS) is based on average delay (in seconds per vehicle) for the various movements within the intersection. A combined weighted average delay and LOS is presented for the intersection. For unsignalized intersections, average delay and LOS operating conditions are calculated by approach (e.g., northbound) and movement (e.g., northbound left-turn), for those movements that are subject to delay. For purposes of this analysis, the operating conditions (LOS and delay) for unsignalized intersections are presented for the worst approach (i.e., the approach with the highest average delay per vehicle). Table 5.2-17 presents the LOS descriptions and associated delays for signalized and unsignalized intersections. [17: ] 



Table 5.2-17
level of seRvice definitions for signalized and unsignalized intersections


			Control/LOS


			Description of Operations


			Average Control Delay
(seconds per vehicle)





			Signalized


			


			





			A


			Insignificant Delays: No approach phase is fully used and no vehicle waits longer than one red indication.


			< 10





			B


			Minimal Delays: An occasional approach phase is fully used. Drivers begin to feel restricted.


			> 10.0 and < 20





			C


			Acceptable Delays: Major approach phase may become fully used. Most drivers feel somewhat restricted.


			> 20.0 and < 35





			D


			Tolerable Delays. Drivers may wait through no more than one red indication. Queues may develop but dissipate rapidly without excessive delays.


			> 35.0 and < 55





			E


			Significant Delays: Volumes approach capacity. Vehicles may wait through several signal cycles and long queues form upstream.


			> 55.0 and < 80





			F


			Excessive Delays: Represents conditions at capacity, with extremely long delays. Queues may block upstream intersections.


			> 80





			Unsignalized


			


			





			A


			No delay for STOP-controlled approach.


			< 10





			B


			Operations with minor delays.


			> 10.0 and < 15





			C


			Operations with moderate delays.


			> 15.0 and < 25





			D


			Operations with some delays.


			> 25.0 and < 35





			E


			Operations with high delays and long queues.


			> 35.0 and < 50





			F


			Operations with extreme congestion, with very high delays and long queues unacceptable to most drivers.


			> 50











NOTE: LOS – Level of Service





SOURCE: Transportation Research Board, 2000. Highway Capacity Manual, Washington, DC












Similar to intersections, the operating characteristics of freeway ramps are evaluated using the concept of LOS. Freeway ramp LOS is based on vehicle density (passenger cars per lane-mile) and service volume (passenger cars per hour). In San Francisco, LOS A through D is considered acceptable; LOS E and LOS F are considered unsatisfactory service levels. Table 5.2-18 presents the level of service designation and associated maximum densities for ramp merge and diverge operations.


Table 5.2-18
level of seRvice definitions for Freeway ramp junctions


			LOS


			Maximum Density (passenger cars per mile per lane)





			A


			< 10





			B


			> 11 to 20





			C


			> 20 to 28





			D


			> 28 to 35





			E


			> 35





			F


			Demand exceeds capacity











NOTE: LOS – Level of Service





SOURCE: Transportation Research Board, 2000. Highway Capacity Manual – Special Report, Washington, DC








Transit Analysis Methodology


The impact of additional transit ridership generated by the proposed project on local and regional transit providers was assessed by comparing the projected ridership to the available transit capacity at the maximum load point. Transit “capacity utilization” refers to transit riders as a percentage of the capacity of the transit line, or group of lines combined and analyzed as screenlines across which transit lines travel. The transit analyses were conducted for the peak direction of travel for each of the analysis time periods.


· For the weekday p.m. peak hour analyses, the transit capacity utilization was conducted at the Planning Department’s three regional screenlines (for transit trips from the East Bay, North Bay, and South Bay), and at the four Muni downtown screenlines. In addition, transit capacity utilization was conducted for the T Third and 22 Fillmore/55 16th Street routes that serve the project site. Weekday p.m. peak hour analysis was conducted for the outbound direction of travel (i.e., away from the project site). 


· For the weekday evening peak hour, the transit analysis was conducted for the T Third and 22 Fillmore/55 16th Street routes and for the regional screenlines in the inbound direction of travel (i.e., towards the project site, and into San Francisco).


· For the weekday late evening peak hour, the transit analysis was conducted for the T Third and 22 Fillmore/55 16th Street routes and for the regional screenlines in the outbound direction of travel (i.e., towards the project site, and into San Francisco).


· For the Saturday evening peak hour, the transit analysis was conducted for the T Third and 22 Fillmore/55 16th Street routes and for the regional screenlines in the inbound direction of travel (i.e., towards the project site, and into San Francisco).


The existing peak hour ridership and capacity data was obtained from Muni and reflect conditions that would occur following completion of the Central Subway project. For service provided by Muni, the capacity includes seated passengers and an appreciable number of standing passengers per vehicle (the number of passengers is between 30 and 80 percent of the seated passengers depending upon the specific transit vehicle configuration).  Muni has established a capacity utilization standard of 85 percent, which was applied for assessment of weekday p.m. peak hour conditions.  For analysis of events at the project site, a capacity utilization standard of 100 percent was used, since more congested conditions on transit are acceptable for temporary special event conditions.


Weekday p.m. peak hour ridership and capacity for the regional transit service providers at the three regional screenlines was based on the SF Guidelines regional screenline data. Weekday evening, weekday late evening, and Saturday evening ridership and capacity was obtained from the regional transit providers, including AC Transit, BART, Caltrain, WETA, SamTrans, and Golden Gate Transit. All regional transit providers have a peak hour capacity utilization standard of 100 percent.


Because the Central Subway is anticipated to be operational in 2019, the existing plus project transit impact analysis was conducted assuming the additional light rail capacity in the project vicinity that would be provided via the Central Subway. The ridership at the maximum load point and capacity of the T Third conditions reflect 2020 conditions for the Central Subway (i.e., conditions for the year following the start of revenue service on the line).


Pedestrian Analysis Methodology


Pedestrian conditions were assessed qualitatively and quantitatively. Quantitative analysis of operating characteristics of the pedestrian sidewalk and crosswalk locations was conducted using the HCM 2000 methodology. Sidewalk operating conditions are measured by average pedestrian flow rate, which is defined as the average number of pedestrians that pass a specific point on the sidewalk during a certain period (pedestrians per minute per foot or p/m/f). The width of the sidewalk at this point is considered the “effective width”, which accounts for reduction in amount of sidewalk available for travel due to street furniture and the side of buildings. The level of service for sidewalks is presented for “platoon” conditions, which represents the conditions when pedestrians are walking together in a group. Pedestrian level of service conditions were calculated at the most restrictive sidewalk location (i.e., at the “pinch point”) along a given block face. 


Crosswalk LOS are measurements of the amount of space (square feet) each pedestrian has in the crosswalk or corner. These measurements depend on pedestrian volumes, signal timing, corner dimensions, crosswalk dimensions and roadway widths. 


With the HCM methodology, an upper limit for acceptable conditions is LOS D, which equals approximately 15 to 24 square feet per pedestrian for crosswalks, and approximately 10 to 15 pedestrians per minute per foot for sidewalks. LOS E and LOS F represent unacceptable conditions. At LOS E normal walking gaits must be adjusted due to congested conditions, and independent movements are difficult; at LOS F walking speeds are severely restricted. Table 5.2-19 shows the LOS criteria for pedestrians based on the 2000 HCM methodology.


Table 5.2-19
pedestrian level of sErvice criteria 


			LOS


			Crosswalks 
Density 
(sq ft per pedestrian)


			Sidewalk
Flow Rate
(pedestrians per minute per foot)





			A


			> 13


			< 0.5





			B


			> 10 – 13


			> 0.5 – 3





			C


			> 6 – 9.9


			> 3 – 6





			D


			> 3 – 5.9


			> 6 – 11





			E


			> 2 – 2.9


			> 11 – 18





			F


			< 2


			> 18











SOURCE: Transportation Research Board, 2000. Highway Capacity Manual – Special Report, Washington, DC








Bicycle Analysis Methodology


The project impact analysis includes a qualitative assessment of bicycle conditions. Bicycle conditions are assessed as they related to the proposed project area, including, bicycle routes, safety and right-of-way issues, and potential conflicts with traffic.


Loading Analysis Methodology


Loading analysis for the proposed project was conducted by comparing the loading supply that would be provided to the projected demand that would be generated. 


Air Traffic Methodology


Potential impacts on air traffic were assessed qualitatively. Specifically, the analysis assessed whether the proposed project would affect the planned flight paths for the new helicopter service at the UCSF Benioff Children’s Hospital. 


Emergency Vehicle Access Analysis Methodology


Potential changes to emergency vehicle access were assessed qualitatively. Specifically, the analysis assessed whether any of the event center transportation management strategies would preclude adequate emergency vehicle access. 


Parking Conditions


As discussed in Chapter 2, Introduction, Section 2.8, Senate Bill 743 amended CEQA by adding Public Resources Code §21099 regarding the analysis of parking impacts for certain urban infill projects in transit priority areas.[footnoteRef:18] Public Resources Code §21099(d), effective January 1, 2014, provides that “… parking impacts of a residential, mixed-use residential, or employment center project on an infill site located within a transit priority area shall not be considered significant impacts on the environment.” Accordingly, parking is no longer to be considered in determining if a project has the potential to result in significant environmental effects for projects that meet all three criteria established in the statute. The proposed project meets all of the criteria, and thus the transportation impact analysis does not consider the adequacy of parking in determining the significance of project impacts under CEQA. However, the OCII acknowledges that parking conditions may be of interest to the public and the decision-makers. Therefore, this SEIR presents a parking demand analysis for informational purposes and considers any secondary physical impacts associated with constrained supply (e.g., queuing by drivers waiting for scarce on-site parking spaces that affects the public right-of-way) as applicable in the following transportation impact analysis. [18: 	A “transit priority area” is defined as an area within one-half mile of an existing or planned major transit stop. A “major transit stop” is defined in California Public Resources Code §21064.3 as a rail transit station, a ferry terminal served by either a bus or rail transit service, or the intersection of two or more major bus routes with a frequency of service interval of 15 minutes or less during the morning and afternoon peak commute periods. A map of San Francisco’s Transit Priority Areas is available online at http://sfmea.sfplanning.org/Map%20of%20San%20Francisco%20Transit%20Priority%20Areas.pdf.] 



Furthermore, SB 743 requires that the State Office of Planning and Research (OPR) develop revisions to the CEQA Guidelines establishing criteria for determining the significance of transportation impacts of projects within transit priority areas that promote a reduction in greenhouse gas emissions and do not use automobile delay (level of service) in determining significance (see p. 4.A.3). These provisions of SB 743 have not yet been established and currently are only available in preliminary draft form. Therefore, as directed by OCII, this SEIR analyzes the traffic-related impacts of the project as they pertain to LOS.


A parking assessment was conducted by comparing the proposed parking supply to the parking demand generated by the proposed project uses. An assessment of cumulative parking conditions at build-out of the Mission Bay Area was also conducted.


2.	Organization of Impacts and Overarching Scenario Assumptions


The general organization of the impact analysis is construction impacts, followed by operational impacts, followed by cumulative impacts, and ending with a discussion of parking conditions. Construction impacts are discussed in Impact TR-1. Operational impacts are covered in Impact TR-2 through Impact TR-25, under three overarching scenarios, described below. Cumulative impacts are described in Impact C-TR-1 through Impact C-TR-10. These impact evaluations are then followed by a discussion of parking conditions under proposed project conditions, but not in terms of a CEQA impact, as described above. 


For the operational impacts, the impact evaluations uses the methodologies described above to address each of the following topics: vehicular traffic; transit; pedestrian; bicycle; loading; air traffic; and emergency vehicle access. These topics are all analyzed under each of three overarching scenario assumptions that represent the range of potential project impacts, including the reasonable worst-case scenarios. The three overarching scenario assumptions are:


· Conditions without a SF Giants game at AT&T Park (“Without SF Giants Game”), Impact TR-2 through Impact TR-10. This represents the most typical conditions expected to occur if the project were to be implemented. 


· Conditions with a concurrent SF Giants game at AT&T Park (“With SF Giants Game”), Impact TR-11 through Impact TR-17. As described further below, there is the likelihood that some events at the proposed event center could overlap with SF Giants games, with the potential to exacerbate transportation effects as analyzed in the first group of impacts.


· Conditions without Implementation of the Special Event Transit Service Plan, Impact TR-18 to Impact TR-24. As described above in Section 5.2.5.2 and on Table 5.2-15, the SFMTA intends to provide additional transit service to accommodate peak evening events, including basketball games and concerts with more than 14,000 attendees. The CCSF fully anticipates implementation of this plan and has identified sufficient funding.[footnoteRef:19] However, in order to provide a conservative CEQA analysis as well as information to the public and decision makers, this group of impacts discloses the impacts of the proposed project if for some unknown reasons in the future, the City is unable to implement the Special Event Transit Service Plan. This group of impacts analyzes only the Basketball Game scenario as the representative worst-case scenario.  [19: 	Letter from Director Reiskin [Note to reviewer: To be provided.}] 



For the conditions with a concurrent SF Giants game at AT&T Park, it is estimated that there would be a potential for about 32 overlapping events per year, but in rare circumstances there could be as many as 40 in one year. These estimates are based on the following assumptions, which are conservative because they rely on current scheduling information and do not account for any advanced coordination between the SF Giants and the Warriors, or internal schedule coordination at the event center:


· Overlap with Warriors games. The regular NBA and baseball seasons overlap slightly at the end of October and beginning of April, and for both teams, only half of the games are home games. Conservatively, about 2 games per year could overlap during the regular season. If either or both of the Warriors and SF Giants were to move on to the post season, there would be increased likelihood of overlapping events, with a maximum of 5 additional overlapping events if both teams were to advance to their respective championship final series in the same year.


· Overlap with concerts. As indicated in Chapter 3, Project Description, Table 3-3, the major concert season is fall, winter, and early spring. Thus, of the 45 yearly concerts, about 20 could overlap with the baseball season (April through September), but at most, only half of these (10) could occur on the same day as a SF Giants home game. 


· Overlap with family shows. As indicated in Chapter 3, Project Description, Table 3-3, the approximate 55 family shows would be distributed throughout the year on Wednesday through Sunday. Since the SF Giants play for 6 months of the year, it is assumed that half of the family shows (27) would occur during the baseball season (April through September), but the SF Giants only play home games at AT&T Park for half of that time, leaving 14 days of possible overlap. However, the SF Giants also play games on Monday and Tuesday when there would be no family shows. So, about 10 of the family shows are estimated to occur on the same day as a SF Giants home game. 


· Overlap with other sporting events. Of the approximate 30 other sporting events, half could occur during baseball season, and half of those could overlap with SF Giants home games, or about 7 events.


· Overlap with conventions/corporate events. Of the approximate 31 conventions or corporate events, half could occur during baseball season, and half of those could overlap with SF Giants home games. However, these events would almost exclusively be during the day, and only about 35 percent of the SF Giants games are day games; this indicates the potential for about 3 overlapping events.


3.	Travel Demand Methodology and Results


The memorandum containing the detailed methodology and information used to calculate the project travel demand is included in Appendix TR. This section summarizes the information and analysis contained in the travel demand memorandum.[footnoteRef:20] [20: 	Travel, Parking, and Loading Demand Estimates for the Proposed Event Center & Mixed-Use Development at Mission Bay Blocks 29-32 – Case No. 2014.1441E, Final Memorandum, March 2015.] 



Introduction


Travel demand refers to the new vehicle, transit, pedestrian and bicycle trips generated by the proposed project. The methods commonly used for forecasting travel demand for development projects in San Francisco are based on person-trip generation rates, trip distribution information, and mode splits data described in the SF Guidelines, and which are based on a number of detailed travel behavior surveys conducted within San Francisco. The data in the SF Guidelines are generally accepted as more appropriate for use in transportation impact analyses for San Francisco development projects than conventional transportation planning data because of the unique mix of uses, density, availability of transit, and cost of parking in San Francisco. 


However, the SF Guidelines do not include travel demand characteristics for the specialized uses (e.g., sports events, conventions, and other events) that would take place at the proposed event center. Similarly, standard trip generation resources, such as the Institute of Transportation Engineer’s Trip Generation Manual, do not include sufficiently detailed trip generation data for such specialized uses. Therefore, the travel demand for the event center component of the proposed project was based on the estimated attendance, as well as information on travel characteristics of attendees at the existing Oracle arena in Oakland. In addition, the trips generation rates presented in the SF Guidelines and ITE’s Trip Generation Manual cannot be directly applied to some development projects, such as the proposed project, because of its large scale, unique location, and mixed-use character (restaurant and retail uses supporting an event center as an anchor use). Thus, adjustments have been made to account for these factors.


The weekday daily p.m. peak hour travel demand for standard project land uses, such as office, retail, and restaurant uses were developed in accordance with the SF Guidelines, which provides p.m. peak hour trip generation rates and modal split, trip distribution, and average vehicle occupancy data specific to the southeast quadrant of San Francisco (Superdistrict 3, referred to as SD 3) where the project site is located.[footnoteRef:21] The modal split and trip distribution assumptions presented in the SF Guidelines for work trips into and out of SD 3 were further refined using more recent travel pattern data of existing Mission Bay employees collected by the Mission Bay TMA. Travel demand was also determined for weekday evening and late evening and for Saturday daily and evening conditions based on adjusted trip generation rates developed for the office, retail, and restaurant uses using information obtained from ITE’s Trip Generation Manual, the Urban Land Institute’s Shared Parking (2nd Edition), and Pushkarev and Zupan’s, Urban Space for Pedestrians.  [21: 	Superdistricts are travel analysis zones established by the Metropolitan Transportation Commission (MTC). These Superdistricts provide geographic subareas for planning purposes in San Francisco; a map with the Superdistrict boundaries is included in Appendix TR). ] 



The No Event scenario reflects travel demand associated with the office uses at the event center, plus the travel demand associated with the retail, and restaurant uses for the weekday p.m. commute peak hour of analysis and the Saturday evening peak hour. The Convention Event scenario reflects the travel demand of the office, retail and restaurant uses, plus a daytime convention event.


The Basketball Game scenario reflects the travel demand of the office, retail and restaurant uses, plus an evening basketball game. The transportation impact analysis of the Basketball Game scenario was conducted for four analysis hours (weekday p.m., weekday evening, weekday late evening, and Saturday evening), for conditions without and with a concurrent SF Giants baseball game at AT&T Park.


Table 5.2-20 presents the expected temporal distribution of arrival and departure patterns for basketball game attendees the proposed project. The data are based on information provided by the Golden State Warriors for their current facility, which was then adjusted to provide for earlier arrival patterns based on comparable information collected at similar NBA facilities. Based on this information, it was be assumed that approximately 5 percent of arrivals to a basketball game would occur during the p.m. peak hour (5:00 to 6:00 p.m.), and up to 66 percent of arrivals would occur during the evening peak hour (7:00 to 8:00 p.m.). Similarly, up to 70 percent of the departures would occur during the late evening peak hour (9:00 to 10:00 p.m.). Event staff would be expected to arrive between 4:30 and 5:00 p.m. and would be on post prior to the gate opening time; event staff would leave between 11:00 and 11:30 p.m.


Table 5.2-20
Basketball Game Attendee Arrival and Departure Patterns
For 7:30 P.M. Start Time and 9:40 P.M. End Time


			Time Period


			by Hour


			Cumulative





			Arrivals


			


			





			5:00 to 5:30 p.m. 


			0%


			0%





			5:30 to 6:00 p.m. 


			4%


			5%





			6:00 to 6:30 p.m.


			11%


			16%





			6:30 to 7:00 p.m.


			20%


			35%





			7:00 to 7:30 p.m.


			33%


			68%





			7:30 to 8:00 p.m.


			33%


			100%





			Departures


			


			





			9:00 to 9:30 p.m.


			30%


			30%





			9:30 to 10:00 p.m.


			40%


			70%





			10:00 to 10:30 p.m.


			30%


			100%





			SOURCE:	Technical Memorandum - Travel, Parking and Loading Demand Estimates for the Proposed Event Center & Mixed-Use Development at Mission Bay Blocks 29-32, March 2015. See Appendix TR.











Trip Generation


The person-trip generation for the proposed project includes trips made by event attendees, employees, and other visitors to the project site and are based on the appropriate trip generation rates as described in a previous section, and which were then applied, as appropriate, to the number of expected event attendees, 1,000 gross square feet (GSF) of office, retail and restaurant uses in order to obtain the number of person trips generated by each land use. See Appendix TR for additional details. 


The trip generation rates represent the number of person trips that would be generated by each project component as a standalone use, and because it is expected that some of the visitor trips entering/exiting the project retail and restaurant uses would be made by individuals destined to other larger components of the proposed project (referred to as visitor linked trips), such as the event center or the office uses. Thus, to account for the linked visitor trips, based on studies of non-work (visitor) trips conducted along the San Francisco waterfront and the type of retail and restaurant uses accessory to the event center, a daily 67 percent linked trips reduction was applied to non-work (visitor) trips for retail and restaurant uses during an event day (i.e., 33 percent of the visitor trips are considered new trips to the area unrelated to other nearby uses). On the other hand, because it is likely that more people would come to the area to specifically visit the project retail and restaurant uses on a non-event day, the daily linked trip factor was reduced to 33 percent for the sit-down restaurant and retail uses when no events are planned to take place at the site (i.e., 67 percent of the visitor trips are new trips to the site and to the area). These assumptions are consistent with and more conservative (i.e., generates more trips) than the data obtained from a survey of shoppers conducted in the vicinity of the San Francisco Center at Powell and Market Streets, which found a linked trip factor of 67 percent for retail uses. Higher visitor linked trip ratios were assumed for the evening and late evening periods during an event when the percent of visitors unrelated to nearby project uses would be expected to be lower. It was assumed that the visitor linked trip factor would generally be constant throughout the day during non-event days. For event days, however, it was assumed that the linked trip factor would progressively increase as the event start time approaches. No linked trip factors were assumed under any scenario for visitors to the office uses.


Table 5.2-21 presents the number of person trips generated by the proposed project uses for the for weekday and Saturday daily and peak hour analysis periods. 


No Event. As shown in Table 5.2-21, the overall daily person trip generation would be lower on a Saturday than on a weekday, due to the higher trip generation associated with the office use on a weekday. On a weekday without an event, the proposed project would generate 26,998 daily person trips (inbound plus outbound), and 2,796 person trips during the weekday p.m. peak hour. On a Saturday without an event, the proposed project would generate 21,883 daily person trips and 3,130 person trips during the Saturday evening peak hour.


Basketball Game. The total number of daily person trips generated on a weekday event day with a basketball game would be 58,538 person trips. Of these, 3,859 person trips would occur during the p.m. peak hour, 12,285 person trips would occur during the evening peak hour, and 13,218 person trips would occur during the weekday late evening peak hour. The total number of daily person trips generated on a Saturday with a basketball game would be 52,098 for a basketball game, of which 12,252 person trips would occur during the evening peak hour.


Convention Event. Convention events would generate fewer daily person trips than a basketball game (38,128 person trips for a basketball game versus 28,688 person trips for a convention event). However, because convention events would typically occur during the weekday, the proportion of convention event trips during the weekday p.m. peak hour would be greater than during a basketball game. This is because it is anticipated that many people would leave the convention event during the weekday p.m. peak hour while the majority of basketball fans arrive after the end of the p.m. peak hour (i.e., after 6:00 p.m.). The total number of daily person trips generated on a weekday event day with a convention event would be 49,097 trips, of which 5,169 person trips would occur during the p.m. peak hour.


Table 5.2-21
Proposed Project Person Trip Generation by Land Use and Time Perioda


			Land Use Type


			Weekday


			Saturday





			


			Daily


			PM Peak Hour 


			Evening Peak Hour 


			Late Evening Peak Hour 


			Daily


			Evening Peak Hour 





			No Event


			


			


			


			


			


			





			Event Centerb


			263


			22


			


			


			263


			0





			Office


			10,951


			931


			


			


			2,442


			27





			Retail


			6,405


			576


			


			


			7,496


			300





			Quick Service Restaurantd


			2,376


			321


			


			


			2,959


			710





			Sit-down Restaurantd


			7,004


			946


			


			


			8,724


			2,093





			Total person trips w/out event


			26,998


			2,796


			N.A.c


			N.A.c


			21,883


			3,130





			With Event


			


			


			


			


			


			





			Basketball Game


			38,128


			1,803


			11,742


			12,845


			38,128


			11,742





			Convention Event


			28,688


			3,113


			N.A.c


			N.A.c


			N.A.c


			N.A.c





			Office


			10,951


			931


			186


			47


			2,442


			27





			Retaild


			3,375


			304


			56


			26


			3,950


			39





			Quick Service Restaurantd


			2,376


			321


			118


			118


			2,959


			174





			Sit-down Restaurantd


			3,708


			501


			184


			184


			4,618


			271





			Total person trips w/ event


			


			


			


			


			


			





			Basketball Game


			58,538


			3,859


			12,285


			13,218


			52,098


			13,252





			Convention Event


			49,097


			5,169


			N.A.c


			N.A.c


			N.A.c


			N.A.c





			NOTES:


a	Numbers may not sum to total due to rounding to the nearest person-trip.


b	105 employees would work at the event center on no-event days.


c	Not applicable; not part of the travel demand analysis.


d	Includes linked trip reductions as appropriate.


SOURCE:	Technical Memorandum - Travel, Parking and Loading Demand Estimates for the Proposed Event Center & Mixed-Use Development at Mission Bay Blocks 29-32, March 2015. See Appendix TR. 











Trip Distribution


The directional distribution is based on the origins and destinations of trips for each specific land use, which are then assigned to the four quadrants of San Francisco (Superdistricts 1 through 4), East Bay, North Bay, South Bay and Out of Region. The trip distribution percentages are summarized in Table 5.2-22.


The directional distribution of visitor trips for the proposed office, restaurant, and retail uses was obtained from the SF Guidelines for SD 3, in which the project is located. The distribution of convention/corporate events attendees was based on data provided by the Moscone Center Operator and documented in the Moscone Center Expansion EIR. The distribution of basketball game attendees was derived from information provided by Golden State Warriors (based on a market study assessment conducted by the project sponsor for the previously-proposed project location at Piers 30-32 in San Francisco). The directional distribution of employee trips for all 
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Table 5.2-22
Proposed Project Trip Distribution Patterns by Land Usea


			Place of Trip Origin/Destination


			Basketball Game


			Convention Event


			Retail


			Office/Restaurant





			


			Workers


			Visitors


			Workers


			Visitors


			Workers


			Visitors


			Workers


			Visitors





			


			


			Weekday Inbound


			All Other


			


			


			


			


			


			





			San Francisco


			


			


			


			


			


			


			


			


			





			Superdistrict 1


			7.7%


			14.8%


			11.1%


			7.7%


			55.0%


			7.7%


			6.0%


			7.7%


			13.0%





			Superdistrict 2


			9.9%


			4.6%


			3.4%


			9.9%


			5.0%


			9.9%


			9.0%


			9.9%


			14.0%





			Superdistrict 3


			22.3%


			5.5%


			4.2%


			22.3%


			5.0%


			22.3%


			61.0%


			22.3%


			44.0%





			Superdistrict 4


			7.4%


			4.4%


			3.3%


			7.4%


			5.0%


			7.4%


			5.0%


			7.4%


			7.0%





			East Bay


			27.7%


			31.1%


			33.0%


			27.7%


			7.5%


			27.7%


			3.0%


			27.7%


			9.0%





			North Bay


			3.5%


			8.9%


			13.0%


			3.5%


			2.5%


			3.5%


			2.0%


			3.5%


			1.0%





			South Bay


			19.0%


			26.7%


			28.0%


			19.0%


			10.0%


			19.0%


			9.0%


			19.0%


			9.0%





			Out of Region


			2.5%


			4.0%


			4.0%


			2.5%


			10.0%


			2.5%


			5.0%


			2.5%


			3.0%





			Total


			100.0%


			100.0%


			100.0%


			100.0%


			100.0%


			100.0%


			100.0%


			100.0%


			100.0%





			NOTES:


a	Percentages may not sum to 100 due to rounding.


SOURCE: Technical Memorandum - Travel, Parking and Loading Demand Estimates for the Proposed Event Center & Mixed-Use Development at Mission Bay Blocks 29-32, March 2015. See Appendix TR.
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proposed project uses was obtained from information provided by the Mission Bay TMA derived from transportation surveys of residents and employees in Mission Bay conducted in 2012, 2013, and 2014.


For worker trips to all land uses, the majority would be to/from San Francisco (47.3 percent), with the greatest proportion within SD 3 (22.3 percent), followed by East Bay (27.7 percent), and then South Bay (19.0 percent) origins/destinations. For visitor trips to a basketball game, the majority of trips would be to/from East Bay origins/destinations (31.1 to 33.0 percent), followed by the South Bay (26.7 to 28.0 percent), and then San Francisco (22.0 to 29.3 percent) origins/destinations.


The origin/destination distribution range for a weekday basketball game reflects an adjustment for event attendees who would travel to the event center directly from work rather than from their place of residence. The adjustment was based on a survey of Golden State Warriors season ticket holders (see Appendix TR). As shown in Table 5.2-22, the number of trips starting in San Francisco on a weekday is projected to be about 7.5 percentage points greater than on a weekend, with the corresponding reductions in trips arriving from the East Bay (2 percentage points), North Bay (4 percentage points), and South Bay (1.5 percentage points) areas. 


The majority of visitor trips to a convention event, retail, office, and restaurant uses would be from within San Francisco (70 to 81 percent), followed by South Bay (9 to 10 percent), and then East Bay (3 to 9 percent) origins/destinations.


Mode of Travel


The estimated daily, p.m. peak hour, evening peak hour, and late evening peak hour person trips were allocated to travel modes in order to determine the number of auto, transit, taxi, motor coaches, bicycle, walk, and other trips. For event center basketball games, the “other” category includes motorcycles and non-conventional travel modes such as pedicabs, while for the non-event related uses of the proposed project (office, retail, and restaurant) “other” includes bicycles, motorcycles, and taxis. The bicycle trips generated by a basketball game were calculated as a separate mode of travel, but have been aggregated with those under the “other” category in the summary tables presented in this technical memorandum. 


Travel mode splits of visitor trips for the non-event related uses were estimated from information in the SF Guidelines to the southeastern waterfront (i.e., SD 3), where the project site is located. Travel mode splits of all employee trips (including event employees at basketball games and conventions) were estimated from information provided by the Mission Bay TMA based on transportation surveys conducted in 2012, 2013, and 2014. 


Mode split assumptions for convention/corporate events attendees were based on data provided by the Moscone Center Operator and documented in the Moscone Center Expansion EIR, with some adjustments to account for the SD 3 location of the proposed project. Specifically, it was assumed that the overall auto usage would be twice the Moscone Center (20 percent at the proposed project site versus 10 percent at the Moscone Center), with minimal walk trips (2 percent at the proposed project site versus 30 percent at the Moscone Center). Taxi and shuttle bus trips would continue to represent about half of all the trips, while transit trips would increase to 23 percent. The modal split allocation for each major origin/destination was estimated by using the SF Guidelines data for visitor trips to SD 3 as a guide and proportionally shifting walk trips from SD1, SD2 and SD4 to transit trips and shifting walk trips starting or ending outside of San Francisco to auto trips; no adjustments were made for walk trips within SD 3. 


Mode splits for basketball game attendee trips were based on weekday and Saturday game attendance data at AT&T Park collected by the SF Giants in the fall 2012. For basketball game attendees, the mode split obtained from the San Francisco Giants survey data was adjusted in consultation with the SFMTA to better represent a more limited transit access and longer walking distances from downtown to the project site, as compared to AT&T Park, which is located about 0.6 miles closer to the Market Street corridor (i.e., a portion of transit and walk trips were shifted to auto trips). For example, it was assumed that the overall auto usage for a basketball game at the proposed project site would be between 54 percent (weekdays) and 60 percent (weekends), compared to 38 and 42 percent, respectively, at AT&T Park, while overall transit usage would be about 35 percent, compared to 45 percent at AT&T Park. The modal split allocation for each major origin/ destination was estimated by using the SF Guidelines data for visitor trips to SD 3 as a guide and proportionally shifting walk trips outside of San Francisco to transit trips. The adjusted mode split for basketball game attendee trips assumes that the project would include a transit operations plan for additional Muni service as well as increased Mission Bay TMA shuttle service during basketball game. 


To determine the number of vehicle trips generated by the proposed project under various scenarios, an average vehicle occupancy rate was applied to the number of person trips by automobile mode. Average vehicle occupancies for a convention event as well as for standard project land uses, such as office, retail, and restaurant uses were estimated in accordance with the methodologies in the SF Guidelines. Vehicle occupancy data for the basketball games at the event center were developed based on information from surveys conducted by the SF Giants in 2007; data from 2007 were used because the 2012 SF Giants survey used to derive the modal split ratios did not include information about vehicle occupancy. The average vehicle occupancy for attendees for a weekday and Saturday evening event derived from the SF Giants survey (2.7 passengers per vehicle) is comparable to data obtained from other similar transportation planning studies for arenas in urban settings, which estimated average vehicle occupancies between 2.35 and 2.8 passengers per vehicle, with the higher values being observed on weekends. When combined with employee trips and trips to/from other on-site uses, the overall average vehicle occupancy during a convention event and a basketball would range between 1.5 and 3.6 passengers per vehicle, depending on the type, day of the event, and peak hour. It should be noted that the trips made by rideshare, such as taxis, shuttle buses, Uber and similar other app-based transportation services, were included in the vehicle trips as two vehicle trips during the analysis hour (i.e., one inbound and one outbound trip).


Table 5.2-23 summarizes the trip generation by mode of travel for the proposed project land uses for the standard weekday p.m. peak hour, as well for the weekday evening and late evening peak hours, and for the Saturday evening peak hour. The overall number of vehicle trips generated by the proposed project by origin and destination is also presented in Table 5.2-24, while the number of transit trips is presented in Table 5.2-25.
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Table 5.2-23
Proposed project Trip Generation by Mode, Land Use and Time Perioda


			Project Land Use


			Weekday


			Saturday





			


			PM Peak Hour


			Evening Peak Hour


			Late Evening Peak Hour


			Evening Peak Hour





			


			Auto


			Transit


			Walk/ Otherb


			Total


			Auto


			Transit


			Walk/ Otherb


			Total


			Auto


			Transit


			Walk/ Otherb


			Total


			Auto


			Transit


			Walk/ Otherb


			Total





			No Event


			


			


			


			


			


			


			


			


			


			


			


			


			


			


			


			





			Event Center


			6


			14


			3


			22


			


			


			


			


			


			


			


			


			0


			0


			0


			0





			Office


			298


			506


			127


			931


			


			


			


			


			


			


			


			


			7


			17


			3


			27





			Retaile


			357


			84


			135


			576


			


			


			


			


			


			


			


			


			185


			44


			70


			300





			Quick Service Restaurante


			170


			75


			76


			321


			


			


			


			


			


			


			


			


			376


			167


			168


			710





			Sit-down Restaurante


			514


			201


			230


			946


			


			


			


			


			


			


			


			


			1,139


			446


			509


			2,093





			Total person trips w/out event


			1,344


			881


			570


			2,796


			N.A.c


			N.A.c


			1,707


			673


			750


			3,130





			


			48%


			32%


			20%


			100%


			


			


			55%


			22%


			24%


			100%





			With Event


			


			


			


			


			


			


			


			


			


			


			


			


			


			


			





			Basketball Game


			731


			872


			200


			1,803


			6,340


			4,121


			1,280


			11,742


			7,126


			4,527


			1,191


			12,845


			7,045


			4,110


			587


			11,742





			Convention Evente


			633


			772


			1,708


			3,113


			N.A.c


			N.A.c


			N.A.c





			Office


			298


			506


			127


			931


			50


			115


			21


			186


			13


			29


			5


			47


			7


			17


			3


			27





			Retaile


			182


			52


			69


			304


			26


			19


			10


			56


			12


			9


			5


			26


			18


			13


			7


			39





			Quick Service Restaurante


			170


			75


			76


			321


			50


			45


			22


			118


			50


			45


			22


			118


			74


			66


			33


			174





			Sit-down Restaurante


			265


			118


			118


			501


			79


			70


			35


			184


			79


			70


			35


			184


			116


			104


			51


			271





			Total person trips w/ event


			


			


			


			


			


			


			


			


			


			


			


			


			


			


			


			





			


			Basketball Game


			1,645


			1,625


			590


			3,859


			6,546


			4,371


			1,368


			12,285


			7,280


			4,680


			1,258


			13,218


			7,261


			4,310


			681


			12,2526





			


			


			43%


			42%


			15%


			100%


			53%


			36%


			11%


			100%


			55%


			35%


			10%


			100%


			59%


			35%


			6%


			100%





			


			Convention Event


			1,547


			1,524


			2,098


			5,169


			N.A.c


			N.A.c


			N.A.c





			


			


			30%


			29%


			41%


			100%


			


			


			





			NOTES:


a	Numbers may not sum to total due to rounding.


b	“Other” includes walk, bicycle, motorcycle, taxis, limousines, etc.


c	Not applicable; not part of the travel demand analysis.


d	Transit mode includes trips made by convention event shuttle.


e	Includes linked trip reductions.


SOURCE: Technical Memorandum - Travel, Parking and Loading Demand Estimates for the Proposed Event Center & Mixed-Use Development at Mission Bay Blocks 29-32, November 2014. See Appendix TR.
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Table 5.2-24
Proposed Project Vehicle Trips by Place of Origin and Time Perioda,b


			Place of Trip Origin/ Destination


			Weekday


			Saturday





			


			PM Peak Hour 


			Evening 
Peak Hour 


			Late Evening 
Peak Hour 


			Evening Peak Hour 





			


			No Event


			Basketball Game


			Convention Event


			Basketball Game


			Basketball Game


			No Event


			Basketball Game





			San Francisco


			


			


			


			


			


			


			





			Superdistrict 1


			46


			58


			161


			266


			217


			66


			191





			Superdistrict 2


			101


			93


			87


			128


			106


			141


			103





			Superdistrict 3


			236


			193


			165


			162


			136


			266


			143





			Superdistrict 4


			52


			63


			54


			161


			133


			59


			120





			East Bay


			70


			146


			93


			787


			898


			74


			831





			North Bay


			19


			46


			51


			286


			446


			10


			422





			South Bay


			148


			261


			245


			907


			1,024


			129


			938





			Out of Region


			30


			27


			62


			55


			59


			40


			66





			Total Vehicles


			702


			886


			919


			2,752


			3,018


			785


			2,815





			Inbound


			255


			524


			256


			2,553


			134


			367


			2,687





			Outbound


			447


			362


			663


			198


			2,883


			418


			128





			NOTES:


a	Numbers may not sum due to rounding.


b	For all analysis scenarios, vehicle trips include the proposed office, retail, and restaurant uses, as well as an event or no event at the event center, depending on the analysis scenario (i.e., No Event, Basketball Game, Convention Event).


SOURCE:	Technical Memorandum - Travel, Parking and Loading Demand Estimates for the Proposed Event Center & Mixed-Use Development at Mission Bay Blocks 29-32, November 2014. See Appendix TR.















Table 5.2-25
Proposed Project Transit Trips by Place of Origin and Time Perioda,b


			Place of Trip Origin/Destination


			Weekday


			Saturday





			


			PM Peak Hour 


			Evening Peak Hour 


			Late Evening Peak Hour 


			Evening Peak Hour





			


			No Event


			Basketball Game


			Convention Event


			Basketball Game


			Basketball Game


			No Event


			Basketball Game





			San Francisco


			


			


			


			


			


			


			





			Superdistrict 1


			88


			177


			467


			834


			681


			82


			698





			Superdistrict 2


			93


			149


			99


			184


			157


			72


			151





			Superdistrict 3


			261


			311


			228


			188


			167


			290


			163





			Superdistrict 4


			61


			104


			81


			125


			107


			43


			94





			East Bay


			237


			535


			387


			1,663


			1,898


			124


			1,698





			North Bay


			18


			55


			19


			295


			460


			5


			399





			South Bay


			94


			236


			139


			855


			967


			34


			854





			Out of Region


			30


			57


			104


			227


			244


			23


			253





			Total Transit Trips


			881


			1,625


			1,524


			4,371


			4,680


			673


			4,310





			Inbound


			157


			944


			212


			4,138


			0


			261


			4,134





			Outbound


			724


			681


			1,312


			232


			4,680


			413


			176





			NOTES:


a	Numbers may not sum due to rounding.


b	For all analysis scenarios, the transit trips include the proposed office, retail, and restaurant uses, as well as an event or no event at the event center, depending on the analysis scenario (i.e., No Event, Basketball Game, Convention Event).


SOURCE: Technical Memorandum - Travel, Parking and Loading Demand Estimates for the Proposed Event Center & Mixed-Use Development at Mission Bay Blocks 29-32, November 2014. See Appendix TR.
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No Event. On a weekday with no event, the proposed project would generate 1,344 person trips by automobile (48 percent), 881 person trips by transit (32 percent), and 570 person trips by other modes (20 percent) during the p.m. peak hour. On a Saturday with no event, the proposed project would generate 1,707 person trips by automobile (55 percent), 673 person trips by transit (22 percent), and 750 person trips by other modes (24 percent) during the evening peak hour. 


During the weekday p.m. peak hour without an event, the proposed project land uses would generate 702 vehicle trips. On Saturdays without an event, the number of vehicle trips during the Saturday evening peak hour (785 vehicle trips) would be higher but comparable to those occurring during the weekday p.m. peak hour (702 vehicle trips). The number of vehicle trips would be higher because trip generation associated with the office uses would be minimal on a Saturday, and the reduction in office trip generation (with a higher transit than auto mode split) would be offset by a greater trip generation for the retail and restaurant uses (with a higher auto than transit mode split) on a Saturday than on a weekday.


Basketball Game. The person trips by mode generated by the proposed project on a weekday with a basketball game would be as follows:


· The overall project would generate 1,645 person trips by automobile (43 percent), 1,625 person trips by transit (42 percent), and 590 person trips by other modes (15 percent) during the weekday p.m. peak hour.


· The overall project would generate 6,546 person trips by automobile (53 percent), 4,371 person trips by transit (36 percent), and 1,368 person trips by other modes (11 percent) during the weekday evening peak hour. 


· The overall project would generate 7,280 person trips by automobile (55 percent), 4,680 person trips by transit (35 percent), and 1,258 person trips by other modes (10 percent) during the weekday late evening peak hour. 


On weekdays with a basketball game, the proposed project would generate 886 vehicle trips during the p.m. peak hour, and the number of vehicle trips would increase to 2,752 vehicle trips during the evening peak hour (mostly arrivals to the event center), and to 3,018 vehicle trips during the late evening peak hour (mostly departures from the event center). More vehicle trips would be generated by a basketball game during the weekday late evening peak hour than during the p.m. peak hour because arrivals (inbound trips) tend to be spread out over a longer period of time as sport fans shop, buy food or meet on their way to their seats, whereas departures (outbound trips) are typically concentrated within the one hour immediately following the conclusion of an event. 


On a Saturday with a basketball game, the proposed project would generate 7,261 person trips by automobile (59 percent), 4,310 person trips by transit (35 percent), and 681 person trips by other modes (6 percent). On a Saturday event day during the evening peak hour, the project would generate a higher percentage of auto trips than on a weekday event day (59 percent on a Saturday, as compared to 53 percent on a weekday), as a result of the typically lower transit service available, combined with a greater number of attendees arriving from outside San Francisco.


On Saturdays with a basketball game, the proposed project would generate 2,815 vehicle trips during the evening peak hour. As indicated in Table 5.2-24, there would be a somewhat greater vehicle trip generation for a Saturday basketball game (2,815 vehicle trips) than for a weekday basketball game (2,752 vehicle trips) as more people tend to drive on weekends because of the typically lighter traffic, more parking availability, and less transit service (e.g., fewer routes and/or longer headways between buses on Saturdays than on weekdays). In addition, retail, and restaurant uses would generate more vehicle trips on a Saturday than on a weekday.


Convention Event. On a weekday with a convention event, during the p.m. peak hour the proposed project would generate a relatively low percentage of weekday auto trips (30 percent for a convention event compared to 43 percent for a basketball game), since about 80 percent of the convention trips would be expected to arrive by transit, taxi or convention shuttle bus service. Approximately 2 percent of the convention attendees are expected to walk to the site.


On weekdays with a convention event, the proposed project would generate 919 vehicle trips during the p.m. peak hour. A convention event would generate fewer weekday p.m. peak hour vehicles trips than a basketball game, as convention events would have both a lower event attendance (9,000 attendees for a convention event as compared to 18,064 attendees for a basketball game) and a higher non-automobile event-only mode share (70 percent transit/other mode for a convention event during the p.m. peak hour, as compared to 57 percent transit/other mode share for a basketball game during the p.m. peak hour).


Vehicle Assignment


The trip distribution presented in Table 5.2-24 was used as the basis for assigning project generated vehicle trips to the local streets in the study area during the analysis periods. Figure 5.2-14A and Figure 5.2-14B graphically depict the assignment paths for the vehicles accessing and departing the project site. For the analysis of No Event and Convention Event scenarios, vehicles were assumed to arrive at or depart from the proposed project garage or the 450 South Street garage. For the analysis of the Basketball Game scenario, vehicles were assumed to arrive/depart from the proposed project garage as well as other public parking facilities in the vicinity of the project site, such as Lot A, or various UCSF garages in the Mission Bay Area. Lot A and other SF Giants-managed parking facilities such as Pier 48 and Lot C were assumed to be unavailable to basketball game attendees when evaluating concurrent baseball-basketball game conditions.


As discussed below in Section 5.2.5.4, parking facilities in the study area would be expected to be full during concurrent SF Giants and basketball games. In those instances, drivers would have to park further away, most likely outside of the study area, and then walk the rest of the way to the event center; they would therefore not drive through many of the study intersections in the project vicinity. For a more conservative traffic impact analysis, it has been assumed that in those instances when parking facilities in the vicinity of the proposed project would be full, vehicles would still arrive at the vicinity of the project site.






Insert Figure 5.2-14A	Project Vehicle Trip Patterns to Major Parking Facilities-Inbound






Insert Figure 5.2-14B	Project Vehicle Trip Patterns from Major Parking Facilities-Outbound






Freight Delivery and Service Vehicle Demand


The SF Guidelines methodology for estimating commercial vehicle and freight loading demand was used to calculate the daily truck/service vehicle trips and the average hour and peak hour loading space demand for the office, retail, and restaurant uses. Daily truck trips generated per 1,000 square feet were calculated based on the rates contained within the SF Guidelines, then converted to hourly demand based on a 9-hour day and a 25-minute average stay. Average hour loading space demand was converted to a peak hour demand by applying a peaking factor, as specified in the SF Guidelines. For the event center, information from the project sponsor on the loading activity for the Golden State Warriors at the Oracle Arena in Oakland, and event loading activity at the Toyota Center in Houston, Texas and at the Barclays’s Center in Brooklyn, New York was used to estimate the event center loading demand. 


Table 5.2-26 presents the number of trucks generated on a daily basis, and the demand for loading dock spaces during the average hour and peak hour of loading activity. The office, retail, and restaurant uses would generate about 360 delivery and service vehicle trips per day, which corresponds to a demand for 17 loading spaces during the average hour of loading activity and 21 loading spaces during the peak hour of loading activity. In addition, as indicated in Table 5.2-26, the event center would generate a demand of up to 30 delivery and service vehicle trips on the day prior to an event. Non-Warriors events would generate a greater number of delivery and service vehicle trips associated with show components (e.g., stage, sound equipment and controls, video equipment and controls, and props), as well as food and beverage trucks, than basketball games. As indicated in Table 5.2-26, the event center would generate a loading space demand for seven loading spaces during the average and peak hour of loading activity. The loading space demand for seven loading spaces takes into consideration that the loading demand would occur over a shorter period (i.e., over a period of about four hours, rather than 9-hour period for the office, retail, and restaurant uses), and some loading spaces would be occupied for one or more days (e.g., TV crew trucks).


Table 5.2-26
Proposed Project Delivery/Service Vehicle Trips and Loading Space Demand


			Land Use


			GSF


			Daily Trucks/ 
Service Vehicle
Trip Generation


			Loading Space Demand





			


			


			


			Average Hour
Loading Spaces


			Peak Hour
Loading Spaces





			Event Centera


			750,000


			30


			7


			7





			Office


			605,000


			127


			6


			7





			Retail


			62,500


			14


			1


			1





			Restaurant 


			62,500


			225


			10


			13





			Total


			396


			24


			28





			NOTE:


a	Represents maximum loading demand associated with non-GS Warriors events.


SOURCE:	Technical Memorandum - Travel, Parking and Loading Demand Estimates for the Proposed Event Center & Mixed-Use Development at Mission Bay Blocks 29-32, March 2015. See Appendix TR.











Vehicle Parking Demand


Weekday and Saturday parking demand for the proposed project was determined based on methodologies presented in the SF Guidelines, supplemented with data obtained from the Urban Land Institute[footnoteRef:22] and the project sponsor on the characteristics of the event center. Parking demand consists of both long-term demand (typically employees) and short-term demand (typically visitors). Peak parking demand was estimated for the midday period (1:00 to 3:00 p.m.) when parking occupancy is typically greatest for office and retail uses, and for the late evening (7:00 to 9:00 p.m.) period when parking demand is greater for the basketball game and restaurant uses. Long-term parking demand for the office, retail, and restaurant uses was estimated by applying the average mode split and vehicle occupancy from the trip generation estimation to the number of employees for each of the proposed land uses. Short-term parking for these uses was estimated based on the total daily vehicle visitor trips and an average daily parking turnover rate of 5.5 vehicles per space per day for the office, retail, and restaurant uses.[footnoteRef:23] [22: 	Shared Parking, Urban Land Institute, Second Edition, 2005.]  [23: 	A turnover of 5.5 means that each parking space is utilized by an average of 5.5 vehicles during the day.] 



Parking demand for attendees at a basketball game and convention event were estimated based on the total number of attendee vehicle trips expected at each event (i.e., the maximum number of vehicles arriving for the event, not just during the analysis hours) and an average daily parking turnover rate (1 vehicle per space per day for all basketball games on weekdays and Saturdays, and 1.5 vehicles per space per day for convention events). Event employee parking demand was estimated by applying the average mode split and vehicle occupancy from the trip generation estimation described in the previous sections to the number of employees expected at each event. Table 5.2-27 summarizes the estimated weekday and Saturday parking demand for the proposed project during the midday and late evening periods. 


No Event. On weekdays without an event, the proposed project would generate a maximum parking demand for 1,049 spaces during weekday midday period and 489 spaces during the late evening period. The parking demand on Saturday (589 spaces during the midday and 462 spaces during the late evening period) would be lower because the parking demand associated with the office use would be substantially less on a Saturday than on a weekday, particularly at midday, and the reduction in the office parking demand would not be offset by the higher Saturday parking demand associated with the retail and restaurant uses.


With Event. On weekdays with an event, the proposed project would generate a maximum parking demand for 1,906 spaces during weekday midday period during a convention event, and 4,270 spaces during the late evening period with a basketball game. 


On a Saturday with a basketball game, the midday parking demand would be similar to conditions with no event because basketball games start at 7:30 p.m. and game attendees would not have had arrived during the midday period. Thus, on Saturdays with a basketball game the midday parking demand associated with the event center would be somewhat greater, but similar to conditions without an event (i.e., 598 spaces with an event, as compared to the parking 



Table 5.2-27
Project Parking Demand by Land Use and Time Perioda


			Land Use Type


			Weekday


			Saturday





			


			Midday Period


			Late Evening Period


			Midday 
Period


			Late Evening Period 





			


			Total spaces


			Total spaces


			Total spaces


			Total spaces





			No Event


			


			


			


			





			Event Center


			22


			2


			22


			2





			Office


			613


			54


			82


			0





			Retail


			222


			211


			254


			193





			Quick Service Restaurant


			54


			44


			66


			53





			Sit-down Restaurant


			138


			178


			165


			214





			Total spaces w/out event


			1,049


			489


			589


			462





			With Event


			


			


			


			





			Basketball Game


			137


			3,885


			143


			4,222





			Convention Event


			971


			284


			N.A.b


			N.A.b





			Office 


			613


			54


			82


			0





			Retail


			164


			155


			185


			141





			Quick Service Restaurant


			54


			44


			66


			53





			Sit-down Restaurant


			104


			132


			122


			157





			Total spaces with event


			


			


			


			





			Basketball Game


			1,072


			4,270


			598


			4,573





			Convention Event


			1,906


			669


			N.A.b


			N.A.b





			NOTES:


a	Numbers may not sum due to rounding.


b	Not applicable; not part of the travel demand analysis.


SOURCE:	Technical Memorandum - Travel, Parking and Loading Demand Estimates for the Proposed Event Center & Mixed-Use Development at Mission Bay Blocks 29-32, March 2015. See Appendix TR.











demand for 589 spaces without an event). The late evening parking demand on Saturday with a basketball game (4,573 spaces) would be greater than on weekdays (4,270 spaces) due to the higher auto mode share for basketball game attendees on Saturdays than on weekdays.


Travel Demand for Conditions without Implementation of the Special Event Transit Service Plan


The project sponsor is working with the City to secure funding for the Special Event Transit Service Plan described above as part of the project improvements, and which would be implemented by the SFMTA during large events at the project site. The transportation impact analysis assumes that the special event transit service would be provided during basketball games to accommodate the transit demand. However, in the event that the SFMTA would not be able to provide all or a portion of the Special Event Transit Service Plan, it is expected that transit would be less convenient for event attendees, and, therefore, that fewer attendees would travel to the site by transit. In order to determine the impact of not providing additional transit service during large events, the travel demand estimates were recalculated for conditions assuming the existing and planned (i.e., Central Subway) transit serving the project site.


Because the Special Event Transit Service Plan was assumed only for analysis of a basketball game at the event center (i.e., the analysis did not assume that additional service would be provided for the Convention Event or No Event analysis scenarios), the travel demand and subsequent analysis of conditions without the Special Event Transit Service Plan was conducted only for the Basketball Game scenario the weekday p.m., evening and late evening and for Saturday evening hours of analysis.


The travel mode for attendees for conditions without the Special Event Transit Service Plan for the Basketball Game scenario was estimated from information in the SF Guidelines for SD 3, similar as described above for non-event related project land uses, with some adjustments to account for availability of transit service. With these adjustments for no additional transit service specifically for the game, the mode split for attendees was estimated to be 70 percent auto, 20 percent transit, and 10 percent walk/other (as compared to 54 percent auto, 35 percent transit, and 11 percent walk/other for conditions with the Special Event Transit Service Plan). This shift in the mode choice for attendees reflects the conservative assumption that the SFMTA would not provide any additional transit service during a large event, as it is anticipated that the SFMTA would provide some additional transit service, as they currently provide for large events throughout San Francisco.


Table 5.2-28 presents the trip generation by mode, by land use, and time period for the Basketball Game scenario. Table 5.2-29 presents the vehicle trips by origin and destination, while Table 5.2-30 presents the transit trips by origin destination. Table 5.2-31 presents a summary comparison for the Basketball Game scenario for conditions with and without the Special Event Transit Service Plan. The complete set of travel demand calculations are included in Appendix TR.


Overall, without implementation of the Special Event Transit Service Plan for a basketball game, during the weekday p.m. peak hour the number of vehicle trips would increase by 54 trips, while the number of transit trips would decrease by 136 trips. During the weekday and Saturday evening peak hours (i.e., the peak hour of arrivals to the event center), the number of vehicle trips would increase by 697 vehicles, while the number of transit trips would decrease by 1,762 trips. During the weekday late evening peak hour (i.e., departures from the event center), the number of vehicle trips would increase by 742 vehicles, while the number of transit trips would decrease by 1,878 trips. The number of pedestrian/other trips would remain similar for conditions with and without implementation of the Special Event Transit Service Plan.


Because more attendees would be driving to the event center, the parking demand would also increase over conditions with the Special Event Transit Service Plan, particularly during the late evening period when parking demand would be greatest. Table 5.2-31 also presents the parking demand comparison. During the late evening the parking demand would increase by 606 spaces on weekdays and 669 spaces on a Saturday.
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Table 5.2-28
Proposed Project Trip Generation by Mode, Land Use and Time Period for 
basketball game scenario without implementation of the Special Event Transit Service Plana


			Project Land Use


			Weekday


			Saturday





			


			PM Peak Hour


			Evening Peak Hour


			Late Evening Peak Hour


			Evening Peak Hour





			


			Auto


			Transit


			Walk/ Otherb


			Total


			Auto


			Transit


			Walk/ Otherb


			Total


			Auto


			Transit


			Walk/ Otherb


			Total


			Auto


			Transit


			Walk/ Otherb


			Total





			Basketball Game


			810


			737


			256


			1,803


			7,374


			2,360


			2,008


			11,742


			8,304


			2,649


			1,892


			12,845


			8,219


			2,348


			1,174


			11,742





			Office


			298


			506


			127


			931


			50


			115


			21


			186


			13


			29


			5


			47


			7


			17


			3


			27





			Retaile


			182


			52


			69


			304


			26


			19


			10


			56


			12


			9


			5


			26


			18


			13


			7


			39





			Quick Service Restaurante


			170


			75


			76


			321


			50


			45


			22


			118


			50


			45


			22


			118


			74


			66


			33


			174





			Sit-down Restaurante


			265


			118


			118


			501


			79


			70


			35


			184


			79


			70


			35


			184


			116


			104


			51


			271





			


			Total person trips w/ event


			1,724


			1,489


			646


			3,859


			7,579


			2,609


			2,096


			12,285


			8,458


			2,802


			1,959


			13,218


			8,435


			2,548


			1,268


			12,252





			


			


			45%


			39%


			17%


			100%


			62%


			21%


			17%


			100%


			64%


			21%


			15%


			100%


			69%


			21%


			10%


			100%





			NOTES:


a	Numbers may not sum to total due to rounding.


b	“Other” includes walk, bicycle, motorcycle, taxis, limousines, etc.


c	Not applicable; not part of the travel demand analysis.


d	Transit mode includes trips made by convention event shuttle.


e	Includes linked trip reductions.


SOURCE: Technical Memorandum - Travel, Parking and Loading Demand Estimates for the Proposed Event Center & Mixed-Use Development at Mission Bay Blocks 29-32, March 2015. See Appendix TR.
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Table 5.2-29
Proposed Project Vehicle Trips by Place of Origin and Time Period for basketball game scenario without implementation of the Special Event Transit Service Plana,b


			Place of Trip Origin/ Destination


			Weekday


			Saturday





			


			PM Peak Hour 


			Evening Peak Hour 


			Late Evening Peak Hour 


			Evening Peak Hour 





			San Francisco


			


			


			


			





			Superdistrict 1


			68


			403


			327


			302





			Superdistrict 2


			95


			160


			132


			128





			Superdistrict 3


			195


			182


			152


			158





			Superdistrict 4


			65


			189


			155


			141





			East Bay


			166


			1,050


			1,198


			1,104





			North Bay


			49


			333


			519


			488





			South Bay


			275


			1,077


			1,216


			1,109





			Out of Region


			27


			56


			60


			82





			Total Vehicles


			940


			3,449


			3,760


			3,512





			Inbound


			566


			3,094


			287


			3,253





			Outbound


			374


			355


			3,473


			259





			NOTES:


a	Numbers may not sum due to rounding.


b	For all analysis scenarios, vehicle trips include the proposed office, retail, and restaurant uses, as well as an event or no event at the event center, depending on the analysis scenario (i.e., No Event, Basketball Game, Convention Event).


SOURCE:	Technical Memorandum - Travel, Parking and Loading Demand Estimates for the Proposed Event Center & Mixed-Use Development at Mission Bay Blocks 29-32, March 2015. See Appendix TR.











Table 5.2-30
Proposed Project Transit Trips by Place of Origin and Time Period for basketball game scenario without implementation of the Special Event Transit Service Plan a,b


			Place of Trip Origin/Destination


			Weekday


			Saturday





			


			PM Peak Hour 


			Evening Peak Hour 


			Late Evening Peak Hour 


			Evening Peak Hour





			San Francisco


			


			


			


			





			Superdistrict 1


			151


			498


			409


			415





			Superdistrict 2


			143


			110


			97


			89





			Superdistrict 3


			306


			124


			115


			107





			Superdistrict 4


			100


			73


			65


			55





			East Bay


			487


			1,042


			1,188


			1,038





			North Bay


			46


			170


			263


			223





			South Bay


			207


			482


			545


			469





			Out of Region


			48


			112


			121


			154





			Total Transit Trips


			1,489


			2,609


			2,802


			2,548





			Inbound


			808


			2,377


			0


			2,372





			Outbound


			681


			232


			2,802


			176





			NOTES:


a	Numbers may not sum due to rounding.


b	For all analysis scenarios, the transit trips include the proposed office, retail, and restaurant uses, as well as an event or no event at the event center, depending on the analysis scenario (i.e., No Event, Basketball Game, Convention Event).


SOURCE:	Technical Memorandum - Travel, Parking and Loading Demand Estimates for the Proposed Event Center & Mixed-Use Development at Mission Bay Blocks 29-32, March 2015. See Appendix TR.








5. Environmental Setting, Impacts, and Mitigation Measures
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Table 5.2-31
Comparison of Proposed Project Vehicle Trips, transit trips, and Parking Demand for basketball game scenario with and without implementation of the Special Event Transit Service Plan


			Land Use Type


			With Special Event Transit Service Plan


			Without Special Event Transit Service Plan 


			Difference





			Weekday PM


			


			


			





			Vehicle Trips


			886


			940


			54





			Transit Trips


			1,625


			1,489


			-136





			Weekday Evening


			


			


			





			Vehicle Trips


			2,752


			3,449


			697





			Transit Trips


			4,371


			2,609


			-1,762





			Weekday Late Evening


			


			


			





			Vehicle Trips


			3,018


			3,760


			742





			Transit Trips


			4,680


			2,802


			-1,878





			Saturday Evening


			


			


			





			Vehicle Trips


			2,815


			3,512


			687





			Transit Trips


			4,310


			2,548


			-1,762





			Parking Demand


			


			


			





			Weekday Late Evening


			4,270


			4,876


			606





			Saturday Late Evening


			4,573


			5,242


			669





			SOURCE:	Technical Memorandum - Travel, Parking and Loading Demand Estimates for the Proposed Event Center & Mixed-Use Development at Mission Bay Blocks 29-32, November 2014. See Appendix TR.











These travel demand estimates were used in the assessment of transportation impacts of conditions without implementation of the Special Event Transit Service Plan, as presented in Section 5.2.5.5, Impact TR-18 to Impact TR-24.


4.	Development of 2040 Cumulative Traffic and Transit Forecasts Methodology


Foreseeable Nearby Development Projects


In addition to full build-out of the Mission Bay South area (and associated roadway infrastructure improvements, other reasonably foreseeable development projects that were considered in the cumulative transportation analysis include the following, which are described in Section 5.1.5.


· University of California at San Francisco (UCSF), 2014 Long Range Development Plan (LRDP), Mission Bay Campus. 


· Eastern Neighborhoods Program. 


· Seawall Lot 337 and Pier 48 Mixed-Use Project (Mission Rock Project). 


· Pier 70 Mixed-Use Development.


Cumulative Transportation Network Changes


The following transportation network changes were incorporated into the cumulative analysis:


FSEIR Mitigation Measure E.19b. Restripe the I-280 off-ramp touchdown and narrow the median on the south side of King Street for a distance of about 300 feet beginning at the intersection with Fifth Street, to increase the number of eastbound lanes from the existing two to three.


FSEIR Mitigation Measure E.27. Reroute the Muni 22-Fillmore trolleybus line to travel on 16th Street to Third Street, and then north on Third Street to The Common. If not already accomplished, install trolleybus wire support poles and/or eyebolts on buildings along the new route, and complete North Common Street and South Common Street east of Third Street. Prohibit parking on North Common and South Common Streets at trolleybus stops. 


Central Subway Project. The Central Subway Project is the second phase of the Third Street light rail line (i.e., T Third), which opened in 2007. Construction is currently underway, and the Central Subway will extend the T Third line this line northward from its current terminus at Fourth and King Streets to a surface station south of Bryant Street and go underground at a portal under U.S. 101. From there it will continue north to stations at Moscone Center, Union Square—where it will provide passenger connections to the Muni/BART Powell station — and in Chinatown, where the line will terminate on Stockton Street at Clay Street. 


Construction associated with utility relocation has been completed. Work is underway on the tunnels contract, which consists of 1.5 miles of twin-bore tunnels underneath Fourth Street and Stockton Street, from I-80 to North Beach. Its major components include construction of the TBM launch box and cross passages; construction of an extraction shaft and portal; and monitoring and protection of existing utilities, buildings, and BART tunnels. Construction of the Central Subway is scheduled to be completed in 2017, and revenue service is scheduled for 2019.


Central SoMa Plan. The San Francisco Planning Department is in the process of developing an integrated community vision for the southern portion of the Central Subway rail corridor. This area is located generally between Townsend and Market Streets along Fourth Street, between Second and Sixth Streets. The plan’s goal is to integrate transportation and land uses by implementing changes to the allowed land uses and building heights. The plan also includes a strategy for improving the pedestrian experience in this area. These changes will be based on a synthesis of community input, past and current land use efforts, and analysis of long-range regional, citywide, and neighborhood needs. This project is currently under environmental review.


The Central SoMa Plan includes two different options for the couplet of Howard and Folsom Streets. Howard Street would be modified between 11th and Third Streets, while Folsom Street would be modified between 11th Street and The Embarcadero. Under the Howard/Folsom One-way Option, both streets would retain a one-way configuration (except Folsom Street east of Second Street which would retain its existing two-way operation). Under the Howard/Folsom Two-way Option, both streets would be converted into two-way operation, and some modifications to Harrison Street would also occur. The 2040 Cumulative conditions assume implementation of the Howard/Folsom One-way Option.


Transit Effectiveness Project (TEP). As indicated in Section 5.2.3.2, the TEP anticipates changes routes in the vicinity of the proposed project. Year 2040 Cumulative analysis assumes changes to the capacity of the lines as identified by route changes and headway changes indicated within the recommended TEP).


Cumulative Traffic, Transit and Pedestrian Demand


Future 2040 Cumulative traffic volumes were estimated based on cumulative development and growth identified by the San Francisco County Transportation Authority SF-CHAMP travel demand model, using model output that represents Existing conditions and model output for 2040 Cumulative conditions. The SF-CHAMP model is an activity-based travel demand model that has been validated to represent future transportation conditions in San Francisco and is updated regularly. The model predicts person travel for a full day based on assumptions of growth in population, housing units, and employment. Future year 2040 intersection turning movement volumes were developed by applying growth factors calculated from traffic volume growth between existing and 2040 conditions, obtained from the SF-CHAMP model to actual traffic volumes collected in the field. The 2040 Cumulative traffic volumes take into account cumulative development projects in the project vicinity, such as the build-out of the Mission Bay Area, completion of the UCSF Research Campus and the UCSF Medical Center, the Mission Rock Project at Seawall Lot 337, Pier 70, etc., as well as the additional vehicle trips generated by the proposed project.


The 2040 Cumulative transit analysis accounts for ridership and/or capacity changes associated with the TEP (i.e., Muni Forward), the Central Subway Project (which is scheduled to open in 2019), the new Transbay Transit Center, the electrification of Caltrain, and expanded Water Emergency Transportation Authority ferry service. The 2040 Cumulative Muni routes and screenline analysis was developed by the SFMTA based on the SF-CHAMP model analysis conducted as part of the ongoing Central SoMa Plan EIR. 


Future 2040 Cumulative pedestrian volumes were estimated based on cumulative development and growth identified by the SFCTA SF-CHAMP travel demand model, using model output that represents Existing conditions and model output for 2040 Cumulative conditions. The 2040 Cumulative pedestrian volumes include the additional pedestrian trips generated by the growth associated with the proposed project.


Since the SF-CHAMP model is a weekday travel demand model, future year Saturday evening peak hour conditions were estimated based on the net growth developed for the weekday p.m. condition. This approach was consistent with the methodology used on previous analyses of weekend conditions in San Francisco and provided conservative results, since in addition to the expected growth of visitor-oriented uses such as retail and restaurant, it included additional growth from standard uses, such as office, that would not generate as many trips on a weekend as they would on a weekday.


Impact Evaluation


Project Impacts: Construction


Impact TR-1: The proposed project would not result in construction-related transportation impacts because of their temporary and limited duration. (Less than Significant)


The construction impact assessment is based on currently available information from the project sponsor, as described in Chapter 3, Project Description, and professional knowledge of typical construction practices citywide. Prior to construction, as part of the construction application phase, the project sponsor and construction contractor(s) would be required to meet with San Francisco Department of Public Works (DPW) and SFMTA staff to develop and review truck routing plans for disposal of excavated materials, materials delivery and storage, as well as staging for construction vehicles. The construction contractor would be required to meet the City of San Francisco’s Regulations for Working in San Francisco Streets, (the Blue Book), including those regarding sidewalk and lane closures, and would meet with SFMTA staff to determine if any special traffic permits would be required.[footnoteRef:24] Prior to construction, the project contractor would coordinate with Muni’s Street Operations and Special Events Office to coordinate construction activities and reduce any impacts to transit operations. In addition to the regulations in the Blue Book, the contractor would be responsible for complying with all City, State and federal codes, rules and regulations. [24: 	The SFMTA Blue Book, 7th Edition, is available online through SFMTA (www.sfmta.com)] 



Construction of the proposed project is anticipated to begin in late 2015, and occur over an approximate 26-month period. Construction activities would include, but not be limited to: site demolition, clearing and excavation; dewatering; pile installation and foundation construction; construction of all proposed development, including event center, podium structure, office towers and plazas; installation of associated utilities; interior finishing; and exterior hardscaping and landscaping improvements. 


The majority of the construction is proposed to occur Monday through Friday, although some construction activities would occur on nights and weekends. A typical work day shift would be between 7:00 a.m. and 6:00 p.m., and a typical second shift (i.e., for below-grade and interior work within buildings) would be between 4:00 p.m. and 12:30 a.m. There would also be the potential for overnight deliveries of materials and/or equipment. All construction activities are proposed to be conducted within allowable construction requirements permitted by City code. The project would also be subject to the Mission Bay Good Neighbor Policy, which limits extreme noise-generating activities in Mission Bay to Monday to Friday from 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.[footnoteRef:25]  [25:  	The Mission Bay Good Neighbor Policy specifies that pile driving or other noise generating activity shall be limited to 8:00 am to 5:00 pm, Monday through Friday. ] 



Table 3-5 in Chapter 3 summarizes major construction tasks, and presents a preliminary construction schedule. Table 5.2-32 presents a summary of the major construction phases and duration, as well as the average and peak hour number of construction trucks and workers by 






Table 5.2-32
Summary of Construction phases and duration and 
daily construction trucks and workers by phase


			Construction Work


			Duration (months)


			Daily Construction Trucks


			Daily Construction Workers





			


			


			Peak


			Average


			Peak


			Average





			Entire Site


			


			


			


			


			





			Demolition


			1


			10


			8


			12


			10





			Excavation and Shoring


			3


			125


			75


			30


			25





			Event Center


			


			


			


			


			





			Foundation and Below-Grade Construction


			6


			25


			20


			125


			100





			Base Building


			16


			30


			25


			250


			200





			Exterior Finishing


			10


			30


			25


			75


			50





			Interior Finishing 


			18.5


			40


			30


			300


			150





			Garage / Podium


			


			


			


			


			





			Foundation and Below-Grade Construction


			6


			25


			20


			75


			50





			Base Building


			9


			25


			20


			75


			50





			Northwest Tower


			


			


			


			


			





			Base Building


			8


			20


			15


			60


			40





			Exterior Finishing


			5


			5


			2


			15


			10





			Interior Finishing 


			12


			15


			10


			150


			100





			Southwest Tower


			


			


			


			


			





			Base Building


			8


			20


			15


			60


			40





			Exterior Finishing


			5


			5


			2


			15


			10





			Interior Finishing 


			12


			15


			10


			150


			100





			Entire Site


			


			


			


			


			





			Street Improvements


			5


			12


			10


			50


			40








SOURCE: Mortenson Construction; Clark Construction, 2014








phase. Construction duration of the event center is anticipated to be about 24 months, and about 18 months each for the north and south office towers, and about 10 months for the parking garage and podium. Because construction of each of these project components would overlap, construction activities would be expected to concentrated and intensive for the entire 26-month construction period.


The proposed construction staging area for the majority of the project construction would take place between the existing alignment of Terry A. Francois Boulevard and the west face of the proposed event center. This staging area would be used until such time the planned realignment of Terry A. Francois Boulevard occurs. Any deliveries of materials that could not be accommodated within the above-described staging area would be staged on Terry A. Francois Boulevard between Piers 48 and 50. All construction equipment is proposed to be staged on-site. Tower cranes would be sized and used as appropriate in consideration of UCSF emergency helicopter flight paths. As noted above, the construction contractor would be responsible for complying with all federal code, rules, and regulations, including those related to operation of the tower crane in the vicinity of helicopter flight paths.


During construction, the southern-most eastbound lane on South Street adjacent to the project site; and the westbound curb lane on 16th Street between Third and Illinois Streets adjacent to the project site would be temporarily closed. On South Street one eastbound and two westbound travel lanes would be maintained for local circulation throughout the construction period. 


It is also anticipated that the sidewalk on Third Street adjacent to the project site between 16th and South Streets would be temporarily closed during the building steel erection phase in this area, and pedestrians between 16th and South Streets would be directed to use the west side of Third Street for north/south travel. [Reviewers: To be confirmed.] Existing pedestrian volumes on the east side of Third Street between South and 16th Streets are low, less than 50 pedestrians per hour on days without a SF Giants game and less than 100 pedestrians per hour on days with a SF Giants game. Pedestrian volumes on the west side of Third Street between 16th and South Streets are lower (less than 20 pedestrians per hour on days without and with a SF Giants game), and therefore, the sidewalk would be able to accommodate the additional pedestrians during the temporary sidewalk closures. Sidewalks on South Street, 16th Street and Terry A. Francois Boulevard adjacent to the project site are currently not provided, and sidewalks would be constructed as part of the project.


Construction activities on the project site would not affect access to the existing portion of the Bay Trail that runs along the shoreline east of Terry A. Francois Boulevard. However, it should be noted that the realignment of Terry A. Francois Boulevard and expansion and improvements at the Bayfront Park would overlap with a portion of construction on the project site. The Mission Bay master developer will be constructing the Bayfront Park. [Note to Reviewer: Would like to add if access to the Bay Trail would be remain open during construction of the Bayfront Park, or state that the existing Bay Trail is a temporary facility, and would be replaced as part of the Bayfront Park construction. OCII is following up.]


Terry A. Francois Boulevard would be the primary vehicular ingress/egress to/from the project site during construction. Third Street, Illinois Street and Terry A. Francois Boulevard are the primary streets in the immediate project vicinity that are proposed to be used to connect to routes leading to/from I-280, I-80 and U.S. 101 during construction. 


During the construction period, there would be a flow of construction-related trucks into and out of the site. Truck entrance into the project site would be on 16th Street at the reconfigured right-of-way of Terry A. Francois Boulevard, and trucks would exit the project site on South Street at Terry Francois Boulevard. The impact of construction truck traffic would be a temporary lessening of the capacities of streets due to the slower movement and larger turning radii of trucks, which may affect both traffic and Muni operations. 


Access from I-280 northbound would be via the I-280 off-ramp at the intersection of Mariposa/ Owens, continuing on Mariposa Street to Third Street, then to 16th Street, or from the off-ramp continuing on the new Owens Street segment to 16th Street. Alternately, trucks would exit I-280 northbound at the Cesar Chavez Street, and continue north on Third Street to 16th Street. 


Access to I-280 southbound would be via South Street, Third Street, 16th Street, to the new Owens Street segment and onto the on-ramp, or Third Street to Mariposa Street to the I-280 on-ramp at Owens Street. Alternately, trucks could access the I-280 southbound via South Street, Third Street, 25th Street, to the on-ramp at Pennsylvania Street. Access from I-80 westbound would be via the Eighth Street off-ramp at Harrison Street, continuing on Eighth Street, Bryant Street, and Seventh Street to 16th Street. Access to I-80 eastbound would be via South Street, Third Street, 16th Street, Seventh Street, Bryant Street to the on-ramp at Fifth Street. Truck access routes would be reviewed with the SFMTA as part of the permit process prior to construction.


The proposed project also includes extension of the existing Muni light rail platforms and associated track work within the median of Third Street north and south of South Street. The extension of the light rail platforms would occur over a 14-month period, although construction activities would not be continuous for the entire period. Construction of the track crossovers would occur over a three-day period. Construction activities would require temporary travel lane closure of one of the two northbound lanes on Third Street to accommodate, depending on the phase of construction activity. On Third Street, the temporary lane closures would reduce the roadway capacity and require all vehicles to use the remaining lane. Temporary lane closures would result in additional vehicle delay, and some drivers might shift to Terry A. Francois Boulevard to access their destinations. Construction activities that involve track work or staging within the track area would require motor coach substitution. To the extent feasible, this work would be scheduled on weekends when impacts on light rail service would be less than during the weekdays.


As presented in Table 5.2-32, during peak overlapping construction periods, there would be between 330 and 705 construction workers at the project site. The trip distribution and mode split of construction workers are not known. In San Francisco, some construction workers use transit or carpool to the site, particularly when located downtown, to reduce traffic and parking problems during construction. However, it is anticipated that the addition of the worker-related vehicle- or transit-trips would not substantially affect transportation conditions, as any impacts on local intersections or the transit network would be similar to, or less than, those associated with the proposed project and would be temporary in nature. Construction workers who drive to the site would cause a temporary parking demand. Nearby parking facilities, such as Lot A, currently have availability during the day, and it is anticipated that construction worker parking demand could be accommodated without substantially affecting areawide parking conditions.


It is anticipated that construction at the project site over the 26-month construction period would overlap with the construction activity of other projects in the area, notably the UCSF LRDP projects, planned for construction between 2015 and 2019. These include 523 residential units, about 440,000 gsf of research, clinical and medical space, and a parking garage containing 500 vehicle parking spaces. Detailed construction schedules for these projects are not currently known, however, it is anticipated that a portion of the construction schedules would overlap with the 26-month project construction period. These UCSF projects are projected to generate about 40 daily truck trips on average, and these trucks would enter/exit the UCSF campus via Mission Bay Boulevard North, Nelson Rising Lane, Owens Street, 16th Street, and Fourth Street.


The construction activities associated with overlapping projects, would affect traffic operations in the nearby vicinity, however, it is not anticipated that construction activities would substantially affect pedestrian movements. It is anticipated that the construction manager for each project would be required to work with the various departments of the City to develop a detailed and coordinated plan that would address construction vehicle routing, traffic control and pedestrian movement adjacent to the construction area for the duration of the overlap in construction activity. See Impact C-TR-1 for discussion on cumulative construction-related construction impacts.


Overall, because construction activities would be temporary and limited in duration, and are required to be conducted in accordance with City requirements, construction-related transportation impacts of the proposed project would be less than significant.


Mitigation: Not required


While the proposed project’s construction-related transportation impacts would be less than significant, the following improvement measure may be recommended for consideration by City decision makers to further reduce the proposed project’s less-than-significant impacts related to construction activities.


Improvement Measure I-TR-1: Construction Management Plan and Public Updates


Construction Coordination – To reduce potential conflicts between construction activities and pedestrians, bicyclists, transit and vehicles at the project site, the contractor could prepare a Construction Management Plan for the project construction period. The project sponsor/construction contractor(s) should also meet with DPW, SFMTA, the Fire Department, Muni Operations and other City agencies to coordinate feasible measures to reduce traffic congestion, including temporary transit stop relocations (not anticipated, but if determined necessary) and other measures to reduce potential traffic, bicycle, and transit disruption and pedestrian circulation effects during construction of the proposed project. This review should consider other ongoing construction in the project area, such as construction of the nearby UCSF LRDP projects.


Carpool and Transit Access for Construction Workers – To minimize parking demand and vehicle trips associated with construction workers, the construction contractor could include methods to encourage carpooling and transit access to the project site by construction workers in the Construction Management Plan. 


Project Construction Updates for Adjacent Businesses and Residents – To minimize construction impacts on access to nearby institutions and businesses, the project sponsor could provide nearby residences and adjacent businesses with regularly-updated information regarding project construction, including construction activities, peak construction vehicle activities (e.g., concrete pours), travel lane closures, parking lane and sidewalk closures. A regular email notice could be distributed by project sponsor that would provide current construction information of interest to neighbors, as well as contact information for specific construction inquiries or concerns.


Comparison of Impact TR-1 to Mission Bay FSEIR Impact Analysis 


The Mission Bay FSEIR did not identify any significant impacts related to construction-related transportation impacts within Mission Bay, and did not require any mitigation measures. Consequently, no new or different mitigation measures or alternatives to reduce project impacts related to construction activities are identified or required with respect to the currently proposed project. On the basis of the facts discussed above, the project would not have any new or substantially more severe effects than those identified in the Mission Bay FSEIR related to construction-related transportation impacts. 


_________________________


Project Impacts: Operations


Conditions Without a SF Giants Game at AT&T Park


Traffic Impacts


Impact TR-2: The proposed project would result in significant traffic impacts at multiple intersections that would operate at LOS E or LOS F under Existing plus Project conditions without a SF Giants game at AT&T Park. (Significant and Unavoidable with Mitigation)


Impact TR-2 presents the traffic impact analysis at the study intersections for the No Event, Convention Event, and Basketball Game scenarios for conditions without a concurrent SF Giants evening game at AT&T Park for the four analysis hours. As described in Section 5.2.5.3, each project scenario was evaluated for the particular time period(s) during which the specific conditions would occur. Table 5.2-33, Figure 5.2-15 and Figure 5.2-16 present the weekday p.m. peak hour conditions for the three scenarios, Table 5.2-34 and Figure 5.2-17 present the weekday evening and late evening peak hour conditions for the Basketball Game scenario, and Table 5.2-35 and Figure 5.2-18 present the Saturday evening peak hour conditions for the No Event and Basketball Game scenarios. 


No Event


The No Event scenario would generate 702 new vehicle trips during the weekday p.m. peak hour (255 inbound and 477 outbound), and 785 vehicle trips during the Saturday evening peak hour (367 inbound and 418 outbound). All project-generated vehicles were assigned to the project garage. Intersection LOS for the No Event scenario are presented in Table 5.2-33 for the weekday p.m. peak hour, and in Table 5.2-35 for the Saturday evening peak hour. For both weekday p.m. and Saturday evening peak hour conditions under the No Event scenario, the proposed project would not result in any significant impacts at the study intersections. With the addition of project-generated vehicle trips, all study intersections would continue to operate at LOS D or better, with the exception of the three intersections that currently operate at LOS E or LOS F during the weekday p.m. peak hour (i.e., King/Third, King/Fifth/I-280 ramps, and Fifth/Bryant/I-80 eastbound on-ramp). At these three intersections, the proposed project’s vehicle trips were reviewed to determine whether the project’s contribution to the intersection’s overall LOS E or LOS F operating conditions would be considerable. The vehicle trips associated with the 


table 5.2-33
Intersection Level of Service - Existing plus Project Conditions – 
without SF Giants game - Weekday PM Peak Hour


			#


			Intersection Location


			Existing


			Existing plus Project 





			


			


			


			No Event


			Convention Event


			Basketball Game





			


			


			Delaya


			LOSb


			Delay


			LOS


			Delay


			LOS


			Delay


			LOS





			1


			King St


			Third Street


			72.7


			E


			73.2


			E


			72.3


			E


			72.7


			E





			2


			King St


			Fourth Street


			51.9


			D


			52.5


			D


			60.0


			E


			60.2


			E





			3


			King St/Fifth St


			I-280 ramps


			59.2


			E


			59.2


			E


			59.2


			E


			59.2


			E





			4


			Fifth St/Harrison


			I-80 WB off-ramp


			48.4


			D


			48.5


			D


			48.5


			D


			49.8


			D





			5


			Fifth St/Bryant St


			I-80 EB on-ramp


			>80


			F


			>80


			F


			>80


			F


			>80


			F





			6


			Third Street


			Channel Street


			38.0


			D


			38.3


			D


			44.3


			D


			46.0


			D





			7


			Fourth Street


			Channel Street


			< 10


			A


			< 10


			A


			< 10


			A


			11.3


			B





			8


			Seventh Street


			Mission Bay Dr


			23.1


			C


			30.2


			C


			38.5


			D


			52.3


			D





			9


			TA Francois Blvd


			South Streetc


			11.1(eb)


			B


			< 10


			A


			< 10


			A


			< 10


			A





			10


			Third Street


			South Street


			24.3


			C


			28.3


			C


			28.9


			C


			26.7


			C





			11


			TA Francois Blvd


			16th Streetc


			--


			--


			< 10


			A


			< 10


			A


			< 10


			A





			12


			Illinois Street


			16th Streetc


			12.6(nb)


			B


			14.2 (sb)


			B


			19.9 (sb)


			C


			10.6(sb)


			B





			13


			Third Street


			16th Street


			29.5


			C


			33.6


			C


			35.6


			D


			36.8


			D





			14


			Fourth Street


			16th Street


			19.2


			B


			20.2


			C


			20.6


			C


			20.5


			C





			15


			Owens Street


			16th Street


			27.6


			C


			26.0


			C


			26.1


			C


			28.5


			C





			16


			7th/Mississippi 


			16th Street


			39.0


			D


			51.1


			D


			48.7


			D


			40.6


			D





			17


			Illinois Street


			Mariposa Streetc


			10.6(eb)


			B


			17.9 (sb)


			C


			24.9 (sb)


			C


			17.7(eb)


			C





			18


			Third Street


			Mariposa Street


			37.0


			D


			43.9


			D


			40.5


			D


			42.9


			D





			19


			Fourth Street


			Mariposa Street


			13.2


			B


			14.4


			B


			15.3


			B


			14.3


			B





			20


			Mariposa Street


			I-280 NB off-ramp


			26.0


			C


			26.4


			C


			27.0


			C


			25.8


			C





			21


			Mariposa Street


			I-280 SB on-rampd


			12.0


			B


			12.9


			B


			13.9


			B


			12.8


			B





			22


			Third Street


			Cesar Chavez St


			43.0


			D


			49.7


			D


			47.5


			D


			47.6


			D








NOTES:


a	Delay presented in seconds per vehicle. For unsignalized intersections, delay and LOS presented for worst approach. Worst approach indicated in ( ).


b	Intersections operating at LOS E or LOS F conditions highlighted in bold. Significant project impacts shaded.


c	All-way stop-controlled intersection. Intersection of Terry A. Francois/South signalized as part of the proposed project.


d	The intersection of Mariposa/I-280 southbound off-ramp/Owens was signalized in March 2015. [Note to reviewer: To be confirmed/revised once operational.]


SOURCE: Adavant Consulting/Fehr & Peers/LCW Consulting, 2015.












Insert Figure 15	Existing plus Project Intersection LOS – Without SF Giants Game – Weekday PM Peak Hour - No Event and Convention Event Scenarios






Insert Figure 16	Existing plus Project Intersection LOS – Without SF Giants Game – Weekday PM Peak Hour - No Event and Basketball Game Scenarios






table 5.2-34
Intersection Level of Service - Existing plus Project Conditions – 
without SF Giants game - Weekday evening and late evening Peak Hours


			#


			Intersection Location


			Evening


			Late Evening





			


			


			Existing


			Existing plus Project - Basketball Game


			Existing


			Existing plus Project - Basketball Game





			


			


			Delaya


			LOSb


			Delay


			LOS


			Delay


			LOS


			Delay


			LOS





			1


			King St


			Third Street


			58.3


			E


			64.6


			E


			19.0


			B


			23.6


			C





			2


			King St


			Fourth Street


			47.9


			D


			61.4


			E


			24.1


			C


			22.5


			C





			3


			King St/Fifth St


			I-280 ramps


			57.2


			E


			56.9


			E


			10.8


			B


			10.8


			B





			4


			Fifth St/Harrison


			I-80 WB off-ramp


			49.8


			D


			>80


			F


			22.1


			C


			22.3


			C





			5


			Fifth St/Bryant St


			I-80 EB on-ramp


			>80


			F


			>80


			F


			24.2


			C


			>80


			F





			6


			Third Street


			Channel Street


			33.1


			C


			>80


			F


			< 10


			A


			37.5


			D





			7


			Fourth Street


			Channel Street


			< 10


			A


			72.5


			E


			10.6


			B


			>80


			F





			8


			Seventh Street


			Mission Bay Dr


			19.5


			B


			>80


			F


			12.0


			B


			38.8


			D





			9


			TA Francois Blvd


			South Streetc


			10.5(eb)


			B


			< 10


			A


			< 10 (eb)


			A


			< 10


			A





			10


			Third Street


			South Street


			24.3


			C


			45.0


			D


			< 10


			A


			<10


			A





			11


			TA Francois Blvd


			16th Streetc


			--


			--


			<10


			A


			--


			--


			< 10


			A





			12


			Illinois Street


			16th Streetc


			11.1(nb)


			B


			13.3(nb)


			B


			< 10 (nb)


			A


			10.3(sb)


			B





			13


			Third Street


			16th Street


			27.8


			C


			36.8


			D


			10.6


			B


			15.7


			B





			14


			Fourth Street


			16th Street


			18.5


			B


			23.9


			C


			15.1


			B


			16.5


			B





			15


			Owens Street


			16th Street


			15.4


			B


			20.9


			C


			11.7


			B


			16.5


			B





			16


			7th/Mississippi 


			16th Street


			31.0


			C


			53.2


			D


			10.3


			B


			16.3


			B





			17


			Illinois Street


			Mariposa Streetc


			< 10(eb)


			A


			>50(eb)


			F


			< 10 (eb)


			A


			28.2(wb)


			D





			18


			Third Street


			Mariposa Street


			35.1


			D


			37.7


			D


			16.2


			B


			23.6


			C





			19


			Fourth Street


			Mariposa Street


			10.8


			B


			13.0


			B


			< 10


			A


			<10


			A





			20


			Mariposa Street


			I-280 NB off-ramp


			20.0


			B


			32.5


			C


			15.9


			B


			24.7


			C





			21


			Mariposa Street


			I-280 SB on-rampd


			< 10


			A


			<10


			A


			< 10


			A


			14.3


			B





			22


			Third Street


			Cesar Chavez St


			32.9


			C


			33.9


			C


			21.1


			C


			21.9


			C








NOTES:


a	Delay presented in seconds per vehicle. For unsignalized intersections, delay and LOS presented for worst approach. Worst approach indicated in ( ).


b	Intersections operating at LOS E or LOS F conditions highlighted in bold. Significant project impacts shaded.


c	All-way stop-controlled intersection. Intersection of Terry A. Francois/South signalized as part of the proposed project.


d	The intersection of Mariposa/I-280 southbound off-ramp/Owens was signalized in March 2015. [Note to reviewer: To be confirmed/revised once operational.]


SOURCE: Adavant Consulting/Fehr & Peers/LCW Consulting, 2015.












Insert Figure 17	Existing plus Project Intersection LOS – Without SF Giants Game – Weekday Evening and Late Evening Peak Hours - Basketball Game Scenarios






table 5.2-35
Intersection Level of Service - Existing plus Project Conditions – 
without SF Giants game – Saturday Evening Peak Hour


			#


			Intersection Location


			Existing


			Existing plus Project 





			


			


			


			No Event


			Basketball Game





			


			


			Delaya


			LOSa


			Delay


			LOS


			Delay


			LOS





			1


			King St


			Third Street


			26.6


			C


			28.4


			C


			29.0


			C





			2


			King St


			Fourth Street


			22.6


			C


			23.0


			C


			31.8


			C





			3


			King St/Fifth St


			I-280 ramps


			< 10


			A


			< 10


			A


			<10


			A





			4


			Fifth St/Harrison


			I-80 WB off-ramp


			29.2


			C


			29.5


			C


			64.9


			E





			5


			Fifth St/Bryant St


			I-80 EB on-ramp


			27.0


			C


			27.6


			C


			32.8


			C





			6


			Third Street


			Channel Street


			< 10


			A


			< 10


			A


			78.9


			E





			7


			Fourth Street


			Channel Street


			13.6


			B


			13.0


			B


			45.7


			D





			8


			Seventh Street


			Mission Bay Dr


			12.4


			B


			12.5


			B


			>80


			F





			9


			TA Francois Blvd


			South Streetc


			< 10(eb)


			A


			< 10 


			A


			<10


			A





			10


			Third Street


			South Street


			< 10


			A


			10.1


			B


			15.3


			B





			11


			TA Francois Blvd


			16th Street


			--


			--


			< 10


			A


			<10


			A





			12


			Illinois Street


			16th Streetg


			< 10(nb)


			A


			11.3 (sb)


			B


			10.2(nb)


			B





			13


			Third Street


			16th Street


			10.8


			B


			13.8


			B


			14.0


			B





			14


			Fourth Street


			16th Street


			14.0


			B


			11.8


			B


			15.1


			B





			15


			Owens Street


			16th Street


			< 10


			A


			< 10


			A


			14.4


			B





			16


			7th/Mississippi 


			16th Street


			12.6


			B


			18.1


			B


			18.2


			B





			17


			Illinois Street


			Mariposa Streetc


			< 10(eb)


			A


			12.3 (eb)


			B


			>50(eb)


			F





			18


			Third Street


			Mariposa Street


			16.6


			B


			19.3


			B


			21.1


			C





			19


			Fourth Street


			Mariposa Street


			< 10


			A


			< 10


			A


			<10


			A





			20


			Mariposa Street


			I-280 NB off-ramp


			16.1


			B


			16.3


			B


			24.8


			C





			21


			Mariposa Street


			I-280 SB on-rampd


			< 10


			A


			< 10


			A


			<10


			A





			22


			Third Street


			Cesar Chavez St


			18.4


			B


			18.2


			B


			18.2


			B








NOTES:


a	Delay presented in seconds per vehicle. For unsignalized intersections, delay and LOS presented for worst approach. Worst approach indicated in ( ).


b	Intersections operating at LOS E or LOS F conditions highlighted in bold. Significant project impacts shaded.


c	All-way stop-controlled intersection. Intersection of Terry A. Francois/South signalized as part of the proposed project.


d	The intersection of Mariposa/I-280 southbound off-ramp/Owens was signalized in March 2015. [Note to reviewer: To be confirmed/revised once operational.]


SOURCE: Adavant Consulting/Fehr & Peers/LCW Consulting, 2015.









Insert Figure 18	Existing plus Project Intersection LOS – Without SF Giants Game – Saturday Evening Peak Hour – No Event and Basketball Game Scenarios









No Event scenario was determined not to contribute considerably to the existing LOS E or LOS F conditions, and the project's traffic impacts at these intersections would not be considered significant. Detailed calculations and percent contributions to critical movements[footnoteRef:26] operating at LOS E or LOS F conditions are included in Appendix TR. [26: 	The critical movement with respect to an intersection analysis, is the movement or lane for a given signal phase (for example, northbound/southbound versus eastbound/westbound) that requires the most green time, and is determined for each phase based on flow ratios calculated using the HCM2000 intersection operations methodology. The movement or lane with the highest flow ratio for each phase is the critical movement. The critical movements are determined in the quantitative calculations conducted for the study intersections, taking into consideration the available geometric conditions (for example, number of lanes), signalization conditions (for example, cycle length, green time), and traffic conditions (for example, traffic volumes, pedestrian flows, heavy vehicle percentages). The critical movements, using the HCM2000 methodology, were identified by the Synchro intersection analysis software/traffic model developed for this analysis. Poorly operating critical movements are those operating at LOS E or LOS F conditions.] 



Convention Event


The Convention Event scenario would generate 919 new vehicle trips during the weekday p.m. peak hour (256 inbound and 663 outbound). Because the on-site garage would not accommodate the daily parking demand associated with a convention event, some vehicle would be expected to park at other public parking facilities, primarily Lot A which would accommodate approximately 50 percent of the overall convention event parking demand. On the other hand, since the convention event parking demand during the p.m. peak hour represents about one third of the maximum, and therefore can be accommodated at the project site, all of the weekday p.m. peak hour vehicles generated by the convention event were assigned to travel to/from the project garage. Weekday p.m. peak hour intersection LOS for the Convention Event scenario are presented in Table 5.2-33. During the weekday p.m. peak hour, with the additional vehicle trips generated under the Convention Event scenario, the intersection LOS at the intersection of King/Fourth would worsen from LOS D to LOS E conditions, and this would be considered a significant traffic impact. All other study intersections would continue to operate at LOS D or better, with the exception of the three intersections that currently operate at LOS E or LOS F during the weekday p.m. peak hour (i.e., King/Third, King/Fifth/I-280 ramps, and Fifth/Bryant/I-80 eastbound on-ramp), for which the Convention Event scenario was determined not to contribute considerably to the existing LOS E or LOS F conditions, and traffic impacts at these intersections would not be considered significant.


Basketball Game


Because the on-site garage would be reserved for attendees with pre-paid parking, and would be limited to 950 parking spaces, a substantial portion of the vehicle trips associated with attendees driving to the event center, were assigned to other public parking facilities, taking into account their proximity to the project site and exiting parking occupancy. During all analysis peak hours, event-related vehicle trips would travel, in addition to the project site garage, to and from other nearby parking facilities such as the 450 South Street garage and Lot A. Approximately 20 percent of the weekday p.m. peak hour vehicles were assigned to the project garage, about 30 percent were assigned to the 450 South Street garage, which was assumed to remain open to the general public on basketball game days, and 35 percent were assigned to Lot A; the remaining 15 percent were assigned to UCSF parking garages and lots.[footnoteRef:27] The analysis of conditions prior to and following a basketball game at the project site assumes implementation of the proposed project’s TMP, which is described in Section 5.2.5.2. Specifically, the TMP specifies that for all events with more than 14,000 attendees, up to 17 PCOs would be stationed in the project vicinity to manage vehicular, transit, bicycle and pedestrian flows (see Figure 5.2-11), including at the intersections of Fourth/Channel, Third/Channel, Third/South, Bridgeview/South, Terry A. Francois /South, Third/16th, Illinois/16th, Terry A. Francois/16th, I-280 northbound ramps/Owens /Mariposa, Third/Mariposa, and Illinois/Mariposa. [27: 	All outbound traffic during the p.m. peak hour was assumed to depart from the project site garage. Similar traffic assignment percentages were assumed for the weekday and Saturday evening peak hour analyses. The percentages were reversed (outbound instead of inbound) for the weekday late evening peak hour analysis.] 



1. During the weekday p.m. peak hour, the Basketball Game scenario would generate 886 new vehicle trips (524 inbound and 362 outbound). Weekday p.m. peak hour intersection LOS for the Convention Event scenario are presented in Table 5.2-33. During the weekday p.m. peak hour, with the additional vehicle trips generated under the Basketball Game scenario, the intersection LOS at the intersection of King/Fourth would worsen from LOS D to LOS E conditions, and this would be considered a significant traffic impact. All other study intersections would continue to operate at LOS D or better, with the exception of the three intersections that currently operate at LOS E or LOS F during the weekday p.m. peak hour (i.e., King/Third, King/Fifth/I-280 ramps, and Fifth/Bryant/I-80 eastbound on-ramp), for which the Basketball Game scenario was determined not to contribute considerably to the existing LOS E or LOS F conditions, and traffic impacts at these intersections would not be considered significant.


1. No travel lane closures are proposed for the weekday evening pre-event conditions. During the weekday evening peak hour, the Basketball Game scenario would generate 2,752 new vehicle trips (2,553 inbound and 198 outbound). Weekday evening intersection LOS for the Basketball Game scenario are presented in Table 5.2-34. During the weekday evening peak hour, with the additional vehicle trips associated with event attendees arriving to the study area parking facilities, average delays at most study intersections would increase from existing conditions. The intersection LOS at the intersections of King/Fourth, Fifth/Harrison/I-80 westbound off-ramp, Third/Channel (PCO location), Fourth/Channel (PCO location), and Seventh/Mission Bay Drive (PCO location) would worsen from LOS D or better to LOS E or LOS F conditions, and this would be considered a significant traffic impact. All other signalized study intersections would continue to operate at LOS D or better, with the exception of the three intersections that currently operate at LOS E or LOS F during the weekday p.m. peak hour (i.e., King/Third, King/Fifth/I-280 ramps, and Fifth/Bryant/I-80 eastbound on-ramp), for which the Basketball Game scenario was determined not to contribute considerably to the existing LOS E or LOS F conditions, and traffic impacts at these intersections would not be considered significant. At the all-way stop-controlled intersection of Illinois/Mariposa (PCO location), the eastbound approach would operate at LOS F conditions, however, peak hour signal warrants would not be met, and traffic impacts at this intersection would not be considered significant.


1. Prior to the end of an event under the Basketball Game scenario, temporary travel lane closures would be implemented on Third Street between Mariposa Street and Mission Bay Boulevard South, on South Street between Third Street and Bridgeview Way, on 16th Street between Third Street and Terry A. Francois Boulevard, and on Illinois Street between Mariposa and 16th Streets. These temporary lane closures are anticipated to be in place for approximately 30 to 45 minutes after the end of the event, or until vehicular traffic dissipates and most event attendees taking transit have boarded. Southbound traffic flow on Third Street would not be affected by these temporary northbound travel lane closures. Additional details related to the travel lane closure are described in Section 5.2.5.2. During the weekday late evening peak hour, the Basketball Game scenario would generate 3,018 new vehicle trips (134 inbound and 2,883 outbound). Weekday late evening (post-event) intersection LOS for the Basketball Game scenario are presented in Table 5.2-34. During the weekday late evening peak hour, the additional vehicle trips would result in increased delays at study intersections and, the intersection LOS at the intersection of Fifth/Bryant/I-80 eastbound on-ramp, and Fourth Channel (PCO location) would worsen from LOS D or better to LOS F conditions. This would be considered a significant traffic impact. All other study intersections would continue to operate at LOS D or better.


1. No travel lane closures are proposed for the Saturday evening pre-event conditions. During the Saturday evening peak hour, the Basketball Game scenario would generate 2,815 new vehicle trips (2,687 inbound and 128 outbound). Saturday evening intersection LOS for the Basketball Game scenario is presented in Table 5.2-35. During the Saturday evening peak hour, with the additional vehicle trips generated, the intersection LOS at the intersections of Fifth/Harrison/I-80 westbound off-ramp, Third/Channel (PCO location), and Seventh/Mission Bay Drive (PCO location) would worsen from LOS D or better to LOS E or LOS F conditions, and this would be considered a significant traffic impact. All other signalized study intersections would continue to operate at LOS D or better. At the all-way stop-controlled intersection of Illinois/Mariposa (PCO location), the eastbound approach would operate at LOS F conditions, however, peak hour signal warrants would not be met, and traffic impacts at this intersection would not be considered significant.


Other Events


Intersection LOS operating conditions during other events at the project site would be similar to or better than described above for the Basketball Game scenario which assessed the maximum attendance event for evening conditions, and which would be representative of conditions for sell-out concert events. Intersection LOS operating conditions for daytime events during the weekday p.m. peak hour would be similar to or better than described above for the Convention Event scenario, which reflects the maximum impact during the weekday p.m. peak hour. TMP measures, such as street closures for events with more than 14,000 attendees, would not be required for many of the other events. See Table 5.2-15 for the TMP measures associated with various events at the proposed event center.


Overall, under existing plus project conditions without a SF Giants game at AT&T Park, the proposed project would result in significant project-specific impacts at six study intersections, including:


1. King/Fourth (weekday p.m., weekday evening)


1. Fifth/Harrison/I-80 westbound off-ramp (weekday evening, Saturday evening) 


1. Fifth/Bryant/I-80 eastbound on-ramp (weekday late evening)


1. Third/Channel (weekday evening, Saturday evening)


1. Fourth/Channel (weekday evening, weekday late evening)


1. Seventh/Mission Bay Drive (weekday evening, Saturday evening)


At the study intersections where project-specific impacts were identified, each intersection was reviewed to determine if mitigation measures could reduce the impact to less than significant levels or lessen the severity of the project’s contribution to existing LOS E or LOS F conditions. Generally, to mitigate poor operating conditions of study intersections, additional travel lane capacity would be needed on one or more approaches to the intersection, particularly at intersections with the I-80 ramps. The provision of additional travel lane capacity by narrowing sidewalks, removal of on-street parking, and/or removal of bicycle lanes would generally be infeasible and inconsistent with the transit, bicycle, and pedestrian environment encouraged by the City’s Transit First Policy by removing space dedicated to pedestrians, and/or bicycles and increasing the distances required for pedestrians to cross streets. As noted above, the proposed project includes a TMP for events at the project site, and which would minimize impacts of peak arrivals and departures. 


Mitigation Measure M-TR-2a: Areawide Wayfinding Plan for Parking Facilities Serving the Event Center


In order to facilitate access for drivers destined to the proposed event center and minimize out-of-way travel, the project sponsor in coordination with SFMTA and DPW shall develop a Wayfinding Plan to direct event attendees through the preferred path to access the project site garage. This Wayfinding Plan shall consist of permanent guide signage advising attendees to take a particular route to the event, combined with clear identification of parking locations and entrances. For example, drivers arriving from the north could be directed towards Lot A (when SF Giants do not play at AT&T Park), the 450 South Street garage, UCSF 1650 Third Street garage, and towards the South Street entrance of the project site garage; drivers arriving from the west could be directed towards UCSF’s Community Center garage (1625 Owens Street) and the 16th Street entrance of the project site garage; and drivers arriving from the south could be advised to use the UCSF Medical Centre garage via Owens Street, or travel on Mariposa and Illinois Streets to access the project site garage 16th Street entrance.


Mitigation Measure M-TR-2b: Additional PCOs during Events


As a mitigation measure to manage traffic flows and minimize congestion associated with events at the project site, the proposed project’s TMP shall be modified to include additional PCOs that shall be deployed to the following intersections, as conditions warrant during events: King/Fourth, Fifth/Harrison/I-80 westbound off-ramp, Fifth/Bryant/I-80 eastbound on-ramp, and Seventh/Mission Bay Drive.


Mitigation Measures M-TR-2a: Areawide Wayfinding Plan for Parking Facilities Serving the Event Center and M-TR-2b: Additional PCOs during Events would reduce the proposed project’s impacts related to event-related traffic conditions, and would not result in secondary transportation-related impacts. Even with implementation of these measures, however, the arrival and departure peak of vehicle trips to and from the event center would continue to occur, and therefore, the proposed project’s significant traffic impacts at the six intersections of King/Fourth, Fifth/Harrison/I-80 westbound off-ramp, Fifth/Bryant/I-80 eastbound on-ramp, Third/Channel, Fourth/Channel, and Seventh/Mission Bay Drive would remain significant and unavoidable, with mitigation.


Comparison of Impact TR-2 to Mission Bay FSEIR Impact Analysis 


The Mission Bay FSEIR identified significant and unavoidable traffic impacts at seven intersections, including the proposed project study intersection of Fifth/Bryant/I-80 eastbound on-ramp (which was also identified above as a significant impact for the proposed project). Because the proposed project would result in significant traffic impacts at additional intersections, the project would result in new significant impacts not previously identified in the Mission Bay FSEIR. 


FSEIR Mitigation Measures E.47 through E.50 were developed to encourage use of alternate modes and reduce auto mode. A Mission Bay South Transportation Management Plan has been developed which incorporates these mitigation measures, and it is part of the Mission Bay South Owner Participation Agreement for development within Mission Bay. Because the project sponsor would be subject to the Owner Participation Agreement, these mitigation measures are applicable to the proposed project. 


FSEIR Mitigation Measure E.47: Transportation System Management Plan


Prepare a TSM Plan, which could include the following:


FSEIR Mitigation Measure E.47.a: Shuttle Bus - Operate shuttle bus service between Mission Bay and regional transit stops in San Francisco (e.g., BART, Caltrain, Ferry Terminal, Transbay Transit Terminal), and specific gathering points in major San Francisco neighborhoods (e.g., Richmond and Mission Districts).


FSEIR Mitigation Measure E.47.b: Transit Pass Sales - Sell transit passes in neighborhood retail stores and commercial buildings in the Project Area.


FSEIR Mitigation Measure E.47.c: Employee Transit Subsidies - Provide a system of employee transportation subsidies for major employers.


FSEIR Mitigation Measure E.47.e: Secure Bicycle Parking - Provide secure bicycle parking area in parking garages of residential buildings, office buildings, and research and development facilities. Provide secure bicycle parking areas by 1) constructing secure bicycle parking at a ratio of 1 bicycle parking space for each 20 automobile parking spaces, and 2) carry out an annual survey program during project development to establish trends in bicycle use and to estimate actual demand for secure bicycle parking and for sidewalk bicycle racks, increasing the number of secure bicycle parking spaces or racks either in new buildings or in existing automobile parking facilities to meet the estimated demand. Provide secure bicycle racks throughout Mission Bay for the use of visitors.


FSEIR Mitigation Measure E.47.f: Appropriate Street Lighting - Ensure that streets and sidewalks in Mission Bay are sufficiently lit to provide pedestrians and bicyclists with a greater sense of safety, and thereby encourage Mission Bay employees, visitors and residents to walk and bicycle to and from Mission Bay.


FSEIR Mitigation Measure E.47.g: Transit and Pedestrian and Bicycle Route Information - Provide maps of the local and citywide pedestrian and bicycle routes with transit maps and information on kiosks throughout the Project Area to promote multi-modal travel.


FSEIR Mitigation Measure E.47.h: Parking Management Strategies - Establish parking management guidelines for the private operators of parking facilities in the Project Area.


FSEIR Mitigation Measure E.49: Ferry Service - Make a good faith effort to assist the Port of San Francisco and others in ongoing studies of the feasibility of expanding regional ferry service. Make good faith efforts to assist in implementing feasible study recommendations.


FSEIR Mitigation Measure E.50: Flexible Work Hours/Telecommuting - Where feasible, offer employees in the Project Area the opportunity to work on flexible schedules and/or telecommute so they could avoid peak hour traffic conditions.


The proposed project would result in significant and unavoidable impacts at intersections not previously identified in the Mission Bay FSEIR due to event-related vehicles that would result in exceedance of the intersection LOS threshold. Mission Bay FSEIR Mitigation Measures 47a - 47c, 47e - 47j, E.49 and E.50 would minimize but not reduce traffic impacts to less-than-significant levels, and traffic impacts would remain significant and unavoidable, with mitigation.


_________________________


Impact TR-3: The proposed project would result in significant traffic impacts at freeway ramps that would operate at LOS E or LOS F under Existing plus Project conditions without a SF Giants game at AT&T Park. (Significant and Unavoidable)


Table 5.2-36 presents the weekday p.m. peak hour ramp LOS conditions for the three scenarios, Table 5.2-37 presents the weekday evening and late evening peak hour conditions for the Basketball Game scenario, and Table 5.2-38 presents the Saturday evening peak hour ramp LOS conditions for the No Event and Basketball Game scenarios. At ramp locations currently operating at LOS E or LOS F, percent contributions to the freeway ramps were calculated to determine the project contribution to the existing LOS E and LOS F conditions, and are included in Appendix TR.


No Event


For the weekday p.m. peak hour condition, the proposed project would not result in any project-specific impacts at the ramp locations. In addition, under the No Event scenario, the proposed project would not contribute considerably to the three ramps operating at LOS E or LOS F under existing conditions (i.e., the I-80 eastbound on-ramp at Sterling Street during the weekday p.m. peak hour, the I-80 eastbound on-ramp at Fifth/Bryant during the weekday p.m. peak hour and Saturday evening peak hour, and the I-280 southbound on-ramp at Pennsylvania during the weekday p.m. peak hour), and therefore, under the No Event scenario, traffic impacts at these freeway ramp locations would be less than significant. 



table 5.2-36
Freeway Ramp Level of Service - Existing plus Project Conditions – 
without SF Giants game - Weekday PM Peak Hour


			#


			Ramp Location


			Existing


			Existing plus Project





			


			


			


			No Event


			Convention Event


			Basketball Game





			


			


			Densitya


			LOSb


			Density


			LOS


			Density


			LOS


			Density


			LOS





			1


			I-80 EB on-ramp at Sterling


			35


			E


			36


			E


			36


			E


			36


			E





			2


			I-80 EB on-ramp at Fifth/Bryant 


			--


			F


			--


			F


			--


			F


			--


			F





			3


			I-80 WB off-ramp at Fifth/Harrison 


			30


			D


			30


			D


			30


			D


			31


			D





			4


			I-280 SB on-ramp at Pennsylvania


			35


			E


			35


			E


			36


			E


			35


			E





			5


			I-280 NB off-ramp at Mariposa


			26


			C


			26


			C


			26


			C


			28


			C





			6


			I-280 SB on-ramp at Mariposa


			31


			D


			32


			D


			33


			D


			32


			D








NOTES:


a	Density of vehicles in merge and diverge influence area for on-ramp and off-ramp analysis, respectively. Measured in passenger cars per mile per lane. Density value is not presented for ramp analyses where the demand volume exceeds the capacity.


b	Ramps operating at LOS E or LOS F conditions highlighted in bold. Significant project impacts shaded.


SOURCE: Adavant Consulting/Fehr & Peers/LCW Consulting, 2015.








table 5.2-37
Freeway Ramp Level of Service - Existing plus Project Conditions – without SF Giants game - Weekday evening and late evening Peak Hours


			#


			Ramp Location


			Evening


			Late Evening





			


			


			Existing


			Existing plus Project - Basketball Game


			Existing


			Existing plus Project - Basketball Game





			


			


			Densitya


			LOS


			Density


			LOS


			Density


			LOS


			Density


			LOS





			1


			I-80 EB on-ramp at Sterling


			30


			D


			30


			D


			23


			C


			27


			C





			2


			I-80 EB on-ramp at Fifth/Bryant 


			--


			F


			--


			F


			--


			F


			--


			F





			3


			I-80 WB off-ramp at Fifth/Harrison 


			28


			D


			36


			E


			27


			C


			27


			C





			4


			I-280 SB on-ramp at Pennsylvania


			27


			C


			28


			C


			15


			B


			21


			C





			5


			I-280 NB off-ramp at Mariposa


			25


			C


			34


			D


			13


			B


			13


			B





			6


			I-280 SB on-ramp at Mariposa


			25


			C


			25


			C


			13


			B


			20


			B








NOTES:


a	Density of vehicles in merge and diverge influence area for on-ramp and off-ramp analysis, respectively. Measured in passenger cars per mile per lane. Density value is not presented for ramp analyses where the demand volume exceeds the capacity.


b	Ramps operating at LOS E or LOS F conditions highlighted in bold. Significant project impacts shaded.


SOURCE: Adavant Consulting/Fehr & Peers/LCW Consulting, 2015.












table 5.2-38
Freeway Ramp Level of Service - Existing plus Project Conditions – without SF Giants game – Saturday Evening Peak Hour


			#


			Ramp Location


			Existing


			Existing plus Project





			


			


			


			No Event


			Basketball Game





			


			


			Densitya


			LOSb


			Density


			LOS


			Density


			LOS





			1


			I-80 EB on-ramp at Sterling


			24


			C


			24


			C


			24


			C





			2


			I-80 EB on-ramp at Fifth/Bryant 


			--


			F


			--


			F


			--


			F





			3


			I-80 WB off-ramp at Fifth/Harrison 


			25


			C


			26


			C


			34


			D





			4


			I-280 SB on-ramp at Pennsylvania


			13


			B


			13


			B


			13


			B





			5


			I-280 NB off-ramp at Mariposa


			16


			B


			17


			B


			25


			C





			6


			I-280 SB on-ramp at Mariposa


			12


			B


			13


			B


			12


			B








NOTES:


a	Density of vehicles in merge and diverge influence area for on-ramp and off-ramp analysis, respectively. Measured in passenger cars per mile per lane. Density value is not presented for ramp analyses where the demand volume exceeds the capacity.


b	Ramps operating at LOS E or LOS F conditions highlighted in bold. Significant project impacts shaded.


SOURCE: Adavant Consulting/Fehr & Peers/LCW Consulting, 2015.








Convention Event


Similar to the No Event scenario, the Convention Event scenario would not result in any project-specific impacts at the ramp locations. In addition, under the Convention Event scenario, the proposed project would not contribute considerably to the three ramps operating at LOS E or LOS F under existing conditions (i.e., the I-80 eastbound on-ramp at Sterling Street during the weekday p.m. peak hour, the I-280 southbound on-ramp at Pennsylvania during the weekday p.m. peak hour, and the I-80 eastbound on-ramp at Fifth/Bryant during the weekday p.m. and Saturday evening peak hours), and therefore, under the Convention Event scenario, traffic impacts at these freeway ramp locations would be less than significant. 


Basketball Game


The proposed project under the Basketball Game scenario would result in a significant traffic impact at the I-80 westbound off-ramp at Harrison Street during the weekday evening peak hour (i.e., attendees driving to San Francisco from the East Bay). In addition, the project would contribute considerably to the LOS F conditions on the I-80 eastbound on-ramp at Fifth/Bryant during the weekday late evening peak hour, and this would be considered a significant project impact.


Under the Basketball Game scenario, the proposed project would not contribute considerably to the other ramps currently operating at LOS E or LOS F (i.e., the I-80 eastbound on-ramp at Sterling Street during the weekday p.m. peak hour, the I-80 eastbound on-ramp at Fifth/Bryant during the weekday p.m., weekday evening, and Saturday evening peak hours, or the I-280 southbound on-ramp at Pennsylvania Street during the weekday p.m. peak hour), and therefore, traffic impacts at these freeway ramp locations would be less than significant. 


Other Events


Ramp LOS operating conditions during other events at the project site would be similar to or better than described above for the Basketball Game scenario, which assessed the maximum attendance event for evening conditions and which would be representative of conditions for sell-out concert events. Intersection LOS operating conditions for daytime events during the weekday p.m. peak hour would be similar to or better than described above for the Convention Event scenario, which reflects the maximum impact during the weekday p.m. peak hour. 


Overall, under existing plus project conditions without a SF Giants game at AT&T Park, the proposed project would result in significant project-specific impacts at two freeway ramp locations, including:


1. I-80 eastbound on-ramp at Fifth/Bryant (weekday late evening)


1. I-80 westbound off-ramp at Fifth/Harrison (weekday evening) 


No feasible mitigations are available for the freeway ramp impacts because there is insufficient physical space for additional capacity without redesign of the I-80 and I-280 ramps and mainline structures, which may require acquisition of additional right-of-way. Other potential measures to improve operations would involve reducing the traffic volumes entering the weaving section, either through ramp metering, tolling, or other means. Ramp metering, however, would likely exacerbate congestion on streets leading to the on-ramp, while tolling would need to be implemented as a system-wide improvement in order to prevent concentration of vehicular traffic and increased congestion on non-tolled facilities. Moreover, any changes to the ramps would require approval of Caltrans, which operates the freeways and ramps. Thus, for these reasons, the proposed project’s impacts related to freeway ramp operations would be significant and unavoidable.


Comparison of Impact TR-3 to Mission Bay FSEIR Impact Analysis 


The Mission Bay FSEIR did not address traffic impacts on freeway ramp facilities as a distinct transportation topic. The significant and unavoidable project impacts at the two freeway ramp locations (i.e., at I-80 eastbound on-ramp at Fifth/Bryant and I-80 westbound off-ramp at Fifth/Harrison would be a new significant effect not identified in the Mission Bay FSEIR.


_________________________


Impact TR-4: The proposed project would result in a substantial increase in transit demand that could not be accommodated by adjacent Muni transit capacity such that significant adverse impacts to Muni transit service would occur under Existing plus Project conditions without a SF Giants game at AT&T Park. (Significant and Unavoidable with Mitigation)


Table 5.2-39 presents the Muni route analysis and regional screenline analysis for the existing plus project conditions for weekday p.m. peak hour conditions for the No Event, Convention Event, and Basketball Game scenarios.  Table 5.2-40 presents the transit analysis for the weekday evening and weekday late evening peak hours for the Basketball Game scenario, while Table 5.2-41 presents the transit analysis for the Saturday evening peak hour for the No Event and Basketball Game scenario.  Table 5.2-42 presents the weekday p.m. peak hour downtown screenlines for the No Event and Basketball Event scenarios. It should be noted that depending on the origin and destination of the transit trip, a portion of the transit trips arriving from outside of San Francisco would also be required to take a Muni line to their destination, and these trips were included in the transit analysis in Table 5.2-39, Table 5.2-40 and Table 5.2-41.


[Note to reviewer: An additional assessment is on the way to determine how much travel demand associated with development on the project site was accounted for in the SF-CHAMP model runs that were used by SFMTA to develop the 2020 ridership that was used in the analysis. This assessment is being conducted to determine if we can net-out some or all of the project trips associated with the office, retail and restaurant uses from the 2020 ridership values used in the analysis, particularly for the 22 Fillmore/55 16th Street route.]


No Event


Under the No Event scenario (i.e., the office, retail and restaurant uses), the proposed project would generate 881 new transit trips (157 inbound and 724 outbound) during the weekday p.m. peak hour. These new transit trips would utilize the nearby Muni lines and regional transit lines, and would include transfers to other Muni bus and light rail lines, or other regional transit providers. Based on the location of the project site and the anticipated origin/destination of the new employees and visitors to the office, retail and restaurant uses, the transit trips were assigned to Muni and the various regional transit operators. 


Based on the trip distribution patterns, it was estimated that out of the 724 outbound transit trips, about 355 would cross the Muni screenlines, 325 would cross the regional screenlines, and the remaining 44 would not cross any screenlines (i.e., would travel within the downtown area). The analysis of Muni screenlines assesses the effect of project-generated transit-trips on transit conditions in the outbound direction from downtown (and away from the project site) during the weekday p.m. peak hour. Based on the origins/destinations of the transit trips generated by the proposed project, the outbound transit trips within San Francisco were assigned to the four screenlines and the sub-corridors within each screenline. As noted above, some transit trips that would travel within Superdistrict 1 would remain in the downtown area (e.g., trips to the Ferry Building) and therefore, would not cross one of the screenlines. As such, not all outbound Muni trips generated by the proposed project appear in the screenline analysis. For analysis purposes, half of the Superdistrict 1 trips were estimated to remain in the downtown area and the out-of-region trips were added to the Superdistrict 1 trips, assuming that a portion of those trips would be made on Muni. 
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table 5.2-39
Transit Analysis - Existing plus Project Conditions – without SF Giants game – Weekday PM Peak Hour


			Inbound


			NO EVENT


			CONVENTION EVENT 


			BASKETBALL GAME





			


			Ridership


			Capacity


			Capacity Utilizationa


			Ridership


			Capacity


			Capacity Utilization


			Ridership


			Capacity


			Capacity Utilization





			San Francisco


			 


			


			 


			


			


			


			


			


			





			T Third


			2,467


			3,808


			64.8%


			3,037


			3,808


			79.7%


			2,441


			3,808


			64.1%





			22 Fillmore/55 16th Streetb


			874


			788


			111.0%


			879


			788


			111.5%


			696


			788


			108.6%





			Total


			3,841


			4,596


			72.7%


			3,915


			4,596


			85.2%


			3,137


			4,591


			71.7%





			East Bay


			


			


			 


			


			


			 


			


			


			 





			BART


			19,965


			22,050


			90.5%


			20,076


			22,050


			91.0%


			19,903


			22,050


			90.3%





			AC Transit


			2,297


			3,926


			58.5%


			2,309


			3,926


			58.6%


			2,277


			3,926


			58.0%





			Ferries


			813


			1,615


			50.3%


			817


			1,615


			50.6%


			813


			1,615


			50.3%





			Total


			23,075


			27,591


			83.6%


			23,203


			27,591


			84.1%


			22,993


			27,591


			83.3%





			North Bay


			


			


			 


			


			


			 


			


			


			 





			Buses


			1,399


			2,817


			49.6%


			1,399


			2,817


			49.7%


			1,394


			2,817


			49.5%





			Ferries


			976


			1,959


			49.8%


			976


			1,959


			49.8%


			976


			1,959


			49.8%





			Total


			2,374


			4,776


			49.7%


			2,375


			4,776


			49.7%


			2,369


			4,776


			49.6%





			South Bay


			


			


			 


			


			


			 


			


			


			 





			BART


			10,766


			14,910


			72.2%


			10,775


			14,910


			72.3%


			10,704


			14,910


			71.8%





			Caltrain


			2,472


			3,100


			79.7%


			2,498


			3,100


			80.6%


			2,444


			3,100


			78.8%





			SamTrans


			147


			320


			45.9%


			147


			320


			46.0%


			142


			320


			44.4%





			Total


			13,385


			18,330


			76.6%


			13,421


			18,330


			73.2%


			13,290


			18,330


			72.5%








NOTES:


a 	For weekday p.m. peak hour conditions, capacity utilization exceeding 85 percent for Muni and 100 percent for regional transit highlighted in hold. Significant project impacts shaded.


b 	Ridership and capacity include the 33 Stanyan route that provides complimentary service to the 22 Fillmore at the maximum load point.


SOURCE: Adavant Consulting/Fehr & Peers/LCW Consulting, 2015
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Table 5.2-40
Transit Analysis - Existing plus Project Conditions – without SF Giants game – Weekday evening and late evening Peak Hours


			Inbound


			BASKETBALL GAME SCENARIO


WEEKDAY EVENING


			BASKETBALL GAME SCENARIO


WEEKDAY LATE EVENING





			


			Ridership


			Capacity


			Capacity Utilization


			Ridership


			Capacity


			Capacity Utilization





			San Francisco


			 


			


			 


			


			


			





			T Third


			4,542


			3,713


			122.3%


			3,572


			4,927


			72.5%





			22 Fillmore/55 16th Street


			363


			788


			46.1%


			265


			420


			63.1%





			Special Event Shuttles


			1,139


			1,344


			84.7%


			1,133


			1,188


			95.4%





			Total


			6,044


			5,845


			103.4%


			4,970


			6,535


			76.0%





			East Bay


			


			


			 


			


			


			 





			BART


			4,892


			15,400


			31.8%


			4,782


			5,750


			83.2%





			AC Transit


			306


			520


			58.9%


			192


			200


			96.2%





			Ferries


			101


			576


			17.5%


			0


			0


			0%





			Total


			5,299


			16,496


			32.1%


			4974


			5,950


			83.6%





			North Bay


			


			


			


			


			


			 





			Buses


			110


			120


			91.75%


			231


			80


			288.3%





			Ferries


			469


			1,357


			34.5%


			739


			637


			116.1%





			Total


			579


			1,477


			39.2%


			970


			717


			135.3%





			South Bay


			


			


			 


			


			


			 





			BART


			3,589


			17,760


			20.2%


			1,942


			4,400


			44.1%





			Caltrain


			2,641


			2,600


			101.6%


			902


			650


			138.8%





			SamTrans


			44


			160


			27.3%


			32


			40


			79.0%





			Total


			6,273


			20,520


			30.6%


			2,876


			5,090


			56.5%








NOTES:


a 	For pre-event and post-event conditions, capacity utilization exceeding 100 percent highlighted in hold. Significant project impacts shaded.


b 	Ridership and capacity include the 33 Stanyan route that provides complimentary service to the 22 Fillmore at the maximum load point.


SOURCE: Adavant Consulting/Fehr & Peers/LCW Consulting, 2015












table 5.2-41
Transit Analysis - Existing plus Project Conditions – 
without SF Giants game – Saturday Evening Peak Hours


			Inbound


			NO EVENT


			BASKETBALL GAME 





			


			Ridership


			Capacity


			Capacity Utilization


			Ridership


			Capacity


			Capacity Utilization





			San Francisco


			 


			


			 


			


			


			





			T Third


			507


			1,714


			29.6%


			2,947


			4,570


			64.5%





			22 Fillmore/55 16th Street


			394


			420


			93.7%


			333


			420


			79.3%





			Special Event Shuttles


			0


			0


			0%


			1,188


			1,372


			86.6%





			Total


			901


			2,134


			41.9%


			4,468


			6,362


			70.2%





			East Bay


			


			


			 


			


			


			 





			BART


			2,266


			8,630


			26.3%


			3,813


			8,630


			44.2%





			AC Transit


			54


			200


			27.2%


			113


			200


			56.7%





			Ferries


			0


			0


			0%


			0


			0


			0%





			Total


			2,321


			8,830


			26.3%


			3,927


			8,830


			44.5%





			North Bay


			


			


			 


			


			


			 





			Buses


			80


			137


			58.6%


			128


			137


			93.2%





			Ferries


			826


			1,594


			51.6%


			1,173


			1,594


			73.6%





			Total


			906


			1,731


			52.4%


			1,301


			1,731


			75.1%





			South Bay


			


			


			 


			


			


			 





			BART


			2,052


			11,520


			17.8%


			2,256


			11,520


			19.6%





			Caltrain


			694


			1,300


			53.4%


			1,307


			1,300


			100.5%





			SamTrans


			20


			80


			0%


			29


			80


			36.4%





			Total


			2,767


			12,900


			21.4%


			3,592


			12,900


			27.8%








NOTE:


a 	For No Event scenario, capacity utilization exceeding 85 percent for Muni and 100 percent for regional transit highlighted in hold. For pre-event conditions, capacity utilization exceeding 100 percent highlighted in hold. Significant project impacts shaded. 


SOURCE: Adavant Consulting/Fehr & Peers/LCW Consulting, 2015









Table 5.2-42
Muni DOWNTOWN transit Screenlines – Existing Plus Project - No Event and Convention EveNt scenarios - weekday P.M. Peak Hour


			Screenline / Transit Provider


			Existing Ridership


			Project 
Trips


			Existing plus Project Ridership


			Existing Capacity


			Capacity Utilization





			No Event


			


			


			


			


			





			Northeast


			Kearny/Stockton Corridor


			2,157


			35


			2,192


			3,291


			66.6%





			


			All Other Lines


			570


			9


			579


			1,078


			53.7%





			


			Subtotal


			2,728


			45


			2,772


			4,369


			63.4%





			Northwest


			Geary Corridor


			1,814


			26


			1,840


			2,526


			72.8%





			


			California


			1,366


			20


			1,386


			1,686


			82.2%





			


			Sutter/Clement


			470


			7


			477


			630


			75.7%





			


			Fulton/Hayes


			965


			14


			979


			1,176


			83.2%





			


			Balboa


			637


			9


			646


			929


			69.6%





			


			Subtotal


			5,252


			76


			5,328


			6,949


			76.7%





			Southeast


			Third Street


			550


			23


			573


			714


			80.2%





			


			Mission Street


			1,529


			63


			1,592


			2,789


			57.1%





			


			San Bruno/Bayshore


			1,320


			54


			1,374


			2,134


			64.4%





			


			All Other Lines


			1,034


			42


			1,076


			1,712


			62.9%





			


			Subtotal


			4,433


			182


			4,615


			7,349


			62.8%





			Southwest


			Subway Lines


			4,747


			41


			4,788


			6,294


			76.1%





			


			Haight/Noriega


			1,105


			9


			1,114


			1,651


			67.5%





			


			All Other Lines


			276


			2


			278


			700


			39.8%





			


			Subtotal


			6,128


			52


			6,180


			8,645


			71.5%





			


			Total All Muni Screenlines


			18,541


			355


			18,895


			27,312


			69.2%





			Convention Event


			


			


			


			


			





			Northeast


			Kearny/Stockton Corridor


			2,158


			198


			2,357


			3,291


			71.6%





			


			All Other Lines


			570


			52


			622


			1,078


			57.7%





			


			Subtotal


			2,728


			251


			2,979


			4,369


			68.2%





			Northwest


			Geary Corridor


			1,814


			28


			1,842


			2,526


			72.8%





			


			California


			1,366


			21


			1,387


			1,686


			82.3%





			


			Sutter/Clement


			470


			7


			477


			630


			75.8%





			


			Fulton/Hayes


			965


			15


			980


			1,176


			83.3%





			


			Balboa


			637


			10


			647


			929


			69.6%





			


			Subtotal


			5,252


			82


			5,334


			6,949


			76.8%





			Southeast


			Third Street


			550


			21


			571


			714


			80.2%





			


			Mission Street


			1,529


			58


			1,587


			2,789


			56.9%





			


			San Bruno/Bayshore


			1,320


			50


			1,370


			2,134


			64.2%





			


			All Other Lines


			1,034


			39


			1,073


			1,712


			62.7%





			


			Subtotal


			4,433


			169


			4,602


			7,349


			62.6%





			Southwest


			Subway Lines


			4,747


			54


			4,801


			6,294


			76.3%





			


			Haight/Noriega


			1,105


			13


			1,118


			1,651


			67.7%





			


			All Other Lines


			276


			3


			279


			700


			39.9%





			


			Subtotal


			6,128


			70


			6,198


			8,645


			71.7%





			


			Total All Muni Screenlines


			18,541


			572


			19,112


			27,312


			70.0%











SOURCE: Adavant Consulting/Fehr & Peers/LCW Consulting, 2015









Table 5.2-39 presents the transit analysis for the T Third light rail line and 22 Fillmore/55 16th Street routes serving the project site, as well as the three regional screenlines for the weekday p.m. peak hour. The 22 Fillmore/55 16th Street route operates at a capacity utilization of 89.5 percent, and the addition of the project-project generated transit trips to this route would further increase the capacity utilization above the 85 percent capacity utilization standard (i.e., to 111 percent). The proposed project would contribute more than 5 percent to the ridership, and therefore, this would be considered as significant impact. Table 5.2-41 presents the transit analysis for the Saturday evening peak hour, which typically has less transit capacity than during the weekday p.m. peak hour.  The addition of the project-generated transit trips to the T Third line and the 22 Fillmore/55 16th Street route would result in the capacity utilization exceeding the 85 percent capacity utilization standard and this would be considered a significant impact.  Some of the ridership on the 22 Fillmore/55 16th Street route would likely utilize the proposed new regular Mission Bay TMA shuttle route to the 16th Street BART station (see Table 5.2-13 for the existing and proposed Mission Bay TMA shuttle service), however, only limited service and capacity would be provided on these shuttles (i.e., about 60 passengers if 30-passenger vans were used), and would not substantially reduce the contribution of the proposed project to the ridership of the 22 Fillmore/55 16th Street. The project-generated trips assigned to the T Third line would be accommodated during the weekday p.m. peak hour without exceeding the 85 percent capacity utilization standard.


Table 5.2-42 presents the results of the Muni screenline analysis for the existing plus project conditions for weekday p.m. peak hour conditions for the No Event scenario.  The screenline analysis assesses the impact of the project-generated trips on other routes in San Francisco. Overall, the addition of the project-generated riders to the four screenlines would not substantially increase the peak hour capacity utilization. Capacity utilization for all screenlines and corridors would remain similar to those under Existing conditions, and below the capacity utilization standard of 85 percent.


Convention Event


During the weekday p.m. peak hour, the Convention Event scenario would generate 1,524 new transit trips (212 inbound and 1,312 outbound). Based on the trip distribution patterns, it was estimated that out of the 1,312 outbound transit trips, about 572 would cross the Muni screenlines, 490 would cross the regional screenlines, and the remaining 250 would not cross any screenlines (i.e., would travel within the downtown area).


Table 5.2-39 presents the transit analysis for the T Third light rail line and 22 Fillmore/55 16th Street routes serving the project site. The Convention Event Scenario would generate more outbound transit trips than the No Event scenario, with the majority of the increase using the T Third line, which would continue to operate at less than the 85 percent capacity utilization standard. Transit trips assigned to the 22 Fillmore/55 16th Street route would further increase the capacity utilization above the 85 percent capacity utilization standard, and the Convention Event scenario would result in a significant impact on this route. Table 5.2-42 presents the Muni screenline analysis for the Convention Event scenario for weekday p.m. peak hour conditions. Overall, the addition of the project-generated riders to the four screenlines would not substantially increase the peak hour capacity utilization. Capacity utilization for all screenlines and corridors would remain similar to those under Existing conditions, and below the capacity utilization standard of 85 percent. 


Basketball Game


As indicated in Section 5.2.5.2, in addition to the existing scheduled transit service in the project vicinity, the SFMTA would provide additional service to accommodate peak evening events, including basketball games and concerts with more than 14,000 attendees (see Table 5.2-14 for the proposed frequencies). Light rail service on the T Third would be increased, and three special event shuttles routes would be implemented. The additional capacity that would be provided pre-event and post-event periods on a weekday and Saturday was incorporated into the transit analysis presented on Table 5.2-40 for weekday evening (inbound to the project site) and weekday late evening (outbound from the project site) peak hours, and on Table 5.2-41 for the Saturday evening peak hour (inbound towards the project site.


1. During the weekday p.m. peak hour, the Basketball Game scenario would generate 1,625 new transit trips (944 inbound and 681 outbound). As indicated in Table 5.2-39, the additional outbound trips would be accommodated on the T Third line, however, transit trips assigned to the 22 Fillmore/55 16th Street route would further increase the capacity utilization above the 85 percent capacity utilization standard, and the Basketball Game scenario would result in a significant impact on this route


1. During the weekday evening peak hour, the Basketball Game scenario would generate 4,371 new transit trips (4,138 inbound and 232 outbound). About 64 percent of the inbound transit demand would be on the T Third (2,663 trips), about 28 percent on the Special Event Shuttles (1,139 trips), 8 percent would walk from Caltrain (305 trips), and 1 percent would take the 22 Fillmore/55 16th Street route (32 trips). As shown on Table 5.2-40, the additional 2,663 trips on the T Third would result in an increase of capacity utilization to 122 percent, which would exceed the 100 percent capacity utilization standard for special event service, and this would be considered a significant impact.


1. During the weekday late evening peak hour, the Basketball Game scenario would generate 4,680 new outbound transit trips. About 67 percent of the outbound transit demand would be on the T Third (3,157 trips), about 24 percent on the Special Event Shuttles (1,133 trips), 8 percent would walk to Caltrain (359 trips), and 1 percent would take the 22 Fillmore/55 16th Street route (31 trips). As presented in Table 5.2-40, because additional light rail service could be provided for the event during the late evening peak hour than during the evening peak hour, when service demand on the rest of the transit system is greater, the additional trips generated by the proposed project would be accommodated within the proposed transit service plan.


1. During the Saturday evening peak hour, the Basketball Game scenario would generate 4,310 new vehicle trips (4,134 inbound and 176 outbound). About 63 percent of the inbound transit demand would be on the T Third (2,611 trips), about 29 percent on the Special Event Shuttles (1,188 trips), 7 percent would walk from Caltrain (308 trips), and 1 percent would take the 22 Fillmore/55 16th Street route (27 trips). As presented in Table 5.2-41, because additional light rail service would be provided for the event during the Saturday evening peak hour, the additional trips generated by the proposed project would be accommodated within the proposed transit service plan.


Other Events


Transit conditions during other events at the project site would be similar to or better than described above for the Basketball Game scenario which assessed the maximum attendance event for evening conditions, and which would be representative of conditions for sell-out concert events. The proposed Special Event Transit Service Plan would be provided for large events (i.e., with more than 14,000 attendees), and the service levels of the additional service would be adjusted to reflect the anticipated attendance level.


Summary of Impact TR-4, Muni Transit Impacts


Overall, under existing plus project conditions without a SF Giants game at AT&T Park, the proposed project would result in significant project-specific transit impacts, as follows:


1. 22 Fillmore/55 16th Street during the weekday p.m. peak hour for No Event, Convention Event, and Basket Game scenarios.


1. 22 Fillmore/55 16th Street during the Saturday evening peak hour for the No Event scenario.


1. T Third during the weekday evening during the Basketball Game scenario.


Implementation of Mitigation Measure TR-4a: Additional Muni Service and Mitigation Measure M-TR-4b: Additional Mission Bay TMA Shuttle Service would reduce or minimize the severity of the capacity utilization exceedances on the routes serving the project site, and would not result in secondary transportation impacts. However, the additional transit vehicles and operators needed to provide the transit service required to reduce transit impacts to less than significant levels (i.e., below the 85 percent capacity utilization standard for non-event conditions and 100 percent capacity utilization standard for event conditions) exceeds SFMTA’s ability to provide this service, and therefore, the proposed project’s significant transit impacts on the T Third and 22 Fillmore/55 16th Street would remain significant and unavoidable, with mitigation.


Mitigation Measure M-TR-4a: Additional Muni Service


As a mitigation measure to accommodate transit demand to and from the project site on the T Third line (i.e., weekday evening) and the 22 Fillmore/55 16th Street route (i.e., weekday p.m. and Saturday evening), the project sponsor shall work with the Ballpark/Mission Bay Transportation Coordinating Committee to coordinate with the SFMTA to provide additional Muni service on these routes serving the project site. The need for additional service shall be based on surveys of employees and visitors conducted as part of the TMP.


Mitigation Measure M-TR-4b: Additional Mission Bay TMA Shuttle Service


As a mitigation measure to accommodate transit demand to and from the project site on the 22 Fillmore/55 16th Street, the project sponsor shall work with the Mission Bay TMA to provide more frequent transit shuttles between Mission Bay and the areas to the west along 16th Street. The need for additional service shall be based on surveys of employees and visitors conducted as part of the TMP.


Comparison of Impact TR-4 to Mission Bay FSEIR Impact Analysis 


The Mission Bay FSEIR did not identify any significant impacts related to transit within Mission Bay, and did not require any mitigation measures.  Because the proposed project would result in significant transit impacts on the T Third light rail and 22 Fillmore/55 16th Street route, the project would result in new significant impacts not previously identified in the Mission Bay FSEIR.


_________________________


Impact TR-5: The proposed project would result in a substantial increase in transit demand that could not be accommodated by regional transit capacity; nor would it cause a substantial increase in delays or costs such that significant adverse impacts to regional transit service would occur under Existing plus Project conditions without a SF Giants game at AT&T Park. (Significant and Unavoidable with Mitigation)


Table 5.2-39 presents the regional screenline analysis for the existing plus project conditions for weekday p.m. peak hour conditions for the No Event, Convention Event, and Basketball Game scenarios.  Table 5.2-40 presents the regional screenline analysis for the weekday evening and weekday late evening peak hours for the Basketball Game scenario, while Table 5.2-41 presents the regional screenline analysis for the Saturday evening peak hour for the No Event and Basketball Game scenario. 


No Event


Similar to the Muni screenline analysis presented in Impact TR-4, the analysis of regional transit screenlines assess the effect of project-generated transit-trips on transit conditions in the outbound direction during the weekday p.m. peak hour. Under the No Event scenario, the proposed project would generate 349 new transit trips (24 inbound and 325 outbound) during the weekday p.m. peak hour and 163 new transit trips (41 inbound and 122 outbound) during the Saturday evening peak hour. Of the 325 outbound trips during the weekday p.m. peak hour, 218 would be destined to the East Bay, 17 to the North Bay, and 90 to the South Bay. Of the 41 inbound trips during the Saturday evening peak hour, 35 would be arriving from the East Bay and 6 from the South Bay. Table 5.2-40 presents the existing plus project screenline analysis for the regional transit carriers for the weekday p.m. peak hour, while Table 5.2-41 presents the analysis for the Saturday evening peak hour. In general, the addition project-related passengers would not have a substantial effect on the regional transit providers during the analysis hours, as the capacity utilization for all screenlines would remain similar to those under existing conditions. In addition, the capacity utilization for all regional transit providers would be under their capacity utilization standards of 100 percent. 


Convention Event


During the weekday p.m. peak hour, the Convention Event scenario would generate 545 new transit trips (56 inbound and 489 outbound) to and from outside of San Francisco. Based on the trip distribution patterns, it was estimated that during the weekday p.m. peak hour there would be 346 transit trips destined to the East Bay, 18 transit trips to the North Bay, and 126 transit trips to the South Bay. Table 5.2-38 presents the existing plus project screenline analysis for the regional transit carriers. In general, the addition of the 489 project-related passengers would not have a substantial effect on the regional transit providers during the weekday p.m. peak hour, as the capacity utilization for all screenlines would remain similar to those under existing conditions. In addition, the capacity utilization for all regional transit providers would be under their capacity utilization standards of 100 percent. 


Basketball Game 


The proposed project’s TMP does not include any provisions for additional service during events at the project site.  Therefore, the regional screenline analysis conducted for the project assumes existing capacities, as identified by the regional transit service providers.


1. During the weekday p.m. peak hour, the Basketball Game scenario would add 324 outbound trips to the regional screenlines. As indicated in Table 5.2-39, the additional outbound trips would be without substantially affecting the capacity utilization of the regional service providers.


1. During the weekday evening peak hour, the Basketball Game scenario would add 2,697 new transit trips to the regional screenlines (i.e., about 59 percent destined to the East Bay, 11 percent to the North Bay, and 30 percent to the South Bay). While the majority of trips would be from the East Bay, the additional trips on Caltrain would increase the capacity utilization to more than 100 percent, and this would be considered a significant impact. See Table 5.2-40.


1. During the weekday late evening peak hour, the Basketball Game scenario would add about 5,496 new outbound transit trips to the regional screenlines (i.e., about 57 percent destined to the East Bay, 14 percent to the North Bay, and 29 percent to the South Bay). As presented in Table 5.2-40, this additional demand would exceed the capacity of the existing service provided on the Golden Gate Transit and WETA buses and ferries to the North Bay, and on Caltrain to the South Bay, and this would be considered a significant impact.


1. During the Saturday evening peak hour, the Basketball Game scenario would add about 2,867 new inbound transit trips to the regional screenlines (i.e., about 57 percent from the East Bay, 14 percent from the North Bay, and 29 percent from the South Bay). As presented in Table 5.2-41, this additional demand would exceed the capacity of the existing service provided on Caltrain from the South Bay, and this would be considered a significant impact.


Other Events


Conditions for the regional transit operator  during other events at the project site would be similar to or better than described above for the Basketball Game scenario which assessed the maximum attendance event for evening conditions, and which would be representative of conditions for sell-out concert events. 





Summary of Impact TR-5


Overall, under existing plus project conditions without a SF Giants game at AT&T Park, the proposed project would result in significant project-specific transit impacts, as follows:


1. On Caltrain during the weekday evening, weekday late evening, and Saturday evening peak hours for the Basketball Game scenario.


1. On WETA and Golden Gate Transit service during the weekday late evening peak hours.


Implementation of Mitigation Measure TR-5a: Additional Caltrain Service and Mitigation Measure M-TR-5b: Additional North Bay Ferry and Bus Service would reduce or minimize the severity of the capacity utilization exceedances for the regional transit service providers. However, since the provision of additional South Bay and North Bay service is uncertain and full funding for the service has not yet been identified, implementation of both mitigation measures remain uncertain.  Accordingly, the proposed project’s significant impacts to Caltrain, Golden Gate Transit and WETA transit capacity would remain significant and unavoidable, with mitigation.


Mitigation Measure M-TR-5a: Additional Caltrain Service


As a mitigation measure to accommodate transit demand to and from the South Bay for weekday and weekend evening events, the project sponsor shall work with the Ballpark/Mission Bay Transportation Coordinating Committee to coordinate with Caltrain to provide additional Caltrain service to and from San Francisco on weekdays and weekends. The need for additional service shall be based on surveys of event center attendees conducted as part of the TMP.


Mitigation Measure M-TR-5a: Additional North Bay Ferry and Bus Service


As a mitigation measure to accommodate transit demand to the North Bay following weekday and weekend evening events, the project sponsor shall work with the Ballpark/Mission Bay Transportation Coordinating Committee to coordinate with Golden Gate Transit and WETA to provide additional ferry and/or bus service from San Francisco following weekday and weekend evening events. The need for additional service shall be based on surveys of event center attendees conducted as part of the TMP.


Comparison of Impact TR-5 to Mission Bay FSEIR Impact Analysis 


The Mission Bay FSEIR did not identify any significant regional transit impacts for existing plus project conditions, and did not require any mitigation measures. Because the proposed project would result in significant impacts to Caltrain, Golden Gate Transit, and WETA transit capacity, the project would result in new significant impacts not previously identified in the Mission Bay FSEIR. 


_________________________


Pedestrian Impacts


Impact TR-6: The proposed project would not result in a substantial overcrowding on public sidewalks, nor create potentially hazardous conditions for pedestrians, or otherwise interfere with pedestrian accessibility on the site and adjoining areas under Existing plus Project conditions without a SF Giants game at AT&T Park. (Less than Significant)


Pedestrian Improvements


The proposed project includes numerous sidewalk network and traffic control improvements that would improve and define the pedestrian environment adjacent to the project site. Specifically, the proposed project includes construction of new sidewalks along the perimeter of the project site on South Street (12.5 feet wide), on Terry A. Francois Boulevard (12.5 feet wide), on 16th Street (10 feet wide), and widening of the existing sidewalk on Third Street from 12 to 16 feet. A 20-foot wide setback would generally be provided along the 16th Street frontage, and a 5-foot wide setback would be provided for buildings fronting South Street, Third Street, and Terry A. Francois Boulevard. These setbacks, as well as additional ground floor building setbacks on Third Street at South Street and at 16th Street would allow for additional queuing space at the corners for pedestrians waiting to cross Third, South, and 16th Streets.


Additional project pedestrian improvements include signalization of the intersections of Terry A. Francois Boulevard/16th Street and Terry A. Francois Boulevard/South Street, including installation of pedestrian countdown signals. New pedestrian crosswalks, consistent with the continental design recommendations in the Better Streets Plan, would be installed at the intersections of Bridgeview Way/South Street, Terry A. Francois Boulevard/South Street, Terry A. Francois Boulevard/16th Street, Illinois Street/16th Street, and Terry A. Francois Boulevard/16th Street. In addition, the existing crosswalks at the signalized intersections of Third Street/South Street and Third Street/16th Street would be restriped to the continental design. 


Pedestrian Access


Figure 3-14 in Chapter 3 presents the proposed pedestrian circulation at the project site. Pedestrian access to the project site uses, including buildings and plazas, would be available from multiple locations along all four perimeter streets. Within the project site, a 40-foot wide curving pedestrian path would lead from the elevated Third Street Plaza around the north and east sides of the event center, past retail uses and a proposed bayfront overlook, and terminate on the southeast side of the event center. An outdoor, glass covered passageway would extend from ground level on 16th Street curving around the southwest side of the event center to the Third Street Plaza.


The primary pedestrian access to the event center for large-attendance events would be on the northwest side of the event center via the elevated Third Street Plaza. A secondary access point to the event center for large-attendance events would be on the southeast side of the event center via the elevated pedestrian path. The primary pedestrian access to the event center for smaller-attendance events would be at the ground-level theater entrance on the southeast side of the event center, via the Southeast Plaza. 


Pedestrian access to the two office and retail building lobbies and the ground-floor retail/restaurant uses would be from South and 16th Streets and from the Third Street Plaza. The food hall in the northeast corner of the site would be accessed directly via Terry A. Francois Boulevard and South Street, and also from the elevated pedestrian path within the project site. 


Pedestrian Demand


Pedestrians trips generated by the proposed project would include walk trips to and from the project site, walk trips to and from transit stops (e.g., the Caltrain station at Fourth/King and Muni bus and light rail transit stops), and walk trips between the project site and nearby parking facilities. As noted above, pedestrians would access the buildings on the project site from multiple streets, with the greatest proportion of pedestrians traveling through the intersection of Third/South.


1. No Event – During the weekday p.m. peak hour, the No Event scenario would add about 1,452 new pedestrian trips to the surrounding streets, which includes 882 person trips to and from nearby transit stops and 570 walk/other trips. During the Saturday evening peak hour, the No Event scenario would add about 1,423 new pedestrian trips to the surrounding streets, which includes 673 person trips to and from nearby transit stops and 750 walk/other trips.


1. Convention Event – During the weekday p.m. peak hour, the Convention Event scenario would add about 4,396 new pedestrian trips to the surrounding streets, which includes 1,524 person trips to and from nearby transit stops, 774 person trips to and from nearby parking facilities and 2,098 walk/other trips. The Convention Event scenario would add the greatest number of pedestrian trips to the adjacent street network during the weekday p.m. peak hour (i.e., attendees leaving the convention event during the weekday p.m. peak hour).


1. Basketball Game – During the weekday p.m. peak hour, the Basketball Game scenario would add about 3,531 new pedestrian trips to the surrounding streets, which includes 1,625 person trips to and from nearby transit stops, 1,316 person trips to and from nearby parking facilities and 590 walk/other trips. 


During the weekday evening peak hour (i.e., per-game), the Basketball Game scenario would add about 10,976 new pedestrian trips to the surrounding streets, which includes 4,371 person trips to and from nearby transit stops, 5,237 person trips to and from nearby parking facilities, and 1,368 walk/other trips. During the weekday late evening peak hour (i.e., post-game), the Basketball Game scenario would add about 11,762 new pedestrian trips to the surrounding streets, which includes 4,680 person trips to and from nearby transit stops, 5,824 person trips to and from nearby parking facilities and 1,258 walk/other trips. 


During the Saturday evening peak hour (i.e., pre-game), the Basketball Game scenario would add about 10,800 new pedestrian trips to the surrounding streets, which includes 4,310 person trips to and from nearby transit stops, 5,809 person trips to and from nearby parking facilities and 681 walk/other trips.


The new pedestrian peak hour trips were distributed to the streets in the project vicinity based on the location of the transit/event shuttle stops, location of parking facilities (for event scenarios when associated parking demand would not be accommodated within the on-site garage), and nearby attractions. The resulting project-generated pedestrian trips were then added to the existing sidewalk and crosswalk volumes to determine the existing plus project pedestrian volumes at the study locations.


Pedestrian LOS at Crosswalks and Sidewalks


Table 5.2-43 presents the existing plus project pedestrian LOS conditions for the weekday p.m. peak hour for the three analysis scenarios. Table 5.2-44 presents the existing plus project pedestrian LOS for the weekday evening and late evening conditions for the Basketball Game scenario, while Table 5.2-45 presents the pedestrian LOS for Saturday evening No Event and Basketball Game scenarios.


No Event. As shown on Table 5.2-43 and Table 5.2-45, with the addition of the new pedestrian trips associated with the office, retail and restaurant uses during the weekday p.m. and Saturday evening peak hours, the pedestrian LOS conditions for the No Event scenario would be LOS A or LOS B at the crosswalk and sidewalk locations.


Convention Event. As shown on Table 5.2-43, with the addition of the new pedestrian trips during the weekday p.m., the pedestrian LOS conditions for the Convention Event scenario would be LOS C or better at the crosswalk and sidewalk locations. The greatest number of new pedestrians would be at the intersection of Third/South, accessing the light rail platform within the median of Third Street. During convention events, PCOs would be stationed at the intersections of Third/South and Third/16th to facilitate pedestrian travel through these intersections and to minimize conflicts. 


table 5.2-43
Pedestrian Level of Service - Existing plus Project Conditions – without SF Giants game - Weekday PM Peak Hour


			


			Analysis Location


			Existing


			Existing plus Project 





			


			


			


			No Event


			Convention Event


			Basketball Game





			


			


			MOEa


			LOSb


			MOE


			LOS


			MOE


			LOS


			MOE


			LOS





			Crosswalks


			


			


			


			


			


			


			


			





			Third St/South St


			


			


			


			


			


			


			


			





			


			North 


			472


			A


			198


			A


			76


			A


			194


			A





			


			South 


			216


			A


			48


			B


			25


			C


			17


			D





			


			East


			1,093


			A


			95


			A


			27


			C


			52


			B





			Third St/16th St


			


			


			


			


			


			


			


			





			


			North 


			1,305


			A


			85


			A


			35


			C


			56


			B





			


			South 


			519


			A


			234


			A


			129


			A


			64


			A





			


			East


			1,978


			A


			253


			A


			74


			A


			128


			A





			


			West


			478


			A


			269


			A


			163


			A


			87


			A





			Terry A. Francois Blvd/South St


			


			


			


			


			


			


			


			





			


			North 


			--


			--


			529


			A


			102


			A


			126


			A





			


			South 


			--


			--


			676


			A


			121


			A


			73


			A





			


			West


			--


			--


			728


			A


			62


			A


			96


			A





			Sidewalks


			


			


			


			


			


			


			


			





			Third St between South & 16th Streets


			


			


			


			


			


			


			


			





			


			East


			0.2


			A


			0.6


			B


			1.5


			B


			0.7


			B





			


			West


			0.1


			A


			0.1


			A


			0.3


			A


			0.1


			A





			South Street – South Side 


			--


			--


			0.6


			B


			1.8


			B


			0.7


			B





			16th Street – North Side 


			--


			--


			0.8


			B


			2.3


			B


			0.9


			B








NOTES:


a	MOE – Measure of Effectiveness. Circulation area measured in average square feet per pedestrian for crosswalk analysis, and pedestrian unit flow measured in average pedestrians per minute per foot for sidewalk analysis.


b	Crosswalks operating at LOS E or LOS F highlighted in bold


SOURCE: Adavant Consulting/Fehr & Peers/LCW Consulting, 2015.









table 5.2-44
Pedestrian Level of Service - Existing plus Project Conditions – 
without SF Giants game - Weekday evening and late evening Peak Hours


			


			Analysis Location


			Evening


			Late Evening





			


			


			Existing


			Existing plus Project - Basketball Game


			Existing


			Existing plus Project - Basketball Game





			


			


			MOEa


			LOSb


			MOE


			LOS


			MOE


			LOS


			MOE


			LOS





			Crosswalks


			


			


			


			


			


			


			


			





			Third St/South St


			


			


			


			


			


			


			


			





			


			North 


			793


			A


			10


			E


			--


			--


			4


			F





			


			South 


			313


			A


			3


			F


			--


			--


			5


			F





			


			East


			2,333


			A


			19


			D


			--


			--


			10


			E





			Third St/16th St


			


			


			


			


			


			


			


			





			


			North 


			1,579


			A


			32


			C


			--


			--


			23


			D





			


			South 


			733


			A


			40


			C


			--


			--


			33


			C





			


			East


			3,320


			A


			30


			C


			--


			--


			51


			B





			


			West


			626


			A


			60


			B


			--


			--


			77


			A





			Terry A. Francois Blvd/South St


			


			


			


			


			


			


			


			





			


			North 


			--


			--


			36


			C


			--


			--


			33


			C





			


			South 


			--


			--


			18


			D


			--


			--


			16


			D





			


			West


			--


			--


			24


			D


			--


			--


			21


			D





			Sidewalks


			


			


			


			


			


			


			


			





			Third St between South & 16th Streets


			


			


			


			


			


			


			


			





			


			East


			0.1


			A


			1.4


			B


			--


			--


			1.3


			B





			


			West


			0.1


			A


			0.2


			A


			--


			--


			0.7


			B





			South Street – South Side 


			--


			--


			1.7


			B


			--


			--


			2.3


			B





			16th Street – North Side 


			--


			--


			2.1


			B


			--


			--


			2.9


			B








NOTES:


a	MOE – Measure of Effectiveness. Circulation area measured in average square feet per pedestrian for crosswalk analysis, and pedestrian unit flow measured in average pedestrians per minute per foot for sidewalk analysis.


b	Crosswalks operating at LOS E or LOS F highlighted in bold.


SOURCE: Adavant Consulting/Fehr & Peers/LCW Consulting, 2015.












table 5.2-45
Pedestrian Level of Service - Existing plus Project Conditions – without SF Giants game – Saturday Evening Peak Hour


			


			Analysis Location


			Existing


			Existing plus Project 





			


			


			


			No Event


			Basketball Game





			


			


			MOEa


			LOSb


			MOE


			LOS


			MOE


			LOS





			Crosswalks





			Third St/South St


			


			


			


			


			


			





			


			North


			1,285


			A


			237


			A


			11


			E





			


			South


			875


			A


			66


			A


			3


			F





			


			East


			1,909


			A


			62


			A


			21


			D





			Third St/16th St


			


			


			


			


			


			





			


			North


			2,633


			A


			92


			A


			31


			C





			


			South


			999


			A


			198


			A


			34


			C





			


			East


			4,506


			A


			126


			A


			20


			D





			


			West 


			1,677


			A


			231


			A


			40


			B





			Terry A. Francois Blvd/South St


			


			


			


			


			


			





			


			North


			--


			--


			532


			A


			34


			C





			


			South


			--


			--


			745


			A


			16


			D





			


			West 


			--


			--


			732


			A


			22


			D





			Sidewalks





			Third St between South & 16th Streets


			


			


			


			


			


			





			


			East


			0.1


			A


			0.5


			B


			0.9


			B





			


			West 


			0.1


			A


			0.1


			A


			0.1


			A





			South Street – South Side 


			--


			--


			0.7


			B


			1.2


			B





			16th Street – North Side


			--


			--


			0.9


			B


			1.5


			B








NOTES:


a	MOE – Measure of Effectiveness. Circulation area measured in average square feet per pedestrian for crosswalk analysis, and pedestrian unit flow measured in average pedestrians per minute per foot for sidewalk analysis.


b	Crosswalks operating at LOS E or LOS F highlighted in bold.


SOURCE: Adavant Consulting/Fehr & Peers/LCW Consulting, 2015.












Basketball Game


Analysis of pedestrian conditions for the Basketball Game scenario was conducted for the weekday p.m. peak hour, as well as for the peak arrival (weekday evening) and peak departure (late evening) hours for a weekday evening game, and for the Saturday evening peak hour for peak arrivals for a Saturday evening game. During the weekday p.m. peak hour, the number of pedestrians on crosswalks and sidewalks would increase over the No Event scenario, as basketball game attendees would start arriving to the event center during the p.m. peak hour for an evening event which would typically start at 7:30 p.m. With the increase in pedestrians, the pedestrian LOS conditions would be LOS A or LOS B at all study locations, with the exception of the south crosswalk at the intersection of Third/South, which would operate at LOS D. The LOS D conditions for the south crosswalk reflect the increased number of pedestrians traveling to the event center via the T Third during the p.m. peak hour, and getting off at the UCSF/Mission Bay station.


During the weekday evening peak hour, pedestrians in the project vicinity would increase substantially (i.e., about 11,000 new pedestrians during the weekday evening peak hour, as compared to 3,500 new pedestrians during the weekday p.m. peak hour), and include arrivals via the existing T Third light rail line and 22 Fillmore/55 16th Street bus route as well as attendees arriving via the Special Event Shuttles. For pre-event conditions, Special Event Shuttle stops would be located adjacent to the project site on South and on 16th Streets, and on the south side of 16th Street east of Third Street. During the weekday evening peak hour, pedestrian LOS conditions would worsen from weekday p.m. peak hour, however, the sidewalks and crosswalks would be able to accommodate the increased pedestrians. All analysis locations would operate at LOS D or better, except for the north (LOS E) and south (LOS F) crosswalks at the intersection of Third/South during the weekday evening peak hour. These poor operating conditions would be due to the high volume of transit riders. Post-event, Special Event Shuttle stops would be located adjacent to the project site on 16th Street, and on the east side of Illinois Street south of 16th Street and on the east side of Third Street north of South Street. During the weekday late evening, reflecting conditions with pedestrians leaving the event center, crosswalks and sidewalks would also operate at LOS D or better, with the exception of all three crosswalks at the intersection of Third/South which would operate at LOS E or LOS F. The pedestrian analysis reflects the existing traffic control at this intersection, however, during pre-event and post-event conditions PCOs would be posted at this and other nearby intersections (see Figure 5.2-11) to facilitate pedestrian flows and minimize conflicts. In addition, for post-event conditions, the northbound travel lanes of Third Street between 16th Street and Mission Bay Boulevard South would be closed, as would the section of South Street between Third Street and the entrance to the 450 South Street garage. With the travel lane closures, pedestrians would be able to cross outside of the designated crosswalk (i.e., disperse over a greater crossing area) and would not be subject to the traffic signal controls. For these reasons, the LOS E and LOS F conditions for the crosswalks at the intersection of Third/South would not be considered a significant pedestrian impact. At the intersection of Illinois/16th Street, PCOs would manage alternating flows of vehicle traffic exiting the garage with pedestrian and bicycle flows along and crossing 16th Street, manage alternating flows of vehicle traffic exiting the garage with the Special Event 16th Street BART shuttles accessing 16th Street eastbound from Illinois Street northbound and with the Special Event Van Ness Avenue shuttles traveling westbound on 16th Street, and coordinate with PCOs along 16th Street that would be managing pedestrian flows across 16th Street.


Table 5.2-45 presents the pedestrian LOS conditions for the Saturday evening peak hour for the Basketball Game scenario, reflecting the peak arrivals of pedestrians to the event center. The crosswalk and sidewalk locations would operate at LOS D or better, with the exception of the south and east crosswalks at the intersection of Third/South, which would operate at LOS F conditions. As discussed above, PCOs would be stationed at this and other intersections pre-event to facilitate pedestrian travel through the intersection and to minimize conflicts. 


Other Events


Pedestrian LOS conditions at the sidewalk and crosswalk locations during other events at the project site would be similar to or better than described above for the Convention Event and Basketball Game scenarios, which assessed the maximum attendance event, and which would be representative of conditions for sell-out concert events (i.e., the Basketball Game scenario), and a daytime event with about 9,000 attendees (i.e., the Convention Event scenario). Pedestrian travel associated with smaller events would be accommodated within the nearby sidewalk and crosswalks without requiring temporary lane closures to accommodate pedestrian flows, however, similar to large events, during smaller events PCOs would be posted at nearby intersections to manage pedestrian flows and reduce conflicts (see Table 5.2-15 for a list of the TMP transportation management strategies by event type).


Pedestrian Safety


Under the No Event scenario, there would be an increased potential for pedestrian-vehicle and pedestrian-bicycle conflicts as traffic, pedestrian, and bicycle volumes would increase from existing conditions. There are a number of factors that contribute to increased pedestrian-vehicle and pedestrian-bicycle conflicts, and the number of collisions at an intersection is a function of the vehicle and bicycle volumes, traffic control, vehicle speeds, types of pedestrian facilities, surrounding land uses, location, and the number of pedestrians. The project’s numerous pedestrian network improvements described above, including new sidewalks, continental crosswalks, traffic signals and pedestrian countdown signals, would define the pedestrian network and would offset risks associated with increased pedestrian-vehicle and pedestrian-bicycle conflicts. The enhanced roadway, bicycle and pedestrian network, as well as an increased pedestrian presence, would cause drivers to expect and adapt to increased interactions with pedestrians. 


During event days at the event center, the proposed project’s TMP would be in effect, and resulting in an increased potential for pedestrian-vehicle and pedestrian-bicycle conflicts compared to the No Event scenario. However, as described above, PCOs would be posted at key nearby locations to manage pedestrian flows and minimize potential conflicts with vehicles and bicycles.


Summary of Impact TR-6


Overall, the proposed project would implement numerous improvements that would enhance pedestrian conditions and safety in the project vicinity. The existing and proposed pedestrian facilities would be adequate to meet the pedestrian demand associated with the project uses, and the proposed project TMP for event conditions would manage short-term peak pedestrian flows at adjacent intersections such that pedestrian impacts would be less than significant. For the reasons noted above, while the addition of project-generated pedestrian trips would increase pedestrian volumes on crosswalks and sidewalks adjacent to the project site and on nearby streets, the additional trips would not substantially affect pedestrian flows, create potentially hazardous conditions for pedestrians or otherwise interfere with pedestrian accessibility to the site and adjoining areas. Therefore, the proposed project’s impact on pedestrians would be less than significant.


Mitigation: Not required


Comparison of Impact TR-6 to Mission Bay FSEIR Impact Analysis


The Mission Bay FSEIR did not identify any significant impacts related to pedestrians within Mission Bay, and did not require any mitigation measures. Consequently, no new or different mitigation measures or alternatives to reduce project impacts related to pedestrians are identified or required with respect to the currently proposed project. On the basis of the above, the project would result in no new or substantially more severe significant effects than those identified in the Mission Bay FSEIR related to pedestrian impacts. 


_________________________


Bicycle Impacts


Impact TR-7: The proposed project would not result in potentially hazardous conditions for bicyclists, or otherwise substantially interfere with bicycle accessibility to the site and adjoining areas under Existing plus Project conditions without a SF Giants game at AT&T Park. (Less than Significant)


Bicycle Improvements


The proposed project would provide bicycle storage rooms accommodating 111 Class 1 bicycle parking spaces within the proposed office and retail/restaurant buildings (i.e., 55 bicycle parking spaces in the South Street office and retail building, 52 spaces in the 16th Street office and retail building, and 4 spaces in the Food Hall). In addition, an enclosed bicycle parking center would be provided at one of two possible on-site locations (location to be determined – either midblock near Terry A. Francois Boulevard or near 16th Street), that would accommodate 300 Class 2 bicycle parking spaces on days without an event. This bicycle parking center would be conveniently located and easily accessible from the bicycle lanes on 16th Street and Terry A. Francois Boulevard. On event days, this facility would be valet staffed, which would then convert the 300 spaces to Class 1; an additional 100 Class 1 bicycle parking spaces would be provided in a temporary bicycle corral within the main plaza area, for a total of 400 Class 1 bicycle parking spaces on event days. The bicycle valet is proposed to be staffed by a partner such as the San Francisco Bicycle Coalition for evening uses during peak events such as NBA games and concerts. The valet parking would be attended from two hours prior to the start of the event, to approximately an hour after the event ends. The proposed project would also provide 75 Class 2 bicycle parking space via bicycle racks on adjacent sidewalks and on-site at key locations. Figure 3-15 in Chapter 3 presents the general location of the proposed bicycle parking spaces.


The proposed project would include sponsorship of a Bay Area Bike Share station on or near the project site. The location of the station would be determined through coordination between the project sponsor, the SFMTA, the Port of San Francisco, and the bicycle share operator.


With implementation of the proposed project, and as part of the Mission Bay Infrastructure Plan, 16th Street would be built out between Illinois Street and Terry A. Francois Boulevard. Class II bicycle lanes on 16th Street would be extended in both directions east of Third Street to Terry A. Francois Boulevard. On both sides of 16th Street between Third and Illinois Streets, a 6-foot wide bicycle lane would be located adjacent to the 8-foot wide curb parking lane. On both sides of 16th Street between Illinois Street and Terry A. Francois Boulevard a 6-foot wide bicycle lane would be provided adjacent to the curb, and a 4-foot wide buffer would separate the bicycle lane from the adjacent 9-foot wide parking lane. The extension of the bicycle lanes on 16th Street to the intersection of Terry A. Francois Boulevard/16th Street would facilitate access to the planned cycle track and the Bay Trail that runs along the shoreline parallel to Terry A. Francois Boulevard.


The relocation of Terry A. Francois Boulevard as part of the Mission Bay Infrastructure Plan (and constructed by the master developer) will include replacing the existing bicycle lane in each direction with a 13-foot wide two-way separated bicycle lane (i.e., a cycle track) on the east side of the street, and the existing bicycle lane on the west side of Terry A. Francois Boulevard will be removed. A 4-foot wide raised buffer will separate the bicycle lane from the adjacent 8-foot wide parking lane. With the provision of a cycle track, and as Mission Bay gets built out along Terry A. Francois Boulevard to the north and south of the project site, it is anticipated that some bicyclists currently traveling on Third Street would instead travel on the improved bicycle facility on Terry A. Francois Boulevard (Third Street is not a designated bicycle route, and on Third Street bicyclists share the travel lane with vehicles).


Bicycle Conditions


No Event. With implementation of the proposed project, bicycle volumes would increase on the adjacent roadways and bicycle facilities. A portion of the walk/other trips generated by the proposed project uses, as presented in Table 5.2-23 would be bicycle trips. The bicycle demand would be accommodated within the 111 Class 1 and 375 Class 2 bicycle parking spaces (i.e., the 300 Class 2 spaces within an enclosed bicycle parking center and 75 spaces on the adjacent sidewalks) that would be available on the project site and adjacent sidewalks. During the weekday p.m. peak hour, about 150 of the 570 walk/other trips would be bicycle trips, and during the Saturday evening peak hour, about 230 of the 750 walk/other trips would be bicycle trips.


Proposed Class II bicycle lanes on 16th Street between Third Street and Terry A. Francois Boulevard would connect to existing bicycle lanes to the west, as well as to the planned bicycle track on Terry A. Francois Boulevard. The entrance to the project’s parking garage and loading area on 16th Street would be located at the all-way stop-controlled intersection of Illinois/16th, which would minimize the potential for conflicts between bicyclists traveling on 16th Street and vehicles entering and exiting the garage.


Convention Event. Similar to the No Event scenario, bicycle parking demand would be accommodated within the proposed 111 Class 1 and 375 Class 2 bicycle parking spaces. During the weekday p.m. peak hour, a portion of the 2,098 walk/other person trips would be bicycle trips, with 1,484 of these being convention event shuttle/taxi trips, 614 being walk trips, and 265 being other trips, including bicycles, with the majority being bicycle trips. Depending on the size of the convention event, the enclosed bicycle parking center may be staffed, and therefore the 300 bicycle parking spaces within the enclosed bicycle parking center would be considered Class 1 spaces). Bicycle circulation and access would be similar to the No Event scenario. For convention events, when Moscone Center event shuttle buses are anticipated to transport attendees to and from the project site, passenger loading/unloading would occur on 16th Street between Illinois Street and Terry A. Francois Boulevard, adjacent to the north curb within the westbound bicycle lane. When the north curb of 16th Street is used for passenger loading/unloading, the on-street parking located between the curb bicycle lane and the travel lane would be subject to tow-away restrictions, and bicyclists would travel between the stopped buses and the travel lane (i.e., within the area designated for parking). 


Basketball Game. The number of bicycle trips was estimated for the basketball game (i.e., bicycle modes as a separate mode is not available for other project uses). For weekday evening basketball games, there would be about 360 attendees accessing the site by bicycling, while on Saturdays, there would be about 270 attendees accessing the site by bicycling. This would be in addition to the bicycle trips generated by the office, retail, and restaurant uses (about 50 to 80 person trips during the peak hours).


Prior to an event, bicycle access to the project site would be similar to the No Event scenario, and would occur primarily from Terry A. Francois Boulevard and 16th Street. A basketball game would result in an increase in vehicles, bicycles, and pedestrians in the project area, which would result in an increased potential for conflicts. Implementation of the TMP strategies, such as posting of PCOs, would serve to reduce potential conflicts. Nevertheless, prior and following events, bicycle access may become more difficult due to heavier vehicle and pedestrian volumes, and some bicyclists may shift to other streets (e.g., from Third Street to Fourth Street or to the planned cycle track on Terry A. Francois Boulevard), however, bicycle access would be maintained. During events, PCOs would be stationed at key intersections adjacent to the project site to facilitate vehicle, bicycle, and pedestrian flows. Specifically, PCOs are proposed to be stationed at the intersection of 16th Street at Third, Illinois and Terry A. Francois Boulevard, and on South Street at Third, Bridgeview Way and Terry A. Francois Boulevard. 


Before the end of the game, temporary street closures would be implemented on Third Street and 16th Street that would affect bicycle access. The northbound travel lanes on Third Street would be closed to vehicles and bicycles in order to facilitate pedestrian access to the Third Street light rail platforms within the median, and to reduce conflicts between vehicles on Third Street and the Special Event shuttles traveling on 16th Street from the project site. Bicyclists traveling on northbound Third Street would need to detour to Terry A. Francois Boulevard or Fourth Street to continue northbound. 


Sixteenth Street between Third and Terry A. Francois Boulevard would be closed to vehicular traffic to facilitate Special Event shuttle operations. On-street parking would not be permitted, with the exception of media trucks on the north curb of 16th Street between Third and Illinois Streets. On the section of 16th Street between Illinois Street and Terry A. Francois Boulevard, the north curb (i.e., the proposed bicycle lane) would be utilized for staging of the Special Event Van Ness Avenue Shuttle, and therefore bicyclists traveling westbound on 16th Street in this section would not have access to the bicycle lane. Similarly, a portion of the south curb east of the garage exit from the 409/499 Illinois Street building would be used for black car staging and loading. Bicyclists in this section would ride within the closed travel lanes, but would need to negotiate shuttle buses pulling into and out of the north curb and continuing westbound on 16th Street, and black car vehicles pulling out of the south curb and continuing eastbound on 16th Street.


At the intersection of Illinois/16th, vehicles would be exiting the project garage and would be continuing southbound on Illinois Street or turning right onto westbound 16th Street, the Special Event Van Ness Avenue Shuttle would be traveling westbound on 16th Street, and the Special Event 16th Street BART Shuttle would be turning left from northbound Illinois Street onto 16th Street westbound (passenger loading for the Special Event 16th Street BART Shuttle would occur on the east side of Illinois Street south of 16th Street). A PCO would be stationed at this location to facilitate these vehicle movement, as well as direct pedestrians across 16th Street. At the approach to Third Street, all transit shuttles, vehicles, and bicyclists would be directed to continue westbound across Third Street (i.e., not left or right turns would be permitted). Bicyclists traveling in this section would be within the bicycle lane, and would continue through into the existing bicycle lane on 16th Street west of Third Street. As noted above, vehicles and bicyclists would not be permitted to turn right into the closed portion of Third Street north of 16th Street. It is not anticipated that the media trucks parked within the north curb parking lane between Third and Illinois Streets during events would affect bicycle lane operations in this section. As noted above, on this segment of 16th Street, the 6-foot wide bicycle lane would be located adjacent to the 8-foot wide curb parking lane. Media trucks would likely depart the staging area after most event attendees depart the event center.


Other Events. Bicycle conditions during other events at the project site would be similar to or better than described above for the Basketball Game scenario which assessed the maximum attendance event, and which would be representative of conditions for sell-out concert events. TMP measures, such as street closures for events with more than 14,000 attendees, would not be required for many of the other events. For small events when charter buses are anticipated to bring attendees to the project site, charter bus loading/unloading would occur on the north curb of 16th Street between Illinois Street and Terry A. Francois Boulevard. On-street parking would be restricted in this segment, and bicyclists would travel within the parking lane. Bicycle travel in the project vicinity would be accommodated within the existing, planned, and proposed bicycle facilities. As for large events, during smaller events PCOs would be posted at nearby intersections to manage vehicle, bicycle, and pedestrian flows and reduce conflicts. 


Overall, it is anticipated that the existing, planned, and proposed bicycle facilities would be well utilized, and it is not expected that the additional vehicle, bicycle or pedestrian trips associated with the proposed project would result in significant impacts on bicyclists. It is possible that increased congestion associated with the proposed project, primarily during post-event conditions, could result in an increased potential for vehicular-bicycle and pedestrian-bicycle conflicts, however, it would not increase to a level that would adversely affect bicycle facilities in the area. Implementation of proposed TMP measures during events would facilitate bicycle access and minimize conflicts. Thus, for these reasons, the impacts of the proposed project on bicycle facilities and circulation would be less than significant.


Mitigation: Not required


Comparison of Impact TR-7 to Mission Bay FSEIR Impact Analysis 


The Mission Bay FSEIR did not identify any significant impacts related to bicycles within Mission Bay, and did not require any mitigation measures. Consequently, no new or different mitigation measures or alternatives to reduce project impacts related to construction activities are identified or required with respect to the currently proposed project. On the basis of the facts discussed above, the project would result in no new or substantially more severe significant effects than those identified in the Mission Bay FSEIR related to bicycle impacts. 


_________________________


Loading Impacts


Impact TR-8: The proposed project’s loading demand would be accommodated within the proposed on-site loading facilities, and would not create potentially hazardous conditions or significant delays for traffic, transit, bicyclists, or pedestrians under Existing plus Project conditions. (Less than Significant) 


Truck Freight and Service Vehicle Loading/Unloading


Proposed project truck and service vehicle loading impacts would be the same for conditions without and with a concurrent SF Giants Game at AT&T Park.


Loading Supply. The proposed project includes 13 truck loading spaces with a loading area in the first below-grade level of the garage, separate from the vehicle parking garage, as shown on Figure 3-7 in Chapter 3. The loading area would be accessed via a dedicated 24-foot wide driveway on 16th Street at Illinois Street (adjacent to the driveway into the vehicle parking garage). Four loading spaces would serve the two commercial towers (i.e., two loading spaces per tower), two loading spaces would serve the retail and restaurant uses, and seven loading spaces would serve the event center. The loading spaces would be 10 feet wide by 35 feet in length and with a 14-foot vertical clearance, with the exception of five of the seven event center loading spaces that would be 75 feet in length to accommodate semi-trailer trucks. The number and size of the loading spaces for the event center was based on experience at the existing arena in Oakland. Separate trash compactor areas for the various components of the project would be provided within the loading area.


In addition to the on-site below-grade loading area, 15 on-street commercial loading spaces would be provided on South Street west of Terry A. Francois Boulevard (seven spaces) and on Terry A. Francois Boulevard south of South Street (eight spaces) to serve the restaurant and retail uses at the Market Hall. Overall, the proposed project would have 28 commercial loading spaces serving the project uses.


Loading Demand. As indicated in Table 5.2-26, the proposed project would generate about 400 truck trips per day, with the majority of the trips related to the office and restaurant uses. The office, retail, and restaurant uses would generate a loading space demand of 17 loading spaces during an average hour, and 21 loading spaces during the peak hour. The peak loading space demand would be met by the six on-site loading spaces dedicated to office, retail and restaurant uses, and the 15 on-street commercial loading spaces on South Street (seven spaces) and on Terry A. Francois Boulevard (eight spaces). 


During events, the event center would generate an additional demand for seven loading spaces during the average and peak hour of loading activities. As noted in Table 5.2-26, this loading demand is for non-Warriors events, which would generate a greater number of delivery and service vehicle trips. Based on information obtained from the project sponsor for the existing Oracle arena, truck deliveries would occur a day before a game, and would be distributed over the entire day. Television trucks would arrive in advance of events to allow for appropriate set-up and to avoid peak travel periods. Television trucks staging would be located on the north curb (i.e., within the parking lane) of 16th Street adjacent to the project side, between Third Street and the driveway into the project garage. The staging area would be used for loading/unloading on the days leading to a game.


The loading demand would be accommodated within the seven loading spaces dedicated to the event center. The majority of these delivery trucks would make their deliveries in advance of events to avoid peak travel periods. Vendors would be notified by the arena management of appropriate delivery times.


As noted above, separate trash, recycling and compost areas for the various components (e.g., South Street Tower, 16th Street Tower, event center, Market Hall) of the project would be provided within the loading area in the vicinity of the loading spaces. Trash associated with all land uses, including the ground floor retail and restaurant uses, would be accommodated within these on-site trash area, and Recology collection trucks would access the on-site loading area for pickup (i.e., no trash bins would be taken to the edge of the sidewalk).


The proposed loading facilities would be sufficient to accommodate projected demand, and therefore, the impacts related to loading would be less than significant.


Passenger Loading/Unloading


Proposed accommodation for passenger loading/unloading for conditions without and with an event at the project site are included in the proposed project’s TMP. Figure 5.2-9 presents the curb regulations for No Event conditions. In general, the curb adjacent to the project site on South Street, Terry A. Francois Boulevard, and 16th Street would have metered on-street parking, with areas reserved for the Mission Bay TMA shuttle stop, taxi zones, commercial loading/unloading spaces, and a paratransit stop. On days with events at the project site, on-street parking would be restricted at certain locations prior the start of the event to accommodate the Special Event Transit Service Plan and passenger loading/unloading demand. 


No Event. Under the No Event scenario, passenger loading/unloading would be accommodated within a taxi zone approximately 100 feet in length on South Street east of the parking garage entrance/exit. The Mission Bay TMA shuttle stop (about 60 feet in length) would also be located on South Street east of Third Street. 


Convention and Small Events. During conventions and small events, passenger loading/ unloading would be accommodated in multiple locations: taxi zones would be provided adjacent to the project site on South Street between Bridgeview Way and Terry A. Francois Boulevard (about 300 feet in length) and on Terry A. Francois Boulevard south of South Street (about 200 feet in length). On Terry A. Francois Boulevard, a dedicated passenger loading/unloading zone about 140 feet in length would be provided midblock for private auto drop-off and pick-up. The designated Moscone Center event shuttle bus loading/unloading, and charter buses loading/unloading for other events, would be on the north curb of 16th Street between Illinois Street and Terry A. Francois Boulevard (about 600 feet in length). About six buses could be accommodated within this zone at any one time. The Moscone Center event shuttle buses operate on a “bump system” in which a waiting bus leaves the curb when another bus from the same route arrives. Six event shuttle bus routes currently serve the Moscone Center. It is not anticipated that more than the maximum level of event shuttle buses for the Moscone Center would be required to accommodate attendees arriving by event shuttle buses. In the event that additional curb is needed for event shuttle bus or charter bus loading/unloading activities, additional curb frontage on 16th Street between Third and Illinois Streets could be made available by temporarily restricting on-street parking.


Basketball Game and Large Events. During large events, the roadway and curb management controls depicted on Figure 5.2-12 for pre-event condition, and Figure 5.2-13 for post-event conditions would be implemented. In particular, the following temporary curb regulations would be implemented about two hours prior to the event to accommodate the projected passenger loading/unloading demand: 


· Two taxi zones would be provided: on South Street between Bridgeview Way and Terry A. Francois Boulevard (300 feet), and on Terry A. Francois Boulevard south of South Street (200 feet).


· A passenger loading/unloading zone approximately 140 feet in length would be provided on Terry A. Francois Boulevard, as would a black car loading/unloading zone about 200 feet in length. The proposed permanent 60-foot wide paratransit stop on Terry A. Francois Boulevard would not be affected during events.


· Prior to an event, the Special Event Transbay Terminal/Ferry Building Shuttle stop would be on South Street adjacent to the project site, west of the proposed Mission Bay TMA shuttle stop, while the shuttle stop for the Special Event 16th Street BART and Van Ness Avenue shuttle routes would be on the south side of 16th Street (i.e., across the street from the project site) between Third and Illinois Streets.


· Prior to the start of an event, a temporary pedicab passenger loading area would be provided on northbound Terry A. Francois Boulevard immediately south of 16th Street.


Before the end of an event, temporary travel lane closures would be implemented on Third Street between Mariposa Street and Mission Bay Boulevard South, on South Street between Third Street and Bridgeview Way, on 16th Street between Third Street and Terry A. Francois Boulevard, and on Illinois Street between Mariposa and 16th Streets. The temporary lane closures are anticipated to be in place for approximately 30 to 45 minutes after the end of the event, or until vehicular traffic dissipates and most event attendees taking transit have boarded. 


The proposed traffic lane closures would facilitate passenger transit boardings on Third Street (Muni Metro and Muni bus shuttles), South Street (TMA bus shuttles), Illinois Street (Muni bus shuttles), and 16th Street (Muni bus shuttles) in a safe and expeditious manner, avoiding conflicts with vehicles.


Thus, passenger loading/unloading demand would be distributed to Third Street (including the two northbound traffic lanes at the end of an event), South Street, Terry A. Francois Boulevard, and 16th Street, which would reduce potential for crowding at the adjacent sidewalks and walkways. As noted in Impact TR-6, the propose project would include setbacks along all four sides of the project site that would further reduce the potential for pedestrian crowding. Therefore, impacts on passenger loading/unloading would be less than significant.


Summary of Impact TR-8, Loading Demand


Overall, the proposed project would implement numerous improvements that would facilitate freight/service vehicle and pedestrian loading/unloading conditions and safety in the project vicinity. The number of proposed on-site loading spaces would be adequate to meet the expected freight/service vehicle demand associated with the project uses. The proposed project TMP for event conditions would manage pre- and post-event pedestrian loading/unloading operations along Third, South, 16th and Illinois Streets, as well as along Terry Francois Boulevard. As a result, the proposed project’s impact on freight/service vehicles and passenger loading/unloading operations would be less than significant.


While the proposed project’s impacts related to freight/service vehicles and passenger loading/unloading operations would be less than significant, Improvement Measure I-TR-8, Truck and Service Vehicle Loading Operations Plan is provided for consideration by City decision makers to further reduce the proposed project’s less-than-significant impacts related to potential conflicts between proposed project-generated loading/unloading activities and pedestrians, transit, bicyclists, and autos. 


Mitigation: Not required


While the proposed project’s impacts related to truck and passenger loading/unloading operations would be less than significant, the following improvement measure is provided for consideration by City decision makers to further reduce the proposed project’s less-than-significant impacts related to potential conflicts between proposed project-generated loading/unloading activities and pedestrians, transit, bicyclists, and autos. 


Improvement Measure I-TR-8: Truck and Service Vehicle Loading Operations Plan


As an improvement measure to reduce potential conflicts between driveway operations, including loading activities, and pedestrians, bicycles and vehicles on South Street, Terry A. Francois Boulevard, and 16th Street, the project sponsor could prepare a Loading Operations Plan, and submit the plan for review and approval by the OCII, Planning Department and the SFMTA. As appropriate, the Loading Operations Plan could be periodically reviewed by the sponsor, the OCII, Planning Department, and SFMTA and revised if feasible to more appropriately respond to changes in street or circulation conditions. 


The Loading Operations Plan would include a set of guideline related to the operation of the on-site and on-street loading facilities, as well as large truck curbside access guidelines; it would also specify driveway attendant responsibilities to minimize truck queuing and/or substantial conflicts between project-generated loading/unloading activities and pedestrians, bicyclists, transit and autos. Elements of the Loading Operations Plan could include:


1. Commercial loading activities within on-street commercial loading spaces on South Street and Terry A. Francois Boulevard should comply with all posted time limits and all other posted restrictions.


1. Double parking or any form of illegal parking or loading should not be permitted on 16th Street. Working with the SFMTA Parking Control Officers, building management should ensure that no loading activities occur within the bicycle lanes on 16th Street. 


1. All move-in and move-out activities for commercial office uses should be coordinated by building management, and building management should obtain a reserved curbside permit from the SFMTA in advance of move-in or move-out activities.


1. At no point should trash bins, empty or loaded, be left on any street adjacent to the project site.


Implementation of Improvement Measure I-TR-8: Truck and Service Vehicle Loading Operations Plan would reduce the potential for conflicts between proposed project-generated loading/unloading activities and pedestrians, bicyclists, transit and autos, and would not result in any secondary transportation-related impacts.


Comparison of Impact TR-8 to Mission Bay FSEIR Impact Analysis 


The Mission Bay FSEIR did not identify any significant impacts related to loading within Mission Bay, and did not require any mitigation measures. Because the project was determined to have a less-than-significant impact related to freight/service vehicles or passenger loading impacts, no new or different mitigation measures or alternatives to reduce project impacts related to loading are identified or required with respect to the currently proposed project. On the basis of the facts discussed above, the project would result in no new or substantially more severe significant effects than those identified in the Mission Bay FSEIR. 


_________________________


Air Traffic Impacts


Impact TR-9: The proposed project would not result in significant impacts on air traffic under Existing plus Project conditions. (Less than Significant)


Proposed project impacts on air traffic would be the same for conditions without and with a concurrent SF Giants Game at AT&T Park. Helicopter service is currently provided at the UCSF Benioff Children’s Hospital (opened in February 2015). The helipad is atop the Gateway Medical Building at Fourth and 16th Streets, at a height of approximately 140 feet above grade in order to meet Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) obstruction clearance requirements, accounting for existing and future development in Mission Bay. UCSF projects about 1.4 transports on an average day, and three transports on a busy day (a transport involved a landing and a takeoff), resulting in about 500 transports per year. Most transports are expected to occur between 7:00 a.m. and 11:00 p.m.


The planned flight paths required review and permits from the California Department of Transportation (Caltrans) Aeronautics Division, as well as FAA Airspace Determination, which authorize operation of the helipad. These permits ensure that the helipad meets dimensional requirements, and that the flight paths are clear of obstructions. The flight paths will primarily be to and from the east along the 16th Street corridor, with an alternate path along the South Street corridor, and an alternate departure path to the north before turning east along Mission Bay Commons. Secondary arrival and departure routes are to the west, and will only be used in unusual circumstances, such as when wind patterns require departures to the west.


Because the helipad was designed to consider existing and future development within Mission Bay, and because the proposed project would be designed consistent with the height limit restrictions in the South Design for Development Controls for Blocks 29-32[footnoteRef:28], the proposed project would not result in a change in air traffic patterns that would result in substantial safety risk, and therefore, for these reasons, the proposed project impacts on air traffic would be less than significant. [28: 	As described in Chapter 3, the proposed project includes amendments to the Mission Bay South Design for Development to address the unique physical requirements of the event center and its proposed location on the project site. These amendments are related to building massing, number of towers, tower separation and bulk, however, the Mission Bay South Design for Development 160 foot height classification for towers would not be exceeded.] 



Mitigation: Not required


Comparison of Impact TR-9 to Mission Bay FSEIR Impact Analysis 


The Mission Bay FSEIR did not address air traffic impacts as a distinct transportation topic. However, given that the project impacts on air traffic would be less than significant, the project would result in no new or substantially more severe significant effects than those identified in the Mission Bay FSEIR.


_________________________


Emergency Vehicle Access Impacts


Impact TR-10: The proposed project would not result in significant impacts on emergency vehicle access under Existing plus Project conditions without a SF Giants game at AT&T Park. (Less than Significant)


No Event


Emergency vehicle access to the project site would remain similar to existing conditions. With implementation of the proposed project, 16th Street would be extended from Illinois Street to Terry A. Francois Boulevard (generally two westbound and two eastbound lanes), and emergency vehicle access from the west and south to the project site would be enhanced. In addition, as part of the Mission Bay infrastructure plan, Terry A. Francois Boulevard will be relocated to the west, to be directly adjacent to the project (two northbound and two southbound travel lanes, a two-way cycle track on the east side of the street, and on-street parking on both sides of the street), which would also enhance emergency vehicle access to the site. Emergency vehicles would continue to access the site from Third Street from north and south of the site, including from the new fire station at Mission Rock Street via either Third Street or Terry A. Francois Boulevard, as well as from the west via 16th Street.


Development of the project site, and associated increases in vehicles, pedestrians, and bicycle travel would not substantially affect emergency vehicle access to other buildings and areas within Mission Bay, including the UCSF campus. The new UCSF Medical Center Phase 1 opened in February 2015, and contains an emergency room and urgent care center for the UCSF Children’s Hospital at the southern end of the hospital complex, with access from Fourth Street, north of Mariposa Street. Access to the Fourth Street urgent care center is directly from Mariposa Street, or from Owens Street via the Southern Connector Road (an internal road within the Medical Center campus site that provides access between the south Medical Center entrance and the parking facilities). Owens Street can be access from 16th Street, the I-280 northbound off-ramp, and Mariposa Street. As part of Phase 1 of the UCSF Medical Center, a number of roadway improvements were implemented, that will enhance access UCSF and the critical hospital services, including extending Owens Street between Mariposa and 16th Streets, widening of Mariposa Street to five lanes, installation of a new signal at the Mariposa Street and Owens Street intersection, and a new signal at Mariposa Street at the I-280 northbound off-ramp.


With Event


Pre-event and post-event vehicular traffic destined to the on-site garage containing 950 parking spaces would be managed to minimize impacts on UCSF facilities. The TMP for the event center includes strategies to provide attendees with suggested driving routes to and from the garage. Examples of strategies include website, emails, and mobile phone apps. For example, during pre-game conditions, attendees driving from the south of the project site exiting at the I280 northbound off-ramp would be directed to use Mariposa Street, rather than Owens Street and 16th Street to reduce congestion during UCSF’s shift changes. For post-event, attendees destined to the south would be encouraged to use Mariposa, Illinois or Third Streets, and not 16th or Owens Streets to access the I-280 southbound on-ramp. As specified in the TMP, the pre-event and post-event recommended routes would be subject to revision based on monitoring of the first year of operation. 


Event attendees driving to the site would park within the on-site parking garage containing 950 spaces, as well as in multiple parking facilities in the vicinity of the project site. The majority of the parking spaces available to event attendees would be located to the north of the project site, with the majority located in Lot A. However, it is anticipated that event attendees would also park within UCSF facilities primarily the 1650 Third Street garage, the 1625 Owens Street (Rutter Community Center) garage, and the Medical Center garage and lot, as these are the largest facilities. Thus, travel to and from the event center would be dispersed over a broader area, reducing the effect of traffic associated with an event, particularly following an event.


During pre-event and post-event conditions, up to 17 parking control officers (PCOs) would be stationed at up to 17 locations to direct and facilitate vehicular and pedestrian travel. Locations where PCOs would be stationed in the vicinity of the UCSF Children’s Hospital emergency room and urgent care facility include the intersections of Third/16th, Mariposa/I-280 northbound off-ramp/Owens (pre-game only), Mariposa/Third, Mariposa/Illinois, and 16th /Owens (post-game only). No roadway closures are proposed for pre-event conditions for any events. For events that necessitate closure of the northbound travel lanes of Third Street between 16th and South Streets (generally events with 14,000 or more attendees) for post-game conditions for a period of one to two hours depending on the size of the event, emergency vehicles traveling on Third Street southbound would not be affected, and if necessary, emergency vehicles traveling northbound on Third Street would be permitted to continue through the closed segment between 16th and South Streets, as PCOs would be able to remove the temporary barriers. Alternately, emergency vehicles would also be able to travel northbound within the southbound lanes on Third Street. The Event Center Transportation Coordinator would provide emergency service providers, including the fire stations and UCSF facilities, with a list of dates and times during which temporary closure of Third Street would be required following an event. Furthermore, all drivers must comply with the California Vehicle Code § 21806, which requires that drivers yield right-of-way to authorized emergency vehicles, drive to the right road curb or edge, stop, and remain stopped until the emergency vehicle has passed.


Also see Impact TR-2 regarding traffic conditions at study intersection for pre-game and post-game conditions.


Summary of Impact TR-10


Roadway improvements adjacent to the project site would facilitate emergency vehicle access to the site. Before and after events emergency vehicle access to the project site and nearby hospital uses would be maintained. For these reasons, the proposed project would not inhibit emergency vehicles access to the project site and nearby vicinity; therefore, the proposed project impact on emergency vehicle access would be less than significant.


Mitigation: Not required


While the proposed project’s impact on emergency vehicle access would be less than significant, the following improvement measures is provided for consideration by City decision makers to further reduce the proposed project’s less-than-significant impacts related to emergency vehicle access.


Improvement Measure I-TR-10a: UCSF Emergency Vehicle Access and Garage Signage Plan


As an improvement measure to enhance access for emergency vehicles and other visitors to the UCSF Children’s Hospital emergency room and parking facilities at the UCSF Medical Center, the project sponsor could work with UCSF to develop and implement a UCSF emergency vehicle access and garage signage plan for I-280 and Mariposa, Owens, and 16th Streets to reflect desirable access routes for UCSF and event center access. 


Improvement Measure I-TR-10b: Mariposa Street Restriping Study


As an improvement measure to enhance access to the UCSF Medical Center Children’s Hospital, the project sponsor could conduct a traffic engineering study to evaluate potential changes to the travel lane configuration on Mariposa Street between the I-280 ramps and Fourth Street. The study, to be conducted in coordination with UCSF and SFMTA, would determine if the eastbound left turn lane into Fourth Street/UCSF passenger loading/unloading and emergency vehicle entrance to the UCSF Children’s Hospital could be extended west from its existing length of about 150 feet to provide for additional queuing area. 


Implementation of Improvement Measure I-TR-10a: UCSF Emergency Vehicle Access and Garage Signage Plan and Improvement Measure I-TR-10b: Mariposa Street Restriping would provide advance direction for drivers and would reduce the potential for conflicts between vehicles destined to the emergency room and vehicles traveling eastbound on Mariposa Street, and would not result in any secondary transportation-related impacts.


Comparison of Impact TR-10 to Mission Bay FSEIR Impact Analysis 


The Mission Bay FSEIR did not address emergency vehicle access as a distinct transportation topic. However, as discussed in the Initial Study, the Mission Bay FSEIR Community Services and Utilities impacts section determined that the Mission Bay Plan would potentially significantly increase demand for fire protection services in the Mission Bay Plan area, and that a new fire station and additional fire department personnel and equipment, including a Hazardous Materials Unit, would be required in the Mission Bay South Plan area at build-out in order to facilitate access in the event of a major emergency, and maintain adequate levels of service. The FSEIR also indicated the Mission Bay Plan would increase demand for a new police station and additional police protection personnel. The Mission Bay Plan included the provision of land at the corner of Third Street and Mission Rock Street in the Mission Bay Plan area for a new police/fire station. The Mission Bay FSEIR determined that with implementation of Mitigation Measures M.6a (Construct New Fire Station) and M.6b (Provide New Engine Company) to ensure funding for additional fire protection personnel, equipment and fire station, impacts to fire protection services would be less than significant. Construction of the new Public Safety Building at Third and Mission Rock Streets is completed and will be operational in early 2015, and satisfies the requirements of these mitigation measures. 


Also please refer to Initial Study Impact HZ-3 regarding the project’s impact on the City’s Emergency Response Plan in an event of a catastrophic event (e.g., and earthquake), and Section 5.12, Public Services, in this SEIR regarding potential impacts on law enforcement and fire protection services.


_________________________


Conditions With a SF Giants Game at AT&T Park


At the time of preparation of the Mission Bay FSEIR, the San Francisco Giants ballpark was under construction, and therefore, the Mission Bay FSEIR did not include a separate analysis of conditions with baseball games. Instead, the Mission Bay FSEIR summarized the transportation impact analysis as contained within the San Francisco Giants Ballpark at China Basin EIR. The Mission Bay FSEIR indicated that the Ballpark EIR determined that the mitigation measures to address significant transportation impacts before and after games would be defined as part of a Ballpark Transportation Management Plan prepared by the Giants in coordination with a Ballpark Transportation Coordinating Committee.


The proposed project would result in an increase in the number of large events occurring in the Mission Bay area, and some of these events would overlap with the SF Giants baseball games at AT&T Park that occur generally between April and the end of October. This would result in up about 40 days with intersection LOS described above for weekday and Saturday conditions (the SF Giants season have 46 weekday and six weekend evening games scheduled for the 2015 season). See Section 5.2.5.3 for discussion of potential overlap of proposed project events with SF Giants games.


Traffic Impacts


Impact TR-11: The proposed project would result in significant traffic impacts at multiple intersections that would operate at LOS E or LOS F under Existing plus Project conditions with a concurrent SF Giants game at AT&T Park. (Significance To Be Determined)


Because a portion of the event at the proposed event center would overlap with SF Giants games, the traffic impact analysis at the study intersections was also conducted for the Basketball Game scenario for conditions with a concurrent SF Giants evening game at AT&T Park for the four analysis hours. Table 5.2-46 and Figure 5.2-19 present the weekday p.m. and Saturday evening conditions, while Table 5.2-47 and Figure 5.2-20 present the weekday evening and late evening peak hours. As indicated in the tables and figures, a number of intersections currently are controlled by PCOs pre-game and post-game, and it is assumed that these intersections would continue to be PCO controlled during SF Giants games. These would be in addition to the PCOs that are currently deployed during SF Giants games. See Section 5.2.3.8 for a description of the existing transportation management measures that are in force during SF Giants games.


During the weekday p.m. peak hour with a concurrent SF Giants game, the additional vehicle trips generated under the Basketball Game scenario would worsen the intersection LOS conditions at the intersections of Seventh/Mission Bay Drive and Seventh/Mississippi/16th would worsen from LOS D or better to LOS E conditions, and this would be considered a significant traffic impact. In addition, at the all-way stop-controlled intersection of Illinois/Mariposa, with concurrent events, peak hour signal warrants would be met, and this would be considered a significant traffic impact. All other study intersections would continue to operate at LOS D or better, with the exception of the two intersections that currently operate at LOS E or LOS F during the weekday p.m. peak hour with SF Giants game (i.e., Fifth/Harrison/I-80 westbound off-ramp, and Fifth/Bryant/I-80 eastbound on-ramp). At these two intersections, the Basketball Game scenario was determined not to contribute considerably to the existing LOS E or LOS F conditions, and project-related traffic impacts at these intersections would be considered less than significant.






table 5.2-46
Intersection Level of Service - Existing plus Project Conditions – 
with SF GIANTS game - Weekday PM and Saturday evening Peak Hours


			#


			Intersection Location


			Weekday PM


			Saturday Evening





			


			


			Existing


			Existing plus Project - Basketball Game


			Existing


			Existing plus Project - Basketball Game





			


			


			Delaya


			LOS


			Delay


			LOS


			Delay


			LOS


			Delay


			LOS





			1


			King St


			Third Street


			PCO controlled


			PCO controlled


			PCO controlled


			PCO controlled





			2


			King St


			Fourth Street


			PCO controlled


			PCO controlled


			PCO controlled


			PCO controlled





			3


			King St/Fifth St


			I-280 ramps


			60.7


			E


			60.7


			E


			41.1


			D


			54.3


			D





			4


			Fifth St/Harrison


			I-80 WB off-ramp


			62.4


			E


			66.7


			E


			33.1


			C


			> 80


			F





			5


			Fifth St/Bryant St


			I-80 EB on-ramp


			>80


			F


			>80


			F


			51.7


			D


			50.0


			D





			6


			Third Street


			Channel Street


			PCO controlled


			PCO controlled


			PCO controlled


			PCO controlled





			7


			Fourth Street


			Channel Street


			11.5


			B


			11.4


			B


			< 10


			A


			10.3


			B





			8


			Seventh Street


			Mission Bay Dr


			26.5


			C


			56.9


			E


			15.0


			B


			> 80


			F





			9


			TA Francois Blvd


			South Streetc


			12.1 (eb)


			B


			< 10


			A


			10.8 (eb)


			B


			< 10


			A





			10


			Third Street


			South Street


			24.2


			C


			26.1


			C


			< 10


			A


			22.5


			C





			11


			TA Francois Blvd


			16th Street


			--


			--


			< 10


			A


			--


			--


			< 10


			A





			12


			Illinois Street


			16th Streetc


			14.1 (nb)


			B


			12.4 (nb)


			B


			< 10 (nb)


			A


			10.8 (nb)


			B





			13


			Third Street


			16th Street


			35.5


			D


			47.8


			D


			25.1


			C


			24.6


			C





			14


			Fourth Street


			16th Street


			18.2


			B


			25.4


			C


			13.5


			B


			16.3


			B





			15


			Owens Street


			16th Street


			26.0


			C


			37.5


			D


			10.7


			B


			15.4


			B





			16


			7th/Mississippi 


			16th Street


			51.9


			D


			77.7


			E


			19.8


			B


			30.1


			C





			17


			Illinois Street


			Mariposa Streetc


			18.5 (eb)


			C


			> 50 (eb)


			F


			< 10 (eb)


			A


			> 50 (eb)


			F





			18


			Third Street


			Mariposa Street


			35.8


			C


			45.7


			D


			26.9


			C


			34.6


			C





			19


			Fourth Street


			Mariposa Street


			14.4


			B


			16.0


			B


			< 10


			A


			< 10


			A





			20


			Mariposa Street


			I-280 NB off-ramp


			21.6


			C


			22.1


			C


			16.2


			B


			19.7


			B





			21


			Mariposa Street


			I-280 SB on-rampd


			< 10


			A


			10.9


			B


			10.5


			B


			< 10


			A





			22


			Third Street


			Cesar Chavez St


			44.6


			D


			47.6


			D


			32.3


			C


			31.9


			C








NOTES:


a	Delay presented in seconds per vehicle. For unsignalized intersections, delay and LOS presented for worst approach. Worst approach indicated in ( ).


b	Intersections operating at LOS E or LOS F conditions highlighted in bold. Significant project impacts shaded.


c	All-way stop-controlled intersection. Intersection of Terry A. Francois/South signalized as part of the proposed project.


d	The intersection of Mariposa/I-280 southbound off-ramp/Owens was signalized in March 2015. [Note to reviewer: To be confirmed/revised once operational.]


SOURCE: Adavant Consulting/Fehr & Peers/LCW Consulting, 2015.












Insert Figure 5.2-19


Existing plus Project Intersection LOS – With SF Giants Game – Weekday PM and Saturday Evening Peak Hours – Basketball Game Scenario






table 5.2-47
Intersection Level of Service - Existing plus Project Conditions – 
with SF Giants game - Weekday evening and late evening Peak Hours


			#


			Intersection Location


			Evening


			Late Evening





			


			


			Existing


			Existing plus Project - Basketball Game


			Existing


			Existing plus Project - Basketball Game





			


			


			Delaya


			LOS


			Delay


			LOS


			Delay


			LOS


			Delay


			LOS





			1


			King St


			Third Street


			PCO controlled


			PCO controlled


			PCO controlled


			PCO controlled





			2


			King St


			Fourth Street


			PCO controlled


			PCO controlled


			PCO controlled


			PCO controlled





			3


			King St/Fifth St


			I-280 ramps


			77.1


			E


			>80


			F


			>80


			F


			> 80


			F





			4


			Fifth St/Harrison


			I-80 WB off-ramp


			47.3


			D


			>80


			F


			22.2


			C


			22.2


			C





			5


			Fifth St/Bryant St


			I-80 EB on-ramp


			>80


			F


			>80


			F


			24.9


			C


			> 80


			F





			6


			Third Street


			Channel Street


			PCO controlled


			PCO controlled


			PCO controlled


			PCO controlled





			7


			Fourth Street


			Channel Street


			< 10


			A


			11.5


			B


			PCO controlled


			PCO controlled





			8


			Seventh Street


			Mission Bay Dr


			21.2


			C


			>80


			F


			12.5


			B


			> 80


			F





			9


			TA Francois Blvd


			South Streetc


			12.8 (eb)


			B


			< 10


			A


			13.0 (eb)


			B


			14.3


			B





			10


			Third Street


			South Street


			21.8


			C


			>80


			F


			11.6


			B


			< 10


			A





			11


			TA Francois Blvd


			16th Street


			--


			--


			< 10


			A


			--


			--


			< 10


			A





			12


			Illinois Street


			16th Streetc


			11.7 (nb)


			B


			16.2 (NB)


			C


			< 10 (nb)


			A


			10.9 (sb)


			B





			13


			Third Street


			16th Street


			27.0


			C


			29.9


			C


			18.4


			B


			33.4


			C





			14


			Fourth Street


			16th Street


			18.1


			B


			19.4


			B


			14.7


			B


			19.5


			B





			15


			Owens Street


			16th Street


			15.7


			B


			28.7


			C


			< 10


			A


			16.3


			B





			16


			7th/Mississippi 


			16th Street


			34.6


			C


			>80


			F


			13.1


			B


			19.8


			B





			17


			Illinois Street


			Mariposa Streetc


			15.1 (eb)


			B


			> 50 (eb)


			F


			PCO controlled


			PCO controlled





			18


			Third Street


			Mariposa Street


			35.2


			C


			48.2


			D


			PCO controlled


			PCO controlled





			19


			Fourth Street


			Mariposa Street


			12.0


			B


			17.2


			B


			< 10


			A


			< 10


			A





			20


			Mariposa Street


			I-280 NB off-ramp


			20.2


			C


			59.9


			E


			17.2


			B


			24.4


			C





			21


			Mariposa Street


			I-280 SB on-rampd


			< 10


			A


			< 10


			A


			13.2


			B


			24.6


			C





			22


			Third Street


			Cesar Chavez St


			32.2


			C


			33.0


			C


			35.3


			D


			35.1


			D








NOTES:


a	Delay presented in seconds per vehicle. For unsignalized intersections, delay and LOS presented for worst approach. Worst approach indicated in ( ).


b	Intersections operating at LOS E or LOS F conditions highlighted in bold. Significant project impacts shaded.


c	All-way stop-controlled intersection. Intersection of Terry A. Francois/South signalized as part of the proposed project.


d	The intersection of Mariposa/I-280 southbound off-ramp/Owens was signalized in March 2015. [Note to reviewer: To be confirmed/revised once operational.]


SOURCE: Adavant Consulting/Fehr & Peers/LCW Consulting, 2015.












Insert Figure 5.2-20
Existing plus Project Intersection LOS – With SF Giants Game – Weekday Evening and Late Evening Peak Hours - Basketball Game Scenarios









During the weekday evening peak hour with concurrent events, the additional vehicle trips associated with the proposed project would worsen the intersection LOS at the intersections of King/Fifth/I-280 ramps, Fifth/Harrison/I-80 westbound off-ramp, and Seventh/Mission Bay Drive from LOS D or better to LOS E or LOS F conditions, and this would be considered a significant traffic impact. In addition, at the all-way stop-controlled intersection of Illinois/Mariposa, the eastbound approach would operate at LOS F conditions, and peak hour signal warrants would be met, and this would be considered a significant traffic impact. All other study intersections would continue to operate at LOS D or better, with the exception of the intersection of Fifth/Bryant/I-80 eastbound on-ramp that currently operate at LOS F during the weekday evening peak hour with SF Giants game, for which the Basketball Game scenario was determined not to contribute considerably to the existing LOS F conditions, and traffic impacts at this intersection would be considered less than significant. 


During the weekday late evening peak hour with concurrent events, the additional project vehicle trips would worsen the intersection LOS at the intersections of Fifth/Bryant/I-80 eastbound on-ramp and Seventh/Mission Bay Drive from LOS D or better to LOS F conditions, and this would be considered a significant traffic impact. All other study intersections would continue to operate at LOS D or better, with the exception of the intersection of Fifth/Bryant/I-80 eastbound on-ramp which currently operate at LOS F during the weekday late evening peak hour with SF Giants game, for which the Basketball Game scenario was determined not to contribute considerably to the existing LOS F conditions, and traffic impacts at this intersection would be considered less than significant. 


During the Saturday evening peak hour with concurrent events, with the additional vehicle trips generated, the intersection LOS at the intersections of Fifth/Harrison/I-80 westbound off-ramp and Seventh/Mission Bay Drive would worsen from LOS D or better to LOS F conditions, and this would be considered a significant traffic impact. All other signalized study intersections would continue to operate at LOS D or better. At the all-way stop-controlled intersection of Illinois/Mariposa, the eastbound approach would operate at LOS F conditions, however, peak hour signal warrants would not be met, and traffic impacts at this intersection would be considered less than significant.


Thus, with the concurrent evening events, additional study intersections from those identified in Impact TR-2 for conditions without a concurrent SF Giants game, would operate at LOS E or LOS F conditions. Existing plus project conditions for the Basketball Game scenario with a SF Giants game at AT&T Park would result in significant traffic impacts at eight study intersections not currently subject to PCO control during a SF Giants game. These include:


1. King/Fifth/I-280 ramps (weekday evening)


1. Fifth/Harrison/I-80 westbound off-ramp (weekday evening, Saturday evening) 


1. Fifth/Bryant/I-80 eastbound on-ramp (weekday late evening)


1. Third/South (weekday evening)


1. Seventh/Mission Bay Drive (weekday p.m., weekday evening, weekday late evening, Saturday evening)


1. Seventh/Mississippi/16th Street (weekday evening)


1. Illinois/Mariposa (weekday p.m., weekday evening)


1. Mariposa/I-280 northbound off-ramp (weekday evening)


The intersections of Fifth/Harrison/I-80 westbound off-ramp, Fifth/Bryant/I-80 eastbound on-ramp, and Seventh/Mission Bay Drive were identified as project-specific impacts in Impact TR-2, while the intersections of King/Fifth/I-280 ramps, Third/South, South/Mississippi/16th, Illinois/Mariposa, and Mariposa/I-280 northbound off-ramp would be additional significant impacts resulting from concurrent events. The proposed project’s TMP identifies PCOs at the intersections of Third/South and Mariposa/I-280 ramps for pre-event and post-event conditions to manage traffic (see Figure 5.2-11). 


Overall, on days with concurrent evening events at the project site and at AT&T Park (i.e., about 32 overlapping events per year, but in rare circumstances there could be as many as 40 in one year), intersections in the project vicinity would become more congested prior to and following the events, and the proposed project would result in significant traffic impacts at the eight study intersections of King/Fifth/I-280 ramps, Fifth/Harrison/I-80 westbound off-ramp, Fifth/Bryant/I-80 eastbound on-ramp, Third/South, Seventh/Mission Bay Drive, Seventh/Mississippi/16th Street, Illinois/Mariposa, Mariposa/I-280 northbound off-ramp. Implementation of Mitigation Measure TR-2a: Areawide Wayfinding Plan for Parking Facilities Serving the Event Center, Mitigation Measure TR-11a: Additional PCOs During Concurrent Events and Mitigation Measure M-TR-11b: Update Ballpark/Mission Bay Transportation Coordinating Committee would minimize the severity of traffic impacts at these intersections, and would not result in secondary transportation impacts. With implementation of these mitigation measures, the proposed project’s traffic impacts would … [Note to reviewer: Effectiveness of mitigation measure and impact significance to be determined].


Mitigation Measure M-TR-2a: Areawide Wayfinding Plan for Parking Facilities Serving the Event Center


Mitigation Measure M-TR-11a: Additional PCOs during Concurrent Events


As a mitigation measure to manage traffic flows and minimize congestion associated with concurrent events, the proposed project’s TMP shall be expanded to include additional PCOs that shall be deployed to the following intersections, as conditions warrant during events: King/Fifth/I-280 ramps, Fifth/Harrison/I-80 westbound off-ramp, Fifth/Bryant/I-80 eastbound on-ramp, Seventh/Mission Bay Drive, Seventh/Mississippi/16th, and Illinois/Mariposa. This measure shall be implemented in coordination with Mitigation Measure M-TR-2b: Additional PCOs during Events.


Mitigation Measure M-TR-11b: Update Ballpark/Mission Bay Transportation Coordinating Committee


As a mitigation measure to optimize effectiveness of the transportation management strategies for day-to-day operations and events in the Mission Bay area, at AT&T Park, UCSF Mission Bay campus, and the proposed project, the project sponsor shall make efforts to expand the existing Ballpark/Mission Bay Transportation Coordinating Committee in order to evaluate and plan for operations of all three facilities (i.e., AT&T Park, UCS Mission Bay Campus, and the proposed event center). This committee would, among other roles, serve as a single point for coordination of transportation management strategies during concurrent or partially overlapping events. 


The Transportation Coordinating Committee shall be responsible for coordinating scheduling of events at AT&T Park and at the proposed project to avoid overlap of pre-season and regular season SF Giants and Warriors games to the extent feasible, suggesting changes to and expansion of transit services, and for developing and implementing strategies within their purview that address transportation issues and conflicts as they arise. In addition, the committee shall serve as a liaison for operation of the facilities, monitoring conditions, and addressing community issues related to events. [Note to reviewer: Mitigation measure to be expanded based on City’s efforts on Warriors-SF Giants coordination.] 


_________________________


Impact TR-12: The proposed project would result in significant traffic impacts at freeway ramps that would operate at LOS E or LOS F under Existing plus Project conditions with a concurrent SF Giants game at AT&T Park. (Significance To Be Determined)


Table 5.2-48 presents the ramp LOS conditions for the Basketball Game scenario for the weekday p.m. and Saturday evening peak hours, while Table 5.2-49 presents the weekday evening and late evening peak hour conditions.


The proposed project under the Basketball Game scenario with a concurrent SF Giants game at AT&T Park would result in a significant impact at the I-80 westbound off-ramp at Fifth/Harrison Street during the weekday evening and Saturday evening peak hours (i.e., attendees driving to San Francisco from the East Bay), and at the I-280 northbound off-ramp at Mariposa Street during the weekday evening peak hour (i.e., attendees driving to the event center and AT&T Park from the south of the project site). The proposed project would contribute considerably to the LOS F conditions at the I-80 eastbound on-ramp at Fifth/Bryant Street during the weekday late evening peak hour, and this would be considered a significant impact.


The proposed project would not contribute considerably to the other ramps operating at LOS E or LOS F under existing conditions (i.e., the I-80 eastbound on-ramp at Sterling Street during the weekday p.m. peak hour, the I-280 southbound on-ramp at Pennsylvania Street during the weekday p.m. peak hour, or the I-80 eastbound on-ramp at Fifth/Bryant during the weekday p.m., weekday evening, and Saturday evening peak hours), and therefore, traffic impacts at these ramp locations would be considered less than significant.


Overall, under existing plus project conditions with a SF Giants game at AT&T Park, the proposed project would result in significant project-specific impacts at three freeway ramp locations, including:


1. I-80 eastbound on-ramp at Fifth/Bryant (weekday late evening)


1. I-80 westbound off-ramp at Fifth/Harrison (weekday evening, Saturday evening) 


1. I-280 northbound off-ramp at Mariposa Street (weekday evening)


table 5.2-48
Freeway Ramp Level of Service - Existing plus Project Conditions – with SF GIANTS game - Weekday PM and Saturday evening Peak Hours


			#


			Ramp Location


			Weekday PM


			Saturday Evening





			


			


			Existing


			Existing plus Project - Basketball Game


			Existing


			Existing plus Project - Basketball Game





			


			


			Densitya


			LOSb


			Density


			LOS


			Density


			LOS


			Density


			LOS





			1


			I-80 EB on-ramp at Sterling


			35


			E


			35


			E


			28


			C


			28


			C





			2


			I-80 EB on-ramp at Fifth/Bryant 


			--


			F


			--


			F


			--


			F


			--


			F





			3


			I-80 WB off-ramp at Fifth/Harrison 


			31


			D


			32


			D


			27


			C


			35


			E





			4


			I-280 SB on-ramp at Pennsylvania


			35


			E


			35


			E


			17


			B


			17


			B





			5


			I-280 NB off-ramp at Mariposa


			29


			D


			31


			D


			16


			B


			25


			C





			6


			I-280 SB on-ramp at Mariposa


			30


			D


			31


			D


			14


			B


			15


			B








NOTES:


a	Density of vehicles in merge and diverge influence area for on-ramp and off-ramp analysis, respectively. Measured in passenger cars per mile per lane. Density value is not presented for ramp analyses where the demand volume exceeds the capacity.


b	Ramps operating at LOS E or LOS F conditions highlighted in bold. Significant project impacts shaded.


SOURCE: Adavant Consulting/Fehr & Peers/LCW Consulting, 2015.








table 5.2-49
Freeway ramp Level of Service - Existing plus Project Conditions – with SF Giants game - Weekday evening and late evening Peak Hours


			#


			Ramp Location


			Evening


			Late Evening





			


			


			Existing


			Existing plus Project - Basketball Game


			Existing


			Existing plus Project - Basketball Game





			


			


			Delaya


			LOSb


			Delay


			LOS


			Delay


			LOS


			Delay


			LOS





			1


			I-80 EB on-ramp at Sterling


			29


			D


			29


			D


			26


			C


			30


			D





			2


			I-80 EB on-ramp at Fifth/Bryant 


			--


			F


			--


			F


			--


			F


			--


			F





			3


			I-80 WB off-ramp at Fifth/Harrison 


			29


			D


			37


			E


			27


			C


			27


			C





			4


			I-280 SB on-ramp at Pennsylvania


			25


			C


			26


			C


			21


			C


			27


			C





			5


			I-280 NB off-ramp at Mariposa


			30


			D


			--


			F


			11


			B


			12


			B





			6


			I-280 SB on-ramp at Mariposa


			23


			C


			24


			C


			18


			B


			24


			C








NOTES:


a	Density of vehicles in merge and diverge influence area for on-ramp and off-ramp analysis, respectively. Measured in passenger cars per mile per lane. Density value is not presented for ramp analyses where the demand volume exceeds the capacity.


b	Ramps operating at LOS E or LOS F conditions highlighted in bold. Significant project impacts shaded.


SOURCE: Adavant Consulting/Fehr & Peers/LCW Consulting, 2015.












As discussed in Impact TR-3 for conditions without a concurrent SF Giants game, no feasible mitigations are available for the freeway ramp impacts because there is insufficient physical space for additional capacity without redesign of the I-80 and I-280 ramps and mainline structures, and which may require acquisition of additional right-of-way, and other potential measures would not adequately address the short-term peak travel patterns associated with special events. Thus, for these reasons, the proposed project’s impacts related to freeway ramp operations would be ... [Note to reviewer: Significance to be determined]


_________________________


Transit Impacts


Impact TR-13: The proposed project would result in a substantial increase in transit demand that could not be accommodated by adjacent Muni transit capacity; nor would it cause a substantial increase in delays or costs such that significant adverse impacts to Muni transit service would occur under Existing plus Project conditions with concurrent SF Giants game at AT&T Park. (Significance To Be Determined)


With concurrent events, additional capacity on the T Third would be provided pre-game, but concurrent events would cause the capacity utilization of 122 percent for the Basketball Game scenario without a SF Giants game to increase further. The proposed project would continue to contribute considerably to the exceedance of the capacity utilization standard, and this would be considered a significant impact. With concurrent events, Special Event Shuttles to the event center would continue to accommodate project demand. 


During the weekday evening peak hour with concurrent events, it is anticipated that if concurrent events end at similar times, the demand for T Third service would exceed the available capacity, and this would be additional impact for concurrent events (Impact TR-4 did not identify a significant impact on light rail operations during the weekday late evening).


During the Saturday evening peak hour with concurrent events, similar peak arrivals for similar start times (e.g., 7:15 for the SF Giants, and 7:30 p.m. for the Warriors), would result in the ridership demand exceeding the capacity of the T Third, and this would be considered a significant impact.  While the analysis identifies a capacity shortfall during the Saturday evening peak hour for inbound trips, additional capacity would need to be provided for the late evening period for trips departing the event center and AT&T Park post-event.


Overall, on days with concurrent evening events at the project site and at AT&T Park (i.e., about 32 overlapping events per year, but in rare circumstances there could be as many as 40 in one year), transit demand would exceed the capacity prior to and following the events, and the proposed project would result in significant transit impacts. Implementation of Mitigation Measure TR-4: Additional Muni Transit Service During Events would minimize transit impacts. Because additional Muni capacity would be required, and since full funding for this mitigation measure has not been identified, its implementation remains uncertain. Thus, with implementation of this mitigation measure, the proposed project’s transit impacts would … [Note to reviewer: Effectiveness of mitigation measure and impact significance to be determined].


Mitigation Measure M-TR-4: Additional Muni Transit Service during Events


_________________________


Impact TR-14: The proposed project would not result in a substantial increase in transit demand that could not be accommodated by regional transit capacity; nor would it cause a substantial increase in delays or costs such that significant adverse impacts to regional transit service would occur under Existing plus Project conditions with a concurrent SF Giants game at AT&T Park. (Significance To Be Determined)


In general, during the weekday p.m. peak hour, because the peak direction of travel on regional transit operators is in the outbound direction (i.e., workers leaving downtown San Francisco), transit capacity would generally be available to accommodate inbound riders associated with the concurrent events. The number of attendees arriving for 7:15 or 7:30 p.m. start times during the weekday p.m. peak hour is low, as most attendees for both SF Giants and Warriors games arrive within an hour of the start time. As presented in Table 5.2-39 and Table 5.2-40, additional capacity is available on transit service providers from the East Bay and North Bay during the weekday p.m. and weekday evening peak hours, respectively.


As determined in Impact TR-5, during the weekday evening peak hour, the proposed project would exceed the Caltrain northbound capacity, and result in a significant transit impact.  With a basketball game without a concurrent SF Giants game, the capacity utilization of Caltrain would exceed the 100 percent capacity utilization standard. With concurrent events, the transit demand from the South Bay would further increase, and thus increase the capacity utilization. Thus, similar to Impact TR-5, concurrent events would result in a significant impact to Caltrain capacity.  


During the weekday late evening period, Caltrain currently provides an additional train on SF Giants game days, and it is anticipated that this service would continue. The proposed project would add about 720 transit trips to Caltrain during the weekday late evening peak hour, which would not be accommodated within the existing and special event service during concurrent events.  Similar, as identified in Impact TR-5, concurrent events would further increase the capacity utilization of the North Bay service providers, resulting in significant impacts on Golden Gate Transit and WETA. During the weekday late evening peak hour following the end of a SF Giants game, BART to the East Bay currently operates at about 80 percent of capacity, and additional capacity would be required to accommodate the combined transit demand associated with concurrent events. Thus, the Basketball Game scenario, with a concurrent SF Giants game, would result in a significant transit impact at one additional regional transit service provider (i.e., BART) than for conditions without a concurrent event. Overall, under existing plus project conditions with a concurrent SF Giants game at AT&T Park (i.e., about 32 overlapping events per year, but in rare circumstances there could be as many as 40 in one year), the proposed project would result in significant project-specific transit impacts on BART, Caltrain, Golden Gate Transit, and WETA.


Implementation of Mitigation Measure M-TR-5a: Additional Caltrain Service, Mitigation Measure M-TR-5b: Additional North Bay Ferry and Bus Service, and Mitigation Measure M-TR-14: Additional BART Service to the East Bay would reduce or minimize the severity of the capacity utilization exceedances for the regional transit service providers. However, since the provision of additional East Bay, South Bay, and North Bay service is uncertain and full funding for the service has not yet been identified, implementation of these mitigation measures remain uncertain. Accordingly, the proposed project’s significant impacts to BART, Caltrain, Golden Gate Transit and WETA transit capacity would … [To be determined].


Mitigation Measure M-TR-5a: Additional Caltrain Service during Events


Mitigation Measure M-TR-5b: Additional North Bay Bus and Ferry Service during Events


Mitigation Measure M-TR-14: Additional BART Service to the East Bay


As a mitigation measure to accommodate transit demand to the East Bay following weekday and weekend evening events, the project sponsor shall work with the Ballpark/Mission Bay Transportation Coordinating Committee to coordinate BART to provide additional service from San Francisco following weekday and weekend evening events. The additional East Bay BART service could be provided by additional trains or operating longer trains. The need for additional service shall be based on surveys of event center attendees conducted as part of the TMP.


_________________________


Pedestrian Impacts


Impact TR-15: The proposed project would not result in a substantial overcrowding on public sidewalks, nor create potentially hazardous conditions for pedestrians, or otherwise interfere with pedestrian accessibility on the site and adjoining areas under Existing plus Project conditions with a concurrent SF Giants game at AT&T Park. (Less than Significant)


A quantitative pedestrian analysis was conducted for the Basketball Game scenario assuming a concurrent SF Giants game at AT&T Park. Proposed project impacts on pedestrians for other evening events at the event center (e.g., concerts, family shows) would be similar to or less than those identified in this analysis for a basketball game, as the Basketball Game scenario reflects the maximum attendance level for evening events. In addition, as noted in Impact TR-6 and Table 5.2-15, for small and large events at the proposed event center, PCOs would be posted at nearby intersections to manage pedestrian flows and reduce conflicts. Table 5.2-50 presents the results of the pedestrian LOS analysis for concurrent SF Giants and basketball game conditions for the weekday p.m. and Saturday evening peak hours, while Table 5.2-51 presents this information for the weekday evening and late evening peak hours. 


Pedestrian conditions in the vicinity of the project site for the Basketball Game scenario with a concurrent SF Giants game at AT&T Park would be similar to conditions without a SF Giants game presented above in Impact TR-6. The existing parking lots on the project site are currently available for SF Giants game parking, and, with implementation of the proposed project, would no longer be available (existing overall parking utilization at the two lots on a SF Giants home game day is below 45 percent). SF Giants game attendees currently parking at those two lots would seek parking elsewhere, or would switch modes. The pedestrian analysis of conditions with concurrent events assumes that SF Giants attendees currently parking at the project site would seek parking in other nearby facilities (e.g., at the UCSF garage at 1650 Third Street, which currently has available capacity during SF Giants home games), and would continue to walk along Third Street and through the crosswalks at adjacent intersections. As presented in Table 5.2-50, during the weekday p.m. peak hour, LOS conditions on crosswalks and sidewalks in the project vicinity would remain at LOS D or better. Similarly, as pedestrian volumes associated with the event center increase during the weekday evening period, the pedestrian LOS at the north and south crosswalks at the intersection of Third/South would operate at LOS E or LOS F conditions. All other study locations would operate at LOS D or better. As discussed in Impact TR-6, these would not be considered a significant pedestrian impact because the event center TMP includes posting of PCOs at this intersection (as well as at other intersections as presented in Figure 5.2-11) during pre-game conditions to facilitate pedestrian movements between the light rail platform and the sidewalks on Third Street.


table 5.2-50
Pedestrian Level of Service - Existing plus Project Conditions – 
with SF Giants game - Weekday PM and Saturday evening Peak Hours


			


			Analysis Location


			Weekday PM


			Saturday Evening





			


			


			Existing


			Existing plus Project - Basketball Game


			Existing


			Existing plus Project - Basketball Game





			


			


			MOEa


			LOSb


			MOE


			LOS


			MOE


			LOS


			MOE


			LOS





			Crosswalks


			


			


			


			


			


			


			


			





			Third St/South St


			


			


			


			


			


			


			


			





			


			North 


			294


			A


			155


			A


			714


			A


			11


			E





			


			South 


			144


			A


			16


			D


			421


			A


			3


			F





			


			East


			1,045


			A


			52


			B


			1,502


			A


			20


			D





			Third St/16th St


			


			


			


			


			


			


			


			





			


			North 


			1,186


			A


			55


			B


			1,950


			A


			31


			C





			


			South 


			432


			A


			63


			A


			1,096


			A


			34


			C





			


			East


			1,888


			A


			128


			A


			3,316


			A


			20


			D





			


			West


			388


			A


			83


			A


			1,247


			A


			40


			C





			Terry A. Francois Blvd/South St


			


			


			


			


			


			


			


			





			


			North 


			--


			--


			126


			A


			--


			--


			34


			C





			


			South 


			--


			--


			73


			A


			--


			--


			16


			D





			


			West


			--


			--


			96


			A


			--


			--


			22


			D





			Sidewalks


			


			


			


			


			


			


			


			





			Third St between South & 16th Streets


			


			


			


			


			


			


			


			





			


			East


			0.3


			A


			0.7


			B


			0.1


			A


			0.9


			B





			


			West


			0.1


			A


			0.1


			A


			0.1


			A


			0.1


			A





			South Street – South Side 


			--


			--


			0.7


			B


			--


			--


			1.2


			B





			16th Street – North Side 


			--


			--


			0.9


			B


			--


			--


			1.5


			B








NOTES:


a	MOE – Measure of Effectiveness. Circulation area measured in average square feet per pedestrian for crosswalk analysis, and pedestrian unit flow measured in average pedestrians per minute per foot for sidewalk analysis.


b	Crosswalks operating at LOS E or LOS F highlighted in bold.


SOURCE: Adavant Consulting/Fehr & Peers/LCW Consulting, 2015.












table 5.2-51
Pedestrian Level of Service - Existing plus Project Conditions – 
with SF Giants game - Weekday evening and late evening Peak Hours


			


			Analysis Location


			Evening


			Late Evening





			


			


			Existing


			Existing plus Project - Basketball Game


			Existing


			Existing plus Project - Basketball Game





			


			


			MOEa


			LOSb


			MOE


			LOS


			MOE


			LOS


			MOE


			LOS





			Crosswalks


			


			


			


			


			


			


			


			





			Third St/South St


			


			


			


			


			


			


			


			





			


			North 


			401


			A


			10


			E


			--


			--


			4


			F





			


			South 


			150


			A


			3


			F


			--


			--


			5


			F





			


			East


			1,253


			A


			19


			D


			--


			--


			10


			E





			Third St/16th St


			


			


			


			


			


			


			


			





			


			North 


			947


			A


			32


			C


			--


			--


			23


			D





			


			South 


			693


			A


			40


			C


			--


			--


			33


			C





			


			East


			1,929


			A


			29


			C


			--


			--


			51


			B





			


			West


			331


			A


			54


			B


			--


			--


			77


			A





			Terry A. Francois Blvd/South St


			


			


			


			


			


			


			


			





			


			North 


			--


			--


			36


			C


			--


			--


			32


			C





			


			South 


			--


			--


			18


			D


			--


			--


			16


			D





			


			West


			--


			--


			24


			D


			--


			--


			21


			D





			Sidewalks


			


			


			


			


			


			


			


			





			Third St between South & 16th Streets


			


			


			


			


			


			


			


			





			


			East


			0.3


			A


			1.5


			B


			--


			--


			1.3


			B





			


			West


			0.1


			A


			0.2


			A


			--


			--


			0.7


			B





			South Street – South Side 


			--


			--


			1.7


			B


			--


			--


			2.3


			B





			16th Street – North Side 


			--


			--


			2.1


			A


			--


			--


			2.9


			B








NOTES:


a	MOE – Measure of Effectiveness. Circulation area measured in average square feet per pedestrian for crosswalk analysis, and pedestrian unit flow measured in average pedestrians per minute per foot for sidewalk analysis.


b	Crosswalks operating at LOS E or LOS F highlighted in bold.


SOURCE: Adavant Consulting/Fehr & Peers/LCW Consulting, 2015.












During the weekday late evening peak hour, as pedestrians leave the event center, all three crosswalks at this intersection would operate at LOS E or LOS F (as for the Basketball Game scenario without a concurrent event at AT&T Park). During post-event conditions, the northbound travel lanes on Third Street between 16th Street and Mission Bay Boulevard South, and South Street between Third Street and the entrance/exit to the 450 South Street Garage, would be closed to vehicular traffic in order to facilitate pedestrian egress from the event center and access to the light rail platforms within the Third Street median. Thus, pedestrians would not be restricted to the crosswalks and non-event signal timing. Therefore, the identified LOS E and LOS F conditions with implementation of the proposed project’s TMP would not be considered a significant impact.


Saturday evening pre-event conditions for the concurrent event scenario would be similar to conditions without a SF Giants game at AT&T Park. All crosswalks and sidewalks would operate at LOS D or better, except the south and east crosswalks at the intersection of Third/South. Because the proposed project would include stationing of PCOs at this intersection to facilitate pedestrian travel through the intersection, the LOS E and LOS F conditions would not be considered a significant impact.


Overall, on days with concurrent evening events at the project site and at AT&T Park, pedestrian conditions would become more crowded prior to and following the events, however, the TMP transportation management strategies, including posting of PCOs, would ensure that the impact of the proposed project on pedestrians during concurrent events would be less than significant.


Mitigation: Not required


_________________________


Bicycle Impacts


Impact TR-16: The proposed project would not result in potentially hazardous conditions for bicyclists, or otherwise substantially interfere with bicycle accessibility to the site and adjoining areas under Existing plus Project conditions with a concurrent SF Giants game at AT&T Park. (Less than Significant)


A qualitative assessment of bicycle conditions was conducted for the Basketball Game scenario assuming a concurrent SF Giants game at AT&T Park. Bicycle conditions in the vicinity of the project site for the Basketball Game scenario with a concurrent SF Giants game at AT&T Park would be similar to conditions without a SF Giants game presented above in Impact TR-7. It is anticipated that bicyclists traveling to both facilities would be accommodated with the existing, planned and proposed bicycle lanes. However, with concurrent events, traffic volumes on streets leading to and from the off-site parking facilities would be greater, which could result in increased potential for bicycle-vehicle conflicts. During concurrent events, transportation management strategies for the proposed event center and AT&T Park would be coordinated to minimize congestion and conflicts between modes. Proposed project impacts on bicycle access and circulation for other evening events at the event center (e.g., concerts, family shows) would also be similar to or less than that for the Basketball Game scenario. 


Overall, on days with concurrent evening events at the project site and at AT&T Park, the number of bicyclists traveling in the project vicinity would increase prior to and following the events, however, the coordinated TMP transportation management strategies for the proposed event center and AT&T Park, including posting of PCOs, would ensure that the impact of the proposed project on bicyclists during concurrent events would be less than significant.


Mitigation: Not required


_________________________


Emergency Vehicle Access Impacts


Impact TR-17: The proposed project would not result in significant impacts on emergency vehicle access under Existing plus Project conditions with a concurrent SF Giants game at AT&T Park. (Less than Significant)


Emergency vehicle access impacts under existing plus project conditions with a SF Giants game at AT&T Park would be similar to those described above in Impact TR-10 for conditions with an event but without an overlapping SF Giants game. The proposed project’s TMP includes measures to manage pre-event and post-event vehicle traffic destined to the project parking garage and other parking facilities serving the event center, in order to minimize congestion and reduce potential conflicts between event center traffic and nearby UCSF hospital operations. During concurrent events, the 17 PCOs that would be stationed to direct and facilitate vehicular, bicycle, transit, and pedestrian traffic during events at the project site would be supplemented by the PCOs that are currently deployed during SF Giants games.  In addition, the transportation management measures currently implemented during SF Giants games would minimize congestion on area roadways. Implementation of Mitigation Measure TR-2a: Areawide Wayfinding Plan for Parking Facilities Serving the Event Center, Mitigation Measure TR-11a: Additional PCOs During Concurrent Events and Mitigation Measure M-TR-11b: Update Ballpark/Mission Bay Transportation Coordinating Committee would minimize the severity of traffic congestion prior to and following events.  As discussed in Impact TR-10, implementation of Improvement Measure I-TR-10a: UCSF Emergency Vehicle Access and Garage Signage Plan and Improvement Measure I-TR-10b: Mariposa Street Restriping would enhance emergency vehicle access to UCSF emergency facilities. 


Furthermore, all drivers must comply with the California Vehicle Code § 21806, which requires that drivers yield right-of-way to authorized emergency vehicles, drive to the right road curb or edge, stop, and remain stopped until the emergency vehicle has passed.


Overall, roadway improvements adjacent to the project site would facilitate emergency vehicle access to the site. Before and after events emergency vehicle access to the project site and nearby hospital uses would be maintained with concurrent events at the project site and AT&T Park. For these reasons, the proposed project would not inhibit emergency vehicles access to the project site and nearby vicinity; therefore, the proposed project impact on emergency vehicle access even with concurrent basketball and SF Giants games would be less than significant.


Mitigation: Not required


_________________________


Conditions Without Implementation of the Special Events Transit Service Plan


As described in Section 5.2.5.3, the project sponsor is working with the City to secure funding for the Special Event Transit Service Plan as part of the project improvements, and which would be implemented by the SFMTA during large evening events with more than 14,000 attendees at the project site. The transportation impact analysis presented in Impact TR-2 through Impact TR-17 assumes that the special event transit service would be provided during basketball games to accommodate the transit demand. Impact TR-18 through Impact TR-24 below present a qualitative assessment of potential transportation impacts of the proposed project without implementation of the Special Events Transit Service Plan. 


Impact TR-18: Without implementation of the Special Event Transit Service Plan, the proposed project would result in additional significant traffic impacts at intersections that would operate at LOS E or LOS F under Existing plus Project conditions. (Significant and Unavoidable with Mitigation)


In the event that the SFMTA would not be able to provide all or a portion of the Special Event Transit Service Plan, it is expected that transit would be less convenient for event attendees, and, therefore, that fewer attendees would travel to the site by transit. Because the Special Event Transit Service Plan was assumed only for analysis of a basketball game at the event center (i.e., the analysis did not assume that additional service would be provided for the Convention Event or No Event analysis scenarios), the transportation impact assessment focuses on the Basketball Game scenario for the weekday p.m., evening and late evening and for Saturday evening hours of analysis, but would be applicable for all large events (i.e., concerts, other sporting events, and conventions/corporate events) for which the Special Event Transit Service Plan would be needed to serve attendees traveling to the event center.


Without implementation of the Special Event Transit Service Plan for a basketball game, during the weekday p.m. peak hour the number of project-generated vehicle trips would increase by 54 trips. During the weekday and Saturday evening peak hours (i.e., the peak hour of arrivals to the event center), the number of vehicle trips would increase by 697 vehicles, while during the weekday late evening peak hour (i.e., departures from the event center), the number of vehicle trips would increase by 742 vehicles. During the weekday p.m. peak hour, the additional 54 vehicle trips could increase delay at some study intersections, however, it is anticipated that the intersection LOS would remain the same as presented in Impact TR-2 for weekday p.m. peak hour conditions, and would not result in additional significant traffic impacts at intersections during the weekday p.m. peak hour.


During the weekday evening and late evening, and Saturday evening peak hours, it is anticipated that the additional 700 to 750 vehicle trips could increase or exacerbate delay at intersection such that the intersection LOS becomes unacceptable (i.e., LOS E or LOS F), or could substantially worsen existing LOS E or LOS F conditions. To the extent that the additional vehicles would worsen LOS, the proposed project without implementation of the Special Event Transit Service Plan would result in significant traffic impacts at additional study intersections. Such impacts could potentially occur at, but not be limited to the following intersections:


1. Third/King (weekday p.m., weekday evening)


1. Fifth/King/I-280 ramps (weekday p.m., weekday evening)


1. Third/South (weekday evening)


1. Third/16th (weekday p.m., weekday evening)


1. Seventh/Mississippi/16th (weekday p.m., weekday evening)


1. Illinois/Mariposa (weekday evening, weekday late evening, Saturday evening)


1. Third/Mariposa (weekday p.m., weekday evening)


1. Third/Cesar Chavez (weekday p.m., weekday evening)


Impacts at these intersections would be in addition to the significant impacts identified for the proposed project with implementation of the Special Event Transit Service Plan in Impact TR-2 for conditions without a concurrent SF Giants game, and in Impact TR-11 for conditions with a concurrent SF Giants game. Mitigation Measure M-TR-2a: Areawide Wayfinding Plan for Parking Facilities Serving the Event Center and Mitigation Measure M-TR-2b: Additional PCOs during Events may reduce the number of additional and severity of traffic impacts.


As discussed in Section 5.2.5.2, the City fully anticipates implementation of the Special Event Transit Service Plan and has identified sufficient funding to deliver the additional transit. As described above, in order to provide a conservative CEQA analysis as well as information to the public and decision makers, the discussion above discloses the impacts of the proposed project if for some unknown reasons in the future, the City is unable to implement the Special Event Transit Service Plan. The analysis shows that without the additional transit service, the proposed project would result in significant traffic impacts. In order to reduce the severity of these impacts, the project sponsor shall implement Mitigation Measure M-TR-18: Auto Mode Share Performance Standard and Monitoring, which would ensure that the severity of Impact TR-18 through Impact TR-24 would be the same as the corresponding Impact TR-2 through Impact TR-17 irrespective of whether the Special Event Transit Service Plan was implemented or not, and would not result in secondary transportation impacts. With implementation of this mitigation measure, the proposed project’s traffic impacts would remain significant and unavoidable with mitigation.


Mitigation Measure M-TR-2a: Areawide Wayfinding Plan for Parking Facilities Serving the Event Center


Mitigation Measure M-TR-2b: Additional PCOs during Events


Mitigation Measure M-TR-18: Auto Mode Share Performance Standard and Monitoring


Performance Standards and Strategies for Achieving Them


The project sponsor shall be responsible for ensuring that the project does not exceed an auto mode share performance standard for different types of events through implementation of TDM measures. Specifically, the project sponsor shall ensure that the following performance standards are met:


1.	For weekday events that have 12,500 or more attendees, the project shall not exceed an arrival auto mode share of 53 percent.


2.	For weekend events that have 12,500 or more attendees, the project shall not exceed an arrival auto mode share of 59 percent. 


The performance standards shall be achieved by the middle of the Warriors' second season at the event center, and for every Warriors season thereafter. 


The project sponsor may implement any combination of TDM strategies, including those identified in the proposed project’s TMP, to achieve the above performance standards. Potential strategies include, but are not limited to: 


1. Providing shuttle bus service between major transportation hubs such as Transbay Transit Terminal, BART stations, Caltrain stations and the event center.


1. Providing bus shuttles between park & ride lots, remote parking facilities, or other facilities or locations within San Francisco, and the event center. 


1. Facilitating charter bus packages through the event sales department to encourage large groups to travel to and from the event center on charter buses. 


1. Reducing the project parking demand through a variety of mechanisms, including pricing. 


1. Offering high occupancy vehicle parking at more convenient locations than parking for the general public and/or at reduced rates. 


1. Undertaking media campaigns, including in social media, that promote walking and/or bicycling to the event center. 


1. Conducting cross-marketing strategies with event center businesses (e.g., 10 percent off merchandise/food if patrons arrive by transit and/or bike or on foot). 


1. Carrying out public education campaigns. 


1. Offering special event ferry service to the closest ferry station to the project site (similar to the existing service provided between AT&T Park and Alameda and Marin Counties by Golden Gate Transit, Alameda/Oakland and Vallejo ferry service). 


1. Providing transit fare subsidies to event ticket holders.


Monitoring and Reporting


The project sponsor shall retain a qualified transportation professional[footnoteRef:29] to conduct travel surveys, as outlined below, and to document the results in a Transportation Demand Management Report. Prior to beginning the travel survey, the transportation professional shall develop the data collection methodology in consultation with and approved by OCII (or its designated representative such as the Environmental Review Officer (ERO)) in coordination with SFMTA. It is anticipated that data collection would occur at least during four days for two different types of events, for a total of eight days. Specifically, data collection shall be conducted during at least two weekday and two weekend NBA basketball games with 12,500 or more attendees, and two weekday and two weekend non-basketball events with attendance of 12,500 or more attendees.  [29: 	The Transportation Demand Management Report shall be performed by a qualified transportation professional from the Planning Department’s Transportation Consultant Pool.] 



The schedule of the travel surveys shall be as follows:


1. Comprehensive travel surveys of basketball game attendees shall be conducted between January and April of every season. 


1. Comprehensive travel surveys of non-basketball event attendees (conventions events, concerts, family shows, etc.) could be collected any time during the year. 


The following data of event attendees shall be collected as part of the travel surveys:


1. Origin/destination of the trip (city, zip code, home/work/other)


1. Mode of travel to/from event center


· If by transit, name of transit operator (AC Transit, BART, Caltrain, Muni, etc.)


· If by rail, name of station trip started and ended


· If by auto, number of people in the vehicle


· If by auto, parking location and approximate walking time to event center


1. Arrival time at the event center


The travel survey shall employ whatever methodology necessary, as approved by the OCII (or the ERO) in coordination with SFMTA, to collect the above described data including but not limited to: manual or automatic (e.g., video or tubes) traffic volume counts, intercept surveys, and on-line surveys. 


The Transportation Demand Management Report(s) shall be submitted to SFMTA, OCII and Planning Department for review within 30 days of completion of the data collection. If the City finds that the project exceeds the stated mode share goals, the project sponsor shall revise the proposed project’s Transportation Management Plan (TMP) to incorporate a set of measures that would lower the auto mode share. For basketball events, the TMP shall be revised by no later than June 15th of the calendar year to ensure adequate lead time to implement TDM measures prior to the start of the following basketball season. For non-basketball events, the proposed project’s TMP shall be revised within 60 days of submittal of the Transportation Demand Management Report to incorporate a set of measure that would lower the auto mode share. 


If the project does not meet the stated performance standard, the project sponsor shall implement TDM measures and collect data on a semi-annual basis (i.e., twice during a calendar year) to assess their effectiveness for basketball games and other events. The implementation of TDM measures shall be intensified until the auto mode split performance target is achieved. Upon achievement of the target, the project sponsor may resume travel survey data collection for basketball and non-basketball events on an annual basis. If the sponsor demonstrates three consecutive years of meeting the auto mode share performance standard, the comprehensive data collection effort may occur every two years. 


The data collection plan described above may be modified by OCII (or the ERO) in coordination with SFMTA if field observations and/or other circumstances require data collection at different times and/or for different events than specified above. The modification of the data collection plan, however, shall not change the performance standards set forth in this mitigation measure. 


_________________________


Impact TR-19: Without implementation of the Special Event Transit Service Plan, the proposed project would result in additional significant traffic impacts at freeway ramps that would operate at LOS E or LOS F under Existing plus Project conditions. (Significant and Unavoidable with Mitigation)


As described in Impact TR-18, without implementation of the Special Event Transit Service Plan for large events, the number of event-related vehicle trips would increase over conditions with implementation of the Special Event Transit Service Plan. For the Basketball Game scenario, the increase in the number of vehicles would be 54 vehicle trips during the weekday p.m. peak hour, 697 vehicles during the weekday evening and Saturday evening peak hours, and 742 during the weekday late evening peak hour. A portion of these vehicles would travel on I-80 and I-280, and may increase traffic volumes on the study ramp locations. Thus, without implementation of the Special Event Transit Service Plan, the additional vehicle trips may increase or exacerbate the density at the ramp merge and diverge locations, such that the ramp LOS becomes unacceptable (i.e., LOS E or LOS F), or could substantially worsen existing LOS E or LOS F conditions. To the extent that the additional vehicles would worsen LOS, the proposed project without implementation of the Special Event Transit Service Plan would result in significant traffic impacts at additional freeway ramp locations. Such impacts could potentially occur at, but not be limited to the following freeway ramps:


1. I-80 eastbound on-ramp at Sterling (weekday p.m.)


1. I-80 westbound off-ramp at Fifth/Harrison (weekday p.m.)


1. I-280 southbound on-ramp at Mariposa (weekday p.m.)


1. I-280 northbound off-ramp at Mariposa Street (weekday evening)


1. I-280 on-ramp at Pennsylvania Street (weekday p.m.)


Impacts at these freeway ramps would be in addition to the significant impacts identified for the proposed project with implementation of the Special Event Transit Service Plan in Impact TR-3 for conditions without a concurrent SF Giants game, and in Impact TR-12 for conditions with a concurrent SF Giants game. 


Mitigation Measure M-TR-18: Auto Mode Share Performance Standard and Monitoring, described above, would also be applicable to address the freeway ramp impacts. Implementation of this measure would ensure that the severity of Impact TR-18 would be the same as the corresponding Impacts TR-3, irrespective of whether the Special Event Transit Service Plan was implemented or not. With implementation of this mitigation measure, the proposed project’s impacts related to freeway ramp operations would remain significant and unavoidable with mitigation.


_________________________


Impact TR-20: Without implementation of the Special Event Transit Service Plan, the proposed project would result in a substantial increase in transit demand that could not be accommodated by adjacent Muni transit capacity ; and would it cause a substantial increase in delays or costs such that significant adverse impacts to Muni transit service would occur under Existing plus Project conditions. (Significant and Unavoidable with Mitigation)


Without implementation of the Special Event Transit Service Plan for large events at the project site, the number of attendees arriving by transit is expected to decrease. Overall, without implementation of the Special Event Transit Service Plan for a basketball game, during the weekday and Saturday evening peak hours (i.e., the peak hour of arrivals to the event center), the number of transit trips would decrease by 1,762 trips. During the weekday late evening peak hour the number of transit trips would decrease by 1,878 trips. 


Without the additional Special Event shuttles, the number of attendees accessing the project site via the T Third would increase, and, because the additional capacity would not be provided on the T Third, the capacity utilization on the T Third would increase during the weekday evening and weekday late evening peak hours. In addition, the capacity utilization of the 22 Fillmore/55 16th Street during the weekday late evening would increase from less than 85 percent to more than 100 percent capacity utilization. Thus, during the weekday late evening peak hour, conditions without the Special Event Transit Service Plan would result in new significant impacts on the T Third and 22 Fillmore/55 16th Street during the weekday late evening peak hour.


During the Saturday evening peak hour, without the additional light rail and special event shuttle capacity, the capacity utilization on the T Third and 22 Fillmore/55 16th Street would increase to more than the 100 capacity utilization standard. Thus, during the Saturday evening peak hour, conditions without the Special Event Transit Service Plan would result in an additional significant impact on the T Third and 22 Fillmore/55 16th Street during the Saturday evening peak hour.


Overall, under existing plus project conditions without the Special Event Transit Service Plan, the proposed project would result in additional significant project-specific transit impacts, as follows:


1. T Third during the weekday late evening and Saturday evening peak hours.


1. 22 Fillmore/55 16th Street during the weekday late evening and Saturday evening peak hours.


Implementation of Mitigation Measure TR-4a: Additional Muni Service and Mitigation Measure M-TR-4b: Additional Mission Bay TMA Shuttle Service would reduce or minimize the severity of the capacity utilization exceedances on the routes serving the project site. In addition, Mitigation Measure M-TR-18: Auto Mode Share Performance Standard and Monitoring would also be applicable to address the impact on Muni service. Implementation of this measure would ensure that the severity of Impact TR-20 would be the same as the corresponding Impacts TR-4, irrespective of whether the Special Event Transit Service Plan was implemented or not. With implementation of this mitigation measure, the proposed project’s impacts related to transit operations would remain significant and unavoidable with mitigation.


Mitigation Measure M-TR-4a: Additional Muni Service 


Mitigation Measure M-TR-4b: Additional Mission Bay TMA Shuttle Service 


Mitigation Measure M-TR-18: Auto Mode Share Performance Standard and Monitoring 


_________________________


Impact TR-21: Without implementation of the Special Event Transit Service Plan, the proposed project would not result in a substantial increase in transit demand that could not be accommodated by regional transit capacity; nor would it cause a substantial increase in delays or costs such that significant adverse impacts to regional transit service would occur under Existing plus Project conditions. (Less than Significant)


As described in Impact TR-20, without implementation of the Special Event Transit Service Plan for large events at the project site, the number of attendees arriving by transit, including those from the East Bay, North Bay, and South Bay, is projected to decrease. Overall, without implementation of the Special Event Transit Service Plan for a basketball game, during the weekday and Saturday evening peak hours (i.e., the peak hour of arrivals to the event center), the number of transit trips traveling to and from outside of San Francisco would decrease by 1,121 trips during the weekday evening peak hour, by 1,329 trips during the weekday late evening peak hour, and by 1,221 trips during the Saturday evening peak hour. 


Without implementation of the Special Event Transit Service Plan, the number of attendees arriving via Caltrain would decrease, which would result in a reduction in the capacity utilization on Caltrain such that the proposed project would not result in significant impacts on Caltrain during the weekday evening, weekday late evening, and Saturday evening peak hours, as reported in Impact TR-6.


The reduction in project transit demand on regional transit operators would also reduce the capacity utilization for service to the North Bay buses and ferries, however, capacity utilization would still exceed 100 percent during the weekday late evening, and therefore, without implementation of the Special Event Transit Service Plan, impacts to WETA and Golden Gate Transit capacity would be significant.


Overall, under existing plus project conditions without a SF Giants game at AT&T Park, the proposed project would result in significant project-specific transit impacts on WETA and Golden Gate Transit service during the weekday late evening peak hours.


Implementation of Mitigation Measure M-TR-5b: Additional North Bay Ferry and Bus Service would reduce or minimize the severity of the capacity utilization exceedances for the regional transit service providers. However, as noted in Impact TR-5, since the provision of additional  North Bay service is uncertain and full funding for the service has not yet been identified, implementation of this mitigation measures remain uncertain.  Accordingly, the proposed project’s significant impacts to Golden Gate Transit and WETA transit capacity would remain significant and unavoidable, with mitigation.


Mitigation Measure M-TR-5a: Additional Caltrain Service


Mitigation Measure M-TR-5a: Additional North Bay Ferry and Bus Service


_________________________


Impact TR-22: Without implementation of the Special Event Transit Service Plan, the proposed project would not result in a substantial overcrowding on public sidewalks, nor create potentially hazardous conditions for pedestrians, or otherwise interfere with pedestrian accessibility on the site and adjoining areas under Existing plus Project conditions. (Less than Significant)


Without implementation of the Special Event Transit Service Plan for large events at the project site, the number of attendees arriving by transit is expected to decrease, while the number of attendees arriving by auto mode would increase. Overall, without implementation of the Special Event Transit Service Plan for a basketball game, during the weekday p.m. peak hour the number of vehicle trips would increase by 54, while the number of transit trips would decrease by 136 trips. During the weekday and Saturday evening peak hours (i.e., the peak hour of arrivals to the event center), the number of vehicle trips would increase by 697 vehicles, while the number of transit trips would decrease by 1,762 trips. During the weekday late evening peak hour (i.e., departures from the event center), the number of vehicle trips would increase by 742 vehicles, while the number of transit trips would decrease by 1,878 trips. 


In general, the number of pedestrian trips traveling to and from the event center would not change, however, the direction of travel to and from the project site may change depending on where the increased parking demand is accommodated. As a result, the number of pedestrians at the intersection of Third/South may decrease somewhat, and increase at the intersection of Third/16th as event attendees seek and find parking farther east and south of the project site. 


During all events, the proposed project’s TMP assumes that PCOs would be stationed at intersections adjacent to the proposed site (and elsewhere) to manage pedestrian flows and minimize conflicts, and that a similar level of management would be provided via police officers or PCOs regardless of whether the Special Event Transit Service Plan is implemented. The increase in auto mode and project vehicle trips without implementation of the Special Event Transit Service Plan could lead to additional traffic circling in the area seeking parking, which could result in increased pedestrian-vehicle conflicts. Project TMP information on parking facilities and real-time information on availability would serve to minimize the impact of additional vehicles on pedestrians. 


Thus, similar to pedestrian conditions described above in Impact TR-6 and Impact TR-15 for conditions that assume implementation of the Special Event Transit Service Plan, the existing and proposed pedestrian facilities would be adequate to meet the pedestrian demand associated with the project uses, and the proposed project TMP for event conditions would manage short-term peak pedestrian flows at adjacent intersections such that pedestrian impacts would be less than significant even without the Special Event Transit Service Plan. With implementation of the TMP measures, project-generated pedestrian demand during large events would not substantially affect pedestrian flows, create potentially hazardous conditions for pedestrians or otherwise interfere with pedestrian accessibility to the site and adjoining areas. Therefore, without implementation of the Special Event Transit Service Plan, the proposed project’s impact on pedestrians would be less than significant.


Mitigation: Not required


[Note to reviewer: Mitigation measure “Provide Safe Pedestrian Access to Adjacent Transit and Parking Facilities and Monitoring” was developed in response to conditions if the City was not able to deploy PCOs.  It was determined that Impact TR-22 correctly is LTS, as it is related to conditions without the Transit Service Plan.  This EIR does not assess conditions without the PCOs or post-event road closures. We should discuss the appropriateness of the mitigation measure, and if we need to include it, and if so, how.] 


_________________________


Impact TR-23: Without implementation of the Special Event Transit Service Plan, the proposed project would not result in potentially hazardous conditions for bicyclists, or otherwise substantially interfere with bicycle accessibility to the site and adjoining areas under Existing plus Project conditions. (Less than Significant)


Without implementation of the Special Event Transit Service Plan for large events at the project site, the number of attendees arriving by bicycle is expected to remain similar as for conditions with the Special Event Transit Service Plan. About 50 additional bicycle trips could be expected during the peak hour arriving or departing a large event. Thus, bicycle conditions in the vicinity of the project site without the Special Event Transit Service Plan would be similar to those presented above in Impact TR-7. However, because more event center attendees would be arriving by motor vehicle, traffic volumes on streets leading to and from the off-site parking facilities would be greater, which could result in increased potential for bicycle-vehicle conflicts. Project TMP measures, would serve to minimize congestion and conflicts between modes. 


Overall, without implementation of the Special Event Transit Service Plan, the number of attendees arriving by vehicle would increase prior to and following a large event, which may increase vehicle-bicycle conflicts, however, the proposed project TMP measures would minimize the potential for conflicts. Therefore, without implementation of the Special Event Transit Service Plan, the proposed project’s impact on bicyclists would be less than significant.


Mitigation: Not required


_________________________






Impact TR-24: Without implementation of the Special Event Transit Service Plan, the proposed project would not result in significant impacts on loading under Existing plus Project conditions. (Less than Significant)


Impacts related to passenger loading/unloading activities without implementation of the Special Event Transit Service Plan would be similar to those identified above for Impact TR-8. Without implementation of the Special Event Transit Service Plan, the number of event attendees arriving by transit would decrease, which would in turn reduce the passenger loading/unloading demand associated with passengers alighting and boarding the proposed special event shuttles on South, 16th, Illinois, and Third Streets. However, with fewer light rail vehicles serving the event center transit demand at the UCSF Mission Bay station, it would take longer for all attendees taking transit to board and depart the area. Therefore conditions on the sidewalks on Third and South Streets would become more congested. During all events, the proposed project’s TMP assumes that PCOs would be stationed at intersections adjacent to the proposed site (and elsewhere) to manage pedestrian flows and minimize conflicts, and that a similar level of management would be provided via police officers or PCOs regardless of whether the Special Event Transit Service Plan is implemented. The increase in auto mode and project vehicle trips without implementation of the Special Event Transit Service Plan could lead to additional traffic circling in the area seeking parking, which could result in increased pedestrian-vehicle conflicts associated with passenger loading/unloading activity on Terry A. Francois Boulevard and South Street. Project TMP information on parking facilities and real-time information on availability would serve to minimize the impact of additional vehicles on passenger loading/unloading activities. Thus, similar to pedestrian conditions described above in Impact TR-8 for conditions that assume implementation of the Special Event Transit Service Plan, proposed passenger loading/unloading facilities would be adequate to meet the demand associated with the project uses.


Impacts related to truck and service vehicle loading/unloading activities, which would not occur immediately before or after events at the project site, would be the same to those described above for Impact TR-8. Freight deliveries would occur prior to events, and would be accommodated on-site with the loading area, and at the curb adjacent to the project site on South Street and Terry A. Francois Boulevard. Improvement Measure I-TR-8: Truck and Service Vehicle Loading Operations Plan would reduce the potential for conflicts between proposed project-generated loading/unloading activities and pedestrians, transit, bicyclists, and autos. 


For the reasons noted above, the truck/service vehicle and passenger loading/unloading activities adjacent to the project site would not be substantially affected, and therefore, without implementation of the Special Event Transit Service Plan, impacts related to loading would be less than significant.


Mitigation: Not required


_________________________


Impact TR-25: Without implementation of the Special Event Transit Service Plan, the proposed project would not result in significant impacts on emergency vehicle access under Existing plus Project conditions. (Less than Significant)


Impacts related to emergency vehicle access without implementation of the Special Event Transit Service Plan would be similar to those identified in Impact TR-10. The additional vehicle trips resulting from the projected shift from transit to auto mode would be dispersed over a broader area, reducing the effect of the increased vehicle traffic on the roadway network. Some increase in vehicles on Terry A. Francois Boulevard would be anticipated at the proposed passenger loading/unloading zones, as it is anticipated that without implementation of the Special Event Transit Service Plan more attendees would be dropped off and picked up at the passenger loading/unloading zone. However, this increase in vehicles adjacent to the project site would be accommodated without a substantial increase in vehicle conflicts as adequate project frontage would be available to accommodate the increase passenger loading/unloading demand. The proposed roadway improvements adjacent to the project site would facilitate emergency access to the site such that before and after events, emergency vehicle access to the project site and nearby hospital uses would be maintained. As discussed in Impact TR-10, implementation of Improvement Measure I-TR-10a: UCSF Emergency Vehicle Access and Garage Signage Plan and Improvement Measure I-TR-10b: Mariposa Street Restriping would enhance emergency vehicle access to UCSF emergency facilities. For the reasons noted above, the emergency vehicle access to the site or to the surrounding area would not be substantially affected, and therefore, without implementation of the Special Event Transit Service Plan, impacts related to emergency vehicle access would be less than significant.


Mitigation: Not required


_________________________


Cumulative Impacts


This section discusses the cumulative impacts to transportation that could result from the project, in conjunction with past, present, and reasonably foreseeable future projects. The geographic context for the analysis of cumulative transportation impacts includes the sidewalks and roadways adjacent to the project site, and the local roadway and transit network in the vicinity of the project. The cumulative analysis reflects the completion of the roadway network within Mission Bay, as presented in Figure 5.2-21. The discussion of cumulative transportation impacts assesses the degree to which the project would affect the transportation network in conjunction with other reasonably foreseeable projects. Detailed calculations are included in Appendix TR.


As described in Section 5.2.5.3 above, future 2040 Cumulative traffic, transit and pedestrian forecasts were estimated based on cumulative development and growth identified by the SFCTA SF-CHAMP travel demand model.


Cumulative Construction Impacts


Impact C-TR-1: The project, in combination with other past, present, and reasonably foreseeable future projects, would not result in significant adverse cumulative construction-related transportation impacts. (Less than Significant)


The construction of the proposed project may overlap with the construction of other reasonably foreseeable projects listed in Section 5.2.5.3 above, including the UCSF LRDP Mission Bay campus projects, the Kaiser Medical Offices at 1600 Owens Street, development projects developed under the Eastern Neighborhoods Program, development of Seawall Lot 337 and Pier 48 Mixed-Use Project (Mission Rock), and the Pier 70 Mixed-Use Development. 


The buildout of Mission Bay has been ongoing since 1999, and as of 2014, roughly 64 percent of the housing units have been completed and close to 40 percent of the planned office and laboratory space is complete. In 2013 and 2014 when the transportation data was collected for this EIR for the existing setting conditions, about 1.13 million gsf of development were under construction at the Mission Bay Campus. The majority of the remaining construction is included as part of the UCSF LRDP and would be constructed over the next 20 years.[footnoteRef:30] The timing of construction of other development projects noted above is not currently known. As discussed in Impact TR-1, It is anticipated that construction at the project site over the 26-month construction period would overlap with the construction activity of other projects in the area, notably the UCSF LRDP projects, planned for construction between 2015 and 2019. These include 523 residential units, about 440,000 gsf of research, clinical and medical space, and a parking garage containing 500 vehicle parking spaces. Detailed construction schedules for these projects are not currently known, however, it is anticipated that a portion of the construction schedules would overlap with the 26-month project construction period. These UCSF projects are projected to generate about 40 daily truck trips on average, and these trucks would enter/exit the UCSF campus via Mission Bay Boulevard North, Nelson Rising Lane, Owens Street, 16th Street, and Fourth Street. [30: 	When the LRDP in Mission Bay is completed, there will be approximately 3 million gsf of UCSF-occupied space, excluding structure parking and temporary childcare. The 2014 Plan-level analysis of the UCSF LRDP determined that although construction activities would be temporary, construction impacts would be considered potentially significant given the magnitude of the LRDP development over the course of many years (over 20 plus years), and need for ongoing coordination and monitoring. However, with implementation of mitigation measures, the UCSF LRDP construction-related transportation impacts would be reduced to less than significant levels. UCSF LRDP, pp. 3-39 and 7-89.] 



In addition, construction of the planned Bayfront Park east of a realigned Terry A. Francois Boulevard, a neighborhood park located along the west side of Terry A. Francois Boulevard south of 16th Street, as well as a neighborhood park on the north side of Mariposa Street east of Owens Street could potentially overlap with construction of the proposed project. If Caltrain adopts the electrification project and funding remains available, construction of the Peninsula Corridor Electrification Project could start in 2016, and the first electrically-powered trains would be in service by 2020 or 2021.[footnoteRef:31]  [31: 	PCEP FAQ Update December 2014.pdf] 



Localized cumulative construction-related transportation impacts could occur as a result of reasonably foreseeable projects in the vicinity of the project site that would generate increased traffic at the same time and on the same roads as the proposed project. As part of the construction permitting process, each development project would be required work with the various departments of the City to develop a detailed and coordinated plan that would address construction vehicle routing, traffic control, and pedestrian movement adjacent to the construction area. The cumulative construction-related transportation impacts of the multiple nearby construction projects would occur over an extended duration, and the project sponsor would coordinate with various City departments such as SFMTA and DPW through the SFMTA Transportation Advisory Committee (TASC), a multi-agency review body, to develop coordinated plans that would address construction-related vehicle routing and pedestrian movements adjacent to the construction area for the duration of construction overlap. 


Overall, because construction activities would be temporary and limited in duration, and are required to be conducted in accordance with City requirements, the proposed project would not contribute considerably to the cumulative construction-related transportation impacts. Furthermore, proposed project Improvement Measure I-TR-1: Construction Management Plan and Public Updates would reduce the proposed project’s less-than-significant impacts related to potential conflicts between construction activities and pedestrians, transit, and autos, and includes provisions for construction truck traffic management, project construction updates for adjacent businesses and residents, and carpool and transit access for construction workers.


Therefore, for the above reasons, the proposed project, in combination with past, present and reasonably foreseeable development in San Francisco, would not contribute considerably to the significant cumulative construction-related transportation impacts.


Mitigation: Not required


Comparison of Impact C-TR-1 to Mission Bay FSEIR Impact Analysis


The Mission Bay FSEIR did not identify any significant cumulative impacts related to construction-related transportation impacts. Consequently, no new or different mitigation measures or alternatives to reduce project impacts related to construction activities are identified or required with respect to the currently proposed project. On the basis of the above, the project would result in no new or substantially more severe significant effects than those identified in the Mission Bay FSEIR related to construction-related transportation impacts.


_________________________


Cumulative Traffic Impacts


Impact C-TR-2: The project, in combination with other past, present, and reasonably foreseeable future projects, would result in significant cumulative traffic impacts at multiple intersections in the project vicinity under 2040 Cumulative conditions. (Significant and Unavoidable with Mitigation)


Under 2040 cumulative conditions, proposed project impacts were assessed by calculating the project-generated traffic conditions at intersections that are projected to operate at LOS E or LOS F under 2040 cumulative conditions for the No Event scenario for the weekday p.m. and Saturday evening peak hours. Because the SF-CHAMP travel demand model does not include the travel demand associated with events, the proposed project cumulative impacts for events at the project site (i.e., the Convention Event and Basketball Game scenarios) for the weekday p.m. peak hour were assessed by adding the event-related traffic volumes to the No Event scenario. 


At intersections that are projected to operate at LOS E or LOS F under 2040 cumulative conditions, the increase in proposed project vehicle trips was reviewed to determine whether the increase would contribute considerably to critical movements operating at LOS E or LOS F. In addition, the intersections where project-specific significant impacts were identified for existing plus project conditions, the proposed project would also be considered to result in a cumulative impact under 2040 cumulative conditions. Supporting documentation regarding the cumulative contributions is included in Appendix TR.


Table 5.2-52, Figure 5.2-22, and Figure 5.2-23 present the intersection LOS analysis for 2040 Cumulative conditions for the weekday p.m. peak hour, while Table 5.2-53 and Figure 5.2-24 present the intersection LOS analysis for the Saturday evening peak hour.


As shown in Table 5.2-52, for 2040 cumulative weekday p.m. peak hour conditions with the proposed project (i.e., for the No Event, Convention Event, and Basketball Game scenarios), 12 of the 22 study intersections would operate at LOS E or LOS F conditions during the weekday p.m. peak hour, including the intersections of King/Third, King/Fourth, Fifth/Harrison/I-80 westbound off-ramp, Fifth/Bryant/I-80 eastbound on-ramp, Third/Channel, Seventh/Mission Bay Drive, Illinois/16th, Third/16th, Owens/16th, Seventh/Mississippi/16th, Illinois/Mariposa, and Third/Cesar Chavez. The proposed project would result in project-specific impacts (i.e., from LOS D or better to LOS E or LOS F, or from LOS E to LOS F under either existing plus project or 2040 


table 5.2-52
Intersection Level of Service – 2040 Cumulative Conditions – 
Weekday PM Peak Hour


			#


			Intersection Location


			No Event


			Convention Event


			Basketball Game





			


			


			Delaya,b


			LOS


			Delay


			LOS


			Delay


			LOS





			1


			King St


			Third Street


			>80


			F


			>80


			F


			>80


			F





			2


			King St


			Fourth Street


			>80


			F


			>80


			F


			>80


			F





			3


			King St/Fifth St


			I-280 ramps


			23.8


			C


			23.8


			C


			23.8


			C





			4


			Fifth St/Harrison


			I-80 WB off-ramp


			>80


			F


			>80


			F


			>80


			F





			5


			Fifth St/Bryant St


			I-80 EB on-ramp


			>80


			F


			>80


			F


			>80


			F





			6


			Third Street


			Channel Street


			60.8


			E


			78.5


			E


			67.2


			E





			7


			Fourth Street


			Channel Street


			17.0


			B


			14.9


			B


			18.3


			B





			8


			Seventh Street


			Mission Bay Dr


			46.1


			D


			50.8


			D


			63.2


			E





			9


			TA Francois Blvd


			South Streetc


			< 10


			A


			< 10


			A


			< 10


			A





			10


			Third Street


			South Street


			32.0


			C


			37.6


			D


			34.0


			C





			11


			TA Francois Blvd


			16th Street


			< 10


			A


			< 10


			A


			< 10


			A





			12


			Illinois Street


			16th Streetc


			21.0 (sb)


			C


			38.9 (sb)


			E


			13.1 (sb)


			B





			13


			Third Street


			16th Street


			65.5


			E


			63.4


			E


			67.9


			E





			14


			Fourth Street


			16th Street


			35.1


			D


			39.8


			D


			36.3


			D





			15


			Owens Street


			16th Street


			77.3


			E


			>80


			F


			73.8


			E





			16


			7th/Mississippi 


			16th Street


			>80


			F


			>80


			F


			>80


			F





			17


			Illinois Street


			Mariposa Streetc


			>50 (wb)


			F


			>50 (sb)


			F


			>50 (wb)


			F





			18


			Third Street


			Mariposa Street


			49.7


			D


			52.0


			D


			49.1


			D





			19


			Fourth Street


			Mariposa Street


			21.6


			C


			20.8


			C


			19.4


			B





			20


			Mariposa Street


			I-280 NB off-ramp


			38.8


			D


			40.1


			D


			37.3


			D





			21


			Mariposa Street


			I-280 SB on-rampd


			13.0


			B


			14.2


			B


			13.0


			B





			22


			Third Street


			Cesar Chavez St


			66.5


			E


			>80


			F


			>80


			F








NOTES:


a	Delay presented in seconds per vehicle. For unsignalized intersections, delay and LOS presented for worst approach. Worst approach indicated in ( ).


b	Intersections operating at LOS E or LOS F conditions highlighted in bold. Significant project impacts shaded.


c	All-way stop-controlled intersection. 


d	The intersection of Mariposa/I-280 southbound off-ramp/Owens was signalized in March 2015. [Note to reviewer: To be confirmed/revised once operational.]


SOURCE: Adavant Consulting/Fehr & Peers/LCW Consulting, 2015.












Insert Figure 5.2-21	2040 Cumulative Roadway Network in Mission Bay	Comment by Luba Wyznyckyj: Move up to inserted reference






Insert Figure 5.2-22
2040 Cumulative Intersection LOS –Weekday PM Peak Hour - No Event and Convention Event Scenarios






Insert Figure 5.2-23
2040 Cumulative Intersection LOS –Weekday PM Peak Hour - No Event and Basketball Game Scenarios






table 5.2-53
Intersection Level of Service – 2040 Cumulative Conditions – 
Saturday Evening Peak Hour


			#


			Intersection Location


			No Event


			Basketball Game





			


			


			Delaya


			LOSb


			Delay


			LOS





			1


			King St


			Third Street


			43.3


			D


			54.5


			D





			2


			King St


			Fourth Street


			36.7


			D


			67.0


			E





			3


			King St/Fifth St


			I-280 ramps


			< 10


			A


			< 10


			A





			4


			Fifth St/Harrison


			I-80 WB off-ramp


			74.7


			E


			>80


			F





			5


			Fifth St/Bryant St


			I-80 EB on-ramp


			43.7


			D


			71.0


			E





			6


			Third Street


			Channel Street


			12.4


			B


			>80


			F





			7


			Fourth Street


			Channel Street


			< 10


			A


			66.5


			E





			8


			Seventh Street


			Mission Bay Dr


			26.4


			C


			>80


			F





			9


			TA Francois Blvd


			South Streetc


			< 10 


			A


			<10


			A





			10


			Third Street


			South Street


			< 10


			A


			15.0


			B





			11


			TA Francois Blvd


			16th Street


			< 10


			A


			<10


			A





			12


			Illinois Street


			16th Streetc


			12.5 (sb)


			B


			11.0 (nb)


			B





			13


			Third Street


			16th Street


			15.5


			B


			18.1


			B





			14


			Fourth Street


			16th Street


			18.1


			B


			21.0


			C





			15


			Owens Street


			16th Street


			15.8


			B


			29.7


			C





			16


			7th/Mississippi 


			16th Street


			41.9


			D


			46.8


			D





			17


			Illinois Street


			Mariposa Streetc


			17.1 (eb)


			C


			>50 (eb)


			F





			18


			Third Street


			Mariposa Street


			22.9


			C


			24.1


			C





			19


			Fourth Street


			Mariposa Street


			< 10


			A


			<10


			A





			20


			Mariposa Street


			I-280 NB off-ramp


			18.2


			B


			35.2


			D





			21


			Mariposa Street


			I-280 SB on-rampd


			10.1


			B


			<10


			A





			22


			Third Street


			Cesar Chavez St


			23.6


			C


			23.0


			C








NOTES:


a	Delay presented in seconds per vehicle. For unsignalized intersections, delay and LOS presented for worst approach. Worst approach indicated in ( ).


b	Intersections operating at LOS E or LOS F conditions highlighted in bold. Significant project impacts shaded.


c	All-way stop-controlled intersection. 


d	The intersection of Mariposa/I-280 southbound off-ramp/Owens was signalized in March 2015. [Note to reviewer: To be confirmed/revised once operational.]


SOURCE: Adavant Consulting/Fehr & Peers/LCW Consulting, 2015.












Insert Figure 5.2-24
2040 Cumulative Intersection LOS – Saturday Evening Peak Hour – No Event and Basketball Game Scenarios









cumulative conditions), or contribute considerably (i.e., more than 5 percent) to the poorly operating critical movements at intersections that are projected to operate at LOS E or LOS F conditions at 10 of the 12 intersections that would operate at LOS E or LOS F under 2040 cumulative conditions: King/Fourth, Fifth/Harrison/I-80 westbound off-ramp, Fifth/Bryant/I-80 eastbound on-ramp, Third/Channel, Seventh/Mission Bay Drive, Illinois/16th, Third/16th, Owens/16th, Seventh/Mississippi/16th, and Third/Cesar Chavez. In addition, as discussed in Impact TR-11, the proposed project with a concurrent SF Giants game at AT&T Park would result in significant traffic impacts at additional study intersections including: Third/South, Seventh/Mississippi/16th, Illinois/Mariposa, and Mariposa/I-280 northbound off-ramp.


In addition, as shown in Table 5.2-53, for 2040 cumulative Saturday evening peak hour conditions with the proposed project, the intersection of Fifth/Harrison/I-80 westbound off-ramp is projected to operate at LOS E under the No Event scenario. For the Basketball Game scenario, 7 of the 22 study intersections would operate at LOS E or LOS F conditions, including the intersections of King/Fourth, Fifth/Harrison/I-80 westbound off-ramp, Fifth/Bryant/I-80 eastbound on-ramp, Third/Channel, Fourth/Channel, and Seventh/Mission Bay Drive, and Illinois/Mariposa. The proposed project would result in project-specific impacts, or contribute considerably to the poorly operating critical movements at intersections that are projected to operate at LOS E or LOS F conditions at six of these seven intersections; at the all-way stop-controlled intersection of Illinois/Mariposa, the eastbound approach would operate at LOS F conditions, however, peak hour signal warrants would not be met, and traffic impacts at the intersection of Illinois/Mariposa would be considered less than significant.


Generally, to mitigate poor operating conditions of study intersections, additional travel lane capacity would be needed on one or more approaches to the intersection, particularly at intersections with the I-80 ramps. The provision of additional travel lane capacity by narrowing sidewalks, removal of on-street parking, and/or removal of bicycle lanes would generally be infeasible and inconsistent with the transit, bicycle, and pedestrian environment encouraged by the City’s Transit First Policy by removing space dedicated to pedestrians, and/or bicycles and increasing the distances required for pedestrians to cross streets. Implementation of Mitigation Measure M-TR-2a: Areawide Wayfinding Plan for Parking Facilities Serving the Event Center, Mitigation Measure M-TR-2b: Additional PCOs during Events, Mitigation Measure TR-11a: Additional PCOs During Concurrent Events and Mitigation Measure M-TR-11b: Update Ballpark/Mission Bay Transportation Coordinating Committee would reduce the proposed project’s contribution to cumulative impacts related to event-related traffic conditions but would not mitigate the contribution to less than significant levels. 


Overall, the proposed project would result in cumulative impacts, or contribute to 2040 cumulative impacts at the following ten study intersections: King/Fourth, Fifth/Harrison/I-80 westbound off-ramp, Fifth/Bryant/I-80 eastbound on-ramp, Third/Channel, Fourth/Channel, Seventh/Mission Bay Drive, Illinois/16th, Third/16th, Owens/16th, Seventh/Mississippi/16th, and Third/Cesar Chavez, and impacts would be significant and unavoidable with mitigation.


Comparison of Impact C-TR-2 to Mission Bay FSEIR Impact Analysis 


Cumulative traffic impacts were identified as significant and unavoidable in the Mission Bay FSEIR, which was based on Plan-level contributions to significant cumulative impacts at seven intersections at or near freeway ramps (Brannan/Sixth/I-280 ramps, Bryant/Second, Bryant/Fifth/I-80 eastbound on-ramp, Harrison/First, Harrison/Second, Harrison/Fremont/I-80 westbound off-ramp, and Harrison/Essex), and on the Bay Bridge and its approaches during the weekday p.m. peak hour. The significant and unavoidable cumulative impacts at eight of the nine study intersections identified above would be a new significant effect not identified in the Mission Bay FSEIR (i.e., the intersection of Bryant/Fifth/I-80 eastbound on-ramp was identified as a significant and unavoidable impact in the Mission Bay FSEIR). Therefore, the proposed project would result in new significant cumulative traffic impacts not previously identified in the Mission Bay FSEIR.


_________________________


Impact C-TR-3: The project, in combination with other past, present, and reasonably foreseeable future projects, would result in significant cumulative traffic impacts at multiple freeway ramps in the project vicinity under 2040 Cumulative conditions. (Significant and Unavoidable with Mitigation)


Similar to the analysis for 2040 cumulative intersection operations, proposed project impacts at the freeway ramps were assessed by calculating the project-generated traffic conditions at ramp locations that are projected to operate at LOS E or LOS F under 2040 cumulative conditions for the No Event scenario for the weekday p.m. and Saturday evening peak hours. Because the SF-CHAMP travel demand model does not include the travel demand associated with events, the proposed project cumulative impacts for events at the project site for the weekday p.m. peak hour were assessed by adding the event-related traffic volumes (i.e., the Convention Event and Basketball Game scenarios) to the No Event scenario. At freeway ramps that are projected to operate at LOS E or LOS F under 2040 cumulative conditions, the increase in proposed project vehicle trips was reviewed to determine whether the increase would contribute considerably to the ramp volumes. In addition, the freeway ramps where project-specific significant impacts were identified for existing plus project conditions, the proposed project would also be considered to result in a cumulative impact under 2040 cumulative conditions. Supporting documentation regarding the cumulative contributions is included in Appendix TR.


Table 5.2-54 presents the 2040 cumulative analysis for freeway ramp operations for the weekday p.m. peak hour, while Table 5.2-55 presents this information for the Saturday evening peak hour. Under 2040 cumulative No Event conditions, ramp operations would worsen from existing conditions, and five of the six freeway ramps would operate at LOS E or LOS F. Because the proposed project would result in significant impacts at three ramp locations under existing plus project conditions (i.e., I-80 eastbound on-ramp at Fifth/Bryant, I-80 westbound off-ramp at Fifth/Harrison, and I-280 northbound off-ramp at Mariposa Street), these impacts under 2040 cumulative conditions would be considered significant cumulative impacts. The proposed project would contribute considerably to the LOS F conditions at the I-280 southbound on-ramp at 



table 5.2-54
Freeway Ramp Level of Service – 2040 Cumulative Conditions – 
Weekday PM Peak Hour


			#


			Ramp Location


			No Event


			Convention Event


			Basketball Game





			


			


			Densitya


			LOSb


			Density


			LOS


			Density


			LOS





			1


			I-80 EB on-ramp at Sterling 


			--


			F


			--


			F


			--


			F





			2


			I-80 EB on-ramp at Fifth/Bryant 


			--


			F


			--


			F


			--


			F





			3


			I-80 WB off-ramp at Fifth/Harrison 


			40


			E


			40


			E


			41


			E





			4


			I-280 SB on-ramp at Pennsylvania


			--


			F


			--


			F


			--


			F





			5


			I-280 NB off-ramp at Mariposa


			34


			D


			34


			D


			35


			D





			6


			I-280 SB on-ramp at Mariposa


			--


			F


			--


			F


			--


			F








NOTES:


a	Density of vehicles in merge and diverge influence area for on-ramp and off-ramp analysis, respectively. Measured in passenger cars per mile per lane. Density value is not presented for ramp analyses where the demand volume exceeds the capacity.


b	Ramps operating at LOS E or LOS F conditions highlighted in bold. Significant project impacts shaded.


SOURCE: Adavant Consulting/Fehr & Peers/LCW Consulting, 2015.








table 5.2-55
Freeway Ramp Level of Service – 2040 Cumulative Conditions – 
Saturday Evening Peak Hour


			#


			Ramp Location


			No Event


			Basketball Game





			


			


			Densitya


			LOSb


			Density


			LOS





			1


			I-80 EB on-ramp at Sterling


			26


			C


			26


			C





			2


			I-80 EB on-ramp at Fifth/Bryant 


			--


			F


			--


			F





			3


			I-80 WB off-ramp at Fifth/Harrison 


			33


			D


			41


			E





			4


			I-280 SB on-ramp at Pennsylvania


			16


			B


			16


			B





			5


			I-280 NB off-ramp at Mariposa


			19


			B


			27


			C





			6


			I-280 SB on-ramp at Mariposa


			16


			B


			15


			B








NOTES:


a	Density of vehicles in merge and diverge influence area for on-ramp and off-ramp analysis, respectively. Measured in passenger cars per mile per lane. Density value is not presented for ramp analyses where the demand volume exceeds the capacity.


b	Ramps operating at LOS E or LOS F conditions highlighted in bold. Significant project impacts shaded.


SOURCE: Adavant Consulting/Fehr & Peers/LCW Consulting, 2015.












Mariposa Street during the weekday p.m. peak hour, and this would be considered a significant impact. The proposed project would not contribute considerably to the cumulative impacts at the two other freeway ramps that would operate at LOS E or LOS F under 2040 cumulative conditions (i.e., I-80 eastbound on-ramp at Sterling Street, and I-280 southbound on-ramp at Pennsylvania Street). 


As described for existing plus project conditions, no feasible mitigations are available for the freeway ramp impacts because there is insufficient physical space for additional capacity without redesign of the I-80 and I-280 ramp and mainline structures, and which may require acquisition of additional right-of-way. Therefore, for the above reasons, the proposed project, in combination with past, present and reasonably foreseeable development in San Francisco, would contribute considerably to cumulative traffic impacts at four freeway ramps (i.e., I-80 eastbound on-ramp at Fifth/Bryant, I-80 westbound off-ramp at Fifth/Harrison, and I-280 northbound off-ramp at Mariposa Street, and I-280 southbound on-ramp at Mariposa Street), and impacts would be significant and unavoidable.


Comparison of Impact C-TR-3 to Mission Bay FSEIR Impact Analysis 


The Mission Bay FSEIR did not address cumulative traffic impacts on freeway ramp facilities as a distinct transportation topic. The significant and unavoidable cumulative impacts at the I-80 westbound Harrison/Fremont off-ramp and Fifth Street on-ramp, the I-80 eastbound Seventh Street off-ramp, and the I-280 southbound Sixth Street on-ramp would be a new significant effect not identified in the Mission Bay FSEIR.


_________________________


Cumulative Transit Impacts


Impact C-TR-4: The project, in combination with other past, present, and reasonably foreseeable future projects, would have less-than-significant transit impacts on Muni service under 2040 Cumulative conditions, and therefore would not contribute to significant cumulative transit impacts at Muni screenlines. (Less than Significant and Unavoidable with Mitigation)


Proposed project transit impacts for 2040 cumulative conditions were assessed by calculating the project contribution to the Muni downtown screenlines operating at more than the 85 percent capacity utilization standard. In addition, where project-specific significant impacts were identified for the existing plus project transit analysis, the proposed project would also be considered to result in a cumulative impact under 2040 cumulative conditions. 


The 2040 Cumulative transit screenline analysis accounts for ridership and/or capacity changes associated with the TEP, the Central Subway, the new Transbay Transit Center, the electrification of Caltrain, and expanded WETA service. Table 5.2-56 presents the results of the Muni and regional screenline analysis for the 2040 cumulative conditions for weekday p.m. peak hour conditions for the No Event and Convention Event scenarios. During the weekday p.m. peak hour, the capacity utilization of some screenlines and corridors within the screenlines would exceed Muni’s 85 percent capacity utilization standard. These exceedances of the capacity utilization standard would be considered a significant cumulative impact. Overall, the addition of the project-generated riders to the Muni downtown screenlines and corridors that exceed the 85 percent capacity utilization standard would be less than 5 percent, and therefore the proposed project would not contribute considerably to the cumulative impact.


Xxxx






Table 5.2-56
Muni downtown and Regional screenlines – 
Weekday PM peak hour – 2040 Cumulative Conditions


			Screenline/Transit Provider


			2040 Cumulative plus Project
No Event


			2040 Cumulative plus Project
Convention Event





			


			Ridership


			Capacity


			Capacity
Utilization


			Ridership


			Capacity
Utilization





			Muni Downtown Screenlines





			Northeast


			


			


			


			


			





			Kearny/Stockton


			6,295


			8,329


			75.6%


			6,295


			75.6%





			Other lines


			1,229


			2,065


			59.5%


			1,229


			59.5%





			Screenline Total


			7,524


			10,394


			72.4%


			7,524


			72.4%





			Northwest


			


			


			


			


			





			Geary


			2,996


			3,621


			82.7%


			2,996


			82.7%





			California


			1,765


			2,021


			87.3%


			1,765


			87.3%





			Sutter/Clement


			749


			756


			99.1%


			749


			99.1%





			Fulton/Hayes


			1,762


			1,877


			93.9%


			1,762


			93.9%





			Balboa


			775


			974


			79.6%


			775


			79.6%





			Screenline Total


			8,048


			9,248


			87.0%


			8,048


			87.0%





			Southeast


			


			


			


			


			





			Third Street


			2,300


			5,712


			40.3%


			2,300


			40.3%





			Mission


			2,673


			3,008


			88.9%


			2,673


			88.9%





			San Bruno/Bayshore


			1,817


			2,134


			85.2%


			1,817


			85.2%





			Other lines


			1,583


			1,927


			82.1%


			1,583


			82.1%





			Screenline Total


			8,373


			12,781


			65.5%


			8,373


			65.5%





			Southwest


			


			


			


			


			





			Subway lines


			5,691


			6,804


			83.6%


			5,691


			83.6%





			Haight/Noriega


			1,265


			1,596


			79.3%


			1,265


			79.3%





			Other lines


			380


			840


			45.2%


			380


			45.2%





			Screenline Total


			7,337


			9,240


			79.4%


			7,337


			79.4%





			Muni Screenlines Total


			27,096


			35,952


			75.4%


			27,096


			75.4%





			Regional Screenlines





			East Bay


			


			


			


			


			





			BART


			30,383


			33,170


			91.6%


			30,383


			91.6%





			AC Transit 


			7,000


			12,000


			58.3%


			7,000


			58.3%





			Ferry


			5,319


			5,940


			89.5%


			5,319


			89.5%





			Screenline Total


			42,702


			51,110


			83.5%


			42,702


			83.5%





			North Bay


			


			


			


			


			





			GGT Buses


			2,070


			2,817


			73.5%


			2,070


			73.5%





			Ferry


			1,619


			1,959


			82.6%


			1,619


			82.6%





			Screenline Total


			3,689


			4,776


			77.2%


			3,689


			77.2%





			South Bay


			


			


			


			


			





			BART


			13,971


			24,182


			57.8%


			13,971


			57.8%





			Caltrain


			2,529


			3,600


			70.3%


			2,529


			70.3%





			SamTrans


			150


			320


			46.9%


			150


			46.9%





			Ferries


			59


			200


			29.5%


			59


			29.5%





			Screenline Total


			16,709


			28,302


			59.0%


			16,709


			59.0%





			Regional Screenlines Total


			63,101


			84,188


			75.0%


			63,101


			75.0%








NOTES: 


1	Bold indicates capacity utilization of 85 percent or greater.


2	Shaded indicates project impact.


SOURCE: SF Planning Department Memorandum, Transit Data for Transportation Impact Studies, June 2013. Adavant Consulting/Fehr & Peers/LCW Consulting 








By 2040, additional Muni transit service capacity is planned to become available on the T Third and 22 Fillmore routes to accommodate transit demand generated by the proposed project as well as nearby development. Therefore, with the increases in Muni capacity, as well as expansion of the Mission Bay TMA shuttle routes, capacity utilization for the analysis scenarios would not exceed the capacity utilization standard (i.e., 85 percent during non-event conditions and during the weekday p.m. peak hour, and 100 percent during events) during the weekday p.m., weekday late evening, and Saturday evening peak hours. The exception would be on the T Third during the weekday evening where capacity utilization would exceed 100 percent with the transit riders associated with the basketball game, and this would be considered a significant cumulative impact of the project. Mitigation Measure M-TR-4: Additional Muni Transit Service During Events would reduce the transit impacts on the T Third, however, since full funding for this mitigation measure has not been identified, its implementation remains uncertain, and therefore the proposed project would result in significant and unavoidable cumulative impacts.


Comparison of Impact C-TR-4 to Mission Bay FSEIR Impact Analysis 


Cumulative transit impacts on the T Third were identified as less than significant with mitigation in the Mission Bay FSEIR, which was based on Plan-level contributions to T Third ridership in 2015 cumulative conditions. FSEIR Mitigation Measure E.45 to provide additional T Third light rail to the Mariposa Street stop was found to reduce Plan-level cumulative transit impacts to less than significant levels. The proposed project’s significant and unavoidable with mitigation cumulative impacts on the T Third would be a significant effect identified in the Mission Bay FSEIR. BUT WE ARE NOT MITIGATING IT. Therefore, the proposed project would result in MORE SEVERE? similar significant cumulative transit impacts as previously identified in the Mission Bay FSEIR.





_________________________


Impact C-TR-5: The project, in combination with other past, present, and reasonably foreseeable future projects, would have less-than-significant transit impacts on regional transit under 2040 Cumulative conditions, and would not contribute considerably to ridership at regional screenlines on AC Transit, Caltrain, Golden Gate Transit, SamTrans and other regional ferry service under 2040 Cumulative conditions. (Less than Significant and Unavoidable with Mitigation)


Proposed project transit impacts for 2040 cumulative conditions were assessed by calculating the project contribution to the weekday p.m. peak hour regional screenlines operating at more than the 100 percent capacity utilization standard. In addition, where project-specific significant impacts were identified for the existing plus project transit analysis, the proposed project would also be considered to result in a cumulative impact under 2040 cumulative conditions. 


Table 5.2-56 presents the regional screenlines for the weekday p.m. peak hour. All regional transit service providers are projected to operate under the capacity utilization standard of 100 percent, and therefore, the proposed project would have less-than-significant transit impacts on regional transit service during the weekday p.m. peak hour.


However, as discussed in Impact TR-5, for the Basketball Game scenario without a SF Giants game at AT&T Park, the proposed project would result in significant project-specific transit impacts to Caltrain capacity during the weekday evening, weekday late evening, and Saturday evening peak hours, and to WETA and Golden Gate Transit ferry and bus capacity during weekday late evening peak hour.  In addition, as discussed in Impact TR-14, for the Basketball Game scenario with a concurrent game at AT&T Park, the proposed project would result in an additional significant project-specific transit impact to BART capacity to the East Bay during the weekday late evening peak hour.


Overall, under 2040 cumulative conditions, the proposed project would result in significant cumulative transit impacts on BART, Caltrain, Golden Gate Transit, and WETA. Implementation of Mitigation Measure M-TR-5a: Additional Caltrain Service, Mitigation Measure M-TR-5b: Additional North Bay Ferry and Bus Service, and Mitigation Measure M-TR-14: Additional BART Service to the East Bay would reduce or minimize the severity of the capacity utilization exceedances for the regional transit service providers. However, since the provision of additional East Bay, South Bay, and North Bay service is uncertain, and full funding for the service has not yet been identified, implementation of these mitigation measures remain uncertain. Accordingly, the proposed project’s significant cumulative impacts to BART, Caltrain, Golden Gate Transit and WETA transit capacity would remain significant and unavoidable with mitigation.


FSEIR Mitigation Measure E.44 to encourage AC Transit to expand service and FSEIR Mitigation Measure E.45 to provide additional T Third light rail to the Mariposa Street stop were found to reduce Plan-level cumulative transit impacts to less than significant levels.


Comparison of Impact C-TR-5 to Mission Bay FSEIR Impact Analysis 


Cumulative transit impacts on AC transit was identified as less than significant with mitigation in the Mission Bay FSEIR, which was based on Plan-level contributions to the regional screenlines during the weekday p.m. peak hour for 2015 cumulative conditions. FSEIR Mitigation Measure E.44 to encourage AC Transit to expand service was found to reduce Plan-level cumulative transit impacts to less than significant levels. No cumulative impacts on AC Transit are projected for 2040 cumulative conditions for the weekday p.m. peak hour. The proposed project’s significant and unavoidable with mitigation cumulative impacts to BART, Caltrain, Golden Gate Transit and WETA would be a significant effect not identified in the Mission Bay FSEIR. Therefore, the proposed project would result in new significant cumulative transit impacts as previously identified in the Mission Bay FSEIR.


_________________________


Cumulative Pedestrian Impacts


Impact C-TR-6: The project, in combination with other past, present, and reasonably foreseeable future projects, would not result in significant adverse cumulative pedestrian impacts. (Less than Significant)


The pedestrian volumes in the project vicinity would increase between implementation of the proposed project and 2040 Cumulative conditions due to buildout of planned Mission Bay developments in the project vicinity (e.g., UCSF Mission Bay Campus) and construction of the Bayfront Park east of the project site. As described in Impact TR-6, the proposed project includes numerous sidewalks network and traffic control improvements that would improve and define the pedestrian network adjacent to the project site. Some improvements, such as new sidewalks along 16th Street between Illinois Street and Terry A. Francois Boulevard and signalization of the intersections of Terry A. Francois Boulevard/South and Terry A. Francois Boulevard/16th would enhance pedestrian circulation and access to the planned Bayfront Park and Bay Trail. Table 5.257 presents the 2040 Cumulative pedestrian LOS conditions at the study locations for the weekday p.m. peak hour for the No Event, Convention Event, and Basketball Game scenarios, while Table 5.2-58 presents the pedestrian LOS for the Saturday evening peak hour for the No Event and Convention Event scenarios. Under 2040 Cumulative conditions, pedestrian LOS for the weekday p.m. peak hour would be LOS D or better for the three scenarios. The 2040 Cumulative pedestrian LOS for the Saturday evening peak hour would be LOS B or better for the No Event scenario, but LOS D or better for the Basketball Game scenario. The exceptions are the south and east crosswalks at the intersection of Third/South, which would operate at LOS E or LOS F for the Basketball Game scenario. As for existing plus project conditions, this would not be considered a significant pedestrian impact because during pre-event conditions, PCOs would be posted at this intersection to facilitate pedestrian flows and minimize conflicts. 


In addition, there would be a projected increase in background vehicle and bicycle traffic between existing plus project and 2040 Cumulative conditions that could result in increased potential for pedestrian-vehicle and pedestrian-bicycle conflicts. However, the project’s numerous pedestrian network improvements would define the pedestrian network adjacent to the project site and would offset the risks associated with increases in vehicle and bicycle volumes. For the above reasons, the proposed project's contribution to potential cumulative impacts on pedestrians would be less than significant.



table 5.2-57
Pedestrian Level of Service – 2040 Cumulative Conditions – 
WEEKDAY PM peak hour


			


			Analysis Location


			No Event


			Convention Event


			Basketball Game





			


			


			MOEa


			LOSb


			MOE


			LOS


			MOE


			LOS





			Crosswalks





			Third St/South St


			


			


			


			


			


			





			


			North


			138


			A


			65


			A


			136


			A





			


			South


			38


			A


			22


			D


			15


			D





			


			East


			86


			A


			26


			C


			49


			B





			Third St/16th St


			


			


			


			


			


			





			


			North


			79


			A


			34


			C


			53


			B





			


			South


			160


			A


			102


			A


			57


			B





			


			East


			225


			A


			71


			A


			120


			A





			


			West 


			170


			A


			120


			A


			72


			A





			Terry A. Francois Blvd/South St


			


			


			


			


			


			





			


			North


			336


			A


			91


			A


			110


			A





			


			South


			391


			A


			107


			A


			67


			A





			


			West 


			463


			A


			59


			B


			89


			A





			Sidewalks





			Third St between South & 16th Streets


			


			


			


			


			


			





			


			East


			0.7


			B


			1.7


			B


			0.8


			B





			


			West 


			0.1


			A


			0.3


			A


			0.1


			A





			South Street – South Side 


			0.7


			B


			1.9


			B


			0.8


			B





			16th Street – North Side


			0.8


			B


			2.3


			B


			1.0


			B








NOTES:


a	MOE – Measure of Effectiveness. Circulation area measured in average square feet per pedestrian for crosswalk analysis, and pedestrian unit flow measured in average pedestrians per minute per foot for sidewalk analysis.


b	Crosswalks operating at LOS E or LOS F highlighted in bold.


SOURCE: Adavant Consulting/Fehr & Peers/LCW Consulting, 2015.












table 5.2-58
Pedestrian Level of Service – 2040 Cumulative Conditions – 
SATURDAY EVENING peak hour


			


			Analysis Location


			No Event


			Basketball Game





			


			


			MOEa


			LOSb


			MOE


			LOS





			Crosswalks





			Third St/South St


			


			


			


			





			


			North


			199


			A


			11


			E





			


			South


			61


			A


			3


			F





			


			East


			30


			A


			21


			D





			Third St/16th St


			


			


			


			





			


			North


			89


			A


			31


			C





			


			South


			165


			A


			33


			C





			


			East


			123


			A


			20


			D





			


			West 


			202


			A


			39


			C





			Terry A. Francois Blvd/South St


			


			


			


			





			


			North


			434


			A


			33


			C





			


			South


			264


			A


			16


			D





			


			West 


			434


			A


			21


			D





			Sidewalks





			Third St between South & 16th Streets


			


			


			


			





			


			East


			0.6


			B


			1.0


			B





			


			West 


			0.1


			A


			0.1


			A





			South Street – South Side 


			0.7


			B


			1.2


			B





			16th Street – North Side


			0.9


			B


			1.5


			B








NOTES:


a	MOE – Measure of Effectiveness. Circulation area measured in average square feet per pedestrian for crosswalk analysis, and pedestrian unit flow measured in average pedestrians per minute per foot for sidewalk analysis.


b	Crosswalks operating at LOS E or LOS F highlighted in bold.


SOURCE: Adavant Consulting/Fehr & Peers/LCW Consulting, 2015.








Mitigation: Not required


Comparison of Impact C-TR-6 to Mission Bay FSEIR Impact Analysis 


The Mission Bay FSEIR did not identify any significant cumulative impacts related to pedestrians. Consequently, no new or different mitigation measures or alternatives to reduce project impacts related to pedestrians are identified or required with respect to the currently proposed project. On the basis of the above, the project would result in no new or substantially more severe significant effects than those identified in the Mission Bay FSEIR related to pedestrian impacts.


_______________________


Cumulative Bicycle Impacts


Impact C-TR-7: The project, in combination with other past, present, and reasonably foreseeable future projects, would not result in significant adverse cumulative bicycle impacts. (Less than Significant)


The proposed project would not considerably contribute to cumulative bicycle circulation or conditions. The proposed project would include on-site elements to accommodate bicyclists traveling to and from the project site. In addition, Class II bicycle lanes on 16th Street would be extended in both directions east of Third Street to Terry A. Francois Boulevard, which would facilitate access to the planned cycle track and the Bay Trail that runs along the shoreline parallel to Terry A. Francois Boulevard. These improvements would be in addition to the planned cycle track on Terry A. Francois Boulevard that would be made as part of the Mission Bay Plan, and bicycle lanes on Second and Fifth Streets that would be made consistent with the adopted Bicycle Plan. These bicycle improvements would enhance cycling conditions in the study area. As bicycling continues to increase throughout San Francisco, the number of bicyclists on the area bicycle facilities is also anticipated to increase. While there would be a general increase in vehicle traffic that is expected through the future 2040 Cumulative conditions, the proposed project would not create potentially hazardous conditions for bicycles, or otherwise interfere with bicycle accessibility to the site and adjoining areas, or substantially affect the existing, planned, and proposed bicycle facilities in the project vicinity. Therefore, for the above reasons, the proposed project, in combination with past, present and reasonably foreseeable development in San Francisco, would result in less-than-significant cumulative impacts on bicyclists.


Mitigation: Not required


Comparison of Impact C-TR-7 to Mission Bay FSEIR Impact Analysis 


The Mission Bay FSEIR did not identify any significant cumulative impacts related to bicycles. Consequently, no new or different mitigation measures or alternatives to reduce project impacts related to bicycles are identified or required with respect to the currently proposed project. On the basis of the above, the project would result in no new or substantially more severe significant effects than those identified in the Mission Bay FSEIR related to bicycle impacts. 


_________________________


Cumulative Loading Impacts


Impact C-TR-8: The project, in combination with other past, present, and reasonably foreseeable future projects, would not result in significant adverse cumulative loading impacts. (Less than Significant)


Loading impacts, like pedestrian impacts, are by their nature localized and site-specific, and would not contribute to impacts from other reasonably foreseeable projects in the vicinity of the project site. Moreover, the proposed project would not result in loading impacts related to freight/service vehicles and passenger loading/unloading activities, as the estimated loading demand would be met on-site at the proposed service area/truck loading area, and on South Street and Terry A. Francois Boulevard. Improvement Measure I-TR-8: Truck and Service Vehicle Operations Plan would reduce the potential for conflicts between proposed project freight and service vehicle activities and pedestrians, transit, bicyclists, and autos. Therefore, the proposed project, in combination with past, present and reasonably foreseeable future development in the project vicinity, would result in less-than-significant cumulative loading impacts.


Mitigation: Not required


Comparison of Impact C-TR-8 to Mission Bay FSEIR Impact Analysis 


The Mission Bay FSEIR did not identify any significant cumulative impacts related to loading. Consequently, no new or different mitigation measures or alternatives to reduce project impacts related to loading/unloading activities are identified or required with respect to the currently proposed project. On the basis of the above, the project would result in no new or substantially more severe significant effects than those identified in the Mission Bay FSEIR related to loading impacts. 


_________________________


Cumulative Air Traffic Impacts


Impact C-TR-9: The project, in combination with other past, present, and reasonably foreseeable future projects, would not result in significant adverse cumulative air traffic impacts. (Less than Significant)


With the exception of the helipad operations at the UCSF Benioff Children’s Hospital San Francisco that were initiated in February 2015, as described in Impact TR-9, there are no planned or proposed changes to existing air traffic patterns within Mission Bay or in the immediate project vicinity. As discussed in Impact TR-9, because the UCSF helipad was designed to consider existing and future development within Mission Bay, and because the proposed project would be designed consistent with the height limit restrictions in the South Design for Development Controls for Blocks 29-32, the proposed project would not result in a change in air traffic patterns that would result in substantial safety risk. Therefore, for these reasons, the proposed project, in combination with past, present and reasonably foreseeable future development in the project vicinity, would result in less-than-significant cumulative air traffic impacts.


Mitigation: Not required


Comparison of Impact C-TR-9 to Mission Bay FSEIR Impact Analysis 


The Mission Bay FSEIR did not address cumulative air traffic impacts as a distinct transportation topic. Given that the project would have less than significant impacts on air traffic, the project would result in no new or substantially more severe significant effects than those identified in the Mission Bay FSEIR.


_________________________


Cumulative Emergency Vehicle Access Impacts


Impact C-TR-10: The project, in combination with other past, present, and reasonably foreseeable future projects, would not result in significant adverse cumulative emergency vehicle access impacts. (Less than Significant)


The proposed project would not contribute considerably to cumulative emergency vehicle access impacts in the area. With implementation of the proposed project, emergency vehicle access to the project site would remain similar to existing conditions, however, as discussed in Impact TR-10, with implementation of the proposed project, 16th Street would be built out between Illinois Street and Terry A. Francois Boulevard. By 2040, the planned roadway network in Mission Bay would be completely built out, and would provide emergency vehicle access to planned development. With implementation of Muni Forward’s TTRP project on 16th Street, transit-only lanes would be provided in each direction, and the number of mixed-flow lanes would be reduced from two to one in each direction. Emergency vehicles may adjust travel routes to respond to incidents; however, emergency vehicle access in the area would not be substantially affected. Emergency vehicles would be permitted full use of the transit-only lanes and would not be subject to any turn restrictions. As discussed in Impact TR-10 and Impact TR-17, emergency vehicle access would be maintained during events at the event center, without and with overlapping events at AT&T Park. Improvement Measure I-TR-10a: UCSF Emergency Vehicle Access and Garage Signage Plan and Improvement Measure I-TR-10b: Mariposa Street Restriping would enhance emergency vehicle access to UCSF emergency facilities. Therefore, for the above reasons, the proposed project, in combination with past, present and reasonably foreseeable development in San Francisco, would result in less-than-significant emergency vehicle access impacts.


Mitigation: Not required


Comparison of Impact C-TR-10 to Mission Bay FSEIR Impact Analysis 


The Mission Bay FSEIR did not address cumulative emergency vehicle access impacts as a distinct transportation topic. Given that the project would have less than significant impacts on emergency vehicle access, the project would result in no new or substantially more severe significant effects than those identified in the Mission Bay FSEIR.


_________________________


Parking Conditions


As discussed in Chapter 2, Introduction, SB 743 amended CEQA by adding Public Resources Code Section 21099 regarding the analysis of parking impacts for certain urban infill projects in transit priority areas. Public Resources Code Section 21099(d), effective January 1, 2014, provides that “parking impacts of a residential, mixed-use residential, or employment center project on an infill site located within a transit priority area shall not be considered significant impacts on the environment.” The proposed project meets each of the above three criteria: it is in a transit priority area because of its location within ½ mile of a major transit stop; it is an infill site because it is located on a previously developed site in an urban area; and it is an employment center because it would be an expansion of existing commercial support uses, located in a transit priority area on a site already developed and zoned for commercial uses. Thus, this SEIR does not consider adequacy of parking in determining the significance of project impacts under CEQA. However, OCII acknowledges that parking conditions may be of interest to the public and the decision makers. Therefore, a parking demand analysis is presented for informational purposes and considers secondary physical impacts associated with constrained supply (e.g., queuing by drivers waiting for scarce onsite parking spaces that affects the public right-of-way).


The Mission Bay FSEIR did not identify any significant impacts related to the identified parking shortfall, and did not require any mitigation measures. The project would not have any new or substantially more severe significant effects than those identified in the Mission Bay FSEIR related to parking, although, as noted above, the discussion of parking conditions is presented for informational purposes only.


Proposed Project Parking Supply


The project site currently contains two surface metered parking facilities containing about 605 parking spaces. With implementation of the proposed project, the existing surface parking lots would be eliminated. The proposed project would provide a total of 950 on-site vehicle parking spaces, including XX ADA accessible spaces [Note to reviewer: Project sponsor to provide number of ADA spaces], within an on-site parking garage containing 899 spaces and 51 parking spaces within the separate loading center. With the exception of about six spaces, which would be tandem spaces, all vehicle parking spaces would be independently-accessible.[footnoteRef:32] Vehicular access to the garage would be from both South Street and 16th Street, and 51 of the vehicle spaces would be located within the separate below-grade loading area within the parking garage. The 51 vehicle parking spaces within the loading area would be reserved for use by the Golden State Warriors. As part of the project, the sponsor has also acquired the right to park at 132 existing off-street parking spaces in the 450 South Street parking garage, accessed from South Street and Bridgeview Way directly north of the project site. Combined, the proposed project would have 1,082 vehicle parking spaces serving the project uses.  [32: 	Independently-accessible parking spaces allow a vehicle to be accessed without having to move another vehicle.] 



During non-event periods, ticket-issuing machines paired with a pay-on-foot ticket kiosks[footnoteRef:33] would be set up to manage project visitor parking, while an Automatic Vehicle Identification System (AVI)[footnoteRef:34] would be implemented to control on-site employee parking. During Warriors basketball games, a prepaid parking system is proposed for patrons to access the parking garage, where the parking attendant would scan a prepaid barcode hang tag on vehicles (prepaid credentials would be sold through the Golden State Warriors season ticket process). An AVI system may also be used for Warriors VIPs to access the garage. [33: 	A machine that accepts payment and validates pay-parking access tickets without cashier assistance. These machines are also known as automatic pay stations.]  [34: 	An Automatic Vehicle Identification (AVI) system involves using radio frequency identification (RFID) system to automatically identify a vehicle when it enters a garage, so that it can be authorized and permitted to enter and exit. The system is able to identify a vehicle as it approaches the gate, allowing the parking system to authorize entry and open the gate, without the driver having to stop or open the window.] 



With implementation of the proposed project, on-street parking adjacent to the project site would be provided on South Street, Terry A. Francois Boulevard, and 16th Street, as follows:


· On the south side of South Street, a Mission Bay TMA shuttle stop approximately 60 feet in length would be provided immediately east of Third Street, and a 100-foot wide taxi zone would be provided east of Bridgeview Way, where the project garage entrance/exit is located. Seven commercial loading spaces would be provided directly west of Terry A. Francois Boulevard, and the remaining curb length would be dedicated to 15 metered parking spaces. Nineteen metered parking spaces would be located on the north side of South Street, between Terry A. Francois Boulevard and Third Street.


· On the west side of Terry A. Francois Boulevard, approximately eight commercial loading spaces would be provided immediately south of South Street and a 60-foot wide paratransit stop would be provided midblock. The remaining curb length would be dedicated to 15 metered parking spaces. Twenty-nine metered parking spaces would be located on the east side of Terry A. Francois Boulevard between 16th and South Streets.


· A total of 31 metered parking spaces would be provided on the north side of 16th Street. On the segment of 16th Street between Illinois Street and Terry A. Francois Boulevard, 24 metered parking spaces would be located to the south of the curbside bicycle lane. The parking lane would be separated from the bicycle lane by a 4-foot wide buffer. On the segment between Third and Illinois Streets, seven metered parking spaces would be located adjacent to the curb, and the proposed bicycle lane would be adjacent to the curb parking lane. Thirty metered parking spaces would be located on the south side of 16th Street, between Terry A. Francois Boulevard and Third Street.


· On Third Street, no stopping or parking is allowed at any time on either side of the street, and the prohibition would be maintained as part of the proposed project. Additional signage would be placed as part of the proposed project on the east sidewalk to emphasize the existing stopping and parking prohibitions, including the prohibition of passenger loading/unloading at any time.


As discussed below, during post-event conditions, temporary parking restrictions would reduce vehicular travel on the affected streets, and would displace the existing parking demand to other streets or to off-street facilities in the nearby vicinity. 


Project Parking Supply and Demand


Table 5.2-59 summarizes the proposed project parking demand and supply for the project scenarios for midday (between 11:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m.) and evening (7:00 and 8:30 p.m.) conditions on weekdays and Saturdays. The proposed project parking supply of 1,082 parking spaces includes 950 parking spaces within the on-site parking garage, as well as 132 parking spaces off-site within the 450 South Street Parking Garage for which the project sponsor has acquired parking rights to serve the project. 


The project parking demand would change depending on the event condition, and would be greatest during the weekday midday on days with a convention event (1,906 spaces), on weekday evenings with a basketball game (4,270 spaces), and on Saturday evenings with a basketball game (4,573 spaces).


table 5.2-59
project parking supply and demand by scenario


			Supply and Demand


			Weekday


			Saturday





			


			Midday


			Evening


			Midday


			Evening





			Project Supply


			1,082


			1,082


			1,082


			1,082





			Project Demand


			


			


			


			





			


			No Event


			1,049


			489


			589


			462





			


			Convention Event


			1,906


			669


			--


			--





			


			Basketball Game


			1,072


			4,270


			589


			4,573








NOTES:


a	SF Giants facilities include Pier 48 Sheds A and B and Lot C (Blocks 3E and 4E)


b	UCSF facilities include 1650 Third Street, Block 23, 1625 Owens Street (Rutter Community Center), and Medical Center Phase 1 Garage and Lot 


c	Alexandria facilities include 450 South Street and 1670 Owens Street 


d	Other facilities include 601 Terry A Francois Boulevard (Pier 52 boat launch) and a temporary City lot on the East side of Terry A. Francois Boulevard. 


SOURCE: Adavant Consulting/LCW Consulting, 2015.








As highlighted in Table 5.2-59, for the No Event scenario, the project-generated parking demand would be accommodated within the proposed supply. For the Convention Event scenario[footnoteRef:35], the parking demand would exceed the project supply during the weekday midday period, while for the Basketball Game scenario, the parking demand would exceed the project supply during both weekday and Saturday evenings. This unmet parking demand would need to be accommodated in other off-street parking facilities in the study area or potentially on the street.  [35: 	Daytime convention event with about 9,000 attendees.] 



As indicated in Section 5.2.3.7 above, on-street parking within Mission Bay is well utilized during the daytime hours, with midday occupancies about 90 percent. Given this high level of parking occupancy and the fact that all on-street spaces will be metered in the future as part of the SFMTA/Port parking management plan, no credit for on-street parking availability has been assumed for the analysis of midday parking conditions under any scenario.


Typical parking utilization in the area during the evening and overnight hours is about 25 percent due to the current limited evening uses in the area, increasing to 60 percent during on SF Giants home game days. On days with evening events at the project site, some visitors may seek on-street parking, and parking occupancy would increase in the project vicinity during events at the project site. On the other hand, the SFMTA and Port of San Francisco are implementing special event rates during SF Giants games, which would also be applicable during events at the project site. Metered rates would be set comparable to those charged at off-street parking facilities during events.


Thus, given that the availability of on-street parking in the evening would be relatively small (150 to 250 spaces overall) and that all on-street spaces would be metered and charge special event rates, no credit for on-street parking availability has been assumed for the analysis of evening parking conditions with a basketball game.


For these reasons, the analysis of parking supply and demand conditions focused on all the off-street facilities within the transportation study area (i.e., those facilities listed in Table 5.2-7) and presented in Figure 5.2-8). The following section presents the off-street parking supply for the project analysis scenarios for conditions without and with a SF Giants game at AT&T Park grouped by facility owner/operator.


Existing plus Project Study Area Off-street Parking Supply


Table 5.2-60 presents the midday and evening parking supply within the transportation study area for weekday and Saturdays for conditions without a SF Giants game at AT&T Park and for conditions with a SF Giants game at AT&T Park. Additional detail by parking facility is included in Appendix TR. A number of parking facilities currently open, or remain open, during games at AT&T Park to accommodate attendees driving to a baseball game. Specifically, parking facilities at 185 Berry Street, Pier 48 Sheds A and B, and Lot C with about 1,100 parking spaces overall are closed on no game days but become available for public parking during a SF Giants game on weekdays, while Pier 48 Sheds A and B and Lot C become available for public parking on Saturdays.[footnoteRef:36] As a result of this variation in the operation of existing parking facilities during SF Giants games at AT&T Park, the parking supply would also vary for existing plus project conditions without and with an event at the project site, and without and with a concurrent SF Giants game at AT&T Park. [36: 	Lot A is only available to SF Giants parking permit holders on home game days.] 



The transportation analysis assumes that current operating characteristics of the public parking facilities supporting the SF Giants game at AT&T Park do not change, and that the existing facilities currently open to the general public on weekdays and weekends would remain available to the public (e.g., UCSF parking facilities currently operate 24 hours a day every day), including employees and visitors to the proposed project site.


Thus, for existing plus project conditions for the No Event and Convention Event scenarios, the weekday parking supply would be about 8,700 spaces during the midday and 6,200 during the evening periods, and on Saturdays the parking supply would be about 6,200 spaces during the midday and evening periods (i.e., parking facilities at 185 Berry Street, 450 South Street, and 1670 Owens Street would remain closed on Saturdays, as under Existing conditions). 


Study Area Parking Supply for Conditions without a SF Giants Game at AT&T Park


For purposes of the transportation analysis, it was assumed that in addition to the currently- facilities available for parking by the general public, the 450 South Street garage containing a total of 1,400 spaces would also be available to accommodate event-related parking during weekday and weekend evening events. This would be similar to what currently occurs at the 185 Berry Street garage on weekdays during a SF Giants game. Thus, as noted in Table 5.2-60, during the Saturday analysis period, the parking supply in the study area would increase from the current 6,200 parking spaces to 7,600 spaces.


table 5.2-60
Existing plus project Study area parking supply by scenario


			Parking Facility Grouping


			No Event and Convention Event


			Basketball Gamee





			


			Weekday


			Saturday


			Weekday


			Saturday





			


			Midday


			Evening


			Midday


			Evening


			Midday


			Evening


			Midday


			Evening





			Conditions without SF Giants Game at AT&T Park





			1


			Project Site


			950


			950


			950


			950


			950


			950


			950


			950





			2


			SF Giants Facilitiesa


			2,530


			2,530


			2,530


			2,530


			2,530


			2,530


			2,530


			2,530





			3


			UCSF Facilitiesb


			2,590


			2,590


			2,590


			2,590


			2,590


			2,590


			2,590


			2,590





			4


			Alexandria Facilitiesc


			2,180


			--


			--


			--


			2,180


			1,400


			--


			1,400





			5


			Other Facilitiesd


			435


			135


			135


			135


			435


			135


			135


			135





			


			Total


			8,685


			6,205


			6,205


			6,205


			8,685


			7,605


			6,205


			7,605





			Conditions with SF Giants Game at AT&T Park





			1


			Project Site


			950


			950


			950


			950


			950


			950


			950


			950





			2


			SF Giants Facilities


			2,530


			3,350


			2,530


			3,350


			2,530


			3,530


			2,530


			3,350





			3


			UCSF Facilities


			2,590


			2,590


			2,590


			2,590


			2,590


			2,590


			2,590


			2,590





			4


			Alexandria Facilities


			2,180


			--


			--


			--


			2,180


			2,180


			--


			2,180





			5


			Other Facilities


			435


			405


			135


			135


			435


			405


			135


			435





			


			Total


			8,685


			7,295


			6,205


			7,025


			8,685


			9,475


			6,205


			9,505








NOTES:


a	SF Giants facilities include Pier 48 Sheds A and B and Lot C (Blocks 3E and 4E)


b	UCSF facilities include 1650 Third Street, Block 23, 1625 Owens Street (Rutter Community Center), and Medical Center Phase 1 Garage and Lot 


c	Alexandria facilities include 450 South Street and 1670 Owens Street 


d	Other facilities include 601 Terry A Francois Boulevard (Pier 52 boat launch) and a temporary City lot on the East side of Terry A. Francois Boulevard. 


e	Basketball Game scenario assumes that about 1,200 parking spaces within 450 South Street would be available for event parking on weekday and weekend evening for conditions without a SF Giants games, and that 450 South Street, 1670 Owens Street and 185 Berry Street facilities would be available on Saturdays for conditions with a SF Giants game. 


SOURCE: Adavant Consulting/LCW Consulting, 2015.








Study Area Parking Supply for Conditions with SF Giants Game at AT&T Park


The existing plus project parking supply for No Event and Convention Event scenarios during a baseball game at AT&T Park was assumed to be the same as for existing conditions (i.e., on weekdays about 8,700 spaces during the midday and 7,300 spaces during the evening periods, and on Saturdays about 6,200 spaces during the midday and 7,000 spaces during the evening periods).


For the Basketball Game scenario with a SF Giants game at AT&T Park, the transportation analysis assumes that additional facilities that currently remain closed during baseball games at AT&T Park would open during the evenings to accommodate the additional project event-related parking. Specifically, the supply assumes that both Alexandria facilities (i.e., 450 South Street and 1670 Owens Street) would open on weekday evening, and that on Saturday evenings, both Alexandria facilities, as well as the 185 Berry Street garage, would be also available.


Existing plus Project without SF Giants game at AT&T Park


Table 5.2-61 presents the existing plus project parking demand and supply for the analysis scenarios for conditions without a SF Giants game at AT&T Park. 


table 5.2-61
Existing plus project Study area parking Demand AND 
SUPPLY Without SF Giants Game at AT&T Park


			Parking Facility Grouping 


			No Event


			Convention Event


			Basketball Gamee





			


			Midday


			Evening


			Midday


			Evening


			Midday


			Evening





			Weekday Conditions





			Existing Demand


			5,409


			2,111


			5,409


			2,111


			5,409


			2,111





			Project Demand


			1,049


			489


			1,906


			669


			1,072


			4,270





			Total Demand


			6,458


			2,600


			7,315


			2,780


			6,481


			6,381





			Total Supply


			8,685


			6,205


			8,685


			6,205


			8,685


			7,605





			Total Parking Occupancy


			74%


			42%


			84%


			45%


			75%


			84%





			Surplus/(Shortfall)


			2,227


			3,605


			1,370


			3,425


			2,204


			1,224





			Shortfall if Additional Facilities Not Open 


			No shortfall


			No shortfall


			No shortfall


			No shortfall


			No shortfall


			(176)





			Saturday Conditions





			Existing Demand


			839


			649


			


			


			839


			839





			Project Demand


			589


			462


			


			


			589


			4,573





			Total Demand


			1,428


			1,111


			


			


			1,437


			5,222





			Total Supply


			6,205


			6,205


			


			


			6,205


			7,605





			Total Parking Occupancy


			23%


			18%


			


			


			23%


			69%





			Surplus/(Shortfall)


			4,777


			5,094


			


			


			4,768


			2,383





			Shortfall if Additional Facilities Not Open 


			No shortfall


			No shortfall


			


			


			No shortfall


			No shortfall








NOTES:


a	SF Giants facilities include Pier 48 Sheds A and B and Lot C (Blocks 3E and 4E)


b	UCSF facilities include 1650 Third Street, Block 23, 1625 Owens Street (Rutter Community Center), and Medical Center Phase 1 Garage and Lot 


c	Alexandria facilities include 450 South Street and 1670 Owens Street 


d	Other facilities include 601 Terry A Francois Boulevard (Pier 52 boat launch) and a temporary City lot on the East side of Terry A. Francois Boulevard. 


e	Basketball Game scenario without a SF Giants game assumes that about 1,200 parking spaces within 450 South Street would be available for event parking on weekday and weekend evening. 


SOURCE: Adavant Consulting/LCW Consulting, 2015.








No Event


As noted above, under the No Event scenario (i.e., assuming the parking demand generated by the office, retail and restaurant uses) for both weekday and Saturday conditions, parking would be accommodated within the proposed project parking supply, and therefore would not affect other off-street parking facilities in the study area. Total areawide parking occupancy would be about 74 percent during the weekday midday and 42 percent during the weekday evening, and substantially lower (about 18 to 23 percent) on a Saturday. It should be noted that the weekday midday occupancy is greater at some nearby facilities, such as the UCSF garages which currently operate at 90 to 95 percent during the midday period; as such, it is possible that some of those vehicles parking at those facilities could migrate to the project garage, evening the distribution of overall utilization.


Convention Event


Under the Convention Event scenario, the parking demand would exceed the total project parking supply, and a portion of the demand would need to be accommodated in other nearby off-street parking facilities, such as Lot A which contains approximately 2,400 spaces and is currently 30 to 40 percent occupied during the weekday midday period. Overall, weekday midday parking utilization within the study area would increase from 74 percent under the No Event scenario to 84 percent under the Convention Event scenario. Weekday evening occupancy within the study area under the Convention Event scenario would be similar to the No Event, below 50 percent occupied, as the daytime convention event would be practically over at that time.


Basketball Game 


On weekdays under the Basketball Game scenario, the midday parking demand would be similar to the No Event scenario (i.e., primarily the parking demand associated with the office, retail, and restaurant uses), and would be accommodated on-site. During the weekday evening, however, the basketball game-generated parking demand would exceed the project supply, and would need to be accommodated at other nearby off-street parking facilities. It is anticipated that a substantial portion of the project-generated parking demand under the Basketball Game scenario would be accommodated in Lot A (about 1,500 spaces), as well as in the 450 South Street Parking Garage (about 1,200 spaces, and which the analysis assumes would be open). In addition, it is anticipated that about 600 vehicles would be accommodated within various UCSF parking facilities, including the 1650 Third Street, 1625 Owens Street, and Medical Center Phase 1 garages. On Saturday evenings, more vehicles would be parked at Lot A (about 2,100 vehicles, reflecting the lower current parking occupancy at Lot A), and slightly fewer at the UCSF facilities (about 500 vehicles). As indicated in Table 5.2-61, the overall weekday evening parking occupancy in the study area would increase from 42 percent under the No Event scenario to 64 percent under the Basketball Game scenario. On Saturdays, the overall parking occupancy would increase from 18 percent under the No Event scenario to 69 percent under the Basketball Game scenario.


In the event that the 450 South Street Parking Garage would not be made available for event parking during weekday and weekend evenings (i.e., only those parking facilities that are currently open in the evenings would be able to accommodate the proposed project parking demand), occupancy of other facilities (such as the nearby UCSF garages and lots) would increase to their capacity, and overall occupancy would increase from 84 percent to a theoretical 103 percent on weekday evenings, and from 69 percent to 84 percent on Saturday evenings. As a result of the approximately 200-space parking shortfall on weekdays (about 3 percent of the project demand), individuals who would have preferred to drive may instead use transit to arrive at the site because the perceived convenience of driving is lessened by a shortage of parking. By promoting carpooling, providing parking attendant services, and adjusting event parking rates, the parking supply would likely be more efficiently utilized during the event days and the potential parking deficit would be eliminated. 


Because the proposed parking supply in the study area would not meet demand, it is possible that some drivers may seek available parking in adjacent residential areas to the south. South of the project site within the study area, the streets between Mariposa and 18th Streets, between Indiana and Third Streets are subject to the RPP “X’ regulation which restricts on-street parking Monday through Friday, to a two or four-hour period between the hours of 8:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m. unless an RPP “X” permit is displayed, in which case there is no time limit enforced. On these streets, the RPP regulation is not in effect during the evenings and on Saturdays and Sundays, and residents arriving to these areas could have difficulty parking on-street. The extent of spillover into the nearby residential neighborhoods to the south could be minimized by extending the RPP regulations until 10 p.m. on event days, and increasing enforcement.


As part of post-event transportation management, temporary parking restrictions on South Street (34 spaces between Third Street and Terry A. Francois Boulevard), Terry A. Francois Boulevard (15 spaces between South and 16th Streets), 16th Street (61 spaces between Third Street and Terry A. Francois Boulevard), and Illinois Street (XX spaces between 16th and 18th Streets) [Note to reviewer: To be field confirmed] would reduce vehicular travel on the affected streets, and would displace the existing parking demand to other streets or to off-street facilities in the nearby vicinity. As noted above, lack of available on-street parking may result in drivers looking for a parking space on other streets, primarily to the west and south of the project site. During the weekday and weekend evening periods, on-street parking occupancy is low, and the overall number of parking spaces that would be affected would be relatively low (less than 150 spaces) [Note to reviewer: To be field confirmed], and would not be expected to substantially affect overall on-street parking conditions.


Overall, under existing plus project conditions without a SF Giants game at AT&T Park, the project-generated parking demand would be accommodated with the existing off-street and on-street supply during weekday and Saturday conditions, as long as the 450 South Street parking garage becomes available for event parking on weekday and weekend evenings.


Existing plus Project with SF Giants game at AT&T Park


Table 5.2-62 presents the existing plus project parking demand and supply for the analysis scenarios for conditions with a SF Giants game at AT&T Park. 






table 5.2-62
Existing plus project Study area parking Demand AND SUPPLY With SF Giants Game at AT&T Park


			Parking Facility Grouping


			No Event


			Convention Event


			Basketball Gamee





			


			Midday


			Evening


			Midday


			Evening


			Midday


			Evening





			Weekday Conditions





			Existing Demand


			4,865


			5,344


			4,865


			5,344


			4,865


			5,344





			Project Demand


			1,049


			489


			1,906


			669


			1,072


			4,270





			Total Demand


			5,914


			5,833


			6,771


			6,013


			5,937


			9,614





			Total Supply


			8,685


			7,295


			8,685


			7,295


			8,685


			9,475





			Total Parking Occupancy


			68%


			80%


			78%


			82%


			68%


			101%





			Surplus/(Shortfall)


			2,771


			1,462


			1,914


			1,282


			2,748


			(139)





			Shortfall if Additional Facilities Not Open 


			No shortfall


			No shortfall


			No shortfall


			No shortfall


			No shortfall


			(2,589)





			Saturday Conditions





			Existing Demand


			889


			4,730


			


			


			889


			4,730





			Project Demand


			589


			462


			


			


			598


			4,573





			Total Demand


			1,478


			5,192


			


			


			1,487


			9,303





			Total Supply


			6,205


			7,025


			


			


			6,205


			9,505





			Total Parking Occupancy


			24%


			74%


			


			


			24%


			98%





			Surplus/(Shortfall)


			4,727


			1,833


			


			


			4,718


			202





			Shortfall if Additional Facilities Not Open 


			No shortfall


			No shortfall


			


			


			No shortfall


			(2,248)








NOTES:


a	SF Giants facilities include Pier 48 Sheds A and B and Lot C (Blocks 3E and 4E)


b	UCSF facilities include 1650 Third Street, Block 23, 1625 Owens Street (Rutter Community Center), and Medical Center Phase 1 Garage and Lot 


c	Alexandria facilities include 450 South Street and 1670 Owens Street 


d	Other facilities include 601 Terry A Francois Boulevard (Pier 52 boat launch) and a temporary City lot on the East side of Terry A. Francois Boulevard. 


e	Basketball Game scenario with a SF Giants game assumes that about 1,200 parking spaces within 450 South Street and 780 spaces at 1670 Owens Street would be available for event parking on weekday and weekend evenings and that the 185 Berry Street parking garage would be available on Saturdays.


SOURCE: Adavant Consulting/LCW Consulting, 2015.








No Event


As shown in Table 5.2-62, under the No Event scenario for both weekday and Saturday conditions, parking would be accommodated within the proposed project parking supply, and therefore would not affect other off-street parking facilities in the study area. Thus, the No Event scenario with a SF Giants game at AT&T Park would be similar to existing conditions. Total areawide parking occupancy would be about 68 percent during the weekday midday and 80 percent during the weekday evening, while on a Saturday, the total areawide parking occupancy would be about 24 percent during the midday and 74 percent during the evening. This occupancy reflects the parking demand associated with the SF Giants game attendees parking within the study area, as well as the additional parking supply typically provided by the SF Giants and others on baseball game days. On SF Giants game days, 185 Berry Street, Piers 48, and Lot C are open to accommodate SF Giants parking demand on weekday evenings, and Piers 48 and Lot C are open to accommodate SF Giants parking demand on weekends. Lot A is only available to SF Giants permit parking holders on home game days.


Convention Event


Under the Convention Event scenario with an evening SF Giants game at AT&T Park, parking occupancy during the weekday midday and evening would be similar to conditions without a SF Giants game. On days with a SF Giants game at AT&T Park, overall midday occupancy is currently somewhat lower than on days without a SF Giants game, and the demand associated with the convention event would be accommodated without substantially affecting overall parking conditions. During the weekday evening period, parking demand associated with the convention event would be low, and would also not substantially affect the overall parking conditions. 


However, on weekdays when SF Giants games start at 12:05 p.m., 12:45 p.m., 1:15 p.m., or 1:35 p.m., the midday parking demand would be greater than that presented in Table 5.2-62 for evening games, and therefore, there would be a parking shortfall in the area on the days. The number of SF Giants day games is limited, with about 11 of the 54 weekday games scheduled for the 2015 regular season (about two games per month between April and October). In those instances, the approximately 900 project vehicles that would otherwise park at Lot A would not be able to do so, as Lot A would only be available to SF Giants parking permit holders. It could be expected that convention event planners would provide additional shuttle bus service to the project site on those days, to minimize parking demand. In addition, promoting public transit, encouraging carpooling would further reduce parking demand, while providing parking attendant services could increase the parking supply.


Basketball Game


On weekdays with an evening basketball game, the midday parking demand would be similar to the No Event scenario (i.e., primarily the parking demand associated with the office, retail, and restaurant uses), and parking would be accommodated on-site. During the weekday evening, however, the project-generated parking demand, combined with the SF Giants parking demand, would exceed the project supply, and would need to be accommodated in other nearby facilities.


On weekday evenings, overall parking demand would increase from 84 percent on days without SF Giants games to a theoretical 101 percent (about 140-space parking deficit) on days with SF Giants game. As a result of the approximately 140-space parking shortfall on weekdays (less than 1.5 percent of the project demand), individuals who would have preferred to drive may instead use transit to arrive at the site because the perceived convenience of driving is lessened by a shortage of parking. By promoting carpooling, providing parking attendant services, and adjusting event parking rates, the parking supply would likely be more efficiently utilized during the event days and the potential parking shortfall could be eliminated. On the other hand, if the additional spaces provided at 450 South Street and 1670 Owens Street facilities were not available as assumed to accommodate public parking on days with SF Giants game, the unmet parking demand would increase from about 140 spaces to about 2,600 spaces. 


On Saturdays, the overall parking occupancy during the evening period would increase from 61 percent to 98 percent (a 200-space surplus). If the additional parking spaces at 450 South Street, 1670 Owens Street, and 185 Berry Street garages were not available as assumed to accommodate public parking on days with SF Giants game, the expected 200-space parking surplus would become an unmet parking demand of about 2,250 spaces.


Overall, under existing plus project conditions with a SF Giants game at AT&T Park, the project-generated parking demand would be accommodated with the existing off-street and on-street supply during weekday and Saturday conditions, as long as the 450 South Street and 1670 Owens Street parking garages become available for event parking on weekday and weekend evenings, and the 185 Berry Street garage becomes available for event parking on weekend evenings. 


Existing plus Project without the Special Event Transit Service Plan


As described in Section 5.2.5.3, this SEIR assessed conditions if the Special Event Transit Service Plan for large events at the event center were not to be implemented as part of the project. Table 5.2-28 through Table 5.2-31 present the resulting change in travel modes of event attendees for a basketball game from transit to auto modes. Because more attendees would be driving, the event-related parking demand would also increase over conditions with implementation of the Special Event Transit Service Plan, particularly during the late evening period when parking demand would be greatest. During the late evening the parking demand would increase by 606 spaces on weekdays and 669 spaces on a Saturday.


On weekday and Saturday evening basketball games without a concurrent SF Giants game at AT&T Park, the additional parking demand would be accommodated within the study area parking supply, although parking occupancies would increase to close to capacity. On weekday and Saturday evening basketball games with a concurrent SF Giants game, the identified weekday parking shortfall in the study area would increase from 139 spaces to 745 spaces, and a 467 space shortfall would occur during Saturday evening games. It is likely that if the Special Event Transit Service Plan is not implemented, additional parking facilities outside of the study area would be identified to accommodate the increased demand (e.g., potential parking lot(s) in the vicinity of Pier 70), and existing facilities would be more efficiently utilized during event days through the use of attendant parking. 


Parking utilization of existing parking facilities for the SF Giants to the north of the study area (e.g., the Pier 30 lot and the Bayside lot at Seawall Lot 330 containing a total of about 1,300 spaces, and utilization of about 70 percent on weekday evenings and 80 percent on weekends during SF Giants games) would increase from existing conditions. [Note to reviewer: parking occupancy for Piers 30-32 is from a Port study conducted in 2007; new surveys could be conducted in early April. The Pier 30 facility was closed during our surveys two years ago due to post AC34 activities and reopened recently.] In addition, because the proposed parking supply in the study area would not meet demand, it is possible that some drivers may seek available parking in adjacent residential areas to the south. 


2040 Cumulative Parking Conditions


Considering cumulative parking conditions, over time, due to build-out of Mission Bay, and particularly UCSF in the project vicinity, parking demand and competition for on-street and off-street parking would increase. Table 5.2-63 provides a summary of the estimate of planned cumulative increases in non-residential development and corresponding parking supply and demand changes in the Mission Bay South area; more detailed information is provided in Appendix TR. As shown in the table, the proposed overall supply would accommodate about 40 percent of the expected overall non-residential peak parking demand (weekday midday), and 70 percent of the weekday evening parking demand. Figure 5.2-25 presents the location of the proposed off-street parking facilities associated with proposed and planned future development. 


table 5.2-63
Additional Cumulative Non-residential development planned in the 
Misison Bay South Area - from Existing conditions to Year 2040


			Proposed Development


			Net Change in
Non-Residential
Parking Supplyd


			Increase in Non-Residential Parking Demand





			


			


			Weekday


			Saturday





			


			


			Midday


			Evening


			Midday


			Evening





			Mission Rock Projecta


			-350e


			2,600


			2,350


			1,560


			1,500





			Remainder of the Mission Bay Planb


			875


			1,810


			475


			490


			290





			Remainder of UCSF LRDP to 2040c


			2,750


			3,410


			1,800


			860


			680





			Total


			3,275


			7,820


			4,625


			2,910


			2,470








NOTES:


a	Mixed-use development project with 1.25 million to 1.6 million gsf of commercial/office/research and development (R&D) uses and 150,000 to 250,000 gsf of retail/entertainment/ancillary uses.


b	Includes hotel/commercial development in Block 1 (250 rooms and 25,000 gsf retail), Kaiser Permanente at 1600 Owens St (220,000 gsf MOB), Parcel 1 at Block 26 (200,000 gsf office/research), Parcel 1 at Block 27 (300,000 gsf office/research), Block 40 (660,000 gsf office/research), and Parcel 7 at Blocks 41-43 (60,000 gsf office/research).


c	Blocks 15, 16, 18A, 23A and 25B at the North Campus, Phase 2 of the Medical Center at the South campus, and Blocks 33-34 (500,00 gsf office/research) at the East Campus.


d	Includes removal of existing temporary parking spaces at currently undeveloped parcels, such as those used for SF Giants home game parking (Lot A, Lot C, Pier 48, etc.).


e	A net addition of 600 spaces on days when SF Giants do not play at AT&T Park.


SOURCE: Adavant Consulting/LCW Consulting, 2015.












Insert Figure 5.2-25	2040 Cumulative Location of New Parking Facilities






2040 Cumulative with Project without a SF Giants game at AT&T Park


Table 5.2-64 presents the 2040 cumulative with project parking demand and supply for the analysis scenarios for conditions without a SF Giants game at AT&T Park. 


table 5.2-64
2040 Cumulative with project Study area parking Demand 
and SUPPLY without a SF Giants Game at AT&T Park


			Parking Facility Grouping


			No Event


			Convention Event


			Basketball Game





			


			Midday


			Evening


			Midday


			Evening


			Midday


			Evening





			Weekday Conditions





			Existing Supply + Project


			8,685


			6,205


			8,685


			6,205


			8,685


			7,605





			Additional existing facilities that remain open after hours


			0


			0


			0


			0


			0


			780





			Cumulative Changes


			4,225


			2,837


			4,225


			2,837


			4,225


			3,065





			Total Cumulative Supply


			12,910


			9,042


			12,910


			9,042


			12,910


			11,450





			Existing Demand + Project


			6,458


			2,600


			7,315


			2,780


			6,481


			6,381





			Cumulative Changes


			7,820


			4,625


			7,820


			4,625


			7,820


			4,625





			Total Cumulative Demand


			14,278


			7,225


			15,135


			7,405


			14,301


			11,006





			Surplus/(Shortfall)


			(1,368)


			1,817 


			(2,225)


			1,637 


			(1,391)


			444 





			Total Parking Occupancy


			111%


			80%


			117%


			82%


			111%


			96%





			Saturday Conditions





			Existing Supply + Project


			6,205


			6,205


			


			


			6,205


			7,605





			Additional existing facilities that remain open after hours


			0


			0


			


			


			0


			0





			Cumulative Changes


			2,837


			2,837


			


			


			2,837


			2,837





			Total Cumulative Supply


			9,042


			9,042


			


			


			9,042


			10,442





			Existing Demand + Project


			1,428


			1,111


			


			


			1,437


			5,222





			Cumulative Changes


			2,910


			2,470


			


			


			2,910


			2,470





			Total Cumulative Demand


			4,338


			3,581


			


			


			4,347


			7,692





			Surplus/(Shortfall)


			4,704 


			5,461 


			


			


			4,695 


			2,750 





			Total Parking Occupancy


			48%


			40%


			


			


			48%


			74%











SOURCE: Adavant Consulting/LCW Consulting, 2015.








A comparison between existing plus project (Table 5.2-61) and 2040 cumulative with project (Table 5.2-64) parking conditions shows that, under 2040 cumulative conditions, parking demand would exceed parking supply during the weekday midday period for all project scenarios (No Event, Convention Event, and Basketball Game), as opposed to existing plus project conditions where no shortfall was identified. The weekday midday parking shortfall, estimated to be between 1,370 and 2,225 spaces, would be a result of cumulative development and growth in Mission Bay. These planned developments would provide parking spaces at approximately 50 percent of the estimated peak parking demand.


As a result of the 2040 cumulative parking shortfall during the weekday midday period, individuals who would have preferred to drive may instead use non-auto modes of travel to arrive at Mission Bay. By promoting carpooling, providing parking attendant services, adjusting work schedules, and increasing parking rates, the cumulative parking supply would likely be more efficiently utilized during peak demand times (weekday midday), although the overall 2040 cumulative parking shortfall would likely not be eliminated.


Because the proposed cumulative parking supply in Mission Bay would not meet cumulative demand on weekdays at midday, it is possible that some drivers may seek available parking in adjacent residential areas to the south, which are subject to the RPP “X’ regulation (maximum parking during a two- or four-hour period between the hours of 8:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m. unless an RPP “X” permit is displayed). Because some cumulative visitors might park for less than four hours, residents of these areas could find it difficult to park on the street. The extent of spillover into the nearby residential neighborhoods to the south could be minimized by extending the RPP regulations to a larger area, reducing all non-residential on-street parking to two hours, and increasing weekday midday enforcement.


2040 Cumulative with Project with a SF Giants game at AT&T Park


Table 5.2-65 presents the 2040 cumulative with project parking demand and supply for the analysis scenarios for conditions with a concurrent SF Giants game at AT&T Park. 


A comparison between existing plus project (Table 5.2-62) and 2040 cumulative with project (Table 5.2-65) parking conditions with a concurrent SF Giants game shows that, under 2040 cumulative conditions, parking demand would exceed parking supply during the weekday midday period for all project scenarios (No Event, Convention Event, and Basketball Game), as opposed to existing plus project conditions where no shortfall had been identified. The weekday midday parking shortfall, estimated to be between 800 and 1,700 spaces, would be a result of cumulative development and growth in Mission Bay, which would provide parking spaces at approximately 50 percent of the estimated peak parking demand. 


The 2040 cumulative weekday midday parking shortfall with a concurrent SF Giants game at AT&T Park would be 60 to 75 percent of the shortfall that would be experienced without a concurrent SF Giants game at AT&T Park. This is because the daytime parking demand in Mission Bay on days when the SF Giants play in the afternoon is typically lower than on no-game days, as a result of the higher daily parking rates ($50 and higher) charged on home game days at parking facilities managed by the SF Giants. As a result of the cumulative parking shortfall during the weekday midday period, individuals who would have preferred to drive may instead use non-auto modes of travel to arrive at Mission Bay, and as noted above, the cumulative parking supply would likely be more efficiently utilized during peak demand times, but the overall cumulative parking shortfall would likely not be eliminated.


table 5.2-65
2040 Cumulative with project Study area parking Demand 
AND SUPPLY with a SF Giants Game at AT&T Park


			Parking Facility Grouping


			No Event


			Convention Event


			Basketball Game





			


			Midday


			Evening


			Midday


			Evening


			Midday


			Evening





			Weekday Conditions





			Existing Supply + Project


			8,685


			7,295


			8,685


			7,295


			8,685


			9,475





			Additional existing facilities that remain open after hours


			0


			1,390


			0


			1,390


			0


			0





			Cumulative Changes


			4,225


			1,887


			4,225


			2,115


			4,225


			2,615





			Total Cumulative Supply


			12,910


			10,572


			12,910


			10,800


			12,910


			12,090





			Existing Demand + Project


			5,914


			5,833


			6,771


			6,013


			5,937


			9,614





			Cumulative Changes


			7,820


			4,625


			7,820


			4,625


			7,820


			4,625





			Total Cumulative Demand


			13,734


			10,458


			14,591


			10,638


			13,757


			14,239





			Surplus/(Shortfall)


			(824)


			114 


			(1,681)


			162 


			(847)


			(2,149)





			Total Parking Occupancy


			106%


			99%


			113%


			99%


			107%


			118%





			Saturday Conditions





			Existing Supply + Project


			6,205


			7,025


			


			


			6,205


			9,505





			Additional existing facilities that remain open after hours


			0


			0


			


			


			0


			0





			Cumulative Changes


			2,837


			1,887


			


			


			2,837


			2,615





			Total Cumulative Supply


			9,042


			8,912


			


			


			9,042


			12,120





			Existing Demand + Project


			1,478


			5,192


			


			


			1,487


			9,303





			Cumulative Changes


			2,910


			2,470


			


			


			2,910


			2,470





			Total Cumulative Demand


			4,388


			7,662


			


			


			4,397


			11,773





			Surplus/(Shortfall)


			4,654 


			1,250 


			


			


			4,645 


			347 





			Total Parking Occupancy


			49%


			86%


			


			


			49%


			97%











SOURCE: Adavant Consulting/LCW Consulting, 2015.








Because the projected 2040 cumulative parking supply in Mission Bay would not meet 2040 cumulative demand during the weekday midday, it is possible that some drivers may seek available parking in adjacent residential areas to the south. Because some cumulative visitors might park for less than four hours, residents of these areas could find it difficult to park on the street. The extent of spillover into the nearby residential neighborhoods to the south could be minimized by extending the RPP regulations to a larger area, reducing all non-residential on-street parking to two hours, and increasing weekday midday enforcement.


A 2,000-space larger parking shortfall would also be experienced on weekday evenings with a concurrent basketball game at the event and SF Giants game at AT&T Park (about 150 spaces under existing plus project conditions compared to 2,150 spaces under 2040 cumulative conditions). The parking supply shortfall would be due to a combination of several factors: the elimination of existing baseball-oriented parking, an increase of cumulative parking at a lower rate than the estimated cumulative demand, and an increase in evening demand as a result of new retail and restaurant uses associated cumulative development.


The Mission Rock project sponsor is currently developing a Transportation Demand Management (TDM) Program as part of the Mission Rock project that would include a plan to coordinate and facilitate parking and traffic at and around the Mission Rock site on SF Giant home game days. One of the key elements of the TDM program would be to manage and optimize the shared parking opportunities between office, retail, commercial, and AT&T Park users on game days. Based on preliminary information on the TDM program, approximately 2,000 of the spaces located at the proposed 2,300-space parking structure stalls would be dedicated to the visitors AT&T Park. This would be accomplished through a combination of promotion of carpooling, increased provision of parking attendant services, adjustment of work schedules, and increased event day parking rates. It would be expected that as a result of the robust TDM program for the Mission Rock project, approximately 2,000 vehicles unrelated to the SF Giants game would not be parked within the study area on weekday evenings during a concurrent basketball game at the project site and SF Giants game at AT&T Park, thus potentially eliminating the future cumulative parking shortfall.
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LCW Consulting
3990 20th Street
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From: Lee, Raymond C. (CII)
To: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
Subject: RE: REMINDER - 4th Tuesday MB Team Meeting
Date: Tuesday, February 24, 2015 11:43:19 AM


Sorry I missed your meeting…George and I had to meet with the Warriors for an SBE update.
 
Ray
 


From: Reilly, Catherine (CII) 
Sent: Tuesday, February 24, 2015 9:07 AM
To: Hussain, Lila (CII); Arce, Pedro (CII); Maher, Christine (CII); Bridges, George (CII); Rice, Don
(CII); Bereket, Immanuel (CII); Lee, Raymond C. (CII); Sims, Pam (CII); McKinney, Kasheica (CII)
Subject: REMINDER - 4th Tuesday MB Team Meeting
 
See you all at 9.30.  Thanks!
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
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From: Kate Aufhauser
To: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
Cc: Clarke Miller; ldicarlo@manicaarchitecture.com; Lauren Weingartner; Arce, Pedro (CII)
Subject: BCSD East Side Submissions 2/25
Date: Wednesday, February 25, 2015 6:14:42 PM
Attachments: image003.png


2015.02.25_Site_Plan_Key_DRAFT.pdf
2015.02.25_Project_Data_Summary.xlsx
2015.02.11_GSW_Development_Exclusions_V5_Final.pdf
2015.02.25_TextOutline_Arena.docx
2015.02.25_TextOutline_Retail.docx
2015.02.25_Schematic_Design_Arena_Draft.pdf
2015.02.25_Schematic_Design_Retail_Market_Hall_Draft.pdf


Catherine:
Please find the following attached for both the Arena package and the Market Hall/Retail package:
 


1)       Preliminary draft BCSD packages: InDesign file (basic layout and working labels), vicinity
plans, existing renderings, and a first pass at pedestrian vignettes (eye-level Sketch-up
screenshots)


a.       Q: The last two (renderings/vignettes) are placeholders and do not yet incorporate
updated landscape, retail, etc. We are hoping for feedback on the general format
(i.e., is Sketchup OK?) and the specific views/areas chosen to represent.


2)       A blank mock-up for the Project Data Summary table
a.       Q: Should this be one table, copied across packages, or should the summary table in


select packages focus only on specific structures? For instance, under “Building
Heights,” we currently have multiple structures listed (instead of one or two).


3)       The last document you received confirming our Adjusted Gross & Leasable calculations
(“GSW development exclusions V5 Final”)


a.       Q: Should these same tables be updated and worked into the BCSD package for the
arena and the retail, as applicable? Or do we not need to repeat?


4)       Narrative outlines (key points that will be covered when we translate these to prose)
 
I am also including a color-coded site plan to confirm which areas are covered by which package – as
you requested last Thursday. We don’t yet have an updated rendered site plan, so please disregard
the old office massing and slightly different arena shape at the SE corner. The ideas should be clear.
As discussed, the offices (both shown in pink) will each be covered in separate, standalone packages
(2 total).
 
Per your note yesterday, we’ll look forward to comments from OCII in 7 days (end of day 3/4). We’ll
be working on additional materials in the meantime and are available for questions or comments as
they arise.
 
Thanks,
Kate
 
Kate Aufhauser
Project Analyst
510.986.5419 (office) | 202.230.2642 (cell)
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Sheet1


			Project Data Summary





			Project Standards			Site Data			Consistent With												Notes


									Mission Bay South Redevelopment Plan			Amended Design for Development 2015*			GSW Major Phase Application for Blocks 29-32			Planning Section 321 Project Authorization


			Land Use			HZ-5
Commercial/Industrial
Blocks 29-32 (all parcels)			 √			 √			 √			 √			Major Phase Submittal for Blocks 29-32 of the Mission Bay South Redevelopment Project, anticipated 16 September 2015, page CC.


			Parcel Land Area (all parcels)			XYZ square feet (ABC acres)			 √			 √			 √			 √			Major Phase Submittal, page ZZ.


			Gross Floor Area 			+/- XYZ square feet			 √			 √			 √			 √			As part of aggregate FAR of Zone A, Redevelopment Plan, Section 304.5.


			Leasable Floor Area			XYZ square feet			 √			 √			 √			 √			As part of aggregate leasable area of Zone A, Redevelopment Plan, Section 304.5.


			Site Coverage 


Kate Aufhauser: Kate Aufhauser:
/ % of Developable Area at Base Height			%			 √			 √			 √						As part of an aggregate for Zone HZ-5 XY% coverage allowed per Amended Design for Development,  anticipated 16 September 2015, page CC.


			Building Heights			South St. Office/R&D Podium: X'-Y''
South St. Office/R&D Tower:
16th St. Office/R&D Podium:
16th St. Office/R&D Tower:
Event Center:
Market Hall:
Terry Francois Boulevard Retail:
Gatehouse:
Main plaza podium:			 √			 √			 √			n/a			160'-0'' height limit per Redevelopment Plan, Section XYZ.
Buildings on Blocks 30 and 32 are allowed to exceed 90'-0'', but not allowed to exceed 160'-0'' as per Amended Design for Development, page CC.


			Mechanical Penthouse Heights			South St. Office/R&D Podium: N/A
South St. Office/R&D Tower:
16th St. Office/R&D Podium: N/A
16th St. Office/R&D Tower:
Event Center:
Market Hall:
Terry Francois Boulevard Retail: N/A
Gatehouse: N/A
Main plaza podium: N/A			 √			 √			 √			n/a			Amended Design for Development,  page CC.


			Number of Stories			South St. Office/R&D Podium: 
South St. Office/R&D Tower:
16th St. Office/R&D Podium: 
16th St. Office/R&D Tower:
Event Center: 
Market Hall:
Terry Francois Boulevard Retail: 
Gatehouse: 
Main plaza podium: N/A			 √			 √			 √


			Required Setbacks			Third Street: XX' public sidewalk, including YY' setback, plus ZZ' private sidewalk
South Street:
Terry A. Francois Boulevard: 
16th Street:			 √			 √			 √			n/a			Amended Design for Development,  page CC.


			Required Streetwall			Third Street: XX% block-length coverage
South Street:
Terry A. Francois Boulevard: 
16th Street:

The project also meets minimum/maximum height & maximum projection requirements. 			 √			 √			 √			n/a			X% along X street, Amended Design for Development, page CC. 


			Required Stepbacks			None			 √			 √			 √			n/a			Amended Design for Development,  page CC.


			Vehicle Parking (provided in part in adjacent parking structure at 450 South Street)			Office/R&D: +/-
Event Center: +/-
Retail: +/-

Standard: +/-
Compact: +/-			 √			 √			 √						Calculated at XX per 1,000 sf of leasable area allowed by Amended Design for Development, page CC.

A X:Y ratio of compact to standard spaces per Amended Design for Development, page CC.


			Bicycle Parking			YY provided			 √			 √			 √						XX bikes: 1 space for every YY parked cars, per Amended Design for Development, page CC.


			Loading			XX provided			 √			 √			 √						XX spaces required for over 500,000 gsf per Amended Design for Development, page XYZ.


			Shadow Analysis			N/A			 √			 √			 √						Only required if variance is requested (n/a).


			Wind Analysis			Provided (see pages XYZ of this package)			 √			 √			 √





			Applicable Codes and Documents


			Redevelopment Plan for the Mission Bay South Redevelopment Project, dated November 2, 1998


			Design for Development Mission Bay South, dated September 17, 1988


			Amended Design for Development Mission Bay, dated March 16, 2004


			*Amended Design for Development Mission Bay, anticipated September 16, 2015


			Major Phase Application for Blocks 29-32, anticipated September 16, 2015
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WARRIORS BLOCK 29-32 DEVELOPMENT



Introduction



Mission Bay South Design for Development
The Mission Bay South Design for Development (DforD) serves as the primary documentation for all design standards and guidelines governing projects in the Mission Bay South Plan Area. By



setting forth goals and requirements for such building elements as height and bulk, massing, streetwalls, and curb cuts, the DforD seeks to establish a cohesive and dense urban fabric in the



Mission Bay neighborhood of San Francisco.



DforD Gross Floor Area / Adjusted Gross
The DforD defines “Gross Floor Area” (GFA, also called “Adjusted Gross Area”) for purposes of project planning and design and project approvals. The total and cumulative development



commercial/industrial area attributable to a proposed project is presented in several forms before the Commission on Community Investment and Infrastructure, including a Major Phase application



and a Basic Concept/Schematic Designs package, to verify a project’s compliance with the Mission Bay South Redevelopment Plan.



Notably, the DforD definition of GFA varies from that used by agencies in the City of San Francisco, including the San Francisco Planning Department. As set forth in the DforD, Section II, Definition



of Terms, GFA is defined as “the sum of the gross areas of the several floors of a building or buildings,” including most areas of a building as commonly measured for a building’s “True Gross”



(constructed) area.



However, the definition also lists areas to be excluded from any calculation of GFA. These include (but are not limited to) certain other basement, cellar, and attic spaces; penthouses, cooling



towers, and other mechanical equipment located at the top of a building; “ground floor area devoted to building or pedestrian circulation and building service”; or certain outdoor spaces such as



arcades, plazas, walkways, and porticos.



For a full definition of GFA, including a full list of exclusions, see DforD, Section II. Definition of Terms. Relevant pages are copied in full at the end of this document for quick reference.



DforD Leasable Area
“Leasable Area” calculations provide an additional metric for certain tracking purposes within the Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure, including the tracking of total retail spaces



developed in the Mission Bay South Plan Area for compliance with the Mission Bay South Redevelopment Plan.



Under the DforD, leasable area is calculated based on the definitions contained in the 1996 Building Owners Management Association (BOMA) publication, “Standard Methods For Measuring Floor



Area in Office Buildings.” The final calculations usually represent a small reduction in area from the Gross Floor Area.
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WARRIORS BLOCK 29-32 DEVELOPMENT



Design for Development Exclusion Categories



For a full list of exclusions, see DforD, Section II. Definition of Terms. Relevant pages are copied in full at the end of this document for quick reference.



#1: Basement/Cellar Space



#2: Attic Space



#3: Mechanical Penthouse



#4: Intermediate Floor/Mechanical / Ops



#5: Outside Stairs



#6: Parking/Loading/Driveways



#7: Public Arcades, Plazas, Walkways



#8: Balconies, Decks, Terraces



#9: Residential-Serving Elevators



#10: Window Bays



#11: Ground Floor Circulation & Service



#12: Restaurants & Retail Under 5,000sf



#13: Interior Open Space



#14: Child Care Facilities



#15: Cultural/Educational/Religious Space
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WARRIORS BLOCK 29-32 DEVELOPMENT



Project Description



Golden State Warriors Event Center and Mixed Use Development on Blocks 29-32
The Golden State Warriors organization proposes to develop an approximately 11-acre project located in San Francisco on land referred to as Blocks 29, 30, 31, and 32 (Blocks 29-32) in the



Mission Bay South Project Area. The project consists of a new approximately 18,000-seat multi-purpose event center, which would host the Golden State Warriors basketball team during the



National Basketball Association (NBA) season, and provide a year-round venue for a variety of other uses, including concerts, family shows, other sporting events, cultural events, conferences and



conventions. In addition, the site would include substantial mixed-use development including multiple office buildings, retail, restaurants, structured parking, plaza areas, and other amenities.
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WARRIORS BLOCK 29-32 DEVELOPMENT



Site Plan
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WARRIORS BLOCK 29-32 DEVELOPMENT



Project Site Elevations



North : South Street Elevation



East : Terry Francois Boulevard Elevation
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WARRIORS BLOCK 29-32 DEVELOPMENT



Project Site Elevations



South : 16th Street Elevation



West : 3rd Street Elevation
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WARRIORS BLOCK 29-32 DEVELOPMENT



Project Area Summaries



Event Center
South Street Tower 



(Office Area)
16th Street Tower 



(Office Area)
Parking and Loading Total Maximum Allowed Area Remaining



True Gross Constructed Area 775,0001 289,000 290,800 488,700 1,843,500 - -



Total DforD Area Exclusions 212,300 24,000 19,100 488,700 755,300 - -



Total DforD Gross Area 562,700 265,000 271,700 - 1,099,400 1,103,544 4,144



Total BOMA Leasable Area 506,500 248,700 255,200 - 1,010,400 1,044,636 34,236



1For consistency with the guidelines for CEQA analysis, outdoor balconies, decks, and terraces are excluded from the GFA. Therefore the True Gross Constructed Area for the interior space is 775,000



Retail Maximum Allowed Area Excess



True Gross Constructed Area 132,300 - -



Total DforD Area Exclusions 71,200 - -



Total DforD Gross Area 61,100 - -



Total BOMA Leasable Area 61,100 50,471 10,6291



1 UCSF has the right to develop up to 40,000 lsf of Blocks 36‐39 with neighborhood retail uses. GSW is
negotiating with UCSF to purchase about 10,629 lsf of that right. IF UCSF does not sell the right to develop
this Retail, then the amount of neighborhood retail constructed by GSW will be reduced accordingly.



Commercial / Industrial
Total proposed Commercial/Industrial gross floor area (GFA) is below the maximum allowable gross square footage. Total proposed



Commercial/Industrial leasable area is below the maximum allowable leasable square footage.



Retail
Additional leasable square footage is required to construct the Retail portion of the proposed project as designed.
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Commercial / Industrial Development



Golden State Warriors Area Matrices
The following analysis contains floor area calculations for each section of the Blocks 29-32 site considered Commercial/Industrial area. First, it lists the True Gross (Constructed) area of a building or



buildings by elevation, or level. The total True Gross figure represents all buildable area shown in design drawings to date.



Next, each sheet denotes area “subtractions,” based on the exclusions outlined in the DforD’s definition of GFA. The list of possible exclusions is drawn directly from the DforD, and each subtraction



represents an adjustment to the measuring tool for area on site; however, the total True Gross area of the structure as it will eventually be built does not change. Instead, the final Adjusted Gross



Floor Area serves as the primary mechanism for tracking the project’s design approvals in accordance with the Mission Bay South Redevelopment Plan. It also helps monitor compliance with the



square footage purchased from FOCIL-MB (or subsequent developers*) for the Blocks 29-32 site.



Finally, the same sheets also show further area “subtractions” to account for spaces excluded from the BOMA definition of Leasable Area. The resulting Leasable Area may be used to describe the



area of usable commercial space for an eventual tenant.



*The Golden State Warriors entered into a purchase agreement with an affiliate of salesforce.com for the Blocks 29-32 parcels in 2014. Salesforce.com previously purchased the land and



development rights from Alexandria Real Estate Equities, Inc.
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Developable Area Matrix
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Level 000 – Event Level (-6’-0” / -10’-0”)



Exclusion 
Category



Description
Excluded Square Footage By Building



Event Center SE Grand Lobby Bayfront Terrace



#01
Basement / Cellar 



Space
82,600 - -



#03
Mechanical 
Penthouse



- - -



#04
Intermediate Floor 



Mechanical 
Ops/Storage



- - -



#05 Outside Stairs - - -



#08
Balconies, Decks, 



Terraces
- - -



#11
Ground Floor 
Circulation / 



Service
- - -
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Level 050 – Entry Plaza (+0’-0”)



Event Center Area Exclusions



Exclusion 
Category



Description
Excluded Square Footage By Building



Event Center SE Grand Lobby Bayfront Terrace



#01
Basement / Cellar 



Space
- - -



#03
Mechanical 
Penthouse



- - -



#04
Intermediate Floor 



Mechanical 
Ops/Storage



- - -



#05 Outside Stairs 1,300 - -



#08
Balconies, Decks, 



Terraces
- - -



#11
Ground Floor 
Circulation / 



Service
- 14,000 -
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Level 100 – Mezzanine (+10’-0”)



Event Center Area Exclusions



Exclusion 
Category



Description
Excluded Square Footage By Building



Event Center SE Grand Lobby Bayfront Terrace



#01
Basement / Cellar 



Space
- - -



#03
Mechanical 
Penthouse



- - -



#04
Intermediate Floor 



Mechanical 
Ops/Storage



14,100 - -



#05 Outside Stairs 1,300 - -



#08
Balconies, Decks, 



Terraces
- - -



#11
Ground Floor 
Circulation / 



Service
16,500 - -
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Level 200 – Main Concourse (+26’-0”)



Event Center Area Exclusions



Exclusion 
Category



Description
Excluded Square Footage By Building



Event Center SE Grand Lobby Bayfront Terrace



#01
Basement / Cellar 



Space
- - -



#03
Mechanical 
Penthouse



- - -



#04
Intermediate Floor 



Mechanical 
Ops/Storage



3,500 - -



#05 Outside Stairs 3,000 - -



#08
Balconies, Decks, 



Terraces
- - -



#11
Ground Floor 
Circulation / 



Service
50,500 - -
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Level 300 – Suite Level (+39’-0”)



Event Center Area Exclusions



Exclusion 
Category



Description
Excluded Square Footage By Building



Event Center SE Grand Lobby Bayfront Terrace



#01
Basement / Cellar 



Space
- - -



#03
Mechanical 
Penthouse



- - -



#04
Intermediate Floor 



Mechanical 
Ops/Storage



2,400 - -



#05 Outside Stairs - - -



#08
Balconies, Decks, 



Terraces
- - -



#11
Ground Floor 
Circulation / 



Service
- - -
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Level 400 – Loge Level (+51’-0”)



Event Center Area Exclusions



Exclusion 
Category



Description
Excluded Square Footage By Building



Event Center SE Grand Lobby Bayfront Terrace



#01
Basement / Cellar 



Space
- - -



#03
Mechanical 
Penthouse



- - -



#04
Intermediate Floor 



Mechanical 
Ops/Storage



2,300 - -



#05 Outside Stairs - - -



#08
Balconies, Decks, 



Terraces
- - -



#11
Ground Floor 
Circulation / 



Service
- - -
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Level 500 – Upper Concourse (+63’-0”)



Event Center Area Exclusions



*Bayfront Terrace



Exclusion 
Category



Description
Excluded Square Footage By Building



Event Center SE Grand Lobby Bayfront Terrace



#01
Basement / Cellar 



Space
- - -



#03
Mechanical 
Penthouse



- - -



#04
Intermediate Floor 



Mechanical 
Ops/Storage



3,200 - *4,100



#05 Outside Stairs - - -



#08
Balconies, Decks, 



Terraces
- - -



#11
Ground Floor 
Circulation / 



Service
- - -
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Level 600 – Bayfront Terrace (+76’-0”)



Event Center Area Exclusions



Exclusion 
Category



Description
Excluded Square Footage By Building



Event Center SE Grand Lobby Bayfront Terrace



#01
Basement / Cellar 



Space
- - -



#03
Mechanical 
Penthouse



- - -



#04
Intermediate Floor 



Mechanical 
Ops/Storage



- - -



#05 Outside Stairs - - -



#08
Balconies, Decks, 



Terraces
- - 500



#11
Ground Floor 
Circulation / 



Service
- - -
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Level 650 – AHU Mezzanine (+87’-0”)



Event Center Area Exclusions



Exclusion 
Category



Description
Excluded Square Footage By Building



Event Center SE Grand Lobby Bayfront Terrace



#01
Basement / Cellar 



Space
- - -



#03
Mechanical 
Penthouse



17,500 - -



#04
Intermediate Floor 



Mechanical 
Ops/Storage



- - -



#05 Outside Stairs - - -



#08
Balconies, Decks, 



Terraces
- - -



#11
Ground Floor 
Circulation / 



Service
- - -
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Level 700 – Bayfront Terrace Ballroom (+97’-0”)



Event Center Area Exclusions



Exclusion 
Category



Description
Excluded Square Footage By Building



Event Center SE Grand Lobby Bayfront Terrace



#01
Basement / Cellar 



Space
- - -



#03
Mechanical 
Penthouse



- - -



#04
Intermediate Floor 



Mechanical 
Ops/Storage



- - -



#05 Outside Stairs - - -



#08
Balconies, Decks, 



Terraces
- - 6,700



#11
Ground Floor 
Circulation / 



Service
- - -
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WARRIORS BLOCK 29-32 DEVELOPMENT



Developable Area Matrix : Truck Dock and Parking
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Level B100 – Subgrade Parking (-20’-0”)



Event Center Area Exclusions



Exclusion 
Category



Description



Excluded Square Footage By Building



Truck Dock / 
Service



Parking



#06
Parking / Loading / 



Driveways
- 180,600
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Level 000 – Event Level (-6’-0” / -10’-0”)



Event Center Area Exclusions



Exclusion 
Category



Description



Excluded Square Footage By Building



Truck Dock / 
Service



Parking



#06
Parking / Loading / 



Driveways
*53,100 186,200



*Truck Dock / Service
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Level 050 – Entry Plaza (+0’-0”)



Event Center Area Exclusions



Exclusion 
Category



Description



Excluded Square Footage By Building



Truck Dock / 
Service



Parking



#06
Parking / Loading / 



Driveways
*2,100 66,700



*Truck Dock / Service



*Truck Dock / Service
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WARRIORS BLOCK 29-32 DEVELOPMENT



Developable Area Matrix : South Street Tower
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Level 050 – Entry Plaza (+0’-0”) : South Street Tower



Exclusion 
Category



Description



Excluded Square Footage By Building



South Street 
Tower



16th Street
Tower



#04
Intermediate Floor 



Mechanical 
Ops/Storage



- -



#11
Ground Floor 



Circulation and 
Service



5,500 -
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WARRIORS BLOCK 29-32 DEVELOPMENT



Level 100 – Mezzanine (+10’-0”) : South Street Tower



Exclusion 
Category



Description



Excluded Square Footage By Building



South Street 
Tower



16th Street
Tower



#04
Intermediate Floor 



Mechanical 
Ops/Storage



- -



#11
Ground Floor 



Circulation and 
Service



4,500 -
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WARRIORS BLOCK 29-32 DEVELOPMENT



Typical Podium Level : South Street Tower



Exclusion 
Category



Description



Excluded Square Footage By Building



South Street 
Tower



16th Street
Tower



#04
Intermediate Floor 



Mechanical 
Ops/Storage



800 -



#11
Ground Floor 



Circulation and 
Service



- -
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Typical Tower Level : South Street Tower



Exclusion 
Category



Description



Excluded Square Footage By Building



South Street 
Tower



16th Street
Tower



#04
Intermediate Floor 



Mechanical 
Ops/Storage



400 -



#11
Ground Floor 



Circulation and 
Service



- -
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WARRIORS BLOCK 29-32 DEVELOPMENT



Developable Area Matrix : 16th Street Tower
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Level 050 – Entry Plaza (+0’-0”) : 16th Street Tower



50



Exclusion 
Category



Description



Excluded Square Footage By Building



South Street 
Tower



16th Street
Tower



#04
Intermediate Floor 



Mechanical 
Ops/Storage



- -



#11
Ground Floor 



Circulation and 
Service



- 2,500
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WARRIORS BLOCK 29-32 DEVELOPMENT



Level 100 – Mezzanine (+10’-0”) : 16th Street Tower



Exclusion 
Category



Description



Excluded Square Footage By Building



South Street 
Tower



16th Street
Tower



#04
Intermediate Floor 



Mechanical 
Ops/Storage



- -



#11
Ground Floor 



Circulation and 
Service



- 3,500
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Typical Podium Level : 16th Street Tower



Exclusion 
Category



Description



Excluded Square Footage By Building



South Street 
Tower



16th Street
Tower



#04
Intermediate Floor 



Mechanical 
Ops/Storage



- 800



#11
Ground Floor 



Circulation and 
Service



- -
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WARRIORS BLOCK 29-32 DEVELOPMENT



Typical Tower Level : 16th Street Tower



Exclusion 
Category



Description



Excluded Square Footage By Building



South Street 
Tower



16th Street
Tower



#04
Intermediate Floor 



Mechanical 
Ops/Storage



- 400



#11
Ground Floor 



Circulation and 
Service



- -
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Retail Development



Gross Floor Area Exclusions for Retail Spaces
Like Commercial/Industrial development, Retail development in the Mission Bay South Plan Area is described in the DforD’s definition of GFA, which lists specific exclusions that may be netted out



of the project’s officially reported total retail square footage. These exclusions are intended to encourage small pads for multiple local retailers by limiting total occupied square feet per use to 5,000,



and by limiting the retail pad to no more than 75% of the combined area of a building’s ground floor plus the ground level on-site open space associated with that building. Exclusions may only be



applied if the retail is comprised of diverse uses (personal services, restaurants, retail sale of goods), to create an active, urban street environment.



Unlike Commercial/Industrial development, however, the total retail development proposed for any project is measured using the retail’s leasable area, defined per BOMA as described above. This



allows the Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure to compare proposed retail developments to the overall cap on retail in the Mission Bay South Plan Area, which is similarly measured



by leasable area.
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Developable Area Matrix : Retail
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Note: Mission Bay South Design For Development gross floor area exclusion #12 allows for “spaces devoted to personal services, restaurants, and retail sales” to be excluded independently so long as they do not “exceed more than 5,000 occupied square 



feet each and that, in total, they do not exceed 75 percent of the area of the ground floor of the building plus the ground level, on-site open space.” 











Label
Exclusion 
Category



Description



Excluded Square Footage By Building



Event 
Center



South 
Street 
Tower 
(Retail)



South 
Street 



Midblock



16th Street 
Tower 
(Retail)



16th Street 
Midblock



Gatehouse
TFB 



Midblock
Market 



Hall



#11



Ground 
Floor 



Circulation 
& Service 
(and Open



Space)



- - - 1,300 2,300 4,100 3,750 10,600



#12



Spaces 
devoted to 



Personal 
Services



- - - - - - - -



#12
Spaces 



devoted to 
Restaurants



- - - - - - - -



#12
Spaces 



devoted to 
Retail Sales



- 4,800 - 2,100 1,100 1,400 3,000 5,000
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Level 050 – Entry Plaza (+0’-0”)
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Level 100 – Mezzanine (+10’-0”)



Retail Area Exclusions



Label
Exclusion 
Category



Description



Excluded Square Footage By Building



Event 
Center



South 
Street 
Tower 
(Retail)



South 
Street 



Midblock



16th Street 
Tower 
(Retail)



16th Street 
Midblock



Gatehouse
TFB 



Midblock
Market 



Hall



#11



Ground 
Floor 



Circulation 
& Service 
(and Open



Space)



- 1,800 - - - 1,700 - -



#12



Spaces 
devoted to 



Personal 
Services



- - - - - - - -



#12
Spaces 



devoted to 
Restaurants



4,900 2,400 - 2,400 - - - -



#12
Spaces 



devoted to 
Retail Sales



- - - - 1,100 2,600 2,000 -
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Level 200 – Main Concourse (+26’-0”)



Retail Area Exclusions



Label
Exclusion 
Category



Description



Excluded Square Footage By Building



Event 
Center



South 
Street 
Tower 
(Retail)



South 
Street 



Midblock



16th Street 
Tower 
(Retail)



16th Street 
Midblock



Gatehouse
TFB 



Midblock
Market 



Hall



#11



Ground 
Floor 



Circulation 
& Service 
(and Open



Space)



- - - - - - - -



#12



Spaces 
devoted to 



Personal 
Services



- - - - - - - -



#12
Spaces 



devoted to 
Restaurants



- 2,500 - 2,400 - - - 5,000



#12
Spaces 



devoted to 
Retail Sales



5,000 - 2,100 - - - - -
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Mission Bay South Design for Development (DforD)



Section II. Definition of Terms, p. 11-13



Floor Area, Gross:



The sum of the gross areas of the several floors of a building or buildings, measured from the exterior faces of exterior walls or from the centerlines of walls separating two buildings. Where columns



are outside and separated from an exterior wall (curtain wall) which encloses the building space or are otherwise so arranged that the curtain wall is clearly separate from the structural members,



the exterior face of the curtain wall shall be the line of measurement, and the area of the columns themselves at each floor shall also be counted.



A Except as specifically excluded in this definition, “gross floor area” shall include, although not be limited to, the following:



1 Basement and cellar space, including tenants’ storage areas and all other space except that used only for storage or services necessary to the operation or maintenance of the building itself;



2 Elevator shafts, stairwells, exit enclosures and smokeproof enclosures, at each floor;



3 Floor space in penthouses except as specifically excluded in this definition;



4 Attic space (whether or not a floor has been laid) capable of being made into habitable space;



5 Floor space in balconies or mezzanines in the interior of the building;



6 Floor space in open or roofed porches, arcades or exterior balconies, if such porch, arcade or balcony is located above the ground floor or first floor of occupancy above basement or garage



and is used as the primary access to the interior space it serves;



7 Floor space in accessory buildings, except for floor spaces used for accessory off-street parking or loading spaces as described herein, and driveways and maneuvering areas incidental



thereto; and



8 Any other floor space not specifically excluded in this definition.



B “Gross floor area” shall not include the following:



1 Basement and cellar space used only for storage or services necessary to the operation or maintenance of the building itself;



2 Attic space not capable of being made into habitable space;



3 Elevator or stair penthouses, accessory water tanks or cooling towers, and other mechanical equipment, appurtenances and areas necessary to the operation or maintenance of the building



itself, if located at the top of the building or separated therefrom only by other space not included in the gross floor area;



4 Mechanical equipment, appurtenances and areas, necessary to the operation or maintenance of the building itself (i) if located at an intermediate story of the building and forming a complete



floor level; or (ii) if located on a number of intermediate stories occupying less than a full floor level, provided that the mechanical equipment, appurtenances and areas are permanently



separated from occupied floor areas and in aggregate area do not exceed the area of an average floor as determined by the Redevelopment Agency



5 Outside stairs to the first floor of occupancy at the face of the building which the stairs serve, or fire escapes;



6 Floor space used for accessory off-street parking and loading spaces and driveways and maneuvering areas incidental thereto;



7 Arcades, plazas, walkways, porches, breezeways, porticos and similar features (whether roofed or not), at or near street level, accessible to the general public and not substantially enclosed



by exterior walls; and accessways to public transit lines, if open for use by the general public; all exclusive of areas devoted to sales, service, display, and other activities other than



movement of persons;



8 Balconies, porches, roof decks, terraces, courts and similar features, except those used for primary access as described in Paragraph (a)(6) above, provided that:



a) If more than 70 percent of the perimeter of such an area is enclosed, either by building walls (exclusive of a railing or parapet not more than three feet eight inches high) or by such



walls and interior lot lines, and the clear space is less than 15 feet in either dimension, the area shall not be excluded from gross floor area unless it is fully open to the sky (except for



roof eaves, cornices or belt courses which project not more than two feet from the face of the building wall).
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Mission Bay South Design for Development (DforD)



b) If more than 70 percent of the perimeter of such an area is enclosed, either by building walls (exclusive of a railing or parapet not more than three feet eight inches high), or by such 



walls and interior lot lines, and the clear space is 15 feet or more in both dimensions, (1) the area shall be excluded from gross floor area if it is fully open to the sky (except for roof 



eaves, cornices or belt courses which project no more than two feet from the face of the building wall), and (2) the area may have roofed areas along its perimeter which are also 



excluded from gross floor area if the minimum clear open space between any such roof and the opposite wall or roof (whichever is closer) is maintained at 15 feet (with the above 



exceptions) and the roofed area does not exceed 10 feet in depth; (3) in addition, when the clear open area exceeds 625 square feet, a canopy, gazebo, or similar roofed structure 



without walls may cover up to 10 percent of such open space without being counted as gross floor area.



c) If, however, 70 percent or less of the perimeter of such an area is enclosed by building walls (exclusive of a railing or parapet not more than three feet eight inches high) or by such 



walls and interior lot lines, and the open side or sides face on a yard, street or court whose dimensions satisfy the requirements of this Code and all other applicable codes for instances 



in which required windows face upon such yard, street or court, the area may be roofed to the extent permitted by such codes in instances in which required windows are involved;



9 On lower, nonresidential floors, elevator shafts and other life-support systems serving exclusively the residential uses on the upper floors of a building;



10 One-third of that portion of a window bay conforming to the requirements of Section 136(d)(2) of the San Francisco Planning Code (in effect as of the adoption of the Design for  



Development) which extends beyond the plane formed by the face of the facade on either side of the bay but not to exceed seven square feet per bay window as measured at each floor;



11 Ground floor area devoted to building or pedestrian circulation and building service;



12 Space devoted to personal services, restaurants, and retail sales of goods intended to meet the convenience shopping and service needs of workers and residents, not to exceed 5,000 



occupied square feet per use and, in total, not to exceed 75 percent of the area of the ground floor of the building plus the ground level, on-site open space. 



13 An interior space provided as an open space feature in accordance with the requirements herein;



14 Floor area devoted to child care facilities provided that:



a) Allowable indoor space is no more or no less than 3,000 square feet and no more than 6,000 square feet, and



b) The facilities are made available rent free, and



c) Adequate outdoor space is provided adjacent, or easily accessible, to the facility. Spaces such as atriums, rooftops or public parks may be used if they meet licensing requirements for   



child care facilities, and



d) The space is used for child care for the life of the building as long as there is a demonstrated need. No change in use shall occur without a finding by the Redevelopment Agency that 



there is a lack of need for child care and that the space will be used for a facility described herein dealing with cultural, educational, recreational, religious, or social service facilities;



15 Floor area permanently devoted to cultural, educational, recreational, religious or social service facilities available to the general public at no cost or at a fee covering actual operating 



expenses, provided that such facilities are:



a) Owned and operated by a nonprofit corporation or institution, or



b) Are made available rent free for occupancy only by nonprofit corporations or institutions for such functions. Building area subject to this subsection shall be counted as occupied floor 



area, except as provided herein, for the purpose of calculating the off-street parking and freight loading requirements for the project;



c) For the purpose of calculating the off-street parking and freight loading requirement for the project, building area subject to this subsection shall be counted as occupied floor area, 



except as provided herein.



Floor Area, Leasable:



Leasable Floor Area means Floor Rentable Area, as defined and calculated in the 1996 Building Owners Management Association International publication, “Standard Method For Measuring Floor 



Area in Office Buildings.”
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· Project components, including heights and other details
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DESIGN NARRATIVE


· Overall design principles include:


· Dynamism (origins in sails)


· Appreciating/acknowledging/taking advantage of/augmenting the context 


· Bay, park, proximity to downtown, views of bridge, etc.


· Responding to/enriching MB neighborhood aesthetic


· Color (maybe), curves, “No back door”


· Truly multi-purpose


· Sports side, performing arts side


· Interior flexibility (sports, ice, end stage, theater config, etc.)


· Civic amenity for all, high-quality urban design, etc. 
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· Lobbies/grand entries
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· Prominent entry plazas (cross-reference to open space package)
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· Who goes to what retail area, at what time of day, and what do they see/smell/hear/feel? 
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Beau’s developable area matrix + Gross floor area calcs
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Fig ##  |  Views to South Bay
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Fig ##  |  Views to South Bay
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Fig ##  |  Views to South Bay
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Fig ##  |  Views to South Bay
Fig ##  |  Views to South Bay



Fig ##  |  Clear Views to Bay



Fig ##  |  Clear Views to Bay Bridge



Fig ##  |  High Views to Skyline
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PROPOSED JOINT TRENCH
EXISTING JOINT TRENCH
PROPOSED GAS
EXISTING GAS
PROPOSED LOW PRESSURE WATER
EXISTING LOW PRESSURE WATER
PROPOSED HIGH PRESSURE WATER
EXISTING HIGH PRESSURE WATER
PROPOSED RECLAIMED WATER
EXISTING RECLAIMED WATER
PROPOSED COMBINED SEWER
EXISTING COMBINED SEWER
COMBINED SEWER MANHOLE
PROPOSED SANITARY SEWER
EXISTING SANITARY SEWER
SANITARY SEWER MANHOLE
PROPOSED STORM DRAIN
EXISTING STORM DRAIN
STORM DRAIN MANHOLE



LEGEND



UTILITY INFRASTRUCTURE OVERVIEW



IN ANTICIPATION OF THE FUTURE DEVELOPMENT OF
BLOCKS 29-32, THE INFRASTRUCTURE IMPROVEMENTS
NEEDED TO SERVICE THE SITE HAVE ALREADY BEEN
COMPLETED IN 3RD STREET AND SOUTH STREET.



THE INSTALLATION OF THE FOLLOWING UTILITY SYSTEMS
ALONG 16TH STREET HAVE ALREADY BEEN COMPLETED:



SEPARATE SANITARY SEWER MAIN
SEPARATE STORM DRAIN MAIN



THE INSTALLATION OF THE FOLLOWING UTILITY SYSTEMS
ALONG 16TH STREET WILL TAKE PLACE DURING THIS MAJOR
PHASE:



DOMESTIC WATER MAIN
RECLAIMED WATER MAIN
GAS MAIN



THE INSTALLATION OF THE FOLLOWING UTILITY SYSTEMS
ALONG THE FUTURE TERRY A FRANCOIS BLVD WILL TAKE
PLACE DURING THIS MAJOR PHASE:



SEPARATE SANITARY SEWER MAIN
SEPARATE STORM DRAIN MAIN
DOMESTIC WATER MAIN
RECLAIMED WATER MAIN
GAS MAIN



THERE ARE SEVERAL EXISTING SERVICE LATERALS
EXTENDING FROM THE EXISTING UTILITY MAINS ALONG
SOUTH STREET THAT CAN PRESUMABLY BE USED TO
SERVICE THE SITE. ADDITIONAL SERVICE LATERALS ARE
PROPOSED ALONG 16TH STREET AND THE FUTURE TERRY
A FRANCOIS BLVD FRONTAGE.



THE EXISTING AND PROPOSED UTILITY INFRASTRUCTURE
IMPROVEMENTS ARE CONSISTENT WITH THE MISSION BAY
SOUTH INFRASTRUCTURE PLAN.



Fig ##  |  Charts caption
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Fig ##  |  Charts caption
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vehicular & truck access
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Fig ##  |  Level ##
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Fig ##  |  Level ##
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Fig ##  |  Level ##
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Fig ##  |  North elevation



Fig ##  |  West elevation



elevations



Fig ##  |  South elevation



Fig ##  |  East elevation
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Fig ##  |  Caption for diagram



transverse section



Fig ##  |  Caption for diagram
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Fig ##  |  Caption for diagram



materials



Sum nimi, im deliquam, voluptaspit occaborero dolorro reperumquid quibusa 
estioru ptumquam, solores sectecte non cusapidit facesti offic tem volut amus.



Sum nimi, im deliquam, voluptaspit occaborero dolorro reperumquid quibusa 
estioru ptumquam, solores sectecte non cusapidit facesti offic tem volut amus.
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estioru ptumquam, solores sectecte non cusapidit facesti offic tem volut amus.
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Fig ##  |  Section detail



Fig ##  |  Elevation



West/Plaza View
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Fig ##  |  Section detail



Fig ##  |  Elevation



Southeast Plaza View
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Fig ##  |  Section detail
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Fig ##  |  Elevation



View Along Pedestrian Path



Fig ##  |  Section detail
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Fig ##  |  Elevation



View Along 16th Street
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Fig. ##  |  Office + OS - NW Corner



look / feel



Fig. ## | Arena + OS + Office - Main Plaza
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Fig. ##  |  OS - South Street Garage Entrance Fig. ##  |  Retail - Bayview Outlook
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Fig. ## | Retail - NE Corner Fig. ##  | Retail + OS - TFB Retail
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Fig. ## | Arena + Retail - TFB Retail/Skybar Entrance Fig. ##  |  Arena - Skybar
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Fig. ## | Arena - View from Park Fig. ##  |  Arena - SE Entrance Plaza
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Fig. ## | Arena - Sixteenth Street Fig. ##  |  Arena - Sixteenth Street Atrium Entry
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Fig. ## | Office - SW Corner Fig. ##  |  Open Space - Gatehouse
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Fig. ##  |  Aerial rendering from Southeast corner entry



exterior PersPective



Fig. ##  |  Aerial rendering from Northwest
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Fig. ##  |  Aerial rendering from Southeast



exterior PersPective



Fig. ##  |  Aerial rendering from 16th Street
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Fig. ##  |  Aerial rendering from Northeast
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UTILITY INFRASTRUCTURE OVERVIEW



IN ANTICIPATION OF THE FUTURE DEVELOPMENT OF
BLOCKS 29-32, THE INFRASTRUCTURE IMPROVEMENTS
NEEDED TO SERVICE THE SITE HAVE ALREADY BEEN
COMPLETED IN 3RD STREET AND SOUTH STREET.



THE INSTALLATION OF THE FOLLOWING UTILITY SYSTEMS
ALONG 16TH STREET HAVE ALREADY BEEN COMPLETED:



SEPARATE SANITARY SEWER MAIN
SEPARATE STORM DRAIN MAIN



THE INSTALLATION OF THE FOLLOWING UTILITY SYSTEMS
ALONG 16TH STREET WILL TAKE PLACE DURING THIS MAJOR
PHASE:



DOMESTIC WATER MAIN
RECLAIMED WATER MAIN
GAS MAIN



THE INSTALLATION OF THE FOLLOWING UTILITY SYSTEMS
ALONG THE FUTURE TERRY A FRANCOIS BLVD WILL TAKE
PLACE DURING THIS MAJOR PHASE:



SEPARATE SANITARY SEWER MAIN
SEPARATE STORM DRAIN MAIN
DOMESTIC WATER MAIN
RECLAIMED WATER MAIN
GAS MAIN



THERE ARE SEVERAL EXISTING SERVICE LATERALS
EXTENDING FROM THE EXISTING UTILITY MAINS ALONG
SOUTH STREET THAT CAN PRESUMABLY BE USED TO
SERVICE THE SITE. ADDITIONAL SERVICE LATERALS ARE
PROPOSED ALONG 16TH STREET AND THE FUTURE TERRY
A FRANCOIS BLVD FRONTAGE.



THE EXISTING AND PROPOSED UTILITY INFRASTRUCTURE
IMPROVEMENTS ARE CONSISTENT WITH THE MISSION BAY
SOUTH INFRASTRUCTURE PLAN.
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Fig ##  |  North elevation



Fig ##  |  West elevation
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Fig ##  |  South elevation



Fig ##  |  East elevation
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Fig ##  |  Section detail



Fig ##  |  Elevation
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Fig ##  |  Elevation



TFB Retail (from street) Market Hall entrance (from street)
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Fig ##  |  Section detail
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Fig ##  |  Elevation



Market hall and TFB (from pedestrian path)
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Fig. ##  |  Office + OS - NW Corner
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Fig. ## | Arena + OS + Office - Main Plaza
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Fig. ##  |  OS - South Street Garage Entrance
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Fig. ##  |  Retail - Bayview Outlook
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Fig. ## | Retail - NE Corner
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Fig. ##  | Retail + OS - TFB Retail
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Fig. ## | Arena + Retail - TFB Retail/Skybar Entrance
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Fig. ##  |  Arena - Skybar
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Fig. ## | Arena - View from Park
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Fig. ##  |  Arena - SE Entrance Plaza
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Fig. ## | Arena - Sixteenth Street
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Fig. ##  |  Arena - Sixteenth Street Atrium Entry
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Fig. ## | Office - SW Corner
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Fig. ##  |  Open Space - Gatehouse
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Fig. ##  |  Aerial rendering of the arena from the main plaza in the Northeast/west
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Fig. ##  |  Aerial rendering from Southeast corner entry
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Fig. ##  |  Aerial rendering from Southeast
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Fig. ##  |  Aerial rendering from Northwest
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Fig. ##  |  Aerial rendering from Northeast
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Fig. ##  |  Aerial rendering from 16th Street
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From: Hennessy, Cathal
To: "Clarke Miller"; Olea, Ricardo (MTA)
Cc: José I. Farrán; Miller, Erin (MTA); Miller, Don (DPW); Reilly, Catherine (CII); Moy, Barbara; Flynn, Jeffrey;


Molly Hayes (mhayes@warriors.com); Kate Aufhauser (kaufhauser@warriors.com)
Subject: RE: Sliver on GSW Property
Date: Tuesday, February 24, 2015 3:09:15 PM


Hi All
 
I am the project manager for the Muni cross over and the platform widening project.  Sorry to add
extra confusion, but the sliver of land may be needed in order to provide the space necessary for
the widening of the platform  and not the track work itself.


I agree a conference call is necessary to talk about the project and the exact location of the land in
question. I am available tomorrow between 3-4pm.
 
Thanks
 
Cathal
 
Cathal Hennessy
SFMTA
Phone (415) 701-4548
 
 


From: Clarke Miller [mailto:CMiller@stradasf.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 24, 2015 2:45 PM
To: Olea, Ricardo
Cc: José I. Farrán; Miller, Erin; Miller, Don; Reilly, Catherine; Moy, Barbara; Flynn, Jeffrey; Hennessy,
Cathal; Molly Hayes (mhayes@warriors.com); Kate Aufhauser (kaufhauser@warriors.com)
Subject: RE: Sliver on GSW Property
 
Thanks for these responses, Ricardo and Jose. This does clarify quite a bit. I’d previously thought
that the Lot 7 area in question (currently sidewalk and land) was a placeholder if further road-
widening needed to occur. It appears the existing configuration of the roadway in that location


already accommodates the lane shifting due to the double left-turn lanes off Third onto 16th, so no
further encroachment into Lot 7 would be required.
 
So is the remaining possible use of Lot 7 if the two NB lanes need to be shifted further east (into Lot
7) to allow for an expanded Muni median if cross-over tracks were to be installed at the south end


of Third St just north of 16th? Jeff F., are you involved in any of those discussions so that you could
provide an update?
 
A 30-minute call tomorrow between 3-4pm might be simplest to discuss this. Jeff, are you available
then?
 
Thanks,
Clarke
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From: Olea, Ricardo [mailto:Ricardo.Olea@sfmta.com] 
Sent: Monday, February 23, 2015 4:43 PM
To: Clarke Miller
Cc: José I. Farrán; Miller, Erin; Miller, Don; Reilly, Catherine; Moy, Barbara; Flynn, Jeffrey; Hennessy,
Cathal
Subject: RE: Sliver on GSW Property
 
Clarke –
Unfortunately I’m not available at this time due to some other conflicting meetings. 
 
All I know is what I appear to have confirmed from reading Jose’s email:  due to the double
northbound left turn here, the lanes are pushed to the east (see attached drawings).  To make up


that transition a sliver of land on the NE corner of 3rd and 16th Streets was set back to the roadway
could back to its regular alignment.  I don’t see how you can transition the two lanes fully within the
intersection (that is, not have the sliver at all on the Warriors lot), but it’s something a civil could
look at in more detail if roadway changes are anticipated.  It’s about an eleven foot transition of the
curb lane. Using the standard state transition formula and a 35 mph design speed you get a
transition of 225 feet.  It looks like the transition now is somewhere in the 200 foot range.
 
I’m not sure about impacts about LRV crossover tracks at this location, not my area of expertise. 
Copying Jeff Flynn who’s been involved in Warriors discussions on the Muni Service Planning side.
 
Ricardo
 


From: Clarke Miller [mailto:CMiller@stradasf.com] 
Sent: Monday, February 23, 2015 3:06 PM
To: José I. Farrán; Miller, Erin; Miller, Don; Reilly, Catherine; Moy, Barbara
Cc: Olea, Ricardo
Subject: RE: Sliver on GSW Property
 
Thanks for the additional background, Jose. It seems a quick call to review MTA’s latest thoughts on


the intersection of Third and 16th, including any impacts from a possible LRV crossover track in that
location, would be helpful.
 
Ricardo, are you available (or a designated person from your team) to join the rest of this group for
a 30-minute call between 2:30-4pm on Wednesday? If so, I’ll circulate an invite with a dial-in
number.
 
Thanks,
Clarke
 


From: José I. Farrán [mailto:jifarran@AdavantConsulting.com] 
Sent: Monday, February 23, 2015 10:29 AM
To: 'Miller, Erin'; Clarke Miller; 'Miller, Don'; 'Reilly, Catherine'; 'Moy, Barbara'
Cc: 'Olea, Ricardo'
Subject: RE: Sliver on GSW Property
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Erin et al.,
 
I am available for a phone call on Wednesday afternoon if still needed.
 
My recollection of the planning process for the intersection of 16th/Third is that the additional land take
on the west side of Block 31 north of 16th St was to properly accommodate the ultimate design for a
dual left-turn only lane at the 16t St/Third intersection (from northbound Third to westbound 16th); there
is a similar take proposed for the south side of 16th on the west side of Block 33.
 
It is not really an “acceleration lane” (it is a City intersection after all), rather its role is to provide a
smoother transition to the northbound through traffic on Third Street that is being pushed slightly east
and then back west as vehicles travel across 16th St.
 
It is possible that now that the Third St light rail tracks are in place (I believe they were not built at the
time we were looking into this), the extra land takes on Blocks 31 and 33 are no longer needed; MTA
and others have recommendations/standards currently about the allowable cross-shift of traffic per
longitudinal distance that can be applied to this situation.  On the other hand, Muni is looking into
installing a crossover track for LRT between 16th and South Street to better serve transit riders to/from
the arena, so having the extra room within the LRT median could facilitate that design.
 
_______________________________________________________
José I. Farrán, P.E.
  Adavant
         Consulting
200 Francisco St.,  2nd Floor, San Francisco, CA 94133
office: (415) 362-3552; mobile: (415) 990-6412
jifarran@AdavantConsulting.com
AdavantConsulting.com
 
 
From: Miller, Erin [mailto:Erin.Miller@sfmta.com] 
Sent: Monday, February 23, 2015 9:51 AM
To: 'Clarke Miller'; Miller, Don; Reilly, Catherine; Moy, Barbara
Cc: Jose I. Farran (jifarran@adavantconsulting.com); Olea, Ricardo
Subject: RE: Sliver on GSW Property
 
All:
 
I also agree and think that this topic would be best handled by Ricardo on the MTA’s end.  I’m sorry
Clark, not realizing the full background story, I started by reaching out first to Catherine.
 
I’m happy to help coordinate meetings if that would help.  I am copying both Ricardo and Jose on
this email.
 
Best,
 


Erin Miller Blankinship
 
Urban Planning Initiatives, Development & Transportation Integration
Sustainable Streets
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Join the Waterfront Transportation Assessment Mailing List here!
 
 
(415) 701-5490 o
(415) 971-7429 m
 
www.sfmta.com  
 


From: Clarke Miller [mailto:CMiller@stradasf.com] 
Sent: Monday, February 23, 2015 9:32 AM
To: Miller, Don; Miller, Erin; Reilly, Catherine; Moy, Barbara
Subject: RE: Sliver on GSW Property
 
Thanks, Don.
 
Erin, please let me know if you have 30-minutes available between 2:30-4pm Wednesday and I’ll
coordinate with Jose and then send an invite.
 
Clarke
 


From: Miller, Don (DPW) [mailto:Don.Miller@sfdpw.org] 
Sent: Monday, February 23, 2015 9:19 AM
To: Clarke Miller; Miller, Erin (MTA); Reilly, Catherine (CII); Moy, Barbara
Subject: RE: Sliver on GSW Property
 
All,
 
I agree with Clark’s recollection of our meeting last week and think a call with Jose would be
helpful.  I looked at Barbara and my calendar’s and Tuesday is booked, but Wednesday between 2:30
and 4 is open.
 
Don
 


From: Clarke Miller [mailto:CMiller@stradasf.com] 
Sent: Monday, February 23, 2015 9:09 AM
To: Miller, Erin (MTA); Reilly, Catherine (CII); Miller, Don (DPW); Moy, Barbara
Subject: RE: Sliver on GSW Property
 
A little more background might be helpful. I met with Don and Barbara on this issue last week, and
we determined the appropriate next step was for me to reach out to Erin to understand the process
for having MTA determine whether it’s necessary to continue to hold the SW sliver of land as a
possible future acceleration lane. Don and Barbara thought MTA’s Traffic and Engineering team,
likely Ricardo, would need to be the one who ultimately concludes whether that acceleration lane is
still required or not. How he decides (i.e., based on analysis from GSW SEIR Transpo section, a new
traffic study, or an informed opinion of anticipated local traffic conditions) was something I wanted
to discuss with Erin. I can also reach out to Jose Farran to see if he has preliminary thoughts on the
best way to conclude whether an acceleration lane might be required now or in the future at the SW
corner of the site.
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Should I set up a call with Jose, Erin, and Don as a next step? If so, please let me know your
availability tomorrow or Wednesday afternoon.
 
Thanks,
Clarke
 


From: Miller, Erin [mailto:Erin.Miller@sfmta.com] 
Sent: Friday, February 20, 2015 9:46 AM
To: Reilly, Catherine; Miller, Don; Moy, Barbara
Cc: Clarke Miller
Subject: RE: Sliver on GSW Property
 
Thank you all.  I’m copying Clark on my reply here to include him in this conversation from the
beginning.  I appreciate any help you can provide.
 
Best,
 


Erin Miller Blankinship
 
Urban Planning Initiatives, Development & Transportation Integration
Sustainable Streets
 
Join the Waterfront Transportation Assessment Mailing List here!
 
 
(415) 701-5490 o
(415) 971-7429 m
 
www.sfmta.com  
 


From: Reilly, Catherine (CII) [mailto:catherine.reilly@sfgov.org] 
Sent: Friday, February 20, 2015 9:20 AM
To: Miller, Erin; Miller, Don; Moy, Barbara
Subject: Sliver on GSW Property
 
Hi, Erin – thanks for the reminder about your question on this sliver. 
 
I have cc-ed the Task Force who holds all information related to MB infrastructure.  Don/Barbara –
Erin received a call from Clarke regarding the little turn lane area at the southwest corner of the
GSW site and she is trying to get information on it.  I figured you are the best to start with on the
history, etc. and what you would need from MTA for the City to make a decision on whether they
are willing to transfer the parcel to the GSW.


Thanks
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
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   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
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From: Arce, Pedro (CII)
To: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
Subject: RE: BCSD East Side Submissions 2/25
Date: Thursday, February 26, 2015 5:01:27 PM
Attachments: image001.png


MBS GSW combined BCD-SD checklist.docx


Catherine here are some observations:
1.        Use of consistent terms: i.e.: the market hall appears as the food hall in some documents,


the events center is in some documents the arena.
2.        Site Plan (standalone): The Site plan should support the different components (the


gatehouse is not associated with any of the components); it should include a legend to
identify the different components: event center and gatehouse, retail, market hall and
office/R&D


3.        D for D Adjusted Floor Area. I assume that this will be a standalone document.
Frankly I find it quite long (42 pages); some of the information is inevitable such as the
narrative and the site plan but other information could be dropped, such as the building
elevations, while other information may be condensed, i.e. : after each exclusion matrix the
draft includes full size floor plans. The floor plans could be reduced in size.


4.        Arena Schematic Design Package: it should be not just Schematic Design but a Combined
Basic Concept/Schematic Design submittal. If you consider necessary you may share with
David Manica’s office the attached checklist for combined Basic Concept/Schematic Design
submittals.
The proposed organization should establish the pattern for the Retail, Office and Open


Space Packages.
The draft includes partial Site Plan information; it should include the following: site
boundaries, building footprint, roads, sidewalks and mid-block connectors, private open
space (public open space will be dealt with separately) and setbacks (very important). These
are missing in the draft.
Adjacent land uses are also part of the Site Plan. These are shown in conjunction with the
Vicinity Plans; the plan is an overall Mission Bay South land-use plan. The information about
adjacent land uses should show them at a shorter range.
The elevations included in the Draft appear as rather small, if necessary they should be at a
larger scale to give a better sense of the exterior appearance of the building.
As the draft devotes several pages for materials, it should also include wall assemblies (glass
curtain walls, sections with perforated/non perforated metal panels, building base,
proscenium, etc.) and wall sections if necessary to illustrate recesses, exterior surfaces,
interaction between different wall assemblies.


5.        Project Data Summary (again, I assume that this is a draft master project data summary for
all combined BCD/SD for each of the components: Event Center and gatehouse, retail and
office/R&D)
The Data Summary includes a Column for “Planning Code Section 321 Project
Authorization”. This information is only necessary for the office/R&D projects. It is
unnecessary for the Events Center and for the Market Hall/Retail component. It may be
presented in the form of a separate table as it has been done for other project.
The Data Summary table also has an indication (NA) about mechanical penthouses in
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February 26, 2015


Blocks 29 to 32, Combined Basic Concept Design/ Schematic Design Checklist (*)





			REQUIRED MATERIALS	


			BASIC CONCEPT


			PAGE (S)


			Comments


			SCHEMATICS


			PAGE (S)


			Comments





			Data Chart





			Conceptual Program of uses


			Required


			


			


			Required (in written statement)


			


			





			Maximum Development Density


			Required


			


			


			Required (in written statement)


			


			





			Housing


			Required


			


			


			Required (in written statement)


			


			





			Loading


			Required


			


			


			Required (in written statement)


			


			





			Parking


			Required


			


			


			Required (in written statement)


			


			





			Building Coverage & Streetwall


			Required


			


			


			Required (in written statement)


			


			





			Vicinity Plan





			Utilities


			Required


			


			


			Not required


			


			





			Vehicular Circulation


			Required


			


			


			Not required


			


			





			Pedestrian Circulation


			Required


			


			


			Not required


			


			





			Bicycle Circulation


			Required


			


			


			Not required


			


			





			View Corridors 


			Required


			


			


			Not required


			


			





			Open Spaces


			Required


			


			


			Not required


			


			





			Site Plan





			Site boundaries


			Required


			


			


			Required


			


			





			Building Footprint


			Required


			


			


			Required


			


			





			Public Open Space


			Required


			


			


			Required


			


			





			Private Open Space


			Required


			


			


			Required


			


			





			Setbacks (if applicable)


			Required


			


			


			Required


			


			





			Roads, sidewalks, mid-block connectors


			Required


			


			


			Required


			


			





			Parking & Loading facilities


			Required


			


			


			Required


			


			





			Circulation Diagrams


			Required


			


			


			Required


			


			





			Streetscape Improvements.


			Required


			


			


			Required


			


			





			Adjacent Uses


			Required


			


			


			Required


			


			





			Site Sections


			Not required


			


			


			Required


			


			





			Building





			Plans


			Required


			


			


			Required


			


			





			Elevations


			Required


			


			


			Required


			


			





			Sections


			Required


			


			


			Required


			


			





			Isometrics


			Required


			


			Incomplete


			Required


			


			Incomplete





			Wall Sections


			Not required


			


			


			Required


			


			





			Written Statement (size and use of facilities, proposed structural systems and building materials)


			Required


			


			Incomplete (2)


			Required (information requested for Data Chart plus structural, materials and area calculations)


			


			Incomplete (2)





			Arts Proposal (if applicable)


			Not required


			


			


			Not required


			


			





			Model


			Required


			


			


			Required


			


			





			Illustrative Materials


			Required


			


			


			Required


			


			





			Building envelope Shadows


(Shadow analysis when variance from D for D standards is requested)


			Required


			


			


			Required


			


			





			Wind Analysis (preliminary if building is 100’ high or more)


			Required.


			


			Incomplete


			Required if tunnel testing was determined to be required for the project.


			


			Incomplete





			Landscaping Information


			


			


			


			Required


			


			





			Phasing Plan


			Required


			


			


			Not required


			


			





			Samples


			Not required


			


			


			Required


			


			





			Signage


			Not required


			


			


			Required


			


			











(*) For combined submittals if a material is not required for Basic Concept Design but required for Schematic Design or if required for Schematic Design but not for Basic Concept, it shall be provided.





MBS GSW combined BCD-SD checklist






podium buildings; well this is rather confusing and inaccurate; the height of mechanical
equipment is established by the height limit [“ the exemption shall be limited to the top 10’
of such features where the height limit is 65’ or less and the top 36’ (20’ for mechanical
penthouse, 16’ of a ventilator stack) of such features where the height limit is more than
65’”]. The podium must have a height limit of 90’ or 135’. The information needs correction.
Also, information related to streetwall needs include other standards, not just the maximum
length; the missing information is: Minimum height, Maximum height, corner conditions,
variations and projections (just indicating that it will comply is not sufficient)


6.        Package Texts.
As combined BCD/SD each will need to include data charts summarizing the Program of uses
(my understanding is that with the exemption of the Market Hall/retail, the other buildings
will be mixed use, i.e.: sports arena, theater, parking; offices and/or R&D, retail. There
should be a table indicating the proposed development density for each of those
components.
Narrative:
In general it is a good approach; however, I have the following suggestions:
The outline indicates that each application will reference key documents (like D4D),
regulatory processes, and approvals. This may not be necessary since the Project Data
Summary will indicate the applicable standards. I propose eliminating this or just making a
reference to the Project Data Summary.


The outline also indicates that the application will mention presupposes a
forthcoming D4D amendment (fine)


Will explain other packages’ contents (set-up for cross-referencing later in the
document) Fine but brief.


I did not comment the other drafts since I thought that it would be better to concentrate my
attention on the referenced documents. Hope that the checklist, in combination with these
observations will help. Have a nice weekend.


 
 


From: Reilly, Catherine (CII) 
Sent: Thursday, February 26, 2015 1:41 PM
To: Arce, Pedro (CII)
Subject: FW: BCSD East Side Submissions 2/25
 
 
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
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From: Kate Aufhauser [mailto:KAufhauser@warriors.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 25, 2015 6:12 PM
To: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
Cc: Clarke Miller; ldicarlo@manicaarchitecture.com; Lauren Weingartner; Arce, Pedro (CII)
Subject: BCSD East Side Submissions 2/25
 
Catherine:
Please find the following attached for both the Arena package and the Market Hall/Retail package:
 


1)       Preliminary draft BCSD packages: InDesign file (basic layout and working labels), vicinity
plans, existing renderings, and a first pass at pedestrian vignettes (eye-level Sketch-up
screenshots)


a.       Q: The last two (renderings/vignettes) are placeholders and do not yet incorporate
updated landscape, retail, etc. We are hoping for feedback on the general format
(i.e., is Sketchup OK?) and the specific views/areas chosen to represent.


2)       A blank mock-up for the Project Data Summary table
a.       Q: Should this be one table, copied across packages, or should the summary table in


select packages focus only on specific structures? For instance, under “Building
Heights,” we currently have multiple structures listed (instead of one or two).


3)       The last document you received confirming our Adjusted Gross & Leasable calculations
(“GSW development exclusions V5 Final”)


a.       Q: Should these same tables be updated and worked into the BCSD package for the
arena and the retail, as applicable? Or do we not need to repeat?


4)       Narrative outlines (key points that will be covered when we translate these to prose)
 
I am also including a color-coded site plan to confirm which areas are covered by which package – as
you requested last Thursday. We don’t yet have an updated rendered site plan, so please disregard
the old office massing and slightly different arena shape at the SE corner. The ideas should be clear.
As discussed, the offices (both shown in pink) will each be covered in separate, standalone packages
(2 total).
 
Per your note yesterday, we’ll look forward to comments from OCII in 7 days (end of day 3/4). We’ll
be working on additional materials in the meantime and are available for questions or comments as
they arise.
 
Thanks,
Kate
 
Kate Aufhauser
Project Analyst
510.986.5419 (office) | 202.230.2642 (cell)
kaufhauser@warriors.com


website | tickets | app | social | find us


SBJ's 2014 Sports Team of the Year
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From: Van de Water, Adam (MYR)
To: "Dick Shaff"; Bob Sauter
Cc: Richard Berkson; Michael Nimon (mnimon@epsys.com); Debbie Kern (dkern@keysermarston.com); Reilly,


Catherine (CII)
Subject: Warriors Question
Date: Wednesday, February 25, 2015 4:33:34 PM


Hi Dick and Bob:
 
I’m hoping you can help our economic consultants, CC:ed here, answer a question about the
Warriors arena.  We’re trying to estimate annual collections from the arena for the Utility Users Tax,
which is calculated at 7.5% of telephone, electric, gas, steam and water use.  We can use industry
numbers for the office and retail components but are having a hard time estimating consumption
for the arena itself.  Do you or SMG have any approximations of utility use we could apply to the
proposed 18,000 seat, 775,000 gsf arena?  Maybe rates per square foot of convention exhibit space
that we could extrapolate?  Anything you can share would be tremendously helpful.


Thanks, 
 
Adam Van de Water
Office of Economic and Workforce Development
City Hall Room 448
San Francisco, CA 94102
(415) 554-6625
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From: Sekhri, Neil
To: Reilly, Catherine (CII); Clarke Miller; Kate Aufhauser
Cc: David Kelly; Maria Jenkerson
Subject: RE: Call to review DforD amendment approach
Date: Friday, February 27, 2015 10:58:43 AM
Attachments: image001.png


Next Friday, I’m available any time other than 1-3.
 
Neil  Sekhri
Of Counsel


GIBSON DUNN


Gibson, Dunn & Crutcher LLP
555 Mission Street, San Francisco, CA 94105-0921
Tel +1 415.393.8334 • Fax +1 415.374.8435  
NSekhri@gibsondunn.com • www.gibsondunn.com
 


From: Reilly, Catherine (CII) [mailto:catherine.reilly@sfgov.org] 
Sent: Friday, February 27, 2015 8:58 AM
To: Clarke Miller; Kate Aufhauser; Sekhri, Neil
Cc: David Kelly; Maria Jenkerson
Subject: RE: Call to review DforD amendment approach
 
I am open anytime next Friday after 8.30.
 
 
Sent  from my Verizon Wireless 4G LTE smartphone


 


-------- Original message --------
From: Clarke Miller
Date:02/26/2015 4:15 PM (GMT-08:00)
To: Kate Aufhauser ,"Reilly, Catherine (CII)" ,"'Sekhri, Neil (NSekhri@gibsondunn.com)'"
Cc: David Kelly ,Maria Jenkerson
Subject: RE: Call to review DforD amendment approach
 
Thanks, Kate. I understand David Kelly’s schedule has some flex to it that day, so the times below
should work for him too. Once Neil and Catherine can confirm what times work best for them, I’ll
send out an invite.
Thanks,
Clarke
 


From: Kate Aufhauser [mailto:KAufhauser@warriors.com] 
Sent: Thursday, February 26, 2015 1:52 PM
To: Clarke Miller; Catherine Reilly (Catherine.Reilly@sfgov.org); 'Sekhri, Neil
(NSekhri@gibsondunn.com)'
Cc: David Kelly; Maria Jenkerson
Subject: RE: Call to review DforD amendment approach
 
Next Fri (3/6) I am free 8am-10am, 12pm-2pm, or after 3pm.
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Kate Aufhauser
Project Analyst
510.986.5419 (office) | 202.230.2642 (cell)
kaufhauser@warriors.com


website | tickets | app | social | find us


SBJ's 2014 Sports Team of the Year
 
 


From: Clarke Miller [mailto:CMiller@stradasf.com] 
Sent: Thursday, February 26, 2015 1:51 PM
To: Catherine Reilly (Catherine.Reilly@sfgov.org); 'Sekhri, Neil (NSekhri@gibsondunn.com)'; Kate
Aufhauser
Cc: David Kelly
Subject: Call to review DforD amendment approach
 
All,
Catherine suggested a call late next week to discuss the approach to drafting the necessary D4D
amendments. Please let me know your availability next Friday for a one-hour call and I will send out
a meeting invite.
Thanks,
Clarke
 
Clarke Miller
Strada Investment Group
101 Mission Street, Suite 420 | San Francisco, CA 94105
Phone: 415.572.7640
Email: cmiller@stradasf.com
 


This message may contain confidential and privileged information. If it has been
sent to you in error, please reply to advise the sender of the error and then
immediately delete this message.
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From: Tran, Michael
To: Aldhafari, Bassam; Webster, Leslie (PUC); "Clarke Miller" (CMiller@stradasf.com); "Beth Goldstein"; Aldhafari,


Bassam; "Clarke Miller" (CMiller@stradasf.com); "Beth Goldstein"
Cc: Kern, Chris (CPC); Aldhafari, Bassam; "Sravan Paladugu"; "Mary Lucas McDonald"; Reilly, Catherine (CII); Lee,


Wallis; "joyce@orionenvironment.com"; "Kate Aufhauser"; "Jacob Nguyen"; Freeman, Craig (PUC); Wong,
Manfred; Tam, Bessie (PUC); Graham, Richard (DPW); "Elizabeth Kimbrel"; Shrestha, Bimayendra; "Paul
Mitchell (PMitchell@esassoc.com)"; Kern, Chris (CPC); Aldhafari, Bassam; "Sravan Paladugu"; "Mary Lucas
McDonald"; Reilly, Catherine (CII); Lee, Wallis; "joyce@orionenvironment.com"; "Kate Aufhauser"; "Jacob
Nguyen"; Graham, Richard (DPW); "Elizabeth Kimbrel"; Shrestha, Bimayendra; "Paul Mitchell
(PMitchell@esassoc.com)"; Eickman, Kent (PUC)


Subject: RE: Mariposa Technical Memorandum Follow-Up
Date: Friday, February 27, 2015 2:45:19 PM
Attachments: 2015.02.27 Responses to BKF Questions for Mariposa TM.pdf


Good afternoon,
 
Following up with the 2/11 MPS Follow-Up meeting, please see responses gathered from various
personnel to BKF’s questions for the MPS Tech Memo.  Please let me know if you have additional
questions or would like to discuss.
 
Have a great weekend.


Thanks
Michael
 
_____________________________________________
From: Tran, Michael 
Sent: Tuesday, February 17, 2015 8:05 AM
To: Aldhafari, Bassam; Webster, Leslie; 'Clarke Miller' (CMiller@stradasf.com); 'Beth Goldstein';
Aldhafari, Bassam; 'Clarke Miller' (CMiller@stradasf.com); 'Beth Goldstein'
Cc: Kern, Chris; Aldhafari, Bassam; 'Sravan Paladugu'; 'Mary Lucas McDonald'; Reilly, Catherine; Lee,
Wallis; 'joyce@orionenvironment.com'; 'Kate Aufhauser'; 'Jacob Nguyen'; Freeman, Craig; Wong,
Manfred; Tam, Bessie; Graham, Richard (DPW) (richard.graham@sfdpw.org); 'Elizabeth Kimbrel';
Shrestha, Bimayendra; 'Paul Mitchell (PMitchell@esassoc.com)'; Security Desk, 525GG; Kern, Chris;
Aldhafari, Bassam; 'Sravan Paladugu'; 'Mary Lucas McDonald'; Reilly, Catherine; Lee, Wallis;
'joyce@orionenvironment.com'; 'Kate Aufhauser'; 'Jacob Nguyen'; Graham, Richard (DPW)
(richard.graham@sfdpw.org); 'Elizabeth Kimbrel'; Shrestha, Bimayendra; 'Paul Mitchell
(PMitchell@esassoc.com)'
Subject: RE: Mariposa Technical Memorandum Follow-Up
 
 
Good morning all,
 
Thank you again for attending last week’s meeting for the MPS Tech Memo follow up.  Please see
meeting minutes attached for reference – please contact me directly if you have any questions /
corrections.  I will email Langan, GSW team, and our dewatering folks for a separate meeting
separately.
 
Thanks
Michael
 
<< File: 2015.02.11 Warriors and Mariposa Technical Update Meeting Minutes.pdf >>
-----Original Appointment-----
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February 27, 2015 
 
Questions by BKF from 02/11/15 Meeting 
Responses by SFPUC/SFDPW 
 



1) The report does not address the possibility of upsizing pump units (i.e., increasing pump horse 
power) with the proposed interim solution of connecting 10-inch force main to 20-inch force 
main to meet the projected dry-weather flow of 4.8 MGD. The report should discuss why this 
interim solution cannot be a permanent solution. 



Increasing existing pump horsepower does not necessarily increase additional overall capacity.  
Increasing pump sizes may have detrimental impact to existing utilities such as force main velocity and 
internal pump station piping limitations.  The entire station must be further evaluated as a whole such 
as electrical components and services for larger pumps, operation of new pumps such as # of starts per 
hour.  The sizing of the pump station also requires evaluation of downstream facilities.   
 



2) The report should document constraints of using wet-weather pumps for pumping dry-weather 
flow to meet projected dry-weather flow demand of 4.8 MGD. If current permit with RWCQB is a 
constraint, the report should discuss limitations for obtaining a new permit to use wet-weather 
pumps. 



The use of wet weather pumps for dry weather flows will reduce wet weather capacity, thereby 
increasing the potential of additional Combined Sewer Overflows.   
 



3) The report states that existing MPS peak pumping capacity is 1.2 MGD. It appears that this is 
based on one dry-weather pump running. Please provide the existing peak capacity with both 
dry-weather pumps running? 



One dry weather pump in operation has a capacity of 1.1 MGD.  With both dry weather pumps running, 
the maximum capacity is 1.2 MGD. 
 



4) Please clarify if the system curve shown in Attachment 3 constitute using only 20-inch force main 
or using both 10-inch and 20-inch force mains? 



The system curve is reflecting the use of the 20 inch fore main only. 
 



5) It is helpful to identify pipe sizes/slope coming from Basin “B” and the approximate alignment of 
T/S box on Attachment 5 or on a separate exhibit. It is our understanding that Basin “A” 
discharges via 24-inch line under Illinois Street but the report identifies this as 48-inch. Does the 
24-inch connect to a 48-inch before connecting to T/S box? 



 
Basin “A” Accounts for the tributary north of Mariposa and discharges flows to a 48” sewer that 
connects to the junction structure at the intersection of Mariposa/Illinois. The remaining three inputs 
are a 39” sewer on Mariposa St, a 48” sewer discharging from south of Mariposa at 3rd St, and the final 
24” line that also discharges from south of Mariposa at Illinois St. As shown in Mariposa Drainage 
System Schematic (Attachment 1), all sanitary flow collects within the Mariposa T/S box before reaching 
the DW Sump at Mariposa. Pipe sizes/slopes will be incorporated into an updated version of the report.  
 
 
 
 











6) The report discusses upsizing a 12-inch line on Mariposa Street between 3rd Street and the 
Mariposa PS dry weather sump. The GSW project proposes to connect to 24-inch sewer on Illinois 
Street. It is not clear on whether the proposed upsizing is needed for the GSW project, or just for 
UCSF. Again, it would be helpful to show an exhibit with all existing line sizes and slope in the 
vicinity of MPS. 



The mentioned 12” sewer is the influent line that enters the DW sump at Mariposa station. It is limited 
in conveyance capacity and will be upsized to account for full development flows that will enter 
Mariposa PS. Sanitary sewers that GSW proposes to connect to within Mission Bay will need to be re-
evaluated once connection locations and rates of discharge are determined.  
 



7) It is helpful to show a combined inflow chart/table using the flow data collected from meters 
installed on inflow pipes to MPS. Also, please clarify the difference between Figure 2 and 3. 



Flow meter data that enters Mariposa PS is summarized in Table 1 below. Figures 2 and 3 refer to 
meters installed at two different 48” sewers, one is located at intersection of Mariposa/Illinois and the 
other at Mariposa/3rd, this typo will be corrected to distinguish the difference between the two.  
 
Table 1: Summary Table for Flow Meter Data All Inflows to Mariposa PS from November 17 to December 27 2014 



Sewer and Location Average Flow (GPM) Peak Flow (GPM) 
39” at 3rd/Mariposa (from East) 150 300 
48” at 3rd/Mariposa (from South) 50 100 
48” at Illinois/Mariposa (from North) 100 250 
24” at Illinois/Mariposa (from South) 260 320 
Total 560 970 
 












From: Tran, Michael 
Sent: Monday, February 09, 2015 8:53 AM
To: Tran, Michael; Aldhafari, Bassam; Webster, Leslie; 'Clarke Miller' (CMiller@stradasf.com); 'Beth
Goldstein'; Aldhafari, Bassam; 'Clarke Miller' (CMiller@stradasf.com); 'Beth Goldstein'
Cc: 'Kern, Chris (CPC)'; 'Aldhafari, Bassam'; 'Sravan Paladugu'; 'Mary Lucas McDonald'; 'Reilly, Catherine
(CII)'; 'Lee, Wallis'; 'joyce@orionenvironment.com'; 'Kate Aufhauser'; 'Jacob Nguyen'; Freeman, Craig;
Wong, Manfred; Tam, Bessie; Graham, Richard (DPW) (richard.graham@sfdpw.org); 'Elizabeth Kimbrel';
Shrestha, Bimayendra (Bimayendra.Shrestha@sfdpw.org); Paul Mitchell (PMitchell@esassoc.com);
Security Desk, 525GG; 'Kern, Chris (CPC)'; 'Aldhafari, Bassam'; 'Sravan Paladugu'; 'Mary Lucas
McDonald'; 'Reilly, Catherine (CII)'; 'Lee, Wallis'; 'joyce@orionenvironment.com'; 'Kate Aufhauser'; 'Jacob
Nguyen'; Graham, Richard (DPW) (richard.graham@sfdpw.org); 'Elizabeth Kimbrel'; Shrestha,
Bimayendra (Bimayendra.Shrestha@sfdpw.org); 'Paul Mitchell (PMitchell@esassoc.com)'
Subject: Mariposa Technical Memorandum Follow-Up
When: Wednesday, February 11, 2015 4:00 PM-5:00 PM (UTC-08:00) Pacific Time (US & Canada).
Where: 525 Golden Gate, 9th Floor Crystal Springs
 
 
Hello all,
 
I am shifting the meeting to 4:00PM – 5:00PM to include key personnel - please let me know if this
still works for everyone.  The technical memorandum for reference is located here: Click here to
download attachments.
 
Tentative meeting agenda:


1. Introductions
2. Questions regarding Mariposa Technical Memorandum
3. Mission Bay Sanitary
4. Next Steps


 
Also, Paul Mitchell (ESA) provided a call-in number for those who cannot attend in person:
        Call-in #                 1-855-339-3724
        Conference ID#                1047
 
Thanks,
Michael
 
 



https://sfpuc.sharefile.com/d/sc197e49ea9d4034a






From: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
To: Bridges, George (CII)
Subject: Updated GSW Stats?
Date: Thursday, February 26, 2015 1:10:00 PM


George – We are briefing Supervisor Breed today on the GSW project.  Do you have any updated
stats on the professional services since the January OCII Commission meeting?
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
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From: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
To: Kate Aufhauser
Cc: Arce, Pedro (CII); Clarke Miller; ldicarlo@manicaarchitecture.com; Lauren Weingartner; "Mallory Shure"; Kern,


Chris (CPC); Bollinger, Brett (CPC)
Subject: RE: 2 BCSD Questions
Date: Wednesday, February 25, 2015 8:37:36 AM
Attachments: image001.png


I am cc-ing Chris and Brett since we should have the same shadow study as is included in the EIR. 
So, if they are ok with the bigger swoops, I am, though I would include a footnote that recognizes
the change and states that the shadow study is more conservative than the proposed design due to
the building now being smaller (if true).
 
As for the formatting, what specifically are you referring to?  Font, layout, etc?
 
Thanks
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: Kate Aufhauser [mailto:KAufhauser@warriors.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 24, 2015 11:07 PM
To: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
Cc: Arce, Pedro (CII); Clarke Miller; ldicarlo@manicaarchitecture.com; Lauren Weingartner; 'Mallory
Shure'
Subject: RE: 2 BCSD Questions
 
(W/ attachment)
 
Kate Aufhauser
Project Analyst
510.986.5419 (office) | 202.230.2642 (cell)
kaufhauser@warriors.com


website | tickets | app | social | find us


SBJ's 2014 Sports Team of the Year
 
 


From: Kate Aufhauser 
Sent: Tuesday, February 24, 2015 11:06 PM
To: Reilly, Catherine (OCII)
Cc: 'Arce, Pedro (CII)'; 'Clarke Miller'; ldicarlo@manicaarchitecture.com; 'Lauren Weingartner'; Mallory
Shure
Subject: 2 BCSD Questions
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Catherine –
 
Two quick questions.


1)       Have you and Pedro determined whether all BCSD packages across our project site need to
have the same formatting?


2)       To date we’d been planning on using the SEIR shadow studies (attached) for consistency.
But, I just noticed these use our CEQA site plan (Manica office massing, not updated PLA,
and no small reduction in arena “swooshes”). I presume our team should plan to re-run the
shadow studies?


 
Thanks,
Kate
 
Kate Aufhauser
Project Analyst
510.986.5419 (office) | 202.230.2642 (cell)
kaufhauser@warriors.com


website | tickets | app | social | find us


SBJ's 2014 Sports Team of the Year
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From: Hennessy, Cathal
To: "Clarke Miller"; Olea, Ricardo (MTA)
Cc: José I. Farrán; Miller, Erin (MTA); Miller, Don (DPW); Reilly, Catherine (CII); Moy, Barbara; Flynn, Jeffrey;


Molly Hayes (mhayes@warriors.com); Kate Aufhauser (kaufhauser@warriors.com)
Subject: RE: Sliver on GSW Property
Date: Tuesday, February 24, 2015 3:09:15 PM


Hi All
 
I am the project manager for the Muni cross over and the platform widening project.  Sorry to add
extra confusion, but the sliver of land may be needed in order to provide the space necessary for
the widening of the platform  and not the track work itself.


I agree a conference call is necessary to talk about the project and the exact location of the land in
question. I am available tomorrow between 3-4pm.
 
Thanks
 
Cathal
 
Cathal Hennessy
SFMTA
Phone (415) 701-4548
 
 


From: Clarke Miller [mailto:CMiller@stradasf.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 24, 2015 2:45 PM
To: Olea, Ricardo
Cc: José I. Farrán; Miller, Erin; Miller, Don; Reilly, Catherine; Moy, Barbara; Flynn, Jeffrey; Hennessy,
Cathal; Molly Hayes (mhayes@warriors.com); Kate Aufhauser (kaufhauser@warriors.com)
Subject: RE: Sliver on GSW Property
 
Thanks for these responses, Ricardo and Jose. This does clarify quite a bit. I’d previously thought
that the Lot 7 area in question (currently sidewalk and land) was a placeholder if further road-
widening needed to occur. It appears the existing configuration of the roadway in that location


already accommodates the lane shifting due to the double left-turn lanes off Third onto 16th, so no
further encroachment into Lot 7 would be required.
 
So is the remaining possible use of Lot 7 if the two NB lanes need to be shifted further east (into Lot
7) to allow for an expanded Muni median if cross-over tracks were to be installed at the south end


of Third St just north of 16th? Jeff F., are you involved in any of those discussions so that you could
provide an update?
 
A 30-minute call tomorrow between 3-4pm might be simplest to discuss this. Jeff, are you available
then?
 
Thanks,
Clarke
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From: Olea, Ricardo [mailto:Ricardo.Olea@sfmta.com] 
Sent: Monday, February 23, 2015 4:43 PM
To: Clarke Miller
Cc: José I. Farrán; Miller, Erin; Miller, Don; Reilly, Catherine; Moy, Barbara; Flynn, Jeffrey; Hennessy,
Cathal
Subject: RE: Sliver on GSW Property
 
Clarke –
Unfortunately I’m not available at this time due to some other conflicting meetings. 
 
All I know is what I appear to have confirmed from reading Jose’s email:  due to the double
northbound left turn here, the lanes are pushed to the east (see attached drawings).  To make up


that transition a sliver of land on the NE corner of 3rd and 16th Streets was set back to the roadway
could back to its regular alignment.  I don’t see how you can transition the two lanes fully within the
intersection (that is, not have the sliver at all on the Warriors lot), but it’s something a civil could
look at in more detail if roadway changes are anticipated.  It’s about an eleven foot transition of the
curb lane. Using the standard state transition formula and a 35 mph design speed you get a
transition of 225 feet.  It looks like the transition now is somewhere in the 200 foot range.
 
I’m not sure about impacts about LRV crossover tracks at this location, not my area of expertise. 
Copying Jeff Flynn who’s been involved in Warriors discussions on the Muni Service Planning side.
 
Ricardo
 


From: Clarke Miller [mailto:CMiller@stradasf.com] 
Sent: Monday, February 23, 2015 3:06 PM
To: José I. Farrán; Miller, Erin; Miller, Don; Reilly, Catherine; Moy, Barbara
Cc: Olea, Ricardo
Subject: RE: Sliver on GSW Property
 
Thanks for the additional background, Jose. It seems a quick call to review MTA’s latest thoughts on


the intersection of Third and 16th, including any impacts from a possible LRV crossover track in that
location, would be helpful.
 
Ricardo, are you available (or a designated person from your team) to join the rest of this group for
a 30-minute call between 2:30-4pm on Wednesday? If so, I’ll circulate an invite with a dial-in
number.
 
Thanks,
Clarke
 


From: José I. Farrán [mailto:jifarran@AdavantConsulting.com] 
Sent: Monday, February 23, 2015 10:29 AM
To: 'Miller, Erin'; Clarke Miller; 'Miller, Don'; 'Reilly, Catherine'; 'Moy, Barbara'
Cc: 'Olea, Ricardo'
Subject: RE: Sliver on GSW Property
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Erin et al.,
 
I am available for a phone call on Wednesday afternoon if still needed.
 
My recollection of the planning process for the intersection of 16th/Third is that the additional land take
on the west side of Block 31 north of 16th St was to properly accommodate the ultimate design for a
dual left-turn only lane at the 16t St/Third intersection (from northbound Third to westbound 16th); there
is a similar take proposed for the south side of 16th on the west side of Block 33.
 
It is not really an “acceleration lane” (it is a City intersection after all), rather its role is to provide a
smoother transition to the northbound through traffic on Third Street that is being pushed slightly east
and then back west as vehicles travel across 16th St.
 
It is possible that now that the Third St light rail tracks are in place (I believe they were not built at the
time we were looking into this), the extra land takes on Blocks 31 and 33 are no longer needed; MTA
and others have recommendations/standards currently about the allowable cross-shift of traffic per
longitudinal distance that can be applied to this situation.  On the other hand, Muni is looking into
installing a crossover track for LRT between 16th and South Street to better serve transit riders to/from
the arena, so having the extra room within the LRT median could facilitate that design.
 
_______________________________________________________
José I. Farrán, P.E.
  Adavant
         Consulting
200 Francisco St.,  2nd Floor, San Francisco, CA 94133
office: (415) 362-3552; mobile: (415) 990-6412
jifarran@AdavantConsulting.com
AdavantConsulting.com
 
 
From: Miller, Erin [mailto:Erin.Miller@sfmta.com] 
Sent: Monday, February 23, 2015 9:51 AM
To: 'Clarke Miller'; Miller, Don; Reilly, Catherine; Moy, Barbara
Cc: Jose I. Farran (jifarran@adavantconsulting.com); Olea, Ricardo
Subject: RE: Sliver on GSW Property
 
All:
 
I also agree and think that this topic would be best handled by Ricardo on the MTA’s end.  I’m sorry
Clark, not realizing the full background story, I started by reaching out first to Catherine.
 
I’m happy to help coordinate meetings if that would help.  I am copying both Ricardo and Jose on
this email.
 
Best,
 


Erin Miller Blankinship
 
Urban Planning Initiatives, Development & Transportation Integration
Sustainable Streets
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Join the Waterfront Transportation Assessment Mailing List here!
 
 
(415) 701-5490 o
(415) 971-7429 m
 
www.sfmta.com  
 


From: Clarke Miller [mailto:CMiller@stradasf.com] 
Sent: Monday, February 23, 2015 9:32 AM
To: Miller, Don; Miller, Erin; Reilly, Catherine; Moy, Barbara
Subject: RE: Sliver on GSW Property
 
Thanks, Don.
 
Erin, please let me know if you have 30-minutes available between 2:30-4pm Wednesday and I’ll
coordinate with Jose and then send an invite.
 
Clarke
 


From: Miller, Don (DPW) [mailto:Don.Miller@sfdpw.org] 
Sent: Monday, February 23, 2015 9:19 AM
To: Clarke Miller; Miller, Erin (MTA); Reilly, Catherine (CII); Moy, Barbara
Subject: RE: Sliver on GSW Property
 
All,
 
I agree with Clark’s recollection of our meeting last week and think a call with Jose would be
helpful.  I looked at Barbara and my calendar’s and Tuesday is booked, but Wednesday between 2:30
and 4 is open.
 
Don
 


From: Clarke Miller [mailto:CMiller@stradasf.com] 
Sent: Monday, February 23, 2015 9:09 AM
To: Miller, Erin (MTA); Reilly, Catherine (CII); Miller, Don (DPW); Moy, Barbara
Subject: RE: Sliver on GSW Property
 
A little more background might be helpful. I met with Don and Barbara on this issue last week, and
we determined the appropriate next step was for me to reach out to Erin to understand the process
for having MTA determine whether it’s necessary to continue to hold the SW sliver of land as a
possible future acceleration lane. Don and Barbara thought MTA’s Traffic and Engineering team,
likely Ricardo, would need to be the one who ultimately concludes whether that acceleration lane is
still required or not. How he decides (i.e., based on analysis from GSW SEIR Transpo section, a new
traffic study, or an informed opinion of anticipated local traffic conditions) was something I wanted
to discuss with Erin. I can also reach out to Jose Farran to see if he has preliminary thoughts on the
best way to conclude whether an acceleration lane might be required now or in the future at the SW
corner of the site.
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Should I set up a call with Jose, Erin, and Don as a next step? If so, please let me know your
availability tomorrow or Wednesday afternoon.
 
Thanks,
Clarke
 


From: Miller, Erin [mailto:Erin.Miller@sfmta.com] 
Sent: Friday, February 20, 2015 9:46 AM
To: Reilly, Catherine; Miller, Don; Moy, Barbara
Cc: Clarke Miller
Subject: RE: Sliver on GSW Property
 
Thank you all.  I’m copying Clark on my reply here to include him in this conversation from the
beginning.  I appreciate any help you can provide.
 
Best,
 


Erin Miller Blankinship
 
Urban Planning Initiatives, Development & Transportation Integration
Sustainable Streets
 
Join the Waterfront Transportation Assessment Mailing List here!
 
 
(415) 701-5490 o
(415) 971-7429 m
 
www.sfmta.com  
 


From: Reilly, Catherine (CII) [mailto:catherine.reilly@sfgov.org] 
Sent: Friday, February 20, 2015 9:20 AM
To: Miller, Erin; Miller, Don; Moy, Barbara
Subject: Sliver on GSW Property
 
Hi, Erin – thanks for the reminder about your question on this sliver. 
 
I have cc-ed the Task Force who holds all information related to MB infrastructure.  Don/Barbara –
Erin received a call from Clarke regarding the little turn lane area at the southwest corner of the
GSW site and she is trying to get information on it.  I figured you are the best to start with on the
history, etc. and what you would need from MTA for the City to make a decision on whether they
are willing to transfer the parcel to the GSW.


Thanks
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
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   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
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From: Bollinger, Brett (CPC)
To: Reilly, Catherine (CII); Kate Aufhauser
Cc: Arce, Pedro (CII); Clarke Miller; ldicarlo@manicaarchitecture.com; Lauren Weingartner; "Mallory Shure"; Kern,


Chris (CPC)
Subject: RE: 2 BCSD Questions
Date: Wednesday, February 25, 2015 8:40:44 AM
Attachments: image001.png


What is “BCSD”? To many acronyms in this line of business to remember them all.
 


From: Reilly, Catherine (CII) 
Sent: Wednesday, February 25, 2015 8:38 AM
To: Kate Aufhauser
Cc: Arce, Pedro (CII); Clarke Miller; ldicarlo@manicaarchitecture.com; Lauren Weingartner; 'Mallory
Shure'; Kern, Chris (CPC); Bollinger, Brett (CPC)
Subject: RE: 2 BCSD Questions
 
I am cc-ing Chris and Brett since we should have the same shadow study as is included in the EIR. 
So, if they are ok with the bigger swoops, I am, though I would include a footnote that recognizes
the change and states that the shadow study is more conservative than the proposed design due to
the building now being smaller (if true).
 
As for the formatting, what specifically are you referring to?  Font, layout, etc?
 
Thanks
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: Kate Aufhauser [mailto:KAufhauser@warriors.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 24, 2015 11:07 PM
To: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
Cc: Arce, Pedro (CII); Clarke Miller; ldicarlo@manicaarchitecture.com; Lauren Weingartner; 'Mallory
Shure'
Subject: RE: 2 BCSD Questions
 
(W/ attachment)
 
Kate Aufhauser
Project Analyst
510.986.5419 (office) | 202.230.2642 (cell)
kaufhauser@warriors.com


website | tickets | app | social | find us
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SBJ's 2014 Sports Team of the Year
 
 


From: Kate Aufhauser 
Sent: Tuesday, February 24, 2015 11:06 PM
To: Reilly, Catherine (OCII)
Cc: 'Arce, Pedro (CII)'; 'Clarke Miller'; ldicarlo@manicaarchitecture.com; 'Lauren Weingartner'; Mallory
Shure
Subject: 2 BCSD Questions
 
Catherine –
 
Two quick questions.


1)       Have you and Pedro determined whether all BCSD packages across our project site need to
have the same formatting?


2)       To date we’d been planning on using the SEIR shadow studies (attached) for consistency.
But, I just noticed these use our CEQA site plan (Manica office massing, not updated PLA,
and no small reduction in arena “swooshes”). I presume our team should plan to re-run the
shadow studies?


 
Thanks,
Kate
 
Kate Aufhauser
Project Analyst
510.986.5419 (office) | 202.230.2642 (cell)
kaufhauser@warriors.com


website | tickets | app | social | find us


SBJ's 2014 Sports Team of the Year
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From: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
To: "Kate Aufhauser"
Cc: Clarke Miller; ldicarlo@manicaarchitecture.com; Lauren Weingartner; Arce, Pedro (CII)
Subject: RE: BCSD East Side Submissions 2/25
Date: Wednesday, February 25, 2015 6:22:00 PM
Attachments: image001.png


Thank you, Kate.  I am realized that this has the potential to turn into a mess with multiple
documents floating around back and forth.  Could you set up a tracking system that has each
document listed and when it is sent to us and when we return it, etc. that can be updated as we
move along?  Then it will give us something to refer to make sure we don’t miss anything. Thanks
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: Kate Aufhauser [mailto:KAufhauser@warriors.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 25, 2015 6:12 PM
To: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
Cc: Clarke Miller; ldicarlo@manicaarchitecture.com; Lauren Weingartner; Arce, Pedro (CII)
Subject: BCSD East Side Submissions 2/25
 
Catherine:
Please find the following attached for both the Arena package and the Market Hall/Retail package:
 


1)       Preliminary draft BCSD packages: InDesign file (basic layout and working labels), vicinity
plans, existing renderings, and a first pass at pedestrian vignettes (eye-level Sketch-up
screenshots)


a.       Q: The last two (renderings/vignettes) are placeholders and do not yet incorporate
updated landscape, retail, etc. We are hoping for feedback on the general format
(i.e., is Sketchup OK?) and the specific views/areas chosen to represent.


2)       A blank mock-up for the Project Data Summary table
a.       Q: Should this be one table, copied across packages, or should the summary table in


select packages focus only on specific structures? For instance, under “Building
Heights,” we currently have multiple structures listed (instead of one or two).


3)       The last document you received confirming our Adjusted Gross & Leasable calculations
(“GSW development exclusions V5 Final”)


a.       Q: Should these same tables be updated and worked into the BCSD package for the
arena and the retail, as applicable? Or do we not need to repeat?


4)       Narrative outlines (key points that will be covered when we translate these to prose)
 
I am also including a color-coded site plan to confirm which areas are covered by which package – as
you requested last Thursday. We don’t yet have an updated rendered site plan, so please disregard
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the old office massing and slightly different arena shape at the SE corner. The ideas should be clear.
As discussed, the offices (both shown in pink) will each be covered in separate, standalone packages
(2 total).
 
Per your note yesterday, we’ll look forward to comments from OCII in 7 days (end of day 3/4). We’ll
be working on additional materials in the meantime and are available for questions or comments as
they arise.
 
Thanks,
Kate
 
Kate Aufhauser
Project Analyst
510.986.5419 (office) | 202.230.2642 (cell)
kaufhauser@warriors.com


website | tickets | app | social | find us


SBJ's 2014 Sports Team of the Year
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From: Clarke Miller
To: Reilly, Catherine (CII); Kate Aufhauser
Cc: David Carlock; Beau Beashore; Warren Carpenter (Wcarpenter@KENDALL-HEATON.com)
Subject: RE: Information Request for SEIR Project Description
Date: Thursday, February 26, 2015 4:12:54 PM
Attachments: image001.png


Catherine,
Have you had a chance to review the datum info with Pedro that we sent last week? A sample
elevation is attached again for reference. Let us know if we should hop on the phone with Pedro to
walk him through this elevation and the sidewalk elevation measurements.
Thanks,
Clarke
 


From: Clarke Miller 
Sent: Thursday, February 19, 2015 9:36 AM
To: 'Reilly, Catherine (CII)'; Kate Aufhauser
Cc: David Carlock; Beau Beashore
Subject: RE: Information Request for SEIR Project Description
 
Thanks, Catherine, that’s a good catch. The height for the podium shown on the prior version we
sent was still using the single datum at TFB which was incorrect. When corrected for the D4D
methodology that we presented in the PowerPoint slide where average sidewalk height is used to
determine the base of the building, the podium height should read 7’7”, per the attached elevation.
You’ll note this height is consistent with the podium measurement we depicted in the PowerPoint
slides last week.
Thanks,
Clarke
 


From: Reilly, Catherine (CII) [mailto:catherine.reilly@sfgov.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 18, 2015 6:02 PM
To: Clarke Miller; Kate Aufhauser
Cc: David Carlock; Beau Beashore
Subject: RE: Information Request for SEIR Project Description
 
Thanks, Clarke.  I’ll have Pedro take a look and bless it.  I did notice the podium is showing 10 feet
above the sidewalk.  I thought it was 8 feet. Could you please clarify?  Thanks
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: Clarke Miller [mailto:CMiller@stradasf.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 17, 2015 8:00 PM
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To: Reilly, Catherine (CII); Kate Aufhauser
Cc: David Carlock; Beau Beashore
Subject: RE: Information Request for SEIR Project Description
 
Catherine,
Attached is our revised approach to addressing the question you raised about building heights. We
can produce a similar elevation with building heights for each building on the site if this matches
your expectation. We’d also include the previous set of slides depicting the calculation of average
sidewalk heights for a particular building (which we’re prepared to walk Pedro through when he has
time).
Thanks,
Clarke
 


From: Reilly, Catherine (CII) [mailto:catherine.reilly@sfgov.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 11, 2015 9:31 AM
To: Kate Aufhauser
Cc: Clarke Miller; whon@manicaarchitecture.com; David Carlock
Subject: RE: Information Request for SEIR Project Description
 
I can talk this afternoon briefly.  2 work for you?
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: Kate Aufhauser [mailto:KAufhauser@warriors.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 10, 2015 8:54 AM
To: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
Cc: Clarke Miller; whon@manicaarchitecture.com; David Carlock
Subject: RE: Information Request for SEIR Project Description
 
Catherine – Happy to speak any time this afternoon or tomorrow (Wed). I can walk you through the
logic then. Let me know what works.
 
Kate Aufhauser
Project Analyst
510.986.5419 (office) | 202.230.2642 (cell)
kaufhauser@warriors.com


website | tickets | app | social | find us


SBJ's 2014 Sports Team of the Year
 
 


From: Reilly, Catherine (CII) [mailto:catherine.reilly@sfgov.org] 
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Sent: Friday, February 06, 2015 9:15 AM
To: Kate Aufhauser
Cc: Clarke Miller; whon@manicaarchitecture.com; David Carlock
Subject: RE: Information Request for SEIR Project Description
 
Thanks, Kate.  I think it looks ok, though it doesn’t actually show how you measured the building
height (which was the original concern), so I cannot confirm if the methodology for calculating the
building heights shown in the PPT is correct.  But, before doing anything, why don’t you and I jump
on the phone for a few minutes this afternoon or early next week to make sure that we are both on
the same page on what is being solved and we can go over the questions you had on the last page.


Thanks
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: Kate Aufhauser [mailto:KAufhauser@warriors.com] 
Sent: Thursday, February 05, 2015 6:42 PM
To: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
Cc: Clarke Miller; whon@manicaarchitecture.com; David Carlock
Subject: RE: Information Request for SEIR Project Description
 
Catherine –
 
We had some trouble scheduling the group this week, so I’m attaching our draft work here as a .pdf
instead for your review. When you’re ready, we’ll be happy to discuss any questions you might have
about the calculations.
 
Thanks,
Kate
 
Kate Aufhauser
Project Analyst
510.986.5419 (office) | 202.230.2642 (cell)
kaufhauser@warriors.com


website | tickets | app | social | find us


SBJ's 2014 Sports Team of the Year
 
 


From: Reilly, Catherine (CII) [mailto:catherine.reilly@sfgov.org] 
Sent: Friday, January 30, 2015 9:09 AM
To: Kate Aufhauser
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Cc: Clarke Miller; whon@manicaarchitecture.com; David Carlock
Subject: RE: Information Request for SEIR Project Description
 
Here are times i am available
 
Tues - 9.30 to 11
Wed - 11-12 and 1 to 3
 
 
Sent  from my Verizon Wireless 4G LTE smartphone


 


-------- Original message --------
From: Kate Aufhauser
Date:01/29/2015 8:18 PM (GMT-08:00)
To: "Reilly, Catherine (CII)"
Cc: Clarke Miller ,whon@manicaarchitecture.com,David Carlock
Subject: RE: Information Request for SEIR Project Description
 
Catherine –
 
We’ve been working with Manica’s team to reconcile project elevations according to the below, and
would like to take some time next week to walk you through the methodology and results. Do you
have an hour for a join.me with us next Mon/Tues/Wed? It will likely take less than 60 min., but just
being conservative...
 
Thanks,
Kate
 
Kate Aufhauser
Project Analyst
510.986.5419 (office) | 202.230.2642 (cell)
kaufhauser@warriors.com


website | tickets | app | social | find us


SBJ's 2014 Sports Team of the Year
 
 


From: Reilly, Catherine (CII) [mailto:catherine.reilly@sfgov.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 14, 2015 10:55 AM
To: Paul Mitchell
Cc: Clarke Miller; Kate Aufhauser; Joyce; Kern, Chris (CPC); Bollinger, Brett (CPC)
Subject: RE: Information Request for SEIR Project Description
 
Heights should be shown based on the Design for Development method of determining heights, as
Paul quotes below.  To not follow that definition would be inconsistent with the Design for
Development and would require an amendment.  We would need to see if the datum method
resulted in buildings being over 160 feet when compared to the DforD method.  If so, then we
would need to talk to legal counsel about whether or not that created a conflict with the
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Redevelopment Plan, which has a 160-foot maximum height.  We would also need to be able to
explain to the community the rationale for this project using a different method of measuring
(especially if it resulted in taller buildings) than every other building in Mission Bay.
 
So, a short answer is that the simplest thing is to use the DforD height calculation.  If an alternative
method is still desired, we need to have a meeting to look at the implications (ie, diagrams
comparing the actual height of buildings using the different methodologies).
 
Please let me know if there is anything else being done that is not consistent with the DforD (other
than the table that was included in the Major Phase) so we can have a discussion.  Also, please let
me know if the Major Phase heights were determined per the DforD or an alternative method.
 
Thank you
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: Paul Mitchell [mailto:PMitchell@esassoc.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 13, 2015 5:45 PM
To: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
Cc: Clarke Miller; Kate Aufhauser; Joyce; Kern, Chris (CPC); Bollinger, Brett (CPC)
Subject: FW: Information Request for SEIR Project Description
Importance: High
 
Catherine:
 
Please see the sponsor’s response in red, under No. 1, below, regarding their preferred method for
presentation of building heights in the SEIR.  I have flagged this as high importance since we will
need consensus from OCII that it is ok regarding their proposed method.   FYI, in the Initial Study, it
was made clear in the figures, text and tables that (unless otherwise noted) building heights in that
document were being presented in relation to the SF datum.   ESA does not have a strong opinion
one way or the other regarding the proposed method for presentation of building heights, as long as
we are clear and consistent in the SEIR. 
 
Would you please provide either follow up with the sponsor directly to discuss this specific issue
further, or provide your final direction.  Since many graphics, tables and text in the SEIR will need to
be prepared and be consistent, this should be decided as soon as possible. Thanks very much, and
please follow up with me should you have any questions.
 
Paul Mitchell
ESA | Community Development
550 Kearny Street, Suite 800
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San Francisco, CA 94108
415.896-5900 | 415.896-0332 fax
pmitchell@esassoc.com
 
 
 


From: Kate Aufhauser [mailto:KAufhauser@warriors.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 13, 2015 5:29 PM
To: Paul Mitchell
Cc: Reilly, Catherine (CII; Clarke Miller; Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Joyce; Clarke Miller
Subject: RE: Information Request for SEIR Project Description
 
Paul –
Please find answers below in bold.
Thanks,
Kate
 
Kate Aufhauser
Project Analyst
510.986.5419 (office) | 202.230.2642 (cell)
kaufhauser@warriors.com


website | tickets | app | social | find us


SBJ's 2014 Sports Team of the Year
 
 


From: Paul Mitchell [mailto:PMitchell@esassoc.com] 
Sent: Friday, January 09, 2015 5:44 PM
To: Kate Aufhauser
Cc: Reilly, Catherine (CII; Clarke Miller; Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Joyce; Clarke Miller
Subject: Information Request for SEIR Project Description
 
Kate:
 
Below are comments received from OCII/Planning staff on the administrative draft Project
Description that will require a response/information from the sponsor.  Since we are submitting the
revised Project Description as part of the administrative draft SEIR, responses you provide by
January 20, 2014 can be included in the revised Project Description we will submit to the City. 
 


·         Building Heights:  Catherine Reilly commented on the administrative draft SEIR Project
Description questioning how building heights should be presented in the SEIR, and indicated
that OCII usually measures heights of buildings from the sidewalk.  Currently, it is stated in
the Initial Study and administrative draft SEIR Project Description that building heights are
measured from the San Francisco datum. I think we can continue to use reference to the SF
datum when discussing the existing site elevation. However, Catherine’s recommendation of
measuring proposed building heights from the sidewalk may be appropriate as you wouldn’t
need to account for the incremental distance between curb and the SF datum when
measuring the building heights. Catherine’s recommendation raises a new issue however, of
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needing to accurately calculate building heights from a sloped site (I believe Blocks 29-32
varies by about 2 feet between the east and west sides).  The Mission Bay South D for D
document defines building heights as being measured from finished grade, with stipulations
for accounting for slope, as follows:.


 


“Building Height:  Building height is the vertical distance between finished grade and the top of a
building. The allowable height of a building is specified by the Height Zone in which the building
is located. Building top is defined as the top of the finished roof in the case of a flat roof, and the
average height of the rise in the case of a pitched or stepped roof (See Figs. 7 & 8 on p.21). On a
sloping site, this measurement is taken at the median grade height for each building face. Total
building height is calculated by determining the average height of all individual building faces.
Exemptions to building height include:


• Mechanical equipment and appurtenances necessary to the operation or maintenance of the
building.


• Enclosed space related to the recreational and/or community use of the roof, not to exceed 20
feet in height above the roof level.


• Ornamental and symbolic features of buildings, including towers, spires, cupolas, domes,
where such features are not used for human occupancy”


 
ESA is requesting that the sponsor to please coordinate with OCII to reach consensus for
how all Warriors site/elevation plans that identify building heights will be presented in the
SEIR (including accounting for slope), after which you can provide all future graphics for
inclusion in the SEIR in accordance with that direction, and we can revise the administrative
draft SEIR Project Description accordingly (tables, figures, text).  Please let me know if this
approach is agreeable to you.


 
We have been using SF City Datum for three primary reasons:
1)       It matches the proposed future elevation of TFB
2)       Its neat relationship to the Mission Bay datum has been helpful to our Civil and


Geotech engineers.
3)       Determining elevation values at the Piers, which was also a sloped site, proved


complex and confusing for the CEQA and design teams (I recall we required several
meetings, and a few weeks, to resolve). We’d prefer to avoid a switch now that could
produce the same issues.
 


If Catherine does not object, it is our preference to stick with measurements from the SF
Datum. If that suits, it would require no changes to tables/figures/text/graphics.  
 


·         Bird Safe Design Measures:  Chris Kern has requested the sponsor describe specific bird-
safe design elements proposed to reduce the potential effects of the proposed buildings,
signage and lighting on birds. 


FYI, in reviewing the prior Project Description for Piers 30-32, the discussion of bird safe







design measures was limited to an acknowledgement of the proposed use of fritted glass to
reduce the potential risk of bird strikes – we assume this is also applicable to the Mission
Bay site [yes, correct]. 


If available, are there any other specific measures your engineer/architects may be able to
identify to reduce the potential effects of the proposed buildings, signage and lighting on
birds? I conferred with our design team on this. GSW and OCII have not yet begun
discussions about building façade materials, signage, or lighting, so we have no further
detail to provide at this time.


·         Soil-Cement Cut off Wall.  In the administrative draft Project Description, under
Construction, we make reference to the a soil-cement cut off wall (based on information
from your engineer).  Can you please explain what this feature consists of (dimensions,
materials, etc.) and its proposed use. I have reached out to our engineers for detail and
will forward the reply when available.


 
Thanks, and please call with any questions.


 
 
Paul Mitchell
ESA | Community Development
550 Kearny Street, Suite 800
San Francisco, CA 94108
415.896-5900 | 415.896-0332 fax
pmitchell@esassoc.com
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From: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
To: "Clarke Miller"; Olea, Ricardo (MTA)
Cc: José I. Farrán; Miller, Erin (MTA); Miller, Don (DPW); Moy, Barbara; Flynn, Jeffrey; Hennessy, Cathal (MTA);


Molly Hayes (mhayes@warriors.com); Kate Aufhauser (kaufhauser@warriors.com)
Subject: RE: Sliver on GSW Property
Date: Tuesday, February 24, 2015 3:31:00 PM


Please include Barbara/Don in this meeting since they has extensive background on this type of
transaction.  Thanks!
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: Clarke Miller [mailto:CMiller@stradasf.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 24, 2015 2:45 PM
To: Olea, Ricardo (MTA)
Cc: José I. Farrán; Miller, Erin (MTA); Miller, Don (DPW); Reilly, Catherine (CII); Moy, Barbara; Flynn,
Jeffrey; Hennessy, Cathal (MTA); Molly Hayes (mhayes@warriors.com); Kate Aufhauser
(kaufhauser@warriors.com)
Subject: RE: Sliver on GSW Property
 
Thanks for these responses, Ricardo and Jose. This does clarify quite a bit. I’d previously thought
that the Lot 7 area in question (currently sidewalk and land) was a placeholder if further road-
widening needed to occur. It appears the existing configuration of the roadway in that location


already accommodates the lane shifting due to the double left-turn lanes off Third onto 16th, so no
further encroachment into Lot 7 would be required.
 
So is the remaining possible use of Lot 7 if the two NB lanes need to be shifted further east (into Lot
7) to allow for an expanded Muni median if cross-over tracks were to be installed at the south end


of Third St just north of 16th? Jeff F., are you involved in any of those discussions so that you could
provide an update?
 
A 30-minute call tomorrow between 3-4pm might be simplest to discuss this. Jeff, are you available
then?
 
Thanks,
Clarke
 


From: Olea, Ricardo [mailto:Ricardo.Olea@sfmta.com] 
Sent: Monday, February 23, 2015 4:43 PM
To: Clarke Miller
Cc: José I. Farrán; Miller, Erin; Miller, Don; Reilly, Catherine; Moy, Barbara; Flynn, Jeffrey; Hennessy,
Cathal
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Subject: RE: Sliver on GSW Property
 
Clarke –
Unfortunately I’m not available at this time due to some other conflicting meetings. 
 
All I know is what I appear to have confirmed from reading Jose’s email:  due to the double
northbound left turn here, the lanes are pushed to the east (see attached drawings).  To make up


that transition a sliver of land on the NE corner of 3rd and 16th Streets was set back to the roadway
could back to its regular alignment.  I don’t see how you can transition the two lanes fully within the
intersection (that is, not have the sliver at all on the Warriors lot), but it’s something a civil could
look at in more detail if roadway changes are anticipated.  It’s about an eleven foot transition of the
curb lane. Using the standard state transition formula and a 35 mph design speed you get a
transition of 225 feet.  It looks like the transition now is somewhere in the 200 foot range.
 
I’m not sure about impacts about LRV crossover tracks at this location, not my area of expertise. 
Copying Jeff Flynn who’s been involved in Warriors discussions on the Muni Service Planning side.
 
Ricardo
 


From: Clarke Miller [mailto:CMiller@stradasf.com] 
Sent: Monday, February 23, 2015 3:06 PM
To: José I. Farrán; Miller, Erin; Miller, Don; Reilly, Catherine; Moy, Barbara
Cc: Olea, Ricardo
Subject: RE: Sliver on GSW Property
 
Thanks for the additional background, Jose. It seems a quick call to review MTA’s latest thoughts on


the intersection of Third and 16th, including any impacts from a possible LRV crossover track in that
location, would be helpful.
 
Ricardo, are you available (or a designated person from your team) to join the rest of this group for
a 30-minute call between 2:30-4pm on Wednesday? If so, I’ll circulate an invite with a dial-in
number.
 
Thanks,
Clarke
 


From: José I. Farrán [mailto:jifarran@AdavantConsulting.com] 
Sent: Monday, February 23, 2015 10:29 AM
To: 'Miller, Erin'; Clarke Miller; 'Miller, Don'; 'Reilly, Catherine'; 'Moy, Barbara'
Cc: 'Olea, Ricardo'
Subject: RE: Sliver on GSW Property
 
Erin et al.,
 
I am available for a phone call on Wednesday afternoon if still needed.
 
My recollection of the planning process for the intersection of 16th/Third is that the additional land take
on the west side of Block 31 north of 16th St was to properly accommodate the ultimate design for a
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dual left-turn only lane at the 16t St/Third intersection (from northbound Third to westbound 16th); there
is a similar take proposed for the south side of 16th on the west side of Block 33.
 
It is not really an “acceleration lane” (it is a City intersection after all), rather its role is to provide a
smoother transition to the northbound through traffic on Third Street that is being pushed slightly east
and then back west as vehicles travel across 16th St.
 
It is possible that now that the Third St light rail tracks are in place (I believe they were not built at the
time we were looking into this), the extra land takes on Blocks 31 and 33 are no longer needed; MTA
and others have recommendations/standards currently about the allowable cross-shift of traffic per
longitudinal distance that can be applied to this situation.  On the other hand, Muni is looking into
installing a crossover track for LRT between 16th and South Street to better serve transit riders to/from
the arena, so having the extra room within the LRT median could facilitate that design.
 
_______________________________________________________
José I. Farrán, P.E.
  Adavant
         Consulting
200 Francisco St.,  2nd Floor, San Francisco, CA 94133
office: (415) 362-3552; mobile: (415) 990-6412
jifarran@AdavantConsulting.com
AdavantConsulting.com
 
 
From: Miller, Erin [mailto:Erin.Miller@sfmta.com] 
Sent: Monday, February 23, 2015 9:51 AM
To: 'Clarke Miller'; Miller, Don; Reilly, Catherine; Moy, Barbara
Cc: Jose I. Farran (jifarran@adavantconsulting.com); Olea, Ricardo
Subject: RE: Sliver on GSW Property
 
All:
 
I also agree and think that this topic would be best handled by Ricardo on the MTA’s end.  I’m sorry
Clark, not realizing the full background story, I started by reaching out first to Catherine.
 
I’m happy to help coordinate meetings if that would help.  I am copying both Ricardo and Jose on
this email.
 
Best,
 


Erin Miller Blankinship
 
Urban Planning Initiatives, Development & Transportation Integration
Sustainable Streets
 
Join the Waterfront Transportation Assessment Mailing List here!
 
 
(415) 701-5490 o
(415) 971-7429 m
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From: Clarke Miller [mailto:CMiller@stradasf.com] 
Sent: Monday, February 23, 2015 9:32 AM
To: Miller, Don; Miller, Erin; Reilly, Catherine; Moy, Barbara
Subject: RE: Sliver on GSW Property
 
Thanks, Don.
 
Erin, please let me know if you have 30-minutes available between 2:30-4pm Wednesday and I’ll
coordinate with Jose and then send an invite.
 
Clarke
 


From: Miller, Don (DPW) [mailto:Don.Miller@sfdpw.org] 
Sent: Monday, February 23, 2015 9:19 AM
To: Clarke Miller; Miller, Erin (MTA); Reilly, Catherine (CII); Moy, Barbara
Subject: RE: Sliver on GSW Property
 
All,
 
I agree with Clark’s recollection of our meeting last week and think a call with Jose would be
helpful.  I looked at Barbara and my calendar’s and Tuesday is booked, but Wednesday between 2:30
and 4 is open.
 
Don
 


From: Clarke Miller [mailto:CMiller@stradasf.com] 
Sent: Monday, February 23, 2015 9:09 AM
To: Miller, Erin (MTA); Reilly, Catherine (CII); Miller, Don (DPW); Moy, Barbara
Subject: RE: Sliver on GSW Property
 
A little more background might be helpful. I met with Don and Barbara on this issue last week, and
we determined the appropriate next step was for me to reach out to Erin to understand the process
for having MTA determine whether it’s necessary to continue to hold the SW sliver of land as a
possible future acceleration lane. Don and Barbara thought MTA’s Traffic and Engineering team,
likely Ricardo, would need to be the one who ultimately concludes whether that acceleration lane is
still required or not. How he decides (i.e., based on analysis from GSW SEIR Transpo section, a new
traffic study, or an informed opinion of anticipated local traffic conditions) was something I wanted
to discuss with Erin. I can also reach out to Jose Farran to see if he has preliminary thoughts on the
best way to conclude whether an acceleration lane might be required now or in the future at the SW
corner of the site.
 
Should I set up a call with Jose, Erin, and Don as a next step? If so, please let me know your
availability tomorrow or Wednesday afternoon.
 
Thanks,



http://www.sfmta.com/
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Clarke
 


From: Miller, Erin [mailto:Erin.Miller@sfmta.com] 
Sent: Friday, February 20, 2015 9:46 AM
To: Reilly, Catherine; Miller, Don; Moy, Barbara
Cc: Clarke Miller
Subject: RE: Sliver on GSW Property
 
Thank you all.  I’m copying Clark on my reply here to include him in this conversation from the
beginning.  I appreciate any help you can provide.
 
Best,
 


Erin Miller Blankinship
 
Urban Planning Initiatives, Development & Transportation Integration
Sustainable Streets
 
Join the Waterfront Transportation Assessment Mailing List here!
 
 
(415) 701-5490 o
(415) 971-7429 m
 
www.sfmta.com  
 


From: Reilly, Catherine (CII) [mailto:catherine.reilly@sfgov.org] 
Sent: Friday, February 20, 2015 9:20 AM
To: Miller, Erin; Miller, Don; Moy, Barbara
Subject: Sliver on GSW Property
 
Hi, Erin – thanks for the reminder about your question on this sliver. 
 
I have cc-ed the Task Force who holds all information related to MB infrastructure.  Don/Barbara –
Erin received a call from Clarke regarding the little turn lane area at the southwest corner of the
GSW site and she is trying to get information on it.  I figured you are the best to start with on the
history, etc. and what you would need from MTA for the City to make a decision on whether they
are willing to transfer the parcel to the GSW.


Thanks
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
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From: Tran, Michael
To: Aldhafari, Bassam; Webster, Leslie (PUC); "Clarke Miller" (CMiller@stradasf.com); "Beth Goldstein"; Aldhafari,


Bassam; "Clarke Miller" (CMiller@stradasf.com); "Beth Goldstein"
Cc: Kern, Chris (CPC); Aldhafari, Bassam; "Sravan Paladugu"; "Mary Lucas McDonald"; Reilly, Catherine (CII); Lee,


Wallis; "joyce@orionenvironment.com"; "Kate Aufhauser"; "Jacob Nguyen"; Freeman, Craig (PUC); Wong,
Manfred; Tam, Bessie (PUC); Graham, Richard (DPW); "Elizabeth Kimbrel"; Shrestha, Bimayendra; "Paul
Mitchell (PMitchell@esassoc.com)"; Kern, Chris (CPC); Aldhafari, Bassam; "Sravan Paladugu"; "Mary Lucas
McDonald"; Reilly, Catherine (CII); Lee, Wallis; "joyce@orionenvironment.com"; "Kate Aufhauser"; "Jacob
Nguyen"; Graham, Richard (DPW); "Elizabeth Kimbrel"; Shrestha, Bimayendra; "Paul Mitchell
(PMitchell@esassoc.com)"; Eickman, Kent (PUC)


Subject: RE: Mariposa Technical Memorandum Follow-Up
Date: Friday, February 27, 2015 2:45:20 PM
Attachments: 2015.02.27 Responses to BKF Questions for Mariposa TM.pdf


Good afternoon,
 
Following up with the 2/11 MPS Follow-Up meeting, please see responses gathered from various
personnel to BKF’s questions for the MPS Tech Memo.  Please let me know if you have additional
questions or would like to discuss.
 
Have a great weekend.


Thanks
Michael
 
_____________________________________________
From: Tran, Michael 
Sent: Tuesday, February 17, 2015 8:05 AM
To: Aldhafari, Bassam; Webster, Leslie; 'Clarke Miller' (CMiller@stradasf.com); 'Beth Goldstein';
Aldhafari, Bassam; 'Clarke Miller' (CMiller@stradasf.com); 'Beth Goldstein'
Cc: Kern, Chris; Aldhafari, Bassam; 'Sravan Paladugu'; 'Mary Lucas McDonald'; Reilly, Catherine; Lee,
Wallis; 'joyce@orionenvironment.com'; 'Kate Aufhauser'; 'Jacob Nguyen'; Freeman, Craig; Wong,
Manfred; Tam, Bessie; Graham, Richard (DPW) (richard.graham@sfdpw.org); 'Elizabeth Kimbrel';
Shrestha, Bimayendra; 'Paul Mitchell (PMitchell@esassoc.com)'; Security Desk, 525GG; Kern, Chris;
Aldhafari, Bassam; 'Sravan Paladugu'; 'Mary Lucas McDonald'; Reilly, Catherine; Lee, Wallis;
'joyce@orionenvironment.com'; 'Kate Aufhauser'; 'Jacob Nguyen'; Graham, Richard (DPW)
(richard.graham@sfdpw.org); 'Elizabeth Kimbrel'; Shrestha, Bimayendra; 'Paul Mitchell
(PMitchell@esassoc.com)'
Subject: RE: Mariposa Technical Memorandum Follow-Up
 
 
Good morning all,
 
Thank you again for attending last week’s meeting for the MPS Tech Memo follow up.  Please see
meeting minutes attached for reference – please contact me directly if you have any questions /
corrections.  I will email Langan, GSW team, and our dewatering folks for a separate meeting
separately.
 
Thanks
Michael
 
<< File: 2015.02.11 Warriors and Mariposa Technical Update Meeting Minutes.pdf >>
-----Original Appointment-----
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February 27, 2015 
 
Questions by BKF from 02/11/15 Meeting 
Responses by SFPUC/SFDPW 
 



1) The report does not address the possibility of upsizing pump units (i.e., increasing pump horse 
power) with the proposed interim solution of connecting 10-inch force main to 20-inch force 
main to meet the projected dry-weather flow of 4.8 MGD. The report should discuss why this 
interim solution cannot be a permanent solution. 



Increasing existing pump horsepower does not necessarily increase additional overall capacity.  
Increasing pump sizes may have detrimental impact to existing utilities such as force main velocity and 
internal pump station piping limitations.  The entire station must be further evaluated as a whole such 
as electrical components and services for larger pumps, operation of new pumps such as # of starts per 
hour.  The sizing of the pump station also requires evaluation of downstream facilities.   
 



2) The report should document constraints of using wet-weather pumps for pumping dry-weather 
flow to meet projected dry-weather flow demand of 4.8 MGD. If current permit with RWCQB is a 
constraint, the report should discuss limitations for obtaining a new permit to use wet-weather 
pumps. 



The use of wet weather pumps for dry weather flows will reduce wet weather capacity, thereby 
increasing the potential of additional Combined Sewer Overflows.   
 



3) The report states that existing MPS peak pumping capacity is 1.2 MGD. It appears that this is 
based on one dry-weather pump running. Please provide the existing peak capacity with both 
dry-weather pumps running? 



One dry weather pump in operation has a capacity of 1.1 MGD.  With both dry weather pumps running, 
the maximum capacity is 1.2 MGD. 
 



4) Please clarify if the system curve shown in Attachment 3 constitute using only 20-inch force main 
or using both 10-inch and 20-inch force mains? 



The system curve is reflecting the use of the 20 inch fore main only. 
 



5) It is helpful to identify pipe sizes/slope coming from Basin “B” and the approximate alignment of 
T/S box on Attachment 5 or on a separate exhibit. It is our understanding that Basin “A” 
discharges via 24-inch line under Illinois Street but the report identifies this as 48-inch. Does the 
24-inch connect to a 48-inch before connecting to T/S box? 



 
Basin “A” Accounts for the tributary north of Mariposa and discharges flows to a 48” sewer that 
connects to the junction structure at the intersection of Mariposa/Illinois. The remaining three inputs 
are a 39” sewer on Mariposa St, a 48” sewer discharging from south of Mariposa at 3rd St, and the final 
24” line that also discharges from south of Mariposa at Illinois St. As shown in Mariposa Drainage 
System Schematic (Attachment 1), all sanitary flow collects within the Mariposa T/S box before reaching 
the DW Sump at Mariposa. Pipe sizes/slopes will be incorporated into an updated version of the report.  
 
 
 
 











6) The report discusses upsizing a 12-inch line on Mariposa Street between 3rd Street and the 
Mariposa PS dry weather sump. The GSW project proposes to connect to 24-inch sewer on Illinois 
Street. It is not clear on whether the proposed upsizing is needed for the GSW project, or just for 
UCSF. Again, it would be helpful to show an exhibit with all existing line sizes and slope in the 
vicinity of MPS. 



The mentioned 12” sewer is the influent line that enters the DW sump at Mariposa station. It is limited 
in conveyance capacity and will be upsized to account for full development flows that will enter 
Mariposa PS. Sanitary sewers that GSW proposes to connect to within Mission Bay will need to be re-
evaluated once connection locations and rates of discharge are determined.  
 



7) It is helpful to show a combined inflow chart/table using the flow data collected from meters 
installed on inflow pipes to MPS. Also, please clarify the difference between Figure 2 and 3. 



Flow meter data that enters Mariposa PS is summarized in Table 1 below. Figures 2 and 3 refer to 
meters installed at two different 48” sewers, one is located at intersection of Mariposa/Illinois and the 
other at Mariposa/3rd, this typo will be corrected to distinguish the difference between the two.  
 
Table 1: Summary Table for Flow Meter Data All Inflows to Mariposa PS from November 17 to December 27 2014 



Sewer and Location Average Flow (GPM) Peak Flow (GPM) 
39” at 3rd/Mariposa (from East) 150 300 
48” at 3rd/Mariposa (from South) 50 100 
48” at Illinois/Mariposa (from North) 100 250 
24” at Illinois/Mariposa (from South) 260 320 
Total 560 970 
 












From: Tran, Michael 
Sent: Monday, February 09, 2015 8:53 AM
To: Tran, Michael; Aldhafari, Bassam; Webster, Leslie; 'Clarke Miller' (CMiller@stradasf.com); 'Beth
Goldstein'; Aldhafari, Bassam; 'Clarke Miller' (CMiller@stradasf.com); 'Beth Goldstein'
Cc: 'Kern, Chris (CPC)'; 'Aldhafari, Bassam'; 'Sravan Paladugu'; 'Mary Lucas McDonald'; 'Reilly, Catherine
(CII)'; 'Lee, Wallis'; 'joyce@orionenvironment.com'; 'Kate Aufhauser'; 'Jacob Nguyen'; Freeman, Craig;
Wong, Manfred; Tam, Bessie; Graham, Richard (DPW) (richard.graham@sfdpw.org); 'Elizabeth Kimbrel';
Shrestha, Bimayendra (Bimayendra.Shrestha@sfdpw.org); Paul Mitchell (PMitchell@esassoc.com);
Security Desk, 525GG; 'Kern, Chris (CPC)'; 'Aldhafari, Bassam'; 'Sravan Paladugu'; 'Mary Lucas
McDonald'; 'Reilly, Catherine (CII)'; 'Lee, Wallis'; 'joyce@orionenvironment.com'; 'Kate Aufhauser'; 'Jacob
Nguyen'; Graham, Richard (DPW) (richard.graham@sfdpw.org); 'Elizabeth Kimbrel'; Shrestha,
Bimayendra (Bimayendra.Shrestha@sfdpw.org); 'Paul Mitchell (PMitchell@esassoc.com)'
Subject: Mariposa Technical Memorandum Follow-Up
When: Wednesday, February 11, 2015 4:00 PM-5:00 PM (UTC-08:00) Pacific Time (US & Canada).
Where: 525 Golden Gate, 9th Floor Crystal Springs
 
 
Hello all,
 
I am shifting the meeting to 4:00PM – 5:00PM to include key personnel - please let me know if this
still works for everyone.  The technical memorandum for reference is located here: Click here to
download attachments.
 
Tentative meeting agenda:


1. Introductions
2. Questions regarding Mariposa Technical Memorandum
3. Mission Bay Sanitary
4. Next Steps


 
Also, Paul Mitchell (ESA) provided a call-in number for those who cannot attend in person:
        Call-in #                 1-855-339-3724
        Conference ID#                1047
 
Thanks,
Michael
 
 



https://sfpuc.sharefile.com/d/sc197e49ea9d4034a






From: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
To: Arce, Pedro (CII)
Subject: FW: BCSD East Side Submissions 2/25
Date: Thursday, February 26, 2015 1:39:00 PM
Attachments: image003.png


2015.02.25_Site_Plan_Key_DRAFT.pdf
2015.02.25_Project_Data_Summary.xlsx
2015.02.11_GSW_Development_Exclusions_V5_Final.pdf
2015.02.25_TextOutline_Arena.docx
2015.02.25_TextOutline_Retail.docx
2015.02.25_Schematic_Design_Arena_Draft.pdf
2015.02.25_Schematic_Design_Retail_Market_Hall_Draft.pdf


 
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: Kate Aufhauser [mailto:KAufhauser@warriors.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 25, 2015 6:12 PM
To: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
Cc: Clarke Miller; ldicarlo@manicaarchitecture.com; Lauren Weingartner; Arce, Pedro (CII)
Subject: BCSD East Side Submissions 2/25
 
Catherine:
Please find the following attached for both the Arena package and the Market Hall/Retail package:
 


1)       Preliminary draft BCSD packages: InDesign file (basic layout and working labels), vicinity
plans, existing renderings, and a first pass at pedestrian vignettes (eye-level Sketch-up
screenshots)


a.       Q: The last two (renderings/vignettes) are placeholders and do not yet incorporate
updated landscape, retail, etc. We are hoping for feedback on the general format
(i.e., is Sketchup OK?) and the specific views/areas chosen to represent.


2)       A blank mock-up for the Project Data Summary table
a.       Q: Should this be one table, copied across packages, or should the summary table in


select packages focus only on specific structures? For instance, under “Building
Heights,” we currently have multiple structures listed (instead of one or two).


3)       The last document you received confirming our Adjusted Gross & Leasable calculations
(“GSW development exclusions V5 Final”)


a.       Q: Should these same tables be updated and worked into the BCSD package for the
arena and the retail, as applicable? Or do we not need to repeat?


4)       Narrative outlines (key points that will be covered when we translate these to prose)
 
I am also including a color-coded site plan to confirm which areas are covered by which package – as
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Sheet1


			Project Data Summary





			Project Standards			Site Data			Consistent With												Notes


									Mission Bay South Redevelopment Plan			Amended Design for Development 2015*			GSW Major Phase Application for Blocks 29-32			Planning Section 321 Project Authorization


			Land Use			HZ-5
Commercial/Industrial
Blocks 29-32 (all parcels)			 √			 √			 √			 √			Major Phase Submittal for Blocks 29-32 of the Mission Bay South Redevelopment Project, anticipated 16 September 2015, page CC.


			Parcel Land Area (all parcels)			XYZ square feet (ABC acres)			 √			 √			 √			 √			Major Phase Submittal, page ZZ.


			Gross Floor Area 			+/- XYZ square feet			 √			 √			 √			 √			As part of aggregate FAR of Zone A, Redevelopment Plan, Section 304.5.


			Leasable Floor Area			XYZ square feet			 √			 √			 √			 √			As part of aggregate leasable area of Zone A, Redevelopment Plan, Section 304.5.


			Site Coverage 


Kate Aufhauser: Kate Aufhauser:
/ % of Developable Area at Base Height			%			 √			 √			 √						As part of an aggregate for Zone HZ-5 XY% coverage allowed per Amended Design for Development,  anticipated 16 September 2015, page CC.


			Building Heights			South St. Office/R&D Podium: X'-Y''
South St. Office/R&D Tower:
16th St. Office/R&D Podium:
16th St. Office/R&D Tower:
Event Center:
Market Hall:
Terry Francois Boulevard Retail:
Gatehouse:
Main plaza podium:			 √			 √			 √			n/a			160'-0'' height limit per Redevelopment Plan, Section XYZ.
Buildings on Blocks 30 and 32 are allowed to exceed 90'-0'', but not allowed to exceed 160'-0'' as per Amended Design for Development, page CC.


			Mechanical Penthouse Heights			South St. Office/R&D Podium: N/A
South St. Office/R&D Tower:
16th St. Office/R&D Podium: N/A
16th St. Office/R&D Tower:
Event Center:
Market Hall:
Terry Francois Boulevard Retail: N/A
Gatehouse: N/A
Main plaza podium: N/A			 √			 √			 √			n/a			Amended Design for Development,  page CC.


			Number of Stories			South St. Office/R&D Podium: 
South St. Office/R&D Tower:
16th St. Office/R&D Podium: 
16th St. Office/R&D Tower:
Event Center: 
Market Hall:
Terry Francois Boulevard Retail: 
Gatehouse: 
Main plaza podium: N/A			 √			 √			 √


			Required Setbacks			Third Street: XX' public sidewalk, including YY' setback, plus ZZ' private sidewalk
South Street:
Terry A. Francois Boulevard: 
16th Street:			 √			 √			 √			n/a			Amended Design for Development,  page CC.


			Required Streetwall			Third Street: XX% block-length coverage
South Street:
Terry A. Francois Boulevard: 
16th Street:

The project also meets minimum/maximum height & maximum projection requirements. 			 √			 √			 √			n/a			X% along X street, Amended Design for Development, page CC. 


			Required Stepbacks			None			 √			 √			 √			n/a			Amended Design for Development,  page CC.


			Vehicle Parking (provided in part in adjacent parking structure at 450 South Street)			Office/R&D: +/-
Event Center: +/-
Retail: +/-

Standard: +/-
Compact: +/-			 √			 √			 √						Calculated at XX per 1,000 sf of leasable area allowed by Amended Design for Development, page CC.

A X:Y ratio of compact to standard spaces per Amended Design for Development, page CC.


			Bicycle Parking			YY provided			 √			 √			 √						XX bikes: 1 space for every YY parked cars, per Amended Design for Development, page CC.


			Loading			XX provided			 √			 √			 √						XX spaces required for over 500,000 gsf per Amended Design for Development, page XYZ.


			Shadow Analysis			N/A			 √			 √			 √						Only required if variance is requested (n/a).


			Wind Analysis			Provided (see pages XYZ of this package)			 √			 √			 √





			Applicable Codes and Documents


			Redevelopment Plan for the Mission Bay South Redevelopment Project, dated November 2, 1998


			Design for Development Mission Bay South, dated September 17, 1988


			Amended Design for Development Mission Bay, dated March 16, 2004


			*Amended Design for Development Mission Bay, anticipated September 16, 2015


			Major Phase Application for Blocks 29-32, anticipated September 16, 2015
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WARRIORS BLOCK 29-32 DEVELOPMENT



Introduction



Mission Bay South Design for Development
The Mission Bay South Design for Development (DforD) serves as the primary documentation for all design standards and guidelines governing projects in the Mission Bay South Plan Area. By



setting forth goals and requirements for such building elements as height and bulk, massing, streetwalls, and curb cuts, the DforD seeks to establish a cohesive and dense urban fabric in the



Mission Bay neighborhood of San Francisco.



DforD Gross Floor Area / Adjusted Gross
The DforD defines “Gross Floor Area” (GFA, also called “Adjusted Gross Area”) for purposes of project planning and design and project approvals. The total and cumulative development



commercial/industrial area attributable to a proposed project is presented in several forms before the Commission on Community Investment and Infrastructure, including a Major Phase application



and a Basic Concept/Schematic Designs package, to verify a project’s compliance with the Mission Bay South Redevelopment Plan.



Notably, the DforD definition of GFA varies from that used by agencies in the City of San Francisco, including the San Francisco Planning Department. As set forth in the DforD, Section II, Definition



of Terms, GFA is defined as “the sum of the gross areas of the several floors of a building or buildings,” including most areas of a building as commonly measured for a building’s “True Gross”



(constructed) area.



However, the definition also lists areas to be excluded from any calculation of GFA. These include (but are not limited to) certain other basement, cellar, and attic spaces; penthouses, cooling



towers, and other mechanical equipment located at the top of a building; “ground floor area devoted to building or pedestrian circulation and building service”; or certain outdoor spaces such as



arcades, plazas, walkways, and porticos.



For a full definition of GFA, including a full list of exclusions, see DforD, Section II. Definition of Terms. Relevant pages are copied in full at the end of this document for quick reference.



DforD Leasable Area
“Leasable Area” calculations provide an additional metric for certain tracking purposes within the Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure, including the tracking of total retail spaces



developed in the Mission Bay South Plan Area for compliance with the Mission Bay South Redevelopment Plan.



Under the DforD, leasable area is calculated based on the definitions contained in the 1996 Building Owners Management Association (BOMA) publication, “Standard Methods For Measuring Floor



Area in Office Buildings.” The final calculations usually represent a small reduction in area from the Gross Floor Area.
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Design for Development Exclusion Categories



For a full list of exclusions, see DforD, Section II. Definition of Terms. Relevant pages are copied in full at the end of this document for quick reference.



#1: Basement/Cellar Space



#2: Attic Space



#3: Mechanical Penthouse



#4: Intermediate Floor/Mechanical / Ops



#5: Outside Stairs



#6: Parking/Loading/Driveways



#7: Public Arcades, Plazas, Walkways



#8: Balconies, Decks, Terraces



#9: Residential-Serving Elevators



#10: Window Bays



#11: Ground Floor Circulation & Service



#12: Restaurants & Retail Under 5,000sf



#13: Interior Open Space



#14: Child Care Facilities



#15: Cultural/Educational/Religious Space
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Project Description



Golden State Warriors Event Center and Mixed Use Development on Blocks 29-32
The Golden State Warriors organization proposes to develop an approximately 11-acre project located in San Francisco on land referred to as Blocks 29, 30, 31, and 32 (Blocks 29-32) in the



Mission Bay South Project Area. The project consists of a new approximately 18,000-seat multi-purpose event center, which would host the Golden State Warriors basketball team during the



National Basketball Association (NBA) season, and provide a year-round venue for a variety of other uses, including concerts, family shows, other sporting events, cultural events, conferences and



conventions. In addition, the site would include substantial mixed-use development including multiple office buildings, retail, restaurants, structured parking, plaza areas, and other amenities.
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WARRIORS BLOCK 29-32 DEVELOPMENT



Site Plan



Event 
Center



8



Gatehouse



16th Street 
Tower



South Street 
Tower



16th Street 
Midblock



SE Grand 
Lobby



Market 
Hall



TFB Midblock



SE Grand 
Lobby



Parking, Truck 
Dock / Service 
(Below Grade)



Bayfront 
Terrace
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WARRIORS BLOCK 29-32 DEVELOPMENT



Project Site Elevations



North : South Street Elevation



East : Terry Francois Boulevard Elevation
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WARRIORS BLOCK 29-32 DEVELOPMENT



Project Site Elevations



South : 16th Street Elevation



West : 3rd Street Elevation
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WARRIORS BLOCK 29-32 DEVELOPMENT



Project Area Summaries



Event Center
South Street Tower 



(Office Area)
16th Street Tower 



(Office Area)
Parking and Loading Total Maximum Allowed Area Remaining



True Gross Constructed Area 775,0001 289,000 290,800 488,700 1,843,500 - -



Total DforD Area Exclusions 212,300 24,000 19,100 488,700 755,300 - -



Total DforD Gross Area 562,700 265,000 271,700 - 1,099,400 1,103,544 4,144



Total BOMA Leasable Area 506,500 248,700 255,200 - 1,010,400 1,044,636 34,236



1For consistency with the guidelines for CEQA analysis, outdoor balconies, decks, and terraces are excluded from the GFA. Therefore the True Gross Constructed Area for the interior space is 775,000



Retail Maximum Allowed Area Excess



True Gross Constructed Area 132,300 - -



Total DforD Area Exclusions 71,200 - -



Total DforD Gross Area 61,100 - -



Total BOMA Leasable Area 61,100 50,471 10,6291



1 UCSF has the right to develop up to 40,000 lsf of Blocks 36‐39 with neighborhood retail uses. GSW is
negotiating with UCSF to purchase about 10,629 lsf of that right. IF UCSF does not sell the right to develop
this Retail, then the amount of neighborhood retail constructed by GSW will be reduced accordingly.



Commercial / Industrial
Total proposed Commercial/Industrial gross floor area (GFA) is below the maximum allowable gross square footage. Total proposed



Commercial/Industrial leasable area is below the maximum allowable leasable square footage.



Retail
Additional leasable square footage is required to construct the Retail portion of the proposed project as designed.
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Commercial / Industrial Development



Golden State Warriors Area Matrices
The following analysis contains floor area calculations for each section of the Blocks 29-32 site considered Commercial/Industrial area. First, it lists the True Gross (Constructed) area of a building or



buildings by elevation, or level. The total True Gross figure represents all buildable area shown in design drawings to date.



Next, each sheet denotes area “subtractions,” based on the exclusions outlined in the DforD’s definition of GFA. The list of possible exclusions is drawn directly from the DforD, and each subtraction



represents an adjustment to the measuring tool for area on site; however, the total True Gross area of the structure as it will eventually be built does not change. Instead, the final Adjusted Gross



Floor Area serves as the primary mechanism for tracking the project’s design approvals in accordance with the Mission Bay South Redevelopment Plan. It also helps monitor compliance with the



square footage purchased from FOCIL-MB (or subsequent developers*) for the Blocks 29-32 site.



Finally, the same sheets also show further area “subtractions” to account for spaces excluded from the BOMA definition of Leasable Area. The resulting Leasable Area may be used to describe the



area of usable commercial space for an eventual tenant.



*The Golden State Warriors entered into a purchase agreement with an affiliate of salesforce.com for the Blocks 29-32 parcels in 2014. Salesforce.com previously purchased the land and



development rights from Alexandria Real Estate Equities, Inc.
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Developable Area Matrix
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Level 000 – Event Level (-6’-0” / -10’-0”)



Exclusion 
Category



Description
Excluded Square Footage By Building



Event Center SE Grand Lobby Bayfront Terrace



#01
Basement / Cellar 



Space
82,600 - -



#03
Mechanical 
Penthouse



- - -



#04
Intermediate Floor 



Mechanical 
Ops/Storage



- - -



#05 Outside Stairs - - -



#08
Balconies, Decks, 



Terraces
- - -



#11
Ground Floor 
Circulation / 



Service
- - -
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Level 050 – Entry Plaza (+0’-0”)



Event Center Area Exclusions



Exclusion 
Category



Description
Excluded Square Footage By Building



Event Center SE Grand Lobby Bayfront Terrace



#01
Basement / Cellar 



Space
- - -



#03
Mechanical 
Penthouse



- - -



#04
Intermediate Floor 



Mechanical 
Ops/Storage



- - -



#05 Outside Stairs 1,300 - -



#08
Balconies, Decks, 



Terraces
- - -



#11
Ground Floor 
Circulation / 



Service
- 14,000 -
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Level 100 – Mezzanine (+10’-0”)



Event Center Area Exclusions



Exclusion 
Category



Description
Excluded Square Footage By Building



Event Center SE Grand Lobby Bayfront Terrace



#01
Basement / Cellar 



Space
- - -



#03
Mechanical 
Penthouse



- - -



#04
Intermediate Floor 



Mechanical 
Ops/Storage



14,100 - -



#05 Outside Stairs 1,300 - -



#08
Balconies, Decks, 



Terraces
- - -



#11
Ground Floor 
Circulation / 



Service
16,500 - -
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Level 200 – Main Concourse (+26’-0”)



Event Center Area Exclusions



Exclusion 
Category



Description
Excluded Square Footage By Building



Event Center SE Grand Lobby Bayfront Terrace



#01
Basement / Cellar 



Space
- - -



#03
Mechanical 
Penthouse



- - -



#04
Intermediate Floor 



Mechanical 
Ops/Storage



3,500 - -



#05 Outside Stairs 3,000 - -



#08
Balconies, Decks, 



Terraces
- - -



#11
Ground Floor 
Circulation / 



Service
50,500 - -
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Level 300 – Suite Level (+39’-0”)



Event Center Area Exclusions



Exclusion 
Category



Description
Excluded Square Footage By Building



Event Center SE Grand Lobby Bayfront Terrace



#01
Basement / Cellar 



Space
- - -



#03
Mechanical 
Penthouse



- - -



#04
Intermediate Floor 



Mechanical 
Ops/Storage



2,400 - -



#05 Outside Stairs - - -



#08
Balconies, Decks, 



Terraces
- - -



#11
Ground Floor 
Circulation / 



Service
- - -
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Level 400 – Loge Level (+51’-0”)



Event Center Area Exclusions



Exclusion 
Category



Description
Excluded Square Footage By Building



Event Center SE Grand Lobby Bayfront Terrace



#01
Basement / Cellar 



Space
- - -



#03
Mechanical 
Penthouse



- - -



#04
Intermediate Floor 



Mechanical 
Ops/Storage



2,300 - -



#05 Outside Stairs - - -



#08
Balconies, Decks, 



Terraces
- - -



#11
Ground Floor 
Circulation / 



Service
- - -
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Level 500 – Upper Concourse (+63’-0”)



Event Center Area Exclusions



*Bayfront Terrace



Exclusion 
Category



Description
Excluded Square Footage By Building



Event Center SE Grand Lobby Bayfront Terrace



#01
Basement / Cellar 



Space
- - -



#03
Mechanical 
Penthouse



- - -



#04
Intermediate Floor 



Mechanical 
Ops/Storage



3,200 - *4,100



#05 Outside Stairs - - -



#08
Balconies, Decks, 



Terraces
- - -



#11
Ground Floor 
Circulation / 



Service
- - -
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Level 600 – Bayfront Terrace (+76’-0”)



Event Center Area Exclusions



Exclusion 
Category



Description
Excluded Square Footage By Building



Event Center SE Grand Lobby Bayfront Terrace



#01
Basement / Cellar 



Space
- - -



#03
Mechanical 
Penthouse



- - -



#04
Intermediate Floor 



Mechanical 
Ops/Storage



- - -



#05 Outside Stairs - - -



#08
Balconies, Decks, 



Terraces
- - 500



#11
Ground Floor 
Circulation / 



Service
- - -
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Level 650 – AHU Mezzanine (+87’-0”)



Event Center Area Exclusions



Exclusion 
Category



Description
Excluded Square Footage By Building



Event Center SE Grand Lobby Bayfront Terrace



#01
Basement / Cellar 



Space
- - -



#03
Mechanical 
Penthouse



17,500 - -



#04
Intermediate Floor 



Mechanical 
Ops/Storage



- - -



#05 Outside Stairs - - -



#08
Balconies, Decks, 



Terraces
- - -



#11
Ground Floor 
Circulation / 



Service
- - -
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Level 700 – Bayfront Terrace Ballroom (+97’-0”)



Event Center Area Exclusions



Exclusion 
Category



Description
Excluded Square Footage By Building



Event Center SE Grand Lobby Bayfront Terrace



#01
Basement / Cellar 



Space
- - -



#03
Mechanical 
Penthouse



- - -



#04
Intermediate Floor 



Mechanical 
Ops/Storage



- - -



#05 Outside Stairs - - -



#08
Balconies, Decks, 



Terraces
- - 6,700



#11
Ground Floor 
Circulation / 



Service
- - -
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WARRIORS BLOCK 29-32 DEVELOPMENT



Developable Area Matrix : Truck Dock and Parking
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Level B100 – Subgrade Parking (-20’-0”)



Event Center Area Exclusions



Exclusion 
Category



Description



Excluded Square Footage By Building



Truck Dock / 
Service



Parking



#06
Parking / Loading / 



Driveways
- 180,600
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Level 000 – Event Level (-6’-0” / -10’-0”)



Event Center Area Exclusions



Exclusion 
Category



Description



Excluded Square Footage By Building



Truck Dock / 
Service



Parking



#06
Parking / Loading / 



Driveways
*53,100 186,200



*Truck Dock / Service
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Level 050 – Entry Plaza (+0’-0”)



Event Center Area Exclusions



Exclusion 
Category



Description



Excluded Square Footage By Building



Truck Dock / 
Service



Parking



#06
Parking / Loading / 



Driveways
*2,100 66,700



*Truck Dock / Service



*Truck Dock / Service
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Developable Area Matrix : South Street Tower
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Level 050 – Entry Plaza (+0’-0”) : South Street Tower



Exclusion 
Category



Description



Excluded Square Footage By Building



South Street 
Tower



16th Street
Tower



#04
Intermediate Floor 



Mechanical 
Ops/Storage



- -



#11
Ground Floor 



Circulation and 
Service



5,500 -
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Level 100 – Mezzanine (+10’-0”) : South Street Tower



Exclusion 
Category



Description



Excluded Square Footage By Building



South Street 
Tower



16th Street
Tower



#04
Intermediate Floor 



Mechanical 
Ops/Storage



- -



#11
Ground Floor 



Circulation and 
Service



4,500 -
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WARRIORS BLOCK 29-32 DEVELOPMENT



Typical Podium Level : South Street Tower



Exclusion 
Category



Description



Excluded Square Footage By Building



South Street 
Tower



16th Street
Tower



#04
Intermediate Floor 



Mechanical 
Ops/Storage



800 -



#11
Ground Floor 



Circulation and 
Service



- -
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Typical Tower Level : South Street Tower



Exclusion 
Category



Description



Excluded Square Footage By Building



South Street 
Tower



16th Street
Tower



#04
Intermediate Floor 



Mechanical 
Ops/Storage



400 -



#11
Ground Floor 



Circulation and 
Service



- -
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WARRIORS BLOCK 29-32 DEVELOPMENT



Developable Area Matrix : 16th Street Tower
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Level 050 – Entry Plaza (+0’-0”) : 16th Street Tower



50



Exclusion 
Category



Description



Excluded Square Footage By Building



South Street 
Tower



16th Street
Tower



#04
Intermediate Floor 



Mechanical 
Ops/Storage



- -



#11
Ground Floor 



Circulation and 
Service



- 2,500
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WARRIORS BLOCK 29-32 DEVELOPMENT



Level 100 – Mezzanine (+10’-0”) : 16th Street Tower



Exclusion 
Category



Description



Excluded Square Footage By Building



South Street 
Tower



16th Street
Tower



#04
Intermediate Floor 



Mechanical 
Ops/Storage



- -



#11
Ground Floor 



Circulation and 
Service



- 3,500
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Typical Podium Level : 16th Street Tower



Exclusion 
Category



Description



Excluded Square Footage By Building



South Street 
Tower



16th Street
Tower



#04
Intermediate Floor 



Mechanical 
Ops/Storage



- 800



#11
Ground Floor 



Circulation and 
Service



- -
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Typical Tower Level : 16th Street Tower



Exclusion 
Category



Description



Excluded Square Footage By Building



South Street 
Tower



16th Street
Tower



#04
Intermediate Floor 



Mechanical 
Ops/Storage



- 400



#11
Ground Floor 



Circulation and 
Service



- -
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Retail Development



Gross Floor Area Exclusions for Retail Spaces
Like Commercial/Industrial development, Retail development in the Mission Bay South Plan Area is described in the DforD’s definition of GFA, which lists specific exclusions that may be netted out



of the project’s officially reported total retail square footage. These exclusions are intended to encourage small pads for multiple local retailers by limiting total occupied square feet per use to 5,000,



and by limiting the retail pad to no more than 75% of the combined area of a building’s ground floor plus the ground level on-site open space associated with that building. Exclusions may only be



applied if the retail is comprised of diverse uses (personal services, restaurants, retail sale of goods), to create an active, urban street environment.



Unlike Commercial/Industrial development, however, the total retail development proposed for any project is measured using the retail’s leasable area, defined per BOMA as described above. This



allows the Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure to compare proposed retail developments to the overall cap on retail in the Mission Bay South Plan Area, which is similarly measured



by leasable area.
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Developable Area Matrix : Retail
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Note: Mission Bay South Design For Development gross floor area exclusion #12 allows for “spaces devoted to personal services, restaurants, and retail sales” to be excluded independently so long as they do not “exceed more than 5,000 occupied square 



feet each and that, in total, they do not exceed 75 percent of the area of the ground floor of the building plus the ground level, on-site open space.” 











Label
Exclusion 
Category



Description



Excluded Square Footage By Building



Event 
Center



South 
Street 
Tower 
(Retail)



South 
Street 



Midblock



16th Street 
Tower 
(Retail)



16th Street 
Midblock



Gatehouse
TFB 



Midblock
Market 



Hall



#11



Ground 
Floor 



Circulation 
& Service 
(and Open



Space)



- - - 1,300 2,300 4,100 3,750 10,600



#12



Spaces 
devoted to 



Personal 
Services



- - - - - - - -



#12
Spaces 



devoted to 
Restaurants



- - - - - - - -



#12
Spaces 



devoted to 
Retail Sales



- 4,800 - 2,100 1,100 1,400 3,000 5,000
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Level 050 – Entry Plaza (+0’-0”)
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Level 100 – Mezzanine (+10’-0”)



Retail Area Exclusions



Label
Exclusion 
Category



Description



Excluded Square Footage By Building



Event 
Center



South 
Street 
Tower 
(Retail)



South 
Street 



Midblock



16th Street 
Tower 
(Retail)



16th Street 
Midblock



Gatehouse
TFB 



Midblock
Market 



Hall



#11



Ground 
Floor 



Circulation 
& Service 
(and Open



Space)



- 1,800 - - - 1,700 - -



#12



Spaces 
devoted to 



Personal 
Services



- - - - - - - -



#12
Spaces 



devoted to 
Restaurants



4,900 2,400 - 2,400 - - - -



#12
Spaces 



devoted to 
Retail Sales



- - - - 1,100 2,600 2,000 -
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Level 200 – Main Concourse (+26’-0”)



Retail Area Exclusions



Label
Exclusion 
Category



Description



Excluded Square Footage By Building



Event 
Center



South 
Street 
Tower 
(Retail)



South 
Street 



Midblock



16th Street 
Tower 
(Retail)



16th Street 
Midblock



Gatehouse
TFB 



Midblock
Market 



Hall



#11



Ground 
Floor 



Circulation 
& Service 
(and Open



Space)



- - - - - - - -



#12



Spaces 
devoted to 



Personal 
Services



- - - - - - - -



#12
Spaces 



devoted to 
Restaurants



- 2,500 - 2,400 - - - 5,000



#12
Spaces 



devoted to 
Retail Sales



5,000 - 2,100 - - - - -
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Mission Bay South Design for Development (DforD)



Section II. Definition of Terms, p. 11-13



Floor Area, Gross:



The sum of the gross areas of the several floors of a building or buildings, measured from the exterior faces of exterior walls or from the centerlines of walls separating two buildings. Where columns



are outside and separated from an exterior wall (curtain wall) which encloses the building space or are otherwise so arranged that the curtain wall is clearly separate from the structural members,



the exterior face of the curtain wall shall be the line of measurement, and the area of the columns themselves at each floor shall also be counted.



A Except as specifically excluded in this definition, “gross floor area” shall include, although not be limited to, the following:



1 Basement and cellar space, including tenants’ storage areas and all other space except that used only for storage or services necessary to the operation or maintenance of the building itself;



2 Elevator shafts, stairwells, exit enclosures and smokeproof enclosures, at each floor;



3 Floor space in penthouses except as specifically excluded in this definition;



4 Attic space (whether or not a floor has been laid) capable of being made into habitable space;



5 Floor space in balconies or mezzanines in the interior of the building;



6 Floor space in open or roofed porches, arcades or exterior balconies, if such porch, arcade or balcony is located above the ground floor or first floor of occupancy above basement or garage



and is used as the primary access to the interior space it serves;



7 Floor space in accessory buildings, except for floor spaces used for accessory off-street parking or loading spaces as described herein, and driveways and maneuvering areas incidental



thereto; and



8 Any other floor space not specifically excluded in this definition.



B “Gross floor area” shall not include the following:



1 Basement and cellar space used only for storage or services necessary to the operation or maintenance of the building itself;



2 Attic space not capable of being made into habitable space;



3 Elevator or stair penthouses, accessory water tanks or cooling towers, and other mechanical equipment, appurtenances and areas necessary to the operation or maintenance of the building



itself, if located at the top of the building or separated therefrom only by other space not included in the gross floor area;



4 Mechanical equipment, appurtenances and areas, necessary to the operation or maintenance of the building itself (i) if located at an intermediate story of the building and forming a complete



floor level; or (ii) if located on a number of intermediate stories occupying less than a full floor level, provided that the mechanical equipment, appurtenances and areas are permanently



separated from occupied floor areas and in aggregate area do not exceed the area of an average floor as determined by the Redevelopment Agency



5 Outside stairs to the first floor of occupancy at the face of the building which the stairs serve, or fire escapes;



6 Floor space used for accessory off-street parking and loading spaces and driveways and maneuvering areas incidental thereto;



7 Arcades, plazas, walkways, porches, breezeways, porticos and similar features (whether roofed or not), at or near street level, accessible to the general public and not substantially enclosed



by exterior walls; and accessways to public transit lines, if open for use by the general public; all exclusive of areas devoted to sales, service, display, and other activities other than



movement of persons;



8 Balconies, porches, roof decks, terraces, courts and similar features, except those used for primary access as described in Paragraph (a)(6) above, provided that:



a) If more than 70 percent of the perimeter of such an area is enclosed, either by building walls (exclusive of a railing or parapet not more than three feet eight inches high) or by such



walls and interior lot lines, and the clear space is less than 15 feet in either dimension, the area shall not be excluded from gross floor area unless it is fully open to the sky (except for



roof eaves, cornices or belt courses which project not more than two feet from the face of the building wall).
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b) If more than 70 percent of the perimeter of such an area is enclosed, either by building walls (exclusive of a railing or parapet not more than three feet eight inches high), or by such 



walls and interior lot lines, and the clear space is 15 feet or more in both dimensions, (1) the area shall be excluded from gross floor area if it is fully open to the sky (except for roof 



eaves, cornices or belt courses which project no more than two feet from the face of the building wall), and (2) the area may have roofed areas along its perimeter which are also 



excluded from gross floor area if the minimum clear open space between any such roof and the opposite wall or roof (whichever is closer) is maintained at 15 feet (with the above 



exceptions) and the roofed area does not exceed 10 feet in depth; (3) in addition, when the clear open area exceeds 625 square feet, a canopy, gazebo, or similar roofed structure 



without walls may cover up to 10 percent of such open space without being counted as gross floor area.



c) If, however, 70 percent or less of the perimeter of such an area is enclosed by building walls (exclusive of a railing or parapet not more than three feet eight inches high) or by such 



walls and interior lot lines, and the open side or sides face on a yard, street or court whose dimensions satisfy the requirements of this Code and all other applicable codes for instances 



in which required windows face upon such yard, street or court, the area may be roofed to the extent permitted by such codes in instances in which required windows are involved;



9 On lower, nonresidential floors, elevator shafts and other life-support systems serving exclusively the residential uses on the upper floors of a building;



10 One-third of that portion of a window bay conforming to the requirements of Section 136(d)(2) of the San Francisco Planning Code (in effect as of the adoption of the Design for  



Development) which extends beyond the plane formed by the face of the facade on either side of the bay but not to exceed seven square feet per bay window as measured at each floor;



11 Ground floor area devoted to building or pedestrian circulation and building service;



12 Space devoted to personal services, restaurants, and retail sales of goods intended to meet the convenience shopping and service needs of workers and residents, not to exceed 5,000 



occupied square feet per use and, in total, not to exceed 75 percent of the area of the ground floor of the building plus the ground level, on-site open space. 



13 An interior space provided as an open space feature in accordance with the requirements herein;



14 Floor area devoted to child care facilities provided that:



a) Allowable indoor space is no more or no less than 3,000 square feet and no more than 6,000 square feet, and



b) The facilities are made available rent free, and



c) Adequate outdoor space is provided adjacent, or easily accessible, to the facility. Spaces such as atriums, rooftops or public parks may be used if they meet licensing requirements for   



child care facilities, and



d) The space is used for child care for the life of the building as long as there is a demonstrated need. No change in use shall occur without a finding by the Redevelopment Agency that 



there is a lack of need for child care and that the space will be used for a facility described herein dealing with cultural, educational, recreational, religious, or social service facilities;



15 Floor area permanently devoted to cultural, educational, recreational, religious or social service facilities available to the general public at no cost or at a fee covering actual operating 



expenses, provided that such facilities are:



a) Owned and operated by a nonprofit corporation or institution, or



b) Are made available rent free for occupancy only by nonprofit corporations or institutions for such functions. Building area subject to this subsection shall be counted as occupied floor 



area, except as provided herein, for the purpose of calculating the off-street parking and freight loading requirements for the project;



c) For the purpose of calculating the off-street parking and freight loading requirement for the project, building area subject to this subsection shall be counted as occupied floor area, 



except as provided herein.



Floor Area, Leasable:



Leasable Floor Area means Floor Rentable Area, as defined and calculated in the 1996 Building Owners Management Association International publication, “Standard Method For Measuring Floor 



Area in Office Buildings.”
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TABLE OF CONTENTS / TABLES AND FIGURES:


· Will list elements currently shown in preliminary draft & template


INTRODUCTION / PROJECT BACKGROUND


· Intro text will borrow from the Major Phase text to address:


· Overall project proposal, intent, and operations


· Project components, including heights and other details


· Will reference key documents (like D4D), regulatory processes, and approvals


· Will mention that this package presupposes a forthcoming D4D amendment


· Will explain other packages’ contents (set-up for cross-referencing later in the document) 


DESIGN NARRATIVE


· Overall design principles include:


· Dynamism (origins in sails)


· Appreciating/acknowledging/taking advantage of/augmenting the context 


· Bay, park, proximity to downtown, views of bridge, etc.


· Responding to/enriching MB neighborhood aesthetic


· Color (maybe), curves, “No back door”


· Truly multi-purpose


· Sports side, performing arts side


· Interior flexibility (sports, ice, end stage, theater config, etc.)


· Civic amenity for all, high-quality urban design, etc. 


· Key features include:


· Lobbies/grand entries


· Bayfront Terrace (& SE corner echo) 


· Proscenium 


· Prominent entry plazas (cross-reference to open space package)


· BOH pushed underground (cross-reference to parking/loading package)


· Roof


· Basic run-down of interiors (range of amenities and BOH spaces, etc.)


· Represents a commitment to high-quality design and engineering:


· Note: With significant input from local and small business partners


· Structural systems: brief summary. Should include roof. 


· MEP systems: brief summary


· Materials: X material in YY location(s), W material in ZZ locations


· Signage, lighting, and art to be deferred to later documentation. Brief mention to get them on readers’ radars, but no specifics.   


· Experience of the space:


· Narrating the movement and experience of a member of the public moving around the building perimeter (passing entries, getting views, changing elevations)
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· Project components, including heights and other details


· Will reference key documents (like D4D), regulatory processes, and approvals


· Will mention that this package presupposes a forthcoming D4D amendment


· Will explain other packages’ contents (set-up for cross-referencing later in the document) 


DESIGN NARRATIVE


· Overall design principles include:
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· Neighborhood, not mall (an independent sense of character)


· Architecturally arresting corner market hall (welcoming to the site)


· TFB retail that complements the park without competing


· Terraces and large windows to overlook, porous ground floor, lighting for event nights
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· Market hall entry


· Market hall roof 


· Pedestrian path


· Bayfront overlook (top of TFB retail)


· Bike valet/bike shop 


· Represents a commitment to high-quality design and engineering:


· Note: With significant input from local and small business partners


· Structural systems: brief summary. 


· MEP systems: brief summary


· Materials: X material in YY location(s), W material in ZZ locations. Result is ABC. 


· Signage, lighting, and art to be deferred to later documentation. Brief mention to get them on readers’ radars, but no specifics.   


· Experience of the space:


· Narrating the movement and experience of a member of the public moving around the site (passing entries, getting views, changing elevations)


· Who goes to what retail area, at what time of day, and what do they see/smell/hear/feel? 
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Beau’s developable area matrix + Gross floor area calcs
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Fig ##  |  Views to South Bay
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Fig ##  |  Views to South Bay
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Fig ##  |  Clear Views to Bay



Fig ##  |  Clear Views to Bay Bridge



Fig ##  |  High Views to Skyline
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EXISTING JOINT TRENCH
PROPOSED GAS
EXISTING GAS
PROPOSED LOW PRESSURE WATER
EXISTING LOW PRESSURE WATER
PROPOSED HIGH PRESSURE WATER
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UTILITY INFRASTRUCTURE OVERVIEW



IN ANTICIPATION OF THE FUTURE DEVELOPMENT OF
BLOCKS 29-32, THE INFRASTRUCTURE IMPROVEMENTS
NEEDED TO SERVICE THE SITE HAVE ALREADY BEEN
COMPLETED IN 3RD STREET AND SOUTH STREET.



THE INSTALLATION OF THE FOLLOWING UTILITY SYSTEMS
ALONG 16TH STREET HAVE ALREADY BEEN COMPLETED:



SEPARATE SANITARY SEWER MAIN
SEPARATE STORM DRAIN MAIN



THE INSTALLATION OF THE FOLLOWING UTILITY SYSTEMS
ALONG 16TH STREET WILL TAKE PLACE DURING THIS MAJOR
PHASE:



DOMESTIC WATER MAIN
RECLAIMED WATER MAIN
GAS MAIN



THE INSTALLATION OF THE FOLLOWING UTILITY SYSTEMS
ALONG THE FUTURE TERRY A FRANCOIS BLVD WILL TAKE
PLACE DURING THIS MAJOR PHASE:



SEPARATE SANITARY SEWER MAIN
SEPARATE STORM DRAIN MAIN
DOMESTIC WATER MAIN
RECLAIMED WATER MAIN
GAS MAIN



THERE ARE SEVERAL EXISTING SERVICE LATERALS
EXTENDING FROM THE EXISTING UTILITY MAINS ALONG
SOUTH STREET THAT CAN PRESUMABLY BE USED TO
SERVICE THE SITE. ADDITIONAL SERVICE LATERALS ARE
PROPOSED ALONG 16TH STREET AND THE FUTURE TERRY
A FRANCOIS BLVD FRONTAGE.



THE EXISTING AND PROPOSED UTILITY INFRASTRUCTURE
IMPROVEMENTS ARE CONSISTENT WITH THE MISSION BAY
SOUTH INFRASTRUCTURE PLAN.



Fig ##  |  Charts caption



sanitary sewer Plan



Fig ##  |  Charts caption
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Fig ##  |  Charts caption
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Fig ##  |  Charts caption
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Fig ##  |  Charts caption



site Plan



Fig ##  |  Charts caption
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Fig ##  |  Charts caption Fig ##  |  Charts caption



vehicular & truck access



Fig ##  |  Charts caption Fig ##  |  Charts caption
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Fig ##  |  Level ##



floor Plans



Fig ##  |  Level ##
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Fig ##  |  Level ##
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Fig ##  |  Level ##
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Fig ##  |  Level ##



roof Plans



Fig ##  |  Level ##
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Fig ##  |  North elevation



Fig ##  |  West elevation



elevations



Fig ##  |  South elevation



Fig ##  |  East elevation
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Fig ##  |  Caption for diagram



transverse section



Fig ##  |  Caption for diagram
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Fig ##  |  Caption for diagram



materials
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estioru ptumquam, solores sectecte non cusapidit facesti offic tem volut amus.
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Fig ##  |  Section detail



Fig ##  |  Elevation



West/Plaza View



materials



Fig ##  |  Section detail



Fig ##  |  Elevation



Southeast Plaza View
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Fig ##  |  Section detail



materials



Fig ##  |  Elevation



View Along Pedestrian Path



Fig ##  |  Section detail
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Fig ##  |  Elevation



View Along 16th Street
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Fig. ##  |  Office + OS - NW Corner



look / feel



Fig. ## | Arena + OS + Office - Main Plaza
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Fig. ##  |  OS - South Street Garage Entrance Fig. ##  |  Retail - Bayview Outlook



look / feel
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Fig. ## | Retail - NE Corner Fig. ##  | Retail + OS - TFB Retail



look / feel
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Fig. ## | Arena + Retail - TFB Retail/Skybar Entrance Fig. ##  |  Arena - Skybar



look / feel
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Fig. ## | Arena - View from Park Fig. ##  |  Arena - SE Entrance Plaza
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Fig. ## | Arena - Sixteenth Street Fig. ##  |  Arena - Sixteenth Street Atrium Entry
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Fig. ## | Office - SW Corner Fig. ##  |  Open Space - Gatehouse



look / feel
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Fig. ##  |  Aerial rendering from Southeast corner entry



exterior PersPective



Fig. ##  |  Aerial rendering from Northwest
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Fig. ##  |  Aerial rendering from Southeast



exterior PersPective



Fig. ##  |  Aerial rendering from 16th Street
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Fig. ##  |  Aerial rendering from Northeast
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THE GOLDEN STATE WARRIORS EVENT CENTER AND  MIXED USE DEVELOPMENT



Pre-Submittal Draft Major Phase Application submitted by the Golden State Warriors to the Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure on December 10, 2014.
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is con se ne mo vasterris, con te, ta modiorum popubliis inatilintem oc fuitam 
sentrori prorum egit auturnius, quos cla vicum que contem oria virtilis vis
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ma nias sita dolupta sperita earumquidus, consectatem int facearuptae sim 
verum quam ilic torio ex eseribus as explabore que se non cus derferum int 
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Beau’s developable area matric + Gross floor area calcs



Project data summary Applicable codes 
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Fig ##  |  Charts caption
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Fig ##  |  Charts caption
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Fig ##  |  Views to South Bay



vehicular circulation



Fig ##  |  Views to South Bay
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Fig ##  |  Views to South Bay



view corridors



Fig ##  |  Views to South Bay
Fig ##  |  Views to South Bay



Fig ##  |  Clear Views to Bay



Fig ##  |  Clear Views to Bay Bridge



Fig ##  |  High Views to Skyline
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EXISTING JOINT TRENCH
PROPOSED GAS
EXISTING GAS
PROPOSED LOW PRESSURE WATER
EXISTING LOW PRESSURE WATER
PROPOSED HIGH PRESSURE WATER
EXISTING HIGH PRESSURE WATER
PROPOSED RECLAIMED WATER
EXISTING RECLAIMED WATER
PROPOSED COMBINED SEWER
EXISTING COMBINED SEWER
COMBINED SEWER MANHOLE
PROPOSED SANITARY SEWER
EXISTING SANITARY SEWER
SANITARY SEWER MANHOLE
PROPOSED STORM DRAIN
EXISTING STORM DRAIN
STORM DRAIN MANHOLE



LEGEND



UTILITY INFRASTRUCTURE OVERVIEW



IN ANTICIPATION OF THE FUTURE DEVELOPMENT OF
BLOCKS 29-32, THE INFRASTRUCTURE IMPROVEMENTS
NEEDED TO SERVICE THE SITE HAVE ALREADY BEEN
COMPLETED IN 3RD STREET AND SOUTH STREET.



THE INSTALLATION OF THE FOLLOWING UTILITY SYSTEMS
ALONG 16TH STREET HAVE ALREADY BEEN COMPLETED:



SEPARATE SANITARY SEWER MAIN
SEPARATE STORM DRAIN MAIN



THE INSTALLATION OF THE FOLLOWING UTILITY SYSTEMS
ALONG 16TH STREET WILL TAKE PLACE DURING THIS MAJOR
PHASE:



DOMESTIC WATER MAIN
RECLAIMED WATER MAIN
GAS MAIN



THE INSTALLATION OF THE FOLLOWING UTILITY SYSTEMS
ALONG THE FUTURE TERRY A FRANCOIS BLVD WILL TAKE
PLACE DURING THIS MAJOR PHASE:



SEPARATE SANITARY SEWER MAIN
SEPARATE STORM DRAIN MAIN
DOMESTIC WATER MAIN
RECLAIMED WATER MAIN
GAS MAIN



THERE ARE SEVERAL EXISTING SERVICE LATERALS
EXTENDING FROM THE EXISTING UTILITY MAINS ALONG
SOUTH STREET THAT CAN PRESUMABLY BE USED TO
SERVICE THE SITE. ADDITIONAL SERVICE LATERALS ARE
PROPOSED ALONG 16TH STREET AND THE FUTURE TERRY
A FRANCOIS BLVD FRONTAGE.



THE EXISTING AND PROPOSED UTILITY INFRASTRUCTURE
IMPROVEMENTS ARE CONSISTENT WITH THE MISSION BAY
SOUTH INFRASTRUCTURE PLAN.
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site Plan
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Fig ##  |  North elevation



Fig ##  |  West elevation



elevations



Fig ##  |  South elevation



Fig ##  |  East elevation
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Fig ##  |  Caption for diagram Fig ##  |  Caption for diagramFig ##  |  Caption for diagram Fig ##  |  Caption for diagram
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Fig ##  |  Section detail



Fig ##  |  Elevation
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Fig ##  |  Section detail



Fig ##  |  Elevation



TFB Retail (from street) Market Hall entrance (from street)
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Fig ##  |  Section detail
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Fig ##  |  Elevation



Market hall and TFB (from pedestrian path)



look / feel



Fig. ##  |  Office + OS - NW Corner
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Fig. ## | Arena + OS + Office - Main Plaza



look / feel



Fig. ##  |  OS - South Street Garage Entrance
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Fig. ##  |  Retail - Bayview Outlook
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Fig. ## | Retail - NE Corner
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Fig. ##  | Retail + OS - TFB Retail
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Fig. ## | Arena + Retail - TFB Retail/Skybar Entrance
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Fig. ##  |  Arena - Skybar
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Fig. ## | Arena - View from Park
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Fig. ##  |  Arena - SE Entrance Plaza
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Fig. ## | Arena - Sixteenth Street
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Fig. ##  |  Arena - Sixteenth Street Atrium Entry
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Fig. ## | Office - SW Corner
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Fig. ##  |  Open Space - Gatehouse



look / feel exterior PersPective



Fig. ##  |  Aerial rendering of the arena from the main plaza in the Northeast/west
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RWDI study results



Detail (soom) on the eastern retail 
areas



exterior PersPective



Fig. ##  |  Aerial rendering from Southeast corner entry
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Fig. ##  |  Aerial rendering from Southeast



exterior PersPective



Fig. ##  |  Aerial rendering from Northwest
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Fig. ##  |  Aerial rendering from Northeast



exterior PersPective



Fig. ##  |  Aerial rendering from 16th Street
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you requested last Thursday. We don’t yet have an updated rendered site plan, so please disregard
the old office massing and slightly different arena shape at the SE corner. The ideas should be clear.
As discussed, the offices (both shown in pink) will each be covered in separate, standalone packages
(2 total).
 
Per your note yesterday, we’ll look forward to comments from OCII in 7 days (end of day 3/4). We’ll
be working on additional materials in the meantime and are available for questions or comments as
they arise.
 
Thanks,
Kate
 
Kate Aufhauser
Project Analyst
510.986.5419 (office) | 202.230.2642 (cell)
kaufhauser@warriors.com


website | tickets | app | social | find us


SBJ's 2014 Sports Team of the Year
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From: Flynn, Jeffrey
To: "Clarke Miller"; Olea, Ricardo (MTA)
Cc: José I. Farrán; Miller, Erin (MTA); Miller, Don (DPW); Reilly, Catherine (CII); Moy, Barbara; Hennessy, Cathal


(MTA); Molly Hayes (mhayes@warriors.com); Kate Aufhauser (kaufhauser@warriors.com)
Subject: RE: Sliver on GSW Property
Date: Tuesday, February 24, 2015 3:03:31 PM


A rail engineer from the SFMTA Capital Team would need to be included.  I am not familiar with
railway engineering.
 
Erin can loop in the appropriate people.
 


From: Clarke Miller [mailto:CMiller@stradasf.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 24, 2015 2:45 PM
To: Olea, Ricardo
Cc: José I. Farrán; Miller, Erin; Miller, Don; Reilly, Catherine; Moy, Barbara; Flynn, Jeffrey; Hennessy,
Cathal; Molly Hayes (mhayes@warriors.com); Kate Aufhauser (kaufhauser@warriors.com)
Subject: RE: Sliver on GSW Property
 
Thanks for these responses, Ricardo and Jose. This does clarify quite a bit. I’d previously thought
that the Lot 7 area in question (currently sidewalk and land) was a placeholder if further road-
widening needed to occur. It appears the existing configuration of the roadway in that location


already accommodates the lane shifting due to the double left-turn lanes off Third onto 16th, so no
further encroachment into Lot 7 would be required.
 
So is the remaining possible use of Lot 7 if the two NB lanes need to be shifted further east (into Lot
7) to allow for an expanded Muni median if cross-over tracks were to be installed at the south end


of Third St just north of 16th? Jeff F., are you involved in any of those discussions so that you could
provide an update?
 
A 30-minute call tomorrow between 3-4pm might be simplest to discuss this. Jeff, are you available
then?
 
Thanks,
Clarke
 


From: Olea, Ricardo [mailto:Ricardo.Olea@sfmta.com] 
Sent: Monday, February 23, 2015 4:43 PM
To: Clarke Miller
Cc: José I. Farrán; Miller, Erin; Miller, Don; Reilly, Catherine; Moy, Barbara; Flynn, Jeffrey; Hennessy,
Cathal
Subject: RE: Sliver on GSW Property
 
Clarke –
Unfortunately I’m not available at this time due to some other conflicting meetings. 
 
All I know is what I appear to have confirmed from reading Jose’s email:  due to the double
northbound left turn here, the lanes are pushed to the east (see attached drawings).  To make up


rd th
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that transition a sliver of land on the NE corner of 3  and 16  Streets was set back to the roadway
could back to its regular alignment.  I don’t see how you can transition the two lanes fully within the
intersection (that is, not have the sliver at all on the Warriors lot), but it’s something a civil could
look at in more detail if roadway changes are anticipated.  It’s about an eleven foot transition of the
curb lane. Using the standard state transition formula and a 35 mph design speed you get a
transition of 225 feet.  It looks like the transition now is somewhere in the 200 foot range.
 
I’m not sure about impacts about LRV crossover tracks at this location, not my area of expertise. 
Copying Jeff Flynn who’s been involved in Warriors discussions on the Muni Service Planning side.
 
Ricardo
 


From: Clarke Miller [mailto:CMiller@stradasf.com] 
Sent: Monday, February 23, 2015 3:06 PM
To: José I. Farrán; Miller, Erin; Miller, Don; Reilly, Catherine; Moy, Barbara
Cc: Olea, Ricardo
Subject: RE: Sliver on GSW Property
 
Thanks for the additional background, Jose. It seems a quick call to review MTA’s latest thoughts on


the intersection of Third and 16th, including any impacts from a possible LRV crossover track in that
location, would be helpful.
 
Ricardo, are you available (or a designated person from your team) to join the rest of this group for
a 30-minute call between 2:30-4pm on Wednesday? If so, I’ll circulate an invite with a dial-in
number.
 
Thanks,
Clarke
 


From: José I. Farrán [mailto:jifarran@AdavantConsulting.com] 
Sent: Monday, February 23, 2015 10:29 AM
To: 'Miller, Erin'; Clarke Miller; 'Miller, Don'; 'Reilly, Catherine'; 'Moy, Barbara'
Cc: 'Olea, Ricardo'
Subject: RE: Sliver on GSW Property
 
Erin et al.,
 
I am available for a phone call on Wednesday afternoon if still needed.
 
My recollection of the planning process for the intersection of 16th/Third is that the additional land take
on the west side of Block 31 north of 16th St was to properly accommodate the ultimate design for a
dual left-turn only lane at the 16t St/Third intersection (from northbound Third to westbound 16th); there
is a similar take proposed for the south side of 16th on the west side of Block 33.
 
It is not really an “acceleration lane” (it is a City intersection after all), rather its role is to provide a
smoother transition to the northbound through traffic on Third Street that is being pushed slightly east
and then back west as vehicles travel across 16th St.
 
It is possible that now that the Third St light rail tracks are in place (I believe they were not built at the
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time we were looking into this), the extra land takes on Blocks 31 and 33 are no longer needed; MTA
and others have recommendations/standards currently about the allowable cross-shift of traffic per
longitudinal distance that can be applied to this situation.  On the other hand, Muni is looking into
installing a crossover track for LRT between 16th and South Street to better serve transit riders to/from
the arena, so having the extra room within the LRT median could facilitate that design.
 
_______________________________________________________
José I. Farrán, P.E.
  Adavant
         Consulting
200 Francisco St.,  2nd Floor, San Francisco, CA 94133
office: (415) 362-3552; mobile: (415) 990-6412
jifarran@AdavantConsulting.com
AdavantConsulting.com
 
 
From: Miller, Erin [mailto:Erin.Miller@sfmta.com] 
Sent: Monday, February 23, 2015 9:51 AM
To: 'Clarke Miller'; Miller, Don; Reilly, Catherine; Moy, Barbara
Cc: Jose I. Farran (jifarran@adavantconsulting.com); Olea, Ricardo
Subject: RE: Sliver on GSW Property
 
All:
 
I also agree and think that this topic would be best handled by Ricardo on the MTA’s end.  I’m sorry
Clark, not realizing the full background story, I started by reaching out first to Catherine.
 
I’m happy to help coordinate meetings if that would help.  I am copying both Ricardo and Jose on
this email.
 
Best,
 


Erin Miller Blankinship
 
Urban Planning Initiatives, Development & Transportation Integration
Sustainable Streets
 
Join the Waterfront Transportation Assessment Mailing List here!
 
 
(415) 701-5490 o
(415) 971-7429 m
 
www.sfmta.com  
 


From: Clarke Miller [mailto:CMiller@stradasf.com] 
Sent: Monday, February 23, 2015 9:32 AM
To: Miller, Don; Miller, Erin; Reilly, Catherine; Moy, Barbara
Subject: RE: Sliver on GSW Property
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Thanks, Don.
 
Erin, please let me know if you have 30-minutes available between 2:30-4pm Wednesday and I’ll
coordinate with Jose and then send an invite.
 
Clarke
 


From: Miller, Don (DPW) [mailto:Don.Miller@sfdpw.org] 
Sent: Monday, February 23, 2015 9:19 AM
To: Clarke Miller; Miller, Erin (MTA); Reilly, Catherine (CII); Moy, Barbara
Subject: RE: Sliver on GSW Property
 
All,
 
I agree with Clark’s recollection of our meeting last week and think a call with Jose would be
helpful.  I looked at Barbara and my calendar’s and Tuesday is booked, but Wednesday between 2:30
and 4 is open.
 
Don
 


From: Clarke Miller [mailto:CMiller@stradasf.com] 
Sent: Monday, February 23, 2015 9:09 AM
To: Miller, Erin (MTA); Reilly, Catherine (CII); Miller, Don (DPW); Moy, Barbara
Subject: RE: Sliver on GSW Property
 
A little more background might be helpful. I met with Don and Barbara on this issue last week, and
we determined the appropriate next step was for me to reach out to Erin to understand the process
for having MTA determine whether it’s necessary to continue to hold the SW sliver of land as a
possible future acceleration lane. Don and Barbara thought MTA’s Traffic and Engineering team,
likely Ricardo, would need to be the one who ultimately concludes whether that acceleration lane is
still required or not. How he decides (i.e., based on analysis from GSW SEIR Transpo section, a new
traffic study, or an informed opinion of anticipated local traffic conditions) was something I wanted
to discuss with Erin. I can also reach out to Jose Farran to see if he has preliminary thoughts on the
best way to conclude whether an acceleration lane might be required now or in the future at the SW
corner of the site.
 
Should I set up a call with Jose, Erin, and Don as a next step? If so, please let me know your
availability tomorrow or Wednesday afternoon.
 
Thanks,
Clarke
 


From: Miller, Erin [mailto:Erin.Miller@sfmta.com] 
Sent: Friday, February 20, 2015 9:46 AM
To: Reilly, Catherine; Miller, Don; Moy, Barbara
Cc: Clarke Miller
Subject: RE: Sliver on GSW Property
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Thank you all.  I’m copying Clark on my reply here to include him in this conversation from the
beginning.  I appreciate any help you can provide.
 
Best,
 


Erin Miller Blankinship
 
Urban Planning Initiatives, Development & Transportation Integration
Sustainable Streets
 
Join the Waterfront Transportation Assessment Mailing List here!
 
 
(415) 701-5490 o
(415) 971-7429 m
 
www.sfmta.com  
 


From: Reilly, Catherine (CII) [mailto:catherine.reilly@sfgov.org] 
Sent: Friday, February 20, 2015 9:20 AM
To: Miller, Erin; Miller, Don; Moy, Barbara
Subject: Sliver on GSW Property
 
Hi, Erin – thanks for the reminder about your question on this sliver. 
 
I have cc-ed the Task Force who holds all information related to MB infrastructure.  Don/Barbara –
Erin received a call from Clarke regarding the little turn lane area at the southwest corner of the
GSW site and she is trying to get information on it.  I figured you are the best to start with on the
history, etc. and what you would need from MTA for the City to make a decision on whether they
are willing to transfer the parcel to the GSW.


Thanks
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
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From: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
To: Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Kate Aufhauser
Cc: Arce, Pedro (CII); Clarke Miller; ldicarlo@manicaarchitecture.com; Lauren Weingartner; "Mallory Shure"; Kern,


Chris (CPC)
Subject: RE: 2 BCSD Questions
Date: Wednesday, February 25, 2015 8:41:43 AM
Attachments: image001.png


Sorry that is the Combined Basic Concept/Schematic Design package.  Don’t need to worry about
that question, just the wind study.  Thanks!
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: Bollinger, Brett (CPC) 
Sent: Wednesday, February 25, 2015 8:41 AM
To: Reilly, Catherine (CII); Kate Aufhauser
Cc: Arce, Pedro (CII); Clarke Miller; ldicarlo@manicaarchitecture.com; Lauren Weingartner; 'Mallory
Shure'; Kern, Chris (CPC)
Subject: RE: 2 BCSD Questions
 
What is “BCSD”? To many acronyms in this line of business to remember them all.
 


From: Reilly, Catherine (CII) 
Sent: Wednesday, February 25, 2015 8:38 AM
To: Kate Aufhauser
Cc: Arce, Pedro (CII); Clarke Miller; ldicarlo@manicaarchitecture.com; Lauren Weingartner; 'Mallory
Shure'; Kern, Chris (CPC); Bollinger, Brett (CPC)
Subject: RE: 2 BCSD Questions
 
I am cc-ing Chris and Brett since we should have the same shadow study as is included in the EIR. 
So, if they are ok with the bigger swoops, I am, though I would include a footnote that recognizes
the change and states that the shadow study is more conservative than the proposed design due to
the building now being smaller (if true).
 
As for the formatting, what specifically are you referring to?  Font, layout, etc?
 
Thanks
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
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San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: Kate Aufhauser [mailto:KAufhauser@warriors.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 24, 2015 11:07 PM
To: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
Cc: Arce, Pedro (CII); Clarke Miller; ldicarlo@manicaarchitecture.com; Lauren Weingartner; 'Mallory
Shure'
Subject: RE: 2 BCSD Questions
 
(W/ attachment)
 
Kate Aufhauser
Project Analyst
510.986.5419 (office) | 202.230.2642 (cell)
kaufhauser@warriors.com


website | tickets | app | social | find us


SBJ's 2014 Sports Team of the Year
 
 


From: Kate Aufhauser 
Sent: Tuesday, February 24, 2015 11:06 PM
To: Reilly, Catherine (OCII)
Cc: 'Arce, Pedro (CII)'; 'Clarke Miller'; ldicarlo@manicaarchitecture.com; 'Lauren Weingartner'; Mallory
Shure
Subject: 2 BCSD Questions
 
Catherine –
 
Two quick questions.


1)       Have you and Pedro determined whether all BCSD packages across our project site need to
have the same formatting?


2)       To date we’d been planning on using the SEIR shadow studies (attached) for consistency.
But, I just noticed these use our CEQA site plan (Manica office massing, not updated PLA,
and no small reduction in arena “swooshes”). I presume our team should plan to re-run the
shadow studies?


 
Thanks,
Kate
 
Kate Aufhauser
Project Analyst
510.986.5419 (office) | 202.230.2642 (cell)
kaufhauser@warriors.com


website | tickets | app | social | find us


SBJ's 2014 Sports Team of the Year
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From: Kate Aufhauser
To: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
Cc: Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Arce, Pedro (CII); Clarke Miller; ldicarlo@manicaarchitecture.com; Lauren Weingartner;


Mallory Shure; Kern, Chris (CPC)
Subject: Re: 2 BCSD Questions
Date: Wednesday, February 25, 2015 10:16:13 AM
Attachments: image001.png


Sorry for the confusion, but I've since realized we do not need shadow studies in our
BCSD package since we are not requesting a variance. Please disregard. 


The formatting question was an "all of the above" (font, layout of graphics on each
page, label placement, etc). Just trying to understand if the two office packages
Pfau Long is producing need to match the other three in any way, or if they can
reflect the fact that they're being generated by a different (office-focused) design
team. For instance, all the salesforce packages match, but not all the old ARE
packages do. 


Sent from my iPhone


On Feb 25, 2015, at 8:41 AM, Reilly, Catherine (CII) <catherine.reilly@sfgov.org>
wrote:


Sorry that is the Combined Basic Concept/Schematic Design package.  Don’t need to
worry about that question, just the wind study.  Thanks!
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: Bollinger, Brett (CPC) 
Sent: Wednesday, February 25, 2015 8:41 AM
To: Reilly, Catherine (CII); Kate Aufhauser
Cc: Arce, Pedro (CII); Clarke Miller; ldicarlo@manicaarchitecture.com; Lauren
Weingartner; 'Mallory Shure'; Kern, Chris (CPC)
Subject: RE: 2 BCSD Questions
 
What is “BCSD”? To many acronyms in this line of business to remember them all.
 


From: Reilly, Catherine (CII) 
Sent: Wednesday, February 25, 2015 8:38 AM
To: Kate Aufhauser
Cc: Arce, Pedro (CII); Clarke Miller; ldicarlo@manicaarchitecture.com; Lauren
Weingartner; 'Mallory Shure'; Kern, Chris (CPC); Bollinger, Brett (CPC)
Subject: RE: 2 BCSD Questions
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I am cc-ing Chris and Brett since we should have the same shadow study as is included
in the EIR.  So, if they are ok with the bigger swoops, I am, though I would include a
footnote that recognizes the change and states that the shadow study is more
conservative than the proposed design due to the building now being smaller (if true).
 
As for the formatting, what specifically are you referring to?  Font, layout, etc?
 
Thanks
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: Kate Aufhauser [mailto:KAufhauser@warriors.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 24, 2015 11:07 PM
To: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
Cc: Arce, Pedro (CII); Clarke Miller; ldicarlo@manicaarchitecture.com; Lauren
Weingartner; 'Mallory Shure'
Subject: RE: 2 BCSD Questions
 
(W/ attachment)
 
Kate Aufhauser
Project Analyst
510.986.5419 (office) | 202.230.2642 (cell)
kaufhauser@warriors.com
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SBJ's 2014 Sports Team of the Year
 
 


From: Kate Aufhauser 
Sent: Tuesday, February 24, 2015 11:06 PM
To: Reilly, Catherine (OCII)
Cc: 'Arce, Pedro (CII)'; 'Clarke Miller'; ldicarlo@manicaarchitecture.com; 'Lauren
Weingartner'; Mallory Shure
Subject: 2 BCSD Questions
 
Catherine –
 
Two quick questions.


<!--[if !supportLists]-->1)       <!--[endif]-->Have you and Pedro determined whether
all BCSD packages across our project site need to have the same formatting?


<!--[if !supportLists]-->2)       <!--[endif]-->To date we’d been planning on using the
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SEIR shadow studies (attached) for consistency. But, I just noticed these use
our CEQA site plan (Manica office massing, not updated PLA, and no small
reduction in arena “swooshes”). I presume our team should plan to re-run the
shadow studies?


 
Thanks,
Kate
 
Kate Aufhauser
Project Analyst
510.986.5419 (office) | 202.230.2642 (cell)
kaufhauser@warriors.com
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From: Kate Aufhauser
To: Reilly, Catherine (ADM)
Cc: Lauren Weingartner; ldicarlo@manicaarchitecture.com; Mallory Shure; Emily Woods; Clarke Miller; Arce, Pedro (CII)
Subject: BCSD Data Chart Follow-Up
Date: Saturday, February 28, 2015 3:55:25 PM
Attachments: image006.png


GSW_BCSD_Submissions_Tracker_V2.xlsx


Catherine –
 
A follow-up to my last BCSD email, dated 2/26, with a number of questions about the data charts. After further discussion with the
team I have some additional thoughts for your review:
 


1)       Project data summary: A new proposal is attached. As you can see, the top portion of the table (land use, parcel land area,
site coverage, etc.) would be consistent across each package. The bottom portion of the table (floor areas, heights, stories,
setbacks, etc.) would be specific to the structures in each package. Would that work? We’d also still like your feedback on the
actual line items, since there’s some inconsistency in what got included across past packages.
 


2)       Other development data: The more we thought about it, the more we felt that pg. 16 of our Major Phase (copied below)
would be more appropriate to include in the SD packages than the exclusions and cumulative comparisons of the more
thorough document you received (“GSW development exclusions V5 final”). Our reasoning is that the MP was more
concerned with our fit into the Plan, while our SD packages will focus more explicitly on what we intend to build. Please let us
know if you agree.
 


3)       Section 321 authorization: To that end, would the same table (MP pg. 16) fulfill the requirements for showing Section 321
authorization? I suspect so but am a little unclear about the best way to show retail and various exclusions.
 


4)       Package-specific data charts: Will be mocked-up and sussed out via scheduled draft reviews.
 


Thanks,
Kate
 
 


Pg. 16:
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Arena


			Interim Deliverable 			Description			GSW Submission Deadline			Submission Date			OCII Comment Deadline			Comment Date			OCII Review Days


			Blank template (outline)			Ppt outline			13-Feb			11-Feb			19-Feb			19-Feb			8


			Preliminary draft			InDesign files (layout, labels, vicinity plans, existing renderings, pedestrian vignettes)			25-Feb			25-Feb			4-Mar			4-Mar


			Preliminary draft			Blank Project Data Summary table			25-Feb			25-Feb			4-Mar			4-Mar


			Preliminary draft			Additional project data chart questions			25-Feb			25-Feb			4-Mar			4-Mar


			Preliminary draft			Narrative outlines			25-Feb			25-Feb			4-Mar			4-Mar


			Preliminary draft			Sketch of site plan "key"			25-Feb			25-Feb			4-Mar			4-Mar


			First draft			Draft graphics, draft tables, draft narratives			2-Mar						9-Mar			9-Mar


			Refined narratives and tables			Incorporation of prior feedback			9-Mar						16-Mar			16-Mar


			CAC response			List of proposed changes based on CAC feedback			16-Mar						23-Mar			23-Mar


			Second draft			Full package			30-Mar						3-Apr			3-Apr


			Projected


			Early


			On time


			Delayed








Market Hall + TFB Retail


			Interim Deliverable 			Description			GSW Submission Deadline			Submission Date			OCII Comment Deadline			Comment Date			OCII Review Days


			Blank template (outline)			Ppt outline			20-Feb			24-Feb			3-Mar			3-Mar


			Preliminary draft			InDesign files (layout, labels, vicinity plans, existing renderings, pedestrian vignettes)			26-Feb			25-Feb			5-Mar			5-Mar


			Preliminary draft			Blank Project Data Summary table			26-Feb			25-Feb			5-Mar			5-Mar


			Preliminary draft			Additional project data chart questions			26-Feb			25-Feb			5-Mar			5-Mar


			Preliminary draft			Narrative outlines			26-Feb			25-Feb			5-Mar			5-Mar


			Preliminary draft			Sketch of site plan "key"			26-Feb			25-Feb			5-Mar			5-Mar


			First draft			Draft graphics, draft tables, draft narratives			2-Mar						9-Mar			9-Mar


			Refined narratives and tables			Incorporation of prior feedback			9-Mar						16-Mar			16-Mar


			CAC response			List of proposed changes based on CAC feedback			16-Mar						23-Mar			23-Mar


			Second draft			Full package			30-Mar						3-Apr			3-Apr





			Projected


			Early


			On time


			Delayed








Parking & Open Space


			Interim Deliverable 			Description			GSW Submission Deadline			Submission Date			OCII Comment Deadline			Comment Date			OCII Review Days


			Blank template (outline)			Ppt outline			20-Feb			24-Feb			3-Mar			3-Mar


			Preliminary draft, Part I			Blank Project Data Summary table			2-Mar			25-Feb			9-Mar			9-Mar


			Preliminary draft, Part I			Sketch of site plan "key"			2-Mar			25-Feb			9-Mar			9-Mar


			Preliminary draft, Part II			InDesign files (layout, labels, vicinity plans, existing renderings, pedestrian vignettes)			2-Mar						9-Mar			9-Mar


			Preliminary draft, Part II			Additional project data chart questions			2-Mar						9-Mar			9-Mar


			Preliminary draft, Part II			Narrative outlines			2-Mar						9-Mar			9-Mar


			First draft			Draft graphics, draft tables, draft narratives			16-Mar						23-Mar			23-Mar


			Refined narratives and tables			Incorporation of prior feedback			23-Mar						n/a			n/a			n/a


			CAC response			List of proposed changes based on CAC feedback			n/a			n/a			n/a			n/a			n/a


			Second draft			Full package			30-Mar						3-Apr			3-Apr


			Projected


			Early


			On time


			Delayed








South St. Office


			Interim Deliverable 			Description			GSW Submission Deadline			Submission Date			OCII Comment Deadline			Comment Date			OCII Review Days


			Blank template (outline)			Ppt outline			25-Feb			None (skipped)			n/a			n/a			n/a


			Preliminary draft, Part I			Blank Project Data Summary table			2-Mar			25-Feb			9-Mar			9-Mar


			Preliminary draft, Part I			Sketch of site plan "key"			2-Mar			25-Feb			9-Mar			9-Mar


			Preliminary draft, Part II			InDesign files (layout, labels, vicinity plans, existing renderings, pedestrian vignettes)			2-Mar						9-Mar			9-Mar


			Preliminary draft, Part II			Additional project data chart questions			2-Mar						9-Mar			9-Mar


			Preliminary draft, Part II			Narrative outlines			2-Mar						9-Mar			9-Mar


			First draft			Draft graphics, draft tables, draft narratives			16-Mar						23-Mar			23-Mar


			Refined narratives and tables			Incorporation of prior feedback			23-Mar						27-Mar			27-Mar


			CAC response			List of proposed changes based on CAC feedback


			Second draft			Full package			30-Mar						3-Apr			3-Apr


			Projected


			Early


			On time


			Delayed








16th St. Office


			Interim Deliverable 			Description			GSW Submission Deadline			Submission Date			OCII Comment Deadline			Comment Date			OCII Review Days


			Blank template (outline)			Ppt outline			25-Feb			None (skipped)			n/a			n/a			n/a


			Preliminary draft, Part I 			Blank Project Data Summary table			2-Mar			25-Feb			9-Mar			9-Mar


			Preliminary draft, Part I 			Sketch of site plan "key"			2-Mar			25-Feb			9-Mar			9-Mar


			Preliminary draft, Part II			InDesign files (layout, labels, vicinity plans, existing renderings, pedestrian vignettes)			2-Mar						9-Mar			9-Mar


			Preliminary draft, Part II			Additional project data chart questions			2-Mar						9-Mar			9-Mar


			Preliminary draft, Part II			Narrative outlines			2-Mar						9-Mar			9-Mar


			First draft			Draft graphics, draft tables, draft narratives			16-Mar						23-Mar			23-Mar


			Refined narratives and tables			Incorporation of prior feedback			23-Mar						27-Mar			27-Mar


			CAC response			List of proposed changes based on CAC feedback


			Second draft			Full package			30-Mar						3-Apr			3-Apr


			Projected


			Early


			On time


			Delayed












Kate Aufhauser
Project Analyst
510.986.5419 (office) | 202.230.2642 (cell)
kaufhauser@warriors.com
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From: Kate Aufhauser
To: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
Cc: Clarke Miller; ldicarlo@manicaarchitecture.com; Lauren Weingartner; Arce, Pedro (CII)
Subject: RE: BCSD East Side Submissions 2/25
Date: Thursday, February 26, 2015 11:27:15 AM
Attachments: image002.png


image003.png


Yes, I’ll do that. Good thought. Stay tuned.
 
Kate Aufhauser
Project Analyst
510.986.5419 (office) | 202.230.2642 (cell)
kaufhauser@warriors.com


website | tickets | app | social | find us


SBJ's 2014 Sports Team of the Year
 
 


From: Reilly, Catherine (CII) [mailto:catherine.reilly@sfgov.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 25, 2015 6:22 PM
To: Kate Aufhauser
Cc: Clarke Miller; ldicarlo@manicaarchitecture.com; Lauren Weingartner; Arce, Pedro (CII)
Subject: RE: BCSD East Side Submissions 2/25
 
Thank you, Kate.  I am realized that this has the potential to turn into a mess with multiple
documents floating around back and forth.  Could you set up a tracking system that has each
document listed and when it is sent to us and when we return it, etc. that can be updated as we
move along?  Then it will give us something to refer to make sure we don’t miss anything. Thanks
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: Kate Aufhauser [mailto:KAufhauser@warriors.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 25, 2015 6:12 PM
To: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
Cc: Clarke Miller; ldicarlo@manicaarchitecture.com; Lauren Weingartner; Arce, Pedro (CII)
Subject: BCSD East Side Submissions 2/25
 
Catherine:
Please find the following attached for both the Arena package and the Market Hall/Retail package:
 


1)       Preliminary draft BCSD packages: InDesign file (basic layout and working labels), vicinity
plans, existing renderings, and a first pass at pedestrian vignettes (eye-level Sketch-up
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screenshots)
a.       Q: The last two (renderings/vignettes) are placeholders and do not yet incorporate


updated landscape, retail, etc. We are hoping for feedback on the general format
(i.e., is Sketchup OK?) and the specific views/areas chosen to represent.


2)       A blank mock-up for the Project Data Summary table
a.       Q: Should this be one table, copied across packages, or should the summary table in


select packages focus only on specific structures? For instance, under “Building
Heights,” we currently have multiple structures listed (instead of one or two).


3)       The last document you received confirming our Adjusted Gross & Leasable calculations
(“GSW development exclusions V5 Final”)


a.       Q: Should these same tables be updated and worked into the BCSD package for the
arena and the retail, as applicable? Or do we not need to repeat?


4)       Narrative outlines (key points that will be covered when we translate these to prose)
 
I am also including a color-coded site plan to confirm which areas are covered by which package – as
you requested last Thursday. We don’t yet have an updated rendered site plan, so please disregard
the old office massing and slightly different arena shape at the SE corner. The ideas should be clear.
As discussed, the offices (both shown in pink) will each be covered in separate, standalone packages
(2 total).
 
Per your note yesterday, we’ll look forward to comments from OCII in 7 days (end of day 3/4). We’ll
be working on additional materials in the meantime and are available for questions or comments as
they arise.
 
Thanks,
Kate
 
Kate Aufhauser
Project Analyst
510.986.5419 (office) | 202.230.2642 (cell)
kaufhauser@warriors.com


website | tickets | app | social | find us


SBJ's 2014 Sports Team of the Year
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From: Bose, Sonali
To: Rosenfield, Ben (CON)
Cc: Van de Water, Adam (MYR); Sesay, Nadia (CON); Allersma, Michelle (CON); Reilly, Catherine (CII)
Subject: Re: Revised Warriors Figures
Date: Tuesday, February 24, 2015 4:32:45 PM
Attachments: image001.png


Adam - note that I added some revenue lines from the general fund to the
spreadsheet. My best guess as to timing and amount.


Sonali.Bose@sfmta.com


Please excuse any typos, spelling or grammatical errors.  


On Feb 24, 2015, at 4:26 PM, Rosenfield, Ben (CON) <ben.rosenfield@sfgov.org>
wrote:


I think next step is for Adam to provide revenues by fiscal year.  We can take it from
there.
 


From: Bose, Sonali [mailto:Sonali.Bose@sfmta.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 24, 2015 4:24 PM
To: Rosenfield, Ben (CON); Van de Water, Adam (MYR); Sesay, Nadia (CON); Allersma,
Michelle (CON); Reilly, Catherine (CII)
Subject: Revised Warriors Figures
 
Here is the revised document.  Michelle – will you take it from here?
Thanks.
 
 
<image001.png> SFMTA | Municipal Transportation Agency
Sonali  Bose
Chief  Financial  Officer
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Room 3239
San Francisco, CA 94103
Email:  Sonali.Bose@sfmta.com
Phone: 415-701-4617
P Before printing, think about  the environment


 
Confidentiality Notice: This email message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s)
and may contain confidential and/or privileged information. Any review, use disclosure or distribution by persons or
entities other than the intended recipient(s) is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please notify the
sender by reply and destroy all copies (electronic or otherwise) of the original message.
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From: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
To: Van de Water, Adam (MYR)
Subject: RE: Managing SFMTA"s Urban Planning Initiatives projects in March/April 2015 -- Supervisor Kim request
Date: Tuesday, February 24, 2015 5:09:00 PM


Thanks!
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: Van de Water, Adam (MYR) 
Sent: Tuesday, February 24, 2015 4:31 PM
To: Miller, Erin (MTA)
Cc: Auyoung, Dillon; Maguire, Tom; Martinsen, Janet (MTA); Reilly, Catherine (CII)
Subject: Re: Managing SFMTA's Urban Planning Initiatives projects in March/April 2015 -- Supervisor
Kim request
 
I spoke with April and she doesn't see a need for a briefing.  The comment was a heads up from the
Warriors that they were in discussion with UCSF, not anything from UCSF directly.


Adam Van de Water
Project Manager
Office of Economic and Workforce Development 
City and County of San Francisco
1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place
San Francisco, CA 94102
415.554.6625
 


On Feb 24, 2015, at 1:27 PM, Miller, Erin <Erin.Miller@sfmta.com> wrote:


Dillon,
 
I had the chance to speak with my Warriors peers at OEWD and OCII today. Adam
apparently gave April in Sup. Kim's office a full Warriors update last week. 
 
We recommend Adam reaching out directly to make sure that information is being
shared. We also want to make sure that outreach to the Supervisors regarding Warriors
occurs in concert w City Family team. 
 
Let me know if you need to discuss further, and you may hear from Adam as well.  
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Thanks,
 
-Erin Miller
 
**always in transit**
 


On Feb 23, 2015, at 1:04 AM, "Auyoung, Dillon" <Dillon.Auyoung@sfmta.com> wrote:


Hi Erin, I wanted to relay a request to you from Supervisor Kim (and
thought I would piggyback off of Peter’s email which nicely outlines who
is working on what).  She would like a briefing about the Warriors arena
because she had heard about a disagreement on transportation between
the Warriors and hospitals in the area (e.g., how would an ambulance get
through for an emergency during a game).
 
Can you reach out to Sunny Angulo, the Supervisor’s legislative aide to set
something up (Sunny.Angulo@sfgov.org , (415) 554-7969)?
 
I am copying Tom who was in the meeting with the Supervisor and Sunny
in case he has anything to add/edit, and Janet for the monthly document.
 
If you have any questions, please let me know.
 
Thanks,
Dillon
 
 
 
………………………
Dillon Auyoung
Local Government Affairs Manager
San Francisco Municipal Transportation Agency
(415) 701-4567 Office
(415) 385-1479 Mobile
Dillon.Auyoung@sfmta.com
 
 


From: Albert, Peter 
Sent: Tuesday, February 17, 2015 6:27 PM
To: Martinsen, Janet; Auyoung, Dillon
Subject: FW: Managing SFMTA's Urban Planning Initiatives projects in
March/April 2015
 
I thought you two might also want to see this.  Thanks for all your great
coordination work.
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Peter Albert
Manager, SFMTA Urban Planning Initiatives
SF Municipal Transportation Agency
1 South Van Ness Ave, Seventh Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
(: 415.701.4328
: 415.701.4735
*: peter.albert@sfmta.com
 


From: Albert, Peter 
Sent: Tuesday, February 17, 2015 6:20 PM
To: Rufo, Todd; Bohee, Tiffany; Drew, Tamsen; Oshima, Diane; Benson,
Brad; Moyer, Monique; Rahaim, John; Gillett, Gillian; Kelley, Gil; Rich, Ken;
Martin, Michael; Dennis-Phillips, Sarah; David Uniman
(david.uniman@sfcta.org); tilly.chang@sfcta.org; Divine, Peg; Moy, Barbara;
Avril, Nicole; Taupier, Anne; Van de Water, Adam; Lesk, Emily; Hussain, Lila;
Warsh, Ethan; Wise, Viktoriya; Bollinger, Brett; Alumbaugh, David; Switzky,
Joshua; Beck, Bob; Brisson, Liz; Pagan, Lisa; Rhett, Byron; Beaupre, David;
Reilly, Catherine; Havens, Robin; Lau, Jon; Bose, Sonali; Kirschbaum, Julie
B; Olea, Ricardo; Smith, Bridget; Nhan, Leanne; Mattern, Lauren; Malone,
Rob; Papandreou, Timothy; Dusseault, Brian; Sallaberry, Mike; Watson,
Darby; Valle-Schwenk, David; lpalbert@yahoo.com; Libby Albert
(libbyeileenalbert@gmail.com); Haley, John; Harris, Vincent J; Sue, Candace;
Jones, Sarah B; Breen, Kate
Cc: Markowitz, Frank; Maguire, Tom; Paine, Carli; Miller, Erin
Subject: Managing SFMTA's Urban Planning Initiatives projects in
March/April 2015
 
All:
It’s a great joy to work with you on SFMTA’s major Urban Planning
Initiative (“UPI”) projects.
 
It is also my responsibility to provide you and your staff support while I’m
out of the office for six weeks: essentially, Feb 23 - April 10.
 
During this time, the UPI team of managers are well-poised to maintain
the critical progress we’re making on the three major divisions of UPI:
 


·         Development and Transportation Integration, headed by Erin
Miller (701.5490), includes:


o    Waterfront Transportation Assessment
o    Warriors Arena
o    Pier 70
o    SWL 337
o    India Basin
o    Van Ness/Market Study


 
·         Transportation Demand Management, headed by Carli Paine


(701.4469), includes:
o    TDM Strategy
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o    Commuter Shuttle Pilot
o    Vision Zero Safety and Education
o    Wayfinding
o    Sunday Median Parking
o    TDM Framework for Growth
o    Bulk Pass Strategy


 
·         Approved Development Agreement Monitoring, headed by


Frank Markowitz (701.4442), includes:
o    Candlestick Pt/Hunters Pt Shipyard Phase 2
o    Treasure Island
o    Parkmeced
o    19th Avenue Transit Study
o    Geneva Harney BRT
o    Bayshore Caltrain/Intermodal Study
o    CPMC Agreement Monitoring
o    PPTS Monitoring Coordination
o    SFMTA CEQA/NEPA Review Support        


 
In my absence, Erin, Carli and Frank will rotate general UPI administrative
responsibilities, while remaining the key “go-to” people for their
respective groups as outlined above.
 
I am at work March 16-20 due to major events that week, and then back
again indefinitely on April 13. 
 
Please let me know if you have any concerns or questions.
 
Best Regards,
Peter Albert
Manager, SFMTA Urban Planning Initiatives
SF Municipal Transportation Agency
1 South Van Ness Ave, Seventh Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
(: 415.701.4328
: 415.701.4735
*: peter.albert@sfmta.com
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From: Allersma, Michelle (CON)
To: Van de Water, Adam (MYR); Bose, Sonali (MTA)
Cc: Rosenfield, Ben (CON); Sesay, Nadia (CON); Reilly, Catherine (CII)
Subject: RE: Revised Warriors Figures
Date: Thursday, February 26, 2015 1:29:53 PM


Thanks, we will look at the timing of revenue when we get that from you.
 
Could you send the full version of the current report? That would help I think.
 


From: Van de Water, Adam (MYR) 
Sent: Tuesday, February 24, 2015 4:42 PM
To: Bose, Sonali (MTA)
Cc: Rosenfield, Ben (CON); Sesay, Nadia (CON); Allersma, Michelle (CON); Reilly, Catherine (CII)
Subject: Re: Revised Warriors Figures
 
Thanks.  We'll discuss this with our economic consultants tomorrow and fill these in to the best of
our collective knowledge.


Adam Van de Water
Project Manager
Office of Economic and Workforce Development 
City and County of San Francisco
1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place
San Francisco, CA 94102
415.554.6625
 


On Feb 24, 2015, at 4:32 PM, Bose, Sonali <Sonali.Bose@sfmta.com> wrote:


Adam - note that I added some revenue lines from the general fund to the
spreadsheet. My best guess as to timing and amount.


Sonali.Bose@sfmta.com
 
Please excuse any typos, spelling or grammatical errors.  
 


On Feb 24, 2015, at 4:26 PM, Rosenfield, Ben (CON) <ben.rosenfield@sfgov.org>
wrote:


I think next step is for Adam to provide revenues by fiscal year.  We can
take it from there.
 


From: Bose, Sonali [mailto:Sonali.Bose@sfmta.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 24, 2015 4:24 PM
To: Rosenfield, Ben (CON); Van de Water, Adam (MYR); Sesay, Nadia
(CON); Allersma, Michelle (CON); Reilly, Catherine (CII)
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Subject: Revised Warriors Figures
 
Here is the revised document.  Michelle – will you take it from here?
Thanks.
 
 
<image001.png> SFMTA | Municipal Transportation Agency
Sonali  Bose
Chief  Financial  Officer
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Room 3239
San Francisco, CA 94103
Email:  Sonali.Bose@sfmta.com
Phone: 415-701-4617
P Before printing, think about  the environment


 
Confidentiality Notice: This email message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of the
intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and/or privileged information. Any review, use
disclosure or distribution by persons or entities other than the intended recipient(s) is prohibited.
If you are not the intended recipient, please notify the sender by reply and destroy all copies
(electronic or otherwise) of the original message.
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From: Joyce Hsiao
To: Tran, Michael (PUC); mary@orionenvironment.com
Cc: Eickman, Kent (PUC); Webster, Leslie (PUC); Kern, Chris (CPC)
Subject: Re: Mariposa Wet Weather Analysis
Date: Friday, February 27, 2015 3:05:20 PM
Attachments: Appendix HYD_DRAFT Technical Memorandum CSD Impact Analysis.pdf


Hi Michael,
Attached is the Hydroconsult report on the Mariposa WW analysis for your use.  I
believe that Chris Kern at the Planning Department has distributed the report to
SFPUC staff.
Thank you again for providing all the information needed for the Warriors EIR,
Joyce


Joyce S. Hsiao
Principal
Orion Environmental Associates
211 Sutter Street, #803
San Francisco, CA 94108
Phone (415) 951-9503
joyce@orionenvironment.com
On 2/27/2015 2:46 PM, Tran, Michael wrote:


Hi Mary,


I wanted to follow up with our conversation this past Monday.  Would it be possible to
share Hydroconsult’s Mariposa WW analysis with us?  I understand this document was
to be made public by 2/25.  If it has been, can you please share a link?
 
Have a great weekend!


Thanks,
Michael
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Technical Memorandum 
Golden State Warriors Arena EIR 



HYDROCONSULT ENGINEERS, INC.    45 POLK STREET    SAN FRANCISCO    CA    94102    (P) 415.252.9750    (F) 415.252.9261 



 



Subject: Combined Sewer Impacts Analysis 



Project: Golden State Warriors Arena EIR 



Prepared By: Beth Goldstein, PE, LEED AP, QSD/QSP 



Reviewed By: DRAFT 



Date: February 25, 2015 



Reference: 130001 



 



1 Purpose 



The purpose of this analysis is to determine the changes, if any, to the frequency, duration 
or volume of combined sewer discharges (CSDs) from the City’s combined sewer system 
(CSS) due to the contribution of dry weather flow (DWF) from the proposed Golden State 
Warriors (GSW) arena in the Mission Bay area of San Francisco, CA. This analysis considers 
only the impact to CSD from changes in DWF only, it does not analyze the impacts on dry 
weather capacity of the CSS (that analysis is being conducted by SFDPW)1. 



 



2 Scenarios Analyzed 



Three scenarios were analyzed: base case, project, and cumulative.  The base case scenario 
includes existing conditions plus developments and improvements expected to be 
substantially complete previous to occupancy of the GSW arena.  The project scenario adds 
the DWF from the arena only and the cumulative scenario adds the project DWF plus DWF 
from reasonably foreseeable projects in the basin.  In all three scenarios, the wet weather 
flow (stormwater runoff) is assumed to not contribute to the CSS; rather is treated and 
pumped directly to the Bay. All DWF from the proposed GSW arena is assumed to flow to the 
Mariposa pump station (MPS), therefore Mariposa is the only basin analyzed. 



 



3 Description of Model 



The model used for this analysis is a single basin, mass balance hydrologic model developed 
by SFDPW called “hydrocalc”.  It takes static hydrologic inputs such as area, C factor, 
storage volume, pumping rate, and applies a user selected rainfall file as time varying input.  
The time step is 5 minute. 



                                            
1 SFDPW, “Mariposa Pump Station (MPS) Dry Weather Flow Hydraulic Analysis”, Technical 
Memorandum from Bassam Aldhafari to Manfred Wong and Bessie Tam, February 3, 2015. 
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4 Model Inputs 



The following inputs were used in analyzing the three scenarios described in Section 2: 



 



Annual  
Rain 
(inch)1 



Contributing
Acres2 



C Factor1 WW Pump2



(mgd) 
DW Pump2 
(mgd) 



26 180 0.76 10 1.2 



Data Sources:  
1.  SFDPW ICM model 
2.  SFDPW TM, 2/3/15 



 



The only input which varies between scenarios is the DWF contribution.  The DWF 
contributions by scenario were derived from the SFDPW MPS TM (2/3/15) and are detailed in 
the table in Attachment 1.  The contributing area outlined in the SFDPW TM is shown in 
Attachment 2. 



 



5 Model Results 



The model predicts the following changes to estimated CSD frequency, volume and duration 
assuming average DWF to the Mariposa Pump Station:  



 



  DWF Frequency Volume Duration 
  (mgd) (Count) (Mgal) (Hrs) 
Baseline 1.21 10 5.34 17.2 
Project 1.38 10 5.63 17.3 
Cumulative 1.69 10 6.32 18.2 



 



 



Assuming peak DWF for the arena only (a conservative assumption that every overflow 
occurs during maximum occupancy), the model predicts the following:  



 



  DWF Frequency Volume Duration 
  (mgd) (Count) (Mgal) (Hrs) 
Baseline 1.21 10 5.34 17.2 
Project 2.28 10 7.2 19.4 
Cumulative 2.60 11 7.98 21.8 
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 ATTACHMENT 1. 



Dry Weather Flows (DWFs) from Mission Bay South (Basin "A") 



BASELINE           PROJECT       CUMULATIVE       



   Parcel 



Average 
DWF 
(gpm) 



Peak 
DWF 
(gpm)  Parcel 



Average 
DWF 
(gpm) 



Peak 
DWF 
(gpm)     Parcel 



Average 
DWF 
(gpm) 



Peak 
Flow 
(gpm) 



   24a/b  71  213  29‐32 114  746     25b 39  117 
   24c  9  27        33‐34 63  190 



   25a  32  96       
hospital 
phase 2 77  405 



  
hospital phase 1 (X3, 



36‐39)  90  474        40 40  118 
   X4, P23‐24  16.7  50             
        
   PHASE TOTAL (gpm)  219  860     114  746     219  830 
   PHASE TOTAL (mgd)  0.31  1.24     0.16  1.07     0.32  1.20 
        



  
RUNNING TOTAL 



(gpm)  219  860     333  1606     552  2436 



  
RUNNING TOTAL 



(mgd)  0.31  1.24     0.479  2.31     0.794  3.51 
           
           
DWF from Basin "B"  0.6  1.00     0.6  1.00     0.6  1.00 
I&I  0.3  0.3     0.3  0.3     0.3  0.3 
        
   TOTAL (mgd)  1.21  2.54     1.38  3.61        1.69  4.81 
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From: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
To: Arce, Pedro (CII)
Subject: FW: BCSD East Side Submissions 2/25
Date: Thursday, February 26, 2015 1:39:00 PM
Attachments: image003.png


2015.02.25_Site_Plan_Key_DRAFT.pdf
2015.02.25_Project_Data_Summary.xlsx
2015.02.11_GSW_Development_Exclusions_V5_Final.pdf
2015.02.25_TextOutline_Arena.docx
2015.02.25_TextOutline_Retail.docx
2015.02.25_Schematic_Design_Arena_Draft.pdf
2015.02.25_Schematic_Design_Retail_Market_Hall_Draft.pdf


 
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: Kate Aufhauser [mailto:KAufhauser@warriors.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 25, 2015 6:12 PM
To: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
Cc: Clarke Miller; ldicarlo@manicaarchitecture.com; Lauren Weingartner; Arce, Pedro (CII)
Subject: BCSD East Side Submissions 2/25
 
Catherine:
Please find the following attached for both the Arena package and the Market Hall/Retail package:
 


1)       Preliminary draft BCSD packages: InDesign file (basic layout and working labels), vicinity
plans, existing renderings, and a first pass at pedestrian vignettes (eye-level Sketch-up
screenshots)


a.       Q: The last two (renderings/vignettes) are placeholders and do not yet incorporate
updated landscape, retail, etc. We are hoping for feedback on the general format
(i.e., is Sketchup OK?) and the specific views/areas chosen to represent.


2)       A blank mock-up for the Project Data Summary table
a.       Q: Should this be one table, copied across packages, or should the summary table in


select packages focus only on specific structures? For instance, under “Building
Heights,” we currently have multiple structures listed (instead of one or two).


3)       The last document you received confirming our Adjusted Gross & Leasable calculations
(“GSW development exclusions V5 Final”)


a.       Q: Should these same tables be updated and worked into the BCSD package for the
arena and the retail, as applicable? Or do we not need to repeat?


4)       Narrative outlines (key points that will be covered when we translate these to prose)
 
I am also including a color-coded site plan to confirm which areas are covered by which package – as
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Sheet1


			Project Data Summary





			Project Standards			Site Data			Consistent With												Notes


									Mission Bay South Redevelopment Plan			Amended Design for Development 2015*			GSW Major Phase Application for Blocks 29-32			Planning Section 321 Project Authorization


			Land Use			HZ-5
Commercial/Industrial
Blocks 29-32 (all parcels)			 √			 √			 √			 √			Major Phase Submittal for Blocks 29-32 of the Mission Bay South Redevelopment Project, anticipated 16 September 2015, page CC.


			Parcel Land Area (all parcels)			XYZ square feet (ABC acres)			 √			 √			 √			 √			Major Phase Submittal, page ZZ.


			Gross Floor Area 			+/- XYZ square feet			 √			 √			 √			 √			As part of aggregate FAR of Zone A, Redevelopment Plan, Section 304.5.


			Leasable Floor Area			XYZ square feet			 √			 √			 √			 √			As part of aggregate leasable area of Zone A, Redevelopment Plan, Section 304.5.


			Site Coverage 


Kate Aufhauser: Kate Aufhauser:
/ % of Developable Area at Base Height			%			 √			 √			 √						As part of an aggregate for Zone HZ-5 XY% coverage allowed per Amended Design for Development,  anticipated 16 September 2015, page CC.


			Building Heights			South St. Office/R&D Podium: X'-Y''
South St. Office/R&D Tower:
16th St. Office/R&D Podium:
16th St. Office/R&D Tower:
Event Center:
Market Hall:
Terry Francois Boulevard Retail:
Gatehouse:
Main plaza podium:			 √			 √			 √			n/a			160'-0'' height limit per Redevelopment Plan, Section XYZ.
Buildings on Blocks 30 and 32 are allowed to exceed 90'-0'', but not allowed to exceed 160'-0'' as per Amended Design for Development, page CC.


			Mechanical Penthouse Heights			South St. Office/R&D Podium: N/A
South St. Office/R&D Tower:
16th St. Office/R&D Podium: N/A
16th St. Office/R&D Tower:
Event Center:
Market Hall:
Terry Francois Boulevard Retail: N/A
Gatehouse: N/A
Main plaza podium: N/A			 √			 √			 √			n/a			Amended Design for Development,  page CC.


			Number of Stories			South St. Office/R&D Podium: 
South St. Office/R&D Tower:
16th St. Office/R&D Podium: 
16th St. Office/R&D Tower:
Event Center: 
Market Hall:
Terry Francois Boulevard Retail: 
Gatehouse: 
Main plaza podium: N/A			 √			 √			 √


			Required Setbacks			Third Street: XX' public sidewalk, including YY' setback, plus ZZ' private sidewalk
South Street:
Terry A. Francois Boulevard: 
16th Street:			 √			 √			 √			n/a			Amended Design for Development,  page CC.


			Required Streetwall			Third Street: XX% block-length coverage
South Street:
Terry A. Francois Boulevard: 
16th Street:

The project also meets minimum/maximum height & maximum projection requirements. 			 √			 √			 √			n/a			X% along X street, Amended Design for Development, page CC. 


			Required Stepbacks			None			 √			 √			 √			n/a			Amended Design for Development,  page CC.


			Vehicle Parking (provided in part in adjacent parking structure at 450 South Street)			Office/R&D: +/-
Event Center: +/-
Retail: +/-

Standard: +/-
Compact: +/-			 √			 √			 √						Calculated at XX per 1,000 sf of leasable area allowed by Amended Design for Development, page CC.

A X:Y ratio of compact to standard spaces per Amended Design for Development, page CC.


			Bicycle Parking			YY provided			 √			 √			 √						XX bikes: 1 space for every YY parked cars, per Amended Design for Development, page CC.


			Loading			XX provided			 √			 √			 √						XX spaces required for over 500,000 gsf per Amended Design for Development, page XYZ.


			Shadow Analysis			N/A			 √			 √			 √						Only required if variance is requested (n/a).


			Wind Analysis			Provided (see pages XYZ of this package)			 √			 √			 √





			Applicable Codes and Documents


			Redevelopment Plan for the Mission Bay South Redevelopment Project, dated November 2, 1998


			Design for Development Mission Bay South, dated September 17, 1988


			Amended Design for Development Mission Bay, dated March 16, 2004


			*Amended Design for Development Mission Bay, anticipated September 16, 2015


			Major Phase Application for Blocks 29-32, anticipated September 16, 2015
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WARRIORS BLOCK 29-32 DEVELOPMENT



Introduction



Mission Bay South Design for Development
The Mission Bay South Design for Development (DforD) serves as the primary documentation for all design standards and guidelines governing projects in the Mission Bay South Plan Area. By



setting forth goals and requirements for such building elements as height and bulk, massing, streetwalls, and curb cuts, the DforD seeks to establish a cohesive and dense urban fabric in the



Mission Bay neighborhood of San Francisco.



DforD Gross Floor Area / Adjusted Gross
The DforD defines “Gross Floor Area” (GFA, also called “Adjusted Gross Area”) for purposes of project planning and design and project approvals. The total and cumulative development



commercial/industrial area attributable to a proposed project is presented in several forms before the Commission on Community Investment and Infrastructure, including a Major Phase application



and a Basic Concept/Schematic Designs package, to verify a project’s compliance with the Mission Bay South Redevelopment Plan.



Notably, the DforD definition of GFA varies from that used by agencies in the City of San Francisco, including the San Francisco Planning Department. As set forth in the DforD, Section II, Definition



of Terms, GFA is defined as “the sum of the gross areas of the several floors of a building or buildings,” including most areas of a building as commonly measured for a building’s “True Gross”



(constructed) area.



However, the definition also lists areas to be excluded from any calculation of GFA. These include (but are not limited to) certain other basement, cellar, and attic spaces; penthouses, cooling



towers, and other mechanical equipment located at the top of a building; “ground floor area devoted to building or pedestrian circulation and building service”; or certain outdoor spaces such as



arcades, plazas, walkways, and porticos.



For a full definition of GFA, including a full list of exclusions, see DforD, Section II. Definition of Terms. Relevant pages are copied in full at the end of this document for quick reference.



DforD Leasable Area
“Leasable Area” calculations provide an additional metric for certain tracking purposes within the Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure, including the tracking of total retail spaces



developed in the Mission Bay South Plan Area for compliance with the Mission Bay South Redevelopment Plan.



Under the DforD, leasable area is calculated based on the definitions contained in the 1996 Building Owners Management Association (BOMA) publication, “Standard Methods For Measuring Floor



Area in Office Buildings.” The final calculations usually represent a small reduction in area from the Gross Floor Area.
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WARRIORS BLOCK 29-32 DEVELOPMENT



Design for Development Exclusion Categories



For a full list of exclusions, see DforD, Section II. Definition of Terms. Relevant pages are copied in full at the end of this document for quick reference.



#1: Basement/Cellar Space



#2: Attic Space



#3: Mechanical Penthouse



#4: Intermediate Floor/Mechanical / Ops



#5: Outside Stairs



#6: Parking/Loading/Driveways



#7: Public Arcades, Plazas, Walkways



#8: Balconies, Decks, Terraces



#9: Residential-Serving Elevators



#10: Window Bays



#11: Ground Floor Circulation & Service



#12: Restaurants & Retail Under 5,000sf



#13: Interior Open Space



#14: Child Care Facilities



#15: Cultural/Educational/Religious Space
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WARRIORS BLOCK 29-32 DEVELOPMENT



Project Description



Golden State Warriors Event Center and Mixed Use Development on Blocks 29-32
The Golden State Warriors organization proposes to develop an approximately 11-acre project located in San Francisco on land referred to as Blocks 29, 30, 31, and 32 (Blocks 29-32) in the



Mission Bay South Project Area. The project consists of a new approximately 18,000-seat multi-purpose event center, which would host the Golden State Warriors basketball team during the



National Basketball Association (NBA) season, and provide a year-round venue for a variety of other uses, including concerts, family shows, other sporting events, cultural events, conferences and



conventions. In addition, the site would include substantial mixed-use development including multiple office buildings, retail, restaurants, structured parking, plaza areas, and other amenities.
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WARRIORS BLOCK 29-32 DEVELOPMENT



Site Plan



Event 
Center



8



Gatehouse



16th Street 
Tower



South Street 
Tower



16th Street 
Midblock



SE Grand 
Lobby



Market 
Hall



TFB Midblock



SE Grand 
Lobby



Parking, Truck 
Dock / Service 
(Below Grade)



Bayfront 
Terrace
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WARRIORS BLOCK 29-32 DEVELOPMENT



Project Site Elevations



North : South Street Elevation



East : Terry Francois Boulevard Elevation
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WARRIORS BLOCK 29-32 DEVELOPMENT



Project Site Elevations



South : 16th Street Elevation



West : 3rd Street Elevation
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WARRIORS BLOCK 29-32 DEVELOPMENT



Project Area Summaries



Event Center
South Street Tower 



(Office Area)
16th Street Tower 



(Office Area)
Parking and Loading Total Maximum Allowed Area Remaining



True Gross Constructed Area 775,0001 289,000 290,800 488,700 1,843,500 - -



Total DforD Area Exclusions 212,300 24,000 19,100 488,700 755,300 - -



Total DforD Gross Area 562,700 265,000 271,700 - 1,099,400 1,103,544 4,144



Total BOMA Leasable Area 506,500 248,700 255,200 - 1,010,400 1,044,636 34,236



1For consistency with the guidelines for CEQA analysis, outdoor balconies, decks, and terraces are excluded from the GFA. Therefore the True Gross Constructed Area for the interior space is 775,000



Retail Maximum Allowed Area Excess



True Gross Constructed Area 132,300 - -



Total DforD Area Exclusions 71,200 - -



Total DforD Gross Area 61,100 - -



Total BOMA Leasable Area 61,100 50,471 10,6291



1 UCSF has the right to develop up to 40,000 lsf of Blocks 36‐39 with neighborhood retail uses. GSW is
negotiating with UCSF to purchase about 10,629 lsf of that right. IF UCSF does not sell the right to develop
this Retail, then the amount of neighborhood retail constructed by GSW will be reduced accordingly.



Commercial / Industrial
Total proposed Commercial/Industrial gross floor area (GFA) is below the maximum allowable gross square footage. Total proposed



Commercial/Industrial leasable area is below the maximum allowable leasable square footage.



Retail
Additional leasable square footage is required to construct the Retail portion of the proposed project as designed.
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Commercial / Industrial Development



Golden State Warriors Area Matrices
The following analysis contains floor area calculations for each section of the Blocks 29-32 site considered Commercial/Industrial area. First, it lists the True Gross (Constructed) area of a building or



buildings by elevation, or level. The total True Gross figure represents all buildable area shown in design drawings to date.



Next, each sheet denotes area “subtractions,” based on the exclusions outlined in the DforD’s definition of GFA. The list of possible exclusions is drawn directly from the DforD, and each subtraction



represents an adjustment to the measuring tool for area on site; however, the total True Gross area of the structure as it will eventually be built does not change. Instead, the final Adjusted Gross



Floor Area serves as the primary mechanism for tracking the project’s design approvals in accordance with the Mission Bay South Redevelopment Plan. It also helps monitor compliance with the



square footage purchased from FOCIL-MB (or subsequent developers*) for the Blocks 29-32 site.



Finally, the same sheets also show further area “subtractions” to account for spaces excluded from the BOMA definition of Leasable Area. The resulting Leasable Area may be used to describe the



area of usable commercial space for an eventual tenant.



*The Golden State Warriors entered into a purchase agreement with an affiliate of salesforce.com for the Blocks 29-32 parcels in 2014. Salesforce.com previously purchased the land and



development rights from Alexandria Real Estate Equities, Inc.
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Developable Area Matrix
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Level 000 – Event Level (-6’-0” / -10’-0”)



Exclusion 
Category



Description
Excluded Square Footage By Building



Event Center SE Grand Lobby Bayfront Terrace



#01
Basement / Cellar 



Space
82,600 - -



#03
Mechanical 
Penthouse



- - -



#04
Intermediate Floor 



Mechanical 
Ops/Storage



- - -



#05 Outside Stairs - - -



#08
Balconies, Decks, 



Terraces
- - -



#11
Ground Floor 
Circulation / 



Service
- - -
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Level 050 – Entry Plaza (+0’-0”)



Event Center Area Exclusions



Exclusion 
Category



Description
Excluded Square Footage By Building



Event Center SE Grand Lobby Bayfront Terrace



#01
Basement / Cellar 



Space
- - -



#03
Mechanical 
Penthouse



- - -



#04
Intermediate Floor 



Mechanical 
Ops/Storage



- - -



#05 Outside Stairs 1,300 - -



#08
Balconies, Decks, 



Terraces
- - -



#11
Ground Floor 
Circulation / 



Service
- 14,000 -
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Level 100 – Mezzanine (+10’-0”)



Event Center Area Exclusions



Exclusion 
Category



Description
Excluded Square Footage By Building



Event Center SE Grand Lobby Bayfront Terrace



#01
Basement / Cellar 



Space
- - -



#03
Mechanical 
Penthouse



- - -



#04
Intermediate Floor 



Mechanical 
Ops/Storage



14,100 - -



#05 Outside Stairs 1,300 - -



#08
Balconies, Decks, 



Terraces
- - -



#11
Ground Floor 
Circulation / 



Service
16,500 - -
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Level 200 – Main Concourse (+26’-0”)



Event Center Area Exclusions



Exclusion 
Category



Description
Excluded Square Footage By Building



Event Center SE Grand Lobby Bayfront Terrace



#01
Basement / Cellar 



Space
- - -



#03
Mechanical 
Penthouse



- - -



#04
Intermediate Floor 



Mechanical 
Ops/Storage



3,500 - -



#05 Outside Stairs 3,000 - -



#08
Balconies, Decks, 



Terraces
- - -



#11
Ground Floor 
Circulation / 



Service
50,500 - -
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Level 300 – Suite Level (+39’-0”)



Event Center Area Exclusions



Exclusion 
Category



Description
Excluded Square Footage By Building



Event Center SE Grand Lobby Bayfront Terrace



#01
Basement / Cellar 



Space
- - -



#03
Mechanical 
Penthouse



- - -



#04
Intermediate Floor 



Mechanical 
Ops/Storage



2,400 - -



#05 Outside Stairs - - -



#08
Balconies, Decks, 



Terraces
- - -



#11
Ground Floor 
Circulation / 



Service
- - -
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Level 400 – Loge Level (+51’-0”)



Event Center Area Exclusions



Exclusion 
Category



Description
Excluded Square Footage By Building



Event Center SE Grand Lobby Bayfront Terrace



#01
Basement / Cellar 



Space
- - -



#03
Mechanical 
Penthouse



- - -



#04
Intermediate Floor 



Mechanical 
Ops/Storage



2,300 - -



#05 Outside Stairs - - -



#08
Balconies, Decks, 



Terraces
- - -



#11
Ground Floor 
Circulation / 



Service
- - -
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Level 500 – Upper Concourse (+63’-0”)



Event Center Area Exclusions



*Bayfront Terrace



Exclusion 
Category



Description
Excluded Square Footage By Building



Event Center SE Grand Lobby Bayfront Terrace



#01
Basement / Cellar 



Space
- - -



#03
Mechanical 
Penthouse



- - -



#04
Intermediate Floor 



Mechanical 
Ops/Storage



3,200 - *4,100



#05 Outside Stairs - - -



#08
Balconies, Decks, 



Terraces
- - -



#11
Ground Floor 
Circulation / 



Service
- - -
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Level 600 – Bayfront Terrace (+76’-0”)



Event Center Area Exclusions



Exclusion 
Category



Description
Excluded Square Footage By Building



Event Center SE Grand Lobby Bayfront Terrace



#01
Basement / Cellar 



Space
- - -



#03
Mechanical 
Penthouse



- - -



#04
Intermediate Floor 



Mechanical 
Ops/Storage



- - -



#05 Outside Stairs - - -



#08
Balconies, Decks, 



Terraces
- - 500



#11
Ground Floor 
Circulation / 



Service
- - -
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Level 650 – AHU Mezzanine (+87’-0”)



Event Center Area Exclusions



Exclusion 
Category



Description
Excluded Square Footage By Building



Event Center SE Grand Lobby Bayfront Terrace



#01
Basement / Cellar 



Space
- - -



#03
Mechanical 
Penthouse



17,500 - -



#04
Intermediate Floor 



Mechanical 
Ops/Storage



- - -



#05 Outside Stairs - - -



#08
Balconies, Decks, 



Terraces
- - -



#11
Ground Floor 
Circulation / 



Service
- - -
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Level 700 – Bayfront Terrace Ballroom (+97’-0”)



Event Center Area Exclusions



Exclusion 
Category



Description
Excluded Square Footage By Building



Event Center SE Grand Lobby Bayfront Terrace



#01
Basement / Cellar 



Space
- - -



#03
Mechanical 
Penthouse



- - -



#04
Intermediate Floor 



Mechanical 
Ops/Storage



- - -



#05 Outside Stairs - - -



#08
Balconies, Decks, 



Terraces
- - 6,700



#11
Ground Floor 
Circulation / 



Service
- - -
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WARRIORS BLOCK 29-32 DEVELOPMENT



Developable Area Matrix : Truck Dock and Parking
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Level B100 – Subgrade Parking (-20’-0”)



Event Center Area Exclusions



Exclusion 
Category



Description



Excluded Square Footage By Building



Truck Dock / 
Service



Parking



#06
Parking / Loading / 



Driveways
- 180,600
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Level 000 – Event Level (-6’-0” / -10’-0”)



Event Center Area Exclusions



Exclusion 
Category



Description



Excluded Square Footage By Building



Truck Dock / 
Service



Parking



#06
Parking / Loading / 



Driveways
*53,100 186,200



*Truck Dock / Service
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Level 050 – Entry Plaza (+0’-0”)



Event Center Area Exclusions



Exclusion 
Category



Description



Excluded Square Footage By Building



Truck Dock / 
Service



Parking



#06
Parking / Loading / 



Driveways
*2,100 66,700



*Truck Dock / Service



*Truck Dock / Service
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WARRIORS BLOCK 29-32 DEVELOPMENT



Developable Area Matrix : South Street Tower
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Level 050 – Entry Plaza (+0’-0”) : South Street Tower



Exclusion 
Category



Description



Excluded Square Footage By Building



South Street 
Tower



16th Street
Tower



#04
Intermediate Floor 



Mechanical 
Ops/Storage



- -



#11
Ground Floor 



Circulation and 
Service



5,500 -
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Level 100 – Mezzanine (+10’-0”) : South Street Tower



Exclusion 
Category



Description



Excluded Square Footage By Building



South Street 
Tower



16th Street
Tower



#04
Intermediate Floor 



Mechanical 
Ops/Storage



- -



#11
Ground Floor 



Circulation and 
Service



4,500 -
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WARRIORS BLOCK 29-32 DEVELOPMENT



Typical Podium Level : South Street Tower



Exclusion 
Category



Description



Excluded Square Footage By Building



South Street 
Tower



16th Street
Tower



#04
Intermediate Floor 



Mechanical 
Ops/Storage



800 -



#11
Ground Floor 



Circulation and 
Service



- -
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Typical Tower Level : South Street Tower



Exclusion 
Category



Description



Excluded Square Footage By Building



South Street 
Tower



16th Street
Tower



#04
Intermediate Floor 



Mechanical 
Ops/Storage



400 -



#11
Ground Floor 



Circulation and 
Service



- -
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Developable Area Matrix : 16th Street Tower
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Level 050 – Entry Plaza (+0’-0”) : 16th Street Tower



50



Exclusion 
Category



Description



Excluded Square Footage By Building



South Street 
Tower



16th Street
Tower



#04
Intermediate Floor 



Mechanical 
Ops/Storage



- -



#11
Ground Floor 



Circulation and 
Service



- 2,500
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Level 100 – Mezzanine (+10’-0”) : 16th Street Tower



Exclusion 
Category



Description



Excluded Square Footage By Building



South Street 
Tower



16th Street
Tower



#04
Intermediate Floor 



Mechanical 
Ops/Storage



- -



#11
Ground Floor 



Circulation and 
Service



- 3,500
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Typical Podium Level : 16th Street Tower



Exclusion 
Category



Description



Excluded Square Footage By Building



South Street 
Tower



16th Street
Tower



#04
Intermediate Floor 



Mechanical 
Ops/Storage



- 800



#11
Ground Floor 



Circulation and 
Service



- -
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WARRIORS BLOCK 29-32 DEVELOPMENT



Typical Tower Level : 16th Street Tower



Exclusion 
Category



Description



Excluded Square Footage By Building



South Street 
Tower



16th Street
Tower



#04
Intermediate Floor 



Mechanical 
Ops/Storage



- 400



#11
Ground Floor 



Circulation and 
Service



- -
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Retail Development



Gross Floor Area Exclusions for Retail Spaces
Like Commercial/Industrial development, Retail development in the Mission Bay South Plan Area is described in the DforD’s definition of GFA, which lists specific exclusions that may be netted out



of the project’s officially reported total retail square footage. These exclusions are intended to encourage small pads for multiple local retailers by limiting total occupied square feet per use to 5,000,



and by limiting the retail pad to no more than 75% of the combined area of a building’s ground floor plus the ground level on-site open space associated with that building. Exclusions may only be



applied if the retail is comprised of diverse uses (personal services, restaurants, retail sale of goods), to create an active, urban street environment.



Unlike Commercial/Industrial development, however, the total retail development proposed for any project is measured using the retail’s leasable area, defined per BOMA as described above. This



allows the Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure to compare proposed retail developments to the overall cap on retail in the Mission Bay South Plan Area, which is similarly measured



by leasable area.
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Developable Area Matrix : Retail
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Note: Mission Bay South Design For Development gross floor area exclusion #12 allows for “spaces devoted to personal services, restaurants, and retail sales” to be excluded independently so long as they do not “exceed more than 5,000 occupied square 



feet each and that, in total, they do not exceed 75 percent of the area of the ground floor of the building plus the ground level, on-site open space.” 











Label
Exclusion 
Category



Description



Excluded Square Footage By Building



Event 
Center



South 
Street 
Tower 
(Retail)



South 
Street 



Midblock



16th Street 
Tower 
(Retail)



16th Street 
Midblock



Gatehouse
TFB 



Midblock
Market 



Hall



#11



Ground 
Floor 



Circulation 
& Service 
(and Open



Space)



- - - 1,300 2,300 4,100 3,750 10,600



#12



Spaces 
devoted to 



Personal 
Services



- - - - - - - -



#12
Spaces 



devoted to 
Restaurants



- - - - - - - -



#12
Spaces 



devoted to 
Retail Sales



- 4,800 - 2,100 1,100 1,400 3,000 5,000
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Level 050 – Entry Plaza (+0’-0”)
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Level 100 – Mezzanine (+10’-0”)



Retail Area Exclusions



Label
Exclusion 
Category



Description



Excluded Square Footage By Building



Event 
Center



South 
Street 
Tower 
(Retail)



South 
Street 



Midblock



16th Street 
Tower 
(Retail)



16th Street 
Midblock



Gatehouse
TFB 



Midblock
Market 



Hall



#11



Ground 
Floor 



Circulation 
& Service 
(and Open



Space)



- 1,800 - - - 1,700 - -



#12



Spaces 
devoted to 



Personal 
Services



- - - - - - - -



#12
Spaces 



devoted to 
Restaurants



4,900 2,400 - 2,400 - - - -



#12
Spaces 



devoted to 
Retail Sales



- - - - 1,100 2,600 2,000 -
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Level 200 – Main Concourse (+26’-0”)



Retail Area Exclusions



Label
Exclusion 
Category



Description



Excluded Square Footage By Building



Event 
Center



South 
Street 
Tower 
(Retail)



South 
Street 



Midblock



16th Street 
Tower 
(Retail)



16th Street 
Midblock



Gatehouse
TFB 



Midblock
Market 



Hall



#11



Ground 
Floor 



Circulation 
& Service 
(and Open



Space)



- - - - - - - -



#12



Spaces 
devoted to 



Personal 
Services



- - - - - - - -



#12
Spaces 



devoted to 
Restaurants



- 2,500 - 2,400 - - - 5,000



#12
Spaces 



devoted to 
Retail Sales



5,000 - 2,100 - - - - -
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Mission Bay South Design for Development (DforD)



Section II. Definition of Terms, p. 11-13



Floor Area, Gross:



The sum of the gross areas of the several floors of a building or buildings, measured from the exterior faces of exterior walls or from the centerlines of walls separating two buildings. Where columns



are outside and separated from an exterior wall (curtain wall) which encloses the building space or are otherwise so arranged that the curtain wall is clearly separate from the structural members,



the exterior face of the curtain wall shall be the line of measurement, and the area of the columns themselves at each floor shall also be counted.



A Except as specifically excluded in this definition, “gross floor area” shall include, although not be limited to, the following:



1 Basement and cellar space, including tenants’ storage areas and all other space except that used only for storage or services necessary to the operation or maintenance of the building itself;



2 Elevator shafts, stairwells, exit enclosures and smokeproof enclosures, at each floor;



3 Floor space in penthouses except as specifically excluded in this definition;



4 Attic space (whether or not a floor has been laid) capable of being made into habitable space;



5 Floor space in balconies or mezzanines in the interior of the building;



6 Floor space in open or roofed porches, arcades or exterior balconies, if such porch, arcade or balcony is located above the ground floor or first floor of occupancy above basement or garage



and is used as the primary access to the interior space it serves;



7 Floor space in accessory buildings, except for floor spaces used for accessory off-street parking or loading spaces as described herein, and driveways and maneuvering areas incidental



thereto; and



8 Any other floor space not specifically excluded in this definition.



B “Gross floor area” shall not include the following:



1 Basement and cellar space used only for storage or services necessary to the operation or maintenance of the building itself;



2 Attic space not capable of being made into habitable space;



3 Elevator or stair penthouses, accessory water tanks or cooling towers, and other mechanical equipment, appurtenances and areas necessary to the operation or maintenance of the building



itself, if located at the top of the building or separated therefrom only by other space not included in the gross floor area;



4 Mechanical equipment, appurtenances and areas, necessary to the operation or maintenance of the building itself (i) if located at an intermediate story of the building and forming a complete



floor level; or (ii) if located on a number of intermediate stories occupying less than a full floor level, provided that the mechanical equipment, appurtenances and areas are permanently



separated from occupied floor areas and in aggregate area do not exceed the area of an average floor as determined by the Redevelopment Agency



5 Outside stairs to the first floor of occupancy at the face of the building which the stairs serve, or fire escapes;



6 Floor space used for accessory off-street parking and loading spaces and driveways and maneuvering areas incidental thereto;



7 Arcades, plazas, walkways, porches, breezeways, porticos and similar features (whether roofed or not), at or near street level, accessible to the general public and not substantially enclosed



by exterior walls; and accessways to public transit lines, if open for use by the general public; all exclusive of areas devoted to sales, service, display, and other activities other than



movement of persons;



8 Balconies, porches, roof decks, terraces, courts and similar features, except those used for primary access as described in Paragraph (a)(6) above, provided that:



a) If more than 70 percent of the perimeter of such an area is enclosed, either by building walls (exclusive of a railing or parapet not more than three feet eight inches high) or by such



walls and interior lot lines, and the clear space is less than 15 feet in either dimension, the area shall not be excluded from gross floor area unless it is fully open to the sky (except for



roof eaves, cornices or belt courses which project not more than two feet from the face of the building wall).
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Mission Bay South Design for Development (DforD)



b) If more than 70 percent of the perimeter of such an area is enclosed, either by building walls (exclusive of a railing or parapet not more than three feet eight inches high), or by such 



walls and interior lot lines, and the clear space is 15 feet or more in both dimensions, (1) the area shall be excluded from gross floor area if it is fully open to the sky (except for roof 



eaves, cornices or belt courses which project no more than two feet from the face of the building wall), and (2) the area may have roofed areas along its perimeter which are also 



excluded from gross floor area if the minimum clear open space between any such roof and the opposite wall or roof (whichever is closer) is maintained at 15 feet (with the above 



exceptions) and the roofed area does not exceed 10 feet in depth; (3) in addition, when the clear open area exceeds 625 square feet, a canopy, gazebo, or similar roofed structure 



without walls may cover up to 10 percent of such open space without being counted as gross floor area.



c) If, however, 70 percent or less of the perimeter of such an area is enclosed by building walls (exclusive of a railing or parapet not more than three feet eight inches high) or by such 



walls and interior lot lines, and the open side or sides face on a yard, street or court whose dimensions satisfy the requirements of this Code and all other applicable codes for instances 



in which required windows face upon such yard, street or court, the area may be roofed to the extent permitted by such codes in instances in which required windows are involved;



9 On lower, nonresidential floors, elevator shafts and other life-support systems serving exclusively the residential uses on the upper floors of a building;



10 One-third of that portion of a window bay conforming to the requirements of Section 136(d)(2) of the San Francisco Planning Code (in effect as of the adoption of the Design for  



Development) which extends beyond the plane formed by the face of the facade on either side of the bay but not to exceed seven square feet per bay window as measured at each floor;



11 Ground floor area devoted to building or pedestrian circulation and building service;



12 Space devoted to personal services, restaurants, and retail sales of goods intended to meet the convenience shopping and service needs of workers and residents, not to exceed 5,000 



occupied square feet per use and, in total, not to exceed 75 percent of the area of the ground floor of the building plus the ground level, on-site open space. 



13 An interior space provided as an open space feature in accordance with the requirements herein;



14 Floor area devoted to child care facilities provided that:



a) Allowable indoor space is no more or no less than 3,000 square feet and no more than 6,000 square feet, and



b) The facilities are made available rent free, and



c) Adequate outdoor space is provided adjacent, or easily accessible, to the facility. Spaces such as atriums, rooftops or public parks may be used if they meet licensing requirements for   



child care facilities, and



d) The space is used for child care for the life of the building as long as there is a demonstrated need. No change in use shall occur without a finding by the Redevelopment Agency that 



there is a lack of need for child care and that the space will be used for a facility described herein dealing with cultural, educational, recreational, religious, or social service facilities;



15 Floor area permanently devoted to cultural, educational, recreational, religious or social service facilities available to the general public at no cost or at a fee covering actual operating 



expenses, provided that such facilities are:



a) Owned and operated by a nonprofit corporation or institution, or



b) Are made available rent free for occupancy only by nonprofit corporations or institutions for such functions. Building area subject to this subsection shall be counted as occupied floor 



area, except as provided herein, for the purpose of calculating the off-street parking and freight loading requirements for the project;



c) For the purpose of calculating the off-street parking and freight loading requirement for the project, building area subject to this subsection shall be counted as occupied floor area, 



except as provided herein.



Floor Area, Leasable:



Leasable Floor Area means Floor Rentable Area, as defined and calculated in the 1996 Building Owners Management Association International publication, “Standard Method For Measuring Floor 



Area in Office Buildings.”
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· Roof


· Basic run-down of interiors (range of amenities and BOH spaces, etc.)


· Represents a commitment to high-quality design and engineering:


· Note: With significant input from local and small business partners


· Structural systems: brief summary. Should include roof. 


· MEP systems: brief summary


· Materials: X material in YY location(s), W material in ZZ locations


· Signage, lighting, and art to be deferred to later documentation. Brief mention to get them on readers’ radars, but no specifics.   


· Experience of the space:


· Narrating the movement and experience of a member of the public moving around the building perimeter (passing entries, getting views, changing elevations)




Retail Package Text


TABLE OF CONTENTS / TABLES AND FIGURES:


· Will list elements currently shown in preliminary draft & template


INTRODUCTION / PROJECT BACKGROUND


· Intro text will borrow from the Major Phase text to address:


· Overall project proposal, intent, and operations


· Project components, including heights and other details


· Will reference key documents (like D4D), regulatory processes, and approvals


· Will mention that this package presupposes a forthcoming D4D amendment


· Will explain other packages’ contents (set-up for cross-referencing later in the document) 


DESIGN NARRATIVE


· Overall design principles include:


· Center for F&B, wellness, community


· Neighborhood, not mall (an independent sense of character)


· Architecturally arresting corner market hall (welcoming to the site)


· TFB retail that complements the park without competing


· Terraces and large windows to overlook, porous ground floor, lighting for event nights


· Key features include:


· Market hall entry


· Market hall roof 


· Pedestrian path


· Bayfront overlook (top of TFB retail)


· Bike valet/bike shop 


· Represents a commitment to high-quality design and engineering:


· Note: With significant input from local and small business partners


· Structural systems: brief summary. 


· MEP systems: brief summary


· Materials: X material in YY location(s), W material in ZZ locations. Result is ABC. 


· Signage, lighting, and art to be deferred to later documentation. Brief mention to get them on readers’ radars, but no specifics.   


· Experience of the space:


· Narrating the movement and experience of a member of the public moving around the site (passing entries, getting views, changing elevations)


· Who goes to what retail area, at what time of day, and what do they see/smell/hear/feel? 
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Project data summary Applicable codes 
documents



data charts



Beau’s developable area matrix + Gross floor area calcs
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Fig ##  |  Charts caption
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Fig ##  |  Views to South Bay



vehicular circulation



Fig ##  |  Views to South Bay
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Fig ##  |  Views to South Bay



view corridors



Fig ##  |  Views to South Bay
Fig ##  |  Views to South Bay



Fig ##  |  Clear Views to Bay



Fig ##  |  Clear Views to Bay Bridge



Fig ##  |  High Views to Skyline
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PROPOSED JOINT TRENCH
EXISTING JOINT TRENCH
PROPOSED GAS
EXISTING GAS
PROPOSED LOW PRESSURE WATER
EXISTING LOW PRESSURE WATER
PROPOSED HIGH PRESSURE WATER
EXISTING HIGH PRESSURE WATER
PROPOSED RECLAIMED WATER
EXISTING RECLAIMED WATER
PROPOSED COMBINED SEWER
EXISTING COMBINED SEWER
COMBINED SEWER MANHOLE
PROPOSED SANITARY SEWER
EXISTING SANITARY SEWER
SANITARY SEWER MANHOLE
PROPOSED STORM DRAIN
EXISTING STORM DRAIN
STORM DRAIN MANHOLE



LEGEND



UTILITY INFRASTRUCTURE OVERVIEW



IN ANTICIPATION OF THE FUTURE DEVELOPMENT OF
BLOCKS 29-32, THE INFRASTRUCTURE IMPROVEMENTS
NEEDED TO SERVICE THE SITE HAVE ALREADY BEEN
COMPLETED IN 3RD STREET AND SOUTH STREET.



THE INSTALLATION OF THE FOLLOWING UTILITY SYSTEMS
ALONG 16TH STREET HAVE ALREADY BEEN COMPLETED:



SEPARATE SANITARY SEWER MAIN
SEPARATE STORM DRAIN MAIN



THE INSTALLATION OF THE FOLLOWING UTILITY SYSTEMS
ALONG 16TH STREET WILL TAKE PLACE DURING THIS MAJOR
PHASE:



DOMESTIC WATER MAIN
RECLAIMED WATER MAIN
GAS MAIN



THE INSTALLATION OF THE FOLLOWING UTILITY SYSTEMS
ALONG THE FUTURE TERRY A FRANCOIS BLVD WILL TAKE
PLACE DURING THIS MAJOR PHASE:



SEPARATE SANITARY SEWER MAIN
SEPARATE STORM DRAIN MAIN
DOMESTIC WATER MAIN
RECLAIMED WATER MAIN
GAS MAIN



THERE ARE SEVERAL EXISTING SERVICE LATERALS
EXTENDING FROM THE EXISTING UTILITY MAINS ALONG
SOUTH STREET THAT CAN PRESUMABLY BE USED TO
SERVICE THE SITE. ADDITIONAL SERVICE LATERALS ARE
PROPOSED ALONG 16TH STREET AND THE FUTURE TERRY
A FRANCOIS BLVD FRONTAGE.



THE EXISTING AND PROPOSED UTILITY INFRASTRUCTURE
IMPROVEMENTS ARE CONSISTENT WITH THE MISSION BAY
SOUTH INFRASTRUCTURE PLAN.



Fig ##  |  Charts caption



sanitary sewer Plan



Fig ##  |  Charts caption
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Fig ##  |  Charts caption
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Fig ##  |  Charts caption
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Fig ##  |  Charts caption



site Plan



Fig ##  |  Charts caption
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Fig ##  |  Charts caption Fig ##  |  Charts caption



vehicular & truck access
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Fig ##  |  Level ##
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Fig ##  |  Level ##
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Fig ##  |  Level ##
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Fig ##  |  Level ##



roof Plans



Fig ##  |  Level ##
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Fig ##  |  North elevation



Fig ##  |  West elevation



elevations



Fig ##  |  South elevation



Fig ##  |  East elevation
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Fig ##  |  Caption for diagram



transverse section



Fig ##  |  Caption for diagram
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Fig ##  |  Caption for diagram



materials



Sum nimi, im deliquam, voluptaspit occaborero dolorro reperumquid quibusa 
estioru ptumquam, solores sectecte non cusapidit facesti offic tem volut amus.



Sum nimi, im deliquam, voluptaspit occaborero dolorro reperumquid quibusa 
estioru ptumquam, solores sectecte non cusapidit facesti offic tem volut amus.



Sum nimi, im deliquam, voluptaspit occaborero dolorro reperumquid quibusa 
estioru ptumquam, solores sectecte non cusapidit facesti offic tem volut amus.



Sum nimi, im deliquam, voluptaspit occaborero dolorro reperumquid quibusa 
estioru ptumquam, solores sectecte non cusapidit facesti offic tem volut amus.



Sum nimi, im deliquam, voluptaspit occaborero dolorro reperumquid quibusa 
estioru ptumquam, solores sectecte non cusapidit facesti offic tem volut amus.



Sum nimi, im deliquam, voluptaspit occaborero dolorro reperumquid quibusa 
estioru ptumquam, solores sectecte non cusapidit facesti offic tem volut amus.
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Fig ##  |  Section detail



Fig ##  |  Elevation



West/Plaza View



materials



Fig ##  |  Section detail



Fig ##  |  Elevation



Southeast Plaza View
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Fig ##  |  Section detail



materials



Fig ##  |  Elevation



View Along Pedestrian Path



Fig ##  |  Section detail
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Fig ##  |  Elevation



View Along 16th Street
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Fig. ##  |  Office + OS - NW Corner



look / feel



Fig. ## | Arena + OS + Office - Main Plaza
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Fig. ##  |  OS - South Street Garage Entrance Fig. ##  |  Retail - Bayview Outlook



look / feel
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Fig. ## | Retail - NE Corner Fig. ##  | Retail + OS - TFB Retail



look / feel
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Fig. ## | Arena + Retail - TFB Retail/Skybar Entrance Fig. ##  |  Arena - Skybar



look / feel
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Fig. ## | Arena - View from Park Fig. ##  |  Arena - SE Entrance Plaza
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Fig. ## | Arena - Sixteenth Street Fig. ##  |  Arena - Sixteenth Street Atrium Entry
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Fig. ## | Office - SW Corner Fig. ##  |  Open Space - Gatehouse
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Fig. ##  |  Aerial rendering from Southeast corner entry
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Fig. ##  |  Aerial rendering from Northwest
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Fig. ##  |  Aerial rendering from Southeast
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Fig. ##  |  Aerial rendering from 16th Street
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Fig. ##  |  Aerial rendering from Northeast
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Fig ##  |  Views to South Bay
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Fig ##  |  Views to South Bay
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Fig ##  |  Views to South Bay
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Fig ##  |  Views to South Bay
Fig ##  |  Views to South Bay



Fig ##  |  Clear Views to Bay



Fig ##  |  Clear Views to Bay Bridge



Fig ##  |  High Views to Skyline
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LEGEND



UTILITY INFRASTRUCTURE OVERVIEW



IN ANTICIPATION OF THE FUTURE DEVELOPMENT OF
BLOCKS 29-32, THE INFRASTRUCTURE IMPROVEMENTS
NEEDED TO SERVICE THE SITE HAVE ALREADY BEEN
COMPLETED IN 3RD STREET AND SOUTH STREET.



THE INSTALLATION OF THE FOLLOWING UTILITY SYSTEMS
ALONG 16TH STREET HAVE ALREADY BEEN COMPLETED:



SEPARATE SANITARY SEWER MAIN
SEPARATE STORM DRAIN MAIN



THE INSTALLATION OF THE FOLLOWING UTILITY SYSTEMS
ALONG 16TH STREET WILL TAKE PLACE DURING THIS MAJOR
PHASE:



DOMESTIC WATER MAIN
RECLAIMED WATER MAIN
GAS MAIN



THE INSTALLATION OF THE FOLLOWING UTILITY SYSTEMS
ALONG THE FUTURE TERRY A FRANCOIS BLVD WILL TAKE
PLACE DURING THIS MAJOR PHASE:



SEPARATE SANITARY SEWER MAIN
SEPARATE STORM DRAIN MAIN
DOMESTIC WATER MAIN
RECLAIMED WATER MAIN
GAS MAIN



THERE ARE SEVERAL EXISTING SERVICE LATERALS
EXTENDING FROM THE EXISTING UTILITY MAINS ALONG
SOUTH STREET THAT CAN PRESUMABLY BE USED TO
SERVICE THE SITE. ADDITIONAL SERVICE LATERALS ARE
PROPOSED ALONG 16TH STREET AND THE FUTURE TERRY
A FRANCOIS BLVD FRONTAGE.



THE EXISTING AND PROPOSED UTILITY INFRASTRUCTURE
IMPROVEMENTS ARE CONSISTENT WITH THE MISSION BAY
SOUTH INFRASTRUCTURE PLAN.
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Fig ##  |  Level ##
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Fig ##  |  Level ##
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Fig ##  |  North elevation



Fig ##  |  West elevation
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Fig ##  |  South elevation
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Fig ##  |  Caption for diagram Fig ##  |  Caption for diagramFig ##  |  Caption for diagram Fig ##  |  Caption for diagram
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Fig ##  |  Section detail



Fig ##  |  Elevation
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Fig ##  |  Elevation



TFB Retail (from street) Market Hall entrance (from street)
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Fig ##  |  Section detail
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Fig ##  |  Elevation



Market hall and TFB (from pedestrian path)
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Fig. ##  |  Office + OS - NW Corner
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Fig. ## | Arena + OS + Office - Main Plaza
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Fig. ##  |  OS - South Street Garage Entrance
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Fig. ##  |  Retail - Bayview Outlook
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Fig. ## | Retail - NE Corner
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Fig. ##  | Retail + OS - TFB Retail
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Fig. ## | Arena + Retail - TFB Retail/Skybar Entrance
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Fig. ##  |  Arena - Skybar
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Fig. ## | Arena - View from Park
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Fig. ##  |  Arena - SE Entrance Plaza
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Fig. ## | Arena - Sixteenth Street
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Fig. ##  |  Arena - Sixteenth Street Atrium Entry
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Fig. ## | Office - SW Corner
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Fig. ##  |  Open Space - Gatehouse
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Fig. ##  |  Aerial rendering of the arena from the main plaza in the Northeast/west
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RWDI study results



Detail (soom) on the eastern retail 
areas



exterior PersPective



Fig. ##  |  Aerial rendering from Southeast corner entry
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Fig. ##  |  Aerial rendering from Southeast
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Fig. ##  |  Aerial rendering from Northwest
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Fig. ##  |  Aerial rendering from Northeast
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Fig. ##  |  Aerial rendering from 16th Street
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you requested last Thursday. We don’t yet have an updated rendered site plan, so please disregard
the old office massing and slightly different arena shape at the SE corner. The ideas should be clear.
As discussed, the offices (both shown in pink) will each be covered in separate, standalone packages
(2 total).
 
Per your note yesterday, we’ll look forward to comments from OCII in 7 days (end of day 3/4). We’ll
be working on additional materials in the meantime and are available for questions or comments as
they arise.
 
Thanks,
Kate
 
Kate Aufhauser
Project Analyst
510.986.5419 (office) | 202.230.2642 (cell)
kaufhauser@warriors.com


website | tickets | app | social | find us


SBJ's 2014 Sports Team of the Year
 
 



mailto:kaufhauser@warriors.com

http://www.nba.com/warriors/

http://www.nba.com/warriors/

http://www.nba.com/warriors/tickets

http://www.nba.com/warriors/app

http://www.nba.com/warriors/connect

http://www.nba.com/warriors/contact

http://www.nba.com/warriors/news/sbj-award-05212014






From: Clarke Miller
To: Kern, Chris (CPC); Reilly, Catherine (CII); Paul Mitchell (pmitchell@esassoc.com); Joyce Hsiao


(joyce@orionenvironment.com); Mary
Subject: FW: Update on PS 15 analysis
Date: Thursday, February 26, 2015 8:58:29 AM
Attachments: Mission_Bay_SanitaryPS_22515_Signed.pdf


Hi,
We received the MBSPS analysis from PUC. Our civil engineers (BKF) are reviewing, and we intend to
set up a meeting to discuss it further with PUC. I’ll keep you apprised of the date of that meeting.
Thanks,
Clarke
 


From: Eickman, Kent [mailto:keickman@sfwater.org] 
Sent: Thursday, February 26, 2015 7:42 AM
To: Clarke Miller; Tran, Michael
Cc: Kate Aufhauser (kaufhauser@warriors.com); Regler, Lori; Webster, Leslie; Van de Water, Adam;
Harrison, Lewis; Engel, George; Wong, Manfred; Tam, Bessie
Subject: RE: Update on PS 15 analysis
 
Clarke, attached is the Mission Bay Sanitary analysis report.  I noticed that the 16” force main shown
on Attachment 1 extends north across the Channel. The force main actually connects to the South
Channel Box and does not extend north. After you have reviewed the report, please let us know
when  you would like to meet to discuss.
Thanks, Kent
 


From: Clarke Miller [mailto:CMiller@stradasf.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 25, 2015 9:07 PM
To: Tran, Michael
Cc: Kate Aufhauser (kaufhauser@warriors.com); Regler, Lori; Webster, Leslie; Eickman, Kent; Van de
Water, Adam
Subject: RE: Update on PS 15 analysis
 
Michael,
We didn’t see the PS 15 analysis come through today as you’d anticipated. Can you let us know
when we should realistically expect it?
Thanks,
Clarke
 


From: Clarke Miller 
Sent: Monday, February 23, 2015 3:59 PM
To: 'Tran, Michael'
Cc: Kate Aufhauser (kaufhauser@warriors.com); Regler, Lori; Webster, Leslie; Eickman, Kent
Subject: RE: Update on PS 15 analysis
 
Thanks for the update, Michael. We’ll keep an eye out for the PS 15 analysis in the next couple of
days. If you expect it to slip any further, please let me know.
 
Thanks too for the update on the dewatering. We’ll be ready to meet as soon as your team is
prepared.



mailto:CMiller@stradasf.com

mailto:chris.kern@sfgov.org

mailto:catherine.reilly@sfgov.org

mailto:pmitchell@esassoc.com

mailto:joyce@orionenvironment.com

mailto:joyce@orionenvironment.com

mailto:mary@orionenvironment.com

mailto:[mailto:CMiller@stradasf.com]

mailto:kaufhauser@warriors.com
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Technical Memorandum  



To:    Manfred Wong – SFPUC                     



            Bessie Tam – SFPUC 
 



Thru:    Wallis Lee – DPW Hydraulic Section   
 
From:    Bassam Aldhafari – DPW Hydraulic Section 
 
Date:       February 25, 2015   
 
Subject:   Hydraulic Assessment of Mission Bay Sanitary Pump Station 



 



Executive Summary: 



The Mission Bay Sanitary Pump Station (MBSPS) was constructed in year 2011 within 



block P15. The original design flow (full build‐out) to the station accounted for 2 MGD and 



6 MGD average and peak flow respectively in a study by Olivia Chen Consultants (Dated 



December 2000). Included in the study was a projection of 66 GPM (Average) and 200 



GPM (Peak) for blocks 29 and 30 combined (see Attachment 1 for location). According to 



UCSF Long Range Development Plan Entitlement Increase Analysis (Dated May 2013), the 



current average and peak flow projections to MBSPS are 2.1 MGD and 6.63 MGD 



respectively at full build‐out.   



 



A flow meter was installed by the SFPUC to measure diurnal flows in the 33‐inch influent 



sewer that connects to the wet well at MBSPS. Current flow entering the station is 



approximately 2.2 MGD average and 3.3 MGD peak during dry weather conditions.  



 



Enclosed Attachments: 



Attachment 1: Aerial Image and Major Drainage Elements 



Attachment 2: Plan of Influent Sewer, Station, and Discharge Force main 



Attachment 3: Plan and Profile of 33‐inch Influent Sewer (Flow Meter Location) 



Attachment 4: Profile of Wet Well and Pump Performance Curve at MBSPS 



Attachment 5: Average and Peak Flow Projections from December 2000 Report by Olivia  



                           Chen Consultants  



Attachment 6: Average and Peak Flow Projections from August 2004 Report by Winzler  



                           & Kelly Consultants  



Attachment 7: Peak Sanitary Flow Projection Exhibit from May 2013 UCSF LRDP 



Attachment 8: Exhibit of Average and Peak Flow Projections from New Warriors Arena 



Attachment 9: Pump Curve of Proposed MBSPS Upgrade by F&L from 2013 UCSF LRDP  
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Background: 



The Mission Bay Sanitary Pump Station was constructed within Block P15 part of the Mission Bay Development 



area and bounded by Mission Bay Blvd South, Mission Bay Blvd North, Third St East, and Fourth Street West (see 



Attachment 1 for reference). The station was originally designed to collect sanitary flow from Mission Bay South 



of the Channel (Labeled System “2” in previous study by Olivia Chen Consultants, 2000). The originally projected 



average and peak flow that would enter the new station was estimated to be 2 MGD and 6 MGD respectively in 



December 2000. The UCSF Long Range Development Plan (LRDP) Entitlement Increase Analysis dated May 17, 



2013 states that the pump station was later designed to accommodate an average and peak flow rate of 2.1 



MGD and 6.4 MGD respectively based on a sanitary sewer analysis prepared by Winzler & Kelly dated August 



2005 (see Attachment 6). Additionally the LRDP states that in‐situ pump performance testing was performed in 



May 2010 by Winzler & Kelly, showing the pump station discharged at a rate of 6.7 MGD.  The station pumping 



capacity will need to be retested as the original test conducted capacity test of each pump individually and not 



all pumps simultaneously, which is needed to determine total peak flow capacity of the station. According to the 



LRDP, UCSF estimates an increase of 0.23 MGD to previously projected flow of 6.4 MGD resulting in a need to 



accommodate a total of 6.63 MGD at MBSPS. The LRDP recommends replacing the existing pumps will increase 



the pumping capacity to 7.34 MGD (see Attachment 9 for Pump Performance Curve). This recommendation was 



assembled without the participation of SFPUC and has not been approved as an adequate methodology to 



increase the station’s overall pumping capacity.  



To estimate the amount of flow discharged by parcel users to the pump station, the SFPUC installed a flow 



monitor within the 33‐inch influent sewer connecting to the station wet well. Based on measured data from 



beginning to mid January of 2015, the pump station receives an average flow rate of 1500 GPM (2.2 MGD) and a 



peak flow rate of 2300 GPM (3.3 MGD) under normal dry weather conditions (See Figure 1 below).    



 



Figure 1: Flow Meter Data from 33‐Inch Influent Sewer to Mission Bay Sanitary Pump Station (Normal Dry Weather Conditions) 
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Under wet weather conditions, the peak flow entering the station can reach a peak flow rate of 3700 GPM (5.3 



MGD) and an average flow increasing to 2000 GPM (2.9 MGD) compared to average dry weather conditions (see 



Figure 2 below). The increase in average and peak flow during storm events is largely due to contribution from 



storm runoff and groundwater entering the sewer system through sewer joints, manholes, or possible cross 



connections from storm laterals to sewer mains.  



 



 
Figure 2: Flow Meter Data from 33‐Inch Influent Sewer to Mission Bay Sanitary Pump Station (Wet Weather Conditions) 



Summary of Findings: 



Based on collected flow meter data, and data obtained from the City’s DCS for Mission Bay Sanitary Pump 



Station, the existing station is receiving 2.2 MGD Average and 3.3 MGD Peak flow under normal dry weather 



conditions. Based on pump a pump test conducted in 2010, the station had capacity to pump 6.7 MGD, testing 



each of the three pumps individually. A new test should be conducted to validate current pumping capacity. 



Based on current meter data, the station is has not reached the pump design capacity at current build‐out. 



Continued monitoring of flow meter data and pump station is recommended as development continues within 



the remaining parcels to assess pump station performance.  



cc:   DPW:    Norman Chan    Iqbal Dhapa    Louis Douglas    Richard Graham    Bimu Shrestha    Cliff Wong     



SFPUC:  Tony Flores        George Engel     Michael Tran    Brian Carlomagno   Ed Ho    Kent Eickman  



               Leslie Webster   Lori Regler  
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Mission Bay Proiect Separated Sanitary Sewer Anaivsis 



Table 2 Distribution of Sanitary Flow in System "2" 



Pipe Segment Contributing Parcels Average Max 
U/S D/S Total Total Inflow 



node node Inflow 



Name Perc. Name Perc. Name Perc. (gpm) (gpm) 
B63 B64 41 50% 21B 100% 42 125 



B64 B65 21A 100% 0 0 



B65 B66 18A 100% 42 100% 18B 100% 40 121 



B66 B67 43 100% 31 94 



B67 B68 14 100% 12 35 



B59 B60 12 100% 48 143 



B60 B61 



B61 B62 



B62 B68 



B68 B69 



B69 B70 



B70 B71 15A 100% -17 51 



B71 B72 15B 100% 17 50 



B72 B73 16A 100% 26 78 



B73 B 4 16B 100% 15 45 



B I B2 23A 100% 22 100% 18 54 



B2 B3 20A 100% 19B 100% 31.1 93.4 



B3 B4 19A 100% 17A/B 100% 66.4 199.2 



B42 B43 13 100% 40.9 122.6 



B43 B44 



B44 B45 



B45 B46 



B46 B47 



B47 B51 



B48 B49 5 50% 12.0 35.9 



B49 B50 



B50 B51 



B51 B52 



B41 B52 3 100% 28.4 85.1 



B52 B7 



B 7 B 6 4 100% 33.8 101.4 



B53 B54 11 100% 25 74 



B54 B55 



B55 B 6 5 50% 12 36 



B40 B 6 



B6 B5 



B56 B57 



B57 B58 6 100% 34 101 



Olivia Chen Consultants, Inc 
LACae«us\1259W RBponsa}iJC-Q0U?epoiTiRepon2-rev5 Dec 2000 (Joe PageS 











Mission Bay Proiect Separated Sanitary Sewer Analysis 



Pipe Segment Contributing Parcels Average 
Total 



Inflow 



Max 
Total Inflow U/S 



node 
D/S 
node 



Contributing Parcels Average 
Total 



Inflow 



Max 
Total Inflow U/S 



node 
D/S 
node 



Name Perc. Name Perc. Name Perc. (gpm) (gpm) 
B58 B5 



B39 B5 ? 100% 33.8 101.4 



B5 B 4 



B 4 B12 



B13 B14 30 100% 27.9 83.6 



B14 B16 



B16 B17 



B17 B9 27 100% 30.4 91.3 



B8 B 8 B 29 100% 23B 100% 36.8 110.5 



B 8 B B9 



B 9 BIO 



BIO B i l 20B 100% 0.0 0.0 



B15 B19 28 100% B a y l 100% 23.0 69.1 



B19 B20 26A 100% Pier 54 100% 9.2 27.6 



B20 B21 



B21 B22 



B22 B i l 26 100% 30.4 91.3 



B33 B34 2 100% 27.4 82.2 



B34 B35 1 100% SWL337 50% 242.8 728.4 



B32 B36 



S W L 
337 50% 183.8 551.3 



B30 B31 



Pier 



48 100% Pier 50 100% 109.1 327.2 



B31 B36 9 100% 14.2 42.6 



B36 B37 8 100% 4.3 13.0 



B26 B27 9 A 100% 9.0 27.1 



B27 B28 



B28 B29 



B29 B37 10 100% 28.5 85.5 



B37 B38 



B23 B24 10A 100% 14.8 44.4 



B24 B25 



B25 B38 



B38 B i l 



B i l B12 



B12 P U M P 17C 100% 15.0 45.1 



Total (MGD) 2.00 6.00 



a — Olivia Chen Consultants, Inc 
HCate«us\ 125B105 Reports\Dec-OtJiRef!Ofi\Report2-rev5 Dec 2O00 tfoc Page 9 
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MISSION BAY SANITARY SEWER PUMP STATION #3 
Basis of Design Report 



DRAFT - 4 - 



Table 2 – Flow Projection Comparison 
INFLOW CONTRIBUTION (GPM) 



OC Sewer Analysis 2000 W&K Sewer Analysis 2005 
Block ADF  MDF ADF MDF 



1 59.0 177.1 56.1 178.1 
2 27.4 82.2 38.9 116.7 
3 28.4 85.1 31.9 95.7 
4 33.8 101.4 37.8 113.5 
5 24.0 71.9 24.6 73.7 
6 34.0 101.0 31.0 92.9 
7 33.8 101.4 36.5 109.5 
8 4.3 13.0 6.2 18.6 
9 14.2 42.6 11.6 34.7 



9A 9.0 27.1 7.3 22.0 
10 28.5 85.5 38.7 116.1 



10A 14.8 44.4 11.6 34.7 
11 25.0 74.0 25.0 74.0 
12 48.0 143.0 48.0 143.0 
13 40.9 122.6 48.8 146.4 
14 12.0 35.0 12.0 35.0 



15A 17.0 51.0 17.0 51.0 
15B 17.0 50.0 17.0 50.0 
16A 26.0 78.0 26.0 78.0 
16B 15.0 45.0 15.0 45.0 



17A/B 40.0 121.0 24.2 72.5 
17C 15.0 45.1 19.6 58.7 
18A 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
18B 3.0 9.0 3.0 9.0 
19A 26.0 78.0 29.0 87.0 
19B 17.0 51.0 20.7 62.0 
20A 16.5 49.5 
20B 40.3 120.9 51.5 154.4 



21A 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
21B 22.0 64.0 19.2 57.6 
22 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 



23A 18.0 54.0 18.0 54.0 
23B 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
26 30.4 91.3 42.8 128.3 



26A 4.0 13.0 28.1 84.4 
27 30.4 91.3 42.8 128.3 
28 22.0 65.0 28.7 86.1 
29 39.0 117.0 15.5 46.4 
30 27.9 83.6 31.1 93.2 
41 20.0 61.0 
42 37.0 111.0 
43 31.0 94.0 



73.0 219.1 



BAY 1 1.4 4.0 1.4 4.0 
PIER 48 40.0 118.0 40.0 118.0 
PIER 50 70.0 209.0 70.0 209.0 
PIER 54 5.0 15.0 5.0 15.0 
SWL 337 367.6 1102.6 367.6 1102.6 



TOTAL (MGD) 2.1 6.2 2.1 6.4 
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Chart 1 ‐ SSPS Pump Upgrade
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From: Tran, Michael [mailto:MiTran@sfwater.org] 
Sent: Monday, February 23, 2015 3:38 PM
To: Clarke Miller
Cc: Kate Aufhauser (kaufhauser@warriors.com); Regler, Lori; Webster, Leslie; Eickman, Kent
Subject: RE: Update on PS 15 analysis
 
Hi Clarke,
 
Thanks for checking in.  We are expediting but are still in the process of QA’ing the document and
will send it to you as soon as possible.  I hope it’s OK if we send to you within the next two days. 
 
I believe Langan is planning to obtain additional chloride samples.  I’ll set up a meeting with the
project team and our dewatering / regulatory personnel as soon as those results are obtained.
 
Please let me know if you have any questions or concerns.
 
Thanks,
Michael
 


From: Clarke Miller [mailto:CMiller@stradasf.com] 
Sent: Monday, February 23, 2015 3:02 PM
To: Tran, Michael
Cc: Kate Aufhauser (kaufhauser@warriors.com)
Subject: Update on PS 15 analysis
 
Hi Michael,
 
I believe we agreed you’d send over the PS 15 analysis today. Can you let us know if that’s on-track?
 
Also, we recently discussed getting a meeting scheduled to review dewatering. I saw an email
exchange between Langan and Brian Kuhn earlier today, and it looks like some preliminary info is
being shared. Is it time to set up a meeting?
 
Thanks,
Clarke
 
Clarke Miller
Strada Investment Group
101 Mission Street, Suite 420 | San Francisco, CA 94105
Phone: 415.572.7640
Email: cmiller@stradasf.com
 



mailto:[mailto:MiTran@sfwater.org]

mailto:kaufhauser@warriors.com
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From: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
To: Sims, Pam (CII)
Subject: RE: AHP Land Use Jurisdiction
Date: Friday, February 27, 2015 9:33:46 AM


Thanks and I am with you on the rush stuff. The Warriors have been pulling that the
last two weeks. See my other email.


Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4G LTE smartphone


-------- Original message --------
From: "Sims, Pam (CII)"
Date:02/27/2015 9:25 AM (GMT-08:00)
To: "Reilly, Catherine (CII)"
Subject: RE: AHP Land Use Jurisdiction


I’ll check with the developer about receiving the letter on Monday vs. today.  I’ll let you know what
they say.
 
The request for this additional information was a miscommunication with the Developer.  I usually
like to provide a week for a letter turn around.  I’m sorry for the rush on this request.
 
From: Reilly, Catherine (CII) 
Sent: Friday, February 27, 2015 9:21 AM
To: Sims, Pam (CII)
Subject: RE: AHP Land Use Jurisdiction
 
Pam. I took a quick look and I think there are a few subtle things that are off related to the
Major Phase and how it wad amended and how to explain the 150 units. I have some
personal appointments that i need to do today as planned. I will try to get to this kater today,
but how bad will it be if it isnt done until Monday?  I also realized that Lila is out today as
well. I am planning o  working on the weekend so can get it done by Monday morning and
would rather that if possible. Also i  the future could we please work out a system so i know
what the schedule is for when these letters will be needed to that i can schedule time and be
able to better meet the deadlines? Thanks
 
 
Sent  from my Verizon Wireless 4G LTE smartphone


 


-------- Original message --------
From: "Sims, Pam (CII)"
Date:02/26/2015 3:08 PM (GMT-08:00)
To: "Reilly, Catherine (CII)"
Subject: AHP Land Use Jurisdiction
 


Hi Catherine –
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Attached is a revised letter along with the attachments.  Again, the Developer has requested this
letter by tomorrow.
 
Please let me know if you have any questions.  Thanks much for your help with this request!
 
Pam
 
______________________
Pam Sims
Office of Community Investment
   and Infrastructure
(415)701-5564
 








From: Miller, Erin
To: Auyoung, Dillon
Cc: Maguire, Tom; Martinsen, Janet (MTA); Van de Water, Adam (MYR); Reilly, Catherine (CII)
Subject: Re: Managing SFMTA"s Urban Planning Initiatives projects in March/April 2015 -- Supervisor Kim request
Date: Tuesday, February 24, 2015 1:27:23 PM


Dillon,


I had the chance to speak with my Warriors peers at OEWD and OCII today. Adam
apparently gave April in Sup. Kim's office a full Warriors update last week. 


We recommend Adam reaching out directly to make sure that information is being
shared. We also want to make sure that outreach to the Supervisors regarding
Warriors occurs in concert w City Family team. 


Let me know if you need to discuss further, and you may hear from Adam as well.  


Thanks,


-Erin Miller


**always in transit**


On Feb 23, 2015, at 1:04 AM, "Auyoung, Dillon" <Dillon.Auyoung@sfmta.com>
wrote:


Hi Erin, I wanted to relay a request to you from Supervisor Kim (and thought I would
piggyback off of Peter’s email which nicely outlines who is working on what).  She
would like a briefing about the Warriors arena because she had heard about a
disagreement on transportation between the Warriors and hospitals in the area (e.g.,
how would an ambulance get through for an emergency during a game).
 
Can you reach out to Sunny Angulo, the Supervisor’s legislative aide to set something
up (Sunny.Angulo@sfgov.org , (415) 554-7969)?
 
I am copying Tom who was in the meeting with the Supervisor and Sunny in case he
has anything to add/edit, and Janet for the monthly document.
 
If you have any questions, please let me know.
 
Thanks,
Dillon
 
 
 
………………………
Dillon Auyoung
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Local Government Affairs Manager
San Francisco Municipal Transportation Agency
(415) 701-4567 Office
(415) 385-1479 Mobile
Dillon.Auyoung@sfmta.com
 
 


From: Albert, Peter 
Sent: Tuesday, February 17, 2015 6:27 PM
To: Martinsen, Janet; Auyoung, Dillon
Subject: FW: Managing SFMTA's Urban Planning Initiatives projects in March/April 2015
 
I thought you two might also want to see this.  Thanks for all your great coordination
work.
 
Peter Albert
Manager, SFMTA Urban Planning Initiatives
SF Municipal Transportation Agency
1 South Van Ness Ave, Seventh Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
(: 415.701.4328
: 415.701.4735
*: peter.albert@sfmta.com
 


From: Albert, Peter 
Sent: Tuesday, February 17, 2015 6:20 PM
To: Rufo, Todd; Bohee, Tiffany; Drew, Tamsen; Oshima, Diane; Benson, Brad; Moyer,
Monique; Rahaim, John; Gillett, Gillian; Kelley, Gil; Rich, Ken; Martin, Michael; Dennis-
Phillips, Sarah; David Uniman (david.uniman@sfcta.org); tilly.chang@sfcta.org; Divine,
Peg; Moy, Barbara; Avril, Nicole; Taupier, Anne; Van de Water, Adam; Lesk, Emily;
Hussain, Lila; Warsh, Ethan; Wise, Viktoriya; Bollinger, Brett; Alumbaugh, David; Switzky,
Joshua; Beck, Bob; Brisson, Liz; Pagan, Lisa; Rhett, Byron; Beaupre, David; Reilly,
Catherine; Havens, Robin; Lau, Jon; Bose, Sonali; Kirschbaum, Julie B; Olea, Ricardo;
Smith, Bridget; Nhan, Leanne; Mattern, Lauren; Malone, Rob; Papandreou, Timothy;
Dusseault, Brian; Sallaberry, Mike; Watson, Darby; Valle-Schwenk, David;
lpalbert@yahoo.com; Libby Albert (libbyeileenalbert@gmail.com); Haley, John; Harris,
Vincent J; Sue, Candace; Jones, Sarah B; Breen, Kate
Cc: Markowitz, Frank; Maguire, Tom; Paine, Carli; Miller, Erin
Subject: Managing SFMTA's Urban Planning Initiatives projects in March/April 2015
 
All:
It’s a great joy to work with you on SFMTA’s major Urban Planning Initiative (“UPI”)
projects.
 
It is also my responsibility to provide you and your staff support while I’m out of the
office for six weeks: essentially, Feb 23 - April 10.
 
During this time, the UPI team of managers are well-poised to maintain the critical
progress we’re making on the three major divisions of UPI:
 


<!--[if !supportLists]-->·         <!--[endif]-->Development and Transportation
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Integration, headed by Erin Miller (701.5490), includes:
<!--[if !supportLists]-->o    <!--[endif]-->Waterfront Transportation


Assessment
<!--[if !supportLists]-->o    <!--[endif]-->Warriors Arena
<!--[if !supportLists]-->o    <!--[endif]-->Pier 70
<!--[if !supportLists]-->o    <!--[endif]-->SWL 337
<!--[if !supportLists]-->o    <!--[endif]-->India Basin
<!--[if !supportLists]-->o    <!--[endif]-->Van Ness/Market Study


 
<!--[if !supportLists]-->·         <!--[endif]-->Transportation Demand Management,


headed by Carli Paine (701.4469), includes:
<!--[if !supportLists]-->o    <!--[endif]-->TDM Strategy
<!--[if !supportLists]-->o    <!--[endif]-->Commuter Shuttle Pilot
<!--[if !supportLists]-->o    <!--[endif]-->Vision Zero Safety and Education
<!--[if !supportLists]-->o    <!--[endif]-->Wayfinding
<!--[if !supportLists]-->o    <!--[endif]-->Sunday Median Parking
<!--[if !supportLists]-->o    <!--[endif]-->TDM Framework for Growth
<!--[if !supportLists]-->o    <!--[endif]-->Bulk Pass Strategy


 
<!--[if !supportLists]-->·         <!--[endif]-->Approved Development Agreement


Monitoring, headed by Frank Markowitz (701.4442), includes:
<!--[if !supportLists]-->o    <!--[endif]-->Candlestick Pt/Hunters Pt Shipyard


Phase 2
<!--[if !supportLists]-->o    <!--[endif]-->Treasure Island
<!--[if !supportLists]-->o    <!--[endif]-->Parkmeced
<!--[if !supportLists]-->o    <!--[endif]-->19th Avenue Transit Study
<!--[if !supportLists]-->o    <!--[endif]-->Geneva Harney BRT
<!--[if !supportLists]-->o    <!--[endif]-->Bayshore Caltrain/Intermodal Study
<!--[if !supportLists]-->o    <!--[endif]-->CPMC Agreement Monitoring
<!--[if !supportLists]-->o    <!--[endif]-->PPTS Monitoring Coordination
<!--[if !supportLists]-->o    <!--[endif]-->SFMTA CEQA/NEPA Review Support


       
 
In my absence, Erin, Carli and Frank will rotate general UPI administrative
responsibilities, while remaining the key “go-to” people for their respective groups as
outlined above.
 
I am at work March 16-20 due to major events that week, and then back again
indefinitely on April 13. 
 
Please let me know if you have any concerns or questions.
 
Best Regards,
Peter Albert
Manager, SFMTA Urban Planning Initiatives
SF Municipal Transportation Agency







1 South Van Ness Ave, Seventh Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
(: 415.701.4328
: 415.701.4735
*: peter.albert@sfmta.com
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From: Bridges, George (CII)
To: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
Subject: RE: Updated GSW Stats?
Date: Friday, February 27, 2015 9:25:51 AM


Catherine
 
I double checked what was in the presentation and there are a few discipline we will discuss on the


10th.  They are moving towards 48 to 50% but there are more discussions and clarifications on the
scope of work for some of the SBEs.
 
George
 


From: Reilly, Catherine (CII) 
Sent: Friday, February 27, 2015 9:00 AM
To: Bridges, George (CII)
Subject: RE: Updated GSW Stats?
 
Thanks. I used the old stats and it was fine.
 
 
Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4G LTE smartphone


 


-------- Original message --------
From: "Bridges, George (CII)"
Date:02/26/2015 1:21 PM (GMT-08:00)
To: "Reilly, Catherine (CII)"
Subject: Re: Updated GSW Stats?
 
Catherine
 
There has not been significant change since the January Commission meeting.   We are meeting on
March 10th at 9am to get an update on a few scopes in hopes of increase the diversity of the team.
 
George 


On Feb 26, 2015, at 1:10 PM, Reilly, Catherine (CII) <catherine.reilly@sfgov.org> wrote:


George – We are briefing Supervisor Breed today on the GSW project.  Do you have
any updated stats on the professional services since the January OCII Commission
meeting?
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
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Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
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From: Van de Water, Adam (MYR)
To: Debbie Kern
Cc: Richard Berkson (rberkson@epsys.com); Michael Nimon (mnimon@epsys.com); Reilly, Catherine (CII)
Subject: Re: utility costs
Date: Thursday, February 26, 2015 10:11:35 AM


Thanks Debbie, this is really helpful.  SMG is also sending comparable information,
most likely from New Orleans' new Pelicans arena, in the next few days.


Adam Van de Water
Project Manager
Office of Economic and Workforce Development 
City and County of San Francisco
1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place
San Francisco, CA 94102
415.554.6625


On Feb 26, 2015, at 10:06 AM, Debbie Kern <dkern@keysermarston.com> wrote:


Here’s the attachment.
 
Debbie M. Kern, Senior Principal 
Keyser Marston Associates, Inc. 
160 Pacific Avenue, Suite 204
San Francisco, CA  94111 
(415) 398-3050, ext. 230 
(415) 397-5065 (fax) 
dkern@keysermarston.com 
www.keysermarston.com
 
This e-mail message and any attachments are confidential.  If you are not the intended
recipient, please immediately reply to the sender and delete the message from your e-
mail system.  Thank you.
 


From: Debbie Kern 
Sent: Thursday, February 26, 2015 10:04 AM
To: 'Van de Water, Adam (MYR)'
Cc: Richard Berkson; Michael Nimon (mnimon@epsys.com); Reilly, Catherine (CII)
Subject: RE: utility costs
 
Hi Everyone,
 
In 2009 we prepared a fiscal impact analysis of the San Jose Convention and they
provided us with actual utility expenses.  I am attaching a sheet from that report.  In
summary, utility expenses totaled $4.61 per square foot. 
Debbie
 
Debbie M. Kern, Senior Principal 
Keyser Marston Associates, Inc. 
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160 Pacific Avenue, Suite 204
San Francisco, CA  94111 
(415) 398-3050, ext. 230 
(415) 397-5065 (fax) 
dkern@keysermarston.com 
www.keysermarston.com
 
This e-mail message and any attachments are confidential.  If you are not the intended
recipient, please immediately reply to the sender and delete the message from your e-
mail system.  Thank you.
 


From: Van de Water, Adam (MYR) [mailto:adam.vandewater@sfgov.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 25, 2015 4:34 PM
To: 'Dick Shaff'; Bob Sauter
Cc: Richard Berkson; Michael Nimon (mnimon@epsys.com); Debbie Kern; Reilly, Catherine
(CII)
Subject: Warriors Question
 
Hi Dick and Bob:
 
I’m hoping you can help our economic consultants, CC:ed here, answer a question
about the Warriors arena.  We’re trying to estimate annual collections from the arena
for the Utility Users Tax, which is calculated at 7.5% of telephone, electric, gas, steam
and water use.  We can use industry numbers for the office and retail components but
are having a hard time estimating consumption for the arena itself.  Do you or SMG
have any approximations of utility use we could apply to the proposed 18,000 seat,
775,000 gsf arena?  Maybe rates per square foot of convention exhibit space that we
could extrapolate?  Anything you can share would be tremendously helpful.


Thanks, 
 
Adam Van de Water
Office of Economic and Workforce Development
City Hall Room 448
San Francisco, CA 94102
(415) 554-6625
 


<san jose convention center utility costs.pdf>
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From: lubaw@lcwconsulting.com
To: Wise, Viktoriya (CPC)
Subject: Re: GSW - Almost Final Draft Transportation
Date: Friday, February 27, 2015 10:28:49 AM


But the impact section is only 100 pages!!


Significant and Unavoidable Impacts
Intersections 
Ramps
Local Transit
Regional Transit


With concurrent events, traffic and transit worse than without dual events.
Probably for 32 or so days a year, and up to 40


Without the transit service Plan 
Traffic gets worse
Muni transit gets worse
Regional transit is a bit better


Cumulative - still significant and unavoidable
Traffic gets worse
Muni transit gets better


Less than Significant Impacts for all scenarios
Pedestrians
Bicycles
Loading
Emergency Vehicle Access
Air Traffic
Construction


Luba C. Wyznyckyj, AICP
LCW Consulting
3990 20th Street
San Francisco, CA 94114
(t) 415-252-7255
(c) 415-385-7031


On Feb 27, 2015, at 10:24 AM, Wise, Viktoriya (CPC) <viktoriya.wise@sfgov.org> 
wrote:


Thank you. I am going to work on summarizing the key salient points for the 
meeting with the Mayor today at 2pm.  I might run them by you if that’s okay 
since I only have about 30-45 minutes to parse through this 200+ page 
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behemoth.
 
Viktoriya Wise, AICP, LEED AP
Deputy ERO/Deputy Director of Environmental Planning
 
Planning Department│City and County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-575-9049│Fax: 415-558-6409
Email: viktoriya.wise@sfgov.org
Web: www.sfplanning.org
<image001.png>   <image002.png>   <image003.png>   <image004.png>   
<image005.png>
 
From: lubaw@lcwconsulting.com [mailto:lubaw@lcwconsulting.com] 
Sent: Friday, February 27, 2015 10:19 AM
To: Wise, Viktoriya (CPC)
Cc: Joyce Hsiao; Jose Farran
Subject: GSW - Almost Final Draft Transportation
 
Hi Viktoriya
Attached is the screencheck Draft section that is still being reviewed by Joyce, 
Jose and I to finalize.  The pagination and tables are off due to the additional text 
inserted last night.
There are still some final edits to make, but I think we are just about ready for 
final formatting and processing.
 
Let me know if you have any questions, or have any comments.
Good luck,
Luba
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From: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
To: Maher, Christine (CII)
Subject: RE: REMINDER - 4th Tuesday MB Team Meeting
Date: Tuesday, February 24, 2015 9:33:06 AM


Me too.


Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4G LTE smartphone


-------- Original message --------
From: "Maher, Christine (CII)"
Date:02/24/2015 9:30 AM (GMT-08:00)
To: "Reilly, Catherine (CII)"
Subject: RE: REMINDER - 4th Tuesday MB Team Meeting


Was planning on going to GSW/KMA meeting…
 
Christine Maher
Manager, Real Estate and Development Services
 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure
Successor Agency to the San Francisco Redevelopment Agency
One South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor, San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: (415) 749-2481
Email: christine.maher@sfgov.org


 


From: Reilly, Catherine (CII) 
Sent: Tuesday, February 24, 2015 9:28 AM
To: Maher, Christine (CII)
Subject: RE: REMINDER - 4th Tuesday MB Team Meeting
 
OK – are you planning on sitting in on the fiscal meeting tomorrow at 11AM or going to Sr Staff?
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: Maher, Christine (CII) 
Sent: Tuesday, February 24, 2015 9:27 AM
To: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
Subject: RE: REMINDER - 4th Tuesday MB Team Meeting
 
Can’t make it today.  Sorry.  L
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Christine Maher
Manager, Real Estate and Development Services
 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure
Successor Agency to the San Francisco Redevelopment Agency
One South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor, San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: (415) 749-2481
Email: christine.maher@sfgov.org


 


From: Reilly, Catherine (CII) 
Sent: Tuesday, February 24, 2015 9:07 AM
To: Hussain, Lila (CII); Arce, Pedro (CII); Maher, Christine (CII); Bridges, George (CII); Rice, Don
(CII); Bereket, Immanuel (CII); Lee, Raymond C. (CII); Sims, Pam (CII); McKinney, Kasheica (CII)
Subject: REMINDER - 4th Tuesday MB Team Meeting
 
See you all at 9.30.  Thanks!
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
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From: Kate Aufhauser
To: Reilly, Catherine (CII); Arce, Pedro (CII)
Cc: Clarke Miller (CMiller@stradasf.com); ldicarlo@manicaarchitecture.com; Lauren Weingartner
Subject: SD Package Outlines - Retail, Open Space/Parking
Date: Tuesday, February 24, 2015 8:31:17 AM
Attachments: image001.png


2015.02.23_Requirements_Mock-Up_Open Space and Parking - FOR OCII REVIEW.pptx
2015.02.23_Requirements_Mock-Up_Retail-MarketHall - FOR OCII REVIEW.pptx


Importance: High


Catherine and Pedro –
 
Attached please find our outlines for the Retail/Market Hall and Parking/Open Space BC/SD
packages (2 outlines total). As with the arena package outline, we’d very much appreciate feedback
from you this week on the contents or ordering represented. We’ve also called out a few specific
questions for you.
 
Per our discussion last week, Leah and Lauren and I are working this week to draft blank tables and
preliminary narratives, and will begin dropping in graphics (starting with those already produced, like
vicinity plans). We’ll also be discussing process for getting you the site plan “keys” you requested
well in advance of the packages’ submittals to confirm what goes in which package. Please stay
tuned for more!
 
Thanks,
Kate
 
Kate Aufhauser
Project Analyst
510.986.5419 (office) | 202.230.2642 (cell)
kaufhauser@warriors.com


website | tickets | app | social | find us


SBJ's 2014 Sports Team of the Year
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Table of Contents


Text….
























































May need a footnote: For detail on X, Y, Z, please see [cross reference other package]








Tables and Figures


Text….

































































Project Introduction


Shared  overview paragraph about project and project elements 


Site plan “key”


SITE PLAN KEY





Should reflect 100% SDs for the arena + slightly reduced “swoops” for VE


Should reflect Pfau Long’s office massing 


Areas for this package highlighted; all other in black and white


Text….











INTRODUCTION/ PROJECT BACKGROUND





(intro text will borrow from the Major Phase text to discuss overall project and a run-down of project components)




















Text, con’t ….





























Text….











INTRODUCTION/ PROJECT DESCRIPTION








(intro text will borrow from the Major Phase text to discuss overall project and a run-down of project components)





Will include structural and MEP info (basics).











Shared w/ other packages!








Intro/ Supplementary text


Text….





DESIGN NARRATIVE 








Will address specific project elements (plazas, gatehouse) – narrative description of goals, features, materials, structure/mep, etc. 
































Text….





DESIGN NARRATIVE, CON’T





Will address specific project elements (plazas, gatehouse) – narrative description of goals, features, materials, structure/mep, etc. 





Incl. brief intro to materials, too























Text….





SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS





*Will include brief mention of public art and signage, to note that they won’t be addressed in full at this time. Likely a little more than in other sections, given the strong connection to open space on site.





























Vicinity Plans (multiple spreads)


Same plans as those used in Major Phase 


Shared w/ other packages!








Vicinity Plans (multiple spreads)


Same plans as those used in Major Phase 


Shared w/ other packages!








Utilities Plans


(multiple spreads)





Use plans from 100% SDs


Shared w/ other packages!








Utilities Plans (multiple spreads)


Use plans from 100% SDs


Shared w/ other packages!








Site Plans


Rendered site plan


Should reflect 100% SDs for the arena + slightly reduced “swoops” for VE


Should reflect Pfau Long’s office massing 


Shared w/ other packages!








Site Plans


Pedestrian Access


Bike Access





PEDESTRIAN ACCESS:





Same graphics (highlights, lines and arrows, etc.) as we used for the Major Phase  but on the updated site plan (Slide 9) 








BIKE ACCESS:





Same graphics (highlights, lines and arrows, etc.) as we used for the Major Phase  but on the updated site plan (Slide 9) (*bike valet TBD)








Shared w/ other packages!








Site Plans


Vehicular Access


Truck Access





These are the basic site plans highlighting driveways (not showing interior areas)


Vehicular Access:





Same graphics (highlights, lines and arrows, etc.) as we used for the Major Phase  but on the updated site plan (Slide 9) 


Truck Access:





Same graphics (highlights, lines and arrows, etc.) as we used for the Major Phase  but on the updated site plan (Slide 9) 


Shared w/ other packages!








Project data summary


Project data summary (see packages for previous projects)





Will require cross-referencing between our different packages


Applicable codes/documents








Part I: Parking/ Loading





PART I: PARKING AND LOADING








Data Charts: Parking Counts by Level











Data Charts: Parking Counts by Use (TBD re: D4D amendment…)








Data Charts: Loading Counts











P3 Plan


Version from Major Phase (or update)








P2 parking plan





Version from Major Phase (or update)








P1 (at grade) parking plan





Version from Major Phase (or update)








Parking Allocation Plans (by use or structure)





Version from Major Phase (or update)





TBD based on D4D amendment








Parking Allocation Plans (by use or structure)








Version from Major Phase (or update)





TBD based on D4D amendment








Parking Allocation Plans (by use or structure)





Version from Major Phase (or update)





TBD based on D4D amendment








Parking Circulation Plans


Version from Major Phase (or update)


(will show vehicular paths through the garage)








Loading Circulation Plans


Version from Major Phase (or update)


(will show paths for trucks/functionality of loading docks)








Garage Entry Studies: 16th Street


Turning radius images 


Turning radius images


Turning radius images 


Turning radius images  








Garage Entry: 16th Street 


Sketchup screenshot: 16th St. garage entry from Illinois 








Pedestrian-level  views…


Pedestrian-level views…


Pedestrian-level views…


Garage Entry: 16th Street














Garage Entry Studies: South Street


Turning radius images


Turning radius images 


Turning radius images 


Turning radius images 








Garage Entry: South Street 


Sketchup screenshot: South St. garage entry from Illinois 








Garage Entry: South Street





Pedestrian-level  views…


Pedestrian-level views…


Pedestrian-level views…








Part II: Open Space


PART II: OPEN SPACE








Data Charts


Note to Catherine: Unsure if there’s additional data we should be sharing here. Otherwise, we’ll remove. 








Landscape plan





(Gatehouse included) (note: parking plans will also show the vertical transportation that utilizes the gatehouse)











Landscape plan





(Gatehouse included)


(note: parking plans will also show the vertical transportation that utilizes the gatehouse)








Drainage and storm water plan








Drainage and storm water plan


Text….








BORROW FROM 100% SD CIVIL NARRATIVE (high-level summary, small paragraph)








This should complement the plan on the previous page


















































Streetscape Plan


(will need to highlight any proposed changes)








Streetscape Plan


(will need to highlight any proposed changes)











Infrastructure/ improvements plan


(will need to highlight any proposed changes)











Infrastructure/ improvements plan


(will need to highlight any proposed changes)











Elevation














Elevation














Section


(gatehouse)








Materials


(gatehouse)


Reference images


Reference images


Reference images


Caption/explanation


Caption/explanation


Caption/explanation


Reference images


Reference images


Reference images


Caption/explanation


Caption/explanation


Caption/explanation








Section (plaza)


To be confirmed  plaza E-W?








Section


(confirm location)


To be confirmed  plaza N-S?








Materials  (softscape: trees, etc.)





Reference images


Reference images


Reference images


Caption/explanation


Caption/explanation


Caption/explanation


Reference images


Reference images


Reference images


Caption/explanation


Caption/explanation


Caption/explanation








Materials (hardscape: paving, etc.)





Reference images


Reference images


Reference images


Caption/explanation


Caption/explanation


Caption/explanation


Reference images


Reference images


Reference images


Caption/explanation


Caption/explanation


Caption/explanation








Illustrative furniture


Reference images


Reference images


Reference images


Caption/explanation


Caption/explanation


Caption/explanation








Illustrative lighting/ fixtures


Reference images


Reference images


Reference images


Caption/explanation


Caption/explanation


Caption/explanation








Materials/ planting detail


Use example packages from previous packages to determine best way to show (elevation, section detail, etc.) 


Elevation


Section detail 


Images/text


Images/text


Images/text


Images/text








Materials/ planting detail


Use example packages from previous packages to determine best way to show (elevation, section detail, etc.) 


Elevation


Section detail 


Images/text


Images/text


Images/text


Images/text








Materials/ planting detail


Use example packages from previous packages to determine best way to show (elevation, section detail, etc.) 


Elevation


Section detail 


Images/text


Images/text


Images/text


Images/text








Materials/ planting detail


Use example packages from previous packages to determine best way to show (elevation, section detail, etc.) 


Elevation


Section detail 


Images/text


Images/text


Images/text


Images/text








Look/feel





Pedestrian-level views


Slightly rendered Sketchup screenshots, or similar 


Preliminary list of moments we could show:


Ramps/stairs from NW corner


Ramps/stairs from SE corner


Various points within the plaza


16th St. setback and streetscape


South St. setback and streetscape


View of plaza from across Third St., looking straight at gatehouse and beyond


SE plaza


NW entry plaza


Markethall rooftop (open, publicly accessible area)











Look/feel





Pedestrian-level views


Slightly rendered Sketchup screenshots, or similar 


Preliminary list of moments we could show:


Ramps/stairs from NW corner


Ramps/stairs from SE corner


Various points within the plaza


16th St. setback and streetscape


South St. setback and streetscape


View of plaza from across Third St., looking straight at gatehouse and beyond


SE plaza


NW entry plaza


Markethall rooftop (open, publicly accessible area)











Look/feel





Pedestrian-level views


Slightly rendered Sketchup screenshots, or similar 





Preliminary list of moments we could show:


Ramps/stairs from NW corner


Ramps/stairs from SE corner


Various points within the plaza


16th St. setback and streetscape


South St. setback and streetscape


View of plaza from across Third St., looking straight at gatehouse and beyond


SE plaza


NW entry plaza


Markethall rooftop (open, publicly accessible area)











Look/feel





Pedestrian-level views


Slightly rendered Sketchup screenshots, or similar 


Preliminary list of moments we could show:


Ramps/stairs from NW corner


Ramps/stairs from SE corner


Various points within the plaza


16th St. setback and streetscape


South St. setback and streetscape


View of plaza from across Third St., looking straight at gatehouse and beyond


SE plaza


NW entry plaza


Markethall rooftop (open, publicly accessible area)











Exterior Perspective








Exterior Perspective








Wind Studies


Use RWDI study results (cumulative surroundings + project + landscaping + mitigation)








To be discussed: for this package, we could show two study results: one WITHOUT landscaping plans, one WITH (to show how our plans mitigate). 








Note to Catherine: Should this show wind hazard or wind comfort metrics?








Shadow Studies


Borrow from SEIR technical appendix














Shadow Studies


Borrow from SEIR technical appendix














Shadow Studies


Borrow from SEIR technical appendix

















END OF DOCUMENT
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Cover Page








Table of Contents


Text….





















































Will need a footnote: For detail on landscaping, hardscape, streetscape, and infrastructure improvements, please see [cross reference other package]








Tables and Figures


Text….

































































Project Introduction


Shared  overview paragraph about project and project elements 


Site plan “key”


SITE PLAN KEY





Should reflect 100% SDs for the arena + slightly reduced “swoops” for VE


Should reflect Pfau Long’s office massing 


Areas for this package highlighted; all other in black and white


Text….











INTRODUCTION/ PROJECT BACKGROUND





(intro text will borrow from the Major Phase text to discuss overall project and a run-down of project components)




















Text, con’t ….





























Shared w/ other packages!


Text….











INTRODUCTION/ PROJECT DESCRIPTION








(intro text will borrow from the Major Phase text to discuss overall project and a run-down of project components)


























Intro/ Supplementary text


Text….





DESIGN NARRATIVE 








Will address specific project elements (market hall/retail program, entries) brief description of materials/structure /mep – narrative description of goals, features, etc. 


























Text….





DESIGN NARRATIVE, CON’T





Will address specific project elements (market hall/retail program, entries) brief description of materials/structure /mep – narrative description of goals, features, etc. 





Incl. brief intro to materials, too

















Text….





SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS





*Will include brief mention of public art and signage, to note that they won’t be addressed in full at this time.









































Project data summary


Shared w/ other packages!


Project data summary (see packages for previous projects)





Will require cross-referencing between our different packages


Applicable codes/documents








Data charts


Retail developable area, exclusions, etc.


Include variance to allowable cumulative retail area in MB


Borrow from Beau’s developable area matrix package with updated numbers





Note to Catherine: do we need to repeat this? Essentially an update of the Major Phase…








Vicinity Plans (multiple spreads)


Same plans as those used in Major Phase 


Shared w/ other packages!








Vicinity Plans (multiple spreads)


Same plans as those used in Major Phase 


Shared w/ other packages!








Drone/Site Images (view corridors)


Same images as those used in Major Phase 


Same images as those used in Major Phase 


Same images as those used in Major Phase 


Shared w/ other packages!








Utilities Plans (multiple spreads)


Use plans from 100% SDs


Shared w/ other packages!








Utilities Plans


(multiple spreads)


Use plans from 100% SDs


Shared w/ other packages!








Site Plans


Rendered site plan


Should reflect 100% SDs for the market hall/retail (as reviewed by OCII/Planning)


Should reflect Pfau Long’s office massing, arena, and site 


Shared w/ other packages!








Site Plans


Pedestrian Access


Bike Access





PEDESTRIAN ACCESS:





Same graphics (highlights, lines and arrows, etc.) as we used for the Major Phase  but on the updated site plan (Slide 13) 


BIKE ACCESS:





Same graphics (highlights, lines and arrows, etc.) as we used for the Major Phase  but on the updated site plan (Slide 13) (*bike valet TBD)


Shared w/ other packages!








Site Plans


Vehicular Access


Truck Access





These are the basic site plans highlighting driveways


Add a cross reference to Parking/ loading package (“for further detail, see…”)


Vehicular Access:





Same graphics (highlights, lines and arrows, etc.) as we used for the Major Phase  but on the updated site plan (Slide 13) 








Truck Access:





Same graphics (highlights, lines and arrows, etc.) as we used for the Major Phase  but on the updated site plan (Slide 13) 





Shared w/ other packages!








Floor plan(s)








Floor plan(s)











Floor plan(s)








Roof/ Terrace plan(s) 


Should make clear that much of this is occupy-able space (esp. re: outdoor retail areas)








Elevations


NE


East








Elevations


Other?


North








Sections








Key








Sections








Key








Sections








Key








Sections








Key








Materials








(illustrative layout only)


Reference images


Reference images


Reference images


Caption/explanation


Caption/explanation


Caption/explanation


Reference images


Reference images


Reference images


Caption/explanation


Caption/explanation


Caption/explanation








Materials








(illustrative layout only)


Reference images


Reference images


Reference images


Caption/explanation


Caption/explanation


Caption/explanation


Reference images


Reference images


Reference images


Caption/explanation


Caption/explanation


Caption/explanation








Materials detail: TFB retail (from street)


Use example packages from previous packages to determine best way to show (elevation, section detail, etc.) 


Elevation


Section detail 


Images/text


Images/text


Images/text


Images/text








Materials detail: Market Hall entrance (from street)


Use example packages from previous packages to determine best way to show (elevation, section detail, etc.) 


Elevation


Section detail 


Images/text


Images/text


Images/text


Images/text








Materials detail: Market hall and TFB (from pedestrian path)


Use example packages from previous packages to determine best way to show (elevation, section detail, etc.) 


Elevation


Section detail 


Images/text


Images/text


Images/text


Images/text








Look/feel





Pedestrian-level views


Slightly rendered Sketchup screenshots, or similar


Preliminary list of moments we could show:


Looking down TFB from the SE plaza


Looking down TFB from the NE corner


Looking down South St. from the NE corner


Bike valet entry on TFB (?)


Market hall detail along TFB (porous, sidewalk tables, etc.)


Outdoor terrace on TFB retail (from pedestrian path/main concourse level) 


Market hall entry from pedestrian path 











Look/feel





Pedestrian-level views


Slightly rendered Sketchup screenshots, or similar


Preliminary list of moments we could show:


Looking down TFB from the SE plaza


Looking down TFB from the NE corner


Looking down South St. from the NE corner


Bike valet entry on TFB (?)


Market hall detail along TFB (porous, sidewalk tables, etc.)


Outdoor terrace on TFB retail (from pedestrian path/main concourse level) 


Market hall entry from pedestrian path 











Look/feel





Pedestrian-level views


Slightly rendered Sketchup screenshots, or similar





Preliminary list of moments we could show:


Looking down TFB from the SE plaza


Looking down TFB from the NE corner


Looking down South St. from the NE corner


Bike valet entry on TFB (?)


Market hall detail along TFB (porous, sidewalk tables, etc.)


Outdoor terrace on TFB retail (from pedestrian path/main concourse level) 


Market hall entry from pedestrian path 











Look/feel





Pedestrian-level views


Slightly rendered Sketchup screenshots, or similar


Preliminary list of moments we could show:


Looking down TFB from the SE plaza


Looking down TFB from the NE corner


Looking down South St. from the NE corner


Bike valet entry on TFB (?)


Market hall detail along TFB (porous, sidewalk tables, etc.)


Outdoor terrace on TFB retail (from pedestrian path/main concourse level) 


Market hall entry from pedestrian path 











Rendering


Existing rendering of NE corner/market hall entry 











Exterior perspective (3D model shot)








Content TBD (Catherine, please advise) 








Wind Studies





Add a red box to study diagrams to show the portion of the site this package deals w/ 


Detail (zoom) on the eastern retail areas





(may need to show further details re: mitigation on the pedestrian path)


Use RWDI study results (cumulative surroundings + project + landscaping + mitigation) 











Shadow Studies


Borrow from SEIR technical appendix


Shared w/ other packages!














Shadow Studies


Borrow from SEIR technical appendix


Shared w/ other packages!














Shadow Studies


Borrow from SEIR technical appendix


Shared w/ other packages!

















END OF DOCUMENT
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From: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
To: "King, John"
Subject: RE: Quick Mission Bay question
Date: Tuesday, February 24, 2015 5:10:00 PM


Let us know what we can do to help! 
 
I’m excited about the new kids park and we’ll be starting the design of Park P22 across from the
Warriors site, and have Mariposa Park underway down by Dogpatch.  So, an open space theme
would be fun – not that you asked for my two cents. J
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: King, John [mailto:JKing@sfchronicle.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 24, 2015 4:12 PM
To: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
Cc: NConover@mercyhousing.org; Gina@themarkethall.com
Subject: RE: Quick Mission Bay question
 
Catherine:
 
Thanks! And I decided to leave the retail pieces for another day… this is the year to explore the
Mission Bay landscape for me, one piece at a time.
 
Thanks,
 
 
John King
Urban Design Critic
San Francisco Chronicle
415-777-8925
jking@sfchronicle.com
Twitter: @JohnKingSFChron
 
 


From: Reilly, Catherine (CII) [mailto:catherine.reilly@sfgov.org] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 24, 2015 3:18 PM
To: King, John
Cc: NConover@mercyhousing.org; Gina@themarkethall.com
Subject: RE: Quick Mission Bay question
 
Hi, John.  Mission Bay South is comprised of 238 acres. 



mailto:JKing@sfchronicle.com

http://www.sfredevelopment.org/

mailto:jking@sfchronicle.com

mailto:catherine.reilly@sfgov.org

mailto:NConover@mercyhousing.org

mailto:Gina@themarkethall.com





 


As to your other email asking about the retail on 4th Street.  I do believe that the Mercy


project (1180 4th Street) is working closely with restaurant tenant, but I am not sure if it
ready for public announcement (cc-ing Nancy Conover from Mercy to see if she is able to
say who it is).  The Block 2 project has the Market Hall, which is going to be a Ferry
Building/Market on Market type food and beverage facility (cc-ing Gina Marie Clemen from
the Market Hall who can give more details).  I do not have any other specifics that I can give
any names to, other than it sounds like the other buildings are in the process of talking with
a range of food, local services, and financial tenants and I’m hoping we’ll soon have a wave
of confirmed leases soon.
 
Nancy/Gina – John is a writer for the SF Chronicle.  I defer to you if you feel comfortable
speaking with him.
 
As per usual, for background only not for attribution.
 
Thanks
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: King, John [mailto:JKing@sfchronicle.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 24, 2015 12:33 PM
To: Arce, Pedro (CII); Reilly, Catherine (CII)
Subject: Quick Mission Bay question
 
How many acres is Mission Bay South, UCSF included?
 
Thanks!
 
John King
Urban Design Critic
San Francisco Chronicle
415-777-8925
jking@sfchronicle.com
Twitter: @JohnKingSFChron



http://www.sfredevelopment.org/

mailto:JKing@sfchronicle.com

mailto:jking@sfchronicle.com






From: Debbie Kern
To: Van de Water, Adam (MYR)
Cc: Richard Berkson (rberkson@epsys.com); Michael Nimon (mnimon@epsys.com); Reilly, Catherine (CII)
Subject: FW: utility costs
Date: Thursday, February 26, 2015 10:06:56 AM
Attachments: san jose convention center utility costs.pdf


Here’s the attachment.
 
Debbie M. Kern, Senior Principal 
Keyser Marston Associates, Inc. 
160 Pacific Avenue, Suite 204
San Francisco, CA  94111 
(415) 398-3050, ext. 230 
(415) 397-5065 (fax) 
dkern@keysermarston.com 
www.keysermarston.com
 
This e-mail message and any attachments are confidential.  If you are not the intended recipient,
please immediately reply to the sender and delete the message from your e-mail system.  Thank you.
 


From: Debbie Kern 
Sent: Thursday, February 26, 2015 10:04 AM
To: 'Van de Water, Adam (MYR)'
Cc: Richard Berkson; Michael Nimon (mnimon@epsys.com); Reilly, Catherine (CII)
Subject: RE: utility costs
 
Hi Everyone,
 
In 2009 we prepared a fiscal impact analysis of the San Jose Convention and they provided us with
actual utility expenses.  I am attaching a sheet from that report.  In summary, utility expenses
totaled $4.61 per square foot. 
Debbie
 
Debbie M. Kern, Senior Principal 
Keyser Marston Associates, Inc. 
160 Pacific Avenue, Suite 204
San Francisco, CA  94111 
(415) 398-3050, ext. 230 
(415) 397-5065 (fax) 
dkern@keysermarston.com 
www.keysermarston.com
 
This e-mail message and any attachments are confidential.  If you are not the intended recipient,
please immediately reply to the sender and delete the message from your e-mail system.  Thank you.
 


From: Van de Water, Adam (MYR) [mailto:adam.vandewater@sfgov.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 25, 2015 4:34 PM
To: 'Dick Shaff'; Bob Sauter
Cc: Richard Berkson; Michael Nimon (mnimon@epsys.com); Debbie Kern; Reilly, Catherine (CII)
Subject: Warriors Question



mailto:dkern@keysermarston.com

mailto:adam.vandewater@sfgov.org

mailto:rberkson@epsys.com

mailto:mnimon@epsys.com

mailto:catherine.reilly@sfgov.org

mailto:dkern@keysermarston.com

http://www.keysermarston.com/

mailto:adam.vandewater@sfgov.org

mailto:mnimon@epsys.com













 
Hi Dick and Bob:
 
I’m hoping you can help our economic consultants, CC:ed here, answer a question about the
Warriors arena.  We’re trying to estimate annual collections from the arena for the Utility Users Tax,
which is calculated at 7.5% of telephone, electric, gas, steam and water use.  We can use industry
numbers for the office and retail components but are having a hard time estimating consumption
for the arena itself.  Do you or SMG have any approximations of utility use we could apply to the
proposed 18,000 seat, 775,000 gsf arena?  Maybe rates per square foot of convention exhibit space
that we could extrapolate?  Anything you can share would be tremendously helpful.


Thanks, 
 
Adam Van de Water
Office of Economic and Workforce Development
City Hall Room 448
San Francisco, CA 94102
(415) 554-6625
 








From: Clarke Miller
To: Kate Aufhauser; Reilly, Catherine (CII); "Sekhri, Neil (NSekhri@gibsondunn.com)"
Cc: David Kelly; Maria Jenkerson
Subject: RE: Call to review DforD amendment approach
Date: Thursday, February 26, 2015 4:15:58 PM
Attachments: image001.png


Thanks, Kate. I understand David Kelly’s schedule has some flex to it that day, so the times below
should work for him too. Once Neil and Catherine can confirm what times work best for them, I’ll
send out an invite.
Thanks,
Clarke
 


From: Kate Aufhauser [mailto:KAufhauser@warriors.com] 
Sent: Thursday, February 26, 2015 1:52 PM
To: Clarke Miller; Catherine Reilly (Catherine.Reilly@sfgov.org); 'Sekhri, Neil (NSekhri@gibsondunn.com)'
Cc: David Kelly; Maria Jenkerson
Subject: RE: Call to review DforD amendment approach
 
Next Fri (3/6) I am free 8am-10am, 12pm-2pm, or after 3pm.
 
Kate Aufhauser
Project Analyst
510.986.5419 (office) | 202.230.2642 (cell)
kaufhauser@warriors.com


website | tickets | app | social | find us


SBJ's 2014 Sports Team of the Year
 
 


From: Clarke Miller [mailto:CMiller@stradasf.com] 
Sent: Thursday, February 26, 2015 1:51 PM
To: Catherine Reilly (Catherine.Reilly@sfgov.org); 'Sekhri, Neil (NSekhri@gibsondunn.com)'; Kate
Aufhauser
Cc: David Kelly
Subject: Call to review DforD amendment approach
 
All,
Catherine suggested a call late next week to discuss the approach to drafting the necessary D4D
amendments. Please let me know your availability next Friday for a one-hour call and I will send out
a meeting invite.
Thanks,
Clarke
 
Clarke Miller
Strada Investment Group
101 Mission Street, Suite 420 | San Francisco, CA 94105
Phone: 415.572.7640
Email: cmiller@stradasf.com
 



mailto:CMiller@stradasf.com

mailto:KAufhauser@warriors.com

mailto:catherine.reilly@sfgov.org

mailto:NSekhri@gibsondunn.com

mailto:DKelly@warriors.com

mailto:MJenkerson@warriors.com

mailto:kaufhauser@warriors.com

http://www.nba.com/warriors/

http://www.nba.com/warriors/

http://www.nba.com/warriors/tickets

http://www.nba.com/warriors/app

http://www.nba.com/warriors/connect

http://www.nba.com/warriors/contact

http://www.nba.com/warriors/news/sbj-award-05212014

mailto:[mailto:CMiller@stradasf.com]

mailto:Catherine.Reilly@sfgov.org

mailto:NSekhri@gibsondunn.com

mailto:cmiller@stradasf.com








From: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
To: "Kate Aufhauser"
Subject: RE: BCSD East Side Submissions 2/25
Date: Thursday, February 26, 2015 12:53:00 PM
Attachments: image001.png


Thanks!
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: Kate Aufhauser [mailto:KAufhauser@warriors.com] 
Sent: Thursday, February 26, 2015 11:27 AM
To: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
Cc: Clarke Miller; ldicarlo@manicaarchitecture.com; Lauren Weingartner; Arce, Pedro (CII)
Subject: RE: BCSD East Side Submissions 2/25
 
Yes, I’ll do that. Good thought. Stay tuned.
 
Kate Aufhauser
Project Analyst
510.986.5419 (office) | 202.230.2642 (cell)
kaufhauser@warriors.com


website | tickets | app | social | find us


SBJ's 2014 Sports Team of the Year
 
 


From: Reilly, Catherine (CII) [mailto:catherine.reilly@sfgov.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 25, 2015 6:22 PM
To: Kate Aufhauser
Cc: Clarke Miller; ldicarlo@manicaarchitecture.com; Lauren Weingartner; Arce, Pedro (CII)
Subject: RE: BCSD East Side Submissions 2/25
 
Thank you, Kate.  I am realized that this has the potential to turn into a mess with multiple
documents floating around back and forth.  Could you set up a tracking system that has each
document listed and when it is sent to us and when we return it, etc. that can be updated as we
move along?  Then it will give us something to refer to make sure we don’t miss anything. Thanks
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor



mailto:KAufhauser@warriors.com

http://www.sfredevelopment.org/

mailto:kaufhauser@warriors.com

http://www.nba.com/warriors/

http://www.nba.com/warriors/
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San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: Kate Aufhauser [mailto:KAufhauser@warriors.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 25, 2015 6:12 PM
To: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
Cc: Clarke Miller; ldicarlo@manicaarchitecture.com; Lauren Weingartner; Arce, Pedro (CII)
Subject: BCSD East Side Submissions 2/25
 
Catherine:
Please find the following attached for both the Arena package and the Market Hall/Retail package:
 


1)       Preliminary draft BCSD packages: InDesign file (basic layout and working labels), vicinity
plans, existing renderings, and a first pass at pedestrian vignettes (eye-level Sketch-up
screenshots)


a.       Q: The last two (renderings/vignettes) are placeholders and do not yet incorporate
updated landscape, retail, etc. We are hoping for feedback on the general format
(i.e., is Sketchup OK?) and the specific views/areas chosen to represent.


2)       A blank mock-up for the Project Data Summary table
a.       Q: Should this be one table, copied across packages, or should the summary table in


select packages focus only on specific structures? For instance, under “Building
Heights,” we currently have multiple structures listed (instead of one or two).


3)       The last document you received confirming our Adjusted Gross & Leasable calculations
(“GSW development exclusions V5 Final”)


a.       Q: Should these same tables be updated and worked into the BCSD package for the
arena and the retail, as applicable? Or do we not need to repeat?


4)       Narrative outlines (key points that will be covered when we translate these to prose)
 
I am also including a color-coded site plan to confirm which areas are covered by which package – as
you requested last Thursday. We don’t yet have an updated rendered site plan, so please disregard
the old office massing and slightly different arena shape at the SE corner. The ideas should be clear.
As discussed, the offices (both shown in pink) will each be covered in separate, standalone packages
(2 total).
 
Per your note yesterday, we’ll look forward to comments from OCII in 7 days (end of day 3/4). We’ll
be working on additional materials in the meantime and are available for questions or comments as
they arise.
 
Thanks,
Kate
 
Kate Aufhauser
Project Analyst
510.986.5419 (office) | 202.230.2642 (cell)
kaufhauser@warriors.com
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From: Clarke Miller
To: Olea, Ricardo (MTA)
Cc: José I. Farrán; Miller, Erin (MTA); Miller, Don (DPW); Reilly, Catherine (CII); Moy, Barbara; Flynn, Jeffrey;


Hennessy, Cathal (MTA); Molly Hayes (mhayes@warriors.com); Kate Aufhauser (kaufhauser@warriors.com)
Subject: RE: Sliver on GSW Property
Date: Tuesday, February 24, 2015 2:45:59 PM


Thanks for these responses, Ricardo and Jose. This does clarify quite a bit. I’d previously thought
that the Lot 7 area in question (currently sidewalk and land) was a placeholder if further road-
widening needed to occur. It appears the existing configuration of the roadway in that location


already accommodates the lane shifting due to the double left-turn lanes off Third onto 16th, so no
further encroachment into Lot 7 would be required.
 
So is the remaining possible use of Lot 7 if the two NB lanes need to be shifted further east (into Lot
7) to allow for an expanded Muni median if cross-over tracks were to be installed at the south end


of Third St just north of 16th? Jeff F., are you involved in any of those discussions so that you could
provide an update?
 
A 30-minute call tomorrow between 3-4pm might be simplest to discuss this. Jeff, are you available
then?
 
Thanks,
Clarke
 


From: Olea, Ricardo [mailto:Ricardo.Olea@sfmta.com] 
Sent: Monday, February 23, 2015 4:43 PM
To: Clarke Miller
Cc: José I. Farrán; Miller, Erin; Miller, Don; Reilly, Catherine; Moy, Barbara; Flynn, Jeffrey; Hennessy,
Cathal
Subject: RE: Sliver on GSW Property
 
Clarke –
Unfortunately I’m not available at this time due to some other conflicting meetings. 
 
All I know is what I appear to have confirmed from reading Jose’s email:  due to the double
northbound left turn here, the lanes are pushed to the east (see attached drawings).  To make up


that transition a sliver of land on the NE corner of 3rd and 16th Streets was set back to the roadway
could back to its regular alignment.  I don’t see how you can transition the two lanes fully within the
intersection (that is, not have the sliver at all on the Warriors lot), but it’s something a civil could
look at in more detail if roadway changes are anticipated.  It’s about an eleven foot transition of the
curb lane. Using the standard state transition formula and a 35 mph design speed you get a
transition of 225 feet.  It looks like the transition now is somewhere in the 200 foot range.
 
I’m not sure about impacts about LRV crossover tracks at this location, not my area of expertise. 
Copying Jeff Flynn who’s been involved in Warriors discussions on the Muni Service Planning side.
 
Ricardo
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From: Clarke Miller [mailto:CMiller@stradasf.com] 
Sent: Monday, February 23, 2015 3:06 PM
To: José I. Farrán; Miller, Erin; Miller, Don; Reilly, Catherine; Moy, Barbara
Cc: Olea, Ricardo
Subject: RE: Sliver on GSW Property
 
Thanks for the additional background, Jose. It seems a quick call to review MTA’s latest thoughts on


the intersection of Third and 16th, including any impacts from a possible LRV crossover track in that
location, would be helpful.
 
Ricardo, are you available (or a designated person from your team) to join the rest of this group for
a 30-minute call between 2:30-4pm on Wednesday? If so, I’ll circulate an invite with a dial-in
number.
 
Thanks,
Clarke
 


From: José I. Farrán [mailto:jifarran@AdavantConsulting.com] 
Sent: Monday, February 23, 2015 10:29 AM
To: 'Miller, Erin'; Clarke Miller; 'Miller, Don'; 'Reilly, Catherine'; 'Moy, Barbara'
Cc: 'Olea, Ricardo'
Subject: RE: Sliver on GSW Property
 
Erin et al.,
 
I am available for a phone call on Wednesday afternoon if still needed.
 
My recollection of the planning process for the intersection of 16th/Third is that the additional land take
on the west side of Block 31 north of 16th St was to properly accommodate the ultimate design for a
dual left-turn only lane at the 16t St/Third intersection (from northbound Third to westbound 16th); there
is a similar take proposed for the south side of 16th on the west side of Block 33.
 
It is not really an “acceleration lane” (it is a City intersection after all), rather its role is to provide a
smoother transition to the northbound through traffic on Third Street that is being pushed slightly east
and then back west as vehicles travel across 16th St.
 
It is possible that now that the Third St light rail tracks are in place (I believe they were not built at the
time we were looking into this), the extra land takes on Blocks 31 and 33 are no longer needed; MTA
and others have recommendations/standards currently about the allowable cross-shift of traffic per
longitudinal distance that can be applied to this situation.  On the other hand, Muni is looking into
installing a crossover track for LRT between 16th and South Street to better serve transit riders to/from
the arena, so having the extra room within the LRT median could facilitate that design.
 
_______________________________________________________
José I. Farrán, P.E.
  Adavant
         Consulting
200 Francisco St.,  2nd Floor, San Francisco, CA 94133
office: (415) 362-3552; mobile: (415) 990-6412
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From: Miller, Erin [mailto:Erin.Miller@sfmta.com] 
Sent: Monday, February 23, 2015 9:51 AM
To: 'Clarke Miller'; Miller, Don; Reilly, Catherine; Moy, Barbara
Cc: Jose I. Farran (jifarran@adavantconsulting.com); Olea, Ricardo
Subject: RE: Sliver on GSW Property
 
All:
 
I also agree and think that this topic would be best handled by Ricardo on the MTA’s end.  I’m sorry
Clark, not realizing the full background story, I started by reaching out first to Catherine.
 
I’m happy to help coordinate meetings if that would help.  I am copying both Ricardo and Jose on
this email.
 
Best,
 


Erin Miller Blankinship
 
Urban Planning Initiatives, Development & Transportation Integration
Sustainable Streets
 
Join the Waterfront Transportation Assessment Mailing List here!
 
 
(415) 701-5490 o
(415) 971-7429 m
 
www.sfmta.com  
 


From: Clarke Miller [mailto:CMiller@stradasf.com] 
Sent: Monday, February 23, 2015 9:32 AM
To: Miller, Don; Miller, Erin; Reilly, Catherine; Moy, Barbara
Subject: RE: Sliver on GSW Property
 
Thanks, Don.
 
Erin, please let me know if you have 30-minutes available between 2:30-4pm Wednesday and I’ll
coordinate with Jose and then send an invite.
 
Clarke
 


From: Miller, Don (DPW) [mailto:Don.Miller@sfdpw.org] 
Sent: Monday, February 23, 2015 9:19 AM
To: Clarke Miller; Miller, Erin (MTA); Reilly, Catherine (CII); Moy, Barbara
Subject: RE: Sliver on GSW Property
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All,
 
I agree with Clark’s recollection of our meeting last week and think a call with Jose would be
helpful.  I looked at Barbara and my calendar’s and Tuesday is booked, but Wednesday between 2:30
and 4 is open.
 
Don
 


From: Clarke Miller [mailto:CMiller@stradasf.com] 
Sent: Monday, February 23, 2015 9:09 AM
To: Miller, Erin (MTA); Reilly, Catherine (CII); Miller, Don (DPW); Moy, Barbara
Subject: RE: Sliver on GSW Property
 
A little more background might be helpful. I met with Don and Barbara on this issue last week, and
we determined the appropriate next step was for me to reach out to Erin to understand the process
for having MTA determine whether it’s necessary to continue to hold the SW sliver of land as a
possible future acceleration lane. Don and Barbara thought MTA’s Traffic and Engineering team,
likely Ricardo, would need to be the one who ultimately concludes whether that acceleration lane is
still required or not. How he decides (i.e., based on analysis from GSW SEIR Transpo section, a new
traffic study, or an informed opinion of anticipated local traffic conditions) was something I wanted
to discuss with Erin. I can also reach out to Jose Farran to see if he has preliminary thoughts on the
best way to conclude whether an acceleration lane might be required now or in the future at the SW
corner of the site.
 
Should I set up a call with Jose, Erin, and Don as a next step? If so, please let me know your
availability tomorrow or Wednesday afternoon.
 
Thanks,
Clarke
 


From: Miller, Erin [mailto:Erin.Miller@sfmta.com] 
Sent: Friday, February 20, 2015 9:46 AM
To: Reilly, Catherine; Miller, Don; Moy, Barbara
Cc: Clarke Miller
Subject: RE: Sliver on GSW Property
 
Thank you all.  I’m copying Clark on my reply here to include him in this conversation from the
beginning.  I appreciate any help you can provide.
 
Best,
 


Erin Miller Blankinship
 
Urban Planning Initiatives, Development & Transportation Integration
Sustainable Streets
 
Join the Waterfront Transportation Assessment Mailing List here!
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From: Reilly, Catherine (CII) [mailto:catherine.reilly@sfgov.org] 
Sent: Friday, February 20, 2015 9:20 AM
To: Miller, Erin; Miller, Don; Moy, Barbara
Subject: Sliver on GSW Property
 
Hi, Erin – thanks for the reminder about your question on this sliver. 
 
I have cc-ed the Task Force who holds all information related to MB infrastructure.  Don/Barbara –
Erin received a call from Clarke regarding the little turn lane area at the southwest corner of the
GSW site and she is trying to get information on it.  I figured you are the best to start with on the
history, etc. and what you would need from MTA for the City to make a decision on whether they
are willing to transfer the parcel to the GSW.


Thanks
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
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From: lubaw@lcwconsulting.com
To: Julie Kirschbaum; Jeffrey Flynn
Cc: Jose Farran; Bollinger, Brett (CPC)
Subject: Re: Warriors Service Plans by Type
Date: Thursday, February 26, 2015 12:24:51 PM


Hi Julie and Jeff
With respect to the double counting of project trips in the transit impact analysis for 
the Warriors, we would like to know what version of the SF-CHAMP model run was 
used to come up with the 2020 transit forecasts.  We would then request information 
on the inputs and outputs from SFCTA, and see how much development on the 
project site was actually accounted for in the 2020. Then we can determine if and 
how much credit we need to apply to the 2020 ridership data.


We obviously can't do this before the end of the day, but would like to get moving 
on it as soon as possible.
Thank you!
Luba


Luba C. Wyznyckyj, AICP
LCW Consulting
3990 20th Street
San Francisco, CA 94114
(t) 415-252-7255
(c) 415-385-7031


On Feb 25, 2015, at 6:26 PM, Kirschbaum, Julie B <Julie.Kirschbaum@sfmta.com> 
wrote:


Hi Luba,
 
Try this:
“Post event, the bus shuttles would depart as soon as the buses are full of customers, 
rather than operating on a preset headway.”
 
The attached spreadsheet has the 33 Stanyan. Note that the 22 capacity is still wrong, 
so please use the updated number from yesterday.
 
Sincerely,
Julie
 
From: lubaw@lcwconsulting.com [mailto:lubaw@lcwconsulting.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 25, 2015 4:26 PM
To: Flynn, Jeffrey; Kirschbaum, Julie B
Subject: Re: Warriors Service Plans by Type
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Jeff and Julie
Two quick questions.
1. When you say that the Van Ness Shuttle and Transbay shuttle is "On demand, 
load and go", do you have a one line description to describe this?
My brain can't think of the words, and I would like to include a description in a 
footnote in the EIR.
 
2. So we are not incorporating the 33 Stanyan into the analysis? correct?  I have 
not received anything from Grahm.
 
Thank you for your help.
Luba
 
 
Luba C. Wyznyckyj, AICP
LCW Consulting
3990 20th Street
San Francisco, CA 94114
(t) 415-252-7255
(c) 415-385-7031
 


 
On Feb 4, 2015, at 3:47 PM, Flynn, Jeffrey <Jeffrey.Flynn@sfmta.com> wrote:


Here are a summary of the service plans in headways.  For the non-basketball and 
convention events, we projected demand based on a percentage of the basketball 
games.  Also note that these plans will change with different demand numbers.
 
Weekday Basketball Game – Pre-event
Transbay/Ferry Shuttle – 10 min
T Third with Special Event Shuttles – Approximately 3 min


16th Street Shuttle – 10 min
Van Ness Shuttle – 12 min
 
Weekday Basketball game – Post-event
Transbay/Ferry Shuttle – On demand, load and go
T Third with Special Event Shuttles – Approximately 4 min


16th Street Shuttle – 7-8 min
Van Ness Shuttle – On demand, load and go
 
Weekend Basketball game – Pre-event
Transbay/Ferry Shuttle – 8-9 min
T Third with Special Event Shuttles – Approximately 5 min


16th Street Shuttle – 10 min
Van Ness Shuttle – 15 min
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Weekend Basketball game – Post-event
Transbay/Ferry Shuttle – On demand, load and go
T Third with Special Event Shuttles – Approximately 5 min


16th Street Shuttle – 7-8 min
Van Ness Shuttle – On demand, load and go
 
Concert Game – Pre-event
T Third with Special Event Shuttles – Approximately 3 min


16th Street Shuttle – 10 min
 
Concert Game – Pre-event
T Third with Special Event Shuttles – Approximately 3 min


16th Street Shuttle – 10 min
 
Convention Event – Post-event
T Third – 3.75 min planned peak service + 1 shuttle on demand for post event
 
Arena Theater Event – Post-event
T Third with Special Event Shuttles – Load and go service with three 2-car trains


16th Street Shuttle – Load and go service with one bus
 
Family Event – Post-event
T Third with Special Event Shuttles – Load and go service with five 2-car trains


16th Street Shuttle – Load and go service with two buses
 
Other Sport Event – Post-event
T Third with Special Event Shuttles – Load and go service with seven 2-car trains


16th Street Shuttle – Load and go service with two buses
 
 
 
Jeff Flynn
Service Planning Manager
San Francisco Municipal Transportation Agency


1 South Van Ness Avenue, 7th Floor, #7463
San Francisco, CA 94103-5417
415.701.4646
jeffrey.flynn@sfmta.com
 
<GSW Transit Analysis 2-25-15 ver 3_GS.XLSX>
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From: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
To: Arce, Pedro (CII)
Subject: FW: SD Package Outlines - Retail, Open Space/Parking
Date: Thursday, February 26, 2015 1:39:00 PM
Attachments: image001.png


2015.02.23_Requirements_Mock-Up_Open Space and Parking - FOR OCII REVIEW.pptx
2015.02.23_Requirements_Mock-Up_Retail-MarketHall - FOR OCII REVIEW.pptx


Importance: High


 
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: Kate Aufhauser [mailto:KAufhauser@warriors.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 24, 2015 8:30 AM
To: Reilly, Catherine (CII); Arce, Pedro (CII)
Cc: Clarke Miller (CMiller@stradasf.com); ldicarlo@manicaarchitecture.com; Lauren Weingartner
Subject: SD Package Outlines - Retail, Open Space/Parking
Importance: High
 
Catherine and Pedro –
 
Attached please find our outlines for the Retail/Market Hall and Parking/Open Space BC/SD
packages (2 outlines total). As with the arena package outline, we’d very much appreciate feedback
from you this week on the contents or ordering represented. We’ve also called out a few specific
questions for you.
 
Per our discussion last week, Leah and Lauren and I are working this week to draft blank tables and
preliminary narratives, and will begin dropping in graphics (starting with those already produced, like
vicinity plans). We’ll also be discussing process for getting you the site plan “keys” you requested
well in advance of the packages’ submittals to confirm what goes in which package. Please stay
tuned for more!
 
Thanks,
Kate
 
Kate Aufhauser
Project Analyst
510.986.5419 (office) | 202.230.2642 (cell)
kaufhauser@warriors.com


website | tickets | app | social | find us


SBJ's 2014 Sports Team of the Year
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Table of Contents
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May need a footnote: For detail on X, Y, Z, please see [cross reference other package]








Tables and Figures


Text….

































































Project Introduction


Shared  overview paragraph about project and project elements 


Site plan “key”


SITE PLAN KEY





Should reflect 100% SDs for the arena + slightly reduced “swoops” for VE


Should reflect Pfau Long’s office massing 


Areas for this package highlighted; all other in black and white


Text….











INTRODUCTION/ PROJECT BACKGROUND





(intro text will borrow from the Major Phase text to discuss overall project and a run-down of project components)




















Text, con’t ….





























Text….











INTRODUCTION/ PROJECT DESCRIPTION








(intro text will borrow from the Major Phase text to discuss overall project and a run-down of project components)





Will include structural and MEP info (basics).











Shared w/ other packages!








Intro/ Supplementary text


Text….





DESIGN NARRATIVE 








Will address specific project elements (plazas, gatehouse) – narrative description of goals, features, materials, structure/mep, etc. 
































Text….





DESIGN NARRATIVE, CON’T





Will address specific project elements (plazas, gatehouse) – narrative description of goals, features, materials, structure/mep, etc. 





Incl. brief intro to materials, too























Text….





SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS





*Will include brief mention of public art and signage, to note that they won’t be addressed in full at this time. Likely a little more than in other sections, given the strong connection to open space on site.





























Vicinity Plans (multiple spreads)


Same plans as those used in Major Phase 


Shared w/ other packages!








Vicinity Plans (multiple spreads)


Same plans as those used in Major Phase 


Shared w/ other packages!








Utilities Plans


(multiple spreads)





Use plans from 100% SDs


Shared w/ other packages!








Utilities Plans (multiple spreads)


Use plans from 100% SDs


Shared w/ other packages!








Site Plans


Rendered site plan


Should reflect 100% SDs for the arena + slightly reduced “swoops” for VE


Should reflect Pfau Long’s office massing 


Shared w/ other packages!








Site Plans


Pedestrian Access


Bike Access





PEDESTRIAN ACCESS:





Same graphics (highlights, lines and arrows, etc.) as we used for the Major Phase  but on the updated site plan (Slide 9) 








BIKE ACCESS:





Same graphics (highlights, lines and arrows, etc.) as we used for the Major Phase  but on the updated site plan (Slide 9) (*bike valet TBD)








Shared w/ other packages!








Site Plans


Vehicular Access


Truck Access





These are the basic site plans highlighting driveways (not showing interior areas)


Vehicular Access:





Same graphics (highlights, lines and arrows, etc.) as we used for the Major Phase  but on the updated site plan (Slide 9) 


Truck Access:





Same graphics (highlights, lines and arrows, etc.) as we used for the Major Phase  but on the updated site plan (Slide 9) 


Shared w/ other packages!








Project data summary


Project data summary (see packages for previous projects)





Will require cross-referencing between our different packages


Applicable codes/documents








Part I: Parking/ Loading





PART I: PARKING AND LOADING








Data Charts: Parking Counts by Level











Data Charts: Parking Counts by Use (TBD re: D4D amendment…)








Data Charts: Loading Counts











P3 Plan


Version from Major Phase (or update)








P2 parking plan





Version from Major Phase (or update)








P1 (at grade) parking plan





Version from Major Phase (or update)








Parking Allocation Plans (by use or structure)





Version from Major Phase (or update)





TBD based on D4D amendment








Parking Allocation Plans (by use or structure)








Version from Major Phase (or update)





TBD based on D4D amendment








Parking Allocation Plans (by use or structure)





Version from Major Phase (or update)





TBD based on D4D amendment








Parking Circulation Plans


Version from Major Phase (or update)


(will show vehicular paths through the garage)








Loading Circulation Plans


Version from Major Phase (or update)


(will show paths for trucks/functionality of loading docks)








Garage Entry Studies: 16th Street


Turning radius images 


Turning radius images


Turning radius images 


Turning radius images  








Garage Entry: 16th Street 


Sketchup screenshot: 16th St. garage entry from Illinois 








Pedestrian-level  views…


Pedestrian-level views…


Pedestrian-level views…


Garage Entry: 16th Street














Garage Entry Studies: South Street


Turning radius images


Turning radius images 


Turning radius images 


Turning radius images 








Garage Entry: South Street 


Sketchup screenshot: South St. garage entry from Illinois 








Garage Entry: South Street





Pedestrian-level  views…


Pedestrian-level views…


Pedestrian-level views…








Part II: Open Space


PART II: OPEN SPACE








Data Charts


Note to Catherine: Unsure if there’s additional data we should be sharing here. Otherwise, we’ll remove. 








Landscape plan





(Gatehouse included) (note: parking plans will also show the vertical transportation that utilizes the gatehouse)











Landscape plan





(Gatehouse included)


(note: parking plans will also show the vertical transportation that utilizes the gatehouse)








Drainage and storm water plan








Drainage and storm water plan


Text….








BORROW FROM 100% SD CIVIL NARRATIVE (high-level summary, small paragraph)








This should complement the plan on the previous page


















































Streetscape Plan


(will need to highlight any proposed changes)








Streetscape Plan


(will need to highlight any proposed changes)











Infrastructure/ improvements plan


(will need to highlight any proposed changes)











Infrastructure/ improvements plan


(will need to highlight any proposed changes)











Elevation














Elevation














Section


(gatehouse)








Materials


(gatehouse)


Reference images


Reference images


Reference images


Caption/explanation


Caption/explanation


Caption/explanation


Reference images


Reference images


Reference images


Caption/explanation


Caption/explanation


Caption/explanation








Section (plaza)


To be confirmed  plaza E-W?








Section


(confirm location)


To be confirmed  plaza N-S?








Materials  (softscape: trees, etc.)





Reference images


Reference images


Reference images


Caption/explanation


Caption/explanation


Caption/explanation


Reference images


Reference images


Reference images


Caption/explanation


Caption/explanation


Caption/explanation








Materials (hardscape: paving, etc.)





Reference images


Reference images


Reference images


Caption/explanation


Caption/explanation


Caption/explanation


Reference images


Reference images


Reference images


Caption/explanation


Caption/explanation


Caption/explanation








Illustrative furniture


Reference images


Reference images


Reference images


Caption/explanation


Caption/explanation


Caption/explanation








Illustrative lighting/ fixtures


Reference images


Reference images


Reference images


Caption/explanation


Caption/explanation


Caption/explanation








Materials/ planting detail


Use example packages from previous packages to determine best way to show (elevation, section detail, etc.) 


Elevation


Section detail 


Images/text


Images/text


Images/text


Images/text








Materials/ planting detail


Use example packages from previous packages to determine best way to show (elevation, section detail, etc.) 


Elevation


Section detail 


Images/text


Images/text


Images/text


Images/text








Materials/ planting detail


Use example packages from previous packages to determine best way to show (elevation, section detail, etc.) 


Elevation


Section detail 


Images/text


Images/text


Images/text


Images/text








Materials/ planting detail


Use example packages from previous packages to determine best way to show (elevation, section detail, etc.) 


Elevation


Section detail 


Images/text


Images/text


Images/text


Images/text








Look/feel





Pedestrian-level views


Slightly rendered Sketchup screenshots, or similar 


Preliminary list of moments we could show:


Ramps/stairs from NW corner


Ramps/stairs from SE corner


Various points within the plaza


16th St. setback and streetscape


South St. setback and streetscape


View of plaza from across Third St., looking straight at gatehouse and beyond


SE plaza


NW entry plaza


Markethall rooftop (open, publicly accessible area)











Look/feel





Pedestrian-level views


Slightly rendered Sketchup screenshots, or similar 


Preliminary list of moments we could show:


Ramps/stairs from NW corner


Ramps/stairs from SE corner


Various points within the plaza


16th St. setback and streetscape


South St. setback and streetscape


View of plaza from across Third St., looking straight at gatehouse and beyond


SE plaza


NW entry plaza


Markethall rooftop (open, publicly accessible area)











Look/feel





Pedestrian-level views


Slightly rendered Sketchup screenshots, or similar 





Preliminary list of moments we could show:


Ramps/stairs from NW corner


Ramps/stairs from SE corner


Various points within the plaza


16th St. setback and streetscape


South St. setback and streetscape


View of plaza from across Third St., looking straight at gatehouse and beyond


SE plaza


NW entry plaza


Markethall rooftop (open, publicly accessible area)











Look/feel





Pedestrian-level views


Slightly rendered Sketchup screenshots, or similar 


Preliminary list of moments we could show:


Ramps/stairs from NW corner


Ramps/stairs from SE corner


Various points within the plaza


16th St. setback and streetscape


South St. setback and streetscape


View of plaza from across Third St., looking straight at gatehouse and beyond


SE plaza


NW entry plaza


Markethall rooftop (open, publicly accessible area)











Exterior Perspective








Exterior Perspective








Wind Studies


Use RWDI study results (cumulative surroundings + project + landscaping + mitigation)








To be discussed: for this package, we could show two study results: one WITHOUT landscaping plans, one WITH (to show how our plans mitigate). 








Note to Catherine: Should this show wind hazard or wind comfort metrics?








Shadow Studies


Borrow from SEIR technical appendix














Shadow Studies


Borrow from SEIR technical appendix














Shadow Studies


Borrow from SEIR technical appendix
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Cover Page








Table of Contents


Text….





















































Will need a footnote: For detail on landscaping, hardscape, streetscape, and infrastructure improvements, please see [cross reference other package]








Tables and Figures


Text….

































































Project Introduction


Shared  overview paragraph about project and project elements 


Site plan “key”


SITE PLAN KEY





Should reflect 100% SDs for the arena + slightly reduced “swoops” for VE


Should reflect Pfau Long’s office massing 


Areas for this package highlighted; all other in black and white


Text….











INTRODUCTION/ PROJECT BACKGROUND





(intro text will borrow from the Major Phase text to discuss overall project and a run-down of project components)




















Text, con’t ….





























Shared w/ other packages!


Text….











INTRODUCTION/ PROJECT DESCRIPTION








(intro text will borrow from the Major Phase text to discuss overall project and a run-down of project components)


























Intro/ Supplementary text


Text….





DESIGN NARRATIVE 








Will address specific project elements (market hall/retail program, entries) brief description of materials/structure /mep – narrative description of goals, features, etc. 


























Text….





DESIGN NARRATIVE, CON’T





Will address specific project elements (market hall/retail program, entries) brief description of materials/structure /mep – narrative description of goals, features, etc. 





Incl. brief intro to materials, too

















Text….





SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS





*Will include brief mention of public art and signage, to note that they won’t be addressed in full at this time.









































Project data summary


Shared w/ other packages!


Project data summary (see packages for previous projects)





Will require cross-referencing between our different packages


Applicable codes/documents








Data charts


Retail developable area, exclusions, etc.


Include variance to allowable cumulative retail area in MB


Borrow from Beau’s developable area matrix package with updated numbers





Note to Catherine: do we need to repeat this? Essentially an update of the Major Phase…








Vicinity Plans (multiple spreads)


Same plans as those used in Major Phase 


Shared w/ other packages!








Vicinity Plans (multiple spreads)


Same plans as those used in Major Phase 


Shared w/ other packages!








Drone/Site Images (view corridors)


Same images as those used in Major Phase 


Same images as those used in Major Phase 


Same images as those used in Major Phase 


Shared w/ other packages!








Utilities Plans (multiple spreads)


Use plans from 100% SDs


Shared w/ other packages!








Utilities Plans


(multiple spreads)


Use plans from 100% SDs


Shared w/ other packages!








Site Plans


Rendered site plan


Should reflect 100% SDs for the market hall/retail (as reviewed by OCII/Planning)


Should reflect Pfau Long’s office massing, arena, and site 


Shared w/ other packages!








Site Plans


Pedestrian Access


Bike Access





PEDESTRIAN ACCESS:





Same graphics (highlights, lines and arrows, etc.) as we used for the Major Phase  but on the updated site plan (Slide 13) 


BIKE ACCESS:





Same graphics (highlights, lines and arrows, etc.) as we used for the Major Phase  but on the updated site plan (Slide 13) (*bike valet TBD)


Shared w/ other packages!








Site Plans


Vehicular Access


Truck Access





These are the basic site plans highlighting driveways


Add a cross reference to Parking/ loading package (“for further detail, see…”)


Vehicular Access:





Same graphics (highlights, lines and arrows, etc.) as we used for the Major Phase  but on the updated site plan (Slide 13) 








Truck Access:





Same graphics (highlights, lines and arrows, etc.) as we used for the Major Phase  but on the updated site plan (Slide 13) 





Shared w/ other packages!








Floor plan(s)








Floor plan(s)











Floor plan(s)








Roof/ Terrace plan(s) 


Should make clear that much of this is occupy-able space (esp. re: outdoor retail areas)








Elevations


NE


East








Elevations


Other?


North








Sections








Key








Sections








Key








Sections








Key








Sections








Key








Materials








(illustrative layout only)


Reference images


Reference images


Reference images


Caption/explanation


Caption/explanation


Caption/explanation


Reference images


Reference images


Reference images


Caption/explanation


Caption/explanation


Caption/explanation








Materials








(illustrative layout only)


Reference images


Reference images


Reference images


Caption/explanation


Caption/explanation


Caption/explanation


Reference images


Reference images


Reference images


Caption/explanation


Caption/explanation


Caption/explanation








Materials detail: TFB retail (from street)


Use example packages from previous packages to determine best way to show (elevation, section detail, etc.) 


Elevation


Section detail 


Images/text


Images/text


Images/text


Images/text








Materials detail: Market Hall entrance (from street)


Use example packages from previous packages to determine best way to show (elevation, section detail, etc.) 


Elevation


Section detail 


Images/text


Images/text


Images/text


Images/text








Materials detail: Market hall and TFB (from pedestrian path)


Use example packages from previous packages to determine best way to show (elevation, section detail, etc.) 


Elevation


Section detail 


Images/text


Images/text


Images/text


Images/text








Look/feel





Pedestrian-level views


Slightly rendered Sketchup screenshots, or similar


Preliminary list of moments we could show:


Looking down TFB from the SE plaza


Looking down TFB from the NE corner


Looking down South St. from the NE corner


Bike valet entry on TFB (?)


Market hall detail along TFB (porous, sidewalk tables, etc.)


Outdoor terrace on TFB retail (from pedestrian path/main concourse level) 


Market hall entry from pedestrian path 











Look/feel





Pedestrian-level views


Slightly rendered Sketchup screenshots, or similar


Preliminary list of moments we could show:


Looking down TFB from the SE plaza


Looking down TFB from the NE corner


Looking down South St. from the NE corner


Bike valet entry on TFB (?)


Market hall detail along TFB (porous, sidewalk tables, etc.)


Outdoor terrace on TFB retail (from pedestrian path/main concourse level) 


Market hall entry from pedestrian path 











Look/feel





Pedestrian-level views


Slightly rendered Sketchup screenshots, or similar





Preliminary list of moments we could show:


Looking down TFB from the SE plaza


Looking down TFB from the NE corner


Looking down South St. from the NE corner


Bike valet entry on TFB (?)


Market hall detail along TFB (porous, sidewalk tables, etc.)


Outdoor terrace on TFB retail (from pedestrian path/main concourse level) 


Market hall entry from pedestrian path 











Look/feel





Pedestrian-level views


Slightly rendered Sketchup screenshots, or similar


Preliminary list of moments we could show:


Looking down TFB from the SE plaza


Looking down TFB from the NE corner


Looking down South St. from the NE corner


Bike valet entry on TFB (?)


Market hall detail along TFB (porous, sidewalk tables, etc.)


Outdoor terrace on TFB retail (from pedestrian path/main concourse level) 


Market hall entry from pedestrian path 











Rendering


Existing rendering of NE corner/market hall entry 











Exterior perspective (3D model shot)








Content TBD (Catherine, please advise) 








Wind Studies





Add a red box to study diagrams to show the portion of the site this package deals w/ 


Detail (zoom) on the eastern retail areas





(may need to show further details re: mitigation on the pedestrian path)


Use RWDI study results (cumulative surroundings + project + landscaping + mitigation) 











Shadow Studies


Borrow from SEIR technical appendix


Shared w/ other packages!














Shadow Studies


Borrow from SEIR technical appendix


Shared w/ other packages!














Shadow Studies


Borrow from SEIR technical appendix


Shared w/ other packages!

















END OF DOCUMENT
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From: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
To: "King, John"
Subject: RE: Quick Mission Bay question
Date: Tuesday, February 24, 2015 6:06:00 PM


Thanks. We are excited about it.  Fingers crossed the kids like it as well.
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: King, John [mailto:JKing@sfchronicle.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 24, 2015 5:34 PM
To: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
Subject: RE: Quick Mission Bay question
 
The playground is looking great, BTW
 


From: Reilly, Catherine (CII) [mailto:catherine.reilly@sfgov.org] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 24, 2015 5:11 PM
To: King, John
Subject: RE: Quick Mission Bay question
 
Let us know what we can do to help! 
 
I’m excited about the new kids park and we’ll be starting the design of Park P22 across from the
Warriors site, and have Mariposa Park underway down by Dogpatch.  So, an open space theme
would be fun – not that you asked for my two cents. J
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: King, John [mailto:JKing@sfchronicle.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 24, 2015 4:12 PM
To: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
Cc: NConover@mercyhousing.org; Gina@themarkethall.com
Subject: RE: Quick Mission Bay question
 



mailto:JKing@sfchronicle.com

http://www.sfredevelopment.org/

mailto:catherine.reilly@sfgov.org

http://www.sfredevelopment.org/

mailto:JKing@sfchronicle.com

mailto:NConover@mercyhousing.org

mailto:Gina@themarkethall.com





Catherine:
 
Thanks! And I decided to leave the retail pieces for another day… this is the year to explore the
Mission Bay landscape for me, one piece at a time.
 
Thanks,
 
 
John King
Urban Design Critic
San Francisco Chronicle
415-777-8925
jking@sfchronicle.com
Twitter: @JohnKingSFChron
 
 


From: Reilly, Catherine (CII) [mailto:catherine.reilly@sfgov.org] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 24, 2015 3:18 PM
To: King, John
Cc: NConover@mercyhousing.org; Gina@themarkethall.com
Subject: RE: Quick Mission Bay question
 
Hi, John.  Mission Bay South is comprised of 238 acres. 
 


As to your other email asking about the retail on 4th Street.  I do believe that the Mercy


project (1180 4th Street) is working closely with restaurant tenant, but I am not sure if it
ready for public announcement (cc-ing Nancy Conover from Mercy to see if she is able to
say who it is).  The Block 2 project has the Market Hall, which is going to be a Ferry
Building/Market on Market type food and beverage facility (cc-ing Gina Marie Clemen from
the Market Hall who can give more details).  I do not have any other specifics that I can give
any names to, other than it sounds like the other buildings are in the process of talking with
a range of food, local services, and financial tenants and I’m hoping we’ll soon have a wave
of confirmed leases soon.
 
Nancy/Gina – John is a writer for the SF Chronicle.  I defer to you if you feel comfortable
speaking with him.
 
As per usual, for background only not for attribution.
 
Thanks
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor



mailto:jking@sfchronicle.com

mailto:catherine.reilly@sfgov.org

mailto:NConover@mercyhousing.org

mailto:Gina@themarkethall.com





San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: King, John [mailto:JKing@sfchronicle.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 24, 2015 12:33 PM
To: Arce, Pedro (CII); Reilly, Catherine (CII)
Subject: Quick Mission Bay question
 
How many acres is Mission Bay South, UCSF included?
 
Thanks!
 
John King
Urban Design Critic
San Francisco Chronicle
415-777-8925
jking@sfchronicle.com
Twitter: @JohnKingSFChron



http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
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From: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
To: Lee, Raymond C. (CII)
Subject: RE: REMINDER - 4th Tuesday MB Team Meeting
Date: Tuesday, February 24, 2015 12:35:00 PM


Thanks for letting me  know. Kasheica did a nice job filling in.
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: Lee, Raymond C. (CII) 
Sent: Tuesday, February 24, 2015 11:43 AM
To: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
Subject: RE: REMINDER - 4th Tuesday MB Team Meeting
 
Sorry I missed your meeting…George and I had to meet with the Warriors for an SBE update.
 
Ray
 


From: Reilly, Catherine (CII) 
Sent: Tuesday, February 24, 2015 9:07 AM
To: Hussain, Lila (CII); Arce, Pedro (CII); Maher, Christine (CII); Bridges, George (CII); Rice, Don
(CII); Bereket, Immanuel (CII); Lee, Raymond C. (CII); Sims, Pam (CII); McKinney, Kasheica (CII)
Subject: REMINDER - 4th Tuesday MB Team Meeting
 
See you all at 9.30.  Thanks!
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 



mailto:raymond.c.lee@sfgov.org
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From: Maher, Christine (CII)
To: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
Subject: RE: REMINDER - 4th Tuesday MB Team Meeting
Date: Tuesday, February 24, 2015 9:30:15 AM


Was planning on going to GSW/KMA meeting…
 
Christine Maher
Manager, Real Estate and Development Services
 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure
Successor Agency to the San Francisco Redevelopment Agency
One South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor, San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: (415) 749-2481
Email: christine.maher@sfgov.org


 


From: Reilly, Catherine (CII) 
Sent: Tuesday, February 24, 2015 9:28 AM
To: Maher, Christine (CII)
Subject: RE: REMINDER - 4th Tuesday MB Team Meeting
 
OK – are you planning on sitting in on the fiscal meeting tomorrow at 11AM or going to Sr Staff?
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: Maher, Christine (CII) 
Sent: Tuesday, February 24, 2015 9:27 AM
To: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
Subject: RE: REMINDER - 4th Tuesday MB Team Meeting
 
Can’t make it today.  Sorry.  L
 
Christine Maher
Manager, Real Estate and Development Services
 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure
Successor Agency to the San Francisco Redevelopment Agency
One South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor, San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: (415) 749-2481
Email: christine.maher@sfgov.org


 


From: Reilly, Catherine (CII) 
Sent: Tuesday, February 24, 2015 9:07 AM



mailto:/O=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=768A0947DE1A4EBC8A15BD58E9680D92-CHRISTINE MAHER
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To: Hussain, Lila (CII); Arce, Pedro (CII); Maher, Christine (CII); Bridges, George (CII); Rice, Don
(CII); Bereket, Immanuel (CII); Lee, Raymond C. (CII); Sims, Pam (CII); McKinney, Kasheica (CII)
Subject: REMINDER - 4th Tuesday MB Team Meeting
 
See you all at 9.30.  Thanks!
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
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From: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
To: "Clarke Miller"; Olea, Ricardo (MTA)
Cc: José I. Farrán; Miller, Erin (MTA); Miller, Don (DPW); Moy, Barbara; Flynn, Jeffrey; Hennessy, Cathal (MTA);


Molly Hayes (mhayes@warriors.com); Kate Aufhauser (kaufhauser@warriors.com)
Subject: RE: Sliver on GSW Property
Date: Tuesday, February 24, 2015 3:31:00 PM


Please include Barbara/Don in this meeting since they has extensive background on this type of
transaction.  Thanks!
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: Clarke Miller [mailto:CMiller@stradasf.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 24, 2015 2:45 PM
To: Olea, Ricardo (MTA)
Cc: José I. Farrán; Miller, Erin (MTA); Miller, Don (DPW); Reilly, Catherine (CII); Moy, Barbara; Flynn,
Jeffrey; Hennessy, Cathal (MTA); Molly Hayes (mhayes@warriors.com); Kate Aufhauser
(kaufhauser@warriors.com)
Subject: RE: Sliver on GSW Property
 
Thanks for these responses, Ricardo and Jose. This does clarify quite a bit. I’d previously thought
that the Lot 7 area in question (currently sidewalk and land) was a placeholder if further road-
widening needed to occur. It appears the existing configuration of the roadway in that location


already accommodates the lane shifting due to the double left-turn lanes off Third onto 16th, so no
further encroachment into Lot 7 would be required.
 
So is the remaining possible use of Lot 7 if the two NB lanes need to be shifted further east (into Lot
7) to allow for an expanded Muni median if cross-over tracks were to be installed at the south end


of Third St just north of 16th? Jeff F., are you involved in any of those discussions so that you could
provide an update?
 
A 30-minute call tomorrow between 3-4pm might be simplest to discuss this. Jeff, are you available
then?
 
Thanks,
Clarke
 


From: Olea, Ricardo [mailto:Ricardo.Olea@sfmta.com] 
Sent: Monday, February 23, 2015 4:43 PM
To: Clarke Miller
Cc: José I. Farrán; Miller, Erin; Miller, Don; Reilly, Catherine; Moy, Barbara; Flynn, Jeffrey; Hennessy,
Cathal
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Subject: RE: Sliver on GSW Property
 
Clarke –
Unfortunately I’m not available at this time due to some other conflicting meetings. 
 
All I know is what I appear to have confirmed from reading Jose’s email:  due to the double
northbound left turn here, the lanes are pushed to the east (see attached drawings).  To make up


that transition a sliver of land on the NE corner of 3rd and 16th Streets was set back to the roadway
could back to its regular alignment.  I don’t see how you can transition the two lanes fully within the
intersection (that is, not have the sliver at all on the Warriors lot), but it’s something a civil could
look at in more detail if roadway changes are anticipated.  It’s about an eleven foot transition of the
curb lane. Using the standard state transition formula and a 35 mph design speed you get a
transition of 225 feet.  It looks like the transition now is somewhere in the 200 foot range.
 
I’m not sure about impacts about LRV crossover tracks at this location, not my area of expertise. 
Copying Jeff Flynn who’s been involved in Warriors discussions on the Muni Service Planning side.
 
Ricardo
 


From: Clarke Miller [mailto:CMiller@stradasf.com] 
Sent: Monday, February 23, 2015 3:06 PM
To: José I. Farrán; Miller, Erin; Miller, Don; Reilly, Catherine; Moy, Barbara
Cc: Olea, Ricardo
Subject: RE: Sliver on GSW Property
 
Thanks for the additional background, Jose. It seems a quick call to review MTA’s latest thoughts on


the intersection of Third and 16th, including any impacts from a possible LRV crossover track in that
location, would be helpful.
 
Ricardo, are you available (or a designated person from your team) to join the rest of this group for
a 30-minute call between 2:30-4pm on Wednesday? If so, I’ll circulate an invite with a dial-in
number.
 
Thanks,
Clarke
 


From: José I. Farrán [mailto:jifarran@AdavantConsulting.com] 
Sent: Monday, February 23, 2015 10:29 AM
To: 'Miller, Erin'; Clarke Miller; 'Miller, Don'; 'Reilly, Catherine'; 'Moy, Barbara'
Cc: 'Olea, Ricardo'
Subject: RE: Sliver on GSW Property
 
Erin et al.,
 
I am available for a phone call on Wednesday afternoon if still needed.
 
My recollection of the planning process for the intersection of 16th/Third is that the additional land take
on the west side of Block 31 north of 16th St was to properly accommodate the ultimate design for a
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dual left-turn only lane at the 16t St/Third intersection (from northbound Third to westbound 16th); there
is a similar take proposed for the south side of 16th on the west side of Block 33.
 
It is not really an “acceleration lane” (it is a City intersection after all), rather its role is to provide a
smoother transition to the northbound through traffic on Third Street that is being pushed slightly east
and then back west as vehicles travel across 16th St.
 
It is possible that now that the Third St light rail tracks are in place (I believe they were not built at the
time we were looking into this), the extra land takes on Blocks 31 and 33 are no longer needed; MTA
and others have recommendations/standards currently about the allowable cross-shift of traffic per
longitudinal distance that can be applied to this situation.  On the other hand, Muni is looking into
installing a crossover track for LRT between 16th and South Street to better serve transit riders to/from
the arena, so having the extra room within the LRT median could facilitate that design.
 
_______________________________________________________
José I. Farrán, P.E.
  Adavant
         Consulting
200 Francisco St.,  2nd Floor, San Francisco, CA 94133
office: (415) 362-3552; mobile: (415) 990-6412
jifarran@AdavantConsulting.com
AdavantConsulting.com
 
 
From: Miller, Erin [mailto:Erin.Miller@sfmta.com] 
Sent: Monday, February 23, 2015 9:51 AM
To: 'Clarke Miller'; Miller, Don; Reilly, Catherine; Moy, Barbara
Cc: Jose I. Farran (jifarran@adavantconsulting.com); Olea, Ricardo
Subject: RE: Sliver on GSW Property
 
All:
 
I also agree and think that this topic would be best handled by Ricardo on the MTA’s end.  I’m sorry
Clark, not realizing the full background story, I started by reaching out first to Catherine.
 
I’m happy to help coordinate meetings if that would help.  I am copying both Ricardo and Jose on
this email.
 
Best,
 


Erin Miller Blankinship
 
Urban Planning Initiatives, Development & Transportation Integration
Sustainable Streets
 
Join the Waterfront Transportation Assessment Mailing List here!
 
 
(415) 701-5490 o
(415) 971-7429 m



mailto:jifarran@AdavantConsulting.com

mailto:[mailto:Erin.Miller@sfmta.com]

mailto:jifarran@adavantconsulting.com

http://www.tinyurl.com/WTA-Mailing-List
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From: Clarke Miller [mailto:CMiller@stradasf.com] 
Sent: Monday, February 23, 2015 9:32 AM
To: Miller, Don; Miller, Erin; Reilly, Catherine; Moy, Barbara
Subject: RE: Sliver on GSW Property
 
Thanks, Don.
 
Erin, please let me know if you have 30-minutes available between 2:30-4pm Wednesday and I’ll
coordinate with Jose and then send an invite.
 
Clarke
 


From: Miller, Don (DPW) [mailto:Don.Miller@sfdpw.org] 
Sent: Monday, February 23, 2015 9:19 AM
To: Clarke Miller; Miller, Erin (MTA); Reilly, Catherine (CII); Moy, Barbara
Subject: RE: Sliver on GSW Property
 
All,
 
I agree with Clark’s recollection of our meeting last week and think a call with Jose would be
helpful.  I looked at Barbara and my calendar’s and Tuesday is booked, but Wednesday between 2:30
and 4 is open.
 
Don
 


From: Clarke Miller [mailto:CMiller@stradasf.com] 
Sent: Monday, February 23, 2015 9:09 AM
To: Miller, Erin (MTA); Reilly, Catherine (CII); Miller, Don (DPW); Moy, Barbara
Subject: RE: Sliver on GSW Property
 
A little more background might be helpful. I met with Don and Barbara on this issue last week, and
we determined the appropriate next step was for me to reach out to Erin to understand the process
for having MTA determine whether it’s necessary to continue to hold the SW sliver of land as a
possible future acceleration lane. Don and Barbara thought MTA’s Traffic and Engineering team,
likely Ricardo, would need to be the one who ultimately concludes whether that acceleration lane is
still required or not. How he decides (i.e., based on analysis from GSW SEIR Transpo section, a new
traffic study, or an informed opinion of anticipated local traffic conditions) was something I wanted
to discuss with Erin. I can also reach out to Jose Farran to see if he has preliminary thoughts on the
best way to conclude whether an acceleration lane might be required now or in the future at the SW
corner of the site.
 
Should I set up a call with Jose, Erin, and Don as a next step? If so, please let me know your
availability tomorrow or Wednesday afternoon.
 
Thanks,



http://www.sfmta.com/

mailto:CMiller@stradasf.com

mailto:Don.Miller@sfdpw.org

mailto:[mailto:CMiller@stradasf.com]





Clarke
 


From: Miller, Erin [mailto:Erin.Miller@sfmta.com] 
Sent: Friday, February 20, 2015 9:46 AM
To: Reilly, Catherine; Miller, Don; Moy, Barbara
Cc: Clarke Miller
Subject: RE: Sliver on GSW Property
 
Thank you all.  I’m copying Clark on my reply here to include him in this conversation from the
beginning.  I appreciate any help you can provide.
 
Best,
 


Erin Miller Blankinship
 
Urban Planning Initiatives, Development & Transportation Integration
Sustainable Streets
 
Join the Waterfront Transportation Assessment Mailing List here!
 
 
(415) 701-5490 o
(415) 971-7429 m
 
www.sfmta.com  
 


From: Reilly, Catherine (CII) [mailto:catherine.reilly@sfgov.org] 
Sent: Friday, February 20, 2015 9:20 AM
To: Miller, Erin; Miller, Don; Moy, Barbara
Subject: Sliver on GSW Property
 
Hi, Erin – thanks for the reminder about your question on this sliver. 
 
I have cc-ed the Task Force who holds all information related to MB infrastructure.  Don/Barbara –
Erin received a call from Clarke regarding the little turn lane area at the southwest corner of the
GSW site and she is trying to get information on it.  I figured you are the best to start with on the
history, etc. and what you would need from MTA for the City to make a decision on whether they
are willing to transfer the parcel to the GSW.


Thanks
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
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From: Bridges, George (CII)
To: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
Subject: Re: Updated GSW Stats?
Date: Thursday, February 26, 2015 1:21:49 PM


Catherine


There has not been significant change since the January Commission meeting.   We
are meeting on March 10th at 9am to get an update on a few scopes in hopes of
increase the diversity of the team.


George 


On Feb 26, 2015, at 1:10 PM, Reilly, Catherine (CII) <catherine.reilly@sfgov.org>
wrote:


George – We are briefing Supervisor Breed today on the GSW project.  Do you have
any updated stats on the professional services since the January OCII Commission
meeting?
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
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From: Hussain, Lila (CII)
To: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
Subject: FW: GSW Arena MPA
Date: Wednesday, February 25, 2015 6:59:29 PM


Can you answer Luke’s question?
 


From: Stewart, Luke [mailto:LStewart@mbaydevelopment.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 25, 2015 6:57 PM
To: Hussain, Lila (CII)
Subject: GSW Arena MPA
 
Are the warriors doing a new Major Phase application as part of their map? Will this include
reference to adjacent Open Space, specifically P22?
 
Luke Stewart
 
MBDG | Mission Bay Development Group
410 China Basin Street  | San Francisco CA 94158
direct: 415-355-6671  | mobile: 415-218-0755
lstewart@mbaydevelopment.com | www.mbaydevelopment.com
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From: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
To: Bridges, George (CII)
Subject: RE: Updated GSW Stats?
Date: Friday, February 27, 2015 9:00:13 AM


Thanks. I used the old stats and it was fine.


Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4G LTE smartphone


-------- Original message --------
From: "Bridges, George (CII)"
Date:02/26/2015 1:21 PM (GMT-08:00)
To: "Reilly, Catherine (CII)"
Subject: Re: Updated GSW Stats?


Catherine


There has not been significant change since the January Commission meeting.   We
are meeting on March 10th at 9am to get an update on a few scopes in hopes of
increase the diversity of the team.


George 


On Feb 26, 2015, at 1:10 PM, Reilly, Catherine (CII) <catherine.reilly@sfgov.org>
wrote:


George – We are briefing Supervisor Breed today on the GSW project.  Do you have
any updated stats on the professional services since the January OCII Commission
meeting?
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
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From: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
To: "Kate Aufhauser"
Cc: Arce, Pedro (CII); Clarke Miller; ldicarlo@manicaarchitecture.com; Lauren Weingartner; "Mallory Shure"; Kern,


Chris (CPC); Bollinger, Brett (CPC)
Subject: RE: 2 BCSD Questions
Date: Wednesday, February 25, 2015 8:37:00 AM
Attachments: image001.png


I am cc-ing Chris and Brett since we should have the same shadow study as is included in the EIR. 
So, if they are ok with the bigger swoops, I am, though I would include a footnote that recognizes
the change and states that the shadow study is more conservative than the proposed design due to
the building now being smaller (if true).
 
As for the formatting, what specifically are you referring to?  Font, layout, etc?
 
Thanks
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: Kate Aufhauser [mailto:KAufhauser@warriors.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 24, 2015 11:07 PM
To: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
Cc: Arce, Pedro (CII); Clarke Miller; ldicarlo@manicaarchitecture.com; Lauren Weingartner; 'Mallory
Shure'
Subject: RE: 2 BCSD Questions
 
(W/ attachment)
 
Kate Aufhauser
Project Analyst
510.986.5419 (office) | 202.230.2642 (cell)
kaufhauser@warriors.com


website | tickets | app | social | find us


SBJ's 2014 Sports Team of the Year
 
 


From: Kate Aufhauser 
Sent: Tuesday, February 24, 2015 11:06 PM
To: Reilly, Catherine (OCII)
Cc: 'Arce, Pedro (CII)'; 'Clarke Miller'; ldicarlo@manicaarchitecture.com; 'Lauren Weingartner'; Mallory
Shure
Subject: 2 BCSD Questions
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Catherine –
 
Two quick questions.


1)       Have you and Pedro determined whether all BCSD packages across our project site need to
have the same formatting?


2)       To date we’d been planning on using the SEIR shadow studies (attached) for consistency.
But, I just noticed these use our CEQA site plan (Manica office massing, not updated PLA,
and no small reduction in arena “swooshes”). I presume our team should plan to re-run the
shadow studies?


 
Thanks,
Kate
 
Kate Aufhauser
Project Analyst
510.986.5419 (office) | 202.230.2642 (cell)
kaufhauser@warriors.com


website | tickets | app | social | find us


SBJ's 2014 Sports Team of the Year
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From: King, John
To: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
Subject: RE: Quick Mission Bay question
Date: Tuesday, February 24, 2015 5:33:58 PM


The playground is looking great, BTW
 


From: Reilly, Catherine (CII) [mailto:catherine.reilly@sfgov.org] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 24, 2015 5:11 PM
To: King, John
Subject: RE: Quick Mission Bay question
 
Let us know what we can do to help! 
 
I’m excited about the new kids park and we’ll be starting the design of Park P22 across from the
Warriors site, and have Mariposa Park underway down by Dogpatch.  So, an open space theme
would be fun – not that you asked for my two cents. J
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: King, John [mailto:JKing@sfchronicle.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 24, 2015 4:12 PM
To: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
Cc: NConover@mercyhousing.org; Gina@themarkethall.com
Subject: RE: Quick Mission Bay question
 
Catherine:
 
Thanks! And I decided to leave the retail pieces for another day… this is the year to explore the
Mission Bay landscape for me, one piece at a time.
 
Thanks,
 
 
John King
Urban Design Critic
San Francisco Chronicle
415-777-8925
jking@sfchronicle.com
Twitter: @JohnKingSFChron
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From: Reilly, Catherine (CII) [mailto:catherine.reilly@sfgov.org] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 24, 2015 3:18 PM
To: King, John
Cc: NConover@mercyhousing.org; Gina@themarkethall.com
Subject: RE: Quick Mission Bay question
 
Hi, John.  Mission Bay South is comprised of 238 acres. 
 


As to your other email asking about the retail on 4th Street.  I do believe that the Mercy


project (1180 4th Street) is working closely with restaurant tenant, but I am not sure if it
ready for public announcement (cc-ing Nancy Conover from Mercy to see if she is able to
say who it is).  The Block 2 project has the Market Hall, which is going to be a Ferry
Building/Market on Market type food and beverage facility (cc-ing Gina Marie Clemen from
the Market Hall who can give more details).  I do not have any other specifics that I can give
any names to, other than it sounds like the other buildings are in the process of talking with
a range of food, local services, and financial tenants and I’m hoping we’ll soon have a wave
of confirmed leases soon.
 
Nancy/Gina – John is a writer for the SF Chronicle.  I defer to you if you feel comfortable
speaking with him.
 
As per usual, for background only not for attribution.
 
Thanks
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: King, John [mailto:JKing@sfchronicle.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 24, 2015 12:33 PM
To: Arce, Pedro (CII); Reilly, Catherine (CII)
Subject: Quick Mission Bay question
 
How many acres is Mission Bay South, UCSF included?
 
Thanks!
 
John King
Urban Design Critic
San Francisco Chronicle
415-777-8925
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jking@sfchronicle.com
Twitter: @JohnKingSFChron
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From: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
To: Clarke Miller; Kate Aufhauser; "Sekhri, Neil (NSekhri@gibsondunn.com)"
Cc: David Kelly; Maria Jenkerson
Subject: RE: Call to review DforD amendment approach
Date: Friday, February 27, 2015 8:58:14 AM
Attachments: image001.png


I am open anytime next Friday after 8.30.


Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4G LTE smartphone


-------- Original message --------
From: Clarke Miller
Date:02/26/2015 4:15 PM (GMT-08:00)
To: Kate Aufhauser ,"Reilly, Catherine (CII)" ,"'Sekhri, Neil
(NSekhri@gibsondunn.com)'"
Cc: David Kelly ,Maria Jenkerson
Subject: RE: Call to review DforD amendment approach


Thanks, Kate. I understand David Kelly’s schedule has some flex to it that day, so the times below
should work for him too. Once Neil and Catherine can confirm what times work best for them, I’ll
send out an invite.
Thanks,
Clarke
 


From: Kate Aufhauser [mailto:KAufhauser@warriors.com] 
Sent: Thursday, February 26, 2015 1:52 PM
To: Clarke Miller; Catherine Reilly (Catherine.Reilly@sfgov.org); 'Sekhri, Neil (NSekhri@gibsondunn.com)'
Cc: David Kelly; Maria Jenkerson
Subject: RE: Call to review DforD amendment approach
 
Next Fri (3/6) I am free 8am-10am, 12pm-2pm, or after 3pm.
 
Kate Aufhauser
Project Analyst
510.986.5419 (office) | 202.230.2642 (cell)
kaufhauser@warriors.com


website | tickets | app | social | find us


SBJ's 2014 Sports Team of the Year
 
 


From: Clarke Miller [mailto:CMiller@stradasf.com] 
Sent: Thursday, February 26, 2015 1:51 PM
To: Catherine Reilly (Catherine.Reilly@sfgov.org); 'Sekhri, Neil (NSekhri@gibsondunn.com)'; Kate
Aufhauser
Cc: David Kelly
Subject: Call to review DforD amendment approach
 
All,
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Catherine suggested a call late next week to discuss the approach to drafting the necessary D4D
amendments. Please let me know your availability next Friday for a one-hour call and I will send out
a meeting invite.
Thanks,
Clarke
 
Clarke Miller
Strada Investment Group
101 Mission Street, Suite 420 | San Francisco, CA 94105
Phone: 415.572.7640
Email: cmiller@stradasf.com
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From: Van de Water, Adam (MYR)
To: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
Subject: FW: Venue Research Confirmation
Date: Tuesday, February 24, 2015 11:02:28 AM
Attachments: image001.png


2013.07.09_NBADueDiligenceReport_SchedulingCoordination_DBarrett.pdf


 
 


From: Kate Aufhauser [mailto:KAufhauser@warriors.com] 
Sent: Friday, February 20, 2015 11:52 AM
To: Van de Water, Adam (MYR)
Cc: David Carlock (david.carlock@machetegroup.com)
Subject: Venue Research Confirmation
 
Adam,
 
We’re cleaning up some loose ends on our research to support coordination discussions with the
Giants. I’m relying in part on Dan Barrett’s 2013 report (see attached) and I want to double check
that your office has validated the answers he provided. Would appreciate it if you can confirm.
 
Thanks as always,
Kate
 
Kate Aufhauser
Project Analyst
510.986.5419 (office) | 202.230.2642 (cell)
kaufhauser@warriors.com


website | tickets | app | social | find us


SBJ's 2014 Sports Team of the Year
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I.  INTRODUCTION 
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Overview 



 



 Barrett Sports Group, LLC (BSG) is Pleased to Present our NBA Due Diligence – Preliminary Draft 
Report to the City of San Francisco (City) 



 



 City and the National Basketball Association (NBA) Golden State Warriors (Warriors) are 
Evaluating the Potential Development of a New Arena 



 



 Proposed Arena is to be Located on the Waterfront at Piers 30-32 and SWL 330 – Warriors have 
Indicated the Project will Include Ancillary Development 



 



 BSG has Evaluated the Scheduling Coordination of Arenas and Stadiums Located in Close Proximity 



 



 BSG Analysis Provides an Independent and Objective Preliminary Evaluation to Support City Staff 
in their Discussions with the Warriors 
 
 



I. INTRODUCTION 
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II.     SCHEDULING CASE STUDIES 
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Overview 



 



 Identified 21 Comparable Situations (Presented in Alphabetical Order) 



 



 Tasks Completed/On-Going 



 



 Identified Comparable Situations of Arenas/Stadiums Located in Close Proximity 



 



 Contacted/Interviewed Team/Arena/Stadium Representatives 



 



 Reviewed Arena/Stadium Lease Agreements (Comprehensive Review On-Going) 



 



 Reviewed Arena/Stadium Scheduling Agreements (As Available) 
 
 



 
 



II. SCHEDULING CASE STUDIES 
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Overview 
 



 Five Situations Include a Stand-Alone Agreement Governing Scheduling 
 Baltimore 
 Arlington, TX (Agreement Not Available – Expired) 
 Kansas City 
 Philadelphia 
 Seattle 



 
 Limited Number of Leases Included Provisions Governing Scheduling (Not All-Inclusive) 



 Cincinnati 
 Oakland 



 
 Other Cases Include Teams/Facilities Communicating with Each Other (Formally/Informally) to 



Alleviate Scheduling Conflicts (Not All-Inclusive) 
 Cleveland 
 Detroit 
 Minneapolis 
 Pittsburgh 
 Toronto 



 
 



II. SCHEDULING CASE STUDIES 
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Comparables #1 to #10 
 



 
 



 



II. SCHEDULING CASE STUDIES 



Stand-Alone
Market Stadium/Arena Stadium/Arena Document Comments
Arlington, TX Rangers Ballpark in Arlington Cowboys Stadium Yes



MLB Texas Rangers NFL Dallas Cowboys
Baltimore, MD Camden Yards M&T Bank Stadium Yes Scheduling agreement to resolve scheduling conflicts.



MLB Baltimore Orioles NFL Baltimore Ravens Orioles post season games have priority.
Orioles regular season has priority over Ravens pre-season.
Orioles regular season has priority over other events.



Charlotte, NC Time Warner Cable Arena Bank of America Stadium No
NBA Charlotte Bobcats NFL Charlotte Panthers



Cincinnati, OH Great American Ballpark Paul Brown Stadium No Lease agreements include scheduling provision.
MLB Cincinnati Reds NFL Cincinnati Bengals



Cleveland, OH Progressive Field Quicken Loans Arena No Teams communicate regarding premium seating parking.
MLB Cleveland Indians NBA Cleveland Cavaliers First Energy Stadium (NFL Browns) is located over one mile away.



Browns do not have scheduling restriction with Indians or Cavaliers.
Denver, CO Coors Field Pepsi Center No



MLB Colorado Rockies NBA Nuggets/NHL Avalanche
Detroit, MI Comerica Park Ford Field No Teams coordinate schedules to minimize conflicts.



MLB Detroit Tigers NFL Detroit Lions
Glendale, AZ Jobing.com Arena University of Phoenix Stadium No Dual events occur frequently.



NHL Phoenix Coyotes NFL Arizona Cardinals
Houston, TX Minute Maid Park Toyota Center No



MLB Houston Astros NBA Houston Rockets
Indianapolis, IN Bankers Life Fieldhouse Lucas Oil Stadium No Facilities are approximately six blocks apart.



NBA Indiana Pacers NFL Indianapolis Colts



Good faith scheduling agreement related to parking issues. Agreement has 
expired (confirm).



Pepsi Center is located between Coors Field and Sports Authority Field 
(Denver Broncos).



Reliant Stadium (NFL Houston Texans) is located approximately seven 
miles away.
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Comparables #11 to #21 
 



 
 



 



II. SCHEDULING CASE STUDIES 



Stand-Alone
Market Stadium/Arena Stadium/Arena Document Comments
Kansas City, MO Kauffman Stadium Arrowhead Stadium Yes Scheduling Agreement agreed to between teams.



MLB Kansas City Royals NFL Kansas City Chiefs
Minneapolis, MN Target Field Target Center No Teams coordinate schedules to minimize conflicts.



MLB Minnesota Twins NBA Minnesota Timberwolves Local teams often coordinate schedules with NFL Minnesota Vikings.
Nashville, TN Bridgestone Arena LP Field No



NHL Nashville Predators NFL Tennessee Titans
New Orleans, LA New Orleans Arena Mercedes-Benz Superdome No



NBA New Orleans Pelicans NFL New Orleans Saints
Oakland, CA Oracle Arena O.co Coliseum No



NBA Golden State Warriors MLB A's/NFL Raiders
Philadelphia, PA Citizens Bank Park Lincoln  Financial Field Yes Agreement between the teams establishes scheduling principles.



MLB Philadelphia Phillies NFL Philadelphia Eagles
Phoenix, AZ  Chase Field US Airways Center No



MLB Arizona Diamondbacks NBA Phoenix Suns
Pittsburgh, PA PNC Park Heinz Field No



MLB Pittsburgh Pirates NFL Pittsburgh Steelers
Seattle, WA Safeco Field CenturyLink Field Yes Agreement establishes scheduling principles and penalties.



MLB Seattle Mariners NFL Seattle Seahawks
St. Louis, MO Busch Stadium Scottrade Center No



MLB St. Louis Cardinals NHL St. Louis Blues
Toronto, Canada Rogers Centre Air Canada Centre No City and teams coordinate schedules to minimize conflicts.



MLB Toronto Blue Jays NBA Raptors/NHL Maple Leafs



Teams coordinate schedules to minimize conflicts. Energy Consol Arena 
(NHL Pittsburgh Penguins) is located approximately one mile away.



Edward Jones Dome (NFL St. Louis Rams) is located approximately one 
mile away. 



Third party manager books other events at arena. A's have scheduling 
priority over the Raiders.  Dual event parking revenue allocation outlined.
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Baltimore, MD 
 



 Maryland Stadium Authority (MSA) and Baltimore Ravens Entered into an Agreement to Clarify 
the Scheduling Priority between the MLB Orioles and NFL Ravens 
 



 Major Deal Points 
 



 Ravens to Avoid Scheduling on Same Days of Orioles Regular Season Games 
 



 Once NFL Regular Season Begins, Scheduling Priorities are as Follows 
 



– August-September, Orioles have First Option to Select Two Weekends and Two Mondays 
(No NFL Games will be Scheduled) 
 



– October, Orioles will have Scheduling Priority Until Regular Season Finishes 
 



 Orioles Post-Season has Priority Over Ravens and Other Events 
 



 
 



II. SCHEDULING CASE STUDIES 
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Kansas City, MO 
 



 MLB Royals and NFL Chiefs Both have Stadiums at the Jackson County Sports Complex 
 



 Scheduling Agreement Provides Framework to Avoid Scheduling Conflicts Between the MLB 
Royals and NFL Chiefs  
 



 Major Deal Points 
 From April-July, Chiefs Cannot Book Events  on Same Day as Royals Games Other than Two 



“Extraordinary Events”  
– World Cup 
– Olympic Games 
– Major Religious Events 



 Royals Cannot Book Events on the Same Day as Chiefs Regular Season Games 
 From October-January, Chiefs have Exclusive Right to Book Events 
 From August-October, Two Weekends  and Two Mondays are Set-Aside for the Chiefs Based 



Upon Royals Schedule 
 Chiefs have Certain Rights to Host Games on the Same Days as Royals, as Long as At Least 



Four Hours Apart 
 Royals have Certain Priority Rights Related to Post Season Games 



 
 



 
 



II. SCHEDULING CASE STUDIES 
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Philadelphia, PA 
 



 Agreement Outlines Scheduling Rules Between the MLB Phillies, NFL Eagles, Comcast-
Spectator, and the District 
 



 Major Deal Points 
 Maximum Attendance at the Complex of 84,000 (Subject to Parking Adjustments) 
 Teams Cannot Schedule Home Games on the Same Day 
 Teams Cannot Schedule Home Game and Other Team Schedule Concert on the Same Day 
 Teams Cannot Schedule Events with Attendance Over 5,000 at the Stadiums at the Same Time 



– Certain Exception for Temple University Football, TV Scheduling, or Playoffs 
– Minimum of Three Hours Between Events Required 



 Agreement Outlines Penalties for Violations – Starting at $50,000 
 Scheduling Committee Established 
 Maximum Number of Concerts Established 



– Phillies Can Host Five Concerts 
– Eagles Can Host Six Concerts 



II. SCHEDULING CASE STUDIES 
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Seattle, WA 
 



 Event Scheduling Agreement Between MLB Mariners and NFL Seahawks/MLS Sounders (First & 
Goal, Inc.) – Agreement  Extends Annually Unless Teams Give Notice to Terminate 
 



 Agreement Establishes Scheduling Principles to Minimize Impacts on Neighborhoods and to 
Maximize Shared Parking 
 



 Major Deal Points 
 



 No Dual Events with Combined Attendance Over 58,000 (Monday-Friday) or 70,000 
(Saturday-Sunday, or Holidays) 



– Minimum of Three Hours Between Events 
 



 Limited Exceptions for Overlapping Events 
– No More than Twice per Year on Weeknights 
– No More than Twice per Year on Weekend/Holidays  



 
 



 
 



 
 



II. SCHEDULING CASE STUDIES 
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Seattle, WA (Continued) 
 



 Mitigation 
 Stagger Start Times 
 Coordinate with Seattle Police/Traffic Control 
 Share Traffic/Clean-Up Costs 
 Combined Event Calendar Established 
 Event Coordinator Designated  
 Parking Holds Placed on Certain Event Types  



 
 During Baseball Regular Season, Mariners have Priority 



 Will Solicit Seahawks Input 
 Mariners will Leave 50% of Weekend Dates Available for Football/Soccer (Approximately) 
 Seahawks/Sounders (and Other Stadium/Exhibition Center Events) have Priority After 



Mariners Games Scheduled) – Hold Dates 
 Mariners have Priority After Seahawks/Sounders Hold Dates 



 
 During Baseball Post- Season, Mariners have Priority 



 Mariners Cannot Schedule Three Consecutive Sunday Games 
 



 
 
 



 
 



 
 



 
 



 
 



II. SCHEDULING CASE STUDIES 
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General Observations 
 



 Significant Number of Markets have Stadium and Arenas Located in Close Proximity 
 



 Limited Number of Situations which are Governed by Stand-Alone Scheduling Agreement 
 
 Stand-Alone Scheduling Agreements All Include NFL/MLB Stadiums 



 
 Limited Number of Situations which are Governed by Lease Provisions Regarding Scheduling 



 
 Team/Facilities Often Coordinate Schedules Informally to Alleviate Conflicts 



 
 Event Demand 
 Parking/Traffic 
 Other 



 
 Teams/Facilities Benefit from Cooperation – Formal or Informal 



II. SCHEDULING CASE STUDIES 
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APPENDIX  A – SCHEDULING AGREEMENTS 
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SCHEDULING AGREEMENT



THIS SCHEDULING AGREEMENT (this “Agreement”) is made arid



entered into as of the 19th day of January, 1990, by and between



the KANSAS CITY CHIEFS FOOTBALL CLUB, INC. (the “Chiefs”) and the



KANSAS CITY ROYALS BASEBALL CORPORATION (the “Royals”).



WITNESSETH:



WHEREAS, the Jackson County Sports Complex Authority (the



“Authority”), as lessor, and the Chiefs, as lessee, have entered



into that certain Lease Agreement dated of even date herewith (the



“Chiefs Lease”), whereby the Chiefs have been granted the right to



occupy and use the Football Stadium and certain areas located in



the Harry S. Truman Sports Complex (the “Sports Complex”), located



in Kansas City, Jackson County, Missouri as more particularly



described therein, and



WHEREAS, the Authority, as lessor, and the Royals, as lessee,



have entered into that certain Lease Agreement dated of even date



herewith (the “Royals Lease”), whereby the Royals have been



granted the right to occupy and use the Baseball Stadium and



certain areas in the Sports Complex as more particularly described



therein; and



WHEREAS, the Chiefs and the Royals acknowledge the necessity



for joint use of certain facilities of the Leased Premises (as



defined in their respective Leases) and the desirability of



attampting to avoid the scheduling of more than one event at the











Sports. Complex on the same date and they desire to set forth their
agreements as to priorities and other matters relating to the
scheduling of events at the Sports Complex;



NOW1 THEREFORE, for and in consideration of the mutual
agreements herein contained and other good and valuable
consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of which are
acknowledged by each of the parties to this Agreement, the parties
agree as follows:



1. It is understood that, except as hereinafter set forth,
- the Chiefs and the Royáls each have the right to schedule an event



in its stadium at any time during the tern of its lease agreement
or any extension thereof, but the Royals and the Chiefs recognize
the desirability of avoiding the scheduling of more than one event
at the Sports Complex on the same day. The Chiefs and the Royals
will endeavor to avoid a conflict.



2. (a) During the period of April 1 through July 31 of
each year, the Chiefs agree not to book an event at the
Sports Complex on the same day as a regularly scheduled
Royals’ home game. This limitation shall be effective only
in the event the Royals furnish the Chiefs with an American
League baseball schedule of Royals’ home games no later than
September 1 of the year preceding the opening of the baseball
season..



(b) The Royals agree not to book an event at the Sports
Complex on the same day as a regularly scheduled Chiefs’ home
game at the Football Stadium, provided, however, that such
limitation shall be effective only in the event the Chiefs
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•
furnish the Royals with a National Football League (“NFL”)
schedule of Chiefs’ regular season home games no later than June
1 of the same year as the opening of the football season.



3. (a) From April 1 to July 31 of each year, the Royals shall
have the exclusive right to dates for the purpose of making up
the Royals’ American League baseball home schedule, subject to
the provisions for “Extraordinary Events” and for soccer, games as
hereinafter set forth in paragraphs 4 and 7



(b) After the first (1st) full weekend ending on a Sunday
in October of each year through January 31 of the next year, the
Chiefs shall have the exclusive right to dates for the purpose of
making up the Chiefs’ NFL regular season home schedule and for
play—offs, championship, Pro Bowl and Super Bowl games, subject
to the Royals’ League Championship Series and World Series
provisions as hereinafter set forth in paragraph 6.



4. Anything in paragraphs 2 and 3 above or elsewhere in this
Agreement to the contrary notwithstanding, during the period from
April 1 to July 31 in any year, the Chiefs shall be entitled to have
two (2) “Extraordinary Events”, as hereinafter defined (each of which
may consist of more than one consecutive or non—consecutive days) .



“Extraordinary Events” shall be defined as those comparable to
Olympic games, World Cup Soccer games and major religious events..
Except as hereinafter provided, each of said two ‘(2) Extraordinary
Events must take place within seven (7) consecutive days and the
conclusion of the first Extraordinary Event and the commencement of
the second must be separated by at least ten (10) days. Provided,
however, that with respect to World Cup soccer, neither of the
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limitations in the foregoing sentence shall apply. The Chiefs
shall have the right to select the dates for such two (2)
Extraordinary Events in advance of the issuance of the American
League baseball schedule of Royals’ home games for such year.. In
the event the selected dates conflict with Royals’ home games, the
Royals shall use its best efforts to schedule around such
Extraordinary Events and, in the event its efforts fail, the
Royals shall have the right to select the time of day (afternoon
or night) when its games are played or the Extraordinary Events
are presented. Unless otherwise mutually agreed upon by the
Chiefs and the Royals, a minimum of four (4) hours shall be
scheduled to elapse between the regularly scheduled end of the
first game or event and the regularly sc1eduled commencement time
of the second game or event. Wherever referred to herein, the



-



regularly scheduled endTM of any baseball or football game shall
be determined by utilizing the average time for all Royals
baseball games or all Chiefs football games, as applicable, during
the immediately preceding season.



Once the Royals’ schedule for the next calendar year has been
released, the Chiefs shall not have the right to schedule an
Extraordinary Event that conflicts with any Royals’ game on said
schedule without the written consent of the Royals.



5.. During the period of overlapping seasons of the ChIefs
and the Royals from August 1 to the last day of the first.(Ist)
full weekend ending on a Sunday in October of each year (due to
the fact that basebalidoes and, it is anticipated, will schedule
their home games in advance of the scheduling of the Chiefs’ NFL
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home games, pre-season and regular season), the Chiefs and the
Royals agree that the Chiefs shall have exclusive right to use the
Sports Complex on the following dates:



(a) Two (2) weekends, consisting of Fridays, Saturdays
and Sundays, and two (2) Mondays within the month of August
of each year for Chiefs’ pre—season and regular season home
gaines and college football games. Subject to the provisions
of paragraphs 5(c) and (d) below, the Royals shall have the
right to select and be required to give the.Chiefs written
notice of the aforementioned two (2) weekends and two (2)
Mondays no later than September 1 of the year preceding the
year in which the two (2) weekends and two (2) Mondays are to
be selected. For example, the two (2) weekends and two (2)
Mondays for August of 1991 must be selected by September 1,
1990. The two (2) weekends for August selected preferably
shall not, but if necessary may, be on successive weekends.
The two (2) Mondays for August selected preferably shall not,
but if necessary may, be on successive Mondays. In the event
of the Royals’ failure to timely give such notice, the Chiefs
shall be entitled to select these specific weekends or
Mondays and give written notice of the same to the Royals.
The foregoing notwithstanding, if during the term of this
Agreement, the NFL shall expand its regular season from the
present sixteen (16) games to eighteen (18) or more regular
season games, then the Royals shall use its best efforts to
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• provide one. (1) of such August weekends in such year and each
year thereafter on one (1) of the last two (2) weekends in
such month.



(b) Two (2) weekends, consisting of Fridays, Saturdays
and Sundays, and two (2) Mondays within the month of
September of each year for Chiefs’ regular season and college
football games, one (1) of which weekends shall be during the
last two (2) weekends in September. Sub,ect to the
provisions of paragraphs 5(c) and (d) below, the Royals shall
have the right to select and be required to give the Chiefs
written notice of the aforementioned two (2) weekends and two
(2). Mondays no later than September 1 of the year preceding
the year in which the two (2) weekens and two (2) Mondays in
September are to be .selected. For example, the two (2)
weekends and two (2) Mondays for September of 1991 must be
selected by September 1, 1990. In the event of the Royals’
failure to timely give such notice, the Chiefs’ shall be
entitled to select these specific weekends and Mondays and
give written notice of the same to the Royals.



(c) Anything in paragraphs 5(a) and (b) above to the
contrary notwithstanding, the Chiefs agree to use its best
efforts to abide by the August and September weekends’ and
Mondays dates selected by the Royals as set forth in
paragraphs 5(a) and (b) above, but in addition thereto the
Chiefs shall have an additional one (1) date in August of
each year on which, if due to Chiefs’ NFL pre—season games
scheduling problems, it is necessary for the Chiefs to play
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one of its pre—season home games on the same day as a



previously scheduled Royals’ home game. The Chiefs agree to



use its best efforts to avoid utilizing the provisions of



this subparagraph 5(c) for such additional August date but in



the event of a conflict, it shall be avoided as set forth in



paragraph 5(d) below.



(d) In the event the Royals cannot provide any of the



weekend or Monday dates described in paragraphs 5(a) or (b)



above because of its scheduling pràblems,, then the Chiefs



shall have the right to play any of its affected games on the



same days as previously scheduled Royals’ home games. The



potential conflict of each such game, as well as that



described in 5(c) above, will be avoided by the Chiefs and



Royals playing at non—conflicting times on the same day at



the Sports Complex with the Royals having the preferential



right to select the time of day (afternoon or night) for the



playing of its game. Unless otherwise mutually agreed upon



by the Chiefs and Royals, a minimum of four (4) hours shall



be scheduled to elapse between the regularly scheduled end of



the first game of the day and the. regularly scheduled



commencement time of the second game. For each such event,



the Royals and Chiefs agree to cooperate and consult with



each other regarding the playing of both games on the same



day.



6. Although pursuant to paragraph 3(b) above the Chiefs



have the exclusive right to all dates during the period after the



first (1st) full weekend ending on a Sunday in October of each
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year through January 31 of the next year, the Chiefs recognize
that the Royals may qualify for American League Championship
Series play and World Series play in a year thereby necessitating
Royals’ home games on week days or weekends during the rest of
October of that year. In addition to its rights through the first
full weekend ending on a Sunday in October, the Royals shall have
the right to play home baseball games on any date in October in
any year in which the Royals qualify for League Championship
Series and/or Worlds Series play but in all events the Chiefs



- retain and shall have the ability to schedule home football games
on at least two (2) weekends in October of each year even if such
Chiefs’ games conflict with Royals’ League Championship Series or
World Series home games. The Chiefs agree to use its best efforts
to cause the NFL to attempt to schedule around potential dates for
Royals’ League Championship Series or World Series games for the
next October but the Chiefs cannot and do not guarantee that
conflicts with potential League Championship Series and Worlds
Series dates can be avoided and still give the Chiefs a minimum oftwo (2) weekends in October for the playing of Chiefs’ home games.
Whether or not such Royals’ scheduling gives the Chiefs a minimum
of two non-conflicting weekends in October, if due to the NFL’s
scheduling problems, the NFL cannot avoid potential conflicts with
Royals’ League Championship Series or World Series games, then, in
the event any of the Royals’ League Championship Series and/or
World Series games does conflict with any regularly scheduled
regular season Chiefs’ NFL football game at the Football Stadium
during the period from the last day of the first (1st) full
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• weekend ending on a Sunday in October of any year to the last day
of October of any year, the parties acknowledge that, because of
the NFL’S scheduling requirements, television, radio and ticket



sales commitments and other reasons, the Chiefs cannot move or



reschedule its game to a non-conflicting other date. Accordingly,



in such event, the Chiefs and the Royals agree to avoid the



conflict by playing at non-conflicting times on the same day at
the Sports Complex and the Royals shall have the preferential



right to select the time of day (afternoon or night) for the



—playing of its game. Similarly, in the event the Chiefs for any
reason cannot move a previously scheduled college football game



which so conflicts, the Chiefs and Royals agree to avoid this



conflict by playing at non—conflicting times on the same day at



the Sports Complex and the Royals shall have the preferential



right to select the time of day (afternoon or night) for the



playing of its game. The Róyals and Chiefs agree to cooperate and
consult with each other and their respective League and



Commissioners’ offices and television and radio networks regarding
the times of play on the same day and procedures for parking and
crowd control. Unless otherwise mutually agreed upon by the
Chiefs and Royals, a minimum of four (4) hours shall be scheduled
to elapse betweenthe regularly scheduled end of the first game of
the day and the regularly scheduled commencement time’ of the



second game.



7. Subject to the rights of the Royals (including regular



season home schedule, League Championship Series and World Series)
and the rights of the Chiefs (including pre—season, regular
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- season, play—off, Championship and/or Bowl games) herein set forth
and in the event professional soccer is played at the Leased
Premises, the Royals and the Chiefs agree not to schedule any
other event at the same time on the same day as a regularly
scheduled professional soccer game, including play—offs and
championship games.



The Royals and the Chiefs shall make every effort to arrange
the most suitable possible dates available for soccer post season
Championship Play-off games. From April 1. through July 31, the



-Chiefs, if absolutely necessary for soccer scheduling purposes,
shall have the right to select up to a maximum of two(2) days for
soccer which days may conflict with regularly scheduled home
baseball games. However, the Royals shall have the right to
designate the time of day (afternoon or night) when such events
shall be played. Unless otherwise mutually agreed upon by the
Chiefs and Royals, a minimum of four (4) hours shall be scheduled
to elapse between the regularly scheduled end of the first game of
the day and the regularly scheduled commencement time of the
second game.



8. For all purposes of this Scheduling Agreement,
including, without limitation, paragraphs 5(a), (b) and (c) and
paragraph 6 above, should it be necessary to determine whether or•



:not a weekend falls in one month or another, such weekend shall be
deemed to be in the month in which the Sunday of such weekend
falls.
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9. If either the Royals or the Chiefs desire to use only



the joint use area of the Leased Premises, as described in the



Royals’ and Chiefs’ lease agreements, for an event of any nature,



it will give written notice to the Lessor and to each other and at



the same time will offer to the other an option for equal



participation in the promotion of such event. The party offered



an option to participate shall have fifteen (15) days in which to



exercise said option to participate. If the option is rejected in



writing or not exercised in writing within said time, then th



party offered the option will not compete with said event by an



event of a similar nature for a period of five (5) years from the



date of the first notice to it regarding said event and it waives



its right to participate in said event inthe future. In the



event of non-participation in any such event by a party, then the
party promoting the event will pay to the other party a “rental
fee” as hereinafter defined for using said joint use area.



10. The term “rental fee” as used in this Agreement shall
mean:



(a) Any amount agreed upon at any time and from time to
time between the Chiefs and the Royals for the use of the



joint use area by the other or b a third party; or



(b) In the absence of an agreed amount pursuant to 9(a)
above and with regard to the use by either the Chiefs or the
Royals, seven and one—half percent (7 1/2%) of gross



receipts, net of taxes, from ticket sales and parking



revenues only; or
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(C) In the absence of an agreement pursuant to 9(a)
above and with regard to a third party, fifty percent (5O)
of any lump sum rent charged to the third party user, Which
total lump sum shall in no event be less than fifteen percent
(15%) of gross receipts, net of taxes, from ticket sales and
parking revenues only, or if no lump sum rent is charged the
third party, seven and one-half percent (7 1/2%) of gross
receipts, net of taxes, from ticket sales and parking
revenues only.



11. In the event of a dispute between the Chiefs andthe
Royals with regard to any issue which may arise under or by virtue
of this Agreement and which cannot be resolved by the two parties
after good faith efforts to discuss and ngotiate with respect to
the disputed issue, such dispute will be resolved by arbitration
in accordance with Article XIII, Conflicts and Arbitration, in the
respective leases between the Chiefs and the Royals and the
Lessor, except that the Chiefs and the Royals agree that with
regard to such disputes which may arise under and by virtue of
this Agreement, each may designate its Commissioner, or an
arbitrator designated by its Commissioner, as its arbitrator.



12. This Agreement shall be effective from and after the
date hereof and shall supersede and replace any prior agreements
among the parties concerning the subject matter hereof in their
entirety. This Agreement and its provisions shall expire or
terminate upon the expiration or sooner termination of the Royals’
Lease and/or the Chiefs’ Lease or both.
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Title: Secretary
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KANSAS CITY CHIEFS FOOTBALL
CLUB, INC.



By:
Lamar Hunt



Title: Owner



-
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have caused this



Agreement to be executed by their duly authorized officers, in



multiple counterparts, each of which shall be deemed an original,



as of the day and year first above written.



KANSAS CIT YALS BASEBALL
RPOØNf



Title: Chairman



I



Title: Secretary
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Cincinnati, OH 
Cincinnati Bengals Lease  
 Section 8.9 - Scheduling Events on the Riverfront  
 Without in any way limiting Team's rights under Section 8.8 of this Lease, Team and County hereby 



agree that each shall use good faith efforts to cooperate with each other and that each shall work with 
third parties in the scheduling of events at the Stadium Complex and at other locations within the 
general vicinity of the banks of the Ohio River that are within one mile of the Stadium Complex so as 
to minimize scheduling conflicts and to provide for the efficient use of the Parking Facilities. 



 



Cincinnati Reds Lease  
 Section 32.1.4  
 Notwithstanding the foregoing, the Team acknowledges that the availability of all of the Required 



Spaces to the Team on an exclusive basis for all MLB games and Team Use Day Events will be limited 
to the extent that simultaneous events are scheduled at Paul Brown Stadium as provided in Article 
32.1.1. The Team agrees to cooperate with the County to develop a procedure to identify and 
coordinate events which are scheduled to occur simultaneously or within proximate time periods as 
Paul Brown Stadium and U.S. Bank Arena in order to avoid traffic congestion, provide for public safety 
and allocate parking revenues among all event sponsors or other Persons entitled thereto. In addition, 
the Team agrees to cooperate in the scheduling of Events, to the extent such scheduling or the ability to 
direct or cause changes to occur in such scheduling in within the control of the Team, in order to avoid 
or minimize scheduling conflicts for Events held in or about the "Central Riverfront" area. 
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Oakland, CA 
Oakland Athletics Lease  
 Section 5.9.5  
 Licensee shall have scheduling priority throughout each Baseball Season. Licensee will work with 



Licensor, any football franchisee, and Major League Baseball to accommodate a football schedule that 
does not conflict with baseball. If Licensor executes a license agreement with a National Football 
League franchisee, Licensee will request permission from Major Baseball to make two non-consecutive 
weekends during the months of August and September, as well as the first and last weekends in 
October, available for the scheduling of football games. Licensor may schedule football games at the 
Stadium during dates for which Home Games are not scheduled at the Stadium, subject to Licensor's 
ability to restore field conditions as provided herein. Licensee will make the preliminary and final 
Championship Season schedules available to Licensor upon receipt by Licensee, even if not released to 
the public. In connection with the development of each baseball and football schedule, Licensor, 
Licensee and such a football franchisee will attempt, to accommodate the reasonable scheduling 
requirements of each other and of the respective leagues and will work in good faith to resolve any 
disputes arising therefrom. The parties acknowledge that Major League Baseball may not allow 
Licensee to commit to make the two football weekends in each of August and September non-
consecutive, nor, because of playoffs and the World Series, will Major League Baseball commit to 
make the first and last weekends in October available for scheduling of a football game. The National 
Football League franchisee shall have scheduling priority from the day after the final American League 
hosted World Series game each year through the end of the following January. 
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Oakland, CA 
Oakland Athletics Lease (Continued) 
 Section 6.6 - Dual Events  
 In the event a Home Game or Other Event is held on the same day as an NBA basketball game (a 



"Basketball Day"), (a) Licensor shall be the operator of the Parking Area on such day if such day is 
during the NBA basketball playoff season, and (b) Licensee shall be the operator of the Parking Area on 
such day if such day is not during the NBA basketball playoff season. Notwithstanding the foregoing, in 
the event of a Basketball Day or other dual event day, Licensee and Licensor shall cooperate in good 
faith to develop a management plan that ensures the fair and equitable distribution of  parking capacity 
and the orderly and efficient use of the Parking Area by all attendees at all such events. 



 Such management plans will be based on the anticipated attendance for dual events, and shall always 
include Parking Facilities, including four thousand (4,000) VIP preferred parking spaces, for Licensee's 
Home Games (if applicable); two thousand five hundred (2,500) VIP preferred parking spaces for NBA 
basketball (if applicable); and three hundred (300) spaces reserved for other Arena or Exhibit Hall event 
users in the D lot. During the Championship Season, no dual events other than professional NBA 
basketball shall be scheduled during any Home Games. If an NBA basketball event is scheduled on the 
same date as a Home Game during the Championship Season, Licensee shall have priority in 
developing the parking plan for such date; if a baseball event is scheduled on the same date as an NBA 
basketball game during an NBA basketball playoff season, Licensor shall have priority in developing a 
parking plan for such date. OACC will issue all seasonal permanent parking permits to any NBA 
basketball licensee of the Arena. In the event the Coliseum Complex has two arena facilities, Licensor 
shall not schedule events in both arenas that cause use of parking at the same time as attendees at Home 
Games. 
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Oakland, CA 
Oakland Athletics Lease (Continued) 
 Revenue for all dual events will be prorated based upon the formula set forth on Exhibit D. Day-of-



game parking security costs will be prorated between Licensee and Licensor using the Exhibit D 
formula. Except or otherwise provided in any agreement between Licensor and any other third party in 
effect as of the date hereof, Licensor and Licensee, in consultation with each other, shall set mutually 
acceptable parking rates and fees for dual event days. 



 
 Fifth Amendment Section 3 - Scheduling  
 Added section 5.9.6 to read as follows. 
 
 Not later than January 15 of each year of the Fixed Term, Licensee may designate to Licensor in 



writing up to five (5) Home Games whereon Licensor agrees to use its best efforts not to schedule 
events (other than Warriors basketball games) at the Arena or in the Parking Lot during such designated 
Home Games, unless such events (a) would conclude at least two (2) hours prior to the scheduled start 
of a Home Game or (b) would commence at least six ( 6) hours after the scheduled start of a Home 
Game. 
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Oakland, CA 
Oakland Raiders License Agreement 
 Section 4 - Scheduling Use 
 Licensor and Raiders shall exercise their best efforts and good faith in coordinating the schedules of 



other licensees or users of the OACC Stadium and OACC Complex and the schedule of Football Events 
for any Football Season during the term of this License; provided, that in the event of a conflict 
between a use of the OACC stadium by the Athletics and a use by Raiders, the Athletics' use shall be 
given priority unless an agreement is otherwise reached between Licensor, Raiders, and the Athletics; 
and provided that, in the event of a conflict between a use of the OACC stadium by Raiders and a 
licensee or user of OACC Stadium other than the Athletics, Raiders' use shall be given priority unless 
an agreement is otherwise reached between Licensor, Raiders and/or such other licensee or user of 
OACC Stadium. In all events, Raiders shall be allowed to schedule and play at least two (2) home Pre-
Season games on Friday nights or Saturdays in August in each Football Season and to schedule and 
play at least two (2) home Regular Season games on Sundays in September and October during each 
Football Season at the OACC Stadium; provided, however, that if the Athletics are hosting a 
championship season baseball game on Sundays in October, Raiders’ two (2) home Regular Season 
games in October may be on Monday nights. Raiders shall have priority in scheduling for all home 
games it plays at the OACC stadium during November, December, January and February of each 
Football Season. 
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Oakland, CA 
Oakland Raiders License Agreement (Continued) 
 Section 5.2 - Shared Parking 
 The parties acknowledge that on some occasions, other events may be scheduled at the OACC 



Complex on the same day as a Football Event (such events being referred to as "Conflicting Events"). It 
is understood and agreed that when there is a conflicting Event the Parking Area will be shared by 
persons attending the Football Event and the Conflicting Event; provided, however, that at least 
Parking Capacity will be made available for parking by persons attending the Football Event. Events 
scheduled at the OACC Complex by a professional basketball franchise that is a licensee of Licensor 
for a term of at least one (1) year shall not constitute a Conflicting Event for the purposes of this 
Section 5.2. If any such basketball event is scheduled on the same day as a Football Event, Licensor 
will make Parking capacity available for parking by persons attending all OACC Complex events and 
Licensor will provide shuttle transportation and/or alternate transportation to persons attending the 
events who cannot be accommodated by Parking Capacity at the OACC Complex. 
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Oakland, CA 
Golden State Warriors License Agreement 
 Section 3.5 – Additional Use 



Licensor grants to Licensee the right to use portions of the New Arena (other than Licensor Areas) as 
designated by Licensee to hold up to ten (10) Warriors Events annually upon at least sixty (60) days' 
prior notice, subject to: (i) then existing Booking Commitments of Licensor to hold events at such dates 
and times; and (ii) there being no Major League Baseball or National Football League event scheduled 
in the Stadium on such date. Furthermore, Licensee shall use its best efforts to avoid scheduling most 
of the Warriors Events during such prime scheduling times in the New Arena as designated by Licensor 
except that up to five (5) Warriors Events per year may be held during prime scheduling times, such as 
Friday, Saturday or Sunday dates other than Home Game days. Licensee shall not be required to pay 
any rent or other charges to Licensor for Warriors Events, except that Licensee shall reimburse 
Licensor for all actual out-of-pocket expenses incurred by Licensor in the staging and presentation of 
Warrior Events. All other income, if any, from Warriors Events shall be retained by Licensee. Warriors 
Events shall be consistent with Licensee's business as an NBA franchise and shall not be intended to 
compete with other events presented in the New Arena. 
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Oakland, CA 
Golden State Warriors License Agreement (Continued) 
 Exhibit A – Dual Event Parking 



When dual events occur the steps to allocate parking revenues are: 1. Divide the attendance for the 
Stadium event by 4.25 to achieve a potential parking car count. Divide the total of the other event(s) by 
3.23 to achieve the potential parking car count. 2. Add the two potential car counts and then calculate 
the percentage relationship of the Stadium event and other event(s) to the total car potential. 3. Allocate 
the total cars on the parking concessionaire's report by the respective percentages. 
 
Example: 
Step 1:  Stadium Attendance 22,509 divided by 4.25 = 5,296 Cars 
 Warriors attendance 14,461 divided by 3.23 = 4,477 Cars 
Step 2: Total potential cars 9,773 
 Stadium 5,296 divided by 9,773 =54% 
 Warriors 4,477 divided by 9, 773 = 46% 
Step 3: Allocation of Cars 
 Parking concessionaire's report = 7,790 cars 
 Allocation: Stadium 7,790 times 54% = 4,207 Cars 
 Allocation: Warriors 7,790 times 46% = 3,583 Cars 
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ARENAS/STADIUMS WITH STAND-ALONE SCHEDULING AGREEMENTS 
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Baltimore, MD 
 
 Point A – M&T Bank Stadium 



 NFL Baltimore Ravens 
 
 Point B – Camden Yards 



 MLB Baltimore Orioles 
 



 Driving Distance: 0.4 Miles 
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Baltimore, MD 
 
 Blue Point – Camden Yards 
 
 Green Point – M&T Bank Stadium 
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Arlington, TX 
 
 Point A – Rangers Ballpark in Arlington 



 MLB Texas Rangers 
 
 Point B – Cowboys Stadium 



 NFL Dallas Cowboys 
 
 Driving Distance: 0.8 Miles 
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Arlington, TX 
 



 Blue Point – Rangers Ballpark in Arlington 
 
 Green Point – Cowboys Stadium 
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Kansas City, MO 
 
 Point A – Kauffman Stadium 



 MLB Kansas City Royals 
 
 Point B – Arrowhead Stadium 



 NFL Kansas City Chiefs 
 
 Driving Distance: Adjacent 
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Kansas City, MO 
 



 Blue Point – Kauffman Stadium 
 
 Green Point – Arrowhead Stadium 
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Philadelphia, PA 
 
 Point A – Citizens Bank Park 



 MLB Philadelphia Phillies 
 
 Point B – Lincoln Financial Field 



 NFL Philadelphia Eagles 
 



 Point C – Wells Fargo Center 
 NHL Philadelphia Flyers 
 NBA Philadelphia 76ers 
 



 Driving Distance: 0.8 Miles 
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Philadelphia, PA 
 



 Blue Point – Citizens Bank Park 
 
 Green Point – Lincoln Financial Field 



 
 Black Point – Wells Fargo Center 
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Seattle, WA 
 
 Point A – CenturyLink Field 



 NFL Seattle Seahawks 
 MLS Seattle Sounders FC 



 
 Point B – Safeco Field 



 MLB Seattle Mariners 
 
 Driving Distance: 0.3 Miles 
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Seattle, WA 
 



 Blue Point – Safeco Field 
 
 Green Point – CenturyLink Field 
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ARENAS/STADIUMS WITHOUT STAND-ALONE SCHEDULING AGREEMENTS 
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Charlotte, NC 
 
 Point A – Time Warner Cable Arena 



 NBA Charlotte Bobcats 
 
 Point B – Bank of America Stadium 



 NFL Carolina Panthers 
 



 Driving Distance: 1.0 Miles 
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Charlotte, NC 
 



 Blue Point – Time Warner Cable Arena 
 
 Green Point – Bank of America Stadium 
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Cincinnati, OH 
 
 Point A – Great American Ball Park 



 MLB Cincinnati Reds 
 
 Point B – Paul Brown Stadium 



 NFL Cincinnati Bengals 
 
 Driving Distance: 0.5 Miles 
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Cincinnati, OH 
 



 Blue Point – Great American Ball Park 
 
 Green Point – Paul Brown Stadium 
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Cleveland, OH 
 
 Point A – Progressive Field 



 MLB Cleveland Indians 
 
 Point B – Quicken Loans Arena 



 NBA Cleveland Cavaliers 
 
 Driving Distance: Adjacent 
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Cleveland, OH 
 



 Blue Point – Progressive Field 
 
 Green Point – Quicken Loans Arena 
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Denver, CO 
 
 Point A – Coors Field 



 MLB Colorado Rockies 
 
 Point B – Pepsi Center 



 NBA Denver Nuggets 
 NBA Colorado Avalanche 



 
 Driving Distance: 0.9 Miles 
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Denver, CO 
 



 Blue Point – Coors Field 
 
 Green Point – Pepsi Center 
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Detroit, MI 
 
 Point A – Comerica Park 



 MLB Detroit Tigers 
 
 Point B – Ford Field 



 NFL Detroit Lions 
 
 Driving Distance: Adjacent 
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Detroit, MI 
 



 Blue Point – Ford Field  
 
 Green Point – Comerica Park 
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Glendale, AZ 
 
 Point A – Jobing.com Arena 



 NHL Phoenix Coyotes 
 
 Point B – University of Phoenix Stadium 



 NFL Arizona Cardinals 
 
 Driving Distance: 0.5 Miles 
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Glendale, AZ 
 



 Blue Point – Jobing.com Arena 
 
 Green Point – University of Phoenix Stadium 
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Houston, TX 
 
 Point A – Minute Maid Park 



 MLB Houston Astros 
  
 Point B – Toyota Center 



 NBA Houston Rockets 
 
 Driving Distance: 1.1 Miles 
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Houston, TX 
 



 Blue Point – Toyota Center 
 
 Green Point – Minute Maid Park 
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Indianapolis, IN 
 
 Point A – Bankers Life Fieldhouse 



 NBA Indiana Pacers 
 
 Point B – Lucas Oil Stadium 



 NFL Indianapolis Colts 
 
 Driving Distance: 0.6 Miles 
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Indianapolis, IN 
 



 Blue Point – Bankers Life Fieldhouse 
 
 Green Point – Lucas Oil Stadium 
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Minneapolis, MN 
 
 Point A – Target Field 



 MLB Minnesota Twins 
 
 Point B – Target Center 



 NBA Minnesota Timberwolves 
 
 Driving Distance: 0.3 Miles 
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Minneapolis, MN 
 



 Blue Point – Target Center 
 
 Green Point – Target Field 
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Nashville, TN 
 
 Point A – Bridgestone Arena 



 NHL Nashville Predators 
 
 Point B – LP Field 



 NFL Tennessee Titans 
 
 Driving Distance: 1.5 Miles 
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Nashville, TN 
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New Orleans, LA 
 
 Point A – Mercedes-Benz Superdome 



 NFL New Orleans Saints 
 
 Point B – New Orleans Arena 



 NBA New Orleans Pelicans 
 
 Driving Distance: Adjacent 
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New Orleans, LA 
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Oakland, CA 
 
 Point A – Oracle Arena 



 NBA Golden State Warriors 
 
 Point B – O.co Coliseum 



 MLB Oakland A’s 
 NFL Oakland Raiders 
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Oakland, CA 
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Phoenix, AZ 
 
 Point A – US Airways Center  



 NBA Phoenix Suns 
 
 Point B – Chase Field 



 MLB Arizona Diamondbacks 
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Phoenix, AZ 
 
 Blue Point – Chase Field 
 
 Green Point – US Airways Center 
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Pittsburgh, PA 
 
 Point A – Heinz Field 



 NFL Pittsburgh Steelers 
 
 Point B – PNC Park 



 MLB Pittsburgh Pirates 
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Pittsburgh, PA 
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St. Louis, MO 
 
 Point A – Busch Stadium 



 MLB St. Louis Cardinals 
 
 Point B – Scottrade Center 



 NHL St. Louis Blues 
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St. Louis, MO 
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Toronto, Canada 
 
 Point A – Air Canada Centre 



 NBA Toronto Raptors 
 NHL Toronto Maple Leafs 
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Toronto, Canada 
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This analysis is subject to our contractual terms, as well as the following limiting conditions and assumptions: 
 
 The analysis has been prepared for internal decision making purposes of the Client only and shall not be used for any other purposes 



without the prior written permission of Barrett Sports Group, LLC. 
 The analysis includes findings and recommendations; however, all decisions in connection with the implementation of such findings and 



recommendations shall be Client’s responsibility. 
 Ownership and management of the arena are assumed to be in competent and responsible hands.  Ownership and management can 



materially impact the findings of this analysis. 
 Any estimates of historical or future prices, revenues, rents, expenses, occupancy, net operating income, mortgage debt service, capital 



outlays, cash flows, inflation, capitalization rates, yield rates or interest rates are intended solely for analytical purposes and are not to be 
construed as predictions of the analysts.  They represent only the judgment of the authors based on information provided by operators and 
owners active in the market place, and their accuracy is in no way guaranteed. 



 Our work has been based in part on review and analysis of information provided by unrelated sources which are believed accurate, but 
cannot be assured to be accurate.  No audit or other verification has been completed. 



 Current and anticipated market conditions are influenced by a large number of external factors.  We have not knowingly withheld any 
pertinent facts, but we do not guarantee that we have knowledge of all factors which might influence the operating potential of the facility.  
Due to rapid changes in the external factors, the actual results may vary significantly from estimates presented in this report. 



 The analysts reserve the right to make such adjustments to the analyses, opinions, and conclusions set forth in this report as may be 
required by consideration of additional data or more reliable data which may become available. 



 The analysis is intended to be read and used as a whole and not in parts.  Separation of any section or page from the main body of the 
report is expressly forbidden and invalidates the analysis. 



 Possession of the analysis does not carry with it the right of publication.  It shall be used for its intended purpose only and by the parties to 
whom it is addressed.  Other parties should not rely on the findings of this report for any purpose and should perform their own due 
diligence.     



 Our performance of the tasks completed does not constitute an opinion of value or appraisal, or a projection of financial performance or 
audit of the facility in accordance with generally accepted audit standards.  Estimates of value (ranges) have been prepared to illustrate 
current and possible future market conditions. 



 The analysis shall not be used in any matters pertaining to any financing, or real estate or other securities offering, registration, or 
exemption with any state or with the federal Securities and Exchange Commission. 



 No liability is assumed for matters which are legal or environmental in nature. 
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From: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
To: "Kate Aufhauser"
Subject: RE: BCSD East Side Submissions 2/25
Date: Thursday, February 26, 2015 12:53:00 PM
Attachments: image001.png


Thanks!
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: Kate Aufhauser [mailto:KAufhauser@warriors.com] 
Sent: Thursday, February 26, 2015 11:27 AM
To: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
Cc: Clarke Miller; ldicarlo@manicaarchitecture.com; Lauren Weingartner; Arce, Pedro (CII)
Subject: RE: BCSD East Side Submissions 2/25
 
Yes, I’ll do that. Good thought. Stay tuned.
 
Kate Aufhauser
Project Analyst
510.986.5419 (office) | 202.230.2642 (cell)
kaufhauser@warriors.com


website | tickets | app | social | find us


SBJ's 2014 Sports Team of the Year
 
 


From: Reilly, Catherine (CII) [mailto:catherine.reilly@sfgov.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 25, 2015 6:22 PM
To: Kate Aufhauser
Cc: Clarke Miller; ldicarlo@manicaarchitecture.com; Lauren Weingartner; Arce, Pedro (CII)
Subject: RE: BCSD East Side Submissions 2/25
 
Thank you, Kate.  I am realized that this has the potential to turn into a mess with multiple
documents floating around back and forth.  Could you set up a tracking system that has each
document listed and when it is sent to us and when we return it, etc. that can be updated as we
move along?  Then it will give us something to refer to make sure we don’t miss anything. Thanks
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
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San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: Kate Aufhauser [mailto:KAufhauser@warriors.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 25, 2015 6:12 PM
To: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
Cc: Clarke Miller; ldicarlo@manicaarchitecture.com; Lauren Weingartner; Arce, Pedro (CII)
Subject: BCSD East Side Submissions 2/25
 
Catherine:
Please find the following attached for both the Arena package and the Market Hall/Retail package:
 


1)       Preliminary draft BCSD packages: InDesign file (basic layout and working labels), vicinity
plans, existing renderings, and a first pass at pedestrian vignettes (eye-level Sketch-up
screenshots)


a.       Q: The last two (renderings/vignettes) are placeholders and do not yet incorporate
updated landscape, retail, etc. We are hoping for feedback on the general format
(i.e., is Sketchup OK?) and the specific views/areas chosen to represent.


2)       A blank mock-up for the Project Data Summary table
a.       Q: Should this be one table, copied across packages, or should the summary table in


select packages focus only on specific structures? For instance, under “Building
Heights,” we currently have multiple structures listed (instead of one or two).


3)       The last document you received confirming our Adjusted Gross & Leasable calculations
(“GSW development exclusions V5 Final”)


a.       Q: Should these same tables be updated and worked into the BCSD package for the
arena and the retail, as applicable? Or do we not need to repeat?


4)       Narrative outlines (key points that will be covered when we translate these to prose)
 
I am also including a color-coded site plan to confirm which areas are covered by which package – as
you requested last Thursday. We don’t yet have an updated rendered site plan, so please disregard
the old office massing and slightly different arena shape at the SE corner. The ideas should be clear.
As discussed, the offices (both shown in pink) will each be covered in separate, standalone packages
(2 total).
 
Per your note yesterday, we’ll look forward to comments from OCII in 7 days (end of day 3/4). We’ll
be working on additional materials in the meantime and are available for questions or comments as
they arise.
 
Thanks,
Kate
 
Kate Aufhauser
Project Analyst
510.986.5419 (office) | 202.230.2642 (cell)
kaufhauser@warriors.com
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SBJ's 2014 Sports Team of the Year
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From: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
To: Kate Aufhauser
Cc: Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Arce, Pedro (CII); Clarke Miller; ldicarlo@manicaarchitecture.com; Lauren Weingartner;


Mallory Shure; Kern, Chris (CPC)
Subject: RE: 2 BCSD Questions
Date: Wednesday, February 25, 2015 10:20:04 AM


Definitely can look different more interested in content and presentation. Please dont
do cardboard covers.  :)


Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4G LTE smartphone


-------- Original message --------
From: Kate Aufhauser
Date:02/25/2015 10:16 AM (GMT-08:00)
To: "Reilly, Catherine (CII)"
Cc: "Bollinger, Brett (CPC)" ,"Arce, Pedro (CII)" ,Clarke Miller
,ldicarlo@manicaarchitecture.com,Lauren Weingartner ,Mallory Shure ,"Kern, Chris
(CPC)"
Subject: Re: 2 BCSD Questions


Sorry for the confusion, but I've since realized we do not need shadow studies in our
BCSD package since we are not requesting a variance. Please disregard. 


The formatting question was an "all of the above" (font, layout of graphics on each
page, label placement, etc). Just trying to understand if the two office packages
Pfau Long is producing need to match the other three in any way, or if they can
reflect the fact that they're being generated by a different (office-focused) design
team. For instance, all the salesforce packages match, but not all the old ARE
packages do. 


Sent from my iPhone


On Feb 25, 2015, at 8:41 AM, Reilly, Catherine (CII) <catherine.reilly@sfgov.org>
wrote:


Sorry that is the Combined Basic Concept/Schematic Design package.  Don’t need to
worry about that question, just the wind study.  Thanks!
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: Bollinger, Brett (CPC) 



mailto:/O=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=619AB48309934C6CBD9C6E781E4D71D9-CATHERINE REILLY
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Sent: Wednesday, February 25, 2015 8:41 AM
To: Reilly, Catherine (CII); Kate Aufhauser
Cc: Arce, Pedro (CII); Clarke Miller; ldicarlo@manicaarchitecture.com; Lauren
Weingartner; 'Mallory Shure'; Kern, Chris (CPC)
Subject: RE: 2 BCSD Questions
 
What is “BCSD”? To many acronyms in this line of business to remember them all.
 


From: Reilly, Catherine (CII) 
Sent: Wednesday, February 25, 2015 8:38 AM
To: Kate Aufhauser
Cc: Arce, Pedro (CII); Clarke Miller; ldicarlo@manicaarchitecture.com; Lauren
Weingartner; 'Mallory Shure'; Kern, Chris (CPC); Bollinger, Brett (CPC)
Subject: RE: 2 BCSD Questions
 
I am cc-ing Chris and Brett since we should have the same shadow study as is included
in the EIR.  So, if they are ok with the bigger swoops, I am, though I would include a
footnote that recognizes the change and states that the shadow study is more
conservative than the proposed design due to the building now being smaller (if true).
 
As for the formatting, what specifically are you referring to?  Font, layout, etc?
 
Thanks
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: Kate Aufhauser [mailto:KAufhauser@warriors.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 24, 2015 11:07 PM
To: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
Cc: Arce, Pedro (CII); Clarke Miller; ldicarlo@manicaarchitecture.com; Lauren
Weingartner; 'Mallory Shure'
Subject: RE: 2 BCSD Questions
 
(W/ attachment)
 
Kate Aufhauser
Project Analyst
510.986.5419 (office) | 202.230.2642 (cell)
kaufhauser@warriors.com
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SBJ's 2014 Sports Team of the Year
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From: Kate Aufhauser 
Sent: Tuesday, February 24, 2015 11:06 PM
To: Reilly, Catherine (OCII)
Cc: 'Arce, Pedro (CII)'; 'Clarke Miller'; ldicarlo@manicaarchitecture.com; 'Lauren
Weingartner'; Mallory Shure
Subject: 2 BCSD Questions
 
Catherine –
 
Two quick questions.


1)       Have you and Pedro determined whether all BCSD packages across our project
site need to have the same formatting?


2)       To date we’d been planning on using the SEIR shadow studies (attached) for
consistency. But, I just noticed these use our CEQA site plan (Manica office
massing, not updated PLA, and no small reduction in arena “swooshes”). I
presume our team should plan to re-run the shadow studies?


 
Thanks,
Kate
 
Kate Aufhauser
Project Analyst
510.986.5419 (office) | 202.230.2642 (cell)
kaufhauser@warriors.com
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From: Debbie Kern
To: Van de Water, Adam (MYR)
Cc: Richard Berkson; Michael Nimon (mnimon@epsys.com); Reilly, Catherine (CII)
Subject: RE: utility costs
Date: Thursday, February 26, 2015 10:04:56 AM


Hi Everyone,
 
In 2009 we prepared a fiscal impact analysis of the San Jose Convention and they provided us with
actual utility expenses.  I am attaching a sheet from that report.  In summary, utility expenses
totaled $4.61 per square foot. 
Debbie
 
Debbie M. Kern, Senior Principal 
Keyser Marston Associates, Inc. 
160 Pacific Avenue, Suite 204
San Francisco, CA  94111 
(415) 398-3050, ext. 230 
(415) 397-5065 (fax) 
dkern@keysermarston.com 
www.keysermarston.com
 
This e-mail message and any attachments are confidential.  If you are not the intended recipient,
please immediately reply to the sender and delete the message from your e-mail system.  Thank you.
 


From: Van de Water, Adam (MYR) [mailto:adam.vandewater@sfgov.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 25, 2015 4:34 PM
To: 'Dick Shaff'; Bob Sauter
Cc: Richard Berkson; Michael Nimon (mnimon@epsys.com); Debbie Kern; Reilly, Catherine (CII)
Subject: Warriors Question
 
Hi Dick and Bob:
 
I’m hoping you can help our economic consultants, CC:ed here, answer a question about the
Warriors arena.  We’re trying to estimate annual collections from the arena for the Utility Users Tax,
which is calculated at 7.5% of telephone, electric, gas, steam and water use.  We can use industry
numbers for the office and retail components but are having a hard time estimating consumption
for the arena itself.  Do you or SMG have any approximations of utility use we could apply to the
proposed 18,000 seat, 775,000 gsf arena?  Maybe rates per square foot of convention exhibit space
that we could extrapolate?  Anything you can share would be tremendously helpful.


Thanks, 
 
Adam Van de Water
Office of Economic and Workforce Development
City Hall Room 448
San Francisco, CA 94102
(415) 554-6625
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From: Clarke Miller
To: Kern, Chris (CPC); Reilly, Catherine (CII); Paul Mitchell (pmitchell@esassoc.com); Joyce Hsiao


(joyce@orionenvironment.com); Mary
Subject: FW: Update on PS 15 analysis
Date: Thursday, February 26, 2015 8:58:36 AM
Attachments: Mission_Bay_SanitaryPS_22515_Signed.pdf


Hi,
We received the MBSPS analysis from PUC. Our civil engineers (BKF) are reviewing, and we intend to
set up a meeting to discuss it further with PUC. I’ll keep you apprised of the date of that meeting.
Thanks,
Clarke
 


From: Eickman, Kent [mailto:keickman@sfwater.org] 
Sent: Thursday, February 26, 2015 7:42 AM
To: Clarke Miller; Tran, Michael
Cc: Kate Aufhauser (kaufhauser@warriors.com); Regler, Lori; Webster, Leslie; Van de Water, Adam;
Harrison, Lewis; Engel, George; Wong, Manfred; Tam, Bessie
Subject: RE: Update on PS 15 analysis
 
Clarke, attached is the Mission Bay Sanitary analysis report.  I noticed that the 16” force main shown
on Attachment 1 extends north across the Channel. The force main actually connects to the South
Channel Box and does not extend north. After you have reviewed the report, please let us know
when  you would like to meet to discuss.
Thanks, Kent
 


From: Clarke Miller [mailto:CMiller@stradasf.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 25, 2015 9:07 PM
To: Tran, Michael
Cc: Kate Aufhauser (kaufhauser@warriors.com); Regler, Lori; Webster, Leslie; Eickman, Kent; Van de
Water, Adam
Subject: RE: Update on PS 15 analysis
 
Michael,
We didn’t see the PS 15 analysis come through today as you’d anticipated. Can you let us know
when we should realistically expect it?
Thanks,
Clarke
 


From: Clarke Miller 
Sent: Monday, February 23, 2015 3:59 PM
To: 'Tran, Michael'
Cc: Kate Aufhauser (kaufhauser@warriors.com); Regler, Lori; Webster, Leslie; Eickman, Kent
Subject: RE: Update on PS 15 analysis
 
Thanks for the update, Michael. We’ll keep an eye out for the PS 15 analysis in the next couple of
days. If you expect it to slip any further, please let me know.
 
Thanks too for the update on the dewatering. We’ll be ready to meet as soon as your team is
prepared.
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Technical Memorandum  



To:    Manfred Wong – SFPUC                     



            Bessie Tam – SFPUC 
 



Thru:    Wallis Lee – DPW Hydraulic Section   
 
From:    Bassam Aldhafari – DPW Hydraulic Section 
 
Date:       February 25, 2015   
 
Subject:   Hydraulic Assessment of Mission Bay Sanitary Pump Station 



 



Executive Summary: 



The Mission Bay Sanitary Pump Station (MBSPS) was constructed in year 2011 within 



block P15. The original design flow (full build‐out) to the station accounted for 2 MGD and 



6 MGD average and peak flow respectively in a study by Olivia Chen Consultants (Dated 



December 2000). Included in the study was a projection of 66 GPM (Average) and 200 



GPM (Peak) for blocks 29 and 30 combined (see Attachment 1 for location). According to 



UCSF Long Range Development Plan Entitlement Increase Analysis (Dated May 2013), the 



current average and peak flow projections to MBSPS are 2.1 MGD and 6.63 MGD 



respectively at full build‐out.   



 



A flow meter was installed by the SFPUC to measure diurnal flows in the 33‐inch influent 



sewer that connects to the wet well at MBSPS. Current flow entering the station is 



approximately 2.2 MGD average and 3.3 MGD peak during dry weather conditions.  



 



Enclosed Attachments: 



Attachment 1: Aerial Image and Major Drainage Elements 



Attachment 2: Plan of Influent Sewer, Station, and Discharge Force main 



Attachment 3: Plan and Profile of 33‐inch Influent Sewer (Flow Meter Location) 



Attachment 4: Profile of Wet Well and Pump Performance Curve at MBSPS 



Attachment 5: Average and Peak Flow Projections from December 2000 Report by Olivia  



                           Chen Consultants  



Attachment 6: Average and Peak Flow Projections from August 2004 Report by Winzler  



                           & Kelly Consultants  



Attachment 7: Peak Sanitary Flow Projection Exhibit from May 2013 UCSF LRDP 



Attachment 8: Exhibit of Average and Peak Flow Projections from New Warriors Arena 



Attachment 9: Pump Curve of Proposed MBSPS Upgrade by F&L from 2013 UCSF LRDP  
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Background: 



The Mission Bay Sanitary Pump Station was constructed within Block P15 part of the Mission Bay Development 



area and bounded by Mission Bay Blvd South, Mission Bay Blvd North, Third St East, and Fourth Street West (see 



Attachment 1 for reference). The station was originally designed to collect sanitary flow from Mission Bay South 



of the Channel (Labeled System “2” in previous study by Olivia Chen Consultants, 2000). The originally projected 



average and peak flow that would enter the new station was estimated to be 2 MGD and 6 MGD respectively in 



December 2000. The UCSF Long Range Development Plan (LRDP) Entitlement Increase Analysis dated May 17, 



2013 states that the pump station was later designed to accommodate an average and peak flow rate of 2.1 



MGD and 6.4 MGD respectively based on a sanitary sewer analysis prepared by Winzler & Kelly dated August 



2005 (see Attachment 6). Additionally the LRDP states that in‐situ pump performance testing was performed in 



May 2010 by Winzler & Kelly, showing the pump station discharged at a rate of 6.7 MGD.  The station pumping 



capacity will need to be retested as the original test conducted capacity test of each pump individually and not 



all pumps simultaneously, which is needed to determine total peak flow capacity of the station. According to the 



LRDP, UCSF estimates an increase of 0.23 MGD to previously projected flow of 6.4 MGD resulting in a need to 



accommodate a total of 6.63 MGD at MBSPS. The LRDP recommends replacing the existing pumps will increase 



the pumping capacity to 7.34 MGD (see Attachment 9 for Pump Performance Curve). This recommendation was 



assembled without the participation of SFPUC and has not been approved as an adequate methodology to 



increase the station’s overall pumping capacity.  



To estimate the amount of flow discharged by parcel users to the pump station, the SFPUC installed a flow 



monitor within the 33‐inch influent sewer connecting to the station wet well. Based on measured data from 



beginning to mid January of 2015, the pump station receives an average flow rate of 1500 GPM (2.2 MGD) and a 



peak flow rate of 2300 GPM (3.3 MGD) under normal dry weather conditions (See Figure 1 below).    



 



Figure 1: Flow Meter Data from 33‐Inch Influent Sewer to Mission Bay Sanitary Pump Station (Normal Dry Weather Conditions) 
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Under wet weather conditions, the peak flow entering the station can reach a peak flow rate of 3700 GPM (5.3 



MGD) and an average flow increasing to 2000 GPM (2.9 MGD) compared to average dry weather conditions (see 



Figure 2 below). The increase in average and peak flow during storm events is largely due to contribution from 



storm runoff and groundwater entering the sewer system through sewer joints, manholes, or possible cross 



connections from storm laterals to sewer mains.  



 



 
Figure 2: Flow Meter Data from 33‐Inch Influent Sewer to Mission Bay Sanitary Pump Station (Wet Weather Conditions) 



Summary of Findings: 



Based on collected flow meter data, and data obtained from the City’s DCS for Mission Bay Sanitary Pump 



Station, the existing station is receiving 2.2 MGD Average and 3.3 MGD Peak flow under normal dry weather 



conditions. Based on pump a pump test conducted in 2010, the station had capacity to pump 6.7 MGD, testing 



each of the three pumps individually. A new test should be conducted to validate current pumping capacity. 



Based on current meter data, the station is has not reached the pump design capacity at current build‐out. 



Continued monitoring of flow meter data and pump station is recommended as development continues within 



the remaining parcels to assess pump station performance.  



cc:   DPW:    Norman Chan    Iqbal Dhapa    Louis Douglas    Richard Graham    Bimu Shrestha    Cliff Wong     



SFPUC:  Tony Flores        George Engel     Michael Tran    Brian Carlomagno   Ed Ho    Kent Eickman  



               Leslie Webster   Lori Regler  
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Mission Bay Proiect Separated Sanitary Sewer Anaivsis 



Table 2 Distribution of Sanitary Flow in System "2" 



Pipe Segment Contributing Parcels Average Max 
U/S D/S Total Total Inflow 



node node Inflow 



Name Perc. Name Perc. Name Perc. (gpm) (gpm) 
B63 B64 41 50% 21B 100% 42 125 



B64 B65 21A 100% 0 0 



B65 B66 18A 100% 42 100% 18B 100% 40 121 



B66 B67 43 100% 31 94 



B67 B68 14 100% 12 35 



B59 B60 12 100% 48 143 



B60 B61 



B61 B62 



B62 B68 



B68 B69 



B69 B70 



B70 B71 15A 100% -17 51 



B71 B72 15B 100% 17 50 



B72 B73 16A 100% 26 78 



B73 B 4 16B 100% 15 45 



B I B2 23A 100% 22 100% 18 54 



B2 B3 20A 100% 19B 100% 31.1 93.4 



B3 B4 19A 100% 17A/B 100% 66.4 199.2 



B42 B43 13 100% 40.9 122.6 



B43 B44 



B44 B45 



B45 B46 



B46 B47 



B47 B51 



B48 B49 5 50% 12.0 35.9 



B49 B50 



B50 B51 



B51 B52 



B41 B52 3 100% 28.4 85.1 



B52 B7 



B 7 B 6 4 100% 33.8 101.4 



B53 B54 11 100% 25 74 



B54 B55 



B55 B 6 5 50% 12 36 



B40 B 6 



B6 B5 



B56 B57 



B57 B58 6 100% 34 101 



Olivia Chen Consultants, Inc 
LACae«us\1259W RBponsa}iJC-Q0U?epoiTiRepon2-rev5 Dec 2000 (Joe PageS 











Mission Bay Proiect Separated Sanitary Sewer Analysis 



Pipe Segment Contributing Parcels Average 
Total 



Inflow 



Max 
Total Inflow U/S 



node 
D/S 
node 



Contributing Parcels Average 
Total 



Inflow 



Max 
Total Inflow U/S 



node 
D/S 
node 



Name Perc. Name Perc. Name Perc. (gpm) (gpm) 
B58 B5 



B39 B5 ? 100% 33.8 101.4 



B5 B 4 



B 4 B12 



B13 B14 30 100% 27.9 83.6 



B14 B16 



B16 B17 



B17 B9 27 100% 30.4 91.3 



B8 B 8 B 29 100% 23B 100% 36.8 110.5 



B 8 B B9 



B 9 BIO 



BIO B i l 20B 100% 0.0 0.0 



B15 B19 28 100% B a y l 100% 23.0 69.1 



B19 B20 26A 100% Pier 54 100% 9.2 27.6 



B20 B21 



B21 B22 



B22 B i l 26 100% 30.4 91.3 



B33 B34 2 100% 27.4 82.2 



B34 B35 1 100% SWL337 50% 242.8 728.4 



B32 B36 



S W L 
337 50% 183.8 551.3 



B30 B31 



Pier 



48 100% Pier 50 100% 109.1 327.2 



B31 B36 9 100% 14.2 42.6 



B36 B37 8 100% 4.3 13.0 



B26 B27 9 A 100% 9.0 27.1 



B27 B28 



B28 B29 



B29 B37 10 100% 28.5 85.5 



B37 B38 



B23 B24 10A 100% 14.8 44.4 



B24 B25 



B25 B38 



B38 B i l 



B i l B12 



B12 P U M P 17C 100% 15.0 45.1 



Total (MGD) 2.00 6.00 



a — Olivia Chen Consultants, Inc 
HCate«us\ 125B105 Reports\Dec-OtJiRef!Ofi\Report2-rev5 Dec 2O00 tfoc Page 9 
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MISSION BAY SANITARY SEWER PUMP STATION #3 
Basis of Design Report 



DRAFT - 4 - 



Table 2 – Flow Projection Comparison 
INFLOW CONTRIBUTION (GPM) 



OC Sewer Analysis 2000 W&K Sewer Analysis 2005 
Block ADF  MDF ADF MDF 



1 59.0 177.1 56.1 178.1 
2 27.4 82.2 38.9 116.7 
3 28.4 85.1 31.9 95.7 
4 33.8 101.4 37.8 113.5 
5 24.0 71.9 24.6 73.7 
6 34.0 101.0 31.0 92.9 
7 33.8 101.4 36.5 109.5 
8 4.3 13.0 6.2 18.6 
9 14.2 42.6 11.6 34.7 



9A 9.0 27.1 7.3 22.0 
10 28.5 85.5 38.7 116.1 



10A 14.8 44.4 11.6 34.7 
11 25.0 74.0 25.0 74.0 
12 48.0 143.0 48.0 143.0 
13 40.9 122.6 48.8 146.4 
14 12.0 35.0 12.0 35.0 



15A 17.0 51.0 17.0 51.0 
15B 17.0 50.0 17.0 50.0 
16A 26.0 78.0 26.0 78.0 
16B 15.0 45.0 15.0 45.0 



17A/B 40.0 121.0 24.2 72.5 
17C 15.0 45.1 19.6 58.7 
18A 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
18B 3.0 9.0 3.0 9.0 
19A 26.0 78.0 29.0 87.0 
19B 17.0 51.0 20.7 62.0 
20A 16.5 49.5 
20B 40.3 120.9 51.5 154.4 



21A 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
21B 22.0 64.0 19.2 57.6 
22 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 



23A 18.0 54.0 18.0 54.0 
23B 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
26 30.4 91.3 42.8 128.3 



26A 4.0 13.0 28.1 84.4 
27 30.4 91.3 42.8 128.3 
28 22.0 65.0 28.7 86.1 
29 39.0 117.0 15.5 46.4 
30 27.9 83.6 31.1 93.2 
41 20.0 61.0 
42 37.0 111.0 
43 31.0 94.0 



73.0 219.1 



BAY 1 1.4 4.0 1.4 4.0 
PIER 48 40.0 118.0 40.0 118.0 
PIER 50 70.0 209.0 70.0 209.0 
PIER 54 5.0 15.0 5.0 15.0 
SWL 337 367.6 1102.6 367.6 1102.6 



TOTAL (MGD) 2.1 6.2 2.1 6.4 
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Chart 1 ‐ SSPS Pump Upgrade
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Clarke
 


From: Tran, Michael [mailto:MiTran@sfwater.org] 
Sent: Monday, February 23, 2015 3:38 PM
To: Clarke Miller
Cc: Kate Aufhauser (kaufhauser@warriors.com); Regler, Lori; Webster, Leslie; Eickman, Kent
Subject: RE: Update on PS 15 analysis
 
Hi Clarke,
 
Thanks for checking in.  We are expediting but are still in the process of QA’ing the document and
will send it to you as soon as possible.  I hope it’s OK if we send to you within the next two days. 
 
I believe Langan is planning to obtain additional chloride samples.  I’ll set up a meeting with the
project team and our dewatering / regulatory personnel as soon as those results are obtained.
 
Please let me know if you have any questions or concerns.
 
Thanks,
Michael
 


From: Clarke Miller [mailto:CMiller@stradasf.com] 
Sent: Monday, February 23, 2015 3:02 PM
To: Tran, Michael
Cc: Kate Aufhauser (kaufhauser@warriors.com)
Subject: Update on PS 15 analysis
 
Hi Michael,
 
I believe we agreed you’d send over the PS 15 analysis today. Can you let us know if that’s on-track?
 
Also, we recently discussed getting a meeting scheduled to review dewatering. I saw an email
exchange between Langan and Brian Kuhn earlier today, and it looks like some preliminary info is
being shared. Is it time to set up a meeting?
 
Thanks,
Clarke
 
Clarke Miller
Strada Investment Group
101 Mission Street, Suite 420 | San Francisco, CA 94105
Phone: 415.572.7640
Email: cmiller@stradasf.com
 



mailto:[mailto:MiTran@sfwater.org]

mailto:kaufhauser@warriors.com

mailto:[mailto:CMiller@stradasf.com]

mailto:kaufhauser@warriors.com

mailto:cmiller@stradasf.com






From: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
To: Wong, Phillip (MYR)
Subject: RE: 3/2 GSW Week Ahead Check-in
Date: Tuesday, February 24, 2015 2:44:00 PM


Works for me


Catherine Reilly
Project Manager
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII)
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/


_____________________________________________
From: Wong, Phillip (MYR)
Sent: Tuesday, February 24, 2015 1:48 PM
To: Reilly, Catherine (CII); Van de Water, Adam (MYR); Gavin, John (ECN)
Cc: Hussain, Lila (CII)
Subject: 3/2 GSW Week Ahead Check-in


Hello all,


Apologies, Ken has a conflict next Monday at 2:30pm, a meeting with the Mayor, and needs
to reschedule.  Can we please move to 3pm that day?


Thanks,


Phillip C. Wong


--


Project Assistant


Office of Economic and Workforce Development


City Hall, Room 448


1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place


San Francisco, CA 94102-4653


Office: 415-554-6512


Email: phillip.c.wong@sfgov.org



mailto:phillip.c.wong@sfgov.org

http://www.sfredevelopment.org/

http://www.sfredevelopment.org/

mailto:phillip.c.wong@sfgov.org

mailto:phillip.c.wong@sfgov.org

mailto:phillip.c.wong@sfgov.org





-----Original Appointment-----
From: Wong, Phillip (MYR) On Behalf Of Rich, Ken (MYR)
Sent: Wednesday, October 15, 2014 2:54 PM
To: Rich, Ken (MYR); Reilly, Catherine (CII); Van de Water, Adam (MYR); Gavin,
John (ECN)
Cc: Hussain, Lila (CII)
Subject: GSW Week Ahead Check-in
When: Monday, March 02, 2015 2:30 PM-3:00 PM (UTC-08:00) Pacific Time (US
& Canada).
Where: Ken's Office; Call-in #: 877-336-1828, Access Code: 955112








From: Van de Water, Adam (MYR)
To: "Dick Shaff"
Cc: Richard Berkson; Michael Nimon (mnimon@epsys.com); Debbie Kern (dkern@keysermarston.com); Reilly,


Catherine (CII)
Subject: FW: Warriors Question
Date: Thursday, February 26, 2015 12:58:28 PM
Attachments: SUPERDOME UTILITIES 2013-2017.xls


ATT00001..htm
S K C UTILITIES.xls
ATT00002..htm
image001.png
ATT00003..htm


Thanks Dick!  Sharing with our consultants who can follow-up directly as needed.


Hope all is well,
 
Adam
 
 


From: Dick Shaff [mailto:dshaff@moscone.com] 
Sent: Thursday, February 26, 2015 11:25 AM
To: Van de Water, Adam (MYR)
Subject: FW: Warriors Question
 
Adam: Let me know if this is what you need. Dick
 
Dick Shaff
Vice President/General Manager 
747 Howard Street
San Francisco, CA 94103
P. 415-974-4011 - F. 415-974-4073


MOSCONE CENTER


Please consider the environment before printing this email.
 
 


From: Michael Godoy [mailto:mgodoy@smgworld.com] 
Sent: Thursday, February 26, 2015 11:23 AM
To: Dick Shaff
Cc: Doug Thornton (New Orleans LA); Randy Philipson (New Orleans LA)
Subject: Re: Warriors Question
 
Dick,
 
Here’s the info we received from NO and OK.
 
In both instances, both arenas are feed from a central plant.
 
Let me know if you need anything else.
 
Thanks



mailto:/O=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=91BA72A308BD41818E967887DA0E43A7-ADAM VAN DE WATER_B65779439D

mailto:dshaff@moscone.com

mailto:rberkson@epsys.com

mailto:mnimon@epsys.com

mailto:dkern@keysermarston.com

mailto:catherine.reilly@sfgov.org

mailto:catherine.reilly@sfgov.org

mailto:mgodoy@smgworld.com



ELECTRICITY 96-97


			LOUISIANA SUPERDOME


			UTILITY USAGE


			09/96-09/97


			ELECTRICITY


			SUPPLIER: ENTERGY


						KILOWATT			RATE			TOTAL			DEMAND			TOTAL			PLUS			LESS			TOTAL


			MONTH			HOURS			PER kWh *			KILOWATTS			CHARGE PER kW *			COST			APPLICABLE FEES			EARNING CREDITS			BILL


			Sep-97


			N561154			104,400			0.05119			168			7.2088			6,555.31			412.61			(824.35)			6,143.57


			N6100440			3,707,200			0.04911			10,752			6.207			248,798.26			15,456.20			(34,190.23)			230,064.23


			N564411			1,560						3						170.78			87.96			(177.05)			81.69


			Aug-97


			N6100440			3,460,800			0.04592			12,320			6.2048			235,363.07			14,558.94			(21,037.13)			228,884.88


			N561154			25,440			0.05438			144			7.3169			2,437.06			142.52			(187.01)			2,392.57


			N564411			2,920						20						348.32			96.51			(54.79)			390.04


			Jul-97


			N561154			57,840			0.04613			146			7.3066			3,734.92			236.96			(274.04)			3,697.84


			N6100440			3,449,600			0.04233			8,848			6.2107			200,990.84			13,038.55			(15,350.61)			198,678.15


			N564411			6,080						22						574.95			116.58			(17.40)			674.13


			Jun-97


			N561154			68,160			0.04290			168			7.2088			4,135.14			265.45			(319.02)			4,082.19


			N6100440			3,158,400			0.03970			6,496			6.221			165,800.10			11,001.70			(13,603.09)			163,182.74


			May-97


			N561154			31,680			0.04648			144			7.3169			2,526.12			153.70			(176.12)			2,503.86


			N6100440			1,870,400			0.03955			4,816			6.4645			105,107.35			6,862.35			(8,388.90)			103,579.82


			N564411			320						10						76.00			78.41			(140.90)			13.51


			Apr-97


			N561154			56,880			0.04450			144			7.3169			3,584.79			228.35			(269.87)			3,543.24


			N6100440			2,396,800			0.04066			3,024			10.2953			128,586.88			8,494.20			(10,347.27)			126,741.61


			Mar-97


			N6100440			2,889,600			0.04475			9,184			6.2099			186,341.32			11,841.30			(13,362.13)			184,813.06


			N561154			63,120			0.04821			144			7.3169			4,096.65			259.99			(293.09)			4,063.61


			Feb-97


			N561154			72,240			0.05067			238			6.9589			5,316.62			256.89			(436.06)			5,137.73


			N6100440			3,248,000			0.04765			19,152			3.9914			231,210.49			11,155.75			(19,248.02)			223,114.87


			N564411			40						17						78.94			82.67			(47.15)			114.30


			Jan-97


			N561598			3,225,600			0.05169			11,984			6.2053			241,095.58			6,088.49			(212,692.28)			34,489.14


			N561154			83,280			0.05430			259			6.8966			6,308.32			159.35			(94.02)			6,373.95


			N564411			1,200						15						202.70			94.79			(719.75)			(422.26)


			Dec-96


			N561154			73,920			0.04680			170			7.2012			4,683.66			117.96			(83.46)			4,718.42


			N561598			2,318,400			0.04388			10,192			6.20796			165,002.92			4,163.51			(2,617.47)			166,540.57


			N564411			1,040						20						203.80			90.24			(1,011.83)			(717.79)


			Nov-96


			N561154			77,040			0.04622			192			7.1277			4,929.31			124.16			(86.98)			4,966.58


			N561598			2,553,600			0.04341			16,352			6.2012			212,253.80			5,368.31			(2,883.01)			214,732.63


			Oct-96


			N561598			2,968,000			0.04908			17,808			6.2003			256,084.38			6,479.97			(3,350.87)			259,199.12


			N561154			69,360			0.05222			173			7.1901			4,865.87			122.76			(78.31)			4,910.47


			N564411			1,160						2						140.26			88.87			(1.92)			227.21


			Sep-96


			N561154			58,320			0.05534			170			7.2			4,451.43			108.40			(224.24)			4,335.93


			N561598			5,084,800			0.05155			19,264			6.1994			381,546.68			9,282.49			(19,551.06)			371,300.14


			N564411			3,600						11						390.92			106.87			(15.90)			481.89


			ANNUAL


			TOTALS			41,190,800			0.04725			152,572			6.78404			$   2,817,993.55			$   127,223.76			$   (382,155.33)			$   2,563,033.65


			*  WEIGHTED AVERAGE


			NATURAL GAS


			SUPPLIER: ENTERGY


						TOTAL			PRICE			TOTAL			PLUS			LESS			TOTAL


			MONTH			USAGE			PER CCF			COST			APPLICABLE FEES			EARNING CREDITS			BILL


			Sep-97			690			0.228			157.32			513.47			(75.02)			595.77


			Aug-97			570			0.228			129.96			426.95			(54.02)			502.89


			Jul-97			640			0.228			145.92			453.5			(54.83)			544.59


			Jun-97			710			0.228			161.88			503.99			(59.07)			606.80


			May-97			650			0.228			148.20			479.88			(55.43)			572.65


			Apr-97			710			0.228			161.88			437.57			(59.07)			540.38


			Mar-97			13,400			0.228			3,055.20			3190.08			(829.22)			5,416.06


			Feb-97			42,600			0.228			9,712.80			10876.69			(2,601.36)			17,988.13


			Jan-97			51,220			0.228			11,678.16			18203.75			(1,009.55)			28,872.36


			Dec-96			4,280			0.228			975.84			2322.69			(84.36)			3,214.17


			Nov-96			1,540			0.228			351.12			868.68			(30.35)			1,189.45


			Oct-96			1,190			0.228			271.32			668.04			(23.45)			915.91


			Sep-96			1,080			0.228			246.24			595.27			(21.29)			820.22


			ANNUAL


			TOTALS			119,280			0.228			$   27,195.84			$   39,540.56			$   (4,957.02)			$   61,779.38
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ELECTRICITY 96-99


			LOUISIANA SUPERDOME


			ELECTRICITY USAGE


			1999-2002


						1996																		1997


						JULY			AUGUST			SEPTEMBER			OCTOBER			NOVEMBER			DECEMBER			JANUARY			FEBRUARY			MARCH			APRIL			MAY			JUNE


			KILOWATT HRS			30.0			30.0			30.0			29.0			32.0			28.0			36.0			31.0			28.0			30.0			28.0			33.0


			N561154			72,480			25,920			58,320			2,968,000			77,040			73,920			83,280			72,240			- 0			56,880			31,680			68,160


			N6100440			4,972,800			4,603,200			5,084,800			69,360			2,553,600			2,318,400			3,225,600			3,248,000			2,889,600			2,396,800			1,870,400			3,158,400


			N564411			- 0			6,080			3,600			1,160			- 0			1,040			1,200			40			63,120			- 0			320			- 0


			kw hrs			5,045,280			4,635,200			5,146,720			3,038,520			2,630,640			2,393,360			3,310,080			3,320,280			2,952,720			2,453,680			1,902,400			3,226,560


			TOTAL BILL


			N561154			4,630.37			2,699.18			4,335.93			259,199.12			4,966.58			4,718.42			34,489.14			5,137.73			- 0			3,543.24			2,503.86			4,082.19


			N6100440			279,727.46			277,632.02			371,300.14			491.47			214,732.63			166,540.57			6,373.95			223,114.87			184,813.06			126,741.61			103,579.82			163,182.74


			N564411			- 0			687.33			481.89			227.21			- 0			(717.79)			(422.26)			114.30			4,063.61			- 0			13.51			- 0


			bill amount			284,357.83			281,018.53			376,117.96			259,917.80			219,699.21			170,541.20			40,440.83			228,366.90			188,876.67			130,284.85			106,097.19			167,264.93


						1997																		1998


						JULY			AUGUST			SEPTEMBER			OCTOBER			NOVEMBER			DECEMBER			JANUARY			FEBRUARY			MARCH			APRIL			MAY			05/13-06/15/98


			no of days			32.0			28.0			34.0			29.0			28.0			29.0			35.0			29.0			32.0			29.0			28.0			33.0


			N561154			57,840			3,460,800			104,400			60,960			82,560			37,200			74,160			64,800			77,760			32,640			56,640			76,320


			N6100440			3,449,600			25,440			3,707,200			3,113,600			2,172,800			2,340,800			2,688,000			2,128,000			2,699,200			2,587,200			2,609,600			3,774,400


			N564411			6,080			2,920			1,560			1,280			1,280			1,280			720			80,000			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			kw hrs			3,513,520			3,489,160			3,813,160			3,175,840			2,256,640			2,379,280			2,762,880			2,272,800			2,776,960			2,619,840			2,666,240			3,850,720


			TOTAL BILL


			N561154			3,697.84			228,884.88			6,143.57			4,235.86			5,293.44			2,991.37			4,484.15			4,062.92			4,501.54			2,789.26			4,144.07			5,495.03


			N6100440			198,678.15			2,392.57			230,064.23			223,661.49			170,726.21			174,767.10			167,279.42			133,683.89			161,538.31			147,135.83			150,214.71			226,632.87


			N564411			674.13			390.04			81.69			216.65			222.61			214.21			156.08			3,985.58			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			bill amount			203,050.12			231,667.49			236,289.49			228,114.00			176,242.26			177,972.68			171,919.65			141,732.39			166,039.85			149,925.09			154,358.78			232,127.90


						1998																		1999


						06/16-07/15/98			07/15-08/13/98			08/13-09/15/98			09/15-10/13/98			10/13-11/10/98			11/10-12/10/98			12/10-01/14/98			01/14-02/15/99			02/15-03/17/99			03/17-04/15/99			04/15-05/14/99			05/14-06/15/99


			no of days			29.0			29.0			33.0			28.0			28.0			30.0			35.0			32.0			30.0			29.0			29.0			32.0


			KILOWATT HRS


			N561154			60,720			47,280			60,240			51,360			51,360			59,760			73,200			67,440			54,960			65,830			52,800			60,480


			N6100440			4,412,800			3,404,800			4,715,200			4,300,800			3,012,800			3,449,600			3,460,800			3,147,200			2,654,400			2,688,000			2,296,000			2,766,400


			N564411


			TOTAL			4,473,520			3,452,080			4,775,440			4,352,160			3,064,160			3,509,360			3,534,000			3,214,640			2,709,360			2,753,830			2,348,800			2,826,880


			TOTAL BILL


			N561154			4,849.97			4,759.19			4,153.02			3,442.39			3,362.51			3,755.01			4,298.53			3,631.52			3,341.55			3,406.43			2,914.67			3,591.60


			N6100440			311,174.14			234,768.40			307,442.32			264,818.24			195,135.13			206,481.39			198,348.76			167,161.25			145,832.67			151,412.39			125,230.92			154,785.13


			N564411


			TOTAL			316,024.11			239,527.59			311,595.34			268,260.63			198,497.64			210,236.40			202,647.29			170,792.77			149,174.22			154,818.82			128,145.59			158,376.73








ELECTRICITY 99-02


			LOUISIANA SUPERDOME


			ELECTRICITY USAGE


			1999-2002


						1996																		1997


						JULY			AUGUST			SEPTEMBER			OCTOBER			NOVEMBER			DECEMBER			JANUARY			FEBRUARY			MARCH			APRIL			MAY			JUNE


			KILOWATT HRS			30.0			30.0			30.0			29.0			32.0			28.0			36.0			31.0			28.0			30.0			28.0			33.0


			N561154			72,480			25,920			58,320			2,968,000			77,040			73,920			83,280			72,240			- 0			56,880			31,680			68,160


			N6100440			4,972,800			4,603,200			5,084,800			69,360			2,553,600			2,318,400			3,225,600			3,248,000			2,889,600			2,396,800			1,870,400			3,158,400


			N564411			- 0			6,080			3,600			1,160			- 0			1,040			1,200			40			63,120			- 0			320			- 0


			kw hrs			5,045,280			4,635,200			5,146,720			3,038,520			2,630,640			2,393,360			3,310,080			3,320,280			2,952,720			2,453,680			1,902,400			3,226,560


			TOTAL BILL


			N561154			4,630.37			2,699.18			4,335.93			259,199.12			4,966.58			4,718.42			34,489.14			5,137.73			- 0			3,543.24			2,503.86			4,082.19


			N6100440			279,727.46			277,632.02			371,300.14			491.47			214,732.63			166,540.57			6,373.95			223,114.87			184,813.06			126,741.61			103,579.82			163,182.74


			N564411			- 0			687.33			481.89			227.21			- 0			(717.79)			(422.26)			114.30			4,063.61			- 0			13.51			- 0


			bill amount			284,357.83			281,018.53			376,117.96			259,917.80			219,699.21			170,541.20			40,440.83			228,366.90			188,876.67			130,284.85			106,097.19			167,264.93


						1997																		1998


						JULY			AUGUST			SEPTEMBER			OCTOBER			NOVEMBER			DECEMBER			JANUARY			FEBRUARY			MARCH			APRIL			MAY			05/13-06/15/98


			no of days			32.0			28.0			34.0			29.0			28.0			29.0			35.0			29.0			32.0			29.0			28.0			33.0


			N561154			57,840			3,460,800			104,400			60,960			82,560			37,200			74,160			64,800			77,760			32,640			56,640			76,320


			N6100440			3,449,600			25,440			3,707,200			3,113,600			2,172,800			2,340,800			2,688,000			2,128,000			2,699,200			2,587,200			2,609,600			3,774,400


			N564411			6,080			2,920			1,560			1,280			1,280			1,280			720			80,000			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			kw hrs			3,513,520			3,489,160			3,813,160			3,175,840			2,256,640			2,379,280			2,762,880			2,272,800			2,776,960			2,619,840			2,666,240			3,850,720


			TOTAL BILL


			N561154			3,697.84			228,884.88			6,143.57			4,235.86			5,293.44			2,991.37			4,484.15			4,062.92			4,501.54			2,789.26			4,144.07			5,495.03


			N6100440			198,678.15			2,392.57			230,064.23			223,661.49			170,726.21			174,767.10			167,279.42			133,683.89			161,538.31			147,135.83			150,214.71			226,632.87


			N564411			674.13			390.04			81.69			216.65			222.61			214.21			156.08			3,985.58			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			bill amount			203,050.12			231,667.49			236,289.49			228,114.00			176,242.26			177,972.68			171,919.65			141,732.39			166,039.85			149,925.09			154,358.78			232,127.90


						1998																		1999


						06/16-07/15/98			07/15-08/13/98			08/13-09/15/98			09/15-10/13/98			10/13-11/10/98			11/10-12/10/98			12/10-01/14/98			01/14-02/15/99			02/15-03/17/99			03/17-04/15/99			04/15-05/14/99			05/14-06/15/99


			no of days			29.0			29.0			33.0			28.0			28.0			30.0			35.0			32.0			30.0			29.0			29.0			32.0


			KILOWATT HRS


			N561154			60,720			47,280			60,240			51,360			51,360			59,760			73,200			67,440			54,960			65,830			52,800			60,480


			N6100440			4,412,800			3,404,800			4,715,200			4,300,800			3,012,800			3,449,600			3,460,800			3,147,200			2,654,400			2,688,000			2,296,000			2,766,400


			N564411


			TOTAL			4,473,520			3,452,080			4,775,440			4,352,160			3,064,160			3,509,360			3,534,000			3,214,640			2,709,360			2,753,830			2,348,800			2,826,880


			TOTAL BILL


			N561154			4,849.97			4,759.19			4,153.02			3,442.39			3,362.51			3,755.01			4,298.53			3,631.52			3,341.55			3,406.43			2,914.67			3,591.60


			N6100440			311,174.14			234,768.40			307,442.32			264,818.24			195,135.13			206,481.39			198,348.76			167,161.25			145,832.67			151,412.39			125,230.92			154,785.13


			N564411


			TOTAL			316,024.11			239,527.59			311,595.34			268,260.63			198,497.64			210,236.40			202,647.29			170,792.77			149,174.22			154,818.82			128,145.59			158,376.73


						1999																		2000


						06/15-07/19/99			07/19-08/16/99			08/16-09/14/99			09/14-10/15/99			10/15-11/12/99			11/12-12/14/99			12/14-01/18/00			01/18-02/16/00			02/16-03/20/00			03/20-04/17/00			04/17-05/15/00			05/15-06/14/00


			no of days			34.00			28.0			29.0			31.0			28.0			32.0			35.0			29.0			33.0			28.0			28.0			30.00


			KILOWATT HRS


			N561154			66,960			44,880			58,080			65,520			51,360			61,920			65,520			8,400			59,280			11,280			73,280			45,440


			N6100440			4,536,000			3,259,200			5,028,800			3,819,200			3,707,200			3,740,800			3,875,200			2,990,400			4,760,000			3,617,600			2,676,800			3,953,600


			N564411			2,880			2,440			2,440			0			0			3,080			1,120			600			720			880			960			5,520


			Arena			0			0			-1,300,648			-646,980			-766,520			-818,461			-730,135			-866,911			-925,104			-978,900			-917,485			0


			TOTAL			4,605,840			3,306,520			5,089,320			3,884,720			3,758,560			3,805,800			3,941,840			2,999,400			4,820,000			3,629,760			2,751,040			4,004,560


			TOTAL BILL


			N561154			3,861.96			3,174.15			4,466.88			5,017.94			3,372.96			3,727.87			4,680.67			1,183.00			3,566.29			2,502.83			4,196.15			3,169.71


			N6100440			250,561.87			210,407.98			370,829.71			294,053.00			244,451.03			231,012.79			268,262.82			174,351.05			260,067.59			186,789.18			147,464.21			230,771.58


			N564411			271.16			274.81			298.34			94.72			87.59			314.96			197.23			161.27			165.22			144.62			157.25			481.24


			Arena									-95,911.36			-49,813.14			-50,544.00			-50,544.00			-50,544.00			-50,544.00			-50,544.00			-50,544.00			-50,544.00


			TOTAL			254,694.99			213,856.94			279,683.57			249,352.52			197,367.58			184,511.62			222,596.72			125,151.32			213,255.10			138,892.63			101,273.61			234,422.53


						2000																		2001


						06/14-07/18/00			07/18-08/15/00			08/15-09/15/00			09/15/-10/16/00			10/16/-11/14/00			11/14/12/14/00			12/14/-1/18/01			1/18/-02/13/01			2/13-3/16/01			3/16/-4/18/01			4/18-5/16/01			5/16-6/14/01


			no of days			34.00			28.0			31.0			31.0			29.0			30.0			35.0			27.0			31.0			33.0			28.0			29.00


			KW & KWHRS


			N561154			69,248			48,960			60,800			63,520			58,720			32,640			11,173			7,653			8,502			8,982			26,448			52,528


			N6100440			4,937,632			3,740,800			5,084,800			5,275,200			2,329,600			3,740,800			3,449,040			2,326,576			3,179,344			4,335,504			2,851,072			3,772,832


			N564411			4,814			2,440			1,640			5,040			1,200


			Arena			-512,399			-380,272			-785,720			-1,512,431			-419,348			-1,004,457			-888,879			-838,188			-902,035			-551,296			-256,534			-203,084


			TOTAL			4,499,295			3,411,928			4,361,520			3,831,329			1,970,172			2,768,983			2,571,334			1,496,041			2,285,811			3,793,190			2,620,986			3,622,276


			TOTAL BILL


			N561154			4,768.13			4,296.12			5,748.82			5,586.42			5,010.40			2,989.68			691.19			1,586.54			1,226.94			318.29			2,997.56			5,454.41


			N6100440			324,973.72			286,041.11			450,106.72			458,354.75			229,428.03			239,572.64			277,049.85			234,369.36			339,226.70			307,238.46			205,939.86			344,246.20


			N564411			493.35			340.50			293.94			609.45			228.07


			Arena			-33,723.91			-29,077.56			-69,552.00			-131,413.00			-41,299.00			-64,328.60			-71,400.68			-84,435.52			-96,244.53			-39,068.00			-18,530.10			-18,530.10


			TOTAL			296,511.29			261,600.17			386,597.48			333,137.62			193,367.50			178,233.72			206,340.36			151,520.38			244,209.11			268,488.75			190,407.32			331,170.51


						2001																		2002


						06/14-07/17/01			7/17-8/13/01			8/13-9/13/01			9/13-10/15/01			10/15-11/12/01			11/12-12/12/01			12/12-1/15/02			1/15-2/15/02			2/15-3/15/02			3/15-4/16/02			4/16-5/14/02			5/14-6/14/02


			no of days			33.00			27.0			31.0			32.0			28.0			30.0			34.0			31.0			32.0			32.0			29.0			31.00


			KW & KWHRS


			7171645																								3,489			2455.50			2,080.50			2,053			2,149


			N6100440			4,276,832			4,389,056			4,951,072			3,639,664			2,989,952			3,606,288			4,055,296			4,088,224			2,672,768			3,717,392			2,829,680			3,187,408


			7150757			8,019			7,139			52,548			58,485			47,474			49,866			50,664			36,774			35,442			37,997			36,408			38,317


			Arena			-229,225			-342,867			-465,508			-711,262			-885,913			-1,116,143			-1,159,682			-966,690			-1,125,155			-862,139			-376,780			-158,897


			TOTAL			4,055,626			4,053,328			4,538,112			2,986,887			2,151,513			2,540,011			2,946,278			3,161,797			1,585,510			2,895,331			2,491,361			3,068,977


			TOTAL BILL


			7171645																								178.08			152.54			144.51			145.62			167.18


			N6100440			337,671.21			322,855.37			431,229.99			297,154.31			185,761.94			192,013.67			230,058.53			223,361.16			151,080.37			201,675.61			156,868.54			192,458.59


			7150757			997.41			1,204.06			5,485.23			5,417.48			2,858.16			2,614.42			2,834.64			2,417.72			2,141.48			2,117.78			2,201.87			2,508.17


			Arena			-18,098.10			-25,221.00			-40,545.00			-58,069.77			-55,040.65			-59,428.06			-65,789.22			-52,815.35			-63,600.32			-46,772.67			-20,887.51			-9,594.33


			TOTAL			320,570.52			298,838.43			396,170.22			244,502.02			133,579.45			135,200.03			167,103.95			173,141.61			89,774.07			157,165.23			138,328.52			185,539.61








ELECTRICITY 02-06


			LOUISIANA SUPERDOME


			ELECTRICITY USAGE


			2002 - 2005


						2002																		2003


						6/14-7/15/02			7/15-8/13/02			08/13-09/12/02			09/12-10/15/02			10/15-11/13/02			11/12-12/12/02			12/11-1/16/03			01/17-02/13/03			02/14-03/18/03			03/19-04/16/03			04/17-05/14/03			05/14-06/16/03


			no of days			31.00			29.0			30.0			33.0			29.0			30.0			36.0			28.0			32.0			29.0			28.0			33.00


			KW & KWHRS


			7171645			2,153			2,110			2,319			2,373			2,529			2,848			3,536			2,674			3,012			2,395			2,100			2,354


			N6100440			4,960,928			3,865,008			4,132,800			4,862,256			3,543,456			3,325,840			4,524,800			3,640,000			2,405,872			3,437,056			3,301,200			3,355,632


			7150757			36,075			33,834			37,920			17,509			8,184			9,466			10,261			8,050			7,410			22,373			19,437			6,301


			Arena			-434,287			-906,502			-287,275			-537,163			-540,780			-991,232			-466,395			-327,953			-364,581			-461,597			-398,765			-391,423


			TOTAL			4,564,869			2,994,450			3,885,764			4,344,975			3,013,389			2,346,921			4,072,201			3,322,771			2,051,713			3,000,227			2,923,972			2,972,864


			TOTAL BILL


			7171645			179.32			180.17			194.47			185.54			218.73			243.34			248.27			203.73			245.66			209.38			176.51			206.32			2,491.44


			N6100440			328,226.19			284,808.37			307,390.05			318,377.36			232,285.06			255,987.36			275,109.53			239,919.72			185,533.70			254,243.23			226,533.25			229,414.68			3,137,828.50


			7150757			2,586.17			2,516.62			2,887.80			1,480.23			936.79			1,025.22			948.85			855.77			877.94			2,271.88			1,695.54			928.62			19,011.43


			Arena			-28,733.43			-66,799.21			-21,367.02			-35,173.11			-35,449.90			-76,294.40			-28,357.00			-21,616.04			-28,115.44			-34,144.86			-27,363.85			-26,760.44			-430,174.70


			TOTAL			302,258.25			220,705.95			289,105.30			284,870.02			197,990.68			180,961.52			247,949.65			219,363.18			158,541.86			222,579.63			201,041.45			203,789.18			2,729,156.67


						2003																		2004


						06/16-07/18/03			07/18-08/14/03			08/14-09/15/03			09/15-10/14/03			10/14-11/13/03			11/13-12/15/03			12/15-01/16/04			01/16-02/17/04			02/17-03/16/04			3/16-4/14/04			4/15-5/13/04			5/13-6/14/04


			no of days			32.00			27.0			32.0			29.0			30.0			32.0			32.0			32.0			30.0			27.0			29.0			32.00


			KW & KWHRS


			12378691/7171645			1,567			1,388			2,070			2,450			2,697			3,667			3,421			3,347			2,538			2,109			1,885			1,970


			13295167/6100441			4,544,960			4,122,608			4,414,144			3,629,472			3,293,696			3,651,648			3,216,752			2,469,000			2,404,416			2,314,032			2,415,280			3,143,056


			13294699/7150757			33,874			7,730			9,010			7,570			7,570			8,690			8,850			7,570			7,890			6,930			6,130			6,770


			Arena			-461,912			-448,661			-238,767			-403,875			-373,321			-309,274			-240,153			-418,722			-479,736			-400,839			-348,547			-471,907


			TOTAL			4,118,489			3,683,065			4,186,457			3,235,617			2,930,642			3,354,730			2,988,869			2,061,194			1,935,108			1,922,232			2,074,748			2,679,889


			TOTAL BILL


			12378691			149.27			132.77			198.07			208.69			171.21			226.81			230.21			258.80			221.18			191.82			171.81			186.53			2,347.17


			13295167			308,849.80			309,874.10			355,168.01			269,747.70			177,466.60			185,999.35			200,764.26			142,071.18			162,605.73			155,912.38			183,904.36			235,430.49			2,687,793.96


			13294699			2,835.69			944.68			1,073.18			914.80			742.09			778.37			829.87			845.00			884.51			844.48			855.45			916.25			12,464.37


			Arena			-31,388.94			-33,723.38			-19,211.54			-30,016.57			-20,114.81			-15,753.12			-14,988.48			-24,094.11			-32,443.56			-27,007.31			-26,539.08			-35,348.16			-310,629.06


			TOTAL			280,445.82			277,228.17			337,227.72			240,854.62			158,265.09			171,251.41			186,835.86			119,080.87			131,267.86			129,941.37			158,392.54			201,185.11			2,391,976.44


						2004																		2005


						6/14-7/14/04			07/16-08/13/04			8/13-9/20/04			9/20-10/14/04			10/15-11/11/04			11/11-12/14/04			12/14/04-01/14/05			01/14/05-02/15/05			02/15-03/17/05			03/17-04/14/05			04/14-05/16/05			05/16-06/16/05


						30.00			28.00			38.00			24.00			27.00			33.00			31.00			32.00			30.00			28.00			32.00			31.00


			KW & KWHRS


			12378691/7171645			1,765			1,821			2,449			1692.5			2,044			3057			3,003			2,468			2,189			1,792			1,642			1,903


			13295167/6100441			4,041,744			3,772,608			5,377,344			3,005,968			3,035,536			3,651,536			3,080,448			2527504			2,751,056			2,088,912			2,875,152			2,952,208


			13294699/7150757			7,090			6,290			8,690			6290			6,770			9010			8,370			8530			7,700			6,418			7,053			5,933


			Arena			-357,041			-473,238			-403,185			-292,696			-513,543			-486,104			-457,640			-520,538			-582,376			-587,908			-406,375			-533,649


			TOTAL			3,693,558			3,307,481			4,985,298			2,721,255			2,530,807			3,177,499			2,634,181			2,017,963			2,178,569			1,509,214			2,477,472			2,426,395


			TOTAL BILL


			12378691			170.87			175.39			210.76			151.94			152.01			280.69			224.15			186.68			189.40			158.84			155.99			165.23			2,221.95


			13295167			309,596.66			287,506.26			391,312.32			271,384.14			181,855.35			288,000.70			198,527.78			145,084.57			174,793.46			138,429.91			205,529.37			194,448.19			2,786,468.71


			13294699			941.16			885.24			1,012.83			871.41			751.55			1,041.51			850.68			839.34			556.96			487.73			538.73			456.05			9,233.19


			Arena			-27,349.23			-36,064.93			-29,340.00			-26,425.08			-30,765.74			-38,339.56			-29,493.84			-29,880.10			-37,002.34			-38,960.00			-29,049.60			-35149			-387,819.42


			TOTAL			283,359.46			252,501.96			363,195.91			245,982.41			151,993.17			250,983.34			170,108.77			116,230.49			138,537.48			100,116.48			177,174.49			159,920.47			2,410,104.43


						2005																		2005


						06/15-07/15/05			07/15-08/15/05			08/15-09/14/05									11/17-12/13/05			12/13-01/17/06			01/17-02/17/06			02/17-03/21/06			03/21-04/18/06			04/18-05/15/06			05/15-06/16/06


						30.00			31.00			30.00									26.00			35.00			31.00			32.00			28.00			27.00			32.00


			KW & KWHRS


			12378691/7171645			920			1,547			808									20,493			27,612			15,905			16,225			11,974			2,386			806


			13295167/6100441			4,804,800			4,548,544			1,835,008									5,605,000			1,785,800			1,651,400			2,863,056			1,069,000			1,909,000			2,345,800


			13294699/7150757			6,415			6,895			2,895									640			1,122			7,535			8,989			10109			11,872			22,932


			Arena			-444,114			0			0									0			0			0			0			0			0			0


			TOTAL			4,368,020			4,556,986			1,838,711									5,626,133			1,814,534			1,674,840			2,888,270			1,091,083			1,923,258			2,369,538


			TOTAL BILL


			12378691			106.56			174.95			103.88									1,896.09			2,207.42			1,632.83			1,637.31			1,160.56			256.81			103.79


			13295167			380,271.45			428,612.69			181,504.72									468,514.47			144,425.19			164,719.85			273,187.21			108,460.69			138,264.76			223,576.41


			13294699			572.39			692.32			314.37									79.74			1,122.00			775.52			970.75			995.61			957.67			2,380.67


			Arena			-35,149.00			0.00			0.00									0.00			0.00			0.00			0.00			0.00			0.00			0.00


			Broadmoor			0.00			0.00			0.00									0.00			0.00			-100,000.00			-100,000.00			-100,000.00			-100,000.00			-100,000.00


			TOTAL			345,801.40			429,479.96			181,922.97									470,490.30			147,754.61			67,128.20			175,795.27			10,616.86			39,479.24			126,060.87








ELECTRICITY 06-09


			LOUISIANA SUPERDOME


			ELECTRICITY USAGE


			2006-2009


						2006																		2007


						06/16-07/18/06			7/18-8/17/06			08/18-9/15/06			09/16-10/13/06			10/13-11/13/06			11/14-12/14/06			12/14-01/19/07			01/19-02/16/07			02/16-03/20/07			03/20-04/18/07			04/18-05/18/07			05/18-06/19/07


			no of days			32.00			30.0			29.0			28.0			31.0			31.0			36.0			28.0			32.0			29.0			30.0			32.00


			KW & KWHRS


			12378691/7171645			1,213			1,453			5,962			1,543			1,883			2,369			2,549			1,792			2,020			1,547			1,290			1,586


			13295167/6100441			2,401,840			2,649,920			5,430,768			5,197,472			3,359,552			2,854,768			3,964,688			1,785,800			2,256,352			2,414,496			2,179,072			3,154,032


			13294699/7150757			23,893			22,400			21,005			16,840			15,077			13,653			12,047			12,047			9,639			9,650			8,818			10,741


			Arena			-431,378			-648,383			-461,412			-361,246			-338,509			-408,362			-276,058			-264,311			-489,458			-313,449			-314,702			-405,069


			TOTAL			1,995,568			2,025,390			4,996,322			4,854,609			3,038,002			2,462,428			3,703,225			1,535,327			1,778,552			2,112,243			1,874,478			2,761,289


			TOTAL BILL


			12378691			150.74			172.97			174.23			190.94			212.73			258.13			264.69			193.32			210.21			172.73			158.04			245.67			2,404.40


			13295167			234,877.85			265,352.22			505,322.27			542,814.02			339,815.81			281,933.84			360,170.58			167,495.72			196,738.21			221,463.14			222,195.60			308,050.89			3,646,230.15


			13294699			2,541.38			2,379.74			2,171.01			1,900.92			1,573.75			1,472.78			1,256.17			1,290.40			1,019.75			1,099.61			935.31			1,136.88			18,777.70


			Arena			-42,184.79			-64,926.42			-42,933.51			-37,727.80			-34,239.91			-40,329.43			-25,078.39			-24,790.58			-42,677.37			-28,750.31			-32,089.49			-39,562.69			-455,290.69


			Broadmoor			-100,000.00																																				-100,000.00


			TOTAL			95,385.18			202,978.51			464,734.00			507,178.08			307,362.38			243,335.32			336,613.05			144,188.86			155,290.80			193,985.17			191,199.46			269,870.75			3,112,121.56


			daily rate			2,980.79			6,765.95			16,025.31			18,113.50			9,914.92			7,849.53			9,350.36			5,149.60			4,852.84			6,689.14			6,373.32			8,433.46


			avg daily rate			2,980.79			4,873.37			8,590.68			10,971.39			10,760.09			10,275.00			10,142.91			10,452.74			10,179.44			8,845.70			7,168.53			6,956.89


						2007																		2008


						06/20/07-07/17/07			07/18/07-08/16/07			08/16-09/14/07			09/14-10/19/07			10/19/07-11/13/07			11/13/07-12/17/07			12/17/07-01/15/08			01/15/08-02/19/08			02/19-03/18/08			03/18-04/18/08			04/18-05/19/08			05/19-06/17/08


			no of days			28.00			30.0			29.0			32.0			28.0			34.0			29.0			35.0			28.0			31.0			31.0			30.00


			KW & KWHRS


			12378691/7171645			4,138			1,241			1,210			1,372			1,276			1,590			1,668			2,173			1,242			1,387			1,140			952


			13295167/6100441			4,445,728			5,165,328			4,291,392			6,106,240			4,661,776			4,291,952			3,899,504			3,073,952			2,596,608			2,964,416			2,852,416			3,064,208


			13294699/7150757			8,188			10,263			8,820			25,812			26,444			31,879			29,165			40,210			29,650			34,132			33,971			28,845


			Arena			-363,672			-343,961			-356,953			-428,244			-391,645			-431,309			-404,846			-663,047			-469,507			-576,958			-547,057			-639,662			-5,616,862


			TOTAL			4,094,381			4,832,870			3,944,469			5,705,179			4,297,850			3,894,111			3,525,490			2,453,287			2,157,993			2,422,976			2,340,470			2,454,343


			TOTAL BILL


			12378691			592.80			163.44			141.48			175.19			170.41			188.96			178.62			231.81			163.96			175.58			139.57			120.22			2,442.04


			13295167			452,918.00			558,595.70			416,974.12			653,503.27			496,922.40			428,566.19			366,118.24			268,123.95			283,807.71			299,259.44			289,168.57			298,343.00			4,812,300.59


			13294699			956.32			1,176.75			893.56			2,942.63			2,815.60			3,057.84			2,568.15			3,686.68			3,120.24			3,489.19			3,467.88			2,942.21			31,117.05


			Arena			-37,049.89			-37,197.13			-34,683.41			-45,831.65			-41,747.44			-43,067.68			-38,010.35			-57,833.97			-51,316.80			-58,244.25			-55,458.82			-62,279.92			-562,721.31


			Broadmoor																																							0.00


			TOTAL			417,417.23			522,738.76			383,325.75			610,789.44			458,160.97			388,745.31			330,854.66			214,208.47			235,775.11			244,679.96			237,317.20			239,125.51			4,283,138.37


			daily rate			14,907.76			17,424.63			13,218.13			19,087.17			16,362.89			11,433.69			11,408.78			6,120.24			8,420.54			7,892.90			7,655.39			7,970.85


			avg daily rate			14,907.76			16,166.19			15,183.50			16,159.42			16,200.11			15,405.71			14,834.72			13,745.41			13,153.76			12,627.67			10,820.40			9,130.88


						2008																		2009


						06/18-07/17/08			07/17-08/18/08			08/18-09/17/08			09/17-10/15/08			10/15-11/13/08			11/13-12/17/08			12/17/08-01/16/09			01/16-02/17/09			02/17-03/20/09			03/20-04/17/09			04/17-05/18/09			05/18-06/18/09


			no of days			29.00			32.0			30.0			28.0			29.0			34.0			30.0			32.0			31.0			28.0			31.0			31.00


			KW & KWHRS


			12378691/7171645			4,695			591			217			248			647			2,991			2,554			2,892			2,936			1,894			816			404


			13295167/6100441			3,942,512			4,549,440			4,202,128			4,213,552			2,325,344			3,170,272			3,171,504			2,449,888			2,539,376			2,200,200			2,717,904			2,852,416


			13294699/7150757			30,125			32,208			23,888			27,568			29,620			34,766			29,966			32,366			31,408			28,368			31,088			29,972


			Arena			-540,344			-429,085			-309,776			-408,871			-322,640			-513,935			-460,949			-475,456			-472,161			-533,519			-415,482			-554,814			-5,437,031


			TOTAL			3,436,988			4,153,154			3,916,457			3,832,496			2,032,971			2,694,094			2,743,075			2,009,690			2,101,559			1,696,943			2,334,326			2,327,977


			TOTAL BILL


			12378691			663.96			94.78			45.57			45.84			107.39			324.43			277.87			299.88			298.53			195.11			101.40			68.71			2,523.47


			13295167			388,834.70			556,931.13			533,175.06			468,180.61			303,735.16			321,417.47			319,680.10			239,864.55			231,150.96			180,968.71			218,225.65			186,019.76			3,948,183.86


			13294699			2,955.67			3,909.16			3,045.03			3,029.46			3,856.17			3,241.34			2,785.18			3,039.12			2,779.52			2,458.99			2,506.38			2,027.95			35,633.97


			Arena			-53,291.99			-52,527.48			-39,305.00			-45,430.95			-42,143.03			-52,105.16			-46,462.58			-46,551.16			-42,979.25			-43,882.45			-33,359.85			-36,182.11			-534,221.01


			TOTAL			339,162.34			508,407.59			496,960.66			425,824.96			265,555.69			272,878.08			276,280.57			196,652.39			191,249.76			139,740.36			187,473.58			151,934.31			3,452,120.29


			daily rate			11,695.25			15,887.74			16,565.36			15,208.03			9,157.09			8,025.83			9,209.35			6,145.39			6,169.35			4,990.73			6,047.53			4,901.11


			avg daily rate			11,695.25			13,791.50			14,716.12			14,839.09			13,702.69			12,756.55			12,249.81			11,486.75			10,895.93			10,305.41			8,855.13			7,201.65








ELECTRICITY 09-12


			LOUISIANA SUPERDOME


			ELECTRICITY USAGE


			2009-2012


						2009																		2010


						06/18-07/17/09			07/17-08/18/09			08/18-09/17/09			09/17-10/14/09			10/14-11/12/09			11/12-12/17/09			12/17/09-01/20/10			01/20-02/18/10			02/18-03/18/10			03/18-04/20/10			4/20-5/18/2010			05/18-06/17/10


			no of days			31			32			30			27			29			35			34			29			28			33			29


			KW & KWHRS


			12378691/7171645			6,515			519			702			1,012			2,038			3,158			2,845			3,221			2,461			2,109			10						24,589


			13295167/6100441			4,496,144			4,598,960			3,923,360			3,553,984			3,653,888			3,485,888			4,492,208			2,778,608			2,196,208			2,274,608			2,750,160			3,065,664			41,269,680


			13294699/7150757			28,052			30,932			29,331			26,452			29,972			36,211			30,132			36,531			29,012			33,330			30,933						340,885


			Arena			-228,704			-414,027			-368,284			-484,682			-348,273			-346,260			-426,474			-308,967			-384,390			-349,139			-487,862			-471,765			-4,618,827


			TOTAL			4,302,006			4,216,383			3,585,109			3,096,766			3,337,624			3,178,997			4,098,710			2,509,393			1,843,290			1,960,908			2,293,241			2,593,899			37,016,327


			TOTAL BILL


			12378691			903.74			95.25			111.29			140.74			229.99			296.02			259.49			290.45			245.78			221.59			36.19						2,830.53


			13295167			413,883.29			473,002.51			390,860.62			353,685.14			360,025.74			316,742.24			339,861.74			267,307.57			231,257.50			241,333.75			210,541.43			276,247.96			3,874,749.49


			13294699			2,687.63			3,105.69			2,753.66			2,421.59			2,749.97			2,906.76			2,341.20			3,000.28			2,449.69			2,798.80			2,545.06						29,760.33


			Arena			-21,052.92			-42,582.64			-36,689.87			-48,234.53			-34,316.14			-31,462.64			-32,265.26			-29,723.23			-40,475.66			-37,043.29			-37,348.80			-42,510.88			-433,705.86


			TOTAL			396,421.74			433,620.81			357,035.70			308,012.94			328,689.56			288,482.38			310,197.17			240,875.07			193,477.31			207,310.85			175,773.88			233,737.08			3,473,634.49


			daily rate			12,787.80			13,550.65			11,901.19			11,407.89			11,334.12			8,242.35			9,123.45			8,306.04			6,909.90			6,282.15			6,061.17			- 0


						2010																		2011


						06/17-07/19/10			07/19-8/16/10			8/16/-9/14/10			9/14-10/14/10			10/14-11/15/10			11/15-12/15/10			12/15-01/18/11			1/18-02/15/11			2/15-03/21/11			03/21-04/18/11			04/18-05/19/11			05/19-06/16/11


			no of days			32.00			28.0			29.0			30.0			32.0			30.0			34.0			28.0			34.0			28.0			31.0			31.00


			KW & KWHRS


			12378691/7171645			6,189			1,079			1,013			673			1,198			1,547			883			1,359			2,152			1,358			630			2,314


			13295167/6100441			4,883,648			3,846,080			5,604,256			5,805,856			2,086,112			3,690,080			3,332,016			1,685,000			1,975,000			1,975,000			3,121,664			2,834,848


			13294699/7150757			34,127			28,527			29,652			32,693			28,973			27,690			31,692			28,687			28,332			24,652			24,652			28,191


			89740138									12,924			13,178			11,163			9,132			11,741			9,132			3,702			5,739			5,394			2,152


			Arena			-471,811			-312,928			-444,416			-507,942			-338,498			-456,963			-312,313			-476,984			-480,954			-469,071			-469,560			-236,722			-4,978,162


			TOTAL			4,452,152			3,562,757			5,203,428			5,344,458			1,788,948			3,271,486			3,064,018			1,247,194			1,528,231			1,537,678			2,682,779			2,630,783


			TOTAL BILL


			12378691			857.93			157.39			150.84			104.08			143.48			158.73			108.22			146.61			210.97			146.63			92.25			419.01			2,696.14


			13295167			463,113.38			410,627.29			533,570.96			518,930.39			232,483.28			295,144.74			265,777.23			128,045.08			174,858.18			156,843.51			243,704.11			227,610.10			3,650,708.25


			13294699			3,318.89			2,771.60			2,881.23			2,978.24			2,767.13			2,427.79			2,548.26			2,160.57			2,660.76			2,257.20			2,406.83			2,478.86			31,657.36


			89740138									1,711.52			1,648.86			1,289.99			994.48			1,231.51			997.46			421.06			630.76			619.24			244.68			9,789.56


			Arena			-44,741.57			-33,409.81			-42,312.07			-45,400.16			-37,723.32			-36,549.39			-24,911.59			-36,246.53			-42,581.66			-37,250.97			-36,657.92			-19,006.39			-436,791.38


			TOTAL			422,548.63			380,146.47			496,002.48			478,261.41			198,960.56			262,176.35			244,753.63			95,103.19			135,569.31			122,627.13			210,164.51			211,746.26			3,258,059.93


			daily rate			13,204.64			13,576.66			17,103.53			15,942.05			6,217.52			8,739.21			7,198.64			3,396.54			3,987.33			4,379.54			6,779.50			6,830.52


			avg daily rate			13,204.64			13,390.65			14,628.28			14,956.72			13,208.88			12,463.94			11,711.75			10,672.35			9,929.57			9,374.57			7,938.23			6,714.53


						2011																		2012


						6/16/11-7/19/11			07/19-08/16/11			8/16-09/14/11			9/14-10/17/11			10/17-11/15/11			11/15-12/15/11			12/15-01/17/12			01/17-02/15/12			02/15-03/20/12			03/20-04/17/12			04/17/12-05/17/12			05/17/12-06/19/12


			no of days			33.00			28.0			29.0			33.0			29.0			30.0			33.0			30.0			34.0			28.0			30.0			34.00


			KW & KWHRS


			12378691/7171645			2,827			989			779			923			1,006			1,279			2,071			1,875			2,514			1,977			966			867


			13295167/6100441			5,947,200			4,360,400			4,707,600			5,323,600			3,404,800			3,576,160			4,876,368			2,900,800			3,234,896			4,786,096			2,637,824			3,904,432


			13294699/7150757			5,056			5,050			5,053			5,066			5,066			30,145			36,066			32,640			35,256			29,656			30,455			35,251


			89740138			4,822			3,895			4,623			6,458			8,486			10,126			13,619			10,486			10,120			8,274			8,078			9,155


			Arena			-581,912			-443,978			-560,348			-475,446			-304,182			-476,573			-397,967			-352,198			-538,345			-564,425			-371,124			-565,733			-5,632,231


			TOTAL			5,377,993			3,926,356			4,157,707			4,860,601			3,115,175			3,141,137			4,530,157			2,593,603			2,744,441			4,261,578			2,306,199			3,383,972


			TOTAL BILL


			12378691			461.58			125.16			103.22			114.15			111.69			107.92			194.76			182.54			202.65			173.00			119.33			219.02


			13295167			480,563.56			376,507.57			383,991.79			446,237.68			260,332.79			225,362.22			382,002.66			263,919.85			229,850.70			346,914.39			202,276.72			261,084.26


			13294699			3,036.56			2,202.22			2,247.41			2,854.24			2,000.97			1,722.13			2,765.62			2,672.44			2,476.85			2,132.83			2,516.32			2,637.02


			89740138			564.77			441.03			512.81			736.78			833.84			880.01			1,481.59			1,201.66			1,051.46			857.06			930.73			1,001.51


			Arena			-47,021.38			-38,336.19			-45,706.76			-39,853.12			-23,257.93			-30,032.63			-31,175.77			-32,043.63			-38,251.31			-40,911.70			-28,458.97			-37,829.85


			TOTAL			437,605.09			340,939.79			341,148.47			410,089.73			240,021.36			198,039.65			355,268.86			235,932.86			195,330.35			309,165.58			177,384.13			227,111.96			3,468,037.83


			daily rate			13,260.76			12,176.42			11,763.74			12,426.96			8,276.60			6,601.32			10,765.72			7,864.43			5,745.01			11,041.63			5,912.80			6,679.76


			avg daily rate			13,260.76			12,718.59			12,400.31			12,406.97			11,580.90			10,750.97			10,753.08			10,391.99			9,875.66			9,992.26			8,415.88			7,256.50
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ELECTRICITY 12-14


			LOUISIANA SUPERDOME


			ELECTRICITY USAGE


			2012-2014


						2011																		2012


						6/16/11-7/19/11			07/19-08/16/11			8/16-09/14/11			9/14-10/17/11			10/17-11/15/11			11/15-12/15/11			12/15-01/17/12			01/17-02/15/12			02/15-03/20/12			03/20-04/17/12			04/17/12-05/17/12			05/17/12-06/19/12


			no of days			33.00			28.0			29.0			33.0			29.0			30.0			33.0			30.0			34.0			28.0			30.0			34.00


			KW & KWHRS


			12378691/7171645			2,827			989			779			923			1,006			1,279			2,071			1,875			2,514			1,977			966			867


			13295167/6100441			5,947,200			4,360,400			4,707,600			5,323,600			3,404,800			3,576,160			4,876,368			2,900,800			3,234,896			4,786,096			2,637,824			3,904,432


			13294699/7150757			5,056			5,050			5,053			5,066			5,066			30,145			36,066			32,640			35,256			29,656			30,455			35,251


			89740138			4,822			3,895			4,623			6,458			8,486			10,126			13,619			10,486			10,120			8,274			8,078			9,155


			Arena			-581,912			-443,978			-560,348			-475,446			-304,182			-476,573			-397,967			-352,198			-538,345			-564,425			-371,124			-565,733			-5,632,231


			TOTAL			5,377,993			3,926,356			4,157,707			4,860,601			3,115,175			3,141,137			4,530,157			2,593,603			2,744,441			4,261,578			2,306,199			3,383,972


			TOTAL BILL


			12378691			461.58			125.16			103.22			114.15			111.69			107.92			194.76			182.54			202.65			173.00			119.33			219.02


			13295167			480,563.56			376,507.57			383,991.79			446,237.68			260,332.79			225,362.22			382,002.66			263,919.85			229,850.70			346,914.39			202,276.72			261,084.26


			13294699			3,036.56			2,202.22			2,247.41			2,854.24			2,000.97			1,722.13			2,765.62			2,672.44			2,476.85			2,132.83			2,516.32			2,637.02


			89740138			564.77			441.03			512.81			736.78			833.84			880.01			1,481.59			1,201.66			1,051.46			857.06			930.73			1,001.51


			Arena			-47,021.38			-38,336.19			-45,706.76			-39,853.12			-23,257.93			-30,032.63			-31,175.77			-32,043.63			-38,251.31			-40,911.70			-28,458.97			-37,829.85


			TOTAL			437,605.09			340,939.79			341,148.47			410,089.73			240,021.36			198,039.65			355,268.86			235,932.86			195,330.35			309,165.58			177,384.13			227,111.96			3,468,037.83


			daily rate			13,260.76			12,176.42			11,763.74			12,426.96			8,276.60			6,601.32			10,765.72			7,864.43			5,745.01			11,041.63			5,912.80			6,679.76


			avg daily rate			13,260.76			12,718.59			12,400.31			12,406.97			11,580.90			10,750.97			10,753.08			10,391.99			9,875.66			9,992.26			8,415.88			7,256.50


						2012																		2013


						6/19/12-07/20/12			07/20/12-08/20/12			08/17/12-09/14/12			09/14/12-10/15/12			10/15-11/14/12			11/13/12-12/12/12			12/12/12-01/16/13			01/14/13-02/15/13			02/15/13-03/20/13			03/20/13-04/17/13			4/17/13-5/17/13			5/17/13-6/17/13


			no of days			30.00			31.0			28.0			31.0			29.0			29.0			35.0			32.0			33.0			28.0			30.0			32.0


			KW & KWHRS


			12378691/7171645			4,958			387			382			725			1,580			2,743			2,408			862			1,025			2,176			2,480			4,367


			13295167/6100441			3,917,424			4,765,040			4,933,712			3,868,928			3,718,600			3,677,632			3,305,120			4,285,910			3,259,538			2,554,615			2,744,000			3,010,000


			13294699/7150757			32,215			33,647			20,541			31,736			23,898			32,218			36,059			35,253			37,984			49,051			17,440			37,976


			89740138			7,348			10,553			5,364			9,233			9,872			8,932			10,329			9,187			9,017			6,842			8,058			5,330


			Arena			-479,788			-454,372			-440,653			-459,863			-354,311			-277,523			-239,790			-352,682			-458,169			-507,622			-293,062			-121,040			-4,438,875


			TOTAL			3,482,156			4,355,255			4,519,346			3,450,759			3,399,639			3,444,002			3,114,126			3,978,530			2,849,395			2,105,062			2,478,916			2,936,633


			TOTAL BILL


			12378691			711.44			58.07			59.15			104.12			176.36			265.13			231.42			148.95			134.47			220.38			267.77			435.75


			13295167			317,680.41			399,249.26			434,454.58			362,761.23			360,469.19			346,593.91			307,972.61			414,798.21			312,844.23			206,609.16			225,898.72			271,186.11


			13294699			2,786.48			2,616.21			1,894.68			2,709.55			2,136.01			2,744.71			2,878.98			3,308.45			3,448.34			3,980.32			1,733.16


			89740138			879.63			1,190.17			631.35			1,094.63			1,168.81			1,056.39			1,176.85			1,181.86			1,122.64			798.60			716.80			584.52


			Arena			-38,908.06			-38,070.59			-38,803.21			-43,118.00			-34,345.75			-26,154.84			-22,343.77			-34,133.20			-43,974.15			-41,054.88			-24,126.22			-10,905.07


			TOTAL			283,149.90			365,043.12			398,236.55			323,551.53			329,604.62			324,505.30			289,916.09			385,304.27			273,575.53			170,553.58			204,490.23			261,301.31			3,609,232.03


			daily rate			9,438.33			11,775.58			14,222.73			10,437.15			11,365.68			11,189.84			8,283.32			12,040.76			8,290.17			6,091.20			6,816.34			8,165.67


			avg daily rate			9,438.33			10,606.96			11,812.22			11,468.45			11,447.89			11,404.88			10,958.95			11,094.17			10,782.62			10,313.48			9,137.52			8,075.24


						2013																		2014


						06/17-07/17/13			07/17-08/17/13			8/17-9/17/13			9/17-10/17/13			10/17-11/15/13			11/15-12/18/13			12/18/13-01/17/14			1/17-2/17/14			2/20-3/21/14			3/21-4/22/14			4/22-5/21/14			5/21-6/20/14


			no of days			30.00			31.0			31.0			30.0			29.0			31.0			31.0			31.0			29.0			32.0			29.0			30.0


			KW & KWHRS


			12378691/7171645			2,653			4,383			2,963			2,122			1,699			2,356			1,018			7,085			2,115			2,935			2,890			3,997


			13295167/6100441			3,806,285			5,194,459			4,703,729			4,899,401			4,184,087			3,907,758			3,583,717			2,940,000			2,926,000			3,162,499			2,315,570			1,470,000


			13294699/7150757			25,656			43,840			42,240			38,240			37,440			42,400			43,680			37,920			35,520			38,560			33,280			32,800


			89740138			4,523			7,309			7,552			6,858			7,163			8,931			10,083			8,111			7,288			5,865			5,354			5,302


			Arena			-164,719			-246,897			-311,389			-408,984			-461,540			-371,649			-342,263			-396,231			-483,507			-431,595			-277,489			-202,505			-4,098,768


			TOTAL			3,674,398			5,003,094			4,445,095			4,537,637			3,768,849			3,589,796			3,296,235			2,596,885			2,487,416			2,778,264			2,079,605			1,309,594


			TOTAL BILL


			12378691			295.47			466.74			305.29			237.75			186.46			206.07			133.86			821.03			272.21			364.89			315.55			494.33


			13295167			364,189.23			527,075.08			437,755.39			442,565.95			308,613.06			341,019.88			335,286.39			280,760.61			242,152.95			300,796.35			209,329.18			279,975.29


			13294699			5,848.23			4,265.97			3,725.24			3,384.03			2,959.40			3,349.17			3,734.97			3,447.97			2,982.34			3,373.06			3,188.02			2,774.46


			89740138			530.17			828.51			765.78			698.60			650.71			802.86			974.21			840.80			706.08			627.36			624.89			572.13


			Arena			-15,760.46			-25,052.31			-28,979.58			-36,943.81			-34,042.60			-32,432.82			-32,021.58			-37,838.82			-40,014.56			-41,050.51			-25,085.18			-38,568.96


			TOTAL			355,102.64			507,583.99			413,572.12			409,942.52			278,367.03			312,945.16			308,107.85			248,031.59			206,099.02			264,111.15			188,372.46			245,247.25			3,737,482.78


			daily rate			11,836.75			16,373.68			13,341.04			13,664.75			9,598.86			10,095.01			9,938.96			8,001.02			7,106.86			8,253.47			6,495.60			8,174.91


			avg daily rate			11,836.75			14,105.22			14,857.36			13,502.89			11,631.81			9,846.93			10,016.98			8,969.99			11,106.33			10,821.04			9,351.75			7,889.21
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services employee lot c


susan.pollet:
1500 sugar bowl drive-poydras marquee sign


susan.pollet:
1600 julia street-services the sign


susan.pollet:
services employee lot c


susan.pollet:
includes 2 months of bills





ELECTRICITY 13-17)


			LOUISIANA SUPERDOME


			ELECTRICITY USAGE


			2013-2017


						2013																		2014


						06/17-07/17/13			07/17-08/17/13			8/17-9/17/13			9/17-10/17/13			10/17-11/15/13			11/15-12/18/13			12/18/13-01/17/14			1/17-2/17/14			2/20-3/21/14			3/21-4/22/14			4/22-5/21/14			5/21-6/20/14


			no of days			30.00			31.0			31.0			30.0			29.0			31.0			31.0			31.0			29.0			32.0			29.0			30.0


			KW & KWHRS


			12378691/7171645			2,653			4,383			2,963			2,122			1,699			2,356			1,018			7,085			2,115			2,935			2,890			3,997


			13295167/6100441			3,806,285			5,194,459			4,703,729			4,899,401			4,184,087			3,907,758			3,583,717			2,940,000			2,926,000			3,162,499			2,315,570			1,470,000


			13294699/7150757			25,656			43,840			42,240			38,240			37,440			42,400			43,680			37,920			35,520			38,560			33,280			32,800


			89740138			4,523			7,309			7,552			6,858			7,163			8,931			10,083			8,111			7,288			5,865			5,354			5,302


			Arena			-164,719			-246,897			-311,389			-408,984			-461,540			-371,649			-342,263			-396,231			-483,507			-431,595			-277,489			-202,505			-4,098,768


			TOTAL			3,674,398			5,003,094			4,445,095			4,537,637			3,768,849			3,589,796			3,296,235			2,596,885			2,487,416			2,778,264			2,079,605			1,309,594


			TOTAL BILL


			12378691			295.47			466.74			305.29			237.75			186.46			206.07			133.86			821.03			272.21			364.89			315.55			494.33


			13295167			364,189.23			527,075.08			437,755.39			442,565.95			308,613.06			341,019.88			335,286.39			280,760.61			242,152.95			300,796.35			209,329.18			279,975.29


			13294699			5,848.23			4,265.97			3,725.24			3,384.03			2,959.40			3,349.17			3,734.97			3,447.97			2,982.34			3,373.06			3,188.02			2,774.46


			89740138			530.17			828.51			765.78			698.60			650.71			802.86			974.21			840.80			706.08			627.36			624.89			572.13


			Arena			-15,760.46			-25,052.31			-28,979.58			-36,943.81			-34,042.60			-32,432.82			-32,021.58			-37,838.82			-40,014.56			-41,050.51			-25,085.18			-38,568.96


			TOTAL			355,102.64			507,583.99			413,572.12			409,942.52			278,367.03			312,945.16			308,107.85			248,031.59			206,099.02			264,111.15			188,372.46			245,247.25			3,737,482.78


			daily rate			11,836.75			16,373.68			13,341.04			13,664.75			9,598.86			10,095.01			9,938.96			8,001.02			7,106.86			8,253.47			6,495.60			8,174.91


			avg daily rate			11,836.75			14,105.22			14,857.36			13,502.89			11,631.81			9,846.93			10,016.98			8,969.99			11,106.33			10,821.04			9,351.75			7,889.21


						2014																		2015


						06/20-07/21/14			07/22-08/2014			08/20-09/19/14			09/19-10/20/14			10/20-11/17/14			11/17-12/17/14			12/18/14-01/18/15			01/18-02/18/15


			no of days			31.00			29.0			30.0			31.0			28.0			30.0			31.0			31.0


			KW & KWHRS


			12378691/7171645			9,792			4,362			4,492			3,186			2,648			2,744			3,480


			13295167/6100441			4,774,000			3,836,000			4,858,000			4,704,000			3,682,000			4,074,000			3,346,000			2,534,000


			13294699/7150757			34,240			31,040			32,160			2,912			34,240			32,000			37,760


			89740138			6,316			5,238			7,989			10,437			12,946			12,702			14,670


			Arena			-481,147			-521,559			-420,828			-493,725			-319,140			-403,790			-299,235			0			0			0			0			0			0


			TOTAL			4,343,201			3,355,081			4,481,813			4,226,810			3,412,694			3,717,656			3,102,675			2,534,000			0			0			0			0


			TOTAL BILL


			12378691			1,142.00			389.72			424.87			328.42			297.16			297.32			363.84


			13295167			438,369.44			336,123.70			435,874.85			439,396.08			323,046.16			348,434.87			293,022.82			206,454.24


			13294699			3,242.76			2,491.54			2,790.37			2,675.61			2,721.76			2,663.45			2,889.99


			89740138			709.93			558.96			773.04			1,036.85			1,103.19			1,124.37			1,196.82


			Arena			-44,181.03			-45,700.80			-37,758.04			-46,118.41			-28,000.24			-34,534.75			-26,205.25


			TOTAL			399,283.10			293,863.12			402,105.09			397,318.55			299,168.03			317,985.26			271,268.22			206,454.24			0.00			0.00			0.00			0.00			2,587,445.61


			daily rate			12,880.10			10,133.21			13,403.50			12,816.73			10,684.57			10,599.51			8,750.59			6,659.81			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


			avg daily rate			12,880.10			11,506.66			11,768.36			13,110.12			11,750.65			10,642.04			9,675.05			7,705.20			- 0			- 0			0.00			0.00
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susan.pollet:
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services employee lot c





ELECTRICITY SUMMARY


			Electricity Summary -Superdome


						Jul			Aug			Sep			Oct			Nov			Dec			Jan			Feb			Mar			Apr			May			Jun


			99-00			254,694.99			213,856.94			279,683.57			249,352.52			197,367.58			184,511.62			222,596.72			125,151.32			213,255.10			138,892.63			101,273.61			234,422.53


			00-01			296,511.29			261,600.17			386,597.48			333,137.62			193,367.50			178,233.72			206,340.36			151,520.38			244,209.11			268,488.75			190,407.32			331,170.51


			01-02			320,570.52			298,838.43			396,170.22			244,502.02			133,579.45			135,200.03			167,103.95			173,141.61			89,774.07			157,165.23			138,328.52			185,539.61


			02-03			302,258.25			220,705.95			289,105.30			284,870.02			197,990.68			180,961.52			247,949.65			219,363.18			158,541.86			222,579.63			201,041.45			203,789.18


			4 yr total			1,174,035.05			995,001.49			1,351,556.57			1,111,862.18			722,305.21			678,906.89			843,990.68			669,176.49			705,780.14			787,126.24			631,050.90			954,921.83


			4 yr avg			293,508.76			248,750.37			337,889.14			277,965.55			180,576.30			169,726.72			210,997.67			167,294.12			176,445.04			196,781.56			157,762.73			238,730.46


									Jul			Aug			Sep			Oct			Nov			Dec			Jan			Feb			Mar			Apr			May			Jun


			accrual days						14


			accrual						112,338.88








GAS 98-02


			LOUISIANA SUPERDOME


			GAS USAGE


			1998-2002


						1998																		1999


						06/15-07/15/98			07/15-08/13/98			08/13-09/15/98			09/15-10/13/98			10/13-11/10/98			11/10-12/10/98			12/10-01/14/98			01/14-02/15/99			02/15-03/17/99			03/17-04/15/99			04/15-05/14/99			05/14-06/15/99


			no of days			30.0			29.0			33.0			28.0			28.0			30.0			35.0			32.0			30.0			29.0			29.0			32.0


			H537


			CCF			600			560			650			610			5,400			6,100			58,340			24,020			13,240			750			860			620


			AMOUNT			535.95			495.43			563.69			580.80			3,105.91			3,419.57			24,302.97			9,846.09			5,680.49			584.04			659.48			532.16


						1999																		2000


						06/15-07/19/99			07/19-08/16/99			08/16-09/14/99			09/14-10/15/99			10/15-11/12/99			11/12-12/14/99			12/14-01/18/00			01/18-02/16/00			02/16-03/20/00			03/20-04/17/00			04/17-05/15/00			05/15-06/14/00


			no of days			34.0			28.0			29.0			31.0			28.0			32.0			35.0			29.0			33.0			28.0			28.0			30.0


			H537


			CCF			700			510			640			690			3,930			19,410			91,640			105,840			100,940			67,390			640			660


			Arena CCF																					-43,697			-86,460			-87,491			-66,439


						700			510			640			690			3,930			19,410			47,943			19,380			13,449			951			640			660


			AMOUNT			582.79			491.54			602.43			671.76			2,829.05			13,093.53			46,453.16			53,773.41			53,789.89			39,667.76			657.41			831.00


			Arena																					-22,150.19			-43,927.32			-46,622.89			-39,107.76


						582.79			491.54			602.43			671.76			2,829.05			13,093.53			24,302.97			9,846.09			7,167.00			560.00			657.41			831.00


						2000																		2001


						06/14-07/18/00			07/18-08/15/00			08/15-09/15/00			09/15-10/16/00			10/16/-11/14/00			11/14-12/14/00			12/14/-1/18/01			1/18-2/13/01			2/13-3/16/01			3/16-4/18/01			4/18-5/16/01			5/16-6/14/01


			no of days			34.0			28.0			31.0			31.0			29.0			30.0			35.0			26.0			31.0			33.0			28.0			29.0


			H537


			CCF			690			530			810			47,720			17,760			58,260			74,400			47,280			42,830			74,240			2,640			650


			Arena CCF												-47,220			-14,865			-39,144			-56,280									-45,135


						690			530			810			500			2,895			19,116			18,120			47,280			42,830			29,105			2,640			650


			AMOUNT			668.51			647.06			948.01			55,442.97			19,014.99			68,483.14			99,782.02			40,791.07			28,019.55			46,285.46			1,868.44			559.02


			Arena												-54,862.17			-15,914.99			-46,013.14			-75,480.00									-28,139.84


						668.51			647.06			948.01			580.80			3,100.00			22,470.00			24,302.02			40,791.07			28,019.55			18,145.62			1,868.44			559.02


						2001																		2002


						6/14-7/17/01			07/17-08/13/01			8/13-9/13/01			9/13-10/15/01			10/15-11/12/01			11/12-12/12/01			12/12-1/15/02			1/15-2/15/02			2/15-3/19/02			3/19-4/16/02			4/16-5/14/02			5/14-6/14/02


			no of days			33.0			28.0			31.0			32.0			28.0			30.0			34.0			31.0			28.0			32.0			28.0			31.0


			H537


			CCF			600			530			4,480			8,480			7,530			20,860			89,910			81,600			61,300			46,560			8,360			610


			Arena CCF																					-15,852			-59,268			-46,484			-44,780


						600			530			4,480			8,480			7,530			20,860			74,058			22,332			14,816			1,780			8,360			610


			AMOUNT			505.65			456.28			2,105.96			3,763.27			4,894.65			12,790.15			29,504.42			35,979.78			29,653.35			24,953.98			4,572.87			539.58


			Arena																					-5,202.00			-26,133.00			-22,486.35			-24,000.00			0.00			0.00


						505.65			456.28			2,105.96			3,763.27			4,894.65			12,790.15			24,302.42			9,846.78			7,167.00			953.98			4,572.87			539.58








GAS 02-06


			LOUISIANA SUPERDOME


			GAS USAGE


			2002 -2005


						2002																		2003


						6/14-7/15/02			7/15-8/13/02			08/13-09/12/02			09/12-10/15/02			10/15-11/12/02			11/12-12/11/02			12/11-1/16/03			01/16-02/13/03			02/14-03/18/03			03/19-04/16/03			04/16-05/14/03			05/14-06/16/03


			no of days			31.0			29.0			30.0			33.0			28.0			29.0			36.0			28.0			33.0			29.0			28.0			33.0


			H537


			CCF			570			2,220			15,340			710			700			72,270			96,190			69,070			74,070			1,800			1,390			1,380


			Arena CCF																		-72,270			-52,824			-41,135			-20,429			0			0			0


						570			2,220			15,340			710			700			0			43,366			27,935			53,641			1,800			1,390			1,380


			AMOUNT			526.08			1,290.75			8,845.26			632.76			668.20			45,147.50			67,455.18			49,035.59			72,204.28			1,381.55			1,239.24			1,311.45			249,737.84


			Arena																		-45,147.50			-37,044.00			-29,203.20			-19,914.58			0.00			0.00			0.00			-131,309.28


						526.08			1,290.75			8,845.26			632.76			668.20			0.00			30,411.18			19,832.39			52,289.70			1,381.55			1,239.24			1,311.45			118,428.56


						2003																		2004


						06/16-07/18/03			07/18-08/14/03			08/14-09/15/03			09/15-10/14/03			10/14-11/13/03			11/13-12/15/03			12/15-01/16/04			01/16-02/17/04			02/17-03/18/04			3/18-4/14/04			4/14-5/13/04			5/13-6/14/04


			no of days			32.0			27.0			32.0			29.0			30.0			32.0			32.0			32.0			30.0			27.0			29.0			32.0


			H537


			CCF			1420			1,180			1,350			1,310			1,290			12,820			24,760			7,120			4,660			630			620			620


			Arena CCF																		-6,294			-9,119			-5,455


						1,420			1,180			1,350			1,310			1,290			6,526			15,641			1,665			4,660			630			620			620


			AMOUNT			1,313.67			1,107.05			1,305.12			1,286.45			1,533.85			11,401.28			20,758.07			5,954.65			4,197.43			837.73			848.74			936.99			51,481.03


			Arena																		-5,597.67			-7,645.19			-4,562.14															-17,805.00


						1,313.67			1,107.05			1,305.12			1,286.45			1,533.85			5,803.61			13,112.88			1,392.51			4,197.43			837.73			848.74			936.99			33,676.03


						2004																		2005


						6/14-7/14/04			7/14-8/13/04			8/13-9/20/04			9/20-10/14/04			10/14-11/11/04			11/11-12/14/04			12/14-01/14/05			01/14/-02/15/05			02/15/-03/17/05			03/17-04/14/05			04/14-05/16/05			05/17-06/15/05


			no of days			30.0			30.0			38.0			24.0			28.0			33.0			31.0			32.0			30.0			28.0			32.0			30.0


			H537


			CCF			610			580			1010			700			670			1050			10960			980			780			700			770			660


			Arena CCF


						610			580			1,010			700			670			1,050			10,960			980			780			700			770			660


			AMOUNT			922.18			907.62			1,275.59			958.31			1,114.72			1,641.19			11,009.40			1,260.52			1,056.46			1,002.51			1,124.18			994.39			23,267.07


			Arena																																							0.00


						922.18			907.62			1,275.59			958.31			1,114.72			1,641.19			11,009.40			1,260.52			1,056.46			1,002.51			1,124.18			994.39			23,267.07


															2005


						06/15-07/15/05			7/15-8/15/05			08/15-09/14/06			11/17-12/13/05			12/13-01/17/06			01/17-02/17/06			02/17-03/21/06			03/21-04/18/06			04/18-05/15/06			05/15-06/16/06


			no of days			30.0			31.0			31.0			26.0			35.0			31.0			32.0			28.0			27.0			32.0


			H537


			CCF			670			840			280			0			0			0			0			997			1715			1298


			Arena CCF


						670			840			280			0			0			0			0			997			1,715			1,298


			AMOUNT			1,067.05			1,297.64			761.76			332.63			332.63			332.63			332.63			1,581.71			1,202.35			1,036.36


			Arena																								332.63						-332.63


						1,067.05			1,297.64			761.76			332.63			332.63			332.63			332.63			1,914.34			1,202.35			703.73








GAS 07-12


			LOUISIANA SUPERDOME


			GAS USAGE


			2007-2014


						2006																		2007


						06/16-07/18/06			7/18-8/17/06			8/18-9/15/06			09/16-10/13/06			10/13-11/13/06			11/13-12/14/06			12/14-01/19/07			01/19-02/16/07			02/19-03/20/07			03/20-04/18/07			04/18-05/18/07			05/18-06/19/07


			no of days			32.0			30.0			29.0			28.0			31.0			31.0			36.0			28.0			32.0			29.0			30.0			32.00


			H537


			CCF			617			564			589			901			840			1093			1636			758			6866			800			849			849


			Arena CCF


						617			564			589			901			840			1,093			1,636			758			6,866			800			849			849


			AMOUNT			1,010.01			1,010.63			1,094.53			1,227.42			1,522.40			1,960.65			2,687.00			1,471.74			9,751.09			1,337.39			1,376.40			1,368.53


			Arena


						1,010.01			1,010.63			1,094.53			1,227.42			1,522.40			1,960.65			2,687.00			1,471.74			9,751.09			1,337.39			1,376.40			1,368.53			25,817.79


						2007																		2008


						06/20-07/17/07			07/18-08/16/07			08/16-09/14/07			09/14-10/16/07			10/16-11/13/07			11/13-12/17/07			12/17-01/15/08			01/15-02/19/08			02/19-03/18/08			03/18-04/18/08			04/18-05/19/08			05/19-06/17/08


			no of days			28.00			30.0			29.0			32.0			28.0			34.0			29.0			35.0			28.0			31.0			31.0			29.00


			H537


			CCF			4,672			927			841			1,085			995			6,754			1,318			11,603			4,148			11,108			10,103			2,927


			Arena CCF


						4,672			927			841			1,085			995			6,754			1,318			11,603			4,148			11,108			10,103			2,927


			AMOUNT			5,550.53			1,274.64			1,150.63			1,506.73			1,595.12			9,400.00			2,116.91			16,686.11			6,295.61			16,823.60			17,076.90			5,422.89


			Arena


						5,550.53			1,274.64			1,150.63			1,506.73			1,595.12			9,400.00			2,116.91			16,686.11			6,295.61			16,823.60			17,076.90			5,422.89			84,899.67


						2008																		2009


						06/17-07/17/08			07/17-08/18/08			08/18-09/17/08			09/17-10/15/08			10/15-11/13/08			11/13-12/17/08			12/17-01/16/09			01/16-02/10/09			02/10-03/20/09			03/20-04/13/09			04/13-05/18/09			05/18-06/18/09


			no of days			30.00			32.0			30.0			28.0			29.0			34.0			30.0			25.0			31.0			24.0			35.0			31.00


			H537


			CCF			0			0			610			900			790			1,200			1,360			1,281			10,225			7,148			3,260			2,977


			Arena CCF


						0			0			610			900			790			1,200			1,360			1,281			10,225			7,148			3,260			2,977


			AMOUNT			340.05			340.05			1,087.58			1,440.33			1,306.80			1,980.59			2,132.03			1,851.77			15,488.21			7,830.69			2,884.02			2,534.13


			Arena


						340.05			340.05			1,087.58			1,440.33			1,306.80			1,980.59			2,132.03			1,851.77			15,488.21			7,830.69			2,884.02			2,534.13			39,216.25


						2009																		2010


						06/18-07/17/09			07/17-08/18/09			08/18-09/17/09			09/17-10/14/09			10/14-11/12/09			11/12-12/17/09			12/17-01/20/10			01/20-02/18/10			02/18-03/18/10			03/18-04/18/10			04/18-05/18/10			05/18-06/17/10


			no of days			29.00			32.0			30.0			27.0			30.0			35.0			34.0			29.0			28.0			32.0			29.0			30.00


			H2097


			CCF			1,217			2,507			2,044			1,840			38,906			42,327			82,815			74,492			44,603			20,122			838			634


			Arena CCF


						1,217			2,507			2,044			1,840			38,906			42,327			82,815			74,492			44,603			20,122			838			634


			AMOUNT			1,132.67			2,134.17			1,601.60			1,695.18			36,254.73			40,009.43			87,249.62			79,159.55			44,413.58			17,164.46			836.18			631.67


			Arena


						1,132.67			2,134.17			1,601.60			1,695.18			36,254.73			40,009.43			87,249.62			79,159.55			44,413.58			17,164.46			836.18			631.67			312,282.84


						2010																		2011


						06/17-07/19/10			07/19-08/16/10			8/16-9/14/10			9/14-10/14/10			10/14-11/15/10			11/15-12/15/10			12/15-01/18/11			1/18-2/15/11			2/15-3/21/11			03/21-04/18/11			04/18-05/16/11


			no of days			32.00			28.0			29.0			30.0			32.0			30.0			34.0			28.0			34.0			28.0			28.0


			H2097


			CCF			853			989			21,084			17,897			25,593			49,665			53,268			29,607			15,664			19,102			10,013


			Arena CCF


						853			989			21,084			17,897			25,593			49,665			53,268			29,607			15,664			19,102			10,013			0


			AMOUNT			896.73			990.64			17,424.92			14,740.47			20,583.21			43,887.34			47,900.15			28,100.66			14,293.63			16,978.53			8,895.59


			Arena


						896.73			990.64			17,424.92			14,740.47			20,583.21			43,887.34			47,900.15			28,100.66			14,293.63			16,978.53			8,895.59			0.00			214,691.87


						2011																		2012


						06/16/-07/19/11			07/19-08/16/11			08/16-09/14/11			9/14-10/17/11			10/17-11/15/11			11/15-12/15/11			12/15/11-01/17/12			01/17-02/16/12			02/16-03/20/12			03/20-04/17/12			04/17-5/17/12			05/17-06/20/12


			no of days			33.00			28.0			29.0			33.0			29.0			30.0			33.0			30.0			33.0			28.0			30.0			34.00


			H2097


			CCF			2,710			7,926			11,604			29,966			9,914			25,778			59,802			24,393			21,237			40,396			1,478			1,104


			Arena CCF


			AMOUNT			2,437.88			7,043.34			9,651.31			23,985.28			8,261.34			21,817.28			50,179.30			19,629.39			17,322.05			27,284.90			1,080.66			902.55


			Arena








GAS 12-17


			LOUISIANA SUPERDOME


			GAS USAGE


			2009-2014


						2006																		2007


						06/16-07/18/06			7/18-8/17/06			8/18-9/15/06			09/16-10/13/06			10/13-11/13/06			11/13-12/14/06			12/14-01/19/07			01/19-02/16/07			02/19-03/20/07			03/20-04/18/07			04/18-05/18/07			05/18-06/19/07


			no of days			32.0			30.0			29.0			28.0			31.0			31.0			36.0			28.0			32.0			29.0			30.0			32.00


			H537


			CCF			617			564			589			901			840			1093			1636			758			6866			800			849			849


			Arena CCF


						617			564			589			901			840			1,093			1,636			758			6,866			800			849			849


			AMOUNT			1,010.01			1,010.63			1,094.53			1,227.42			1,522.40			1,960.65			2,687.00			1,471.74			9,751.09			1,337.39			1,376.40			1,368.53


			Arena


						1,010.01			1,010.63			1,094.53			1,227.42			1,522.40			1,960.65			2,687.00			1,471.74			9,751.09			1,337.39			1,376.40			1,368.53			25,817.79


						2007																		2008


						06/20-07/17/07			07/18-08/16/07			08/16-09/14/07			09/14-10/16/07			10/16-11/13/07			11/13-12/17/07			12/17-01/15/08			01/15-02/19/08			02/19-03/18/08			03/18-04/18/08			04/18-05/19/08			05/19-06/17/08


			no of days			28.00			30.0			29.0			32.0			28.0			34.0			29.0			35.0			28.0			31.0			31.0			29.00


			H537


			CCF			4,672			927			841			1,085			995			6,754			1,318			11,603			4,148			11,108			10,103			2,927


			Arena CCF


						4,672			927			841			1,085			995			6,754			1,318			11,603			4,148			11,108			10,103			2,927


			AMOUNT			5,550.53			1,274.64			1,150.63			1,506.73			1,595.12			9,400.00			2,116.91			16,686.11			6,295.61			16,823.60			17,076.90			5,422.89


			Arena


						5,550.53			1,274.64			1,150.63			1,506.73			1,595.12			9,400.00			2,116.91			16,686.11			6,295.61			16,823.60			17,076.90			5,422.89			84,899.67


						2008																		2009


						06/17-07/17/08			07/17-08/18/08			08/18-09/17/08			09/17-10/15/08			10/15-11/13/08			11/13-12/17/08			12/17-01/16/09			01/16-02/10/09			02/10-03/20/09			03/20-04/13/09			04/13-05/18/09			05/18-06/18/09


			no of days			30.00			32.0			30.0			28.0			29.0			34.0			30.0			25.0			31.0			24.0			35.0			31.00


			H537


			CCF			0			0			610			900			790			1,200			1,360			1,281			10,225			7,148			3,260			2,977


			Arena CCF


						0			0			610			900			790			1,200			1,360			1,281			10,225			7,148			3,260			2,977


			AMOUNT			340.05			340.05			1,087.58			1,440.33			1,306.80			1,980.59			2,132.03			1,851.77			15,488.21			7,830.69			2,884.02			2,534.13


			Arena


						340.05			340.05			1,087.58			1,440.33			1,306.80			1,980.59			2,132.03			1,851.77			15,488.21			7,830.69			2,884.02			2,534.13			39,216.25


						2009																		2010


						06/18-07/17/09			07/17-08/18/09			08/18-09/17/09			09/17-10/14/09			10/14-11/12/09			11/12-12/17/09			12/17-01/20/10			01/20-02/18/10			02/18-03/18/10			03/18-04/18/10			04/18-05/18/10			05/18-06/17/10


			no of days			29.00			32.0			30.0			27.0			30.0			35.0			34.0			29.0			28.0			32.0			29.0			30.00


			H2097


			CCF			1,217			2,507			2,044			1,840			38,906			42,327			82,815			74,492			44,603			20,122			838			634


			Arena CCF


						1,217			2,507			2,044			1,840			38,906			42,327			82,815			74,492			44,603			20,122			838			634


			AMOUNT			1,132.67			2,134.17			1,601.60			1,695.18			36,254.73			40,009.43			87,249.62			79,159.55			44,413.58			17,164.46			836.18			631.67


			Arena


						1,132.67			2,134.17			1,601.60			1,695.18			36,254.73			40,009.43			87,249.62			79,159.55			44,413.58			17,164.46			836.18			631.67			312,282.84


						2010																		2011


						06/17-07/19/10			07/19-08/16/10			8/16-9/14/10			9/14-10/14/10			10/14-11/15/10			11/15-12/15/10			12/15-01/18/11			1/18-2/15/11			2/15-3/21/11			03/21-04/18/11			04/18-05/16/11			05/16-06/16/11


			no of days			32.00			28.0			29.0			30.0			32.0			30.0			34.0			28.0			34.0			28.0			28.0			31.00


			H2097


			CCF			853			989			21,084			17,897			25,593			49,665			53,268			29,607			15,664			19,102			10,013			808


			Arena CCF


						853			989			21,084			17,897			25,593			49,665			53,268			29,607			15,664			19,102			10,013			808


			AMOUNT			896.73			990.64			17,424.92			14,740.47			20,583.21			43,887.34			47,900.15			28,100.66			14,293.63			16,978.53			8,895.59			822.01


			Arena


						896.73			990.64			17,424.92			14,740.47			20,583.21			43,887.34			47,900.15			28,100.66			14,293.63			16,978.53			8,895.59			822.01			215,513.88


						2011																		2012


						06/16/-07/19/11			07/19-08/16/11			08/16-09/14/11			9/14-10/17/11			10/17-11/15/11			11/15-12/15/11			12/15/11-01/17/12			01/17-02/16/12			02/16-03/20/12			03/20-04/17/12			04/17-5/17/12			05/17-06/20/12


			no of days			33.00			28.0			29.0			33.0			29.0			30.0			33.0			30.0			33.0			28.0			30.0			34.00


			H2097


			CCF			2,710			7,926			11,604			29,966			9,914			25,778			59,802			24,393			21,237			40,396			1,478			1,104


			Arena CCF


						2,710			7,926			11,604			29,966			9,914			25,778			59,802			24,393			21,237			40,396			1,478			1,104


			AMOUNT			2,437.88			7,043.34			9,651.31			23,985.28			8,261.34			21,817.28			50,179.30			19,629.39			17,322.05			27,284.90			1,080.66			902.55


			Arena


						2,437.88			7,043.34			9,651.31			23,985.28			8,261.34			21,817.28			50,179.30			19,629.39			17,322.05			27,284.90			1,080.66			902.55			189,595.28


						2012																		2013


						06/21-07/19/12			07/19-08/20/12			08/20-09/14/12			09/14-10/16/12			10/16-11/13/12			11/13-12/12/12			12/12/12-01/14/13			01/14-02/15/13			02/15-03/20/13			03/20-04/17/13			4/17-5/17/13			05/17-06/18


			no of days			29.00			32.0			25.0			32.0			28.0			29.0			33.0			32.0			33.0			28.0			30.0			32.00


			H2097


			CCF			10,617			16,150			24,179			25,532			32,734			37,897			54,653			48,475			39,002			29,793			1,428			664


			Arena CCF


						10,617			16,150			24,179			25,532			32,734			37,897			54,653			48,475			39,002			29,793			1,428			664


			AMOUNT			7,515.80			12,160.12			17,418.52			18,105.46			25,618.66			30,933.55			43,289.04			39,952.83			30,494.97			24,246.91			1,317.94			667.57


			Arena


						7,515.80			12,160.12			17,418.52			18,105.46			25,618.66			30,933.55			43,289.04			39,952.83			30,494.97			24,246.91			1,317.94			667.57			251,721.37


						2013																		2014


						06/18-07/16/13			7/17-8/14/13			8/15-9/16/13			9/17-10/16/13			10/17-11/15/13			11/16-12/18/13			12/17-1/21/14			1/21-2/20/14			2/20-3/24/14			3/24-4/22/14			4/22-5/21/14			5/21-6/20/14


			no of days			28.00			29.0			33.0			33.0			30.0			33.0			34.0			30.0			32.0			29.0			29.0			30.00


			H2097


			CCF			7,141			8,244			14,522			21,206			24,710			46,028			54,938			55,571			36,508			19,557			602			596


			Arena CCF


						7,141			8,244			14,522			21,206			24,710			46,028			54,938			55,571			36,508			19,557			602			596


			AMOUNT			5,636.53			6,384.09			10,760.83			16,001.47			18,829.70			35,740.78			46,941.15			51,980.75			34,561.99			16,840.50			642.83			614.60


			Arena


						5,636.53			6,384.09			10,760.83			16,001.47			18,829.70			35,740.78			46,941.15			51,980.75			34,561.99			16,840.50			642.83			614.60			244,935.22


						2014																		2015


						06/20-07/22/14			07/22-08/20/14			08/20-09/19/14			09/19/14-10/19/14			10/19/14-11/17/14			11/17-12/17/14			12/17/14-01/20/15


			no of days			32.00			29.0			30.0			27.0			32.0			30.0			34.0


			H2097


			CCF			14,694			6,260			15,231			20,776			22,503			43,214			52,448


			Arena CCF


						14,694			6,260			15,231			20,776			22,503			43,214			52,448			0			0			0			0			0


			AMOUNT			12,613.68			4,940.92			11,821.61			15,971.11			16,932.06			35,078.48			39,612.72


			Arena


						12,613.68			4,940.92			11,821.61			15,971.11			16,932.06			35,078.48			39,612.72			0.00			0.00			0.00			0.00			0.00			136,970.58










gw



GAS 99-02


			NEW ORLEANS ARENA


			GAS USAGE


						1999																		2000


															09/02-10/15/99			10/15-11/12/99			11/12-12/14/99			12/14-01/18/00			01/18-02/16/00			02/16-03/20/00			03/20-04/17/00			04/17-05/15/00			05/15-06/14/00


			no of days																					35.0			29.0			33.0			28.0			28.0			30.0


			CCF


			CCF from Superdome																					43,697			86,460			87,491			66,439


															0			0			0			43,697			86,460			87,491			66,439			0			0


			AMOUNT


			Amount from Superdome																					22,150.19			43,927.32			46,622.89			39,107.76


															0.00			0.00			0.00			22,150.19			43,927.32			46,622.89			39,107.76			0.00			0.00


						2000																		2001


						06/14-07/18/00			07/18-08/15/00			08/15-09/15/00			09/15-10/16/00			10/16/-11/14/00			11/14-12/14/00			12/14-1/18/01			1/18-2/13/01			2/13-3/16/01			3/16-4/18/01			4/18-5/16/01			05/16-06/14/01


			no of days			34.0			28.0			31.0			31.0			29.0			30.0			35.0			26.0			31.0			33.0			28.0			29.0


			CCF															9,650			2,830			8,800			2,260			2,240			2,600			1,640			1,450


			CCF from Superdome												47,220			14,865			39,144			56,280									45,132


						0			0			0			47,220			24,515			41,974			65,080			2,260			2,240			47,732			1,640			1,450


			AMOUNT															9,702.59			12,852.78			11,187.53			1,842.42			1,381.30			1,535.67			973.79			721.92


			Amount from Superdome												54,862.17			15,914.99			46,013.14			75,480.00									28,139.84


						0.00			0.00			0.00			54,862.17			25,617.58			58,865.92			86,667.53			1,842.42			1,381.30			29,675.51			973.79			721.92


						2001																		2002


						06/14-07/15/01			07/17-08/13/01			08/13-09/13/01			09/13-10/15/01			10/15-11/12/01			11/12-12/12/01			12/12-1/15/02			01/15-02/15/02			2/15-3/15/02			3/15-4/16/02			4/16-5/14/02			5/14-6/14/02


			no of days			33.0			27.0			31.0			32.0			28.0			30.0			34.0			31.0			32.0			32.0			28.0			31.0


			CCF			1,470			1,680			810			640			400			25,160			3,830			2,710			2,760			2,430			1,620			1,440


			CCF from Superdome																					15,852			59,268			46,484			44,780


						1,470			1,680			810			640			400			25,160			19,682			61,978			49,244			47,210			1,620			1,440


			AMOUNT			668.66			716.44			324.22			254.16			235.99			16,141.46			1,422.80			1,320.62			1,460.15			1,413.36			935.61			843.25


			Amount from Superdome																					5,202.00			26,133.00			22,486.35			24,000.00			0.00			0.00


						668.66			716.44			324.22			254.16			235.99			16,141.46			6,624.80			27,453.62			23,946.50			25,413.36			935.61			843.25


						2002																		2003


						6/14-7/15/02															11/12-12/12/01			12/12-1/15/02			01/15-02/15/02			2/15-3/15/02			3/15-4/16/02			4/16-5/14/02			5/14-6/14/02


			no of days			31.0			27.0			31.0			32.0			28.0			30.0			34.0			31.0			32.0			32.0			28.0			31.0


			CCF			1,710			1,680			810			640			400			25,160			3,830			2,710			2,760			2,430			1,620			1,440


			CCF from Superdome																					15,852			59,268			46,484			44,780


						1,710			1,680			810			640			400			25,160			19,682			61,978			49,244			47,210			1,620			1,440


			AMOUNT			1,018.36			716.44			324.22			254.16			235.99			16,141.46			1,422.80			1,320.62			1,460.15			1,413.36			935.61			843.25


			Amount from Superdome																					5,202.00			26,133.00			22,486.35			24,000.00


						1,018.36			716.44			324.22			254.16			235.99			16,141.46			6,624.80			27,453.62			23,946.50			25,413.36			935.61			843.25








GAS 02-06


			NEW ORLEANS ARENA


			GAS USAGE


						2002																		2003


						6/14-7/15/02			7/15-8/13/02			08/13-09/12/02			09/12-10/15/02			10/15-11/12/02			11/12-12/11/02			12/11-1/16/03			01/16-02/13/03			02/14-03/18/03			03/19-04/16/03			04/17-05/14/03			05/14-06/16/03


			no of days			31.0			29.0			30.0			33.0			28.0			29.0			36.0			28.0			32.0			29.0			28.0			33.0


			CCF			1,710			2,060			4,930			8,330			34,670			5,700			4,010			3,880			4,230			61,000			19,770			5,770


			CCF from Superdome																		72,270			52,824			41,135			20,429			0			0			0


						1,710			2,060			4,930			8,330			34,670			77,970			56,834			45,015			24,659			61,000			19,770			5,770


			AMOUNT			1,018.36			1,103.49			2,989.34			5,206.97			23,617.03			3,789.49			2,985.05			2,919.46			4,301.36			20,891.97			15,297.21			4,471.29			88,591.02


			Amount from Superdome																		45,147.50			37,044.00			29,203.20			19,914.58			0.00			0.00			0.00			131,309.28


						1,018.36			1,103.49			2,989.34			5,206.97			23,617.03			48,936.99			40,029.05			32,122.66			24,215.94			20,891.97			15,297.21			4,471.29			219,900.30


						2003																		2004


						06/16-07/18/03			07/18-08/14/03			08/14-09/15/03			09/15-10/14/03			10/14-11/13/03			11/13-12/17/03			12/17/03-01/16/04			01/16-02/17/04			02/17-03/16/04			3/16-4/14/04			4/15-5/13/04			5/13-6/14/04


			no of days			32.0			27.0			32.0			29.0			30.0			34.0			30.0			32.0			28.0			29.0			29.0			32.0


			CCF			4,790			2,460			7,370			8,700			23,810			27,260			16,050			21,110			14,690			12,640			10,750			5,080


			CCF from Superdome																		6,294			9,119			5,455


						4,790			2,460			7,370			8,700			23,810			33,554			25,169			26,565			14,690			12,640			10,750			5,080


			AMOUNT			3,631.56			1,802.65			5,779.78			6,881.80			23,588.20			25,151.37			14,210.50			17,930.13			13,075.25			10,907.83			9,613.78			5,290.74			137,863.59


			Amount from Superdome																		5,660.61			7,645.19			4,562.14															17,867.94


						3,631.56			1,802.65			5,779.78			6,881.80			23,588.20			30,811.98			21,855.69			22,492.27			13,075.25			10,907.83			9,613.78			5,290.74			155,731.53


						2004																		2005


						6/14-7/14/04			7/14-8/13/04			8/13-9/20/04			9/20-10/14/04			10/14-11/11/04			11/11-12/14/04			12/14-01/15/05			01/15-02/15/05			02/15-03/17/05			03/17-04/14/05			04/14-05/16/05			05/17-06/15/05


			no of days			30.0			30.0			38.0			24.0			28.0			33.0			31.0			32.0			30.0			28.0			32.0			30.0


			CCF			4,220			7,220			4,540			3,520			16,770			23,360			24,360			25,540			28,380			21,620			10,200			1,690


			CCF from Superdome


						4,220			7,220			4,540			3,520			16,770			23,360			24,360			25,540			28,380			21,620			10,200			1,690


			AMOUNT			4,367.95			7,619.72			4,546.53			3,720.65			20,587.22			30,503.15			24,063.12			24,514.44			26,668.97			21,022.06			10,818.02			2,027.15			180,458.98


			Amount from Superdome																																							0.00


						4,367.95			7,619.72			4,546.53			3,720.65			20,587.22			30,503.15			24,063.12			24,514.44			26,668.97			21,022.06			10,818.02			2,027.15			180,458.98


						2005																		2006


						6/15-7/15/05			7/15-8/15/05			08/15-08/29/05			08/29-09/14/05			09/14-10/14/05			10/14-11/17/05			11/17-12/13/05			12/13-01/17/06			01/17-02/17/06			02/17-03/21/06			04/14-05/15/06			05/15-06/16/06


			no of days			30.0			31.0			14.0			16.0			30.0			34.0			26.0			35.0			31.0			32.0						32.0


			CCF			7,720			3,740			190			0			630			0			60			1,190			1,050			12,440						4,080


			CCF from Superdome


						7,720			3,740			190			0			630			0			60			1,190			1,050			12,440			0			4,080


			AMOUNT			8,794.97			4,629.22			623.82			0.00			1,544.35			332.63			425.79			1,912.51			1,679.56			16,741.78			2,272.29			2,544.64			41,501.56


			Amount from Superdome																																							0.00


						8,794.97			4,629.22			623.82			0.00			1,544.35			332.63			425.79			1,912.51			1,679.56			16,741.78			2,272.29			2,544.64			41,501.56








ELECTRICITY 99-02 


			NEW ORLEANS ARENA


			ELECTRICITY USAGE


						1999																		2000


															09/02-10/15/99			10/15-11/12/99			11/12-12/14/99			12/14-01/18/00			01/18-02/16/00			02/16-03/20/00			03/20-04/17/00			04/17-05/15/00			05/15-06/14/00


			no of days												43.0			28.0			32.0			35.0			29.0			33.0			28.0			28.0			30.0


			7094957


			KWH												547,200			1,070,400			1,329,600			1,430,400			921,600			1,137,600			921,600			619,200			662,400


			KWH from Superdome												1,947,628			766,520			818,461			730,135			866,911			925,104			978,900			917,485


															2,494,828			1,836,920			2,148,061			2,160,535			1,788,511			2,062,704			1,900,500			1,536,685			662,400


			AMOUNT												42,350.10			67,352.21			74,973.62			89,831.72			55,356.93			63,160.03			51,131.34			41,215.69			43,407.30


			Amount from Superdome												145,724.50			50,544.00			50,544.00			50,544.00			50,544.00			50,544.00			50,544.00			50,544.00


															188,074.60			117,896.21			125,517.62			140,375.72			105,900.93			113,704.03			101,675.34			91,759.69			43,407.30


						2000																		2001


						06/14-07/18/00			07/18-08/15/00			08/15-09/15/00			09/15-10/16/00			10/16/-11/14/00			11/14-12/14/00			12/14-1/18/01			1/18-2/13/01			2/13-3/16/01			3/16-4/18/01			4/18-5/16/01			5/16/-6/14/01


			no of days			34.0			28.0			31.0			31.0			29.0			30.0			35.0			26.0			31.0			33.0			28.0			29.0


			7094957


			KW & KWHR			722,112			630,672			664,368			1,092,048			530,400			621,600			684,000			525,312			674,544			861,648			390,336			404,928


			KW & KWH from Superdome			511,400			380,272			785,720			1,512,431			419,348			1,004,457			888,879			838,188			902,035			551,296			256,534			203,084


						1,233,512			1,010,944			1,450,088			2,604,479			949,748			1,626,057			1,572,879			1,363,500			1,576,579			1,412,944			646,870			608,012


			AMOUNT			53,788.25			53,901.61			63,290.02			93,445.05			50,711.40			52,191.46			57,571.60			54,908.59			75,109.65			64,075.60			32,464.55			41,293.46


			Amount from Superdome			33,723.91			29,077.56			69,552.00			131,413.00			41,299.00			64,328.60			71,400.68			84,435.52			96,244.53			39,068.00			18,530.10			18,530.10


						87,512.16			82,979.17			132,842.02			224,858.05			92,010.40			116,520.06			128,972.28			139,344.11			171,354.18			103,143.60			50,994.65			59,823.56


						2001																		2002


						06/14-07/15/01			7/15-8/13/01			8/13-9/13/01			9/13-10/15/01			10/15-11/12/01			11/12-12/12/01			12/12-1/15/02			1/15-2/15/02			2/15-3/15/02			3/15-4/16/02			4/16-5/14/02			5/14-6/14/02


			no of days			33.0			27.0			31.0			32.0			28.0			30.0			34.0			31.0			32.0			32.0			28.0			31.0


			7094957


			KW & KWHR			428,256			371,040			462,864			660,048			554,160			587,712			765,312			678,864			645,456			664,608			496,416			380,592


			KW & KWH from Superdome			229,225			342,867			458,011			711,262			885,913			1,116,143			1,143,668			966,690			1,125,155			862,139			376,780			158,897


						657,481			713,907			920,875			1,371,310			1,440,073			1,703,855			1,908,980			1,645,554			1,770,611			1,526,747			873,196			539,489


			AMOUNT			34,788.62			31,168.50			46,093.14			56,993.02			35,803.31			33,217.28			8,366.71			38,237.37			39,617.71			38,426.71			31,867.53			26,576.72


			Amount from Superdome			18,098.10			25,221.00			40,545.00			58,069.77			55,040.65			59,428.06			65,789.22			52,815.35			63,600.32			46,772.67			20,887.51			9,594.33


						52,886.72			56,389.50			86,638.14			115,062.79			90,843.96			92,645.34			74,155.93			91,052.72			103,218.03			85,199.38			52,755.04			36,171.05








GAS 07-14


			NEW ORLEANS ARENA


			GAS USAGE


						2006																		2007


						6/15-7/18/06			7/18-8/17/06			08/17-09/15/06			09/15-10/13/06			10/13-11/14/06			11/14-12/14/06			12/14-01/19/07			01/19-02/16/07			02/16-03/20/07			03/20-04/18/07			04/18-05/18/07			05/18-06/19/07


			no of days			32.0			27.0			29.0			28.0			32.0			30.0			36.0			28.0			32.0			29.0			30.0			32.0


			CCF			3,710			3,480			25,840			1,890			4,240			14,120			10,410			5,800			11,590			5,870			2,108			3,047


			CCF from Superdome


						3,710			3,480			25,840			1,890			4,240			14,120			10,410			5,800			11,590			5,870			2,108			3,047


			AMOUNT			4,405.71			4,516.00			33,757.90			2,209.60			5,984.38			20,322.68			14,844.90			8,467.44			16,225.16			7,648.91			2,911.08			4,027.44			125,321.20


			Amount from Superdome																																							0.00


						4,405.71			4,516.00			33,757.90			2,209.60			5,984.38			20,322.68			14,844.90			8,467.44			16,225.16			7,648.91			2,911.08			4,027.44			125,321.20


						2007																		2008


						06/19-07/17/07			07/17-08/16/07			08/16-09/14/07			09/14-10/16/07			10/16-11/13/07			11/13-12/17/07			12/17/07-01/15/08			01/15-02/19/08			02/19-03/18/08			03/18-04/18/08			04/18-05/19/08			05/19-06/17/08


			no of days			28.0			30.0			29.0			32.0			28.0			34.0			29.0			35.0			28.0			31.0			31.0			29.0


			CCF			2,381			3,333			1,608			2,550			16,661			20,691			25,676			32,387			21,998			4,944			3,040			2,508


			CCF from Superdome


						2,381			3,333			1,608			2,550			16,661			20,691			25,676			32,387			21,998			4,944			3,040			2,508


			AMOUNT			2,996.19			3,696.58			1,888.57			3,080.04			21,355.70			20,577.20			34,955.04			45,966.14			31,924.05			7,676.63			5,376.18			4,695.28			184,187.60


			Amount from Superdome																																							0.00


						2,996.19			3,696.58			1,888.57			3,080.04			21,355.70			20,577.20			34,955.04			45,966.14			31,924.05			7,676.63			5,376.18			4,695.28			184,187.60


						2008																		2009


						06/17-07/17/08			07/17-08/18/08			08/18-09/17/08			09/17-10/15/08			10/15-11/13/08			11/13-12/17/08			12/17-01/20/09			01/20-02/17/09			02/17-03/20/09			03/20-04/17/09			4/17-5/18/09			5/18-6/18/09


			no of days			30.0			32.0			30.0			28.0			29.0			34.0			34.0			28.0			31.0			28.0			31.0			31.0


			CCF			2,320			2,458			1,734			2,075			3,173			3,853			4,295			4,315			4,271			3,534			2,522			2,188


			CCF from Superdome


						2,320			2,458			1,734			2,075			3,173			3,853			4,295			4,315			4,271			3,534			2,522			2,188


			AMOUNT			4,710.52			3,790.77			2,464.97			2,876.78			4,222.94			5,607.55			5,999.27			5,432.20			6,667.46			4,077.09			2,308.12			1,894.44			50,052.11


			Amount from Superdome																																							0.00


						4,710.52			3,790.77			2,464.97			2,876.78			4,222.94			5,607.55			5,999.27			5,432.20			6,667.46			4,077.09			2,308.12			1,894.44			50,052.11


						6/18-7/17/09			7/17-8/18/09			08/18-09/17/09			09/17-10/14/09			10/14-11/12/09			11/12-12/17/09			12/17-01/21/10			1/22-2/18/10			2/19/10-3/18/10			3/19-4/19/10			04/19-05/18/10			05/19-06/17/10


			no of days			29.0			32.0			30.0			27.0			29.0			35.0			34.0			29.0			28.0			32.0			29			30.0


			CCF			2,155			2,084			1,970			2,003			3,231			5,377			5,442			7,717			3,976			4,301			1,997			2,013


			CCF from Superdome


						2,155			2,084			1,970			2,003			3,231			5,377			5,442			7,717			3,976			4,301			1,997			2,013


			AMOUNT			1,912.76			1,794.42			1,547.97			1,834.68			3,121.35			5,187.81			5,846.02			8,308.58			4,068.91			3,763.61			1,825.95			1,743.43			40,955.49


			Amount from Superdome																																							0.00


						1,912.76			1,794.42			1,547.97			1,834.68			3,121.35			5,187.81			5,846.02			8,308.58			4,068.91			3,763.61			1,825.95			1,743.43			40,955.49


						2010																		2011


						06/17-07/19/10			07/19-08/16/10			08/16-09/14/10			09/14-10/14/10			10/14-11/15/10			11/15-12/15/10			12/15/10-01/18/11			01/18-02/15/11			02/15-03/21/11			03/21-04/18/11			04/18-05/16/11			05/16-06/16/11


			no of days			32.0			28.0			29.0			30.0			32.0			30.0			34.0			28.0			34.0			28.0			28


			CCF			2,176			1,630			1,974			2,563			3,247			4,499			3,414			3,939			4,437			3,759			2,871			2,143


			CCF from Superdome


						2,176			1,630			1,974			2,563			3,247			4,499			3,414			3,939			4,437			3,759			2,871			2,143


			AMOUNT			2,100.59			1,554.59			1,740.67			2,220.49			2,710.27			4,085.23			3,182.79			3,843.08			4,135.22			3,437.95			2,636.58			1,980.99			33,628.45


			Amount from Superdome																																							0.00


						2,100.59			1,554.59			1,740.67			2,220.49			2,710.27			4,085.23			3,182.79			3,843.08			4,135.22			3,437.95			2,636.58			1,980.99			33,628.45


						2011																		2012


									07/19-08/16/11			08/16-09/14/11			09/14-10/18/11			10/18-11/15/11			11/15-12/16/11			12/16/11-01/19/12			01/19-02/17/12			02/17-03/20/12			3/20-4/17/12			04/17-05/18/12			05/18-06/20/12


			no of days			33.0			28.0			29.0			34.0			28.0			31			34			29			32			28			31			33.0


			CCF			2,339			1,767			1,975			2,939			2,162			2,376			4,398			4,118			4,915			3,101			2,593			2,288


			CCF from Superdome


						2,339			1,767			1,975			2,939			2,162			2,376			4,398			4,118			4,915			3,101			2,593			2,288


			AMOUNT			2,120.64			1,663.87			1,742.66			2,457.34			1,892.56			2,116.54			3,798.11			3,410.51			4,098.35			2,201.93			1,808.16			1,745.73			29,056.40


			Amount from Superdome																																							0.00


						2,120.64			1,663.87			1,742.66			2,457.34			1,892.56			2,116.54			3,798.11			3,410.51			4,098.35			2,201.93			1,808.16			1,745.73			29,056.40


						06/20-07/20/12			07/20-08/20/12			08/20-09/18/12			09/18-10/16/12			10/16-11/15/12			11/15-12/17/12			12/17/12-01/17/13			01/17-02/19/13			02/19-03/20/13			03/20-04/17/13			04/17-05/17/13			05/17-06/19/13


			no of days			30			31			29			28			30			32			31			33			29			28						33


			CCF			1,751			1,976			2,013			2,201			3,715			3,559			3,665			4,056			4,429			4,324			1,923			1,031


			CCF from Superdome


						1,751			1,976			2,013			2,201			3,715			3,559			3,665			4,056			4,429			4,324			1,923			1,031


			AMOUNT			1,336.68			1,589.93			1,556.80			1,667.02			3,010.53			3,010.38			3,011.39			3,449.45			3,566.00			3,618.44			1,734.49			972.28


			Amount from Superdome


						1,336.68			1,589.93			1,556.80			1,667.02			3,010.53			3,010.38			3,011.39			3,449.45			3,566.00			3,618.44			1,734.49			972.28


						2013																		2014


						06/19-07/16/13			07/16-08/16/13			08/16-09/19/13			09/19-10/18/13			10/18-11/18/13			11/18-12/18/13			12/18/13-01/22/14			01/22/14-02/20/14			02/20/14-03/21/14			03/21-04/22/14			04/22-05/21/14			05/21/14-06/20/14


			no of days			27			31			34			29			31			30			35			29			29			32			29			30


			CCF			59			71			652			1,556			3,687			3,594			4,161			3,974			4,036			4,136			1,607			1,831


			CCF from Superdome


						59			71			652			1,556			3,687			3,594			4,161			3,974			4,036			4,136			1,607			1,831


			AMOUNT			161.86			170.23			594.16			1,281.83			2,908.49			2,897.92			3,662.77			3,825.19			3,924.26			3,653.18			1,521.93			1,647.25


			Amount from Superdome


						161.86			170.23			594.16			1,281.83			2,908.49			2,897.92			3,662.77			3,825.19			3,924.26			3,653.18			1,521.93			1,647.25


									07/22-08/20/14			08/20-09/19/14			09/19-10/16/14			10/16-11/17/14			11/17-12/17/14			12/17/14-01/20/15


			no of days						29			30			27			32			30			34


			CCF						1,676			1,333			1,484			2,634			3,021			3,586


			CCF from Superdome


						0			1,676			1,333			1,484			2,634			3,021			3,586			0			0			0			0			0


			AMOUNT						1,407.97			1,140.68			1,248.74			2,084.55			2,560.40			2,816.73


			Amount from Superdome


						0.00			1,407.97			1,140.68			1,248.74			2,084.55			2,560.40			2,816.73			0.00			0.00			0.00			0.00			0.00








ELECTRICITY 02-06


			NEW ORLEANS ARENA


			ELECTRICITY USAGE


						2002																		2003


						06/14-07/15/02			07/150-8/13/02			08/13-09/12/02			09/12-10/15/02			10/15-11/12/02			11/12-12/11/02			12/11-1/16/03			01/16-02/13/03			02/13-03/18/03			03/19-04/16/03			04/17-05/14/03			05/14-06/16/03


			no of days			31.0			29.0			30.0			33.0			28.0			29.0			36.0			28.0			32.0			29.0			28.0			33.0


			7094957


			KW & KWHR			457,584			481,776			654,720			592,176			707,952			746,352			880,608			683,904			659,568			1,269,456			616,800			544,368


			KW & KWH from Superdome			434,287			906,502			287,275			537,163			540,780			991,232			466,395			327,953			364,581			461,597			398,765			391,423


						891,871			1,388,278			941,995			1,129,339			1,248,732			1,737,584			1,347,003			1,011,857			1,024,149			1,731,053			1,015,565			935,791


			AMOUNT			33,930.16			37,144.14			47,622.89			40,310.07			54,161.90			57,443.59			53,903.97			49,320.02			48,148.52			49,657.89			47,173.01			42,656.78			561,472.94


			Amount from Superdome			28,733.43			66,799.21			21,367.02			35,173.11			35,449.90			76,294.40			28,357.00			21,616.04			28,115.44			34,144.86			27,363.85			26,760.44			430,174.70


						62,663.59			103,943.35			68,989.91			75,483.18			89,611.80			133,737.99			82,260.97			70,936.06			76,263.96			83,802.75			74,536.86			69,417.22			991,647.64


						2003																		2004


						06/16-07/18/03			07/18-08/14/03			08/14-09/15/03			09/15-10/14/03			10/14-11/13/03			11/13-12/15/03			12/15-01/16/04			01/16-02/17/04			02/17-03/16/04			3/16-4/14/04			4/15-513/04			5/13-6/14/04


			no of days			32.0			27.0			32.0			29.0			30.0			34.0			30.0			32.0			28.0			29.0			29.0			32.0


			7094957


			KW & KWHR			539,904			573,216			558,720			520,176			693,696			683,568			640,752			688,464			591,456			707,808			573,360			587,760


			KW & KWH from Superdome			461,912			448,661			238,100			403,875			373,310			309,274			240,153			418,722			473,750			400,839			348,547			471,907


						1,001,816			1,021,877			796,820			924,051			1,067,006			992,842			880,905			1,107,186			1,065,206			1,108,647			921,907			1,059,667


			AMOUNT			44,443.14			45,252.47			47,206.54			39,347.47			37,280.13			33,749.04			38,098.75			43,879.97			43,976.38			48,598.22			46,482.49			49,338.67			517,653.27


			Amount from Superdome			31,388.94			33,723.38			19,211.54			30,016.57			20,114.81			15,753.12			14,988.48			24,094.11			32,443.56			27,007.31			26,539.08			35,348.16			310,629.06


						75,832.08			78,975.85			66,418.08			69,364.04			57,394.94			49,502.16			53,087.23			67,974.08			76,419.94			75,605.53			73,021.57			84,686.83			828,282.33


						2004																		2005


						6/14-7/14/04			7/14-8/13/04			8/13-9/20/04			9/20-10/14/04			10/14-11/11/04			11/11-12/14/04			12/14-01/14/05			01/14-02/15/05			02/15-03/17/05			03/17-04/14/05			04/14-05/16/05			05/17-06/15/05


			no of days			30.0			30.0			38.0			24.0			28.0			33.0			31.0			32.0			30.0			28.0			28.0			30.0


			7094957


			KW & KWHR			506,160			534,528			626,064			405,264			645,504			688,656			640,560			698,400			726,960			605,952			635,904			466,848


			KW & KWH from Superdome			357,041			473,238			403,185			292,626			513,543			486,104			457,640			520,538			582,376			587,908			406,375


						863,201			1,007,766			1,029,249			697,890			1,159,047			1,174,760			1,098,200			1,218,938			1,309,336			1,193,860			1,042,279			466,848


			AMOUNT			44,701.33			43,363.56			49,457.87			34,035.08			37,981.43			55,025.06			39,908.20			66,787.22			74,852.97			46,053.94			48,976.40			32,383.91			573,526.97


			Amount from Superdome			27,349.23			36,064.93			29,340.00			26,425.08			30,765.74			38,339.56			29,493.84			29,880.10			37,002.34			38,960.00			29,249.60						352,870.42


						72,050.56			79,428.49			78,797.87			60,460.16			68,747.17			93,364.62			69,402.04			96,667.32			111,855.31			85,013.94			78,226.00			32,383.91			926,397.39


						2005																		2006


						6/15-7/15/05			7/15-8/15/05			08/15-09/14/05			09/14-10/14/05			10/14-11/17/05			11/17-12/13/05			12/13-01/17/06			01/17-02/17/06			02/17-03/21/06			03/21-04/18/06			04/18-05/15/06			05/15-06/16/06


			no of days			30.0			31.0			30.0			30.0			34.0			26.0			35.0			31.0			32.0			28.0			27.0			32.0


			7094957


			KW & KWHR			626,064			539,424			227,328			562,896			240			720			720			960			2,263,104			443,712			404,832			524,832			5,594,832.00


			KW & KWH from Superdome			467,464			0																																	467,463.93


						1,093,528			539,424			227,328			562,896			240			720			720			960			2,263,104			443,712			404,832			524,832			6,062,295.93


			AMOUNT			53,594.01			53,103.87			26,090.51			58,718.99			1,615.80			4,521.22			4,521.22			5,973.93			205,880.29			45,397.33			32,963.59			53,568.95			545,949.71


			Amount from Superdome			36,997.00																																				36,997.00


						90,591.01			53,103.87			26,090.51			58,718.99			1,615.80			4,521.22			4,521.22			5,973.93			205,880.29			45,397.33			32,963.59			53,568.95			582,946.71








ELECTRICITY 07-15


			SMOOTHIE KING CENTER


			ELECTRICITY USAGE


						2006																		2007


						06/16-07/18/06			7/18-8/17/06			8/17-9/15/06			09/15-10/13/06			10/13-11/14/06			11/14-12/14/06			12/14-01/19/07			01/19-02/16/07			02/16-03/20/07			03/20-04/18/07			04/18-05/18/07			05/18-06/19/07


			no of days			32.0			27.0			29.0			28.0			32.0			30.0			36.0			28.0			32.0			29.0			30.0			32.0


			7094957


			KW & KWHR			515,904			559,104			549,024			500,832			540,048			510,816			578,256			433,968			693,408			592,752			501,312			654,864


			KW & KWH from Superdome			431,378			648,383			461,412			361,246			338,509			408,362			276,058			264,311			489,458			313,449			314,702			405,069


						947,282			1,207,487			1,010,436			862,078			878,557			919,178			854,314			698,279			1,182,866			906,201			816,014			1,059,933


			AMOUNT			58,244.41			61,489.80			56,719.89			55,611.34			59,198.42			52,076.65			56,625.94			53,925.96			64,794.74			59,332.00			55,526.69			68,548.36			702,094.20


			Amount from Superdome			42,184.79			64,926.42			42,933.51			37,727.80			34,239.91			40,329.43			25,078.39			24,790.58			42,677.37			28,750.31			32,699.58			39,562.69			455,900.78


						100,429.20			126,416.22			99,653.40			93,339.14			93,438.33			92,406.08			81,704.33			78,716.54			107,472.11			88,082.31			88,226.27			108,111.05			1,157,994.98


						2007																		2008


						06/19-07/17/07			07/17-08/16/07			08/16-09/14/07			9/14-10/16/07			10/16-11/13/07			11/13-12/17/07			12/17/07-01/15/08			01/15-02/19/08			02/19-03/18/08			03/18-04/18/08			04/18-05/19			05/19-06/17/08


			no of days			28.0			30.0			29.0			32.0			28.0			34.0			29.0			35.0			28.0			31.0			31.0			29.0


			7094957


			KW & KWHR			597,168			607,392			453,072			544,608			626,352			784,752			626,256			933,648			813,696			933,744			655,344			597,648


			KW & KWH from Superdome			363,672			343,961			356,953			428,244			391,645			431,309			404,846			663,047			469,507			576,958			547,057			639,662			5,616,861


						960,840			951,353			810,025			972,852			1,017,997			1,216,061			1,031,102			1,596,695			1,283,203			1,510,702			1,202,401			1,237,310


			AMOUNT			64,662.95			72,344.99			47,413.65			65,093.27			70,148.20			77,804.72			60,016.53			88,485.97			86,398.29			95,324.30			71,437.20			65,691.93			864,822.00


			Amount from Superdome			37,049.89			37,197.13			34,683.41			45,831.65			41,747.44			43,067.68			38,010.35			57,833.97			51,316.80			58,244.25			55,458.82			62,279.92			562,721.31


						101,712.84			109,542.12			82,097.06			110,924.92			111,895.64			120,872.40			98,026.88			146,319.94			137,715.09			153,568.55			126,896.02			127,971.85			1,427,543.31


						2008																		2009


						06/17-07/17/08			07/17-08/18/08			08/18-09/17/08			09/17-10/15/08			10/15-11/13/08			11/13-12/17/08			12/17-01/20/09			01/20-02/17/09			02/17-03/20/09			03/20-04/17/09			04/17-05/18/09			05/18-06/18/09


			no of days			30.0			32.0			30.0			28.0			29.0			34.0			34.0			28.0			31.0			28.0			31.0			31.00


			7094957


			KW & KWHR			636,048			669,504			495,600			486,912			645,840			722,400			784,800			717,648			751,296			669,744			557,808			539,952


			KW & KWH from Superdome			540,344			429,085			309,776			408,871			322,640			513,935			460,949			475,456			427,161			533,519			415,482			554,814			5,392,032


						1,176,392			1,098,589			805,376			895,783			968,480			1,236,335			1,245,749			1,193,104			1,178,457			1,203,263			973,290			1,094,766


			AMOUNT			66,720.24			84,152.92			60,837.66			57,633.24			88,827.59			71,608.79			74,222.08			70,579.08			69,046.41			61,671.81			43,539.26			44,897.29			793,736.37


			Amount from Superdome			53,291.99			52,527.48			39,305.00			45,430.95			42,143.03			52,105.16			46,462.58			46,551.16			42,979.25			43,882.45			33,359.85			36,182.11			534,221.01


						120,012.23			136,680.40			100,142.66			103,064.19			130,970.62			123,713.95			120,684.66			117,130.24			112,025.66			105,554.26			76,899.11			81,079.40			1,327,957.38


						2009																		2010


						06/18-07/17/09			07/17-08/18/09			08/18-09/17/09			09/17-10/14/09			10/14-11/12/09			11/12-12/17/09			12/17-01/21/10			1/22/10-2/18/10			2/19-3/18/10			3/19-4/19/10			04/19-05/1810			05/18-06/17/10


			no of days			31			32			30			27			29			35			34			28			28			32			29			30


			7094957


			KW & KWHR			544,416			520,656			472,656			554,160			650,400			816,200			919,152			576,000			731,952			823,200			439,200			481,872


			KW & KWH from Superdome			228,704			414,027			368,284			484,682			348,273			346,260			426,474			308,967			384,390			349,139			487,862			471,765


						773,120			934,683			840,940			1,038,842			998,673			1,162,460			1,345,626			884,967			1,116,342			1,172,339			927,062			953,637			12,148,691


			AMOUNT			57,144.36			58,597.27			51,529.50			54,268.35			63,796.95			66,385.51			68,633.53			54,378.27			63,220.82			71,006.25			45,783.52			48,691.35			703,435.68


			Amount from Superdome			21,052.92			42,582.64			36,689.87			48,234.53			34,316.14			31,462.64			32,265.26			29,723.20			40,475.66			37,043.29			37,348.80			42,510.88			433,705.83


						78,197.28			101,179.91			88,219.37			102,502.88			98,113.09			97,848.15			100,898.79			84,101.47			103,696.48			108,049.54			83,132.32			91,202.23			1,137,141.51


						2010																		2011


						06/17-07/19/10			07/19-08/16/10			08/16-09/14/10			09/14-10/14/10			10/14-11/15/10			11/15-12/15/10			12/15/10-01/18/11			01/18-02/15/11			02/15-03/21/11			03/21-04/18/11			04/18-05/16/11			05/16-06/16/11


			no of days			32			28			29			30			32			30			34			28			34			28			28


			7094957


			KW & KWHR			563,664			438,432			467,232			580,800			664,752			842,256			664,752			700,800			827,952			722,352			607,344			558,912


			KW & KWH from Superdome			471,811			312,928			444,416			507,942			338,498			456,963			312,313			476,984			480,954			469,071			552,697


						1,035,475			751,360			911,648			1,088,742			1,003,250			1,299,219			977,065			1,177,784			1,308,906			1,191,423			1,160,041			558,912			12,463,825


			AMOUNT			59,796.09			45,861.59			47,638.22			57,084.02			58,034.11			62,041.69			50,828.53			59,136.55			66,545.02			56,730.30			55,140.41			47,629.91			666,466.44


			Amount from Superdome			44,741.57			33,409.81			42,312.07			45,400.16			37,723.32			36,549.39			24,911.59			36,246.53			42,581.66			37,250.97			36,657.92			19,006.39			436,791.38


						104,537.66			79,271.40			89,950.29			102,484.18			95,757.43			98,591.08			75,740.12			95,383.08			109,126.68			93,981.27			91,798.33			66,636.30			1,103,257.82


						06/16-07/19/11			07/16-08/16/11			08/16-09/14/11			09/14-10/18/11			10/18-11/15/11			11/15-12/16/11			12/16/11-01/19/12			01/19-02/17/12			02/17-03/16/12			3/16-4/17/12			04/17-05/18/12			05/18-06/20/12


			no of days			33			28			29			34			28			31			34			29			32			28			31			33


			7094957/12669347


			KW & KWHR			621,120			462,672			482,832			683,760			434,016			453,216			760,752			751,104			683,952			808,656			645,504			597,312


			KW & KWH from Superdome			581,912			443,978			560,348			475,446			304,182			476,573			397,967			352,198			538,345			564,425			371,124			565,733


						1,203,032			906,650			1,043,180			1,159,206			738,198			929,789			1,158,719			1,103,302			1,222,297			1,373,081			1,016,628			1,163,045			13,017,127


			AMOUNT			56,615.74			42,777.04			48,173.20			57,047.95			34,366.64			30,118.79			59,308.03			62,702.40			51,722.43			56,958.77			56,574.53			48,900.92			605,266.44


			Amount from Superdome			47,021.38			38,336.19			45,706.76			39,853.12			23,257.93			30,032.63			31,175.77			32,043.63			38,251.31			40,911.70			28,458.97			37,829.85			432,879.24


						103,637.12			81,113.23			93,879.96			96,901.07			57,624.57			60,151.42			90,483.80			94,746.03			89,973.74			97,870.47			85,033.50			86,730.77			1,038,145.68


						06/20-07/20/12			07/20-08/20/12			08/20-09/18/12			09/18-10/16/12			10/16-11/15/12			11/15-12/17/12			12/17/12-01/17/13			01/17-02/19/13			02/19-03/20/13			03/20-04/17/13			04/17-05/17/13			05/17-06/19/13


			no of days			30			31			29			28			30			32			31			33			29			28			30			33


			7094957/12669347


			KW & KWHR			573,312			592,320			548,256			563,664			765,456			717,504			803,856			895,152			885,600			977,040			563,664			620,688


			KW & KWH from Superdome			479,788			454,372			440,653			459,863			354,311			277,523			239,790			352,682			458,169			507,622			293,062			121,040


						1,053,100			1,046,692			988,909			1,023,527			1,119,767			995,027			1,043,646			1,247,834			1,343,769			1,484,662			856,726			741,728


			AMOUNT			53,352.64			49,189.57			41,938.69			51,543.69			65,532.87			62,853.62			64,426.41			83,797.76			79,704.04			80,059.94			53,517.56			54,142.73


			Amount from Superdome			38,908.06			38,070.59			38,803.21			43,118.00			34,345.75			26,154.84			22,343.77			34,133.20			43,974.15			41,054.88			24,126.22			10,905.07


						92,260.70			87,260.16			80,741.90			94,661.69			99,878.62			89,008.46			86,770.18			117,930.96			123,678.19			121,114.82			77,643.78			65,047.80


						2013																		2014


						06/19-07/16/13			07/16-08/16/13			08/16-09/19/13			09/19-10/18/13			10/18-11/18/13			11/18-12/18/13			12/18/13-01/22/14			01/22/14-02/20/14			02/20/14-03/21/14			03/21-04/22/14			04/22-05/21/14			05/21/14-06/20/14


			no of days			27			31			34			29			31			30			35			29			29			32			29			30


			7094957/12669347																																							0


			KW & KWHR			489,600			822,144			697,056			673,584			919,248			847,152			914,256			957,888			861,600			957,696			601,584			669,216


			KW & KWH from Superdome			164,719			246,897			311,389			408,984			461,540			371,649			342,263			396,231			483,507			431,595			277,489			202,505


						654,319			1,069,041			1,008,445			1,082,568			1,380,788			1,218,801			1,256,519			1,354,119			1,345,107			1,389,291			879,073			871,721


			AMOUNT			46,551.91			72,573.65			55,047.91			57,044.49			70,729.40			66,922.60			76,594.60			86,377.09			70,937.51			81,839.30			55,727.64			58,130.56


			Amount from Superdome			15,760.46			25,052.31			28,979.58			36,943.81			34,042.60			32,432.82			32,021.58			37,838.82			40,014.56			41,050.51			25,085.18			38,568.96


						62,312.37			97,625.96			84,027.49			93,988.30			104,772.00			99,355.42			108,616.18			124,215.91			110,952.07			122,889.81			80,812.82			96,699.52


						2014																		2015


						06/20-07/22/14			07/22-08/20/14			08/20-09/19/14			09/19-10/16/14			10/16-11/17/14			11/17-12/17/14			12/17/14-01/20/15			`


			no of days			32			29			30			27			32			30			34


			7094957/12669347


			KW & KWHR			792,000			640,608			740,352			784,848			924,096			933,696			1,020,048


			KW & KWH from Superdome			481,147			521,559			420,828			493,725			319,140			403,790			299,235


						1,273,147			1,162,167			1,161,180			1,278,573			1,243,236			1,337,486			1,319,283			0			0			0			0			0


			AMOUNT			76,907.13			54,310.62			55,839.27			72,292.61			72,855.30			76,199.65			76,235.18


			Amount from Superdome			44,181.03			45,700.80			37,758.04			46,118.41			28,000.24			34,534.75			26,205.25


						121,088.16			100,011.42			93,597.31			118,411.02			100,855.54			110,734.40			102,440.43			0.00			0.00			0.00			0.00			0.00










orld.com





On Feb 26, 2015, at 12:54 PM, Dick Shaff (San Francisco CA) <dshaff@moscone.com> wrote:









Thanks Doug: 


 


Michael and Randy: I will verify with the City that our understanding of what they want is correct and get back to you. Doug is right we don’t need the rates as they vary by location we just need to consumption.



 


Much appreciated:


 


Dick  


 



Dick Shaff

Vice President/General Manager 

747 Howard
Street

San Francisco, CA 94103

P. 415-974-4011 - F. 415-974-4073



MOSCONE CENTER



Please consider the environment before printing this email.


 




 




From: Doug Thornton [mailto:doug.thornton@smgneworleans.com]


Sent: Thursday, February 26, 2015 9:26 AM

To: Dick Shaff

Cc: Michael C. Godoy; Randy Philipson

Subject: Re: Warriors Question






 



Dick,





Yes, we can provide you with this information.  I am on the road today,  but copying Randy Philipson and Michael Godoy for their review. From reading the e-mail below, it appears that they are looking for total annual kilowatt hours of
 consumption in a typical NBA arena - correct?  Of course the cost of the consumption will vary from market-to-market based on a number of variables such as, whether the arena produces its own chilled and reheated water, or purchases it from a third party,
 arena use days, etc.  However, we should be able to give you a ballpark number for both consumption (on a per square foot basis), and kilowatt hours.  





 





Michael/Randy:  Please respond directly to Dick when you obtain this information. NO Arena and Chesapeake would be good models to use. 



Doug Thornton  



Executive VP, SMG









On Feb 26, 2015, at 9:28 AM, "Dick Shaff" <dshaff@moscone.com> wrote:






Doug: Hope things are going well with you. As you will see below the City is asking for some information about the new Warriors Arena. If you could put me in touch with someone that might have the answers that
 would be most appreciated. Thanks Dick 


 



Dick Shaff

Vice President/General Manager 

747 Howard
Street

San Francisco, CA 94103

P. 415-974-4011 - F. 415-974-4073



MOSCONE CENTER



Please consider the environment before printing this email.


 




 




From: Van de Water, Adam (MYR) [mailto:adam.vandewater@sfgov.org]


Sent: Wednesday, February 25, 2015 4:34 PM

To: Dick Shaff; Bob Sauter

Cc: Richard Berkson; Michael Nimon (mnimon@epsys.com); Debbie Kern (dkern@keysermarston.com); Reilly, Catherine (CII)

Subject: Warriors Question






 


Hi Dick and Bob:


 


I’m hoping you can help our economic consultants, CC:ed here, answer a question about the Warriors arena.  We’re trying to estimate annual collections from the arena for the Utility Users Tax, which is calculated at 7.5% of telephone, electric,
 gas, steam and water use.  We can use industry numbers for the office and retail components but are having a hard time estimating consumption for the arena itself.  Do you or SMG have any approximations of utility use we could apply to the proposed 18,000
 seat, 775,000 gsf arena?  Maybe rates per square foot of convention exhibit space that we could extrapolate?  Anything you can share would be tremendously helpful.





Thanks,  


 


Adam Van de Water


Office of Economic and Workforce Development


City Hall Room 448


San Francisco, CA 94102


(415) 554-6625


 



















Michael C. Godoy
Vice President of Operations
SMG
300 Conshohocken State Road, Ste 450
West Conshohocken, PA 19428
610-729-1021 Office
mgodoy@smgworld.com
www.sm



mailto:mgodoy@smgworld.com

http://www.sm/






From: Van de Water, Adam (MYR)
To: Miller, Erin (MTA)
Cc: Auyoung, Dillon; Maguire, Tom; Martinsen, Janet (MTA); Reilly, Catherine (CII)
Subject: Re: Managing SFMTA"s Urban Planning Initiatives projects in March/April 2015 -- Supervisor Kim request
Date: Tuesday, February 24, 2015 4:31:04 PM


I spoke with April and she doesn't see a need for a briefing.  The comment was a
heads up from the Warriors that they were in discussion with UCSF, not anything
from UCSF directly.


Adam Van de Water
Project Manager
Office of Economic and Workforce Development 
City and County of San Francisco
1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place
San Francisco, CA 94102
415.554.6625


On Feb 24, 2015, at 1:27 PM, Miller, Erin <Erin.Miller@sfmta.com> wrote:


Dillon,


I had the chance to speak with my Warriors peers at OEWD and OCII
today. Adam apparently gave April in Sup. Kim's office a full Warriors
update last week. 


We recommend Adam reaching out directly to make sure that
information is being shared. We also want to make sure that outreach to
the Supervisors regarding Warriors occurs in concert w City Family team. 


Let me know if you need to discuss further, and you may hear from
Adam as well.  


Thanks,


-Erin Miller


**always in transit**


On Feb 23, 2015, at 1:04 AM, "Auyoung, Dillon"
<Dillon.Auyoung@sfmta.com> wrote:


Hi Erin, I wanted to relay a request to you from Supervisor Kim (and
thought I would piggyback off of Peter’s email which nicely outlines who
is working on what).  She would like a briefing about the Warriors arena
because she had heard about a disagreement on transportation between
the Warriors and hospitals in the area (e.g., how would an ambulance get
through for an emergency during a game).



mailto:/O=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=91BA72A308BD41818E967887DA0E43A7-ADAM VAN DE WATER_B65779439D

mailto:erin.miller@sfmta.com

mailto:Dillon.Auyoung@sfmta.com

mailto:Tom.Maguire@sfmta.com

mailto:janet.martinsen@sfmta.com

mailto:catherine.reilly@sfgov.org

mailto:Erin.Miller@sfmta.com

mailto:Dillon.Auyoung@sfmta.com





 
Can you reach out to Sunny Angulo, the Supervisor’s legislative aide to set
something up (Sunny.Angulo@sfgov.org , (415) 554-7969)?
 
I am copying Tom who was in the meeting with the Supervisor and Sunny
in case he has anything to add/edit, and Janet for the monthly document.
 
If you have any questions, please let me know.
 
Thanks,
Dillon
 
 
 
………………………
Dillon Auyoung
Local Government Affairs Manager
San Francisco Municipal Transportation Agency
(415) 701-4567 Office
(415) 385-1479 Mobile
Dillon.Auyoung@sfmta.com
 
 


From: Albert, Peter 
Sent: Tuesday, February 17, 2015 6:27 PM
To: Martinsen, Janet; Auyoung, Dillon
Subject: FW: Managing SFMTA's Urban Planning Initiatives projects in
March/April 2015
 
I thought you two might also want to see this.  Thanks for all your great
coordination work.
 
Peter Albert
Manager, SFMTA Urban Planning Initiatives
SF Municipal Transportation Agency
1 South Van Ness Ave, Seventh Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
(: 415.701.4328
: 415.701.4735
*: peter.albert@sfmta.com
 


From: Albert, Peter 
Sent: Tuesday, February 17, 2015 6:20 PM
To: Rufo, Todd; Bohee, Tiffany; Drew, Tamsen; Oshima, Diane; Benson,
Brad; Moyer, Monique; Rahaim, John; Gillett, Gillian; Kelley, Gil; Rich, Ken;
Martin, Michael; Dennis-Phillips, Sarah; David Uniman
(david.uniman@sfcta.org); tilly.chang@sfcta.org; Divine, Peg; Moy, Barbara;
Avril, Nicole; Taupier, Anne; Van de Water, Adam; Lesk, Emily; Hussain, Lila;
Warsh, Ethan; Wise, Viktoriya; Bollinger, Brett; Alumbaugh, David; Switzky,



mailto:Sunny.Angulo@sfgov.org

mailto:Dillon.Auyoung@sfmta.com

mailto:peter.albert@sfmta.com
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Joshua; Beck, Bob; Brisson, Liz; Pagan, Lisa; Rhett, Byron; Beaupre, David;
Reilly, Catherine; Havens, Robin; Lau, Jon; Bose, Sonali; Kirschbaum, Julie
B; Olea, Ricardo; Smith, Bridget; Nhan, Leanne; Mattern, Lauren; Malone,
Rob; Papandreou, Timothy; Dusseault, Brian; Sallaberry, Mike; Watson,
Darby; Valle-Schwenk, David; lpalbert@yahoo.com; Libby Albert
(libbyeileenalbert@gmail.com); Haley, John; Harris, Vincent J; Sue, Candace;
Jones, Sarah B; Breen, Kate
Cc: Markowitz, Frank; Maguire, Tom; Paine, Carli; Miller, Erin
Subject: Managing SFMTA's Urban Planning Initiatives projects in
March/April 2015
 
All:
It’s a great joy to work with you on SFMTA’s major Urban Planning
Initiative (“UPI”) projects.
 
It is also my responsibility to provide you and your staff support while I’m
out of the office for six weeks: essentially, Feb 23 - April 10.
 
During this time, the UPI team of managers are well-poised to maintain
the critical progress we’re making on the three major divisions of UPI:
 


<!--[if !supportLists]-->·         <!--[endif]-->Development and
Transportation Integration, headed by Erin Miller (701.5490),
includes:


<!--[if !supportLists]-->o    <!--[endif]-->Waterfront
Transportation Assessment


<!--[if !supportLists]-->o    <!--[endif]-->Warriors Arena
<!--[if !supportLists]-->o    <!--[endif]-->Pier 70
<!--[if !supportLists]-->o    <!--[endif]-->SWL 337
<!--[if !supportLists]-->o    <!--[endif]-->India Basin
<!--[if !supportLists]-->o    <!--[endif]-->Van Ness/Market


Study
 


<!--[if !supportLists]-->·         <!--[endif]-->Transportation Demand
Management, headed by Carli Paine (701.4469), includes:


<!--[if !supportLists]-->o    <!--[endif]-->TDM Strategy
<!--[if !supportLists]-->o    <!--[endif]-->Commuter Shuttle


Pilot
<!--[if !supportLists]-->o    <!--[endif]-->Vision Zero Safety and


Education
<!--[if !supportLists]-->o    <!--[endif]-->Wayfinding
<!--[if !supportLists]-->o    <!--[endif]-->Sunday Median


Parking
<!--[if !supportLists]-->o    <!--[endif]-->TDM Framework for


Growth
<!--[if !supportLists]-->o    <!--[endif]-->Bulk Pass Strategy


 
<!--[if !supportLists]-->·         <!--[endif]-->Approved Development



mailto:lpalbert@yahoo.com

mailto:libbyeileenalbert@gmail.com





Agreement Monitoring, headed by Frank Markowitz (701.4442),
includes:


<!--[if !supportLists]-->o    <!--[endif]-->Candlestick Pt/Hunters
Pt Shipyard Phase 2


<!--[if !supportLists]-->o    <!--[endif]-->Treasure Island
<!--[if !supportLists]-->o    <!--[endif]-->Parkmeced
<!--[if !supportLists]-->o    <!--[endif]-->19th Avenue Transit


Study
<!--[if !supportLists]-->o    <!--[endif]-->Geneva Harney BRT
<!--[if !supportLists]-->o    <!--[endif]-->Bayshore


Caltrain/Intermodal Study
<!--[if !supportLists]-->o    <!--[endif]-->CPMC Agreement


Monitoring
<!--[if !supportLists]-->o    <!--[endif]-->PPTS Monitoring


Coordination
<!--[if !supportLists]-->o    <!--[endif]-->SFMTA CEQA/NEPA


Review Support        
 
In my absence, Erin, Carli and Frank will rotate general UPI administrative
responsibilities, while remaining the key “go-to” people for their
respective groups as outlined above.
 
I am at work March 16-20 due to major events that week, and then back
again indefinitely on April 13. 
 
Please let me know if you have any concerns or questions.
 
Best Regards,
Peter Albert
Manager, SFMTA Urban Planning Initiatives
SF Municipal Transportation Agency
1 South Van Ness Ave, Seventh Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
(: 415.701.4328
: 415.701.4735
*: peter.albert@sfmta.com
 



mailto:peter.albert@sfmta.com






From: Mary Lucas McDonald
To: Kern, Chris (CPC)
Cc: joyce@orionenvironment.com; Paul Mitchell
Subject: FW: Update on PS 15 analysis
Date: Thursday, February 26, 2015 1:09:39 PM
Attachments: Mission_Bay_SanitaryPS_22515_Signed.pdf


 
Hi Chris,
 
In summary, this memo is saying that the existing dry weather peak flows of 3.3 mgd are less than
the 6.7 mgd capacity of the pump station (based on testing that has not been accepted by SFPUC).
UCSF peak flows are expected to be 6.63 mgd at full build out and to accommodate additional flows,
the LDRP recommends increasing the pump station capacity to 7.34 mgd. Based on this we can
conclude that ANY additional wastewater flows from the Warriors’ project would exceed the pump
station capacity at full build out although this is not explicitly stated in the memo. Therefore, the
conclusions in the Utilities section will not change based on these numbers.
 
The memo is essentially what we need for the purposes of the CEQA document and we will need to
make only minor edits to the Utilities section to include the flow monitoring information. However,
the following two points need to be explicitly addressed in the memo:
 


·         Whether pump station or conveyance system upgrades would be needed to accommodate
any flows from the Warrior’s project


·         What the upgrades would entail
 
An interesting point - the peak flow to the sanitary system is much higher during wet weather than
during dry weather (5.3 mgd v 3.3 mgd). The SFPUC states that this 2 mgd increase is because of
stormwater runoff and groundwater entering the sewer system through sewer joints, manholes, or
possible cross connections from the storm laterals to the sewer mains. I’m thinking that this
increased flow in wet weather would need to be accounted for in the sizing of the pump station
improvements, unless there are ways to better control the intrusion of stormwater into the sanitary
sewer system. Interestingly, this is an increase of 2 mgd during wet weather and similar I&I flows to
the Mariposa sub-basin are estimated at 0.3 mgd. We don’t need to address this for CEQA, but I’m
sure they will address this in the design of any needed upgrades.
 
Thanks,
 
Mary
 
 
Mary Lucas McDonald, PG, QSP, QSD, LEED Green Associate
Senior Geologist
Orion Environmental Associates
211 Sutter Street, #803
San Francisco, CA 94108
Direct Line (510) 705-8892
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Technical Memorandum  



To:    Manfred Wong – SFPUC                     



            Bessie Tam – SFPUC 
 



Thru:    Wallis Lee – DPW Hydraulic Section   
 
From:    Bassam Aldhafari – DPW Hydraulic Section 
 
Date:       February 25, 2015   
 
Subject:   Hydraulic Assessment of Mission Bay Sanitary Pump Station 



 



Executive Summary: 



The Mission Bay Sanitary Pump Station (MBSPS) was constructed in year 2011 within 



block P15. The original design flow (full build‐out) to the station accounted for 2 MGD and 



6 MGD average and peak flow respectively in a study by Olivia Chen Consultants (Dated 



December 2000). Included in the study was a projection of 66 GPM (Average) and 200 



GPM (Peak) for blocks 29 and 30 combined (see Attachment 1 for location). According to 



UCSF Long Range Development Plan Entitlement Increase Analysis (Dated May 2013), the 



current average and peak flow projections to MBSPS are 2.1 MGD and 6.63 MGD 



respectively at full build‐out.   



 



A flow meter was installed by the SFPUC to measure diurnal flows in the 33‐inch influent 



sewer that connects to the wet well at MBSPS. Current flow entering the station is 



approximately 2.2 MGD average and 3.3 MGD peak during dry weather conditions.  



 



Enclosed Attachments: 



Attachment 1: Aerial Image and Major Drainage Elements 



Attachment 2: Plan of Influent Sewer, Station, and Discharge Force main 



Attachment 3: Plan and Profile of 33‐inch Influent Sewer (Flow Meter Location) 



Attachment 4: Profile of Wet Well and Pump Performance Curve at MBSPS 



Attachment 5: Average and Peak Flow Projections from December 2000 Report by Olivia  



                           Chen Consultants  



Attachment 6: Average and Peak Flow Projections from August 2004 Report by Winzler  



                           & Kelly Consultants  



Attachment 7: Peak Sanitary Flow Projection Exhibit from May 2013 UCSF LRDP 



Attachment 8: Exhibit of Average and Peak Flow Projections from New Warriors Arena 



Attachment 9: Pump Curve of Proposed MBSPS Upgrade by F&L from 2013 UCSF LRDP  
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Background: 



The Mission Bay Sanitary Pump Station was constructed within Block P15 part of the Mission Bay Development 



area and bounded by Mission Bay Blvd South, Mission Bay Blvd North, Third St East, and Fourth Street West (see 



Attachment 1 for reference). The station was originally designed to collect sanitary flow from Mission Bay South 



of the Channel (Labeled System “2” in previous study by Olivia Chen Consultants, 2000). The originally projected 



average and peak flow that would enter the new station was estimated to be 2 MGD and 6 MGD respectively in 



December 2000. The UCSF Long Range Development Plan (LRDP) Entitlement Increase Analysis dated May 17, 



2013 states that the pump station was later designed to accommodate an average and peak flow rate of 2.1 



MGD and 6.4 MGD respectively based on a sanitary sewer analysis prepared by Winzler & Kelly dated August 



2005 (see Attachment 6). Additionally the LRDP states that in‐situ pump performance testing was performed in 



May 2010 by Winzler & Kelly, showing the pump station discharged at a rate of 6.7 MGD.  The station pumping 



capacity will need to be retested as the original test conducted capacity test of each pump individually and not 



all pumps simultaneously, which is needed to determine total peak flow capacity of the station. According to the 



LRDP, UCSF estimates an increase of 0.23 MGD to previously projected flow of 6.4 MGD resulting in a need to 



accommodate a total of 6.63 MGD at MBSPS. The LRDP recommends replacing the existing pumps will increase 



the pumping capacity to 7.34 MGD (see Attachment 9 for Pump Performance Curve). This recommendation was 



assembled without the participation of SFPUC and has not been approved as an adequate methodology to 



increase the station’s overall pumping capacity.  



To estimate the amount of flow discharged by parcel users to the pump station, the SFPUC installed a flow 



monitor within the 33‐inch influent sewer connecting to the station wet well. Based on measured data from 



beginning to mid January of 2015, the pump station receives an average flow rate of 1500 GPM (2.2 MGD) and a 



peak flow rate of 2300 GPM (3.3 MGD) under normal dry weather conditions (See Figure 1 below).    



 



Figure 1: Flow Meter Data from 33‐Inch Influent Sewer to Mission Bay Sanitary Pump Station (Normal Dry Weather Conditions) 
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Under wet weather conditions, the peak flow entering the station can reach a peak flow rate of 3700 GPM (5.3 



MGD) and an average flow increasing to 2000 GPM (2.9 MGD) compared to average dry weather conditions (see 



Figure 2 below). The increase in average and peak flow during storm events is largely due to contribution from 



storm runoff and groundwater entering the sewer system through sewer joints, manholes, or possible cross 



connections from storm laterals to sewer mains.  



 



 
Figure 2: Flow Meter Data from 33‐Inch Influent Sewer to Mission Bay Sanitary Pump Station (Wet Weather Conditions) 



Summary of Findings: 



Based on collected flow meter data, and data obtained from the City’s DCS for Mission Bay Sanitary Pump 



Station, the existing station is receiving 2.2 MGD Average and 3.3 MGD Peak flow under normal dry weather 



conditions. Based on pump a pump test conducted in 2010, the station had capacity to pump 6.7 MGD, testing 



each of the three pumps individually. A new test should be conducted to validate current pumping capacity. 



Based on current meter data, the station is has not reached the pump design capacity at current build‐out. 



Continued monitoring of flow meter data and pump station is recommended as development continues within 



the remaining parcels to assess pump station performance.  



cc:   DPW:    Norman Chan    Iqbal Dhapa    Louis Douglas    Richard Graham    Bimu Shrestha    Cliff Wong     



SFPUC:  Tony Flores        George Engel     Michael Tran    Brian Carlomagno   Ed Ho    Kent Eickman  



               Leslie Webster   Lori Regler  
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Mission Bay Proiect Separated Sanitary Sewer Anaivsis 



Table 2 Distribution of Sanitary Flow in System "2" 



Pipe Segment Contributing Parcels Average Max 
U/S D/S Total Total Inflow 



node node Inflow 



Name Perc. Name Perc. Name Perc. (gpm) (gpm) 
B63 B64 41 50% 21B 100% 42 125 



B64 B65 21A 100% 0 0 



B65 B66 18A 100% 42 100% 18B 100% 40 121 



B66 B67 43 100% 31 94 



B67 B68 14 100% 12 35 



B59 B60 12 100% 48 143 



B60 B61 



B61 B62 



B62 B68 



B68 B69 



B69 B70 



B70 B71 15A 100% -17 51 



B71 B72 15B 100% 17 50 



B72 B73 16A 100% 26 78 



B73 B 4 16B 100% 15 45 



B I B2 23A 100% 22 100% 18 54 



B2 B3 20A 100% 19B 100% 31.1 93.4 



B3 B4 19A 100% 17A/B 100% 66.4 199.2 



B42 B43 13 100% 40.9 122.6 



B43 B44 



B44 B45 



B45 B46 



B46 B47 



B47 B51 



B48 B49 5 50% 12.0 35.9 



B49 B50 



B50 B51 



B51 B52 



B41 B52 3 100% 28.4 85.1 



B52 B7 



B 7 B 6 4 100% 33.8 101.4 



B53 B54 11 100% 25 74 



B54 B55 



B55 B 6 5 50% 12 36 



B40 B 6 



B6 B5 



B56 B57 



B57 B58 6 100% 34 101 



Olivia Chen Consultants, Inc 
LACae«us\1259W RBponsa}iJC-Q0U?epoiTiRepon2-rev5 Dec 2000 (Joe PageS 











Mission Bay Proiect Separated Sanitary Sewer Analysis 



Pipe Segment Contributing Parcels Average 
Total 



Inflow 



Max 
Total Inflow U/S 



node 
D/S 
node 



Contributing Parcels Average 
Total 



Inflow 



Max 
Total Inflow U/S 



node 
D/S 
node 



Name Perc. Name Perc. Name Perc. (gpm) (gpm) 
B58 B5 



B39 B5 ? 100% 33.8 101.4 



B5 B 4 



B 4 B12 



B13 B14 30 100% 27.9 83.6 



B14 B16 



B16 B17 



B17 B9 27 100% 30.4 91.3 



B8 B 8 B 29 100% 23B 100% 36.8 110.5 



B 8 B B9 



B 9 BIO 



BIO B i l 20B 100% 0.0 0.0 



B15 B19 28 100% B a y l 100% 23.0 69.1 



B19 B20 26A 100% Pier 54 100% 9.2 27.6 



B20 B21 



B21 B22 



B22 B i l 26 100% 30.4 91.3 



B33 B34 2 100% 27.4 82.2 



B34 B35 1 100% SWL337 50% 242.8 728.4 



B32 B36 



S W L 
337 50% 183.8 551.3 



B30 B31 



Pier 



48 100% Pier 50 100% 109.1 327.2 



B31 B36 9 100% 14.2 42.6 



B36 B37 8 100% 4.3 13.0 



B26 B27 9 A 100% 9.0 27.1 



B27 B28 



B28 B29 



B29 B37 10 100% 28.5 85.5 



B37 B38 



B23 B24 10A 100% 14.8 44.4 



B24 B25 



B25 B38 



B38 B i l 



B i l B12 



B12 P U M P 17C 100% 15.0 45.1 



Total (MGD) 2.00 6.00 



a — Olivia Chen Consultants, Inc 
HCate«us\ 125B105 Reports\Dec-OtJiRef!Ofi\Report2-rev5 Dec 2O00 tfoc Page 9 
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MISSION BAY SANITARY SEWER PUMP STATION #3 
Basis of Design Report 



DRAFT - 4 - 



Table 2 – Flow Projection Comparison 
INFLOW CONTRIBUTION (GPM) 



OC Sewer Analysis 2000 W&K Sewer Analysis 2005 
Block ADF  MDF ADF MDF 



1 59.0 177.1 56.1 178.1 
2 27.4 82.2 38.9 116.7 
3 28.4 85.1 31.9 95.7 
4 33.8 101.4 37.8 113.5 
5 24.0 71.9 24.6 73.7 
6 34.0 101.0 31.0 92.9 
7 33.8 101.4 36.5 109.5 
8 4.3 13.0 6.2 18.6 
9 14.2 42.6 11.6 34.7 



9A 9.0 27.1 7.3 22.0 
10 28.5 85.5 38.7 116.1 



10A 14.8 44.4 11.6 34.7 
11 25.0 74.0 25.0 74.0 
12 48.0 143.0 48.0 143.0 
13 40.9 122.6 48.8 146.4 
14 12.0 35.0 12.0 35.0 



15A 17.0 51.0 17.0 51.0 
15B 17.0 50.0 17.0 50.0 
16A 26.0 78.0 26.0 78.0 
16B 15.0 45.0 15.0 45.0 



17A/B 40.0 121.0 24.2 72.5 
17C 15.0 45.1 19.6 58.7 
18A 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
18B 3.0 9.0 3.0 9.0 
19A 26.0 78.0 29.0 87.0 
19B 17.0 51.0 20.7 62.0 
20A 16.5 49.5 
20B 40.3 120.9 51.5 154.4 



21A 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
21B 22.0 64.0 19.2 57.6 
22 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 



23A 18.0 54.0 18.0 54.0 
23B 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
26 30.4 91.3 42.8 128.3 



26A 4.0 13.0 28.1 84.4 
27 30.4 91.3 42.8 128.3 
28 22.0 65.0 28.7 86.1 
29 39.0 117.0 15.5 46.4 
30 27.9 83.6 31.1 93.2 
41 20.0 61.0 
42 37.0 111.0 
43 31.0 94.0 



73.0 219.1 



BAY 1 1.4 4.0 1.4 4.0 
PIER 48 40.0 118.0 40.0 118.0 
PIER 50 70.0 209.0 70.0 209.0 
PIER 54 5.0 15.0 5.0 15.0 
SWL 337 367.6 1102.6 367.6 1102.6 



TOTAL (MGD) 2.1 6.2 2.1 6.4 
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Chart 1 ‐ SSPS Pump Upgrade
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mary@orionenvironment.com
 


From: Clarke Miller [mailto:CMiller@stradasf.com] 
Sent: Thursday, February 26, 2015 8:58 AM
To: Chris Kern (chris.kern@sfgov.org); Catherine Reilly (Catherine.Reilly@sfgov.org); Paul Mitchell
(pmitchell@esassoc.com); Joyce Hsiao (joyce@orionenvironment.com); Mary
Subject: FW: Update on PS 15 analysis
 
Hi,
We received the MBSPS analysis from PUC. Our civil engineers (BKF) are reviewing, and we intend to
set up a meeting to discuss it further with PUC. I’ll keep you apprised of the date of that meeting.
Thanks,
Clarke
 


From: Eickman, Kent [mailto:keickman@sfwater.org] 
Sent: Thursday, February 26, 2015 7:42 AM
To: Clarke Miller; Tran, Michael
Cc: Kate Aufhauser (kaufhauser@warriors.com); Regler, Lori; Webster, Leslie; Van de Water, Adam;
Harrison, Lewis; Engel, George; Wong, Manfred; Tam, Bessie
Subject: RE: Update on PS 15 analysis
 
Clarke, attached is the Mission Bay Sanitary analysis report.  I noticed that the 16” force main shown
on Attachment 1 extends north across the Channel. The force main actually connects to the South
Channel Box and does not extend north. After you have reviewed the report, please let us know
when  you would like to meet to discuss.
Thanks, Kent
 


From: Clarke Miller [mailto:CMiller@stradasf.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 25, 2015 9:07 PM
To: Tran, Michael
Cc: Kate Aufhauser (kaufhauser@warriors.com); Regler, Lori; Webster, Leslie; Eickman, Kent; Van de
Water, Adam
Subject: RE: Update on PS 15 analysis
 
Michael,
We didn’t see the PS 15 analysis come through today as you’d anticipated. Can you let us know
when we should realistically expect it?
Thanks,
Clarke
 


From: Clarke Miller 
Sent: Monday, February 23, 2015 3:59 PM
To: 'Tran, Michael'
Cc: Kate Aufhauser (kaufhauser@warriors.com); Regler, Lori; Webster, Leslie; Eickman, Kent
Subject: RE: Update on PS 15 analysis
 
Thanks for the update, Michael. We’ll keep an eye out for the PS 15 analysis in the next couple of
days. If you expect it to slip any further, please let me know.
 
Thanks too for the update on the dewatering. We’ll be ready to meet as soon as your team is



mailto:mary@orionenvironment.com

mailto:keickman@sfwater.org

mailto:kaufhauser@warriors.com

mailto:[mailto:CMiller@stradasf.com]

mailto:kaufhauser@warriors.com

mailto:kaufhauser@warriors.com





prepared.
 
Clarke
 


From: Tran, Michael [mailto:MiTran@sfwater.org] 
Sent: Monday, February 23, 2015 3:38 PM
To: Clarke Miller
Cc: Kate Aufhauser (kaufhauser@warriors.com); Regler, Lori; Webster, Leslie; Eickman, Kent
Subject: RE: Update on PS 15 analysis
 
Hi Clarke,
 
Thanks for checking in.  We are expediting but are still in the process of QA’ing the document and
will send it to you as soon as possible.  I hope it’s OK if we send to you within the next two days. 
 
I believe Langan is planning to obtain additional chloride samples.  I’ll set up a meeting with the
project team and our dewatering / regulatory personnel as soon as those results are obtained.
 
Please let me know if you have any questions or concerns.
 
Thanks,
Michael
 


From: Clarke Miller [mailto:CMiller@stradasf.com] 
Sent: Monday, February 23, 2015 3:02 PM
To: Tran, Michael
Cc: Kate Aufhauser (kaufhauser@warriors.com)
Subject: Update on PS 15 analysis
 
Hi Michael,
 
I believe we agreed you’d send over the PS 15 analysis today. Can you let us know if that’s on-track?
 
Also, we recently discussed getting a meeting scheduled to review dewatering. I saw an email
exchange between Langan and Brian Kuhn earlier today, and it looks like some preliminary info is
being shared. Is it time to set up a meeting?
 
Thanks,
Clarke
 
Clarke Miller
Strada Investment Group
101 Mission Street, Suite 420 | San Francisco, CA 94105
Phone: 415.572.7640
Email: cmiller@stradasf.com
 



mailto:[mailto:MiTran@sfwater.org]
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From: Bose, Sonali
To: Rosenfield, Ben (CON); Van de Water, Adam (MYR); Sesay, Nadia (CON); Allersma, Michelle (CON); Reilly,


Catherine (CII)
Subject: Revised Warriors Figures
Date: Tuesday, February 24, 2015 4:23:53 PM
Attachments: image001.png


Warriors Arena - Transportation Sources and Uses (Encumbrance) 02-24-15.xlsx


Here is the revised document.  Michelle – will you take it from here?
Thanks.
 
 


 SFMTA | Municipal Transportation Agency
Sonali  Bose
Chief  Financial  Officer
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Room 3239
San Francisco, CA 94103
Email:  Sonali.Bose@sfmta.com
Phone: 415-701-4617
P Before printing, think about  the environment


 
Confidentiality Notice: This email message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain
confidential and/or privileged information. Any review, use disclosure or distribution by persons or entities other than the intended
recipient(s) is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please notify the sender by reply and destroy all copies (electronic or
otherwise) of the original message.
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Encumbrance





			Capital and Operating Cost Estimates for Warrior's Arena Events (Encumbrance)





															5-Year Plan


												ESTIMATED COST FY13-14 $


															FY14-15			FY15-16			FY16-17			FY17-18			FY18-19			Total 5-Year Plan Capital Costs


						PRELIMINARY CAPITAL COSTS


						Transit Investments


						(4) New Light Rail Vehicles 						$18,300,287			- 0			- 0			$21,000,000			 			- 0			21,000,000			3





						Installation of (3) single crossovers


									Conceptual Engineering Phase			$176,134			$182,299			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			182,299


									Detail Design Phase			$469,691			$486,130			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			486,130


									Construction Phase			$7,058,715			- 0			$7,826,123			- 0			- 0			- 0			7,826,123


									Bus Substitution Cost			$650,000			- 0			$720,667			- 0			- 0			- 0			720,667


									        Total Installation of single crossovers			$8,354,540			$668,429			$8,546,790			$0			$0			$0			$9,215,219


									Allocation to Warriors (70%)			$5,848,178			$467,900			$5,982,753			$0			$0			$0			$6,450,653





						Extend UCSF Platform (NB) by approximately 160 ft, and associated trackway modifications


									Conceptual Engineering Phase			$126,277			$130,697			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			130,697


									Detail Design Phase			$227,299			$235,254			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			235,254


									Construction Phase			$3,062,792			- 0			$3,395,772			- 0			- 0			- 0			3,395,772


									Bus Substitution Cost			$3,500,000			- 0			$3,880,513			- 0			- 0			- 0			3,880,513


									        Total UCSF platform Extention 			$6,916,368			$365,951			$7,276,285			$0			$0			$0			$7,642,236





						6 Inch Raised Area (NB between South Street and 16th Street)


									Conceptual Engineering Phase			$34,068			$35,260			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			35,260


									Detail Design Phase			$30,553			$31,622			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			31,622


									Construction Phase			$97,005			- 0			$103,914			- 0			- 0			- 0			103,914


									Bus Substitution Cost			$150,000			- 0			$160,684			- 0			- 0			- 0			160,684


									        Total 6" raised area along existing tracks			$311,626			$66,883			$264,598			$0			$0			$0			$331,481





						Power augments to idling "event" trains 						$6,800,000						$7,539,282												7,539,282





						Operator Restroom						- 0			- 0																		6


						Total Transit Investments						$38,176,459			$900,734			$264,598			$20,798,319			$21,000,000			$0			$42,963,651





						Traffic/Signals Engineering Investments 


						CCTV Cameras @ 5 locations						$175,000			- 0			$191,729			- 0			- 0			- 0			191,729


						Variable Message Signs (VMT)						$405,000			- 0			$443,716			- 0			- 0			- 0			443,716


						Traffic Signals at South Street and 16th Street and Terry Francois Boulevard 						$800,000			- 0			$876,476			- 0			- 0			- 0			876,476


						Transportation Management Center Network Upgrades						$80,000			- 0			$87,648			- 0			- 0			- 0			87,648


						Total Traffic/Signals Engineering Investments						$1,460,000			$0			$1,599,569			$0			$0			$0			$1,599,569





						Total Estimated Capital Costs						$   39,636,459			$   900,734			$   811,994			$   21,850,493			$   21,000,000			$   -			$   44,563,221





						PRELIMINARY CAPITAL SOURCES


						In Lieu TIDF (SFMTA)						$   17,300,000												$19,245,441						19,245,441			2.7% annual inflation


						Construction Related Taxes (General Fund)						$   7,400,000									$8,015,729												2.7% annual inflation


						Real Property Transfer Tax (General Fund)						$   4,200,000									$4,549,468									4,549,468			2.7% annual inflation


						TOTAL ESTIIMATED CAPITAL SOURCES						$   21,500,000			$   -			$   -			$   4,549,468			$   19,245,441			$   -			$   23,794,910





						CAPITAL SOURCES LESS USES						$   (18,136,459)			$   (900,734)			$   (811,994)			$   (17,301,025)			$   (1,754,559)			$   -			$   (20,768,311)








						PRELIMINARY OPERATING COSTS





						Transit Operating Costs by Event Type


						Annual Transit Costs:  Basketball Games (43)						$1,342,600			- 0			- 0			- 0			$770,332			$1,594,588


						Annual Transit Costs:  Concerts (30)						$546,000			- 0			- 0			- 0			$313,274			$648,477


						Annual Transit Costs:  Convention, Theater, Shows & Other Sporting Events (131)						$764,800			- 0			- 0			- 0			$438,813			$908,342


						Total Transit Operating Costs (204 Events/Year)						$2,653,400


Kwok, Jennifer: updated with FY14 NTD rate
			$0			$0			$0			$1,522,419			$3,151,407						1, 4,7





						Enforcement Operating Costs by Event Type


						Annual Enforcement Operating Costs:  Basketball Games (43)						$   772,870			- 0			- 0			- 0			$443,443			$917,927


						Annual Enforcement Operating Costs:   Concerts (30)						$   497,265			- 0			- 0			- 0			$285,312			$590,595


						Annual Enforcement Operating Costs:  Convention, Theater, Shows & Other Sporting Events (131)						$   990,250			- 0			- 0			- 0			$568,167			$1,176,106


						Total Enforcement Operating Costs (204 Events/Year)						$2,260,385


Kwok, Jennifer: 
Check Operating cost including overhead cost already, It is slightly over SS current rate of 49.3%
added the sporting event cost of $543K. Per worksheet Enforcement R01, total amount is $2, 260,385
			$0			$0			$0			$1,296,922			$2,684,628						1,5,7





						Total Operating Cost (204 Events/Year)						$4,913,785			$0			$0			$0			$2,819,341			$5,836,035





						PRELIMINARY OPERATING REVENUE 





						Transit Revenue Assumptions by Event Type


									Annual Transit Fares:  Basketball Games (43)			$289,300			- 0			- 0			- 0			$161,230			$331,328


									Annual Transit Fares:  Concerts (30)			$148,800			- 0			- 0			- 0			$82,928			$170,417


									Annual Transit Fares:  Convention, Theater, Shows & Other Sporting Events (131)			$322,800			- 0			- 0			- 0			$179,900			$369,694


									Total Annual Transit Fares			$760,900


Kwok, Jennifer: 
17% of fare box special event recovery ratio  of  30% of FY14 MTA fare box recovery			


Kwok, Jennifer: 
Check Operating cost including overhead cost already, It is slightly over SS current rate of 49.3%
added the sporting event cost of $543K. Per worksheet Enforcement R01, total amount is $2, 260,385
			- 0			$0			$0			$424,058			$871,438						1, 6,7





						Special Event Parking Revenue by Event Type																											6


									Annual Parking Revenues:  Basketball Games (43)			$299,569			- 0			- 0			- 0			$166,953			$343,089


									Annual Parking Revenues:  Concerts (30)			$156,243			- 0			- 0			- 0			$87,076			$178,941


									Annual Parking Revenues:  Convention, Theater, Shows & Other Sporting Events (131)			$337,067			- 0			- 0			- 0			$187,851			$386,034


									Total Annual Incremental Parking Revenues			$792,879			- 0			$0			$0			$441,880			$908,064





									Total Operating Revenue (204 Events/Year)			$1,553,779			$0			$0			$0			$865,938			$1,779,502						1, 7





						Total Net Annual Operating Costs with Revenue Recovery 						$3,360,006			$0			$0			$0			$1,953,403			$4,056,533





						General Fund Sources


									Baseline (includes Stadium Adm Tax)			$1,122,400			- 0			- 0			- 0			$   624,309			$   1,282,330						2.7% annual inflation


									Parking Tax (80%)			$1,600,000			- 0			- 0			- 0			$   889,963			$   1,827,983						2.7% annual inflation


									Total General Fund Sources			$2,722,400			$0			$0			$0			$1,514,271			$3,110,313


						 


						OPERATING SOURCES LESS USES						($637,606)			$0			$0			$0			($439,132)			($946,220)








			Notes:


			1			Total estimated 204 events/year for calculating the operating costs and revenue.


			2			Costs based on FY2014 $ and inflated to FY2018 $ with 3.5% increase annually.


			3			No additional trains would need to be purchased for post-event service, because it is the end of the day, and most trains are not in service. However, for pre-event, Muni already has all trains, except those held back for maintenance, in service. Fortunately, the majority of customers can be accommodated on excess capacity on the T Third line, because southbound trains are predicted to be less crowded than northbound trains. However, approximately 6 additional trains will be needed. The proposed plan includes purchasing 4 additional trains and shifting 2 two cars from another route(s) at the end of the PM commute period. This could increase crowding in other parts of the system.


			4			Transit estimates based on 35% mode share


			5			Enforcement time at overtime rates


			6			Estimated transit revenue based on 57% of regular service revenues - equal to other special events. Estimated parking revenue assumes special event zone equivalent to half core, premium zone for AT&T park. 2.75% annual inflation.


			7			FY17-18 operating revenue and expense are calculated for half year instead of full year as the Warrior's Areana is projected to be open for events starting January 2017.








Cash Flow





			Capital and Operating Cost Estimates for Warrior's Arena Events (Cash Flow)





															5-Year Plan


												ESTIMATED COST FY13-14 $


															FY14-15			FY15-16			FY16-17			FY17-18			FY18-19			Total 5-Year Plan Capital Costs


						PRELIMINARY CAPITAL COSTS


						Transit Investments


						(4) New Light Rail Vehicles 						$18,300,287			- 0			- 0			- 0			$21,000,000			- 0			$21,000,000			3





						Installation of (3) single crossovers


									Conceptual Engineering Phase			$176,134			$182,299			$0			$0			$0			$0			$182,299


									Detail Design Phase			$469,691			$486,130			$0			$0			$0			$0			$486,130


									Construction Phase			$7,058,715			$0			$0			$7,826,123			$0			$0			$7,826,123


									Bus Substitution Cost			$650,000			$0			$0			$720,667			$0			$0			$720,667


									        Total Installation of single crossovers			$8,354,540			$668,429			$0			$8,546,790			$0			$0			$9,215,219


									Allocation to Warriors (70%)			$5,848,178			$467,900			$0			$5,982,753			$0			$0			$6,450,653





						Extend UCSF Platform (NB) by approximately 160 ft, and associated trackway modifications


									Conceptual Engineering Phase			$126,277			$130,697			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			$130,697


									Detail Design Phase			$227,299			$235,254			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			235,254


									Construction Phase			$3,062,792			- 0			- 0			$3,395,772			- 0			- 0			3,395,772


									Bus Substitution Cost			$3,500,000			- 0			- 0			$3,880,513			- 0			- 0			3,880,513


									        Total UCSF platform Extention 			$6,916,368			$365,951			$0			$7,276,285			$0			$0			$7,642,236





						6 Inch Raised Area (NB between South Street and 16th Street)


									Conceptual Engineering Phase			$34,068			$35,260			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			$35,260


									Detail Design Phase			$30,553			$31,622			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			$31,622


									Construction Phase			$97,005			- 0			$103,914			- 0			- 0			- 0			$103,914


									Bus Substitution Cost			$150,000			- 0			$160,684			- 0			- 0			- 0			$160,684


									        Total 6" raised area along existing tracks			$311,626			$66,883			$264,598			$0			$0			$0			$331,481





						Power augments to idling "event" trains 						$6,800,000									$7,539,282									$7,539,282





						Operator Restroom						- 0			- 0																		6


						Total Transit Investments						$38,176,459			$900,734			$264,598			$20,798,319			$21,000,000			$0			$42,963,651





						Traffic/Signals Engineering Investments 


						CCTV Cameras @ 5 locations						$175,000			- 0			$65,613			$126,117			- 0			- 0			$191,729


						Variable Message Signs (VMT)						$405,000			- 0			$151,846			$291,870			- 0			- 0			$443,716


						Traffic Signals at South Street and 16th Street and Terry Francois Boulevard 						$800,000			- 0			$299,943			$576,533			- 0			- 0			$876,476


						Transportation Management Center Network Upgrades						$80,000			- 0			$29,994			$57,653			- 0			- 0			$87,648


						Total Traffic/Signals Engineering Investments						$1,460,000						$547,396			$1,052,173			$0			$0			$1,599,569





						Total Estimated Capital Costs						$   39,636,459			$   900,734			$   811,994			$   21,850,493			$   21,000,000			$   -			$   44,563,221





						PRELIMINARY OPERATING COSTS





						Transit Operating Costs by Event Type


						Annual Transit Costs:  Basketball Games (43)						$1,342,600			- 0			- 0			- 0			$770,332			$1,594,588


						Annual Transit Costs:  Concerts (30)						$546,000			- 0			- 0			- 0			$313,274			$648,477


						Annual Transit Costs:  Convention, Theater, Shows & Other Sporting Events (131)						$764,800			- 0			- 0			- 0			$438,813			$908,342


						Total Transit Operating Costs (204 Events/Year)						$2,653,400


Kwok, Jennifer: updated with FY14 NTD rate
			$0			$0			$0			$1,522,419			$3,151,407						1, 4,7





						Enforcement Operating Costs by Event Type


						Annual Enforcement Operating Costs:  Basketball Games (43)						$   772,870			- 0			- 0			- 0			$443,443			$917,927


						Annual Enforcement Operating Costs:   Concerts (30)						$   497,265			- 0			- 0			- 0			$285,312			$590,595


						Annual Enforcement Operating Costs:  Convention, Theater, Shows & Other Sporting Events (131)						$   990,250			- 0			- 0			- 0			$568,167			$1,176,106


						Total Enforcement Operating Costs (204 Events/Year)						$2,260,385


Kwok, Jennifer: 
Check Operating cost including overhead cost already, It is slightly over SS current rate of 49.3%
added the sporting event cost of $543K. Per worksheet Enforcement R01, total amount is $2, 260,385
			$0			$0			$0			$1,296,922			$2,684,628						1,5,7





						Total Operating Cost (204 Events/Year)						$4,913,785			$0			$0			$0			$2,819,341			$5,836,035





						PRELIMINARY OPERATING REVENUE 





						Transit Revenue Assumptions by Event Type


									Annual Transit Fares:  Basketball Games (43)			$289,300			- 0			- 0			- 0			$161,230			$331,328


									Annual Transit Fares:  Concerts (30)			$148,800			- 0			- 0			- 0			$82,928			$170,417


									Annual Transit Fares:  Convention, Theater, Shows & Other Sporting Events (131)			$322,800			- 0			- 0			- 0			$179,900			$369,694


									Total Annual Transit Fares			$760,900


Kwok, Jennifer: 
17% of fare box special event recovery ratio  of  30% of FY14 MTA fare box recovery			


Kwok, Jennifer: 
Check Operating cost including overhead cost already, It is slightly over SS current rate of 49.3%
added the sporting event cost of $543K. Per worksheet Enforcement R01, total amount is $2, 260,385
			- 0			$0			$0			$424,058			$871,438						1, 6,7





						Special Event Parking Revenue by Event Type																											6


									Annual Parking Revenues:  Basketball Games (43)			$299,569			- 0			- 0			- 0			$166,953			$343,089


									Annual Parking Revenues:  Concerts (30)			$156,243			- 0			- 0			- 0			$87,076			$178,941


									Annual Parking Revenues:  Convention, Theater, Shows & Other Sporting Events (131)			$337,067			- 0			- 0			- 0			$187,851			$386,034


									Total Annual Incremental Parking Revenues			$792,879			- 0			$0			$0			$441,880			$908,064





									Total Operating Revenue (204 Events/Year)			$1,553,779			$0			$0			$0			$865,938			$1,779,502						1, 7





						Total Net Annual Operating Costs with Revenue Recovery 						$3,360,006			$0			$0			$0			$1,953,403			$4,056,533





			Notes:


			1			Total estimated 204 events/year for calculating the operating costs and revenue.


			2			Costs based on FY2014 $ and inflated to FY2018 $ with 3.5% increase annually.


			3			No additional trains would need to be purchased for post-event service, because it is the end of the day, and most trains are not in service. However, for pre-event, Muni already has all trains, except those held back for maintenance, in service. Fortunately, the majority of customers can be accommodated on excess capacity on the T Third line, because southbound trains are predicted to be less crowded than northbound trains. However, approximately 6 additional trains will be needed. The proposed plan includes purchasing 4 additional trains and shifting 2 two cars from another route(s) at the end of the PM commute period. This could increase crowding in other parts of the system.


			4			Transit estimates based on 35% mode share


			5			Enforcement time at overtime rates


			6			Estimated transit revenue based on 57% of regular service revenues - equal to other special events. Estimated parking revenue assumes special event zone equivalent to half core, premium zone for AT&T park. 2.75% annual inflation.


			7			FY17-18 operating revenue and expense are calculated for half year instead of full year as the Warrior's Areana is projected to be open for events starting January 2017.
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From: Talwar, Amit (CII)
To: Rice, Don (CII); Maher, Christine (CII); Oerth, Sally (CII)
Cc: Bereket, Immanuel (CII)
Subject: FW: OCII & GSW billing for Q2, FY 14-15
Date: Wednesday, February 25, 2015 8:58:58 AM
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Hi,
 
Please review and approve for payment the City Planning invoices. Below is the breakdown of the
total invoice
 


 
Thank you,


Amit
 


From: Zhu, Karen (CPC) 
Sent: Wednesday, February 18, 2015 11:32 AM
To: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
Cc: Levenson, Leo; Torres, Rosa (CII); Talwar, Amit (CII); Bereket, Immanuel (CII); Oerth, Sally (CII);
Ko, Yvonne (CPC); DeMartini, Keith (CPC); Wietgrefe, Wade (CPC); Kern, Chris (CPC); Bollinger, Brett
(CPC)
Subject: OCII & GSW billing for Q2, FY 14-15
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COUN. 



(’\ SAN FRANCISCO 
PLANNING 



February 18, 2015 



Catherine Reilly, Project Manager 
OC 11 
One south Van Ness Ave, 5 1h  Floor 
San Francisco, CA 94103 



DEPARTMENT 



1650 Mission St. 
Sue 400 
San Francisco, 
CA 94103-2479 



Reception: 
415.558.6378 



Subject: 	OCII Projects 
Fee Collection for 2nd  quarter, FY 14-15 (10/1/2014-12/31/2014) 



Dear Ms. Reilly, 



Attached please find a detail Time Accounting Cost Report for the following accounts listed of staff 
time spent on OCII projects. The total amount is $21,645.66 covered period 10/1/2014-
12/31/2014. 



Account # Account Name Hours Cost 



2007.0946E_14 Candlestick Point - Hunters Point Shipyard Phase 2 60.25 $8,298.24 



20101847CWP OCII Design Transbay 41.00 $5,017.01 



2013.0005U Candlestick Point - Hunters Point Shipyard Review 13.25 $1,599.86 



2013.0196U Hunters Point Shipyard Phase 1 13.75 $1,657.01 



2014.0748E 4101 Third Street 13.50 $1,192.56 



2014-000652GEN OCII 4101 3rd Street 7.25 $944.88 



2014-000693GEN OCII Design General 5.50 $651.28 



2014-000696GEN OClI Design Transbay B1k9 4.00 $470.51 



2014-000697GEN OCII Design BIk 8 1.00 $117.06 



2014-000698GEN OCII Design Transabay BIk 5 1.50 $175.59 



2014-000699GEN OCII Env. Transabay BIk 5 3.00 $360.67 



2014-000789CWP OCII Design Transbay B1k9 3.50 $421.79 



2014-000790CWP OCII Design Transbay BIk 1 5.00 $573.89 



2014-000953GEN OCII Transbay BIk 1 ENV 1.50 $165.33 



Total  174.00 $21,645.66 



This letter is to inform you that the above fee is due now. Please remit payment to our index code 
290225 and sub-object 49997. 



If there are any questions in regards to this billing, please contact Karen Zhu at 415-558-6408 or 
Karen.zhu@sfgov.org . Thank you for your prompt response. 



Si e el 



Keith D 	tini 
Finance & I 	ariager 



C.C. 	Wade Wietgrefe, Planner 



Fax: 
415.558.6409 



Planning 
Information: 
415.558.6377 











Time Accounting Records for Set OCII ACCOUNTS (covered 10/l/2014-12/31/2014) 



Workdate USER NAME Hours Cost Billable NOTATION 



2007.0946E_14 Candlestick Point - Hunters Point Shipyard Phase 2 Contact: 	Tiffany Bohee 



JNAVARRE 
10/23/2014 JNAVARRE 1.00 142.92 Y revising Addendum 3 
10/24/2014 JNAVARRE 1.00 142.92 Y phone call wCA 
10/28/2014 JNAVARRE 1.50 214.38 Y Conference call 
10/30/2014 JNAVARRE 1.00 142.92 Y Addendum 3 revision 
10/30/2014 JNAVARRE 0.50 71.46 Y conference call 
11/03/2014 JNAVARRE 1.00 142.92 Y Addendum 3 
11/04/2014 JNAVARRE 1.50 214.38 Y Conference calls re AQ 
11/05/2014 JNAVARRE 2.00 285.84 Y Air Quality 
11/06/2014 JNAVARRE 1.50 214.38 Y Addendum 3-Air Quality 
11/14/2014 JNAVARRE 1.00 142.92 Y air quality 
11/20/2014 JNAVARRE 1.50 214.38 Y Internal Meeting Conference Call 
12/04/2014 JNAVARRE 1.50 214.38 Y demo permit issued 
12/10/2014 JNAVARRE 3.00 428.76 Y meeting and document prep 
12/11/2014 JNAVARRE 3.00 428.76 Y conference call and addendum prep 
12/12/2014 JNAVARRE 1.00 142.92 Y addendum prep 
12/16/2014 JNAVARRE 5.00 714.60 Y document drafting, meeting 
12/17/2014 JNAVARRE 2.00 285.84 Y Internal meeting 
12/18/2014 JNAVARRE 2.00 285.84 Y addendum 3 
12/22/2014 JNAVARRE 1.50 214.38 Y Addendum and AQ 
12/23/2014 JNAVARRE 3.00 428.76 Y meetings and addendum 3 prep 



37.50 5,073.66 



J RANGE 
10/28/2014 JRANGE 0.50 68.06 Y meeting 
11/04/2014 JRANGE 1.00 136.11 Y conference call with environ and coordination 
11/05/2014 JRANGE 0.50 68.06 Y Internal meeting 
11/14/2014 JRANGE 0.50 68.06 Y review SOW and brief call with ENVIRON 
12/02/2014 JRANGE 0.75 102.08 Y conference call 
12/10/2014 JRANGE 3.50 476.39 Y ReviewAQ analysis 
12/17/2014 JRANGE 2.00 272.22 Y review draft 2 of AQ report for addendum #3 
12/22/2014 JRANGE 1.00 136.11 Y review addendum 
12/23/2014 JRANGE 1.00 136.11 Y review/ input comments into addendum. 



10.75 1,463.18 



RDEAN 
10/07/2014 	RDEAN 	 5.50 	643.86 Y 	ASA & ATP for Sub-Phases CP-02 - CP-05 
10/12/2014 	RDEAN 	 6.50 	783.34 Y 	draft ASA-TP for CP-02 throught CP-05 Redevelopment Areas 
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Time Accounting Records for Set OCII ACCOUNTS (covered 10/l/2014-12/31/2014) 
Workdate USER NAME Hours Cost Billable NOTATION 



12.00 1,427.20 



SJONES 
12/29/2014 SJONES 2.00 334.20 Y ERO review of addendum 



2.00 334.20 



62.25 8,358.24 



20101847CWP 0011 Design Transbay Contact: 



DWINSLOW 
10/02/2014 DWINSLOW 0.50 55.74 Y Transbay Block 1 design 
10/03/2014 DWINSLOW 1.00 111.48 Y Transbaty Block 1 design 
10/20/2014 DWINSLOW 3.50 421.79 Y Design review meeting: Transbay BLOCK 9 
10/21/2014 DWINSLOW 2.50 301.28 Y DESIGN REVIEW MISSION BAY BLOCK 40:1.25 HOURS 



DESIGN REVIEW: 4101 THRID STREET: 1.25 HOURS 
10/22/2014 DWINSLOW 1.50 180.77 Y Design review meeting: BLOCK 1 
10/24/2014 DWINSLOW 0.50 60.26 Y DESIGN 000RD. BLOCK 1 



9.50 1,131.30 



JSWITZKY 
10/21/2014 JSWITZKY 0.50 71.46 Y Block 5 
10/23/2014 JSWITZKY 0.50 71.46 Y Block 5 
10/24/2014 JSWITZKY 1.00 142.92 Y Blocks I and 5 
10/27/2014 JSWITZKY 0.50 71.46 Y Block 5 
10/30/2014 JSWITZKY 1.00 142.92 Y Block 5 
11/24/2014 JSWITZKY 0.50 71.46 Y Block  



4.00 571.68 



MSMALL 
10/27/2014 MSMALL 2.50 301.28 Y Block 5 meeting and review 
10/28/2014 MSMALL 1.00 120.51 Y design review/ meeting 
10/29/2014 MSMALL 2.00 241.02 Y Design review/ meeting 
10/30/2014 MSMALL 3.00 361.53 Y Design review/ meeting 
10/31/2014 MSMALL 0.50 60.26 Y design review 
11/04/2014 MSMALL 0.50 60.26 Y Design comments to 0011 for CAC review 
11/06/2014 MSMALL 1.00 120.51 Y Design review Block 5 
11/07/2014 MSMALL 1.50 180.77 Y Design review comments Block 5 
11/10/2014 MSMALL 1.00 120.51 Y Design review Block 5 
11/12/2014 MSMALL 0.50 60.26 Y Design review discussion 
11/12/2014 MSMALL 2.00 241.02 Y Block 8 schematic submittal meeting 
11/19/2014 MSMALL 0.50 60.26 Y review and analysis 
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Time Accounting Records for Set OCII ACCOUNTS (covered 10/l/2014-12/31/2014) 



Workdate USER NAME Hours Cost Billable NOTATION 



11/20/2014 MSMALL 1.00 120.51 Y design review 
11/21/2014 MSMALL 3.00 361.53 Y design review 
11/24/2014 MSMALL 1.00 120.51 Y Block 5 design review 
11/24/2014 MSMALL 0.75 90.38 Y Block 8 schematic design comments 
11/25/2014 MSMALL 1.50 180.77 Y Block 5 design review discussion with architect 
11/25/2014 MSMALL 1.50 180.77 Y Design review meeting: Transbay BLOCK 9 
12/01/2014 MSMALL 0.50 60.26 Y Block 8 design review - schematic comments 
12/02/2014 MSMALL 0.75 90.38 Y Block 8 Design review comments 
12/04/2014 MSMALL 1.50 180.77 Y Block 8- design review meeting with sponsors 



27.50 3,314.03 



41.00 5,017.01 



2013.0005U Candlestick Point - Hunters Point Shipyard Review Contact: 	Wells Lawson 



JSWITZKY 
10/08/2014 JSWITZKY 0.50 69.40 Y mtg 



0.50 69.40 



MSMALL 
11/26/2014 MSMALL 1.75 210.89 Y Design review - Alice Griffith Block 1 



1.75 210.89 



MSNYDER 
10/02/2014 MSNYDER 0.50 58.53 Y CP Center 
10/08/2014 MSNYDER 0.75 87.80 Y parking discussion and follow up 
10/09/2014 MSNYDER 0.50 58.53 Y D4D language and e-mail 
10/16/2014 MSNYDER 0.25 30.12 Y drd email 
10/27/2014 MSNYDER 0.25 30.13 Y D4D language, misc. e-mails 
11/18/2014 MSNYDER 1.50 180.77 Y review, meet regarding block 1 of AG; correspondence regarding Gilman 



11/20/2014 MSNYDER 0.75 90.38 Y write up and send of comments on Alice Griffith Block I Design 
11/24/2014 MSNYDER 1.25 150.64 Y meeting -Glilman improvements 
12/13/2014 MSNYDER 0.75 90.38 Y initial review of pre-sub phase app 
12/16/2014 MSNYDER 1.00 120.51 Y review of pre-application 
12/17/2014 MSNYDER 1.00 120.51 Y review of pre-app; correspondence with other planning staff, 
12/22/2014 MSNYDER 2.00 241.02 Y prep for sub-phase pre-app; pre-app meeting with DCII, DPW and MTA 
12/23/2014 MSNYDER 0.50 60.26 Y briefing with other staff on Sub-Phase ap. 



11.00 1,319.57 



13.25 1,599.86 



2013.0196U Hunters Point Shipyard Phase 1 Contact: 	Wells Lawson 
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Time Accounting Records for Set OCII ACCOUNTS (covered 1011/2014-12/31/2014) 



Workdate USER NAME Hours Cost Billable NOTATION 



DWINSLOW 
11/04/2014 DWINSLOW 1.50 180.77 Y schematic Design revision review mtg 
11/07/2014 DWINSLOW 2.00 241.02 Y design review 
11/10/2014 DWINSLOW 1.50 180.77 Y design review coord and comments 
11/13/2014 DWINSLOW 1.50 180.77 Y deign review notes draft and submit 



6.50 783.32 



MSNYDER 
11/04/2014 MSNYDER 1.75 210.89 Y Block 56 and 57, review of plans; meeting; 
11/07/2014 MSNYDER 1.50 180.77 Y reivew of Blocks 56 and 57 
11/07/2014 MSNYDER 1.50 180.77 Y reivew of Blocks 56 and 57 
11/12/2014 MSNYDER 0.75 90.38 Y add to Block 56 and 57 comments 
11/13/2014 MSNYDER 0.25 30.13 Y review comments of blocks 56 and 57 
11/20/2014 MSNYDER 1.00 120.51 Y review and comment on HPS I D41D amendments 
12/08/2014 MSNYDER 0.25 30.13 Y e-mails - meeting planning 
12/13/2014 MSNYDER 0.25 30.13 Y arrange meeting - review of app 



7.25 873.70 



13.75 1,657.01 



2014.0748E 4101 Third Street Contact: 	Christine Maher 



EJASZEWS 
10/17/2014 EJASZEWS 0.25 20.89 Y transpo determination admin 



0.25 20.89 



RDEAN 
10/24/2014 RDEAN 1.00 120.51 Y preliminary archeo review 
11/13/2014 RDEAN 1.00 120.51 Y PAR 



2.00 241.02 



SNGAN 
10/09/2014 SNGAN 2.50 202.93 Y Reviewed project information, coordinated with project sponsor, prepared transportation 



determination request 
10/10/2014 SNGAN 1.50 121.76 Y Reviewing revised information 
10/24/2014 SNGAN 1.00 83.58 Y Reviewed transportation comments from transportation team, responded to public 



inquiry about project and provided plans. 



10/29/2014 SNGAN 0.75 62.69 Y Call in with project sponsor to discuss notice, provided status update to project sponsor, 
checked in with staff archaeologist, reviewed project files 



10/29/2014 SNGAN 0.75 62.69 Y Notice preparation, sent draft notice to project sponsor for review 
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Time Accounting Records for Set OCII ACCOUNTS (covered 10/l/2014-12/31/2014) 



Workdate 	USER NAME 	 Hours 	Cost Billable NOTATION 



11/05/2014 	SNGAN 	 1.75 	146.27 Y 	Reviewed department policies for neighborhood noticing, responding to project team on 
next steps, project management to determine outstanding items and timeline 



11/25/2014 	SNGAN 	 3.00 	250.74 Y 	Document drafting and review of redevelopment 



	



11.25 	930.65 



	



13.50 	1,192.56 



2014-000652GEN 	OCIl 4101 3rd Street Contact: 	Jessica Range 



DWINSLOW 
10/09/2014 DWINSLOW 0.50 55.74 Y coord mtg. 
10/10/2014 DWINSLOW 1.00 111.48 Y draft design review notes 
10/27/2014 DWINSLOW 2.00 241.02 Y design review 
10/29/2014 DWINSLOW 1.00 120.51 Y design review comments to OCll 



4.50 	528.75 



VMASS 
10/08/2014 VMASS 2.75 416.13 Y Team meeting to discuss 1DM; emails/coordination meetings 



2.75 416.13 



7.25 944.88 



2014-000693GEN OCll Design General Contact: 	Viktoriya Mass 



DWINSLOW 
10/15/2014 DWINSLOW 2.00 229.49 Y design review and drafting Mission Bay Hotel 
11/06/2014 DWINSLOW 1.00 120.51 Y schematic design review for Mission Bay Block 1 Hotel 
11/07/2014 DWINSLOW 0.50 60.26 Y schematic design review Mission Bay Block 1 Hotel 
11/13/2014 DWINSLOW 1.00 120.51 Y MB blk40 design review mtg. 
11/20/2014 DWINSLOW 1.00 120.51 Y design review and coord. TB blk. 1 



5.50 651.28 



5.50 651.28 



2014-000696GEN 	OCII Design Transbay B1k9 Contact: 	Viktoriya Wise 



DWINSLOW 
10/17/2014 DWINSLOW 2.00 229.49 Y mtg w proj. sposnor 
12/08/2014 DWINSLOW 2.00 241.02 Y review conditions of approval 



4.00 470.51 



4.00 470.51 



2014-000697GEN 	OClI Design BIk 8 Contact: 	Viktoriya Wise 
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Time Accounting Records for Set OCII ACCOUNTS (covered 10/l/2014-12/31/2014) 



Workdate 	USER NAME 	 Hours 	Cost Billable NOTATION 



MSMALL 
10/06/2014 	MSMALL 	 1.00 	117.06 Y 	meeting 



	



1.00 	117.06 



	



1.00 	117.06 



2014-000698GEN 	OCII Design Transbay B1k5 Contact: 	Viktoriya Wise 



MSMALL 
10/01/2014 MSMALL 	 1.00 117.06 Y notes 
10/02/2014 MSMALL 	 0.50 58.53 Y design review notes 



1.50 175.59 



1.50 175.59 



2014-000699GEN OCII Env. Transbay BIk 5 Contact: 	Chris Kern 



SMICKELS 
10/08/2014 SMICKELS 	 0.25 29.26 Y check-in 
10/15/2014 SMICKELS 	 2.50 301.28 Y check in; tc to Josh; review development controls and July powerpoint; check in on 



archeo; develop list of questions for Planning/archeo/air 



11/19/2014 SMICKELS 	 0.25 30.13 Y Check in re: review 



3.00 360.67 



3.00 360.67 



2014-000789CWF 	OCII Design Transbay B1k9 Contact: 	David Winslow 



DWINSLOW 
10/31/2014 DWINSLOW 	 1.50 180.77 Y design review meetingcoordination 
11/03/2014 DWINSLOW 	 2.00 241.02 Y Design review 



3.50 421.79 



3.50 421.79 



2014-000790CWF 	OCII Design Transbay BIk 1 Contact: 	David Winslow 



DWINSLOW 
10/28/2014 DWINSLOW 	 1.00 120.51 Y design review 
10/30/2014 DWINSLOW 	 1.00 120.51 Y parking access and alley 
11/03/2014 DWINSLOW 	 1.00 120.51 Y design review 



3.00 361.53 



KUCHIDA 
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Time Accounting Records for Set OCII ACCOUNTS (covered 10/l/2014-12/31/2014) 



Workdate USER NAME Hours Cost Billable NOTATION 



10/02/2014 KUCHIDA 0.25 26.54 Y Shadow 
10/08/2014 KUCHIDA 1.50 159.28 Y Shadow assumption review and comments 
10/09/2014 KUCHIDA 0.25 26.54 Y Supervisor update 



2.00 212.36 



5.00 573.89 



2014-000953GEN 	201420510011 - Transbay BIk 1 Env. Contact: 	Kansai Uchida 



KUCHIDA 
11/06/2014 KUCHIDA 0.50 54.66 Y Shadow 
11/12/2014 KUCHIDA 0.25 27.33 Y Shadow 
11/20/2014 KUCHIDA 0.50 54.66 Y Circulation planning scope review/response 
12/10/2014 KUCHIDA 0.25 28.69 Y Shadow 



	



1.50 
	



165.33 



	



1.50 	165.33 



Grand Total: 
	



176.00 21,645.66 
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Hi Catherine,
 


Attached please find the OCII and GSW billing invoices for the 2nd quarter FY 14-15. Please let me
know if you have any questions about these invoices.
 
We are very sorry for the delay on these bills due to our new PPTS (Project & Permit Tracking
System) implementation and thank you very much for your understanding.
 
Thanks,
 
Karen Zhu
Finance Division
 
Planning Department│City and County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-558-6408│Fax: 415-558-6409
Email: karen.zhu@sfgov.org
Web: www.sfplanning.org


               
 



mailto:karen.zhu@sfgov.org

http://www.sfplanning.org/

https://www.facebook.com/sfplanningdept

http://www.flickr.com/photos/sfplanning

https://twitter.com/sfplanning

http://www.youtube.com/sfplanning

http://signup.sfplanning.org/






From: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
To: "Kate Aufhauser"; Arce, Pedro (CII)
Cc: Clarke Miller (CMiller@stradasf.com); ldicarlo@manicaarchitecture.com; Lauren Weingartner
Subject: RE: SD Package Outlines - Retail, Open Space/Parking
Date: Tuesday, February 24, 2015 8:59:00 AM
Attachments: image001.png


Thanks, Kate.  Do you have an ETA on the office packets?
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: Kate Aufhauser [mailto:KAufhauser@warriors.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 24, 2015 8:30 AM
To: Reilly, Catherine (CII); Arce, Pedro (CII)
Cc: Clarke Miller (CMiller@stradasf.com); ldicarlo@manicaarchitecture.com; Lauren Weingartner
Subject: SD Package Outlines - Retail, Open Space/Parking
Importance: High
 
Catherine and Pedro –
 
Attached please find our outlines for the Retail/Market Hall and Parking/Open Space BC/SD
packages (2 outlines total). As with the arena package outline, we’d very much appreciate feedback
from you this week on the contents or ordering represented. We’ve also called out a few specific
questions for you.
 
Per our discussion last week, Leah and Lauren and I are working this week to draft blank tables and
preliminary narratives, and will begin dropping in graphics (starting with those already produced, like
vicinity plans). We’ll also be discussing process for getting you the site plan “keys” you requested
well in advance of the packages’ submittals to confirm what goes in which package. Please stay
tuned for more!
 
Thanks,
Kate
 
Kate Aufhauser
Project Analyst
510.986.5419 (office) | 202.230.2642 (cell)
kaufhauser@warriors.com


website | tickets | app | social | find us


SBJ's 2014 Sports Team of the Year
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From: Clarke Miller
To: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
Subject: Re: Declined: MB Blocks 29-32 (GSW) discussion re: Lot 7
Date: Wednesday, February 25, 2015 9:46:30 AM


Thanks for letting me know. Don will be on. Added you more as an FYI.


Clarke Miller
Strada Investment Group


> On Feb 25, 2015, at 9:43 AM, Reilly, Catherine (CII) <catherine.reilly@sfgov.org> wrote:
>
> Sorry – have a meeting during that time.  But, as long as someone from the Task Force (ie Don or
Barbara) participates, I don’t need to be there.  Thanks
>
> <meeting.ics>
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From: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
To: Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Kate Aufhauser
Cc: Arce, Pedro (CII); Clarke Miller; ldicarlo@manicaarchitecture.com; Lauren Weingartner; "Mallory Shure"; Kern,


Chris (CPC)
Subject: RE: 2 BCSD Questions
Date: Wednesday, February 25, 2015 8:41:00 AM
Attachments: image001.png


Sorry that is the Combined Basic Concept/Schematic Design package.  Don’t need to worry about
that question, just the wind study.  Thanks!
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: Bollinger, Brett (CPC) 
Sent: Wednesday, February 25, 2015 8:41 AM
To: Reilly, Catherine (CII); Kate Aufhauser
Cc: Arce, Pedro (CII); Clarke Miller; ldicarlo@manicaarchitecture.com; Lauren Weingartner; 'Mallory
Shure'; Kern, Chris (CPC)
Subject: RE: 2 BCSD Questions
 
What is “BCSD”? To many acronyms in this line of business to remember them all.
 


From: Reilly, Catherine (CII) 
Sent: Wednesday, February 25, 2015 8:38 AM
To: Kate Aufhauser
Cc: Arce, Pedro (CII); Clarke Miller; ldicarlo@manicaarchitecture.com; Lauren Weingartner; 'Mallory
Shure'; Kern, Chris (CPC); Bollinger, Brett (CPC)
Subject: RE: 2 BCSD Questions
 
I am cc-ing Chris and Brett since we should have the same shadow study as is included in the EIR. 
So, if they are ok with the bigger swoops, I am, though I would include a footnote that recognizes
the change and states that the shadow study is more conservative than the proposed design due to
the building now being smaller (if true).
 
As for the formatting, what specifically are you referring to?  Font, layout, etc?
 
Thanks
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
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San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: Kate Aufhauser [mailto:KAufhauser@warriors.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 24, 2015 11:07 PM
To: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
Cc: Arce, Pedro (CII); Clarke Miller; ldicarlo@manicaarchitecture.com; Lauren Weingartner; 'Mallory
Shure'
Subject: RE: 2 BCSD Questions
 
(W/ attachment)
 
Kate Aufhauser
Project Analyst
510.986.5419 (office) | 202.230.2642 (cell)
kaufhauser@warriors.com


website | tickets | app | social | find us


SBJ's 2014 Sports Team of the Year
 
 


From: Kate Aufhauser 
Sent: Tuesday, February 24, 2015 11:06 PM
To: Reilly, Catherine (OCII)
Cc: 'Arce, Pedro (CII)'; 'Clarke Miller'; ldicarlo@manicaarchitecture.com; 'Lauren Weingartner'; Mallory
Shure
Subject: 2 BCSD Questions
 
Catherine –
 
Two quick questions.


1)       Have you and Pedro determined whether all BCSD packages across our project site need to
have the same formatting?


2)       To date we’d been planning on using the SEIR shadow studies (attached) for consistency.
But, I just noticed these use our CEQA site plan (Manica office massing, not updated PLA,
and no small reduction in arena “swooshes”). I presume our team should plan to re-run the
shadow studies?


 
Thanks,
Kate
 
Kate Aufhauser
Project Analyst
510.986.5419 (office) | 202.230.2642 (cell)
kaufhauser@warriors.com


website | tickets | app | social | find us


SBJ's 2014 Sports Team of the Year
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From: Rosenfield, Ben (CON)
To: Bose, Sonali (MTA); Van de Water, Adam (MYR); Sesay, Nadia (CON); Allersma, Michelle (CON); Reilly,


Catherine (CII)
Subject: RE: Revised Warriors Figures
Date: Tuesday, February 24, 2015 4:25:57 PM
Attachments: image001.png


I think next step is for Adam to provide revenues by fiscal year.  We can take it from there.
 


From: Bose, Sonali [mailto:Sonali.Bose@sfmta.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 24, 2015 4:24 PM
To: Rosenfield, Ben (CON); Van de Water, Adam (MYR); Sesay, Nadia (CON); Allersma, Michelle (CON);
Reilly, Catherine (CII)
Subject: Revised Warriors Figures
 
Here is the revised document.  Michelle – will you take it from here?
Thanks.
 
 


 SFMTA | Municipal Transportation Agency
Sonali  Bose
Chief  Financial  Officer
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Room 3239
San Francisco, CA 94103
Email:  Sonali.Bose@sfmta.com
Phone: 415-701-4617
P Before printing, think about  the environment


 
Confidentiality Notice: This email message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain
confidential and/or privileged information. Any review, use disclosure or distribution by persons or entities other than the intended
recipient(s) is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please notify the sender by reply and destroy all copies (electronic or
otherwise) of the original message.
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From: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
To: "Kate Aufhauser"
Cc: Clarke Miller; ldicarlo@manicaarchitecture.com; Lauren Weingartner; Arce, Pedro (CII)
Subject: RE: BCSD East Side Submissions 2/25
Date: Wednesday, February 25, 2015 6:22:00 PM
Attachments: image001.png


Thank you, Kate.  I am realized that this has the potential to turn into a mess with multiple
documents floating around back and forth.  Could you set up a tracking system that has each
document listed and when it is sent to us and when we return it, etc. that can be updated as we
move along?  Then it will give us something to refer to make sure we don’t miss anything. Thanks
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: Kate Aufhauser [mailto:KAufhauser@warriors.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 25, 2015 6:12 PM
To: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
Cc: Clarke Miller; ldicarlo@manicaarchitecture.com; Lauren Weingartner; Arce, Pedro (CII)
Subject: BCSD East Side Submissions 2/25
 
Catherine:
Please find the following attached for both the Arena package and the Market Hall/Retail package:
 


1)       Preliminary draft BCSD packages: InDesign file (basic layout and working labels), vicinity
plans, existing renderings, and a first pass at pedestrian vignettes (eye-level Sketch-up
screenshots)


a.       Q: The last two (renderings/vignettes) are placeholders and do not yet incorporate
updated landscape, retail, etc. We are hoping for feedback on the general format
(i.e., is Sketchup OK?) and the specific views/areas chosen to represent.


2)       A blank mock-up for the Project Data Summary table
a.       Q: Should this be one table, copied across packages, or should the summary table in


select packages focus only on specific structures? For instance, under “Building
Heights,” we currently have multiple structures listed (instead of one or two).


3)       The last document you received confirming our Adjusted Gross & Leasable calculations
(“GSW development exclusions V5 Final”)


a.       Q: Should these same tables be updated and worked into the BCSD package for the
arena and the retail, as applicable? Or do we not need to repeat?


4)       Narrative outlines (key points that will be covered when we translate these to prose)
 
I am also including a color-coded site plan to confirm which areas are covered by which package – as
you requested last Thursday. We don’t yet have an updated rendered site plan, so please disregard
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the old office massing and slightly different arena shape at the SE corner. The ideas should be clear.
As discussed, the offices (both shown in pink) will each be covered in separate, standalone packages
(2 total).
 
Per your note yesterday, we’ll look forward to comments from OCII in 7 days (end of day 3/4). We’ll
be working on additional materials in the meantime and are available for questions or comments as
they arise.
 
Thanks,
Kate
 
Kate Aufhauser
Project Analyst
510.986.5419 (office) | 202.230.2642 (cell)
kaufhauser@warriors.com


website | tickets | app | social | find us


SBJ's 2014 Sports Team of the Year
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From: Kate Aufhauser
To: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
Cc: Arce, Pedro (CII); Clarke Miller; ldicarlo@manicaarchitecture.com; Lauren Weingartner; "Mallory Shure"
Subject: RE: 2 BCSD Questions
Date: Tuesday, February 24, 2015 11:07:40 PM
Attachments: image002.png
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(W/ attachment)
 
Kate Aufhauser
Project Analyst
510.986.5419 (office) | 202.230.2642 (cell)
kaufhauser@warriors.com


website | tickets | app | social | find us


SBJ's 2014 Sports Team of the Year
 
 


From: Kate Aufhauser 
Sent: Tuesday, February 24, 2015 11:06 PM
To: Reilly, Catherine (OCII)
Cc: 'Arce, Pedro (CII)'; 'Clarke Miller'; ldicarlo@manicaarchitecture.com; 'Lauren Weingartner'; Mallory
Shure
Subject: 2 BCSD Questions
 
Catherine –
 
Two quick questions.


1)       Have you and Pedro determined whether all BCSD packages across our project site need to
have the same formatting?


2)       To date we’d been planning on using the SEIR shadow studies (attached) for consistency.
But, I just noticed these use our CEQA site plan (Manica office massing, not updated PLA,
and no small reduction in arena “swooshes”). I presume our team should plan to re-run the
shadow studies?


 
Thanks,
Kate
 
Kate Aufhauser
Project Analyst
510.986.5419 (office) | 202.230.2642 (cell)
kaufhauser@warriors.com


website | tickets | app | social | find us


SBJ's 2014 Sports Team of the Year
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OCII Case No. ER 2014‐919‐97  WS‐1  Event Center and Mixed‐Use Development 
Planning Department Case No. 2014.1441E    at Mission Bay Blocks 29 to 32 



Administrative Draft, January 26, 2015 Subject to Revision 



APPENDIX WS 



Wind and Shadow 











Figure 1:  March 21 Shadows



12:00 NOON 1:00 PM 2:00 PM 3:00 PM 4:00 PM



Public open space areas shown in green fill; proposed project shadows are shown in red; 
and shadows from existing and cumulative development are shown in grey











Figure 2:  April 21 Shadows



12:00 NOON 1:00 PM 2:00 PM 3:00 PM 4:00 PM



Public open space areas shown in green fill; proposed project shadows are shown in red; 
and shadows from existing and cumulative development are shown in grey











Figure 3:  May 21 Shadows



12:00 NOON 1:00 PM 2:00 PM 3:00 PM 4:00 PM



Public open space areas shown in green fill; proposed project shadows are shown in red; 
and shadows from existing and cumulative development are shown in grey











Figure 4:  June 21 Shadows



12:00 NOON 1:00 PM 2:00 PM 3:00 PM 4:00 PM



Public open space areas shown in green fill; proposed project shadows are shown in red; 
and shadows from existing and cumulative development are shown in grey











Figure 5:  July 21 Shadows



12:00 NOON 1:00 PM 2:00 PM 3:00 PM 4:00 PM



Public open space areas shown in green fill; proposed project shadows are shown in red; 
and shadows from existing and cumulative development are shown in grey











Figure 6:  August 21 Shadows



12:00 NOON 1:00 PM 2:00 PM 3:00 PM 4:00 PM



Public open space areas shown in green fill; proposed project shadows are shown in red; 
and shadows from existing and cumulative development are shown in grey











Figure 7:  September 21 Shadows



12:00 NOON 1:00 PM 2:00 PM 3:00 PM 4:00 PM



Public open space areas shown in green fill; proposed project shadows are shown in red; 
and shadows from existing and cumulative development are shown in grey
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From: Clarke Miller
To: Hennessy, Cathal (MTA); Jose Farran (jifarran@AdavantConsulting.com); Miller, Erin (MTA); Miller, Don (DPW);


Moy, Barbara; Molly Hayes (mhayes@warriors.com); Reilly, Catherine (CII); Flynn, Jeffrey
(Jeffrey.Flynn@sfmta.com); Kate Aufhauser (kaufhauser@warriors.com)


Subject: RE: MB Blocks 29-32 (GSW) discussion re: Lot 7
Date: Wednesday, February 25, 2015 3:07:41 PM
Attachments: S-8647.pdf


Survey attached.
 
-----Original Appointment-----
From: Clarke Miller 
Sent: Monday, February 23, 2015 9:32 AM
To: Clarke Miller; Hennessy, Cathal (Cathal.Hennessy@sfmta.com); Jose Farran
(jifarran@AdavantConsulting.com); Erin Miller (Erin.Miller@sfmta.com); Don Miller
(don.miller@sfdpw.org); Barbara Moy (Barbara.Moy@sfdpw.org); Molly Hayes (mhayes@warriors.com);
Catherine Reilly (Catherine.Reilly@sfgov.org); Flynn, Jeffrey (Jeffrey.Flynn@sfmta.com); Kate Aufhauser
(kaufhauser@warriors.com)
Subject: MB Blocks 29-32 (GSW) discussion re: Lot 7 
When: Wednesday, February 25, 2015 3:00 PM-3:30 PM (UTC-08:00) Pacific Time (US & Canada).
Where: 605-475-3220 (321545#)
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From: Kate Aufhauser
To: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
Cc: Arce, Pedro (CII); Clarke Miller; ldicarlo@manicaarchitecture.com; Lauren Weingartner; Mallory Shure
Subject: 2 BCSD Questions
Date: Tuesday, February 24, 2015 11:06:52 PM
Attachments: image001.png


Catherine –
 
Two quick questions.


1)       Have you and Pedro determined whether all BCSD packages across our project site need to
have the same formatting?


2)       To date we’d been planning on using the SEIR shadow studies (attached) for consistency.
But, I just noticed these use our CEQA site plan (Manica office massing, not updated PLA,
and no small reduction in arena “swooshes”). I presume our team should plan to re-run the
shadow studies?


 
Thanks,
Kate
 
Kate Aufhauser
Project Analyst
510.986.5419 (office) | 202.230.2642 (cell)
kaufhauser@warriors.com


website | tickets | app | social | find us


SBJ's 2014 Sports Team of the Year
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From: Kate Aufhauser
To: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
Cc: Clarke Miller; David Kelly; Mary Murphy (mgmurphy@gibsondunn.com)
Subject: FW: GSW Application Submission for AB900 Certification
Date: Tuesday, February 24, 2015 6:23:16 PM
Attachments: image001.png


image004.png
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Importance: High


Catherine –
 
Our NOC for AB900, attached, requires a signature by a lead agency representative. Can you please
chase this down?
 
Unfortunately it looks like we’ve lost a week on our review timeline because of OPR’s spam filters, so
this is time-sensitive.
 
Feel free to reach out with any questions.
 
Kate
 
Kate Aufhauser
Project Analyst
510.986.5419 (office) | 202.230.2642 (cell)
kaufhauser@warriors.com


website | tickets | app | social | find us


SBJ's 2014 Sports Team of the Year
 
 


From: OPR California Jobs [mailto:California.Jobs@opr.CA.GOV] 
Sent: Monday, February 23, 2015 1:33 PM
To: Kate Aufhauser
Subject: RE: GSW Application Submission for AB900 Certification
 
Kate:  I am hoping you can fill out the Notice of Completion form so I can get this posted to the OPR
web-site and get the clock ticking on this.
Unfortunately I was out of town last week and this message got stuck in the spam filter so I didn’t
get to it until this morning.
Here is the link to the NOC form for you to fill out and e-mail back to me at
scott.morgan@opr.ca.gov
 
http://opr.ca.gov/docs/NOC.pdf
 
Not all fields will be applicable on the form.
 
Scott Morgan
State Clearinghouse Director
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 Note: The State Clearinghouse will assign identification numbers for all new projects.  If a SCH number already exists for a project (e.g. Notice of Preparation or 



previous draft document) please fill in. 
Revised 2010



Notice of Completion & Environmental Document Transmittal 
Mail to: State Clearinghouse, P.O. Box 3044, Sacramento, CA 95812-3044   (916) 445-0613 



For Hand Delivery/Street Address: 1400 Tenth Street, Sacramento, CA 95814    



 
Project Title:        



Lead Agency:        Contact Person:        



Mailing Address:        Phone:        



City:        Zip:        County:        
 



Project Location:  County:           City/Nearest Community:        



Cross Streets:        Zip Code:        



Longitude/Latitude (degrees, minutes and seconds):       °      ′      ″ N /       °      ′      ″ W Total Acres:        



Assessor's Parcel No.:        Section:        Twp.:        Range:         Base:        



Within 2 Miles: State Hwy #:        Waterways:        



Airports:        Railways:        Schools:        
 



Document Type: 



CEQA:   NOP   Draft EIR  NEPA:   NOI  Other:   Joint Document 



   Early Cons   Supplement/Subsequent EIR   EA   Final Document  



   Neg Dec (Prior SCH No.)          Draft EIS   Other:       



   Mit Neg Dec  Other:          FONSI 
 



Local Action Type:   



  General Plan Update   Specific Plan   Rezone   Annexation 



  General Plan Amendment   Master Plan   Prezone   Redevelopment 



  General Plan Element   Planned Unit Development   Use Permit   Coastal Permit 



  Community Plan   Site Plan   Land Division (Subdivision, etc.)   Other:       
 



Development Type:   



 Residential: Units        Acres        



 Office: Sq.ft.        Acres        Employees        Transportation: Type        



 Commercial: Sq.ft.        Acres       Employees        Mining: Mineral       



 Industrial: Sq.ft.        Acres       Employees        Power: Type        MW       



 Educational:         Waste Treatment: Type        MGD       



 Recreational:        Hazardous Waste: Type       



 Water Facilities: Type          MGD        Other:       
 



Project Issues Discussed in Document:   



 Aesthetic/Visual  Fiscal  Recreation/Parks  Vegetation 



 Agricultural Land  Flood Plain/Flooding  Schools/Universities  Water Quality 



 Air Quality  Forest Land/Fire Hazard  Septic Systems  Water Supply/Groundwater 



 Archeological/Historical  Geologic/Seismic  Sewer Capacity  Wetland/Riparian 



 Biological Resources  Minerals  Soil Erosion/Compaction/Grading  Growth Inducement 



 Coastal Zone  Noise  Solid Waste  Land Use 



 Drainage/Absorption  Population/Housing Balance  Toxic/Hazardous  Cumulative Effects 



 Economic/Jobs  Public Services/Facilities  Traffic/Circulation  Other:       
 



Present Land Use/Zoning/General Plan Designation: 



      



Project Description:  (please use a separate page if necessary) 



      



SCH #        



Appendix C 











 



Revised 2010



Reviewing Agencies Checklist 



Lead Agencies may recommend State Clearinghouse distribution by marking agencies below with and "X". 



If you have already sent your document to the agency please denote that with an "S". 



 



        Air Resources Board       Office of Historic Preservation 



        Boating & Waterways, Department of       Office of Public School Construction 



        California Emergency Management Agency       Parks & Recreation, Department of 



        California Highway Patrol       Pesticide Regulation, Department of 



        Caltrans District #             Public Utilities Commission 



        Caltrans Division of Aeronautics       Regional WQCB #       



        Caltrans Planning       Resources Agency 



        Central Valley Flood Protection Board       Resources Recycling and Recovery, Department of 



        Coachella Valley Mtns. Conservancy       S.F. Bay Conservation & Development Comm. 



        Coastal Commission       San Gabriel & Lower L.A. Rivers & Mtns. Conservancy 



        Colorado River Board       San Joaquin River Conservancy 



        Conservation, Department of       Santa Monica Mtns. Conservancy 



        Corrections, Department of       State Lands Commission 



        Delta Protection Commission       SWRCB: Clean Water Grants 



        Education, Department of       SWRCB: Water Quality 



        Energy Commission       SWRCB: Water Rights 



        Fish & Game Region #             Tahoe Regional Planning Agency 



        Food & Agriculture, Department of       Toxic Substances Control, Department of 



        Forestry and Fire Protection, Department of        Water Resources, Department of 



        General Services, Department of  



        Health Services, Department of       Other:       



        Housing & Community Development       Other:       



        Native American Heritage Commission  



 



 
Local Public Review Period (to be filled in by lead agency) 



 
Starting Date        Ending Date        



 



 
Lead Agency (Complete if applicable):  



 



Consulting Firm:        Applicant:        



Address:        Address:        



City/State/Zip:        City/State/Zip:        



Contact:        Phone:        



Phone:        



 



 
Signature of Lead Agency Representative:  Date:  



 



Authority cited: Section 21083, Public Resources Code. Reference: Section 21161, Public Resources Code. 
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Deputy Director, Administration
Governor's Office of Planning and Research 
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From: Kate Aufhauser [mailto:KAufhauser@warriors.com] 
Sent: Thursday, February 19, 2015 12:41 PM
To: OPR California Jobs; AB900ARBsubmittals@arb.ca.gov
Cc: Mary Murphy (mgmurphy@gibsondunn.com); David Kelly; Clarke Miller (CMiller@stradasf.com)
Subject: FW: GSW Application Submission for AB900 Certification
 
Hello,
 
Please consider this the official application submission by the Golden State Warriors for certification
of our San Francisco event center as an Environmental Leadership Development Project under
AB900, as amended. We will await receipt confirmation and the assignment of a clearinghouse
tracking number.
 
Thank you,
 
Kate Aufhauser
 
Kate Aufhauser
Project Analyst
510.986.5419 (office) | 202.230.2642 (cell)
kaufhauser@warriors.com


website | tickets | app | social | find us


SBJ's 2014 Sports Team of the Year
 
 


From: Kate Aufhauser 
Sent: Tuesday, February 17, 2015 6:08 PM
To: Cunningham, Joshua@ARB; Taylor, Jonathan@ARB; Sdun, Holger@ARB; Roberts, Terry@ARB;
'Christopher Calfee'; chris.ganson@opr.ca.gov; 'scott.morgan@opr.ca.gov'; Morkner Brown,
Christina@ARB
Cc: Clarke Miller (CMiller@stradasf.com); Jesse Blout; 'David Carlock'; David Kelly
(dkelly@warriors.com); Mary Murphy (mgmurphy@gibsondunn.com); Catherine Mukai; Michael Keinath
Subject: GSW Application Submission for AB900 Certification
 
Hello all,
 
The Golden State Warriors are pleased to submit, via the attached, our application for certification
of the Event Center and Mixed-Use Development at Blocks 29-32 in Mission Bay, San Francisco as an
Environmental Leadership Development Project under AB900 (as amended).
 
As project sponsors, we thank the ARB and OPR staff members who have devoted time to our
planning process to date, and we look forward to continued dialogue should this group have follow-
up questions about the application’s contents. Please do not hesitate to reach out to the group
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copied here over the coming weeks.
 
Thank you.
 
Kate Aufhauser
 
Kate Aufhauser
Project Analyst
510.986.5419 (office) | 202.230.2642 (cell)
kaufhauser@warriors.com


website | tickets | app | social | find us


SBJ's 2014 Sports Team of the Year
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From: Kate Aufhauser
To: Reilly, Catherine (CII); Arce, Pedro (CII)
Cc: Clarke Miller (CMiller@stradasf.com)
Subject: RE: SD Package Outlines - Retail, Open Space/Parking
Date: Thursday, February 26, 2015 11:17:09 AM
Attachments: image004.png


image003.png


Catherine –
 
Just FYI, PLA did return materials but they are more in line with the “preliminary draft” than a basic
cartoon outline. That preliminary draft is currently scheduled for submission to you and Pedro by
COB Mon (3/2), so I’ve asked them to do some small clean-ups and then we’ll skip directly to that
submission. That will:


a)      Maintain schedule on our end, and
b)       Give you more days to review this first pass, so you can cover both the first bits of content


and the general organization/intent (instead of dividing review periods between outline and
early draft).


 
Will have 2 packages, one for each office structure. Hope that works.
 
Kate
 
 
Kate Aufhauser
Project Analyst
510.986.5419 (office) | 202.230.2642 (cell)
kaufhauser@warriors.com


website | tickets | app | social | find us


SBJ's 2014 Sports Team of the Year
 
 


From: Reilly, Catherine (CII) [mailto:catherine.reilly@sfgov.org] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 24, 2015 8:59 AM
To: Kate Aufhauser; Arce, Pedro (CII)
Cc: Clarke Miller (CMiller@stradasf.com); ldicarlo@manicaarchitecture.com; Lauren Weingartner
Subject: RE: SD Package Outlines - Retail, Open Space/Parking
 
Thanks, Kate.  Do you have an ETA on the office packets?
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
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From: Kate Aufhauser [mailto:KAufhauser@warriors.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 24, 2015 8:30 AM
To: Reilly, Catherine (CII); Arce, Pedro (CII)
Cc: Clarke Miller (CMiller@stradasf.com); ldicarlo@manicaarchitecture.com; Lauren Weingartner
Subject: SD Package Outlines - Retail, Open Space/Parking
Importance: High
 
Catherine and Pedro –
 
Attached please find our outlines for the Retail/Market Hall and Parking/Open Space BC/SD
packages (2 outlines total). As with the arena package outline, we’d very much appreciate feedback
from you this week on the contents or ordering represented. We’ve also called out a few specific
questions for you.
 
Per our discussion last week, Leah and Lauren and I are working this week to draft blank tables and
preliminary narratives, and will begin dropping in graphics (starting with those already produced, like
vicinity plans). We’ll also be discussing process for getting you the site plan “keys” you requested
well in advance of the packages’ submittals to confirm what goes in which package. Please stay
tuned for more!
 
Thanks,
Kate
 
Kate Aufhauser
Project Analyst
510.986.5419 (office) | 202.230.2642 (cell)
kaufhauser@warriors.com


website | tickets | app | social | find us


SBJ's 2014 Sports Team of the Year
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From: Clarke Miller
To: Hennessy, Cathal (MTA); Olea, Ricardo (MTA)
Cc: José I. Farrán; Miller, Erin (MTA); Miller, Don (DPW); Reilly, Catherine (CII); Moy, Barbara; Flynn, Jeffrey;


Molly Hayes (mhayes@warriors.com); Kate Aufhauser (kaufhauser@warriors.com)
Subject: RE: Sliver on GSW Property
Date: Wednesday, February 25, 2015 9:21:41 AM


Thanks for chiming in, Cathal. I’m available at 3pm for 30 minutes this afternoon. Don/Barbara, Jose
– does this time still work for you?
 
Regards,
Clarke
 


From: Hennessy, Cathal [mailto:Cathal.Hennessy@sfmta.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 24, 2015 3:09 PM
To: Clarke Miller; Olea, Ricardo
Cc: José I. Farrán; Miller, Erin; Miller, Don; Reilly, Catherine; Moy, Barbara; Flynn, Jeffrey; Molly Hayes
(mhayes@warriors.com); Kate Aufhauser (kaufhauser@warriors.com)
Subject: RE: Sliver on GSW Property
 
Hi All
 
I am the project manager for the Muni cross over and the platform widening project.  Sorry to add
extra confusion, but the sliver of land may be needed in order to provide the space necessary for
the widening of the platform  and not the track work itself.


I agree a conference call is necessary to talk about the project and the exact location of the land in
question. I am available tomorrow between 3-4pm.
 
Thanks
 
Cathal
 
Cathal Hennessy
SFMTA
Phone (415) 701-4548
 
 
 
 


From: Clarke Miller [mailto:CMiller@stradasf.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 24, 2015 2:45 PM
To: Olea, Ricardo
Cc: José I. Farrán; Miller, Erin; Miller, Don; Reilly, Catherine; Moy, Barbara; Flynn, Jeffrey; Hennessy,
Cathal; Molly Hayes (mhayes@warriors.com); Kate Aufhauser (kaufhauser@warriors.com)
Subject: RE: Sliver on GSW Property
 
Thanks for these responses, Ricardo and Jose. This does clarify quite a bit. I’d previously thought
that the Lot 7 area in question (currently sidewalk and land) was a placeholder if further road-
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widening needed to occur. It appears the existing configuration of the roadway in that location


already accommodates the lane shifting due to the double left-turn lanes off Third onto 16th, so no
further encroachment into Lot 7 would be required.
 
So is the remaining possible use of Lot 7 if the two NB lanes need to be shifted further east (into Lot
7) to allow for an expanded Muni median if cross-over tracks were to be installed at the south end


of Third St just north of 16th? Jeff F., are you involved in any of those discussions so that you could
provide an update?
 
A 30-minute call tomorrow between 3-4pm might be simplest to discuss this. Jeff, are you available
then?
 
Thanks,
Clarke
 


From: Olea, Ricardo [mailto:Ricardo.Olea@sfmta.com] 
Sent: Monday, February 23, 2015 4:43 PM
To: Clarke Miller
Cc: José I. Farrán; Miller, Erin; Miller, Don; Reilly, Catherine; Moy, Barbara; Flynn, Jeffrey; Hennessy,
Cathal
Subject: RE: Sliver on GSW Property
 
Clarke –
Unfortunately I’m not available at this time due to some other conflicting meetings. 
 
All I know is what I appear to have confirmed from reading Jose’s email:  due to the double
northbound left turn here, the lanes are pushed to the east (see attached drawings).  To make up


that transition a sliver of land on the NE corner of 3rd and 16th Streets was set back to the roadway
could back to its regular alignment.  I don’t see how you can transition the two lanes fully within the
intersection (that is, not have the sliver at all on the Warriors lot), but it’s something a civil could
look at in more detail if roadway changes are anticipated.  It’s about an eleven foot transition of the
curb lane. Using the standard state transition formula and a 35 mph design speed you get a
transition of 225 feet.  It looks like the transition now is somewhere in the 200 foot range.
 
I’m not sure about impacts about LRV crossover tracks at this location, not my area of expertise. 
Copying Jeff Flynn who’s been involved in Warriors discussions on the Muni Service Planning side.
 
Ricardo
 


From: Clarke Miller [mailto:CMiller@stradasf.com] 
Sent: Monday, February 23, 2015 3:06 PM
To: José I. Farrán; Miller, Erin; Miller, Don; Reilly, Catherine; Moy, Barbara
Cc: Olea, Ricardo
Subject: RE: Sliver on GSW Property
 
Thanks for the additional background, Jose. It seems a quick call to review MTA’s latest thoughts on


the intersection of Third and 16th, including any impacts from a possible LRV crossover track in that
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location, would be helpful.
 
Ricardo, are you available (or a designated person from your team) to join the rest of this group for
a 30-minute call between 2:30-4pm on Wednesday? If so, I’ll circulate an invite with a dial-in
number.
 
Thanks,
Clarke
 


From: José I. Farrán [mailto:jifarran@AdavantConsulting.com] 
Sent: Monday, February 23, 2015 10:29 AM
To: 'Miller, Erin'; Clarke Miller; 'Miller, Don'; 'Reilly, Catherine'; 'Moy, Barbara'
Cc: 'Olea, Ricardo'
Subject: RE: Sliver on GSW Property
 
Erin et al.,
 
I am available for a phone call on Wednesday afternoon if still needed.
 
My recollection of the planning process for the intersection of 16th/Third is that the additional land take
on the west side of Block 31 north of 16th St was to properly accommodate the ultimate design for a
dual left-turn only lane at the 16t St/Third intersection (from northbound Third to westbound 16th); there
is a similar take proposed for the south side of 16th on the west side of Block 33.
 
It is not really an “acceleration lane” (it is a City intersection after all), rather its role is to provide a
smoother transition to the northbound through traffic on Third Street that is being pushed slightly east
and then back west as vehicles travel across 16th St.
 
It is possible that now that the Third St light rail tracks are in place (I believe they were not built at the
time we were looking into this), the extra land takes on Blocks 31 and 33 are no longer needed; MTA
and others have recommendations/standards currently about the allowable cross-shift of traffic per
longitudinal distance that can be applied to this situation.  On the other hand, Muni is looking into
installing a crossover track for LRT between 16th and South Street to better serve transit riders to/from
the arena, so having the extra room within the LRT median could facilitate that design.
 
_______________________________________________________
José I. Farrán, P.E.
  Adavant
         Consulting
200 Francisco St.,  2nd Floor, San Francisco, CA 94133
office: (415) 362-3552; mobile: (415) 990-6412
jifarran@AdavantConsulting.com
AdavantConsulting.com
 
 
From: Miller, Erin [mailto:Erin.Miller@sfmta.com] 
Sent: Monday, February 23, 2015 9:51 AM
To: 'Clarke Miller'; Miller, Don; Reilly, Catherine; Moy, Barbara
Cc: Jose I. Farran (jifarran@adavantconsulting.com); Olea, Ricardo
Subject: RE: Sliver on GSW Property
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All:
 
I also agree and think that this topic would be best handled by Ricardo on the MTA’s end.  I’m sorry
Clark, not realizing the full background story, I started by reaching out first to Catherine.
 
I’m happy to help coordinate meetings if that would help.  I am copying both Ricardo and Jose on
this email.
 
Best,
 


Erin Miller Blankinship
 
Urban Planning Initiatives, Development & Transportation Integration
Sustainable Streets
 
Join the Waterfront Transportation Assessment Mailing List here!
 
 
(415) 701-5490 o
(415) 971-7429 m
 
www.sfmta.com  
 


From: Clarke Miller [mailto:CMiller@stradasf.com] 
Sent: Monday, February 23, 2015 9:32 AM
To: Miller, Don; Miller, Erin; Reilly, Catherine; Moy, Barbara
Subject: RE: Sliver on GSW Property
 
Thanks, Don.
 
Erin, please let me know if you have 30-minutes available between 2:30-4pm Wednesday and I’ll
coordinate with Jose and then send an invite.
 
Clarke
 


From: Miller, Don (DPW) [mailto:Don.Miller@sfdpw.org] 
Sent: Monday, February 23, 2015 9:19 AM
To: Clarke Miller; Miller, Erin (MTA); Reilly, Catherine (CII); Moy, Barbara
Subject: RE: Sliver on GSW Property
 
All,
 
I agree with Clark’s recollection of our meeting last week and think a call with Jose would be
helpful.  I looked at Barbara and my calendar’s and Tuesday is booked, but Wednesday between 2:30
and 4 is open.
 
Don
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From: Clarke Miller [mailto:CMiller@stradasf.com] 
Sent: Monday, February 23, 2015 9:09 AM
To: Miller, Erin (MTA); Reilly, Catherine (CII); Miller, Don (DPW); Moy, Barbara
Subject: RE: Sliver on GSW Property
 
A little more background might be helpful. I met with Don and Barbara on this issue last week, and
we determined the appropriate next step was for me to reach out to Erin to understand the process
for having MTA determine whether it’s necessary to continue to hold the SW sliver of land as a
possible future acceleration lane. Don and Barbara thought MTA’s Traffic and Engineering team,
likely Ricardo, would need to be the one who ultimately concludes whether that acceleration lane is
still required or not. How he decides (i.e., based on analysis from GSW SEIR Transpo section, a new
traffic study, or an informed opinion of anticipated local traffic conditions) was something I wanted
to discuss with Erin. I can also reach out to Jose Farran to see if he has preliminary thoughts on the
best way to conclude whether an acceleration lane might be required now or in the future at the SW
corner of the site.
 
Should I set up a call with Jose, Erin, and Don as a next step? If so, please let me know your
availability tomorrow or Wednesday afternoon.
 
Thanks,
Clarke
 


From: Miller, Erin [mailto:Erin.Miller@sfmta.com] 
Sent: Friday, February 20, 2015 9:46 AM
To: Reilly, Catherine; Miller, Don; Moy, Barbara
Cc: Clarke Miller
Subject: RE: Sliver on GSW Property
 
Thank you all.  I’m copying Clark on my reply here to include him in this conversation from the
beginning.  I appreciate any help you can provide.
 
Best,
 


Erin Miller Blankinship
 
Urban Planning Initiatives, Development & Transportation Integration
Sustainable Streets
 
Join the Waterfront Transportation Assessment Mailing List here!
 
 
(415) 701-5490 o
(415) 971-7429 m
 
www.sfmta.com  
 


From: Reilly, Catherine (CII) [mailto:catherine.reilly@sfgov.org] 
Sent: Friday, February 20, 2015 9:20 AM
To: Miller, Erin; Miller, Don; Moy, Barbara
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Subject: Sliver on GSW Property
 
Hi, Erin – thanks for the reminder about your question on this sliver. 
 
I have cc-ed the Task Force who holds all information related to MB infrastructure.  Don/Barbara –
Erin received a call from Clarke regarding the little turn lane area at the southwest corner of the
GSW site and she is trying to get information on it.  I figured you are the best to start with on the
history, etc. and what you would need from MTA for the City to make a decision on whether they
are willing to transfer the parcel to the GSW.


Thanks
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
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